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Royal Commission to Inquire into and Report 
Abortion 

Contraception, Sterilisation, and 

ELIZABETH THE SECOND, by the Grace of God, Queen of New Zealand and 
Her Other Realms and Territories, Head of the Commonwealth, 
Defender of the Faith: 

To Our Trusty and Well-beloved the Honourable Dt:NCAN WALLACE 

IvicMt:LLIN, a Judge of the Supreme Court of New Zealand, GEOFFREY 

LEONARD BRINKMAN, of Hamilton, medical practitioner, DENESE LETITIA 

HENARE, of Auckland, barrister and solicitor, MACRICKROY McGREGOR, 
of Christchurch, medical social worker, BARBARA JEANETTE THOMSON, of 
Wellington, married woman, DOROTHY GERTRL'DE WINSTONE, of 
Auckland, married woman: 

GREETING: 

KNOW YE that We, reposing trust and confidence in your integrity, 
knowledge, and ability, do hereby nominate, constitute, and appoint you, 
the said 

The Honourable DUNCAN WALLACE MCMULLIN, 
GEOFFREY LEONABJ) B~JNKMAN, 
DENESE LETITIA HENARE, 
MAt:RICE Roy McGREGOR, 

BARBARA JEANETTE THOMSON, and 
DOROTHY GERTRCDE WINSTONE 

to be a Commission to receive representations upon, inquire into, 
investigate, and report upon the following matters: 

1. The legal, social, and moral issues that are raised by the law and 
practice relating to--

( a) Contraception in all commonly existing and likely forms; and 
(b) Voluntary human sterilisation, whether of the male or female: 

2. The state of the present law on abortion, its interpretation and its 
application in practice, and whether it meets the needs of society having 
regard to the social ai;i:d moral issues relating to it, including the rights of 
the pregnant woman/ and the status of the unborn child: 

3. Any changes that should in your opinion be made in the public 
interest to the law or practice relating to contraception, voluntary human 
sterilisation, or abortion: 

4. The likely effects upon the present health, hospital, and medical 
services of any changes to such law or practice. 

And we hereby appoint you the said 

The Honourable DUNCAN WALLACE MCMULLIN 

to be Chairman of the said Commission: 

And for better enabling you to carry these presents into effect you are 
hereby authorised and empowered to make and conduct any inquiry or 
investigation under these presents in such manner and at such time and 

11 



l\?l~q'i\tl!~iil4~&if>;tit~Pit~ien~, ~,h -p~~e\Jit id,io~~t,rpl'Jll ,tl'~!i. to ti1!1e,a~d 
p\~ .y9u t~mk.fit, an,i~~t the.~e presents shall continue m 
for· .. uch mq_u1ry · .may .~f. :~~y, ii.me and .. place be resumed 
al:fh<\tg,.~Ji\~\ l'eg,µlarly adJ?urn{:d,frd.~~me t<:>.time or .fi:om place to place: 

t~er,eby stn:St\~!,· jr;,@'t i ~H·isl\all not at 
h .or oth:t~l\e 1c~}Jepcy the 

eral, in pursuarfl:),'.e cellency's 
r1;.-,,,.r1·ih,~1io''fl'i{: contents ,of an , de by ypu, or any 

Aiftformati:on~ @&fl fuel powers 
erred of•r:L,.~ rmation' as is 
Ure cotif ~~"'f~H , 

' \Js liereby1' ' . 

~ttr~tr~·ble notwrtYfsiiT •. ... .. . . . . .. _ · rre1or any two 
i, thelffiembers hete'lf:f ' ,'' ' ·lMln '.' hffifJnia:W, or':a fuember 
deputed by the Chairman to ac,:tin.his stead,.a:ml.,T'ee1otl1efmerh'bers are 
present and c,:onc,:ur in the exercise of the powers: .. 

And We do £. · ·11, that ou l'C , libet~ to .report your 
p'tb1l~2din ,1f'ft~~~~1Jn?to tihfe if 
yo'u shar . ,Jtd,, ''*"' ;, 

And, using aU yeu are required to report · to His 
Exc,:ellency, t~e (l(;) ~~DDif/t':wii~qo~:lJrands;'n.otlater 
than the 3,01h. <l~r ·. ,, x!l),!-1-t fk~tt~f!ml1op,1n.1orr§T &n i1tre'm.a tters 
aforesaid, td:ge;vner w ,, eeoirimendatioqs:~~lly~t ~,hmltfir to make in 
respec,:t thereof: . ,10,.11,:zOu11. 

And, laritly, it is. here~y dedared ll!rat t~A{tJf~l'eiitS' are i\sued, under 
the authoricy of the Letters Pa.~~nt pf JIJsOB;!Jfcfii'~iroj~sfy'.I~fog c©tli!>rge the 
Fi!th, dated.th unperJhe;~11t)J.oricy of and 
!18t:sjicmtffe ·. . ·-· .. · ;1l Iii'"\ff'··; .• 6cf1908. and 

t! .!!!:t~i.'.;l e~;A'U~'®h' iwiwf~ ~~d !!~~e~,'it1~:~.-d~~~-!~ilaridd . 
. 1••,rr1 wrfrt~'S ~-.1u~r:e'(51¥ ,vV'e,m ··. av~#€a'fi:S'e'ti:I l!11rS''~ur'oorrrm1ss1 n"to ue·1ssue 
and th~. S.eal of New Zealand to be hereunto affixea<'1h;1Wel11ingf6'n this 
23(.• fo!J~llf9iiu.l: 1'1ttllllt.lll:J . . . . . . i • 

~@1.:gti1fnirutt,atWailtb~VJ~~eJ.iUeltisi.n;!Si:f ·Edwatci Denis 
bi.\i:lnd..~J~li..N•t Qt~iftikl!>.k$ l:lfa@.ul! Most1!:i)istinguished Order of 

?llfl(.i,\!t~:t,»i~Jiie;Jl"tll)9i ilti~~,(i.,ongei,,&mg,bi.tf:.Gi;a,ndtCr-0s~ ;Of @,t1r;Royal 
· cciN'J~tl!id, ,\ -~m.ma,nGieri0fzOui:,1~:fost Excellent Order 

of the ~vehnOiictGenenal aml Gommander-in-Chief 
3-RP t~vib.1~e~Z~<1il~il:~b . 

,nam,r,:111 ,IJBNPS ;,Bl!.UND EL'L, ·-Governor:Genera'l; 

'£;~t1)Mit~;~~Ut~i6:{ Siwr,~a~?s :r )I 

, ' :ni:i:JQM M9GUIGAN, Ministecof Health. 
Approved in Council-

; M:fl..1G.1MJL,LJE.N, .Q\erk of the Execu,tive Council. 
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Replacement of Member o/Royal Commission on Contraception, Sterilisation, and 
Abortion 

ELIZABETH THE SECOND, by the Grace ofGqill,iQueeh of New Zealandand 
Her. Other Realms ; andJ Territories; Heacl,,w£ the'.· Commonwealth, 
Defender of .the Faith: 

To Our Trusty and Well~be}oyed t4e Ji~niti}~ble DyNCAN WALLACE 
MCMULLIN, a Judge of theSupr'eme;Cdurtbf'N1e"w':Zeafand, GEOFFREY 
LEONARD BRINKMAN, ·of Hamilton, medical practitioner, DENESE LETITIA 
HENARE, of Auckland, barrister and sol~C,itor, ~Pl}lfl1~0Y McG~Q,qR, 
of C~ristcpurch, medi9aL .social worker,1.:PARJ3ARA JEA~I!:~E THOMSON, of 
Wellihgton, married woman, DOROTHY GEl}TRUDI!: WINSTONE, . of 
Auckland, married woman, and MAC'RICE-DO'Mifut:: MATICH; • t·of 
Dargaville, medical practitioner: • 

GREETING: 

WHEREAS by Our Commission dated the 23rd day of June 1975, We 
constituted you the said DUNCAN WALLACE MCMULLIN, GEOFFREY 
LEONARD BRINKMAN, DENESE LETITIA HENARE, MAURICE Rov McGREGOR, 
BARBARA JEANETIE THOMSON, and DOROTHY GERTRUDE WINSTONE to be a 
Commission to receive representations upon, inquire into, investigate, 
and report upon the matters relating to co~ception, sterilisation, and 
abortion referred to therein: 

And whereas the said GEOFFREY LEONARD BRINKMAN is no longer able to 
serve as a member of the said Commission and has asked to be relieved 
from the duty of so doing, and it is desirable to appoint in his stead you, 
the said MAURICE DOMINIC MATICH: 

Now, Know Ye, that We do hereby discharge you, the said GEOFFREY 
LEONARD BRINKMAN, from your appointment as a member of the said 
Commission and, reposing trust and confidence in your integrity, 
knowledge, and ability, do hereby appoint you, the said MA'CRICE 
DOMINIC MATICH, to be a member of the said Commission in the stead of 
the said GEOFFREY LEONARD BRINKMAN: 

And it is hereby declared that all acts and things done and decisions. 
made by the said Commission or any of its members, in the exercise of its 
powers, before the issuing of these presents, shall be deemed to have been 
made and done by the said Commission as reconstituted by these presents 
and as if you, the said MAt:RICE DOMINIC MATICH had originally been 
appointed to be a member in the place and stead of the said GEOFFREY 
LEONARD BRINKMAN: 

And We do hereby confirm Our said Commission and the Commission 
thereby constituted, save as modified by these presents: 

And, lastly; it is hereby declared that these presents are issued under 
the authority of the Letters Patent of His Late Majesty King George the 
Fifth, dated the 11th day of May 1917, and under the authority of and 
subject to the provisions of the Commissions of Inquiry Act 1908, and 
with the advice and consent of the Executive CounciL of New Zealand. 

In witness whereof We have caused this Our Commission to be issued 
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Extending the Time Within Which the Commission on Contraception, 
Sterilisation, and Abortion May Report 

ELIZABETH THE SECOND, by the Grace of God, Queen of New Zealand and 
Her Other Realms and Territories, Head of Commonwealth, 
Defender of the Faith; 

To Our Trusty·and Well-.beloved . HonoiirableDUNCAN WALLACE 
McMuLUN, a Judge of the Supreme Court ot New Zealand, DENESE 
LETITIA HENARE, of Auckland, barrister and solichor, MAURICE Rov 
McGREGOR, of Christchurch, medical social worker, BARBARA JEANETTE 
THOMSON, of Wellington, married woman, DOROTHY GERTRUDE 
WINSTONE, of Auckland, married woman, and MAURICE DOMINIC 
MATICH, of DargaviUe, medical practitioner: 

GREETING: 

WHEREAS by our dated the 23rd day of June 1975, We 
constituted you the said DUNCAN .WALLAQE ~cMULLIN, DENESE LETITIA 

HENARE, MAURICE Rov McGREGOR, BARBARA JEANETTE THOMSON, and 
DOROTHY GERTRUDE WINSTONE, together with one GEOFFREY. LEONARD 

BRINKMAN, of Hamilton, medical practitioner, to be a Commission to 
:receive representations upon, inquire into, investigate, and report upon 
the matters relating to contraception, sterilisation, and abortion referred 
to therein: 

And whereas by Our Warrant, dated the 12th day of September 1975, 
We constituted. the said Commission by appointing you, the said MAURICE 

DOMINIC MATICH, to be a member of the said Commission in the stead of 
the said GEOFFREY LEONARD BRINKMAN: 

And whereas you the said DUNCAN WALLACE MCMULLIN, DENESE 

LETITIA HENARE, MAURICE Rov McGREGOR,BARBARAJEANETIE THOMSON, 

DOROTHY GERTRUDE WINSTONE, and MAURICE DOMINIC MATICH, the 
members of the said Commission as so reconstituted, are required by Our 
Warrant, dated the 23rd day of June 1975, to report, not later than the 
30th day of June 1976, your findings and opinions on. the matters 
aforesaid, together with such recommendations as you think fit to make in 
respect · thereof: 

And whereas it is expedient that the time for so reporting should be 
extended as hereinafter provided: 

Now, therefore, We do hereby extend until the 30th day of September 
1976 the time within which you are so required to report, without 
prejudice to the liberty conferred on you by Our Said Warrant, dated the 
23rd day of June 1975, to report your proceedings and findings from time 
to time if you should judge it expedient so to do: 

And We do hereby confirm Our Said Warrant, dated the 23rd day of 
June 1975, and the Commission thereby constituted, save as modified by 
Our Said Warrant dated the 12th day .of September 1975 and by these 
presents: 
' And, lastly, it is hereby declared that these presents are issued under 
the authority of the Letters Patent of His Late Majesty King George the 
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the authority of and 
Aci: 1908, and 
New Zealand. 

vc<J•1u,,u,,;:,,,""'" to be issued 
'"'""'""·"'"' J0·•,01~•1Jtef,eu,;1;0,,.;:i1t11~:ea at Wellington this 

Victorian Order, '"""'·m"'" ,., .. v,, ..... =·""·~, 
ofthe British · 
in and 

BLUNDELL, Governor-General. 
Cori1mand- · 

Coundl-'
P. 'G. 

FRANK 
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Extending the Time Within Which the Royal Commission on Contraception, 
Sterilisation, and Abortion May Report 

ELIZABETH THE SECOND, by the Grace of God, Queen of New Zealand and 
Her Other Realms and Territories, Head of the Commonwealth, 
Defender of the Faith: 

To Our Trusty and Well-beloved the Honourable DcNCAN WALLACE 

l\llcMcLLIN, a Judge of the Supreme Court of New Zealand, DENESE 

LETITIA HENARE, of Auckland, barrister and solicitor, MAURICE Roy 
McGREGOR, of Christchurch, medi.cal social worker, BARBARA JEANETTE 

THOMSON, of Wellington, married woman, DOROTHY GERTRt:DE 

WrnsTONE, of Auckland, married woman, and MAt:RICE DOMINIC 

IV!ATICH, of DargaviHe, medical practitioner: 

GREETING: ,, 
'WHEREAS by Our Warrant dated the 23rd day of June We 
constituted you the said Dt:NCAN VvALLACE McMt:LLIN, DENESE LETITIA 
H.ENARE, MAURICE Roy McGREGOR, BARBARA JEANETTE THOMSON, and 
DOROTHY GERTRt:DE WINSTONE, together with one GEOFFREY LEONARD 

BRINKMAN, of Hamilton, medical practitioner, to be a Commission to 
receive representations upon, inquire into, investigate, and report upon 
the matters relating to contraception, sterilisation, and abortion referred 
to therein: 

And whereas by Our Warrant, dated the 12th day of September 1975, 
We reconstituted the said Commission by appointing you, the said 
MAt::RICE DOMINIC MATICH, to be a member of the said Commission in the 
stead of the said GEOFFREY LEONARD BRINKMAN: 

And whereas you the said Dt:NCAN WALLACE MCMULLIN, DENESE 

LETITIA HENARE, MAcRICE Rov McGREGOR, BARBARA JEANETTE 

THOMSON, DOROTHY GERTRt:DE WINSTONE, and MACRICE DOMINIC 

MATICH, the members of the said Commission as so reconstituted, were 
required by our Warrant, dated the 23rd day of June 1975, to report, not 
later than the 30th day of June 1976, your findings and opinions on the 
matters aforesaid, together with such recommendations as you thought fit 
to make in respect thereof: 

And whereas by Our Warrant dated the 10th day of May 1976, the time 
within which you were so required to report was extended until the 30th 

of September 1976: 
whereas it is expedient that the time for so reporting should be 

further extended as hereinafter provided: 
Now, therefore, We do hereby extend until the 31st day of December 

1976 the time within which you are so required to report, without 
prejudice to the liberty conferred on you by Our Said Warrant, dated the 
23rd day of June 1975, to report your proceedings and findings from time 
to time if you should judge it expedient so to do: 

And We do hereby confirm Our Said Warrant, dated the 23rd day of 
June 1975, and the Commission t,hereby constituted, save as modified by 
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Wi.tness .our Right 
BhindeH, Knight 
Saint Michael and 
Victorian Order, 
of the British Empire, 
i.n and over New Zealand. 

EDWARD 

Appmved in 

and by these 

Denis 
Oi'derof 

of o~ir Royal 
Excellent Order 

Commander-in-Chief 

BLUNDELL, Governor-General, 
Deputy, RICHARD WILD. 

of the Executive Council. 
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1,xr.,mnmu the Time Within Which the Royal Commission on Contraception, 
Sterilisation, and Abortion May Report 

ELIZABETH THE SECOND, by the Grace of God, Queen of New Zealand and 
Her Other Realms and Territories, Head of the Commonwealth, 
Defender of the Faith: 

To Our Trusty and Well-beloved the Honourable DUNCAN WALLACE 
McMnuN, a Judge of the Supreme Court of New Zealand, DENESE 

LETITIA HENARE, of Auckland, barrister and solicitor, MAt:RICE Roy 
McGREGOR, of Christchurch, medical social worker, BARBARA JEANETTE 

THOMSON, of WeHington, married woman, DOROTHY GERTRt:DE 

GREETING: 

of Auckland, married woman, and MAt:RICE DOMINIC 

Dargaville, medical practitioner: 

WHEREAS by Our Warrant, dated the 23rd day of June 1975, We 
constituted you the said Dt:NCAN WALLACE McMt:LLIN, DENESE LETITIA 
HENARE, MAt:RICE Roy McGREGOR, BARBARA JEANETTE THOMSON and 
DOROTHY GERTRt:DE WINSTONE, together with one GEOFFREY LEONARD 

BRINKMAN, of Hamilton, medical practitioner, to be a Commission to 
receive representations upon, inquire into, investigate, and report upon 
the matters relating to contraception, sterilisation, and abortion referred 
to therein: 

And whereas by Our Warrant, dated the 12th day of September 
'We reconstituted the said Commission by appointing you, the 
MAt:RICE DOMINIC MATICH, to be a member of the said Commission in the 
stead of the said GEOFFREY LEONARD BRINKMAN: ' 

.And whereas you the said DUNCAN WALLACE McMULLIN, DENESE 
LETITIA HENARE, MAL'RICE Rov McGREGOR, BARBARA JEANETTE 

THOMSON, DOROTHY GERTRt:DE and MAURICE DOMINIC 

l:v!ATICH, the members of the said Commission as so reconstituted, were 
required by Our Warrant, dated the 23rd day of June 1975, to report, not 
later than the 30th day of June your findings and opinions on the 
matters aforesaid, together with such recommendations as you thought fit 
to make in respect thereof: . 

And whereas by Our Warrant dated the 10th of May 1976, the time 
within which you were so to report was extended until the 30th 

of September 1976: 
whereas by Our Warrant dated the 27th day of July 1976, the time 

within which you were so required to report was further extended until the 
31st day of December 1976: 

And whereas it is expedient that the time for so reporting should be 
further extended as hereinafter provided: 

therefore, We do hereby extend until the 31st day of March 1977 
the time within which you are so required to report, without prejudice to 
the liberty conferred on you by Our Said Warrant, dated the 23rd day of 
June 197 5, to report your proceedings and findings from time to time if 
you should judge it expedient so to do: 
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Letter of Transmittal 

To His Excellency Sir Edward Denis Blundell, Knight Grand Cross of the 
iVIost Distinguished Order of Saint Michael and Saint George, Knight 
Grand of the Royal Victorian Order, Knight Commander of the 
Most Excellent Order of the British Empire, Governor-General and 
Commander-in-Chief in and over New Zealand. 

MAY IT PLEASE YOUR EXCELLENCY 

YOUR Excellency by Warrant dated 23 June 1975 appointed us the 
undersigned DUNCAN VI/ ALLACE MCMULLIN, DENESE LETITIA HENARE. 

MAURICE RoY McGREGOR, BARBARA JEANETTE THOMSON, and DOROTHY 

GERTRUDE to under the terms of reference stated in the 
VVarranL GEOFFREY LEONARD BRINKMAN who was appointed the same 
Warrant was unable to serve as a member of the Commission and, before 
our sittings commenced, asked to be relieved from the of doing so. By 
further Warrant dated 12 September 1975 Your Excellency appointed the 
undersigned MAURICE DOMINIC MATICH in his place. 

We '1'/ere originally required to present our report by 30 June 1976, but 
your Excellency has extended this date to 31 March 1977. 

'We now submit our report for Your Excellency's consideration. 
Your Excellency will see that it is a unanimous report. 

We have the honour to be 
Your Excellency's most obedient servants, 

D. W. Chairman. 
DENESE L. HENARE, Member. 
M. R McGREGOR, Member. 
M. D. MATICH, Member. 
B. J. THOMSON, Member. 
DOROTHY G. 

Dated at Auckland this 5th day of March 1977. 
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SUMMARY OF REPORT 

Not the least of the difficulties facing the Commission was the 
presentation, in a report of reasonable size, o:Vits views on the great mass 
::uf:information submitted to or researched by it. There wa:s a need, on the 
one hand, to deal adequately with the medical, scientHi~, psychiatric, and 

£sociological material raised, not only in the submissions and evidence 
presented to us, but in the numerous articles a:nd studies to which we were 
,referred, and, on the other, to have•regard to the desirability of producing 
a report that was acceptable in style and length to'the many members of 
the public to whom the issues discussed in the report are of concern. In the 
various chapters of the report we have endeavoured fodeal with the topics 
discussed in a manner that discharges the duty imposed on us by our 
terms of reference and, at the same tirne, provides a book which an 
~interested reader will find not unattractive .in. style. 
, · To ensure that the reading ohhe,report is not interrupted by references 
to subject matter which, though of importance and interest, is of less 
relevance to the inquiry, we have placed some material, although briginal 
in content, in the appendices,'Appendices 2 to 6 are in this category: 

Although the report is not divided into parts, the chapters in it are 
,grouped broadly into the three divisions of ,contraception, sterilisation, 
and abortion. Chapters l to 5 dea1 with contraception, chapters 6 to 8 
relate to voluntary human sterilisation, chapters 9 to 25 deal with,the 
':issue of abortion, and chapter 31 with research on fetuses and fetal 
,material. Chapters 26 to 30 are of more general application. 

In chapter 1 we dea:Pwi,th the social and moral issues of contraception, 
mainly as they affect three groups-the family, the young and unmarried, 
'~nd the intellectuaily h.indicapped. 

ln chapter 2 we:discuss the legal issues mised by contraception. There 
are, in fact, only a very fow provisions of the law bearing on this itopic. 
rOne of them, however, is of particular importance. We have given it a 
,gr:eat deal of consideration. It is the PoHce.Offences Amendment Act 1954 
which forbids the supply of contraceptives to persons under 16 andplaces 
restrictions on the giving of •contraceptive advice to persons under that 
age. We make recommendations :foir its amendment. 

Chapter 4 deals with the techni<ij_,ues of .contraception and their mode of 
operation. There are those techniques which are regarded by some as 
o@ntraceptive and by others as abortifacient. For the r,easons which we 
·tu1ly discuss in tqe chapter, we are .af the view that pregnancy, the state at 
,whioh abortion is directed, commences at implantation, and that those 
:t,eclauiques which operate to pre:vent.conception or prevemt implantation 
may pmp:erly he regaircled as ,co:ntra.oeptive and. those that operate .after 
mplantaition has ,occurred as .abortifacient. Consistent with this view, we 
a1egard the "Morning..,after Piil" and the I.U.D. as 'COntracepfrve inaction, 
in that they do not iinterl.ene with implantation;. the practice of menstrual 
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t~gulation, the intention of which is to remove from the womb the ova 
after implantation has occurred, we regard as abortifacient. 

The final chapter relating to contraception is chapter 5 in which we 
examine ways and means of px;ovi(jing more effective services for family 
planning and contraception. . . 

The social, moral, and legal issues arising from voluntary human 
. sterilisation are discussed in c.\;lapter,s 6 and 7. The doubts which exist in 
so.me hospitals in New Zealand with regard to the legality of sterilisation 
performed for other than therapetitiJueasons should be removed and the 
practice of sterilisation accepted, as ;:t,JJ1eans of family planning. We also 
discuss a number of other,. matter,s1 iaii, .. these chapters, including the 
sterilisation of intellectually ha;'8cHcap,ped'.·persons. 

The provision of sterilisati:on,:rseIW!ides and criteria upon which 
sterilisations should be performed ·a::rf.? aiscussed in chapter 8 where a 
number of recommendationsita11e!made. J 

Chapters 9 and 10 are dev.otecditoa1::disoussion.of the law on abortion in 
New Zealand, its interpretation,·i~iaqbplioatioh, iand its working. There 
are, as we there point out, differe1irC1:es·J oirintflrptetation and application 
which follow from the uncer:tainr&taternf tt:he law, at present. These have 
resulted in variations in practiaA1inon:h on~,<Ms.t:rict and ·one hospital to 
another. ,. 

Part and parcel of thewrudriagrm::.tk,e·abortion law in New Zealand are 
the estimates of the numbeE::1~::i.iN<e~1Z00:la:b.d ,women who travel to 
Australia for abortion. We,deahwl:tlliHrdse.mattersin chapter 11, and in 
chapter 12 we discuss the,0peratioi:1iQHtih~".AiJrckland Medical Aid Trust, a 
matter which is also relevant, td ftheiworldng, of the abortion law in New 
Zealand. 

There is very little informdti@n ,available! in New Zealand on the 
characteristics of women., ~ho,~e~oaloortiion:i;Such information as is 
available has come mainly·frormtUme1Aucklanm,,Medical Aid Centre. We 
refer to this information ini ch~1er-,1g,,wu1i3 , 

There are two matters at the heat:tiof1the11aloortion controversy. They 
are the statµs of the uribonnoohildfan&;;,he'Ili!ghts ofthe pregnant woman. 
We deal with these two ,mattens, in ichapter~ ·1:.4iand 151. We are of the view 
that the unborn child.has,a,statusdr,01mtlM1 tiine·1of implantation when 
pregnancy commences and'linan.:tilb:i:s: status,· although notabsolute, should 
receive .prdtectionO'from thedaw/lliy"I ,, .. 

Chapter 16,relates to tbbmoralitrotabontion, a matter which we are 
required to consider byi our tenRS"©f reference,, 

Individual women who, seeLabor,tionido: so for a number of reasons 
which, because of their recm;rence in case aften ,case, provide some 
indication of, the factors relating to" health,: stress, or economic strain 
which l·ead women to seek: 0 a, way out; .. ot,unwanted pregnancy. These 
reasons atre,often referred,tcfas,"indications'.', Im. chapter 17 we classify, to 
'the extent that they can ,be1·classified, the various indications for 
abortion-medical, psychiatric, socio-economic, fetal defects, rape, incest, 
and intellectual handicap. Some of these we accept as providing proper 
grounds for abortion, others we do not; Jn, chapter .24, where we discuss 
legal policyand make recommendationslon whatthelaw should be, we set 
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out the indications which we think should be accepted as grounds for 

Before any legal code can be formulated, there are other matters which 
consideration, such as demographic issues, the particular 
of Maoris and Pacific Islanders who together comprise over 

300,000 of the population, and polls and surveys which take account of 
public opinion. These we discuss in chapters 18, 19, and 20. 

The techniques of abortion, which have an effect on the health and well
being of the woman and the medical and psychiatric sequelae of abortion, 
the consequences both to the woman concerned and to any child born to 
her if abortion is refused, are also of considerable importance. We 

them in chapters 21, 22, and 23. 
Chapter 24 is an important chapter. In it we examine the place of the 

law in the area of abortion and the right of Parliament to intervene in 
what some say is a matter of a woman's choice. We discuss in this chapter 
the considerations to which we think any legal policy should have regard 
and set out in some detail the basis of a suggested legal code which aims to 
remove the doubts and uncertainties which at present exist in the law and 
to take account of the many other factors discussed in the report. 

Chapter 25 is also of considerable importance because it deals with the 
means by which the legal code should be implemented and the abortion 
wc,,.rn,.uu made. We recommeqd the setting up of a committee which is to 
have general oversight of _the administration of the abortion law in this 
country. It has been our aim to ensure some uniformity of approach which 
has hitherto been lacking. The committee would help to attain this object. 
It would prescribe standards and give general supervision to the working 
of the abortion law. There is a need for adequate counselling services to be 
provided before any decision on abortion is made. The setting up of such 
services would also be the responsibility of the committee. Our 
recommendation is that the decision should be made panels 
established by the statutory committee but, as an alternative, we 
recommend that the decision should be made by two doctors. 

Chapters 26 to 30 are of general application to the issues of 
contraception, sterilisation, and abortion. 

effect of the recommendations which we make on health, hospital, 
and medical services is a matter which we discuss in chapter 30. We are 
unable to estimate the numbers of women who will apply for abortion in 
the future; nor can we say what percentage of them should be granted or 
refused an abortion. Whether or not a woman receives an abortion must 
depend on whether, in the individual circumstances of her case, the 
necessary criteria have been satisfied. If these are met she will be entitled 
to an abortion. It is, however, our expectation that if effect is given to all 
the recommendations made in our report on the matters of contraception, 
sterilisation, and abortion, the number of abortions performed in this 
country will be reduced. 

Chapter 31 relates to fetal research. 
A large number of women and men spoke to us of their personal 

experiences. What they said related to a variety of matters which do not 
of the general pattern of the report. We have decided to devote 
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SUMMARY OF 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

APPEARING IN THE REPORT 
Chapter 2 
CONTRACEPTION: LEGAL ISSUES 

1. That section 2(l)(a) of the Police Offences Amendment Act 1954 
be amended to exempt from the prohibitions or the subsection certain 
classes of persons including parents, medical practitioners, accredited 
representatives of family planning clinics, and other responsible 
agencies or groups to be named in regulations to B~ made under the 
Act. 1 . . . 

2. That section 2(1 )(b) of the Police Offences Arriertdment Act 1954 
be repealed and replaced bf a provision making it a.If offence: 

(1) To direct or persuade or attempt to direct or persuade a child 
under 16 years of age to use a contraq:ptive except where such 
direction or. persuasion or attempted direction or persuasion is 
given by a rpedical practitioner or o.ther approved person. 

(2) To give information or instruction in the use of contraceptives to 
a child under 16 years of age, except where:. 

(a) The person giving the information or instruction does so 
as part of any course on.social relationships, biology, or human 
development approved by the Department of Education or 
Department of Health; or · 

(b) Where the person giving the information or instruction 
is approved by the principal or head teacher of any school. 

3. That section 2(3) of the Police Offences Amendment Act 1954 be 
amended to exempt from the provisions of this subsection every .child 
who procures or attempts to procure any contraceptive from any of the 
classes or persons defined in section 2(1) (a) as amended above. 

4. That up-to-date, reliable, independent information on contracep
tives and their use be produced in booklet form by the Department of 
Health and made available to the public free of charge by general 
practitioners and through various agencies such as family planning 
clinics and health clinics. 

5. That factual, realistic, up-to-date films on sexually transmitted 
diseases be provided by the .Department of Health and kept under 
constant review. 

6. That parents and other persons having custody of intellectually 
handicapped women and girls be permitted to administer contracep
tives to them and that no legal liability attach to them for such acts. 

· 7. That the superintendent· of an institution or any member of the 
staff directed by him be permitted to administer contraceptives to 
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handicapped women and of their treatment 
,arri:l' legal liability attach to for such acts, 

Thai' section 1 l) of the Food and,Dr.ug .. A.ct 1969 be amended to 
contraceptive sold condoms through 
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4. That mobile planning clinics be provided to ensure 
adequate services for rural areas. 

5. That special home visiting planning services be provided for 
Maori and Pacific Island families. 

6. That social vvorkers of the Maori and Pacific Island races be 
appointed to work with these ethnic groups and to discuss 
contraceptive practices with them. 

7. That counselling services be available at family planning clinics for 
young people with social and psychological problems. 

8. That adequately trained nurses be given responsibility for family 
planning care in order to release medical practitioners to more 
specialised help to patients. 

9. That free contraceptives be supplied where there is financial 
hardship or where there is an approved medkal condition. 

10. That, in cases of economic need, medical practitioners be 
permitted to authorise the supply of free contraceptives without 
reference to the Department of Health. 

11. That the general medical services benefit be increased to enable 
initial contraceptive consultations to be provided free of cost .to the 
patient. 

12. That no duty be charged on 2ny contraceptives, contraceptive 
devices, or pills, provided that they are regarded by the Department of 
Health as efficient and acceptable. 

13. That, if condoms are manufactured in New Zealand, they be 
made to meet a standard specification no less stringent than which 
obtains in the United Kingdom. 

14. That all condoms imported from overseas be required 1to meet a 
standard equivalent to that required in the United Kingdom. 

15. That medical practitioners unwilling to provide contraceptive 
services on conscientious. grounds be required to advise patients 
requesting such services of their right to apply to another medical 
practitioner or planning clinic. 

Chapter 6 

VOLUNTARY HUMAN STERILISATION: SOCIAL AND 
MORAL ISSCES 

1. That in ante-natal clinics full opportunity be taken to discuss with 
multiparous women the possibility of sterilisation in the post-partum 
period. Such discussions should take place in the early stages of 
pregnancy and with all the implications of sterilisation. If 
possible the woman's spouse or partner should take part. 

2. That Polynesian social workers be attached to ante-natal clinics 
and that these social workers discuss with Pacific women the full 
implications of sterilisation where this is suggested. 

3. That information regarding sterilisation, printed in the principal 
languages, be available at ante-natal clinics. 
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LEGAL ISSUES 

sterilisation of 
the consent 

section 61 of the Crimes Act 196T be ifuended enacting a 
in the terms: 

Everyone is protected from criminal responsibiliry for,• performing with 
reasonable care and skill an operation of sterilisation ofth!: male or female 

the consent of the patient whether that operation is for 
reasons or not. 

3. That the Courts be vested with power to make an order for the 
sterilisation of an intellectually handicapped person. 

4: That in the case of an application by a parent for the sterilisation of 
· an intellectually handicapped person, to safeguard the interests of the 
handicapped person concerned, an appropriate certificate of reference 
must be forwarded by a medical practitioner, supported reliable 

cc0.,L~~"''"' the social adjustment and intellectual capacity of 

an application is not made by the parents of the 
handicapped person, it be permissible for the application 

to be initiated the superintendent of any institution 
a medical practitioner, or a social worker. 

6. That the cost of any such application to a court and the 
costs of the persons made to the application, in the absence of any 

on the part of person to be sterilised, be borne the 
,~,,L""F, the result of the application. 

SERVICES 

LThat decision§ sterilisation operations be taken entirely 
on medical grounds andnot be influenced by considerations of cost. 

2. That before an operation is embarked upon, both the person 
seeking sterilisation and the partner receive adequate counselling so 
that all the the operation are clearly understood. 

3. That wherever possible the be a party to the decision 
sterilisation, but that the consent of the partner be not 

and out0patient services for 
female be established 

medical practitioners nrrwilling to perform sterilisations on 
conscientious grounds be required to <advise patients requesting 
sterilisations ol their another'J.)rattitioner or a family 
planning clinic. 
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7. That the necessity for adequate counselling before sterilisation be 
recognised and that the use medical practitioners of trained 
counsellors for this purpose be encouraged. 

8. That, once the position regarding the legality of the operation has 
been clarified, insurance companies be asked to provide coverage for 
voluntary sterilisation operations. 

9. That it be made illegal to offer mortgage finance or 
accommodation on condition that the applicant produce evidence of 
sterilisation or an undertaking to undergo sterilisation. 

10. That those performing sterilisations be required to report each 
month on the number and type of sterilisations performed, the reasons 
for the operation, the age, marital status, race and number of children 
of each patient, whether the operation has been on a day-care or an in
patient basis, and whether it was post-partum. 

Chapter 15 
THE RIGHTS OF THE PREGNANT WOMAN 

1. That, irrespective of the ultimate decision, a woman seeking an 
abortion be given, as of right, a careful, attentive, and sympathetic 
hearing by her doctor. 

2. That requests for abortion be considered strictly on their merits 
and no conditions attached to decisions. 1 

3. That the principle of protection of employment opportunities for 
pregnant women be supported. 

4. That careful consideration be given to the following recommenda
tions oi the Select Committee on Women's Rights: 

(1) That the Government: 
(a) introduce legislation to provide for paid maternity leave 

for women with the objective of either (i) ratifying by 
legislative Act I.L.O. Convention 103 concerning maternity 
protection; or (ii) giving effect to the principles contained in 
the aforesaid convention, and 

(b) consider the desirability of allowing for paid paternity 
leave in cases• of family need. 

(2) That the State Services Commission experiment in extending 
provisions for part-time work and job-sharing in a variety of 
fields in order to consider whether guidelines can be 
established for their future development. 

(3) That the State Services Commission give early consideration to 
evolving methods of recruitment which provide for recognition 
of voluntary work as a job qualification in terms of the grading 
of women entering the Public Service after a period out of 
employment for family reasons during which time volunteer 
service has been actively engaged in. 

5. That early pregnancy testing services and contraceptive advice 
and information be free of cost and be made widely available, 

6. That opportunities always be made available for pregnant 
schoolgirls to continue their education. 
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social welfare 

EHSi\1.i'OGRAPHIC: ISSUES 
separate statistical information keptby .the Department of 

recording the births arid deaths of Pacific Islanders. 

19 
rv1AOR,IS Al.\TD PACIFIC ISLANDERS 

LEGAL POLICY: 'WHAT 
TIOT..J BE? 

l. :md 

commur1ity workers be 
courses to enable them to 

centres, particularly in areas where 
and Pacific lsland groups. 

SHOULD-THE LAW ON ABOR-

be defined in any legal code as the. 
or embryo after implantation. 

l he amended by substit11ting for sections 

( 1) Everyone shall be guilty of a crime with intent to procure 
whether she is with child miscarriage. of any woman. or 

administers to, or causes to be taken 
or any noxious thing; or 

on her any instrument; or 
anv means not being 
apply. 

would result in 
pregnant \vomari or girl, such 

not being the 11orma'I dangei' of childbirth itself; or 
The contim1ance ::oLthepregpancy ,would .. result in 

danger to the physical or mental health .of the woman 
or girl,,such danger not being the normal danger of childbirth 
itself; or 
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( c) There is a substantial risk that if the. pregnancy were not 
terminated and the child were to be born, it would have or 
suffer from such phyS;ical or ment<J.l abnormality as to be 
seriously handicapped; or ~ 

(d) The pregnancy is the result· of sexual intercourse: 
(i) Which, if a charge were laid, would constitute the crime of 
incest as defined by section 130(1) ofthe Crimes Act 1961, or 
(ii) In such circumstances that, if a c:ha,.rge were laid, it would 
constitute a crime under section 131 ( 1) of the Crimes Act 
1961; or · 

(e) The pregnancy is the result ofsexualintercourse with a 
woman or girl who is, or was at the .time ofthe intercourse, 
"severely subnormal" within the meaning of section 138(2) of 
the Crimes Act 1961. · · 

(3) The woman or girl shall not be ch<;trged as a party to any offence 
against this section. 

Appropriate amendmen~s will be required to sectjqns J85 and 1 B(i to define the 
word "unlawfully". · 

3. That the penalty of imprisonment provided by sectiqn 185 df the 
Crimes Act 1961 (female procuring her own abortion) be replaced by a 
fine or lesser penalty. 

4. That the extremes of age of a pregnant woman or girl, while not of 
themselves grounds for abortion, be regarded as f<;tctors to be taken into 
account when considering whether there is a danger to the physical or 
mental health of the woman or girl concerned and the extent of that 
danger. 

5. ( 1) That pregnancy resulting from rape be not of itself a ground for 
abortion but that the plight of women and girls who are fearful of 
pregnancy following on rape be met by ens,uring that either the 
"Morning-.after Pill" or some form of intra-uteri~e device such as the 
"Copper-7" be made available to women and girls complaining of 
rape. 

(2) That where women and girls make complaints of rape, it be 
mandatory for medical practitionrrs called by the police to examine 
them, either to provide thi:: '.'Morning-after Pill", or, .if requested, to fit 
an appropriate form of LU.D., or, if they are.unwilling to do this, to 
advise compla!nants that these methods of t;reatment are available and 
that they may, if they wish, obtain them(rom a mec;liqi.lpractitioner of 
their choice or from a family planning clinic. 

6. That socio-economic factors be not oL themselves grounds for 
abortion. 

Sig 2 

7. That abortion be not carried out after 20 ,weeks' gestation, except: 
( 1) Where there is a substantial risk that the child would be born 

with a serious disability, whether physical or mental; or 
(2) Where it is necessary to save the life of the pregnant woman or to 

prevent serious permanent injury to her physical or mental 
health. 
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are 

her consent. 
11. That the burden or proof in nrn~'"'''1Ttlnr1," 

·-·,,··"·'·''""" out abortions rem.ain 
use of the technique known as 

aspiration", or "menstrual extraction'' as a 
be discouraged. 
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( 11) Advising the Minister of Health and hospital boards on the 
establishment of clinics and centres for contraceptive and 
sterilisation services. 

(12) Reporting to Parliament on the working of the abortion code. 
2. That the carrying out of abortions be permitted in public an<l 

private hospitals and day clinics, provided however that abortions 
performed later than the first trimester be carried out in public and 
private hospitals only. 

3. That provision be made for the regular inspection of hospitals and 
clinics where abortions are to be carried out to ensure that adequate 
facilities, equipment, and staff are available and that adequate 
arrangements have been made with base hospitals for the treatment of 
complications, if and when they arise. 

4. (1) That all public hospitals with full and approved facilities be 
licensed to carry out abortions and that such private hospitals as have ~ 
full surgical facilities also be licensed if they desire it. 

(2) That the licensing of day clinics in particular areas be dependent, 
not only on whether they are able to offer satisfactory s:u1rgical and 
medical care, but on whether there is a need for clinics in those are.as. 

5. That before any decision is made on abortion, the patient he given 
independent and objective counselling separate from the institution in 
which abortions are performed and that such counse1ling be carried out 
at a counselling service established by the statutory committee or by 
some counselling agency approved by the statutory committee. 

6. That in order to ensure the uniform, impartial, and efficient 
working of the abortion laws, panels be established under the 
jurisdiction and oversight of the statutory committee to decide, after 
considering all relevant information, whether the abortion sought is 
justified within the law. 

7. That such panels consist of three members, two of whom are 
medical practitioners and the other a social worker, and that the social 
worker, while not being entitled to vote on any abortion decision, have 
the right to be present at all meetings of the panel. 

8. That, before any decision on abortion is made, the panel have 
regard to: 

(l) A statement from the woman's general practitioner or specialist 
of the reasons for requesting abortion. 

(2) Any further medical reports. 
(3) Advice that the woman has been adequately counselled. 

9. That, if the application for abortion is granted, the panel refer the 
woman without delay to the hospital or clinic where she desires the 
abortion to be performed. 

10. That, if the application for abortion is refused, regard be had to 
the desirability of the counsellor making arrangements for further 
counselling to be given to the woman and referring her to appropriate 
supporting services. 

11. That it be the duty of each panel to keep full records and to report 
regularly to the statutory committee on all requests for termination of 
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are no trained counsellors available 
may be approved to carry .out 

should pay for the cost both of the counselling of the 
n, . .,,.,,,.,n,;- woman of the assessment by. the panel. 

should be the first to see the applicant after 
to the panel and should 
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at the service established by the statutory 
or at one by it. 

In i:he the adoption of this alternative, the two medical 
are in practice, should not be partners; one 

assistant of the other or be or 
in the; same home or agency; one of 

at least 5 

18. That the that no abortion shall be performed unless 
and until a to that dfect has been made by a panel or two 

as the case may be waived where one medical practitioner 
is of opinion, formed in that the termination is 
in1mediately to save the life of the mother or to grave 
permanent injury to or mental health. 

status of social workers as part of 
pr,::m:ss:mrrnJ teams in women's be recognised. 

3. That church and other be with 
financial support, to offer more comprehensive counselling 

and case work services for mothers and families. 
4. That the number of social workers in the Department of Social 

'Welfare be increased so that more wm be available to work with 
mothers and families. 

5. That, within all penal and reform institutions dealing with young 

ling, and 

~v,~.rnOM.~ be n1.ade, in terms of the wider recommendations 
2, for the giving to inmates of contraceptive counsel

in matters of human development, 
6, That social workers with special training and experience in the 

,c,uvµuvu be available to help with the selection of adopting field of 
Darents to assist the mother of the child through the stress of 
i)lacement. 

7. That in order to ensure a closer liaison within existing welfare 
services, and to ensure the dissemination of information and the better 
co-ordination of such services, there be regular consultations between 
government and agencies in the field of 
chi.ld and maternal ,,vdfare. 

28 
THE CONSCIENCE CLAUSE 

l, That no medical, surgical, or para-medical personnel 
or not be under an obligation to assist at, or 

or sterilisation, or the fitting of any 
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INTRODUCTION 

SCOPE OF INQUIRY 

The Warrant constituting the Royal Commission sets out the various 
matters to which we are to have regard in making this;report. The terms of 
reference are comprehensive, requiring us to 1examine the subjects of 
contraception, sterilisation, and abortion. According to:evidence which 
we. heard from a witness from the United States ohAmeriea, who had 
I}lade a study of abortion legislation and practice throughout the world, 
this is the first time in which a commission or committee of inquiry in any 
country has been specifically directed to take accountofall of the three 
subjects~contraception, sterilisation, and·,abortion, •. ,each .one. 0f which 
has profound physica1, moral; social, and psfchological implications both 
for the individual and for society. 

HISTORY OF ABORTION INQUIRIES IN NEW Z~ALAND
1 

(The Maternal Mtirtatity Report, 1921 
:,, In 1921, a special committee was set up by th,.~ Board o.f .Health to 
consider and report on the question of the deaths of mothers in connection 
with childbirth. In a brief report, which is printed as Appefldix 7, the 
committee expressed concern about the "abnormally high death rate due 
to septic conditions following on attempts to procure abortion." 

The McMillan Report, 193 7 
As far as we'have been abl<; to ascertain, the only substantial inquiry 

hitherto made into any of these topics wasthat made into abortion in New 
Zealand in 1936, when a 'special committee was set up by Cabinet with the 
following order of referend: 

1. To inquire into and report upon the incidence of abortion in New 
Zealand, including: · 

(1) The incidence among married and single women: 
(2) Whether the rate of .incidence has increased· during recent. years: 
(3) How New Zealand compared with other countries in this respect. 
2. To inquire into and report upon the underlying causes for Ofcurrence of 

abortion in New Zealand, including medical, economic, social and any 
other fact,ors. 

3. 'I:,o advise as to the bes,t means of combating and preventing the 
occurrence of abortion in New Zealand. 

4. Generally to make any other observations or recommendations that 
appear appropriate tdthe committee on the subject. 

The committee, under the chairmanship of the late Dr D. G. McMillan, 
heard evidence from the British Medical Associatio11;, obstetricians and 
gynaecologists, and individuals., In i~s findings, which. became known as 
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thet~~MiLlan Report, the committeA,s:tated that it was quite unable tc 
asse:$1S)l;~he,incidence of abortion wi~h ~mplete accuracy but reached tht 
conhhrsions: .. . .. . . .. . ,,,, · .. 

· t That abortion was, "'e~c:,~c{ New Zealand. 
1.2. That, as far as it could judgetftl:mi thi~~~yj(dence; about one in every 

five pregnancies ended in abortion,.;01ndithaii: ;some 6,000 abortions 
occurred in New Zeal~nd eYfl)' i}\~;.li·\~~~e! it w:a~ believed _that 
4,000, at a conservative estimate, wer&;rcnmmally; mduced either 
tru:ough the agency of criminakaib@rti@n{,tl$f!©t;,~y,,self~induction. 
,1•3/1That, according to comparaJii.v',11ini1JfrnatinnaJ~h;~atistics then 
available, New Zealand had one1.j'.i5fr,th6'r1hig,l~sti,dtmth rates from 
abortion in the world, such ·deaths!~cicc;nanting,forti'lil.e quarter of the 
total maternity mortality for New Zealandl,W1:>men dyi~g from sepsis 

• ·'following abortion numbered 176duri:11g,rth~<Fiwe)yea:If,pe'riod 1931 to 
1935. . 

4. That the main causes for resort:io a:i\liop,tfoncwere 1economic and 
domestic hardship, changes in socialwa:rrd,1mor:al]<<:)Utlo0'k, pregnancy 
amongst the unmarried and, in a small propo1hii0n:of1cases, fear of 
childbirth. · 
In an endeavour to remedy these causes, the committee made 

recommendations for financial, domestic, and obstetrical help by the 
State; it recommended that the young be educated in tnatt6ts of sex, that 
the advertising and sale of contraceptives to the young .~fJ>rql;:ibited, and 
that society take a more tolerant attitude to~ards uahiarried girls and 
their children. No 1cna:nges to the law on abortion were recommended. 

A Select Committee, 1946 
' . . ;i•,.: .,· • 
In 1946, a,,Select Committee of Parliament,. referred. to as the 

"Dominion Population Committee", again considered the· subject of 
abortion. By this time a number of the recommendations of the McMillan 
Committee had been put into effect, namely, 'the introduction of increased 
f<J.~YY,,a:Ro'\Va:nss~,. rv.~1er.qity ,B~°'et~\~;,<t,IJ.d51~1:hR~f ~tel ,serxk.e, and the 
in,stifu#9p of,a:n, G9HC/l·Jjp.I].<},l,pro.1~ra,n1;1;i;i,t;, ljy~)~h~,He1?,a,~Hnent ?f Health. 
The ,1~4c6, cgµiqi~ttxe o:iS11~H!lx epd.orse~ t,f\~z:J;g,Qll ~,ncl C~!Jd~si~ns gf the 
McMillan Committe~ ~nd again ~id ?~t rec~W~fnd.1ny alterat10n t.o the 
law. The Sel~ct Comm.itt~e found 1tdiq1cult, frpm the evidence submitted, 
to assess the actual ~xte'iit: of a6o?tioii,"'1~t '~aicCtli'at'tliere was general 
agreement that, despitedtrenuous,,,endeavours to cheek ,the crime of 
abortion, it still cohtirrued to be a "serrous,:eviL" 

The Crimes Act 190 l' 
The law ~n abo;tion was ag~i~ considered ~hen the Bill, which 

subsequently became the Crimes Act 196:1, was,faefore Parliament. The 
New Zealand branch of the body, then krrowh as the British Medical 
Association, made . subµiissions'. tg. thJ;: St~tµ.'tps' Revision Committee, 
adva,ncing the view c t,~at any pr~,visiol'l:,to/r~alise, therapeutic abortion in 
specdic terms was unnecessary: F11rtlitt,Jt cquld see no reason to make 

~i~:~tt !~~;b~:~~\,r ::1~~i1 ·§~~Ukff it:er~o0illte~0tt f~re~i:~~~:: 
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the 1Nithin the statute, of the defence m 
the case of R. v. Bourne 1 K.B.687; [l 3 AH ER61 will 
refer to this case at some in 9, in which we deal wii:h the 
lavv on abortion. The Statutes Revision did not accede to the 

for codification and the law remained as it was. 

The Abortion Act 

In 1967 the Abortion Act was passed in England. h effected substantial 
to the law on abortion in the United Kingdom (except Northern 

It is not surprising that the passing of this Act should have 
some attention in this country and that the enactment of similar 

legislation here should have been raised. 

the then Minister of the Hon. R 
Hanan, was asked in the House of Representatives whether he any 
plans for introducing legislation to legalise abortion in New ZeaJand. The 
Minister said that he did not consider that the time was ripe for legislation 
on the subject. On being asked whether he was prepared to set up a 
committee to examine the British legislation and legislation passed in 
certain American States, the Minister said that he that after the 

had been in force in the United Kingdom some time, the 
well be considered an expert committee in New Zealand. 

seems to have been said in the House upon the matter at 
so far as vve are a ware, it was allowed to rest until 197 5 

,.vben events to which we will refer caused it to be raised again. 

I-HSTORY OF ABORTION INQUIRIES OVERSEAS 

The Lane Committee 

The of the Abortion Act 1967 (U .K.) was an event of great 
significance in the debate on abortion. Although the Act abortion 
on liberal grounds, it does not in express terms allow of abortion on 
demand. A committee, with the Hon. Mrs Justice Lane as chairman, was 
set uo in 1971 to consider the Abortion Act of 1967 and to on its 
working. In due course the committee submitted its to 
P'adiament in a document now known as the Lane Report. The terms of 
reference of the Lane Committee were limited and were restricted to a 
review of the operation of the Abortion Act 1967 on the basis that the 
statute should remain unaltered. We will refer to the Lane Report from 
time to time in this report and in Appendix 3. We also examine the 
English legislation, its operation and some of the troubles with which the 
administration of it has been beset. 

South Australian 

In 1969 the South Australian Parliament passed the Criminal Law 
Consolidation Act Amendment Act, which liberalised the abortion law in 
the State of South Australia. In Appendix 5 we examine the South 
Australian legislation and its working, We have corresponded with Sir 
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The States 

In 1973 

Court Decision 
of the 

J1JtEG18N:Jf JE.VENTS l[]"J NE'\,',7 :ZEA.LAND LEADING TO THE SETTING UP 
OF THE 

immediate and dramatic sighificance was the 
of the Auckland Medical AidTrus:t; In the 

"''"''·m'~"'"~'"" opened in Great South Road, Remuera, a 
abortions" This becarn.e known as the 
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Woolnough in Chapter 9, where we discuss the law on abortion in New 
Z-ealand. 

In 1975, Cabinet appointed a sub-committee otfive to report on the 
a~pointment of a Royal Commission to investigate the ,matters of 
Clllntraception, sterilisation, and abortion. On 23 June.1975 the members 
o1 this commission were appointed .and the terms ,of:reforence s~ated. 

PROCEDURE OF THE COMM.IS&JQ:N 

B.,eporting Time 
r'Bf tqe terms of our warrant we were req uirei,l t to lrep0rt in writing not 

later than the thirtieth day of June 1976. Howevir, {he ,volume of 
slibmissions which we received made it necessary ifbr us to apply for 
ektensions of time beyond that oate. Indeed, it was not i,rnti.l 22 June 1976 
tliat ·we corr cl uded oar pu biic sittings. Iriitiatly we afJ.tlltt'@d :fci>I' an extension 
until 31 December 1976. We were given an extensionun,tH,30September 
1976 only, but further extensions to 31 December 19;7~ and later to 31 
~rch 1977 were sul;lsequently grantM'. 

}J.d,vertisements Calling for $11,b.m:i.rs,ions 
,C.ilt W8iS always appaFent to. US that the ma;tters ·inta which we were 

dNiected to inquire were 1of such inter,est and.so,much in isSlllle that it was 
Hkely that a large number ,0fS!l\I&mi:ssfons would be made. By1pabli:c natice 
p1!l:b:lished on 10 July 1'!1};'75 in 1the cfaily newspapers circulating thr,owghout 
New Zealand, repeated on 123 August 1915, we set out our terms of 
refierence and invited interested persons and organisations to make 
ri'5presentations or present evidence t© the Commission on aH or any of tJhe 
matters which Jiormed the subject of the inquiry. While not debarring oral 
slibmissions we let : it be known that we favoured the making of 
SMibrnisskms in writing. It was·inevitable that some of those who were to 
maike submissions to us would wish to do so in p:Pivate · so that their 
repnesentations or evidence would remain confideatia1. In fact, the 
aim.mission 'heard a large ,:n1'lmber oi women, and some men, in privat,e. 
S'©h1e of those who dected to give •evidence at public sittings e>f the 
Commission reCi[uested that their .anonymity be preserved •or asked that 
s0me restriction be placed uvon the publication of certain ,parts of their 
~arence. We respected these requests and made any necessary oY'ders to 
meet them. In addition, a gFeat many organisations and indrviduals made 
wristten submissions to us but did not seek to present them 1in person at 
public hearings. The views which we have formed and the 
recommendations which w,e have made have been influenced ·by the 
cmide•ntia1 ·submissions and the suh:m.i,ssions mTude in.writing as well as 
~' t1he submissions pne-llerut(ed to mis ,at ;puhil.ic sittmgs. 

/ii[,n ;the public notice wJ1ich mvitedittla.e mal'kin;g;ofsulhmissions,, wdix:ed 
HkSeptember 1975 as hieing the date '@¥ which suihmissions should .J:,e 
101!FM!a:v~d to us but, as a xesult,ofJll'rther rcrg.rrests, we :extend.:ed ,this cfate 
tord3:(D, 8'eptember 1975. Ibn :0r<ler that ·no1 ome .sho.uld be <!Lmied the 
opp'©11tuuity of .givi,ng evidence on matterS' o:f sach ,great· public concern 
a~d. iF.t.tle:rest; we willingily ;gcnanted requests forJ far!1iher extensians of time 
wshene" ,such action &eemoo m:easonable .. 
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at that 
the Commission would 

were asked 
from 

to Governors-General on 11 
that date, such a gener;:11 power of 

the of such witnesses was 

Public 

from those occasions when the Commission sat in private to hear 
u,,xuv,.,0 or evidence which individuals or organisations wished 

in confidence, all hearings yvere conducted in The 
aHowed individual or' organisation 

counsel. In three 
and called a numberc 

counsel. These were the Abortion Law 
SL Ss. Cosmas and Damian, and the 
th,: Unborn Child. Other individuals and 
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but the great of those who 
so without assistance of Before any 

took place, Mr H. T. D. Knight of Auckland was 
uvuH.vU as counsel to assist the Commission. At the earlier hearings of 

and indeed in all of the hearings which took place in 
attended at our request and assisted a number of 

who were submissions or who 
of other ·"vitnesses who were evidence. As it 

the progress of the Commission, there was not such a call 
services as we had and at later 

£ind it necessary to seek 

Hlitnesses 

At all of the Commission at which they were present, counsel 
we,·e 2.llowed to cross-examine those witnesses who were regarded as 
e:s:pert or who represented and we record our indebtedness 
to them for the help which gave us. We also allowed those 

who had declared their interest in the inquiry 
submissions in to ask questions of other 

for the most part, this . w2,s not there 
were timl:".s whe:1 interestl:".d persons cross-examined witnesses themselves. 
TWe did not, permit cross-examination of witnesses who were 

some view or conviction and not speaking as experts 
of an organisation. 

IVew Zealand 

We have mentioned that our first public was held in 
on 10 1975. We concluded our hearings with our 

~v,, .. ~.,,v,. on 22 June 1976. Between those dates the Commission 
over 79 days in Auckland, 

and heard 317 separate submissions 379 
',vitnesses. In 11 we set out the names of those organisations and 
individuals who made submissions ico us and the names of the witnesses 
who were called to give evidence. VVe have, of course, made no mention of 
the names of those who made written submissions to us but asked that 
!hey be treated as confidentiaL Nor do we mention name those who 
spoke to us in confidence. 

The debate before us for abortion law reform in New Zealand has 
been carried by the Law Reform Association and that 

the Society for the Protection of the Unborn Child 
Ss. Cosmas and Damian. There were, however, 
and individuals who, in giving evidence before 

for and abortion law reform and it is not to be 
that the Commission arrived at its conclusions on the basis of 

the acceptance of the views of one of these larger groups to the exclusion of 
any others, The Commission has acted upon the views which it has 
formed from ali the submissions and all the evidence to it 
whether from organisations or individuals. 
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M:e~ical Scienti 1ic l!s"'c1:/f"· : ' "'"'.r· , tjll~;;,,.q .. ••,C1;,, ., llo.:I' .. ·.· ·. 
&';f;J' ',f• ''e ·:r.-~• 00 f'•J ,,; .J'bt;J ,;j 

rn.~~sr, · 
ionshe ·-z>,'>tL .. ,. 

,)Bi:\ge&.1 Jt{e ~~· 
«;mrnazls;, i• ancf ,.1 

l!!,nal. sociologi,~~l 
. ,.µways the di:£f~, 

.. :~tries from ;11;,c · 
:mo,, that in eyall1"a, 

'.tg, qetermine whethtJ;;.:;;jl.! 
l .. · "c"&nstruction o;n . rµ:4\te~ . e, 

d~fiibnstrate the correctness of the 
believed before he undertook the st. 

,e·, 

!":•··:"'" 
Iia.a{Tii;t. by the Commission." 

ical Studies 
1 z·~ <fr, 

, nearly 500 
of evidence 

s and studies 
1, scientific, 

rd. to all these, 
;:~xisting in the 
~ated. We were 

;:gar,~,rnust always ~e 
,n:t.ore than to put his 
1 '~~~reby sought to 

in whkh he implicitly 

.·· $ht11erms of 0ur warcrant .1uttiho:nis~~-11i!tl~~wsljies as well as to 
hear/representations 1and evich:n:cm. ,We ~erl~ :'i(ju:rselves of the 
o,p.(!)lltunity: to make ·our own ia:ilqu&ri:es1io1il\ · .~, This we have 
d~e·by intenviewing a num·berofpeopieta;'dliti&JW~m.ingwi.th many 
oth@rs. 1 · · r6>' 

Asses:si,ng :of Overijeas Experience, 
· Burlng tl!ie course" of the hearing of the submi:ssiorls 'and evidence, 

reference was frequently made to overseas "experience, pariittiJarly in the 
field of abortion. There have, of course, been great c:ha'.ngesin recent years 
in the abortion laws and practice in a number of coutttries, <1,s is 
depi~R~lf'!~~d)lY Appe~dix 6: We heard evid.epce)rom a m1mber of 
wit~\~5~ tT:R1t,U Jhf Umted Kmgdom, the Umted Stat~~;,.,J,:rance,. and 
:\~§ir,\Wr.Jhe§e wit?esses were able to S.Peak, not ~nly 9.,( the1~,e~penence 
i ,.wn c~1,1,;ntr,ies, but also of knowledge g~med in s,utn places as 
S~t.f:< .i.<1;,.,f,\fri?a, l;ngia, Bangladesh, SiI).ga;p~r:e1 i~ndJhe .Pacific. 
)'"t i"fr9NIJ;t:i,11sjp!l ,gave. careful consideration . t19:i,t'h~)tdvisli:bility:_ of 

ti;,~1~~,1;wen:iea§, ~cvit~y the law and .;Prac,tice c!J 1:>t~er ?o,u;ntnes, 
Pfff1Jf;.~:i,:ij}~ JJ,:e J!wted :K-11;\gdom! the Un1te~d ~tf}fS of Ame.ri.~a, ·and 
S~ffiftlh:R,1:J!t Vilt gec1pe~ _a;gamst this cou.r~e. It_ seemtc:J. tq ~~' that .1t w~uld 
·b&. '.;b),e.,tt.:~.f.·.1m.;£~ ..... ,.;•l!P .. 9.i1iJyi9,ep,ce as to ~~e situat1<>,n H1.· .. j~. o~e co~ntnes given 
at, ~~.:bhc"hw}nngs m which the position was fuj1y .~a11:vassed before us. 
~ad 'W;.e ·t;r~ve}J~il abroad our visits would of nec;essify have been brief, 
WiiiP~ ':g~.,k .. ::C( confim;d to a limited mimher' of institutions and 
i '."·ii.· · "·· ~i~t W:el\ have been thought 'tiia~ lNe had scibstituted 
h ·. fllR, SOplewhat superficial impre~~cms £or th.e well-

~s clec1rl~ set out for us in the e,vij:\i;':nce. 
,i;t llll§ ... aJ~o pfteR t)een the CUSt(?Irl tor., tl,ie Chairman Or a 

liimtte ,er.utci,mmiss10ners to travel overse4§ aM .to report back.to 
oiher s:Siijer~·~µ tbe information gained. lfsee.med to us that, in 
the 3il'l'a'qlfY.:Oll ~hic}f;\f:e wen; embarked, ourre,pqrt should be based on 
il':tjqt;P1!'i#Pn whlch,H!!,F1e. to. th~ ~,now ledge of anq. F1a.9i~ its impact on us 
all. In the result we are sati~fied that we a,:e .its well able to reach 
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conclusions as to what we consider is right for New Zealand as if we had 
travelled overseas for what must inevitably have been a hurried visit to a 
number of places. 

Publication of Submissions in Advance 
The Commission from the outset asked that copies of the briefs of 

evidence be given to it in advance so that these could be available together 
with submissions already heard, at the Commission's offices in Auckland, 
and at the public libraries in Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch, and 
Dunedin, for perusal before the date of presentation by those who had an 
interest in their content. As well, copies were made available uncter 
embargo to the news media. Additional copies of all public submissions, 
copies of the notes of evidence given upon them and the cross-examination 
on that evidence were also sent to the public libraries mentioned above at 
the conclusion of each day's hearings. In this way interested persons and 
organisations were kept aware, not only of what was to be presented to the 
Commission, but of what was, in fact, finally said in evidence. 

Publicity 
It was inevitable from the nature of the inquiry that the news media 

would exhibit a great interest in our hearings. Recognising the interest of 
the public at large in the work of the Commission, we allowed television 
crews to film our proceedings and press reporters to attend. The news 
media as a whole were pleased to take advantage of these privileges, and 
the sittings of the Commission received a great deal of publicity which has 
sustained the great measure of public interest in our task. We are grateful 
to the news media for their co-operation and for their responsible handling 
of material provided to them in confidence. 

QUALITY OF SUBMISSIONS 

Throughout our sittings we were impressed again and again with the 
care and effort which had accompanied the preparation of submissions. 
Many of these were of an exceptionally high standard and represented 
months of work and years of study. They were well~documented, 
responsibly written, and demonstrated a great concern for the individual 
and for the community. We desire to record our grateful thanks to all 
those individuals and organisations who assisted in the preparation of 
submissions and to those who presented them to us. We would especially 
thank those who at our request provided us with additional information. 

THE AUSTRALIAN COMMISSION ON HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS 

We were made aware, at an early date, of the appointment in Australia 
of a Royal Commission on Human Relationships. It is the function of that 
Commission to inquire into and report, inter alia, upon the family, social, 
educational, legal, and sexual aspects of male and female relationships so 
far as these matters are relevant to the powers and functions of the 
Australian Parliament and Government. We have communicated with the 
chairman of the Commission and know something of the scope and nature 
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and educational matters. 
to them in the 
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to ,,he Director-General of Health and to his department. 
have been assisted the Mr R. C. Savage, Q.C., from 

of Social W dfare, the 
the Department of 
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the Government Printer and his staff, and the 
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of their work us as much statistical 
on matters of health. Mr S. 
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to Mrs 

have given us. 
literary representatives, and writers for 

to use material from books, 

We have been greatly assisted in our research on the law or on matters 
of a quasi-legal nature Mr Robert S. LL.R (Hons.), 

now a Commonwealth Scholar at New Oxford, and 
LL.B. Auckland. is a 

Court, Auckland, and Mr Beaven 

STA:FF 

,vith the and anxious to 
on all matters relevant to its 

must have an obiective, and heloful secretariat 
We were fortunate at the outset in bein"g abl.e to obtain the 

services of Dr Vv. H. Cooper, a man of scholarship and administrative 
as Secretary of the Commission. He developed a 

team of workers and ensured that sittings of the Commission proceeded 
We are also to other members of the staff of the 

Mr L Bingham was Assistant 
rn,,a,,m until he retired on 23 1976. Mr J. W. Young 

Brook conducted the day-to-day of the Commission with great 
efficiency, often 1.vorking under intense pressure to cope with the 
continuous hearing-s and the volume of evidence. Ori.:inally we had 
two Research Officers, Mr H. Shalkrass and Miss B. J Trotter. Mr 
Shallcrass, who was stationed in Wellington, resigned at the end of 1975. 
The work of researching for the Commission was then carried on by Miss 
Trotter alone. She became a great storehouse of information and was able 

to locate, when required, almost that had been said or 
vHitten upon the subjects under 

A word of should be given to who reported our hearings 
record of evidence. IV[iss H. Mdnally 

of our hearings and Mrs K. Burns, !viiss Mo 
and Miss D. Stinson were with us during many 

months. Without sat through long sittings and often 
worked into the evenings to produce a record of the evidence to us 
each day. 

LEGISJLA TIVE CHANGES AND PROPOSED LEG ISLA TIVJE CHANGES 
SINCE THE COMMISSION WAS EST ABUSHED 

VI/ e have already referred to events leading to the establishment of the 
We now wish to refer to the Hospitals Amendment Act 

and the Health Amendment Bill 1976 _::_ both of which were 
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introduced into the House of Representatives after the Warrant 
appointing the Commission had been signed. 

The Hospitals Amendment Act Bill 1975, which later became the 
Hospitals Amendment Act 1975, was a private member's Bill. It duly 
became law and came into operation on 1 September 1975. The Act 
purported to limit the exculpatory provisions of section 182(2) of the 
Crimes Act 1961 (relating to the causing of the death of a child in good 
faith for the preservation of the life ot the mother) to operations carried 
out in institutions under the control of a hospital board, or in any licensed 
hospital that might be approved by the Director-General of Health upon ' 
his beihg satisfied that it maintains or uses adequate and independent 1 
counselling services. The A.ct was the subject of a declaratory judgment 
delivered by Mr Justice Speight in the Supreme Court at Auckland on 24 
September 1975 in the case of The Auckland Medical Aid Trust v. Her 
Majesty's Attorney-General. His Honour delivered a judgment which largely 
nullified the provisions of the statutfl'which he described as an "ill-drafted 
piece. of l~gislation.'' 

.In 1976, the Government introduced into the House the Health 
AmeIIdment .Bill ]976, the effect .of which would have been to prohibit the 
perfprmall£e Qf an. abortion otherwise than in a public or licensed hospital 
follqwjµ;g c;oul}selling.c,f the, patient and review of her case by committees 
establi~ed hy pcp~pit.al,bpardls. We will not refer to the bill in detail 
bec.aq~e it .did, .t1Cilt .become la,w, d1e House voting on the second, reading on 
2. Septemb~r 1.9176 tq,defer consideration of it.for twelve months, by which 
time this. re,}itoTt will have beq>me available for.s.tudy. In view of the 
pµh1idty ,which the bill received anp some criticism which was directed at 
ikwe think it right to say that we have at all times since ourappointment 
:r,ega~d,ed ourselves as separate and. independent of Parliament or of the 
q,0;vci1mment .of the day. It is the function of the Co.mmission to obtain 
Information on a whole range of relevant issues which would not otherwise 
be. 0btainable, artd. to ass.ess that information in an obj.ective manner, 
in~ependent of t~ose whq press for .this view or that. It is the fonction of 
Peirliaµie111,ihJoJegis1ate. It is not,our right to tell Parliament what it must 
g,,o, al~hpugh wt; would hope to provide a background of dispassionate and 
informed advice on which legislation may properly be based. Np,r is it the 
right of Parliament or of, the Government to tell us how we should go 
a~o\!t g,ur task e;xcept to the extent that this is contained in our terms of 
reiereq~e. Tl').is; m.uch having been ~aid to emphasize our complete and 
utter;i~~eiiendence, we should record that at no time has ar,:y a~teliflpt 
been J'l).ad~.by the Government in power at the time ofour appointµient or 
the present Government to impose any views upon us or to influem:;:e our 
thinking; •nor has there been any suggestion to us that we were redundant 
or that the warrant might be i"evoked. For these reasons we have been able 
to pursue our task with the same measure of independence an1 qbje,ctivity 
wFfrch We' would 'j:fave employed ha'.d neither the Hospitals, ./\rllencfment 
Act 1975 been passed, nor the Health Amendment Bill 1976 been 
introduced; 

This, repmt with,;its findings and recommendations is based on the 
evaluation' which each one of us has made of't:he submissions which we 
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have received, the evidence we have heard, the inquiries we have made, 
our assessment of the research material, articles, surveys, and studies 

to which vie have had access. We have at all times been keenly aware of 
the depth and of the human problems which have given rise to 

inquiry. In the recommendations that we make, we have endeavoured 
to balance human needs and human distress with and 

facL 
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Chabter 1 
.!. 

COl\ITRACEPTION: 
s IAL i\Y'1'D MOR.AL I SUES 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Our terms of reference require us to inquire into and report upon the 
social, and moral issues that are raised the law and practice 

to contraception in ail existing and forms. In 
2 we deal with the legal issues. present chapter is confined to 

o. consideration of the social and moral issues involved. 

DEFINITION OF "§OCIAL" AN.D "MORAJL" 

The terms "social" and "moral" pose problems of definition. To some, 
and moral issues, if not indistinguishable, are inseparable. To 

others, their connotations are quite different. In some matters the 
line between the tvvo be clear. In others it is not. The issues may 

merge but is still a distinction between them. It is 
therefore, at the outset, to define what we understand by these 

terms. 

SGd,d bsu.es 

A social issue is one which concerns the relationships between men and 
women living in In today's people live in communities, 
large and in dependence each other. These communities are 
concerned with the mode of life the individuals in them, and the effect 
that life has, not only on the individuals themselves, but on the 

as a whole. Issues which affect that mode of life are social 
are closely bound up with the survival and welfare of the 

and the · within it, as in their 
standards of 

A moral issue is one which concerns right and wrong, and standards of 
behaviour. Every community has an interest in the standards of behaviour 
of its and there will be a general measure of acceptance within it 
of what is regarded as acceptable behaviour and what is not Questions 
arising within a community as to what is right or wrong are moral issues. 

Morality is often with teachings. Many believe that 
without religion there can be no and that without there 
can be no law. Undoubtedly many of our moral standards find their 
in and, the present decline in religious 
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affiliations, the part played by religion in providing a basis for present day 
morality cannot be discounted. Standards of morality which were set in 
days of stricter religious observance still carry much weight with the 
community, but it would be unrealistic to relate morality solely to religion 
or to regard religion as the only source of morals. The morals of a 
community are the customs and conventions, whatever their origin, to 
which society, overtly or tacitly, gives its recognition. They are the 
patterns ·of behaviour to which society subscribes and by which people live 
together. They are dictated by the standards of care and responsibility 
which we accept for each other and for ourselves, and which ensure the a 
ultimate preservation of society itself. Consequently, whi1e it is accepted l 
that morality is often related to religion, to regard it as founded on religion 
only would be putting too narrow a construction upon the matter. 

A number of submissions were directed to us on the morality of 
contraception. There were those who, out of considerations of conscience 
or for religious reasons, argued that contraception was immoral even 
within the marriage relationship, in that it led to the brutalisation of sex, 
interfered with the process of generation, detracted from the place of the 
family as a unit in society, and encouraged sex outside a permanent, 
monogamous relationship. There were others, too, who for similar 
considerations, argued that artificial contraception was wrong, although 
they sU'pported natu:ral'fa:mily planning. It should be said, however, that 
few, it any, of th'Cise who thought that contraception in any form was 
wr-o~g, ·suggested that it ought to be made illegal. They conceded, 
however, that it was a matter of private morality in respect of which the 
State had 110 right or duty to 'l:egislate. For all that was said to the 
contrary, the attitudes of society can only be seen as supporting 
overwhelmingly the morality of contraception within the family group, 
regarding this as improving the environment for children and helping 
greatly to enhance the quality of the marriage relatioaship. 

Social and Moi:al I:s.sq:es Considered 

The .social and. moral issues raised by the law and 'practice of 
contraception may differ as they affect one group in soci~ty or another. 
The submissions made to us have, in the main, been directed to the issues 
oi contraception as they affect three separate groups: 

The Family; 
The Young and Unmarried; 
The Intellectually Handicapped. 
We propose to deal with each group separately. 

The Family 
Undoubtedly effective contraceptive practice on the part of parents can 

favouribly ,affect the phy:sical, mental, and economic welfar,e of all 
men;i:bers of the family. The11e are many .large families in which children 
ar.e wel1 cared .for in, a whokespme environment, but in all 1Joo many par.ts 
of the world the large family is unfortunately characterised. by poor 
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nutrition, poor housing, overcrowding, and poor education. The report of 
. the World Health Organisation on "Health Aspects of Family Planning" 
1970 (W.H.O. Technical Series Report Series No. 442) stated: 

Human reproduction, and thus family planning, is very often associated with 
the social, economic, and cultural factors in the environment. For example, 
high parity is commonly associated with low socio~economic status, poor 
nutrition, poor hygiene, overcrowding, poor education,. and resistance to 

.. change. These factors are all associated with each other, and in turn tend to be 
linked with premature or difficult labour, low birth weight, trauma and 
infection. · 

Intelligent family planning has been shown .to be a major factor in 
improving the health of both the mother and of the family as a whole. It 
also has an important bearing on the family's financiafcircu.mstances and 
its quality of life. · · , 

The role of parents in these matters was recognised by the United 
Nations in the Proclamation of Teheran, adopted by the International 
Conference on Human Rights in Te~eran at its 27th Primary Meeting on 
13 May 1968. Article 16 of the Proclamation provides: 

The protection of the family and of the child remains the concern of the 
international community. Parents have a basic ~llt;n:ian right to determine freely 
and responsibly the number and spacing of their children. 

The evidence presented to us in no way confl:icted with .the spirit of 
these declarations. Time and again we heard of stable, happy families 
where parents had responsibly planned the number and spacing of their 
children. In contrast, we were told of pregnancies which occasioned 
stresses with which oth<e:r families could at that time scarcely cope. In 
some cases women had turned to abortion; in others, the birth of the child 
had been the "last straw" in an already unstable marriage. 

Little more need be said. Without doubt there is widespread acceptance 
by the community that, within the family and within the de facto 
relationships of a genuinely stable kind, the provision of effective 
contraceptives and understanding of their use are socially desirable. That 
the community accepts this is clear from the following: 

I. There are no legal restraints on the provision of coptraceptives for 
those 16 years of age and over. Any restraints,under the Food and Drug 
Act 1969, have been imposed with the object of protecting the 
consumer from misleading advertising. 

2. The State itself provides a measure of financial assistance in family 
planning within New Zealand and a considerable amount of assistance 
for family planning overseas. The New Zealand Government supports 
the United Nations Fund for Population .{\ctivities (U.N.F.P.A.}: It is 
also a member of the International Planned Parenthood Federarion 
(I.P.P.F.). For the years 1971 to 1976, ifgranted sums of $25,000, 
$40,000, $200,000, $400,000, $700,000 and $600,000 respectively, to be 
divided between these two organisations. In 1975, it made a grant of 
$60,000 for the support of family planning in New Zealand. As the 
Hon. R. J. Tizard, Deputy Prime Minister at the time, explained in a 
letter dated 30 April 1975, the purpose of this assistance was to make 
contraceptive advice and services freely available to people who would 
otherwise not receive them, and to enable new clinics to be established 
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in. areas of special need, to maintain existing services, and to produce 
pamphlets and ·educational material. This sum was increased in 1976 
to $73,000. · 

3. While we were not able to obtain accurate figures as to the measure 
of use of specific kinds of contraceptives, we were informed by the 
Department of Health that there was a substantial use of both 
hormonal and mechanical contraceptives in New Zealand. It was 
estimated that in 1974, 2,316,200 cycle packs of contraceptive pills were 
used in New Zealand and that approximately 20,000 women received 
injections of the contraceptive hormone Depo-Provera. In 1973, it was 
estimated that 22,000 intra-uterine devices (I.C.D.s) were in use. A 
year later it was estimated that the number increased to 30,000. 
Information obtained by us from Intercontinental Medical Statistics 
indicates that, based on the measure of purchases by retail pharmacies 
in various countries, New Zealand women between the ages of 15 and 
45 years, have the second highest rate of usage of contraceptive pills in 
the world. The percentages of women in that age group using the pill in 
1975 were: \ 

Holland 44.4 
New Zealand 35.3 
Sweden 31.4 
Australia 30.8 
Germany 30.8 
Belgium 27.0 
Austria 23-:0-
Switzerland 22.4 
France... 21.2 
United States 19.3 
United Kingdom 18.9 

The only information that we have for· the use of condoms is that in 
1971, the last year for which we have information, 800,000 packs ( three 
pt;f pack) were sold. 

4. '6'family growth survey conducted by the Department of Health in 
the :Efutt Valley in 1975, aimed at finding out abouf women's 
pregnancy histories and their preference for the number, sex, and 
spacing of their children. This showed that women who participated in 
this survey had a comprehensive knowledge of contraceptives, and, in 
particular, of the pill. Those conducting the survey concluded that 

· knowledge of contraception was so widespread that non-use appeared 
to reflect differing attitudes· to the timing and number of births rather 
than ignorance of the av<iilability of different forms/of contraceptives. 
This S'tudy provides an insight into contraceptive practice in a limitoo 
area and we hope that the department will in future conduct studies of 
a more comprehensive kind. 
It would be hard to deny that effective contraception, which will enable 

couples to plan t~eir farililies wisely, .is socially desirable and that. the 
State has an interest in helping its citizens to achieve this end. 
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The 11nd Unmarried 

be said about the social desirability and the 
the family, different considerations must be 

the social and moral issues involved in 
contraception in the young. these were recognised Parliament 
in enacting the Police Offences Amendment Act 1954 to we make 
separate reference in Chapter 2 where we dez.l with the law on 

and discuss the reasons which moved Parliament at that 
against the of contraceptives for children under 

of age. 

l:l-,e number of 
during the 
of fesearch 

The 

ma 
and Their 

but we rder in this report to 
been assembled in the monograph, and to 

which we have obtained from the 
Welfare. 

Birthrate in New Zealand 

There are a number of factors which influence the level of 
births, in the of the population in terms of age and 
tace structure may influence the level considerably, as the marital 
status of the women of age. Again, a shift in attitudes of 
the to formal may influence the level, in that children 
born to stable relationships where there has been no formal marriage 
notwithstanding the stability of the relationship, be classed as "ex~ 

For the purpose of this discussion, we accept the definition of "ex-
adopted the Registrar~General of Births, 

in the compilation o[ birth statistics. using this -~., •• uuu,--u,.iv,,,, 

deemed to have been ex-nuptial if the mother and father of the 
child were not married to each other at the ti11ne of conception and had not 
rnarried each other between the time of conception and the time of birth. 
Stated in those terms, the definition may have some imperfections but, for 
our purposes, it will suffice. Various statistical methods may be used to 
measure the incidence and characteristics of ex-nuptial births. The three 
most commonly used are: 

1. The absolute number of live ex-nuptial births. 

2. The number of live ex-nuptial births expressed as a of 
aH live births (nuptial and ex~nuptial). This measure is referred to as 
the ratio." 
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3. The number of live ex-nuptial births expressed as a rate per 1000 
single, widowed, and divorced women in a age range and 
within a specified population. This measure is usually referred to as the 
"illegitimacy rate". 

Table l shows the incidence of ex-nuptial live births between 1962 and 
1975 as measured by the absolute number of live the illegitimacy 

and the illegitimacy rate. 

"Table 1-Aieasures of 1962 to 1975 

Ex-nuptial Illegitimacy Illegitimacy 
Year Live Births Ratio Rate 

QI 
/<D 

1962 5,227 8.04 33.6 
1963 5,680 8.80 35.2 
I%4 6,154 9.88 36.8 
l.965 6,531 10.88 37J3 
1966, 6,940 11.57 38.8 
1%7 7,765 12.72 42.9 
1968 8,060 12.98 44.0 
1969 8,105 13.00 43.8 
19?0 8,276 13.34 44.2 
rnn 8,981 B.93 47.4 
197:, 9,394 14.86 48.l 
1973 9,206 15.16 45.7 
19H 9,370 15.79 45.0 
1975 9,407 16.61 44.0 

L Smircee.: Numbers of births and the illegitimacy ratio for 1964 to 1974 were extracted 
from Abstract July 197 5; fur 1962 and 1963 the info:rmation was obtained 

2. The r.:l!Jes ,.m•sPnt,,n 
wm,uw,.,u, and wc,men aged 15 to 44 yearn. The estimates of numbers of single, 
wi,do,we,:l. and divorced women aged 15 to 1-'i years for the intercensal years were calculated 

linear interpolation of the appropriate populations from census results. The population 
est~m.at1:~ for the years since the last census ( 1971) were calculated by assuming that the 
proportion of all women aged 15 to 44 years who were single, widowed, or divorced has 
remained constant since 197 l, and by applying this proportion to age specific population 
•estimatci prnV'.Ilded by the Department of Statistics. ' 

3. No.te. the il.leg:itimacy rates presented in this table differ from those presented in 
Vital Statistics. The differences arise because the rates are based on slightly different 
r,,01oulatHme i.n tha, Vital Statistics include legally separated women in the p;,pu!ation on 

a.re based; because the method of estimating populations in intercensal years 
differs from that adopted in Vital Statistics, because the rates on this table are 

based ,:,n ilie population aged 15 to 44 years while those in Vital Statistics are base,d on the 
population aged 16 to 44 yearn. 

The problem of ex-nup,tial conceptions is not new. Table 2 gives the 
illegitimate births and total births within one year after marriage in New 
Zealand between 1913 and 1921, a period referred to in the report of the 

of the Board of Health in 1922 on Venereal Diseases in New 
""'"·Ui"'"'"· to which we were referred on another aspect of our inquiries. Ex
nuptial births were then called ''illegitimate" births, but, as we have 
explained, the terms are interchangeable. 
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Table 2-Illegitimate Births, and Births Within One Year After Marriage, in New Zealand, 1913-21 

NOTE-The figures refer to accouchements, not to children born, multiple cases being counted once only. (Only live births are included.) 

--
Total Legitimate 

!!leg:iti• Duration of I\.1arriage (In Complete Months) Firnt Bi:.ths 
mate Within One Year 

Year Birth® 0 l 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 IO ll After Marriage 

------· 
1913 l,173 96 122 145 241 255 350 398 306 327 831 669 462 4,202 27,935 

u, 1914 1,291 83 122 146 216 247 354 398 294 335 720 642 487 4,044 28,338 t..O 
1915 1,137 56 96 158 231 219 288 353 286 336 769 62! 457 3,870 27,850 
1916 1,139 63 95 135 170 212 269 326 266 343 793 694 512 3,878 28,509 
1917 1,141 68 66 119 137 184 216 291 264 250 575 505 449 3,124· 28,239 
1918 1,169 42 64 99 141 148 215 259 213 212 443 298 279 2,413 25,860 
1919 l,132 52 98 !Ol 125 161 202 258 222 238 469 397 314 2,637 24,483 
1920 1,414 69 125 167 220 295 347 445 377 407 859 802 575 4,688 29,921 
1921 1,245 82 140 177 228 253 341 456 370 382 979 804 670 4,882 28,567 

Total l0,841 6ll 928 1247 1709 1974 2582 3184 2598 2830 6438 5432 4205 33,738 249,702 
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Table 1 indicates that there has been an increase in the illegitimacy 
ratio which has risen from 8.04 percent in 1962 to 16.61 percent in 1975. It 
is to be noted, however, that a contributing factor in this rise is the decline 
in nuptial births. This point was made in a paper published as a 
supplement to the monthly Abstract of Statistics, November 1975, entitled 
Recent Trends in New Zealand Fertility by E. A. Harris, Government 
Statistician, when he said, "The ex-nuptial ratio is valuable in that it 
indicates the proportion of births that constitute the major social problem 
for any community. However, as a true indicator of trends in ex-nuptial 
fertility, it is of limited value because it is influenced by extraneous factors. 
Ex-nuptial ratios may change, not so much because of changing numbers 
of ex-nuptial births, but because of a change in nuptial fertility experience 
as measured by nuptial birth numbers. This situation is well illustrated by 
experience during the 1962-1973 period when ex-nuptial births increased 
from 5,227 to 9,206, while nuptial births showed an overall fall from 
59,787 to 51,212, resulting in the ex-nuptial ratio exaggerating the 'real' 
rise in the ex-nuptial fertility level." 

The increase recorded in the previous table is clearly demonstrated in 
Table 3. 

Table 3-Increases in Numbers of Ex-nuptial Births, the Illegitimacy Ratio, and 
the Illegitimacy Rate: 1962-1974 

100% 

.; 80% 

.s 
N 

"' ;':: 

g 60% 

~ 
~ 
.5 40% 
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@ 
'1! 
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/ 

--------/ 

_.,,. 
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.,.,. ,.,, Illegitimacy Ratio 

/ 

/~ Numbers of Ex-nuptial 
/° Births 

~---~IllegitimacyRate 

62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 

Year 

Maori and Non-Maori Births 

Before 1962 different systems existed for the registration of Maori and 
non-Maori births. In that year the registration procedures were 
standardised and the same information was thereafter collected for the 
whole population. Table 4 sets out Maori and non-Maori ex-nuptial 
births. 
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Year 

1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974: 
1975 

4---ft.1aori and Non-Nlaori Birt/IS, 1.1.~,,u,mu,rv Ratios, and 
1m1gu;1m,cicv Rates: 1962 to 1975. 

Maori Population Non-Maori Population 

Numbers Numbers 
of Ex· Illegit- Hlegit- of Ex- Ilkgit- Illegit-
nuptial imacy imacy nuptial imacy imacy 
Births Ratio Rate Births Ratio Rate 

% o;~ 

2I.75 138.1 3,572 6.22 24·.9 
22.56 147.2 3,868 6.85 26.0 
23.13 144.3 4,331 7.96 28.0 
2'.l50 141.0 4,704 9.00 29.4 
25.56 149.0 4,96] 9.49 30.0 
2736 159.4 10.52 33.4 
27.96 159.6 10.73 34.3 
29,89 166.9 10.45 33.2 
30.03 163.3 10.80 33.7 
32.07 173.0 11,23 36.2 
33.94 158.0 12, 15 37.7 
34.85 143.2 12.43 36.l 
36.30 132.0 13.08 36.2 
39.94 133.7 13,44 34.6 

i Sources: Numbers o! births and the illegitimacy ratios for 1964 to 197·4 were obtained from 
Abstract of Statistics, Jul.y 1975; for J.962 and 1963 the infonnation was obtained 

Department ol Statistics. 

;.J!egit1m:acy rates presented here are based on all ~,r-nnnt1:a1 

and divorced women aged 15 to 44 years. 
women in intercensal years is described in the footnote to Table i. 

Over the decade the ex-nuptial birth ratio of the non-Maori has 
increased at a much faster rate than that of the Maori. Even so, the Maori 
ratio remains substantially higher. 

Births ta Girls Under 16 Years 

The terms of our directed to the numbers of 
and we do no more than draw attention to 

them. numbers of ex-nuptial births to young 
particularly to under 16 are relevant to the matters we are 
asked to consider. Births to under 16 years of 
total and,ex-nuptial births in other age 
197 4 last for which the information 
out in Tables and 5b. 

The increase in the nmnber of ex-nuptial births recorded at 
for the years l and 1970 is demonstrated 

increases· are matters of considerable concern to people and 
formed the basis of a number of submissions made to us on restrictions 

law on the supply of contraceptives to those under 16 years of 
age. 
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Sa-Numbers Nuptial and Ex-Nuptial Births Registered 1972 
1973, by Age of Nlother 1 

Nuptial Illegitimacy 
Age of Mother Births Ratio 

(in Years) 
1972 1973 1972 1973 1972 1973 

0/o 0/o 

n 100.0 
12 1 100.0 100.0 
13 4 7 100.0 100.0 
14· 38 60 100.0 100.0 

15 262 296 100.0 100.0 
16 604 675 292 283 67.4 70A· 
17 996 925 814 5L8 56.l 
18 I,099 1,435 40.5 41.8 
19 1,059 2,136 3L9 32.4 

20 274 794 2,865 22.9 21.7 
.21 721 664 3,414 16.5 16.3 
:22 612 588 3,917 13.0 13.0 
2'·1 526 507 4,29l 10.4 10.6 
24~ ,n 1 388 4,,512 7.7 7.9 

25 3.i:14. 34I {,763 4,602 6.7 6.9 
26 298 279 ti,011 4,263 6.9 6.1 
27 242 240 3,532 3,536 6.4 6.3 
28 190 194 2,855 2,942 6.2 6.2 
291 l.72 184 2,365 2,376 6.8 7.2 
30 143 154 2,188 2,004 6.1 7.6 
31 129 124 1,329 1,697 6.6 6.8 
32 108 108 1,454 1,409 6.9 7.1 
r~"' 
,J;) W3 78 1 l69 l 121 8.1 6.5 
34 78 81 l 7.9 8 .. 4 

35 88 68 755 695 10.4 8.9 
36 58 74 673 557 7.9 11.7 
37 50 36 467 467 9.7 7.2 
38 41 46 421 339 8.9 11.9 
39 47 41 360 265 l 1.5 13.4 
40 33 23 262 204 11.2 10.1 
4,1 23 16 217 177 9.6 8.3 
42 17 16 144 136 10.6 10.5 
43 11 9 82 80 11.8 10.l 
lll,4 4 4 58 50 6.5 7.4 
45 5 34 32 12.8 0.0 
-4·6 2 15 12 0.0 16.6 
47 7 9 0.0 0.0 
48 1 2 50.0 0.0 
49 1 0.0 0.0 

9,206 53,821 51,521 14.9 15.2 

' Source: \'ital Statistics, 1972 and 1973. 
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Table 5b-Numbers of Nuptial and Ex-nuptial Births Registered During 1974 
Classified by Age of Mother 

Age of Mother 
(In Years) 

Ex-nuthtial 
Bir s 

Nuptial Ill1!_i~acy 
Births tlo 

% 

11 
12 1 100.0 
13 10 100.0 
14 56 100.0 
15 330 100.0 
16 732 255 74.2 
17 1,049 744 58.5 
18 1,094 l,35~ 44.7 
19 995 1,982 33.4 
20 828 2,669 23.7 
21 636 3,358 15.9 
22 558 3,808 12.8 
23 487 4,156 10.5 
24 453 4,445 9.2 
25 359 4,409 7.5 
26 310 4,337 6.7 
27 236 3,757 5.9 
28 207 2,889 6.7 
29 164 2,413 6.4 
30 134 1,920 6.5 
31 133 1,512 8.1 
32 122 1,377 8.1 
33 109 1,044 9.5 
34 81 814 9.1 
35 59 648 8.3 
36 50 515 8.8 
37 44 405 9.8 
38 31 367 7.8 
39 27 251 9.7 
40 25 185 11.9 
41 15 139 9.7 
42 16 102 13.6 
43 10 52 16.1 
44 5 30 14.3 
45 2 21 8.7 
46 10 0.0 
47 3 0.0 
48 2 1 66.7 
49 l 0.0 

Totals 9,370 49,966 15.8 

Source: Vital Statistics 1974. 
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Table 6--Number 
l\iothers in Each 

Age of J\riother 

1962 

Under l6years ... 
l&-19 
20-24 
25--29 
30-3', 
3.5-39 
4--0-4t.i: 
45 year2. and ,oveT 

138 

514 
307 

99 
11 

1966 1970 

199 234 
3,165 
2,937 
1,092 

433 531 
263 253 

95 78 
9 10 

and 

Percentage of all 
Ex-nuptial Bird1.s 

1962 1956 1970 

Vi 2.9 2.3 
29.3 38.5 38.1 
34.7 34.2 35.4 
15.4 13.0 13.2 
9.8 6,2 GA 
5.9 3.8 3.1 
1.9 1.4 0.9 
Oo'.2 0.1 0. j 

Percentage Inc:rease 
in Number of 

Ex-nuptial Births 

1962-
1956 

44.2 
74A 
30.7 
12.2 

--15.8 
-14.3 
- 4.0 
-18.2 

1966-
1970 

1962-
1970 

---·-----
17.6 69.6 
18. l 105.9 
23.5 61.5 
20.9 35.7 
2~:.6 3,3 

- 3.8 --17 .6 
-17.9 - 21.2 

11.1 - 9.1 

A.11 ages 5,242* 6})60 8,300 100.0 100.0 iOO.O 32.B 19.3 58.3 

,r,Includc~ 12 ,,vorneE not 
t X t is por,z.ibie that n sI:c1,aB 
age gtoup, 

by age. 
(up to eight) of these caseg should have been included in the 20 to 24 

The tlfati:ihution ,:,{ illegithnate births' by between 1962 and 1970: 
at the 2gei the absolute m .. mnb~!· rate of increase va...riecl 

irll'crease in n.urn.bers of bi:rth.5 to '\>VOTnen. under 16 years of age, a 106 
a,Toup~ a 61 in the 20 to and a 

:agi.::. 

1i3ou::ce: Vitd' Btm'is!:'i.c~~, 1'962, 1956 1 and ]970 .. 

we have deah with resulting in ex-nuptial 
to estimate the total number of such conceptions we must also 

rake accou.n.t o{ those 'which ended in either spontaneous or 
induced. Vve must also include those which in nuptial births by 
reason of the rnarriag;e of the rnother :a.her conception but before the birth 
of the child . 

. ilbort£on Gids Under 16 Years Age 
There is 

a1Jiortion in 
abordon in vvornen 

available on the incidence of 
of age" but the incidence of spontaneous 

h,1s been ~stimated to be betv<1eeri: 30 percent 
an .. d 50 

There fanited information available as to the nurnber of induced. 
ab'Jrtions under I6. Before the Amendment Act 1975 
came into force, there was no obligation to induced abortions. This 

while now reporting mandatory, does not require the age 
and rnarital status of \,voman or concerned to be recorded; 

some information which indicates that in the 
number of girls of 16 years and urn.for have 

which we have received from the 
a number of abortions were induced in 

between 1969 19 7 5 on girls in this The 
gathered for statistical purposes in age groups and 15-

19 1s set out in Tables 7a and 7b. 
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Table la-Abortions Induced in Public Hospitals by Age, 1969-75 

Age in Years 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

10-14 5 5 11 10 20 37 38 
15-19 25 46 58 137 183 196 200 
20-24 32 72 105 148 195 195 190 
25-29 39 58 86 144 168 177 161 
30-34 40 46 88 128 165 170 157 
35-39 39 48 77 119 1 158 151 140 
40-44 25 29 38 72 87 69 81 
45-49 2 5 7 7 12 13 11 
Not stated 5 4 

Totals 212 313 470 765 988 1,008 978 

Table lb-Abortions Induced in Public Hospitals by Age, 1969-75 
(percentages in each age group) 

Age in Years 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

10-14 2.3 1.5 2.3 1.3 2.0 3.6 3.8 
15-19 11. 7 14.6 12.3 17.9 18.5 19.4 20.4 
20-24 15.0 '23.0 22.3 19.3 19.7 19.3 19.4 
25-29 18.3 18.5 18.2 18.8 17.0 17.5 16.4 
30-34 18.8 14.6 18.7 16.7 16.7 16.8 16.0 
35-39 18.3 15.3 16.3 15.5 15.9 14.9 14.3 
40-44 11.7 9.2 8.0 9.4 8.8 6.8 8.2 
45-49 2.3 1.5 1.4 0.9 1.2 1.2 1.1 
Under 20 14.0 16.1 14.6 19.2 20.5 23.0 24.2 
20-24 15.0 23.0 22.3 . 19.3 19.7 19.3 19.4 

According. to evidence tendered to us by the Auckland Medical Aid 
Trust, abortions were performed on 73 girls under 16, and on 630 girls 
between 16 and 20 during the first year of its operation. During the second 
year of its operation, 156 abortions were performed on girls under 16, and 
1,127 on girls between 16 and 20. There still remains the question of how 
many girls 16 years and under have been aborted in Australia_ or 
elsewhere. On this point there is no material upon which any valid age 
classification can be made. Because of differences in methods of age 
classification, and the periods of time for which the information is 
available, it is not possible to say by what percentage the total number of 
ex-nuptial births to girls under 16 would have been increased had these 
abortions not been carried out. 

Ex-nuptial Intercourse 

It is not possible to assess with accuracy the ratio of ex-nuptial 
conceptions to acts of intercourse. Information from some studies would 
indicate that, in a sexually active, non-contracepting population, about 80 
percent of the women of reproductive age will become pregnant. Although 
information on the measure of contraceptive usage in New Zealand in 
married women is available, no inferences can be drawn from that to 
gauge the measure of usage in the unmarried. 
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births to girls 16 years oI age and under, 
on girls in this age group, the 

incidence of and the 
for each there would on an average be reckoned to 

F'actors 

noted m 
B. V. Short dra1.vs 

Animal.'' 
trend are al.most 

ff5t-
i7.0~ 

. I 
rfi.st~ 

I 
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! 
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15.o L 
I 

1~ . .sl-
1 
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i3.51 
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combine to indicate considerable sexual 
yearn of .age. 

reasons 
menarche associated 

. . .. Improvec! nu:rition in 
md1v1duals to attam thrn critical 

age. ln hi~ (}rorvtlz 
the age of menarche in various 

Arnerica be1.ween 1330 and 1960. 
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Sweden: 1886-1915 hospital patients, Lund and Stockholm, from Essen-Moller (quoted 
in Lenner, 1944), Lundh (1925), Samuelson (1942) and Lenner (1944) (hospital data 
of last two pooled for value at 1915); 1950, schoolchildren, estimated from data of 
Romanus ( 1952). 

Norway: 1844-81, from Backman (1948); 1907 Oslo hospital patients, from Skerlj 
(1939); 1928-52 Oslo schoolchildren, data of Schiotz (1930), and Kiil (1953) fitted by 
probits. . 

Germany: 1860-1928 hospital patients various towns successively from Schlichting 
(1880), Heyn (1920) and Schaeffer (1908) pooled, Risopoulos (1936), Scheibner 
(1938); 1937, schoolchildren S.W. Germany, probits fitted to data of Ley (1938), See 
also values reported in Backman (1948) and Wallau (1952). 

Great Britain: 1948-1960 schoolchildren, probits, successively S. England, from Wilson 
& Sutherland, (1950b), Edinburgh from Provis & Ellis (1955), Bristol from Wofinden 
& Smallwood (1958), London From Scott (1961). · 

U.S.A.: 1905--1940 University of South Carolina entrants, from Mills (1950), 1960 
estimated, see text. 

Denmark: 1950, Copenhagen schoolchildren, probits, from Bojlen, Rasch & Weis
Bentzon (1954). 

Values are plotted at year in which the average menarche took place, i.e. in 'recollected
age' data if average menarche of 40-year-olds interrogated in 1900 was 15 years, this is 
plotted at 1875. This places old data on same age scale as modern probit data. Where age of 
interrogation is not recorded an estimated amount has been subtracted according to nature 
of population studied (primiparae, etc.). Grouping errors have been corrected where 
necessary (i.e. '13-year-olds' centred at 13.5 years, not 13, as in some of older literature). 

New Zealand figures for the age of menarche show a marked similarity 
to those of certain European countries and the United States of Am_erica. 
This is illustrated in Table 9 taken from Special Report No.38, "The 
Physical Development of New Zealand School Children 1969", issued by 
the Health Services Research Unit, Department of Health, Wellington, 
September 1971. 

Table 9-Physical Development of New Zealand Schoolchildren 
(1969 Special Report No. 38) 
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MENSTRliATION I\ 
I 

Girls who were over 10 years of age were asked the question "Have you commenced 
having periods?", and the answer was recorded. The table shows that a small percentage of 
girls in both racial groups will have commenced menstruating before reaching 11 years of 
age; 50 percent of Maori girls will have menstruated by the age of 12 years 7 months, and 50 
percent of non-Maori girls will have menstruated by the age of 13 years. 

It is interesting to note that this functional sign of sexual maturity together with breast 
development seems to occur earlier in the Maori, whereas pubic hair growth seems to 
develop earlier in the non-Maori. 

When New Zealand figures for the age of menarche are compared with those of other 
countries, it is seen that there is little difference in median ages in New Zealand, the United 
States, and Britain. 

Tanner (ref. 2) shows that the age for the onset of menstruation has decreased over the 
years in all countries for which figures are available. Girls are estimated to begin 
menstruation 2.5 to 3.3 years earlier than they did a century ago. 

In his study, Short out that a century ago, girls (and boys) were 
reaching reproductive maturity at the age of 17 or 18, an age at which they 
were also becoming intellectually mature, but that this is no longer so. 
Sexual or physical maturity is now attained well in advance of intellectual 

Other Factors 

Along with earlier biological maturity, several other factors encourage 
and influence sexual activity in the young. Among these are: 

1Greater affluence: 

There is novv a greater measure of affluence among the young, 
allowing them freedom to travel and seek a wider range of 
entertainments and activities. 

Greater 

1\/Iost young people either ovm or have access to motor vehicles. They 
are thereby enabled to move away from the influences of home for 
reasons of business and pleasure. With affluence and mobility they gain 
independence of action. 

Unsupervised leisure: 

Affluence and mobility operate to allow both parents and children 
alike to go their own ways in the pursuit of pleasure. In consequence 
leisure time activities of the young are supervised less and less. 

Access to liquor (with reduced inhibitions). 

Access to drugs (with reduced inhibitions). 

The influence of the pews media. 

Pressures from friends and those of the same age group. 

Lessening of influence within the family unit. 

Lack of guidance in home, schools, and community. 

Availability of contraception. 
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Factors Influencing the Likelihood of Pregnancy in the Young 

The factors encouraging very young girls to engage in intercourse may 
be different from those which influence those of more mature years. Any 
division according to age must be arbitrary, but it seems logical to adopt, 
as does the law, the age of 16 years as a dividing line. 

From the many submissions we received regarding sexual activity in the 
young, we have come to the conclusion that very young girls may often be 
persuaded to engage in acts of intercourse without giving a full and 
understanding consent. Physical maturity may have outstripped mental 
maturity to the point where a young person may be quite unable to cope 
with powerful emotional pressures. There are times, too, when young girls 
yield to pressures for intercourse in the belief that they must conform to 
the standards of others in their own age group. 

Social and Moral Issues 

Pregnancy in a young girl can only be regarded as socially undesirable, 
leading as it may to induced abortion or to the experience of birth which is 

to have serious emotional consequences for the girl herself. It may 
interrupt and possibly mean an end to her further education; it poses the 
problem of the upbringing of the child, and it may well create stress in the 
home for the parents; it may require the provision of social assistance both 
in a personal and financial form. Even with girls between the ages of 16 
and 19 years, the problem can still be very real. Some of the factors to 
which we have made reference may no longer apply but other 
considerations will be introduced. There may be questions of solo 
parenthood, questions of maintenance, and questions of the provision of 
adequate housing for mother and child. 

Repeatedly, we were made aware of cases of young people financially 
insecure, and emotionally totally unequipped to bear the responsibility 
with which they were suddenly faced. We hope that, through education, 
young people, amongst whom the practice of pre-marital sex is now 
increasingly common, can be made more aware that unsatisfactory 
personal and social situations all too often ensue from sexual intercourse 
outside of a stable relationship, and that they will responsibly decide 
against engaging in practices which are likely to lead to consequences 
beyond their capacity to handle. 

Sexually Transmitted Diseases 

There is another important social issue which arises from sexual 
activity among the young. This is the problem of sexually transmitted 
disease which, although not confined to the young, has its highest 
incidence in those under 20 years of age. 

The problem is not new in this or any other count,ry, In 1922 a 
Committee of the Board of Health was appointed to inquire into the 
prevalence of venereal disease in New Zealand. As part of its report, the 
committee published figures which showed a high incidence of various 
forms of the disease. 
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In recent years it has become the practice to use the term "sexually 
trans.mitted diseases". These include, not only those diseases which 
formerly were called "venereal diseases" such as syphilis, gonorrhoea, 
genital herpes, chancroid, genital or venereal warts, and non-specific 
urethritis (also referred to as non-gonococcal urethritis), but certain sex
related conditions which are listed as sexually transmitted diseases. These 
are: • 

Cystitis (not necessarily sex related) 
Candidiasis 
T richomoniasis 
Scabies 
Pubic Lice 

There has been a dramatic rise in sexually transmitted diseases 
throughout the world. In the United States there were an estimated 
2,500,000 new cases of gonorrhoea in 1973. However, in Sweden and 
Denmark, though the incidence is still high, falls have been recorded in 
rec~rif r,ears. It is not known whether in these countries this decrease is the 
result of ari extensive campaign advocating' the use of the condom, a 
reduction in the number of travellers, or an awakening sense of 
responsibility on the .part of the' young people regarding the transmitting 
of disease. 

ltegreHably, New Zealaiid has one of the highest rates of gonorrhoea in 
the world. Ta:ble IO, corµpiled by the World HealthOrganisation, shows 
the pOsition of New Zealand in relation. to a number of other selected 
countries. 

Table 10-Incidence Rate of Gonorrhea, Infectious Syphilis per 100,000 
Population of Selected Countries 

1970 1973 

Australia 
Inf. 8.f.shi!is Gonorrhoea Inf. i1thilis Gonorrhoea 

77 .6 88 
Japan 63.8 78 
New Zealand 2.7 200 1.8 300 
United Kingdom 3.0 118 114 
Sweden 4.3 460 4.4 350 
Hong Kong 21.0 175 2.8 168 
Fiji 245 8.0 236 
U.S.A. 11.6 32 11.9 405 
WHO figures. Rates for New Zealand adjusted from clinics' and private patients' laboratory 

reports. 

Statistics on the number of new cases of sexually transmitted diseases 
occurring in New Zealand each year are difficult to obtain because not all 
cases are treate<;l at hospital. clinics and the diseases are n.ot notifiable. 
Table .11 is taken fro,m the Annllal Report of the Department of Health, 
1975. 'I:his table dearly shows that, although the numbers of cases of 
sypqilis have not grown, there is a marked increase in the incidence of 
gonorrhoea. 
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J 1' =--l~£ .. nnber the First Time to Venereal Disease 
run B,1ards 

----F~~----------

:Gonorrhoea Syphilis 

M. F. Total M. F. Tota£ M. F. 

64-4 370 15_ 3 13 593 
t,1.6 28 74 l 2 n 

Gisbome 58 39 97 1 l 30 
126 31 207 5 2 7 46 
174 60 234 1 2 3 97 J. 
0; 
kv 8 33 9 
12 4 16 Il 

540 400 9-4:0 15 3 H:l 726 
334- 2l.6 550 6 3, 9 592 

Dunedin 71 65 136 5 5 218 
88 53 14-1 75 

Totals-
:!974 118 48 16 64 
1973 36 14 50 
1972 7'1.7 43 16 59 
1971 940 49 '.N: 73 
1970 903 53 ')'11 

.:,.,&, 75 

'' Hutt figures from ]\!fay to December. 

First A.dmissions to Public Hos,oitals and (;oni/Jrrhoea 

1967 1968 !96!) 1970 1971 

40 28 23 27 35 
56 88 89 81 94-

Total W6 U6 ms 129 

Source: Annual ''='iJOTt ol the Department of Health, 1975. 
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younger age groups. In some New Zealand hospitals, tests for gonorrhoea 
of the throat are carried out where patients are known to have engaged in 
oral sex. In others, the throats of all females suffering from a sexually 
transmitted disease are swabbed as a routine procedure. We have been 
made aware of a similar increase in the number of cases of oral gonorrhoea 
in many countries overseas. Figures given to us in evidence from some 
overseas studies showed that a third of those having intercourse pre
maritally or extra-maritally engaged in oral sex, and that the incidence of 
gonorrhoea of the throat in a series of 3,000 cases of genital gonorrhoea 

f 

was 3.6 percent in men and 5.8 percent in women. The incidence in the M 
third who stated that they had engaged in orogenital intercourse was 7 I 
percent in men and 16 percent in women. 

Table 12-Venereal Disease: Cases Seen at Clinics: Nu11)bers 

These figures represent the numbers of persons seen for the first time at 
the clinics at Auckland, Wellington, Napier, Christchurch, Dunedin, 
Invercargill, and Hamilton, and found to be suffering from syphilis or 
gonorrhoe;:t. Persons seen by general practitioners (estimated to be a total 
greater th.in these figures quoted) are not able to be included since these 
conditio11s a.re not notifiable. 

~UAL AVERAGE NUMBERS FOR QUINQUENNIAL PERIODS 
. . AND ACTUAL NUMBERS FOR SINGLE YEARS 

Suffering from Syphilis Suffering from Gonorrhoea 
Period or Year 

Males Females Total. ~ales Females Total 

1920-24 274 88 362 808 103 911 
1925-29 187 72 259 1,325 212 1,537 
1930-34 220 .140 360 1,232 400 1,632 
1935,-39 124 101 225 1,287 427 1,714 
194.0-44 157 132 289 841 496 1,337 
1945-49 128 89 217 1,024 421 1,445 
1950-54 42 .59 101 835 299 1,134 
1955-59 30 19 49 724 200 924 
1·960-64 43 10 53 915 247 1,162 
19&.S 69 10 79 1,437 385 1,822 
1966 127 20 147 1,747 616 2,363 
h967 136 10 146 1,695 639 2,334 
1968 91 17 108 1,407 718 2,125 
19691 55 13 68 1,402 785 2,187 
1970 53 22 75 1,377 903 2,280 
1971 2 49 24 73 1,578 940 2,518 
1972 43 16 59 1,727 913 2,640 
1973 36,, 14 50 1,848 1,027 2,875 
1974 48 16 64 2,118 1,324 3,442 

NOTE: Non-specific 11rethritis cases, a possible form of venereal infection, totalled I 048 
(1968); 1142 (1969), 1496 (1970), 1773 (1971), 2416 (1972), and 2495 (1973) all of whom 
wer,e males. 

1 Includes Napier figures for 9 months. 
2 Includes Hamilton figures for 5 months. 
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b,.Qne venereologist of long· experience and high standing who appeared 
b>efore us attributed the incidence of gonorrhoea of the throat in the young 
to their exposure to material which, while purporting to have therapeutic 
\lalue in the field of human relationships, is, in fact, plainly pornographic. 
He saw a definite link between the stimulus provided by the pornographic 
literature of this type and the increase in gonorrhoea of the throat. 
Although a causal relationship may be difficult to establish, our view is 
that it would be difficult to ignore the part played by glossy magazines 
which, in issue after issue, unduly emphasize oral sex. Fellatio and 
wnnilingus have always been accepted by some as pleasurable and 
satisfying forms of sexual expression, but we must question the judgment 
and sense of responsibility of those who publish material encouraging 
such practices, material, which evidence shows, is readily accessible to the 

young. d' h · 'f' · f h · l Overseas stu 1es suggest t at a s1gm 1cant proport10n o t e young g1r s 
who contract gonorrhoea are from broken homes and have left school at 
an early age. Factors which result in the high rate of sexually transmitted 
diseases are the freedom, mobility and affluence previously mentioned, 
and the abandonment of traditional values, particularly abstinence from 
sexual intercourse. Attitudes to sex have changed markedly. Society has 
offered little to replace the virtues, admittedly somewhat restrictive, of 
conventional morality. 

The Intellectually Handicapped 

We were made aware by responsible individuals and organisations of 
the problems of contraception for intellectually handicapped women and 
girls. The degree of their disability may range from mild intellectual 
handicap where women and girls, capable of managing their own affairs, 
often marry or form semi-permanent relationships, to those more severely 
handicapped, who have some degree of personal independence but cannot 
be regarded as capable of managing their own affairs. Some may become 
pregnant through promiscuity, others through a lack of realisation of the 
nature of the sexual act and its consequences. With the change in the 
pattern of treatment now available for the intellectually handicapped, in 
which they live in the community rather than in large psychiatric 
institutions, the risk of pregnancy is increased. To these women and girls, 
pregnancy and childbirth may be a deeply traumatic experience; the 
child, although likely more often than not to be a normal infant, may be 
born to a woman quite incapable of providing normal maternal care for it. 
The parents of the handicapped daughter, too, are never free from anxiety 
that she may become pregnant. 

It is difficult for intellectually handicapped people to comprehend the 
need for contraception or to understand its functioning. In many cases 
they will be incapable of observing the routine of oral contraception, and 
quite unable to use any mechanical device. The Society for the 
Intellectually Handicapped presented a carefully considered submission 
on this subject. The Society itself has no official policy on this matter but 
its submission showed that there is a substantial group within its 
membership which believes it should be lawful to provide contraception at 
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the,,reqµest of the parent or guardian for severely retarded girls and 
wontenfnot only while they are below the age of 16 years, but throughout 
their; t:eproductive life. Injections of a hormonal contraceptive such as 
Depo~Provera are most satisfactory in such cases. The group we have 
mentidned also believes that there shbuld be a legal obligation upon every 
person who has oversight, care, or control of any girl or woman in a 
psychiatric or psychopaedic hospital t0 provide appropriate sex educatio~ 
and contraceptive advice. · 

We have been told that, in some psychiatric institutions, hormonal 
contraceptives are injected to protect handicapped girls and women from 
pregnancy which may occur despite careful supervision. There are those 
who believe that it is morally wrong to administer a hormonal injection to 
patients where they themselves are incapable of giving a full and informed 
consent. We ourselves can see nothing socially or morally reprehensible in 
providing protection for those who, because of intellectual infirmity, are 
unaMe to provide protection for, themselves. For reasons already 
discussed, we have no doubtthat there are enormous advantages in such a 
course;.: ,There are, however, some legal problems which arise .from the 
administration of contraceptives to intellectually handicapped people. 
These we tliseuss in Chapter 2. 
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The law of Zealand has little to say on the subject of 
but arise under the 

to persons under 16 years of age 
and on instruction in their use. 

2. Restrictions n1 

mental 
4. The 

machines. 
of the sale 

POUCJE OFFJENCES AM"ENDMlENT ACT HIJS<t 

fuH 

of the Police Offences Amendment Act there 
New Zealand 'v1,hich placed any on the 

of contraceptives. 1\!Vhen the Indecent Ptil::ilicii.tfons 1910 
it contain;d· a which declared that 

document or matter 
was deemed to 

another ·which required the 
to take into account a number of matters, 

purpose the person dealing with the document, and the persons 
among whom the document ,,,vas to be distributed. Section 10 vvas 

the Indecent Publications Act 196:3 - the Act which set up 
the Indecent Publications Tribunal. 

It i,;; dear that the Police Offences Amendment Act 
a result of the Parliament of the 
Cornmittee on 
othervvise known 

' an.a 
The Committee v;1as set up 

C. i\1azengarb, 
revelations of sexual in the are3c of Lmver Hutt. It soon 

apparent to the committee, however, that increase i:n 
· which it found to v,as not confined to 

one country. At page 4Ll of their the 
said: 

The Committee has found a strong public demand that contraceptives 
should not be allowed to gel: into the hands of children and adolescents. 
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Whatever views may be held concerning the use of contraceptives by older 
people (married or unmarried) no responsible father or mother could 
countenance their possession by their young sons and daughters. 

The Committee is unanimous that adolescents should not buy or have 
contraceptives 1,n their possession. 

f 

The report was made on 20 September 1954 and on the following day i~ 
was tabled in the House of Representatives. On 27 September 1954 the'
Police Offences Amendment Act 1954, which put into legislative form the 
recommendations of tht;: Mazengarb Committee, was introduced into the 
House and, on 1 October 1954, became law. I 

The relevant provisions of the Police Offences Amendment Act 1954 are 
as follows: 

2. (I) Every person com mi ts an offence who--

(a) Sells, or gives or otherwise disposes of any contraceptive to ;my child 
under the age of 16 years, or offers to sell or give or otherwise dispose of 
any contraceptive to any child under that age; or 

(b~ Instructs or persuades or attempts to instruct or persuade any child 
under the age of 16 years to use any contraceptive. 

(2) Every person who commits an offence against subsection (I) of this 
section is liable on summary conviction-

( a) In the. case of a first offence, to, a :fine not exceeding ($200): 
(b) In the case of a second or any subsequent offence, to imprisonment for a 

. term not exceeding 3 months or to a fine not exceeding (S400). 

'(3) Every child under the age of 16 years who .procures or attempts to 
procure any contraceptive, knowing its purpose, commits an offence and 1s 
liable on summary conviction-

0a) In the case of a first offence, to have a conviction recorded against him: 

(.b) In the case of a,second or any subsequent offence, to a fine not exceeding 
($4). 

~/ r The effect:of the amendment is as follows: 
l,'ecWon 2(1.)(a) prohibits the selling, giving, or otherwise disposing of 

a)1y confracepfrve · to any child under the age of 16 years. Section 
2( l) (b) p'r'ohibits the instructing or persuading of any child under the age 
of 16 to use a contraceptive. Section 2(2) prescribes the penalties to be 
imposed for a breach of section 2 ( 1). Section 2 ( 3) pro hi bi ts a child under 
the age of 16 years from procuring or attempting to procure a 

~ontraceptive, and prescribes penalties for such breaches. 

The provisions of section 2(2) and 2(3) do not call for any particular 
comment except to say that, thirteen years later, in the passing of the 
Police Offences Amendment Jtct 1967, Parliament doubled the maximum 
penalty whicli might be imposed for breaches of section 2(1). 

There have been very few prosecutions under the Police Offences 
Amendment Act 1954, as the following statistics supplied by the 
Commissioner of Police, and representing all types of prosecution under 
the amendment, demonstrate: 
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Offences Offences 
Year Reported Prosecuted 
1964 3 1 
1965 8 3 
1966 3 1 
1967 1 O 
1968 8 1 
1%9 3 0 
1970 0 O 
1971 1 0 
1972 3 O· 
1973 2 0 
1974 Statistics not kept 

11~Although very few apparent breacnes ot the statute have been the 
s!~ject of prosecution, the very existence of the law may have operated as 
l'sanction against the sale or distribution qf contraceptives to children 
~jfder 16 years and their purchase by those imder that'age. The ambiguity 
cWfr1terpretation of some of its provisions has, u:ndoilbtedly, had an 
ill:hibiting effect in discouraging some teachers and health workers from 

.. 4ticussing matters of contraception with their pupils or patients . 
.l\i .. J ' 

)'he provisions of sections 2(1) which create that ambiguity require
. c}pser scrutiny. It is not clear whether section 2(l)(b) WilS intended to 

prohibit, not only the giving of instruction or direction in the use of 
· cl)µtraceptives, but also the dissemination of contraceptive information to 

p~rsons under 16 years of age. 

The ambiguity arises because secti0n 2 ( 1 )(b) is directed against 
irl~tructing or persuading any child under the age of 16 to use a 
c&i,fraceptive and not against the mere giving of information in the use of 
c611traceptives. There is, therefore, in section 2(1) (b) a distinction, 
p8rhaps fine, between ''instructing to use" and "giving information as to 
the use of." The Police Department, which has the responsibility of 
acfrrrinistering the Act, has interpreted the word "instructing", where it is 

· uJed in section 2(l)(b), as referring to a command, so that an offence is not 
celnsidered by that department to have been committed unless there is an 
irystruction in the form of a command to use a contraceptive. The 
de'partment takes the view that there·is no offence where all that has been 
given is information regarding contraceptives. In adopting this view, the 
d~partment has taken account of the fact that the word "instructs" is 
as.sociated in section 2(l)(b) with "persuades'' and that it does not 
sp!ecifically prohibit instruction in the use of any contraceptive. This 
opinion was first given by the department in 1972 and repeated in a 
memorandum issued by Police Headquarters to •all police districts in 
Uetember 1975. The department conveyed that view to the Statutes 
Revision Committee which undertook in 1973, on the instructions of 
Parliament, a review of the Police Offences Act ·1927. It then said: 

L 
Th.ere has. been only one prosecution under this section in the last four years 

and the Police do not regard the section as prohibiting advice in the use of 
contraceptives. 
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Submissions to Statutes Revision Committee 

The Statutes Revision Committee was asked to report to the House of 
Representatives on the changes it considered should be made to the law in 
the light of present day attitudes and social conditions. It received a great 
many submissions from Government departments, organisations, and 
individuals. We have obtained and considered copies of these 
submissions. For the most part they advocated the repeal or amendment 
of the Act, although a few advocated that it should be left in its present 
form. 

Those submissions which were directed to total repeal or amendment of 
section 2 drew attention to the large number of births in New Zealand to 
mothers under the age of 17 years, which indicated the degree of sexual 
activity among those under 16 years, Within this group there was a 
considerable body of opinion which thought that these births could best 
be p~evented by adequate sex education, together with the ready 
availability of coritracepti\'.es and contraceptive advice. It was also 
asserted that the strong "public demand" that contraceptives should not 
get into tl].e hands of children and adolescents, which the Mazengarb 
Comµiitt.ee had found to exist, was no longer present. It was claimed that 
legislatiqri, which attempted· to prevent sexual intercourse by persons 
under 16 years of age, iri fact deprived young girls of the means of 
preventing con'Ception. 

It 'is fair to say that the bulk of the submissions made to the Statutes 
Revision Committee in favour of repeal or amendment did not condone 
sexual activity among the young but rather ·deplored the occurrence of 
pregnancy in young girls who were often unable to provide satisfactory 
panmthood for the children born to them. 

Those submissions to the Statutes Revision Committee which sought 
the retention of section 2 claimed that the present law was a deterrent to 
sexual relations between younger teenagers, that repeal would inevitably 
cause increased promiscuity, and that repeal would be tantamount to 
facilitating or condoning intercourse between those under 16. 

The Statutes Rev:ision Committee was of the view that the Police 
Offonces Amendment Act did.not prohibit dissemination of contraceptive 
information to young persons and that it should not do so. It pointed out 
that; even if information about the use of contraceptives could lawfully be 
given; the distinction between the mere provision of information and 
counselling in the use of contraceptives would sometimes be a fine one. It 
agreed with such groups as the New Zealand Association of Social 
Workers that its members should be permitted, without breaking the law, 
to advise on .the use of contraceptives in cases where they thought it 
desirable, for example, in cases where exhortations to abstinence would be 
unrealistic. and . unwantec:l- pregnancies seemed likely to ensue. The 
committee, therefore, recommended the repeal of section 2 ( 1 )(b) of the 
Police Offences Amendment Act 1954. 

The committee considered that, once it was accepted that section 
2(1) (b) should be repealed, section 2( 1 )(a) also should be repealed. It felt 
that; where young people were clearly determined to indulge in 
intercourse, there was little point in educating them about the need for 
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protection against conception and venereal disease or in counselling them 
to use contraceptives if these could not legally be obtained. 

It considered that the Police Offences Amendment Act 1954 should be 
repealed and that its repeal would have a considerable measure of support 
throughout the country. It acknowledged that some controls might in due 
course have to be placed upon the location of contraceptive vending 
machines. 

The recommendations of the Statutes Revision Committee have not 
been acted on by Parliament, and the Police Offences Amendment Act 
1954 remains in force. 

Submissions to the Royal Commission 

Submissions on this topic were made to us by educationists, medical 
practitioners, social workers, and a variety of groups and organisations. In 
fact, more submissions were directed to the supply of contraceptives and 
the giving of contraceptive advice to the young than to any other topic to 
which our inquiries were directed. A great .number of these advocated the 
complete repeal of the Police Offences Amendment Act 1954, advancing 
much the same points as had been made to the Statutes Revision 
Committee. They saw the legislation as having failed in its aim to prevent 
sexual intercourse in children under the age of 16 years. They saw it as 
failing to take account of a changing social dimate in which children 
under 16 are in fact engaging in sexual intercourse and in which young 
girls are being exposed to the risk of pregnancy. In addition they regarded 
as undesirable an Act which prohibited the giving of help to many young 
people for whom moral injunctions to abstinence carried no weight. They 
argued that education in sexual and contraceptive· matters should be 
encouraged, that spermicides and condoms should be available from such 
retail outlets as dairies, supermarkets, garages, hairdressers, and 
chemists, and that condom dispensing machines should be installed in 
suitable private areas. 

They considered the risk of some loss of innocence by the majority of 
school children was justified to protect a minority who were at risk of 
pregnancy, misery, and disease through ignorance. They were confident 
that young people whose parents and moral teachers had already given 
them proper attitudes and values would not be harmed either by 
information on contraception or by the availability of contraceptives. 

Those who favoured a modification, as distinct from repeal, of the law, 
regarded its provisions as restricting the giving of help to many young 
people in need of it, as preventing medical practitioners, teachers, social 
workers, and indeed, parents themselves, from supplying contraceptives, 
or giving advice to children under 16 known to be at risk. Those in this 
group generally favoured the exemption of certain categories of 
responsible adults from the provisions of the Police Offences Amendment 
Act 1954. 

The third class, comprising those who favoured retention of the law in 
its existing form, argued that, regrettable though the numbers of ex
nuptial pregnancies to girls under 16 might be, the incidence of ex-nuptial 
pregnancy among schoolgirls was very small compared with the total 
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num):>er of that age at risk. It was their view that this risk was greatly 
outweighed by the dangers involved in teaching contraception to the 
young and advising them of specific techniques. In an attempt to 
demonstrate this point, one group holding this view compared, in one 
particular year, the numbers of ex-nuptial births to girls under 16 with the 
total number of schoolgirls. Their statistics showed that in 1974 there 
were 899 girls aged 16 and under who gave birth to children. In that year 
it was es~imated that there. were 134,299 girls in forms l to 7. They 
claimed that, even if it were assumed that all of the 899 girls had 
conceived while they were under the age of 16, and were in fact still at 
school, the proportion of all schoolgirls in forms l to 7 who became 
pregnant and bore ex-nuptial children was und.er one percent. 

Those who put forward this view recognised that among the girls in 
forms l to 7 there would have been' some girls over 16 years of age. They 
maintained that, even after making due allowance for this, the proportion 
of all girls, who became pregnant and bore ex-nuptial children while 
under the age of 16, was still no more than one percent. 

They argued further that a policy, which made contraception available 
a'nd provided instruction in· contraceptive techniques to those under 16, 
w.buld encourage young people in the belief that intercourse outside the 
rnartiage relationship was socially and morally acceptable to the 
comqn1hity so long as pregnancy did not result. . 

They)oresaw ,£!h1:(dang~rs)n. SIJ,.~li a poJicy: ;,, ra,pid ,increase in tlle 
already high incic:lence of sexually transmitted diseases; serious emotional 
a:nd psychological disturbances in the young; a further breakdown in 
family l1fe; a' debasing of the sanctity of the sexual act. 

We were referred to overseas experience, and, in particular, to that of 
Sweden \Vhere p'.>mpul.soty sex education for all school grades was 
introduced in the. mid 1950s. It was said that the experience of Sweden 
showed that, far. from reducing ex-nuptial pregnancies, education in 
contraceptive practice actually caused an increase. The Swedish 
programme of education is directed to methods of contraception and to all 
a'.Spebs 9fvenereal disease. According to statistics obtained frorn Swedish 
S(atis'fical Y1ar ~q,oks,,£he number of cases of gonorrhoea increased from 
13,8·W in r956 fo 39,360 in 1970. The same statistics, however, show a 
d'etreas'J. 'iii' the riumhd of cases of gonorrhoea from 39,360 in. 1970 to 
24,035 in ·197f T~is aecrea,~e has beeri attributed to a campaign in which 
the ust:f1 of the condom: has l:feen encouraged. 

Agairi,'the Swedrsh Statistical Year Books show tha.t illegitimate births 
increased frorri 11,050 in 1956 to 34,451 in 1976. Expressed as percentages 
of th,e total births, these figures represent an increase from 10.2 percent in 
1956 to 31.3 percent in 1974. 

Here, too, care IllUSt be taken in interpret1ng the figures. The overall 
birth rate 1n Sweden h.as been decreasing steadily in recent years, and in 
that time the ex-nuptial birth rate has increased. According to 
information provic:ied by the Central Bureau of Statistics, Sweden, to 
those .who prepared the Department of Soci~l Welfare Monograph, Ex
nil.jtial Children and Their· Parents, there are indications, although no 
appropriate suppcfrting statistics. are ayaifable, that the. number of new 
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families being established is relatively constant from year to year. Fewer 
~ouples, however, are giving recognition to their liaison by formal 
marriage. The increase in ex-nuptial births in Sweden may not therefore 
be necessarily indicative of a diminishing number of stable liaisons. 
, We have had regard to these figures but are of the opinion that great 
care must be taken in drawing inferences from statistics of another 
country. There will be a variety of social factors, the individual weight of 
which it is not always possible to determine. 

The Commission has given much thought to these matters but we feel 
bound to say that, on the evidence presented to us, we are not convinced 
that the provision of contraceptives or instruction in contraceptive 
(echniques away from a background of teaching in human relationships 
:will be the panacea that some would claim it to be. We do not feel that any , 
significant reduction in the numbers of ex-nuptial pregnancies will 
necessarily result and agree that there is a danger that the very young may 
be led to assume that intercourse on their part is acceptable conduct 
proviqed that pregnancy does not occur. We are reinforced in this view by 
thoughtful evidence from doctors, social workers, and other concerned 
people who maintain that many ex-nuptial pregnancies in young people 
are not attributable to promiscuity. 

We think that the giving of specific contraceptive advi~e and access to 
contraceptives is not warranted, except where some special provision 
must be made for certain girls under 16. In· our view the total repeal of the 
Police Offences Amendment Act 1954 is not justified. 

The rising incidence of sexually transmitted diseases among young 
people has already been discussed. There is plenty of evidence to suggest 
that the contraceptive pill, in offering protection from the consequences of 
sexual activity, has undoubtedly been a factor in bringing about this 
increase. Some have advocated that the provision of condoms to young 
people will reduce the number of cases of certain forms of sexually 
transmitted diseases-gonorrhoea in particular. People of 16 years and 
over already have access to them but we have been told that many who 
receive treatment at clinics do not use them and regard them as 
unacceptable. We would not expect there to be any significant reduction 
in the number of cases of sexually transmitted diseases by the removal of 
any prohibition against the supply of contraceptives to those under 16 
years. The rising trend in ,the incidence of sexually transmitted disease 
and in the numbers of ex-nuptial births is apparent also in the statistics for 
those over 16 years of age. 

However, the Commission is of the view that the Police Offences 
Amendment Act 1954, in its present form, is altogether too restrictive. On 
the face of it, the Act would prevent a parent from giving specific sexual 
instruction to a child, and a medical practitioner from prescribing 
contraceptives to , a young person under 16 years of age who, 
notwithstanding advice to the contrary, intends to have intercourse and is 
thereby exposed to risk of pregnancy,, There are other responsible 
members of society, too, who, because their work requires them to deal 
with young people at risk, ought to receive a measure of exemption from 
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the provisions of the Act. The Commission therefore proposes to make 
recommendations for amendment to the Act. 

Notwithstanding the recommendations of the Statutes Revision 
Committee, we think that any law controlling the supply of contraceptives 
to young persons should be formulated with due regard to the basic 
principles of setting and helping to maintain standards of behaviour 
acceptable. to the community at large and of helping to promote the 
stability of the family. 

In our view, amendments to the Police Offences Amendment Act 1954 
should proceed along the following lines and take account of the following 
matters: 

Section 2(l)(a) at present forbids the supply of contraceptives by 
parents, registered medical practitioners, ,and family planning clinics to 
those under 16. Despite this, the provision is often broken, and 
contraceptives are prescribed by both doctors and clinics. The subsection 
should therefore be amended to allow contraceptives to be legally 
prescribed in cases where .responsible persons are convinced that the 
young people with whom they are dealing will not be dissuaded from 
sexual activity. 

There may be others such as social workers or counsellors to whom 
the.se righ~s.sh6uW be e:i-teqµeµ. For that reason.we suggest that section 
2D.)/a) gi~g;\1L1:>.~ ame.ncf~d by exempting from the prohibitions of the 
sub;~ect,i~\1 ··. q.w'fiiir;t, classes of persons including parents, medical 
practitioners, accreclited. representatives of family planning clinics, and 
other re~ponsible agencies or groups to be named in regulations to be 
rri,ade' under the· Act. -

''s1<Ftt1c:H1 · 2(1 )(b) should be amended to make it clear that the 
iII(~rpre\ation at present placed upon. the subsection by the Police 
I'.l~pa'.hment has the full approval of the Legislature. This is of particular 
fY,n'pdrtance in safeguarding the position of the teacher who is engaged in a 
t?~ogramme of human relationships or biology in which human 
f'eproduction is discussed. 

It seems to us that three factors must be balanced. The first is the need 
io prott:ct the teacher who, as part of a prograrHine on social relationships; 
l;>io;togy, or human development, has to deal 'with family planning and 
conJr.;iception. The second is the rieed to protect the parent and child 
<1:gain~t those persons who, in or out of the school, would, under the guise 
of teaching programmes of the kind mentioned above, ,and contrary to 
parental wishes, give lessons in contraceptive techniques and urge the use 
of contraceptives. The third is the need to provide a measure of assistance 
for children under 16 years of age who are believed, on good grounds, to 
be at risk. 

· One cannot legislate for ~very case and a perfect·solution to a much 
debated·, and often misunderstood, problem is not:possible. It is our view 
that these competing needs and interests can best ,be met by repealing 
section 2(l)(b) and replacing it with a provision maki,ng it an offence: 

1 L To direct or persuade or attempt to ditect or persuade a child 
~linder 16 years of age to use a contraceptive -~ where such 
direction or persuasion or attempted direction or persuasion is given by 
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a parent, medical practitioner, family . planning clinic, or other 
approved person. 

2. To give information or instruction in the use of contraceptives to a 
child under 16 years of age ~w wherr: 

(1) The person giving the information or instruction does so as part 
of any course on social relationships, biology, or_ human 
development approved by the Department of Education or 
Department of Health; or • 

(2) Where the person giving the information or instruction is 
approved by the principal or head teacher;,of any school. 

The adoption and implementation of these recommeiidations would 
place responsibility on principals for selecting per~C>t1s &est suited to teach 
on these matters. We believe that trust must be reposed fo. the principal to 
make wise appointments, having due regard to the views' of parents. 

Only section 2(3) remains. This subsection ha:s lfe~n''r"arely, if ever, 
invoked, and the argument can be advanced that any 211,1runder 16 years 
of age who purchases or attempts to purchase a tontfa&ptive in spite of a 
statutory prohibition will be likely to•do so only as a.;ri act 1of bravado, for 
which the invocation of a penal stadffe is hardly a:pp'fopriafe. WedQ not 
overlook this argument but on balance take the view that, if it is to rrrnain 
an offence for a person to supply contraceptives to children i:lnder 16 years 
whose age may be difficult to determine, it ~houJd a,lso remain:ari offrnce 
for a child to obtain them. Amendments would, however; have to be made 
to section 2(3) in line with those suggested for section 2(l)(a) to except 
those cases where contraceptives are supplied by parents, 'medical 
practitioners, family planning clinics, or other approved persons. 

The Law on the Advertising of Contraceptives 

We know of no prohibition against the advertising of contraceptives. 
Certain restrictions on the advertising of contraceptives do, however, 
obtain for the protection of the co_nsumer. These are contained in the Food 
and Drug Act 1969 which regulates the sale of food, drugs, and medical 
devices. The definition of "drug" in section 2 of that Act includes: 

(c) any substance or mixture of substances used or represented for use for the 
purposes of influencing, inhibiting, or modifying any physiological process in 
human beings, or the desires or emotions connected with any physiological 
process; 

(d) any chemical contraceptive. 

Section 2 of the Act further defines "medical device" as: 
any device, instrument, apparatus, or cont_rivance, including component parts 
and accessories thereof, used or represented for use for any of the purposes 
specified in paragraph (c) of the definition of "drug" mentioned above. 

It is clear from a review of these definitions that a mechanical 
contraceptive (as distinct from a chemical cont~aceptive) is a medical 
device within the Food and Drug Act 1969 and that a chemical 
contraceptive is a drug within the meaning of the., Act because it is 
specifically said to be so. Sections 8, 9, 10, and _11 of the Act impose 
certain restrictions on the advertising of drugs. For this reason, 
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appropriate restrictions are placed on the informational content of 
medical advertisements. 
'' In practice there seems to be very little advertising of contraceptives in 

New Zealand. Our attention has been directed to one advertisement 
which·represents that a certain chemical contraceptive is more effective 
tlmH the evidence given to us would show it to be. If this is the case, we 
bdieve that the existing provisions of the Food and Drug Act 1969 are 
sufficient to warrant a prosecution beingrbrought, the onus always resting 
0:n the prosecution to establish that indact the drug does not measure up 
to the claims made for it and that those claims are falsely made. 

We have made inquiries of the Broadca,sting Council of New Zealand 
a~<;! of the two television channels,.as to the ex.istence of rules regulating 
the advertising of contraceptives) \on the . radio or on television. The 
Br~a,.dcasting Co1;11;1cil of New Zea!a~d ha,s informed us that it has no rule 
which refers specifically to the.ad;Yertisirigof contraceptives but that there 
are several general rules which can be considered to have some relevance 
t9 the subject . .These are: · · 

) .1 'I;he .Council shall ensure. thatnoJhing is included in programmes which 
off~nds, agaj•µst good taste and, c!eq~;q.cy or is likely to be offensive to public 
feeling. · 

).'i No st~tion shaii bmaclcast any advertisement which directly or by 
irrlplication: · 

(a) Fails· to observe J;:iigh standarcfs of ethics, propriety and good taste. 
(b).Js likely to endll:rfger the physical, mental or moral welfare of the 

audience iH,;gener9'1 and:.children in particular. 

3.2 Ad.vertis.ements: sh,aU. not, directly or indirectly, advertise any of the 
followiµg prod~cts., s'ci:vices or activities: 

(c) Products associ~ied with intimate personal hygiene or medication. 

We a.re informed that, wh.ile itis unlikely th.at the Council could permit 
the, Jd'yeJtising of contraceptives on radio tif ielev/?fori, such a rule could 
be''r'fVil~w'ecl "and' ni'written to meet 'and reHechiny change in public 
a t'tJlf:utl'e[s'rlaad , staritlalttts .. ·.· . .. ·. t)'wer ~t1:wJj11eed:f?r·any:,cha:nges ,irt1tB:e"1:a:.w•rtla,trng to the advertising of 
cbn ... ,il~.01''d~1 \\le cM~iderii:Mt\in:)?'exp!frisiod of programmes of 
a4v. , lliiHs'foHi,pe·s of tont#icep:1liived:Jy televisfori, radio or by 
n~wsip~ f)iJJ ,~i\l,flul¢:J;i.e. undet~tJ!~tl,Jib &Jl'rlwJI:tisip,g, ,<i>J,12ertain types or brands 
ot s~~ 1~a~~Jl'~!'Y.:~·,~tliSt,Q~{1~sJ~~~~-~~~.f~~a)t ~ndt~idu,~l man ufac~urers ~r 
distfflfofors ,.J tepel '·td' promote t1'1e.i!f'· 0 own: prod uets'' and proclaim their 
efficacy. There is, however, a place fof,/h.e,.proII}.9.tiRn,,<?f independent, 
reliable inform%i.on, .,?11.;cq~t,ff\~~pti~t;8,H,Jh~1 .R:i9okJet ifnibJished by t~e 
Consumers? Institute .. of . New Zeala,n8, entided How to Cope with 
qantracet.tion, w~ith des~ribe& va1tJ~~r.:c9£Wa{;r:fivb .{S<l.1:heir use, is an 
1llustrat10n qf mforma,pol1 of this; .~ipfl.,wlti,,a:p.pea,.r:~,,t9 us to be well 
res.earebed and objective. In, Ae?srib\I1K, 'l, Y,ariety,,of c9nt,raceptive 
technjq,u.e~; it leaves the.choic~)5f apirti~uJ1.r~~ic~x1iqttft9 the individual 
couple, rightly recognising thaf the cf~ciiiori;~,~)o\vli'.ich t~~hnique is used 
islargdy .a persqnal one. We thinkj~at up~to-da,t~ i~formation of the 
Sq!Jl~ .. kJn1 should from time to tirne;Jie pubJi~neroy tl:H~ Department of 
Hea.Jth and that t.his information ,~µ.9uld be made ;1yaifabl~. t9 the public 
by general practitioners and through various agencies such as family 
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planning clinics and health clinics. We emphasize that the information 
s:b:ould be kept up to date. 
a Although the cost of preparing and circulating information of this kind 

would fall on the State, there is ample justification for the expenditure 
b(dng met from public funds. The immediate cost would be more than 
of.fset by the subsequent saving in state funds from which family benefit 
a;hd other social services are met. 

The use of advertising by radio, television, booklets, and films to 
combat the increase in the number of cases of sexuallv transmitted 
diseases has been suggested to us. Films of this kind are alr~ady available 
in the libraries of the Departments of" Health and Education. There is a 
definite place for such films provided they are factual, realistic but not 
exaggerated, and that they are up to date. We have viewed two 
educational films on sexually transmitted diseases. 'For a number of 
reasons they did not impress us as films which would make much impact ' 
on the audience to whom they were directed. Not only were the dress, 
language, and hair styles of the actors who appeared in them many years 
out of date, but the me~sage lacked force and conviction. When the 
approach and presentation of such films is completely out of date they 
should be discarded and replaced. 

The purpose of information, however it is disseminated, should be to 
atlvise both young and old of the symptoms of these diseases and their 
effects upon those who contract them. They should also be told where 
treatment is available and how it can be obtained. Above all, they should 
be told how these diseases can be avoided. One venereologist, with whom 
we spoke, expressed the view that there was a good deal to be said for 
what were sometimes called "old fashioned values" in sexual behaviour. 
However, it would be less than realistic to presume that injunctions of this 
kind would meet with universal acceptance, and the need to stress, to 
young and old alike, the risks involved in casual acts of intercourse must 
be recognised. 
I 

The Law Regulating the Sale of Contraceptives Through Vending Machines 

Some of those who made submissions to us on contraceptive issues 
advocated that greater use be made of vending machines. These are 
already in use in a number of places. The only statutory provision which 
restricts the use of vending machines in the distribution of contraceptives 
is the Food and Drug Act 1969, section 18(1), which provides: 

Every person commits an offence against this Act who sells any therapeutic 
drug by means of a vending machine or by auctioning the drug. 

The definition given to the term "therapeutic drug" by the Act is 
sufficiently wide to cover chemical contraceptives of all kinds, including 
hormonal contraceptives and jellies. However, it is apparent that while 
chemical contraceptives are within the ambit of section 18( 1), mechanical 
contraceptives (not being drugs) may be sold by vending machines. Our 
attention has been drawn to the desirability of marketing condoms in 
conjunction with contraceptive creams or jellies. The latter fall within the 
definition of "therapeutic drugs", the sale of which by a vending machine 
is prohibited by section 18(1). The need for limiting the sale of drugs of 
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any.kind is apparent, but contraceptive creams which may themselves be 
purchased across the counter can scarcely be said to be dangerous. In the 
1:Jnited Kingdom a du'al pack containing both condoms and spermicide is 
marketed. Submissions advocating that these should be made available 
here have been made to us. According to information supplied to us by the 
Chemists' Guild, there is a high degree of demand for both these items 
although they must at present be purchased separately. The use of both 
the condom and a spermicide together would provide a more effective 
contraceptive method. However, in view of the prohibition on the sale of 
spermicides as chemical contraceptives through vending machines, twin 
packs containing condoms and spermicides cannot at present be sold 
through this me,ms. We recommend th.at section 18(1) of the Food and 
Drug Act 1969 be a111ended to,permit contraceptive spermicides to be sold 
with condoms through vending machines. 

The Provision of Contraceptives to Women and Girls Not of Full Mental 
Capacity 

The moral and social issues arising from administering contraceptives 
to inteilectually handicapped women and girls have already been 
discµss~d. 

At pr;es~nt there is a possible legal impediment to administering 
contraceptives to such persons, particul4rly .in giving injections of 
hqrmonal contraceptive, in that this practice could constitute an assault in 
law. An assault is defined by s~ction 2 of the Crimes Act 1961 as being the 
act of intentionally applying force. to the person of another, directly or 
indirectly. Consent may constitute a defence to a charge of assault, a point 
which we make in Chapter 7, but it is at least doubtful whether the 
purported consent of an intelle.ctually handicapped woman or girl, who 
does not fully understand what is being don~ .to her, is a consent for this 
purpose. As a present justification for the practice of administering 
injectable contraceptives to intellectually handicapped women and girls, a 
pra€.tice•iwhich already obtains ;in someinstitlJ,tions, it could b~ argued 
that)t reprrseq~~ p,;trt of the medical treatment provided for them. We 
think, however, that the matter should be put beyond doubt, and that 
the Mental Health Act should be amended to provide that the 
superinten,dent of .a psychiatric institution or any member of the staff of 
that institution directed by him should be able to administer 
contraceptives to intellectually handicapped women and girls as part of 
their treatment, and that no legal liability should attach to them for such 
acts. The same exemption should be given to parents and other persons or 
institutions having the custody of such women and girls. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. That se.ction 2(l)(a) of the Police Offences Amendment Act 1954 

be amend,ed to exempt from the prohibitions of the subsection certain 
classes. 9£ persons including parents, medical practitioners, accredited 
representatives of family planning clinics, and other responsible 
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or groups to be named in to he made under the 

2, Thar section 
be repealed and 

of the Police Offences Amendment Act 1954 
a it an offence: 

( l) To direct or persuade or 
under 16 years of to use a contraceptive 
direction or or attempted direction or 

a medical · or other 
or in the use 

a child under 16 years of age, except where: 
where: 

The person giving the information or instruction does so 
as of any course on social or human 
development approved by the Department of or 
Department of Health; or 

(b) 'Where the person giving the information or instruction 
is approved the principal or head teacher of any schooL 

3. That section 2 of the Police Offences Amendment Act 1954 be 
amended to exempt the of this subsection every child 
who procures or attempts to procure any contraceptive from any of the 
classes or persons defined in section 2( 1 )(a) as amended above. 

4. That up-to-date, reliable, independent information on contracep-
tives and their use be in booklet forrn the of 
Health and made to the public free 

and through various agencies such as 
and health clinics. 

5. That realistic, up-to-date films on 
diseases be the Department of Health 
constant 

transmitted 
kept under 

6. That and other persons custody of intellectually 
handicapped women and girls be 
tives to them, and that no legal 

to administer 

7. That the of an institution or any member of the 
staff directed him be pennitted to administer to 

handicapped women and girls as part of 
and that no legal liability attach to them for such acts. 

8. That section 1) of the Food and Drug Act 1969 be amended to 
contraceptive to be sold with condoms through 

machines. 
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to and other persons or 
women and -

REOi) D1U/LEND 111. TIO NS 

L That 2(1) Poiice Offences An,endment Act 1954 
be amend:ed to exempt the prohibitions of the subsection certain 

persons including parents, medical practitioners, accredited 
of planning and other responsible 
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or groups to be named in 
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(2) To 

a child 
where: 

to he made under the 

lS 

the information or instruction does so 

Department or 
(b) 1Nhere the person 

is approved by the 

3. That section of the 
amended to exempt the 
who procures o.r attempts to procure 
classes or persons defined · section 

the information or instruction 
or head teacher of any school. 

of this subsection every 
from any of the 

) (a) as amended above. 
information on contracep~ 

form by the Department of 
4. That up-to-date, 

tives and their use be 
Health and made to the free of by general 

and through 
and health clinics. 

various agencies such as family planning 

5. That realistic, up~to-date films on transmitted 
kept under by the Department of Health 

constant 
6. That parents custody of u,,,,.,u,v-

h,mdicapped women and to administer contracep-
tives to them, and that no attach to them for such acts. 

7. That the superintendent of an or any member of the 
staff directed by him be to administer to 
intellectually handicapped women and girls as part of their treatment, 
and that no legal liability attach to them for such acts. 

8. That section l) of the Food and Drug Act 1969 be amended to 
to be sold with condoms through 
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Chapter 3 
HUMAN RELATIONSHIPS AND 

SEX EDU GA TION 
The Commission received many submissions stressing tjle desirability 

of some form of sex education in the school curriculum. Most of those who 
advocated this saw it as part of a continuing course dealing with moral 
education in its wid.est aspects. Not a few submissions pointed out the 
dangers inherent in sex education programmes when taught by people 
with no generally acceptable set of val1;1es or when handled in a clumsy, 
insensitive way. Some submissiqns were corppletely opposed to such 
programmes, seeing them as ai;i .u:nwarranted intrusion upon the rights 
and responsibilities of parents. 

In addition to this evidence, presented by a wide variety of 
organisations and individuals, the Commissio.n has studied programmes 
on sex education, family life,. and. human relationships currently being 
conducted in parts of the United Kingdom, Australia, the United States, 
and Europe. ffha:s aisq had access to programmes being carried out at the 
preserit time 'ip variqµs'schools in New Zealand. It notesthat, for over fifty 
years, as evidfoced ih the Board of Health Reportof1922, the McMillan 
Report of 1937, the Thomas Report of 1943, .the Mazengarb Report of 
195f, the "Currie" Commissio1.1 on Education Reporf, 9f .1962, .and the 
~1.pcation I),evelopment Conference Report cH 1974, 'm,en.tion has been 
made of the impci'rtant role schools should play in character training and 
moral education. . 
'::t~et¢'.o!'llf!1iSSiQ~t Sets great ~~ore by stability in society and sees the 

fif¢Hy..,~~.~lt~ i~,r.e~ti::i'.l f?,~t.ur:f o{suc~ !~ soci.ety: The overwheln,iing weight 
0£,,~"'11~,~~~,pr,7.s~pted to 1t co~.~1rms 1t m this view. It freely ~cknowledg~s 
t.Rat .1t 1r the fundam,enta1 nght and duty of parents to mstruct their 
cl:iildren'lrt attit,u,des a.nd responsibilities with regard to sex and morality 
in general. Quite clearly, however, contemporary life br'ings far more 
pi:oh!yws to sl\ch instruction than was the case in the past. C ntil 
qnnpa,.ratively rece1.1fly, moral standards were largely set by the family 
which, in itf turn, was strongly influenced by the organised churches with 
their uncomplicated teaching that "right is right and wrorig is wrong", 
and, in matters pertaining to sex, their insistence on the virtues of 
chastity. It would be foolish to pretend that there were not frequent 
deviations from the strict moral principles thus laid down, but society was 
less tolerant of such deviations, and social penalties could be much more 
severe. 

Many parents still receive much support and assistance from churches 
and associated youth groups. The Commission regards the work of these 
organisations as most valuable and worthy of every encouragement from 
the community. However, it recognises that, in recent ye~rs, there has 
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been a marked falling-off in church attendance and traditional religious 
observance. In consequence, many families are no longer under pastoral 
oversight. Many have abandoned altogether any religious allegiance. 
Many are without any firmly held principles. All too often, family life has 
undergone such changes that it can hardly be said to exist at all. Divorce, 
broken homes, strained marital relationships, solo-parenthood, endless 
social engagements, mothers wearied by the day's work made necessary to 
meet financial commitments, television, which can so easily stifle any 
useful and sustained interchange of ideas, all compound the problem. 
Fortunately, there still exist a great many homes where children can grow 
up in a caring, responsible atmosphere. A united family unit can face and 
cope with most of the problems that are part and parcel of the process of 
growing up. A divided family may be unaware, until it is too late, that 
serious problems exist. Even in a stable home environment, parents 
frequently feel ignorant and inadequate or are emotionally incapable of 
imparting knowledge which is essential for the balanced physical, 
emotional, and moral development of young people. 

The Commission sees the school as the one institution which reaches 
every child and therefore is in a unique position to influence the kind of 
society we will have. In this regard it notes the following comment from 
the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Liverpool in a letter in 1970 to the 
Heads of Catholic Schools: 

The education of children in sexual matters is primarily the right and duty of 
parents. In not a few cases, however, parents through inability or neglect, fail 
to carry out their responsibilities in this field. In such cases, the school may 
have a positive duty to supply as far as possible, the deficiencies of the home. 
Such a task when prudently undertaken will not be opposed by those people 
who have accepted and fulfilled their responsibilities in these matters. 

For these reasons the Commission is firmly of the opinion that a 
carefully thought out school programme in the field of human 
relationships will, in some cases, complement what the stable, caring 
home achieves and, in others, will provide the only responsible 
information and instruction which children are likely to receive. It fully 
realises the delicate nature 0£ much of the subject matter of such a 
programme and the many difficulties in providing material suited to the 
needs of children from varied backgrounds, with varied experiences, and 
at varied stages of physical or mental development. It is also well aware of 
the difficulty of sustaining a programme of this nature week by week and 
making it satisfying to pupils both individually and in class groups. It 
realises, too, the additional problems facing the school. The earlier onset 
of puberty with its attendant emotional stresses and at the same time, the 
higher age to which pupils now remain at school make it difficult for many 
to balance the restrictions of school life with the freedom apparent outside. 

The Commission fully appreciates that the school is not the only means 
by which responsibility in individuals is developed and recognises the 
danger of regarding it as being able to provide a solution to all the 
problems of childhood and adolescence. 

During its hearings throughout New Zealand, the Commission was 
concerned, both in evidence presented in public sessions and in many 
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private and confidential submissions,do come face to face with a large 
number of most distressing cases. S6me of these appeared to result from 
an almost complete ignorance of the simple facts of life, some from the lack 
of even the most rudimentary guidance in moral principles, others again 
from an outlook with little, if any, appreciation of responsibility. Some, at 
least, of this distress might well have been avoided by dealing with these 
problems at source in courses such as the Commission has in mind. 

In supporting the many requests for a place in the curriculum for these 
courses, the Commission feels that, provided certain principles are clearly 
established and laid down, the content and method of implementation of 
the programmes should be kept as flexible as possible and should be 
allowed to vary to suit the needs of particularareas and particular schools. 
It feels strongly that the programmes should be constructed with New 
Zealand conditions in mind and commends much of what is already being 
done in many localities. It emphasizes that sex education, the most 
sensitive and most controversial area of all, should not be treated as an 
isolated topic but should be regarded as a logical part of a total, carefully
integrated programme stressing the importance of responsible and 
understanding relationships between girls and boys, men and women, 
parents and children, teachers and pupils, old and young, individuals and 
races of different ethnic origins, and people of different religious 
persuasions or with no firm religious beliefs. 

Full discussions between teachers, parents, and school authorities will 
facilitate the provision of programmes best suited to the particular needs 
of the schools and of the ethnic groups to which the ~mpils belong. 

The Commission believes that the teacher is the key person in the 
success or failure of any programme. It is well aware that no school can be 
isolated from the society of which it is a part and which it seeks to serve. 
The current customs of the community are mirrored not only in the pupils 
and their parents but also in the staffs of the schools. Those teachers who 
have the responsibility for carrying out the human relationships 
programme must have a philosophy of living allowing them to deal with it 
with complete conviction. Their personal standards and their integrity are 
all-important. The Commission sees the school, too, as having a positive 
duty to set values and standards which depend, not on restriction and 
suppression, but on a sense of responsibility within a civilised group. By 
"values" it understands those qualities which are not the prerogative of 
any one class or any one age, but are unchanging-truth and integrity, 
justice, respect for others, tolerance, sympathy, responsibility, compas
sion. A school which expects these virtues at all times of staff and pupils 
alike, which insists on honest effort and a willingness on the part of all to 
do to the best of their ability-the task that comes to hand, will produce an 
atmosphere of mutual respect and confidence where sympathetic 
instruction and advice, given with the authority that comes from 
experience, will be far more welcome and far more acceptable than is 
generally admitted. In such an atmosphere the whole area of sex 
education can be treated in the light of the individual's responsibility to 
himself, to others, and to the welfare of society. 
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The Commission is aware that this approach differs in concept, in 
certain aspects at least, from courses now in vogue in some areas overseas. 
It stresses again that teachers with maturity of outlook working in a 
favourable school atmosphere are the key figures in making such an 
approach worth while, and sees the adequate training of such teachers as 
of the greatest importance. In an endeavour to devise prescriptions that 
will meet the needs of pupils and parents alike and as part of a total 
programme aimed at the mental, physical, emotional, and moral 
development of children, the Commission stresses the desirability of basic 
courses in human relationships being provided for all teacher trainees. 
Although relatively few will specialise in this field, it is necessary that all 
teachers have an appreciation of the content of and the approach to an 
agreed programme. We attach great importance to the selection of mature 
teachers, by school principals, for specialist in-service training courses 
prepared by the Education Department, in consultation with practising 
teachers, Teachers' Colleges, and parents who are not themselves directly 
involved in the education services. This we see as an important first step 
in producing a greater awareness of the problems being faced by young 

. people and an appreciation of what schools can accomplish in finding 
solutions, at least in part, for many of them. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. That courses in human development and relationships be provided 

in all schools. 
2. That such courses aim at inculcating a sense of responsibility 

towards both the individual and the community, recognising the family as 
an essential feature of a stable community. 

3. That programmes be suited to New Zealand conditions and be kept 
as flexible as possible to cater for the special needs of particular areas and 
differing groups of pupils. 

4. That sex education form a logical part of a carefully integrated 
programme on human relationships an~ not be treated as an isolated 
topic. 

5. That basic programme;, be prepared by the Department of 
Education in full consultation with Teachers' Colleges, teachers, and 
parents whose representatives should come from outside the ranks of the 
education services. 

6. That highly qualified personnel be appointed as lecturers in human 
relationships in all Teachers' Colleges to: 

( 1) Conduct basic courses for all students. 
(2) Assist with special in-service training courses for those teachers 

selected to teach human relationships in schools. 
7. That regular refresher courses be held for teachers of programmes in 

human relationships. 
8. That the selection of staff to undertake the programmes in human 

relationships be the responsibility of school principals,. 
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Chapter 4 
TECHNIQUES OF 
CONTRACEPTION 

. :'The techniques of contraception are relevant to this report so far as they 
;bear on the legal, social and morarissues involved in "contraception in all 
·commonly existing and likely forms." 

It is not our purpose to provide a contraceptive manual nor to give a 
scientific evaluation of the effectiveness of one technique of contraception 
c.ompared with another, and although \ve will deal in passing with health 
risks associated with the use of. certain forms of contraception, our 
comments are not intended as an autha.rfrative assessment of them. The 
s'electi.on of a contraceptive teclini~6.e'which is most effective and most 
suited to the needs of a particuJar couple is' best left for discussion between 
that couple and either their meclical:practitioner or a family planning 
clinic. Moreover, it should be borne in mind that the efficacy of a specific 
contraceptive or technique qepe,IJQl n.ot 9nly o~ the effectiveness of the 
contraceptive itself, but also· on" its· proper use. This point may be 
demonstrated by reference to the ·hormonal pill where it is necessary for a 
daily routine to be observed by the woman herself in order to ensure the 
high degree of effectiveness which its correct use makes possible. 

CONTRACEPTIVE OR ABORTIFACIENT? 

It is apparent from the submissions made to us that a doubt exists as to 
whether certain devices and techniques are contraceptive or abortifaciem:t 
B.y,.its. own definition, contraception is the avoidance of conception, i.e., 
the prevention by any means of .conception as a result of intercourse. By 
the same considerations an abortifacient is a mechanical, chemicalm 
pharmaceutical agent which causes abortion. Abortion is the expulsion of 
the embryo or fetus from the uterus before it has proceeded to term. Some 
tech:raiques or devices, said by some to be merely COFljtraceptive and by 
others to be abortifacient, raise questions of a moral and legal nature, but 
these questions can only be answered after the mode of operation of the 
technique or device has been considered. That mode .of operation itself 
requires a consideration of the processes of ovulation, fertilisation and 
implantation, at various stages of which the contraceptive device or 
technique will operate. .. 

The adoption of the definition of contraception mentioned above would 
restrict the area of inquiry and would prevent us from embarking on .a 
.discussion of those techniques such as the intra-uterine device (I.U.D.), 
Morning-after ~ill, and menstrual .e'Xtraction, the legality of which have 
been questioned. For the purposes of this discussion, contraception 
includes all temporary and permanent measures designed to prevent 
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coitus from resulting in pregnancy whether by prevention of ovulation, 
fertilisation, or implantation. 

PROCESSES OF OVULATION, FERTILISATION, AND 
IMPLANTATION 

Process of Ovulation 

The release of the ovum from the female ovary in each month is 
controlled by the hypothalamus which is that portion of the brain 
adjacent to the pituitary gland. The latter gland secretes two hormones; 
che first of these, a follicle-stimulating hormone, stimulates the ripening of 
follicles (structures in the ovary that contain eggs), and with the aid of the 
second hormone, a luteinising-hormone, causes one of the follicles to 
rupture and release the ovum. The ruptured follicle is then transformed 
into a yellow body called the corpus luteum which continues to produce 
estrogen and progesterone. The estrogen promotes the building of the 
membrane lining the uterus (endometrium) after each menstrual 
bleeding. Progesterone from the corpus luteum starts the secretion from 
the glands which prepare the superficial layers of the endometrium for the 
implantation of the fertilised ovum. If fertilisation does not occur, the 
corpus luteum ceases to produce this hormone and dies. The mucous 
membrane also dies and must be discarded. This is done by the passage of 
blood through this tissue, now in decay, and the uterine lining is shed in 
the menstrual bleeding. If, however, fertilisation does occur, the resulting 
conceptus produces a hormone called chorionic gonadotrophin. This is 
present in the urine in early pregnancy and forms the basis of pregnancy 
detection tests. Chorionic gonadotrophin maintains the life of the corpus 
luteum. It is only this complicated inter-relationship between the 
hypothalamus and the ovary which stimulates or inhibits the production 
of hormones as the case may be, and controls the process of ovulaticin, 
regulating it and making it cyclic. 

Process of Fertilisation 

When the ovum is released from the follicle it travels down the 
Fallopian tube where it may encounter the male sperm. For fertilisation to 
occur, the ovum must unite with the sperm within 48 hours of release. 
When the ovum is released, it is surrounded by a shiny skin called the 
"zona pellucida." To fertilise the ovum it is necessary for the sperm to 
penetrate this skin and this it does within the tube. The product of 
conception, now called the "zygote", travels down the Fallopian tube 
within which it is held for three to five days by a valve at the junction of 
the tube and the entrance to the uterus. The arrest of the zygote at the 
valve for this period of time is necessary to allow cell division to take place 

. and for the z.ona pellucida to be shed. Unless the zona pellucida is shed, 
the zygote will not be able to implant itself in the lining of the uterus. The 
timing is important. If the period of time for which the zygote is held at 
the valve is altered, as it can be by various means, then the likelihood of 
successful implantation will be reduced. If it is held for too long, it may 
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45 years are said to have the second highest user rate in the world, a factor 
to which we have made reference earlier in this report. 

Effectiveness of the Hormonal Pill 

The Combined Pill, taken daily as prescribed, is conside~ed to be 99.9 
percent effective in preventing unwanted pregnancy. The Continuous Pill 
is less reliable than the Combined Pill but from various trials which have 
been conducted it can be said to be somewhere in excess of 95 percent 
effective. The Sequential Pill is also less effective than the Combined Pill, 
but its success rate has been estimated to be about 99 percent. 

Health Risks 

The biochemical alterations caused by the Pill affect the physiology of 
women and side effects may follow. There are health risks which must also 
be taken into account. It is not our intention, nor would it be within our 
competence on the evidence given to us, to assess the extent of these side 
effects, transient or long-term. Their evaluation would be a scientific 
study in itself. The Royal College of General Practitioners in England is 
currently carrying out a study of the health of 23,000"women who are 
using the Pill together with that of an equal number of non-users in a 
control group matched for age and marital status. It is the purpose of this 
study to try and assess .the good and bad effects of the Pill and to see how 
far the one offsets the other. It seems to be accepted that the great 
majority of women will obtain a high degree of protection against 
unwanted pregnancies with only minimal side <,ffects and that the health 
risks attached to the taking of the Pill will be far outweighed by its 
beneficial effects. A separate study, commenced in 1968, in which over 
17,000 women in the United Kingdom are under observation, lends 
general support to this viewpoint. (Journal of Biosocial Science, Vol. 8, .No. 4, 
Oct. 1976, pp.373-427). 

The view was once held that the Pill was harmful to girls under 16 years 
of ag.e and that it resulted in the stunting of growth through the premature 
closing of the bone ends. It is now established that once menstruation has 
commenced this is most unlikely to occur and the Pill has become 
medically acceptable as a contraceptive for a girl of this age. 

Long-acting Injectable Progestogen (Depo-Provera 150) 

This technique involves the intramuscular injection of a single dose of 
progesterone. This has a depot effect where the medication is stored and is 
slowly released into the system of the patient. It is effective as a I 
contraceptive measure for three to six months ·and has the advantage that t 
it obviates the need for rhe continuous decision-making required of 
women taking the Hormonal Pill. It can also be used during breast 
feeding as injectable progesterones do not affect milk secretions and may 
even improve them. Long-acting injectable progesterones are suitable for 
those women who have tried and abandoned for various reasons other 
methods of birth control and are prepared to have injections at three
monthly intervals. 
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Degree of Use .and Efficacy 

According to information given to ,us by the.Department of Health, 
approximately 20,000 women now receive injectable contraception. It is 
over 99 percent effective. 

Intra-uterine Contraceptive Device or Intra-uterine Device: (I.U.C.D. or 
I.U.D.) 

This is a small coiled device which is inserted iµtp t4evuterui.. The idea 
that a foreign body placed in the womb prevepts f!regnapcy is not new. It 
is reported that, at least ~00 years ago, the Arabs introdui:;ed small pea: 
sized stones into the uterus of female camels1 which Jhen repulsed the 
advances of male camels as if they were pregnant. This enabled. beasts of 
burden to be used for long journeys without the intervention of pregnancy. 

Various types of 1.U.D. have been in use since the 19th century but, 
because of high complication rates, little interest in tHem was·displayed 
until the 1960s. Since then considerable research and e}{_perirnentation 
have resulted in 'their acceptance as effective_ aind safe methqds . of 
contraception. 

There are various shapes and sizes oU .. U.D. They a.re usuaUy made of 
plastic and occasionally impregnated with some chemical substance such 
as copper or progesterone which increases their efficacy. They are in~erteµ 
into the uterus by means of a narrow "introducer" and spring back 1fot8 
their normal sihape once released. They may be ldt in place for sevtiral 
years. The small'Jsize of modern, I.U.Ds enables them to be usied by 
women and girls who have never had children.: 

:: j 

Mode of Operation . . 

The working of the I.U.D. is still not fully understood. Because of this, 
doubts were exprltssed to us as to whether the I.U.b. rh.ay achieve its a'nti
fertility action by causing detachment bf'. .the implanted blast.ula 
(abortion). The Gommission has, therefore, be'e'ii. at pains to gain the'hiost 
recent medical information, and this is 'ieffected iri mir comments in these 
paragraphs. 

There is general medical agreement that the 1.U.D. does not interfere 
with the woman's ovulatory cycle or with fertilisation, but rather appears 
to exert its main confraceptive action on the uterus itself by inhibiting the 
process of implantation. · . . · . 

Various the6rie~ of its mode of action nave been suggested: mechanical 
interference ''through the physical presence of the device itself; a 
combination of foreign body reaction witlflow grade inflammation ln the 
uterus; and · ·destruction of the ·sperm and fertilised ova by foxi'c 
substances. So far none of these actions, either singly 'br ii'f ct'n:n:bination; 
has provided a complete explanation of the working of the device or at any 
rate an explanation applicable to all kinds of such,devices which have 
been studied up to the present. 

The jndications at more recent\ research are, that .the various anti
fertility actions which have been: attributed to L;JU.Ds are linked to the 
release, in their presence, of a: hormone called \'prostaglandin". It is 
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believed that prostaglandins cause an alteration in the rate of transport of 
the fortilised egg down the Fallopian tube. The crucial element in 
implantation is timing, the stage of developmenLof the fertilised egg and 
the lining of the uterus being critical. An alteration of this process brought 
about by the release of prostaglandiris makes implantation impossible. 

The efficiency of the LU.D. may beincreased by the addition of 
hormones such as progesterone or trace. elements such as copper. This 
renders the uterine lining hostile to implantation, 

Whatever views about the mode of action of l.U.Ds in women 
ultimatdy emerge, it is fair to say,in the light of present day scientific 
knowledge, that their action is complete before the stage of implantation is 
reached. They can therefore be considered as contraceptive and not 
abortifacient. 

JEfJ!:~cti_y;J!uells of. LU.Ds 

The dfectiveness of the as a contraceptive agent depends on the 
kind of employed. It has been reckoned to be in the 

of 98 percent TheLU;D. must be properly inserted. There is a 
risk that, once fitted, it may be expelled. 

domes fit over the cervix or mouth of the 
sperm moving into thefallopian tubes via t.he 

of.th:i;ee kjnds: .. tjiap~ra.gm, cervical, and vault. Thc:y 
n:rnst be before Jnlerco11r~e a,I1cl shouldbe left in place {or six or 
eighth.ours .. aftt;rwards. They ~hoµldi11itially befitted by a doctor or other 
suitably trained person. They shm;ld be used in combination with a 
vaginal jelly or cream. . 

Diaphragm o.r Dutch Cap 
Prior to the introduction of oral contraceptives, the diaphragm was the 

contraceptive method most recommended by doctors for women. h is the 
largest of the caps. The perimeter.of the dome contains either a coiled 
!ipring or a flat metal spring. 
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Cervical Cap 
This is much smaller than the dia.phra.gm. Its construction is similar 

although it has no spring. It fits over the cervix. 

Effectiveness of Caps 

The cap is more effective when used with a spermicidal jelly or cream 
arid its effectiveness depends on its correct fitti'ng and conscientious use. It 
lias been estimated that, used with a spermicide, it is 95 percent effective. 
There are few health risks associated with its use. 

Chemical Contraceptives 

Chemical contraceptives are creams and jellies, soluble pessaries, 
foaming tablets, and foam-producing aerosols. Each type of chemical 
contraceptive contains an ingredient which kills or renders inactive the 
sperm ejaculated. They may also form .:t barrier over the neck of the womb 
against the entry of the sperm into it. Chemical creams and jellies should 
be used in conjunction with a cap. 

Health Risks 

There are no health risks associated witli chemical spermicides, 
although irritation or inflammatory changes of the mucous membrane 
have been reported in a few cases. 

Effectiveness of Chemfcal Contraceptiv~s "· 

Spermicides used alone appear to be less effective than when used with 
a diaphragm; Clinical· trials iri the United.States have shown that vaginal 
foams are more effective than other types of spermicides. 

The Douche 
This method involves the washing out of the vagina after interco!:lrse 

with water or a douching agent. It is not recognised as an effective method 
of contraception. 

The Morning~after Pill 

This term is in fact a misnomer, iri that t.he Morning-after Pill is nofjust 
one pill but usually a five-day course of pills containing high doses of 
estrogen which are taken within 72 hours of unprotected intercourse 
during the time a woman is ovulating. 

Mode of Operation 

The large doses of estrogen prevent impl~ntation of ariy ovum, that has 
been fertiliseo during the act of unprotected coitus. Fertilisation is not 
impeded and an established implantation is no( interrupted. The success 
rate is high if the treatmentjs given at the right time and at the correct 
dosage. The Morning-after Pill has side effects which are more un.pleas.:1nt 
than dangerous.These a.re vomiting, nausea, p.eadache and dizziness. Itis 
to be looked on as an emergency measure only. If implantationis taken as 
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marking the beginning of pregnancy, the Morning-after Pill 1s a 
contraceptive and not an abortifacient. 

Menstrual Regulation 

Menstrual regulation is also called menstrual extraction, menstrual 
induction, menstrual planning, menstrual interruption and endometrial 
aspiration. 

It involves the aspiration of the contents of the uterus within a few ll,' 

weeks of a late menstrual period, usually not more than 14 days after th,e ~ 
expected onset of the menstrual period. A Karman cannula of small 
dimensions is inserted through the cervix into the uterus after the cervix 
has been dilated, if that is necessary. A negative pressure is applied and 
the contents of the uterus are sucked out. The technique is widely used in 
some parts of America and in several Asian countries, where it has 
become routine. 

Because the menstrual period of a, woman is suppressed only after 
implantation of the fertilised ovum in the uterine lining, the carrying out 
of a menstrual extraction may be expected, in the majority of cases, to 
terminate, a preg:µancy of which the,stopping of the menstrual cycle is 
some evidence. In a study,, ~ntitled Very Early Termination of Pregnancy 
(Menstrual Extraction) by Stringer, Anderson, Beard, Fairweather and 
Steele, the cases of 424 women in three London teaching hospitals were 
considered. Of these women, 9D percent were no more than 14 days 
overdue. Of thes~, 67 peg:ept !].ad histological evidence of pregnancy. The 
process of J;l1~Ill!tru(l,l reguJa'tion differs little in technique from abortion 
carried out iii the first trifiie11terof pregnancy, and has a similar incidence 
of complications. Ji is n6t, however, referred to as abortion or termination 
because no pregnancy diagnosis is made before the technique is employed. 
The operation cannot, therefore, be said in a specific case to be intended 
to procnre the miscat'fiage of the woman concerned because, apart from 
thdaterl.'esf'of'herperiod, the tediniciah will have no knowledge that the 
woman may be pregnant and in some cases there will be no subsequent 
histological evidence. The procedure has not, so far as we are aware, been 
established in New Zealand. If implantation is taken as marking the 
beginning of pregnancy, the technique is abortifacient and · not 
contraceptive. 

Health Risks 

Menstrual regulation is unpleasant for the patient. A local anaesthetf~ ':I 
is desirable, though not strictly necessary. There are gynaecological • 
dangers inherent in the procedure as it involves interference with the 
uterine cavity and lining. 

We were•told of, and shown, a portable kit containing an instrument 
whkh could, it was said, be used by a woman for. regulating' her owh 
menstruation. On the medical evidence we have heard, the use of such an 
instru'ment by the woman herself can only be described as hazardotis. 
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can be grouped three methods of natural 

1. The or Mucus Method, 
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either to avoid pregnancy or to improve the chance of pregnancy by 
s.ele,c.tmg.the optimum time for intercourse for those planning pregnancy. 
Unfortunately infection or illness may cause elevation of temperature and 
thus confuse the user. 

Effectiveness of Natural Family Planning . 

Of the three natural methods referred to, the Ovulation Method is the 
most effective. It requires to be properly taught, and the symptoms of 
ovulation carefully observed i£ it is to. he effective. It also requires the 
partners to, accept the discipline of refraiE1ing from intercourse during the 
time that the woman may most desire it. But if the method is properly 
observed, it provides a safe method of contraception. 

Prolonged Lactation 

Since time immemorial, women have known that they are less likely to 
become pregnant if they breast feed their babies. This has led to the 
deliberate extension of lactation in order to reduce the likelihood of 
conception. Breast feeding prolong~ poJt-partum amenorrhoea but it is 
iinpossrble to•predict the extent oftfie prolbngatfon. Ovulation may retum 
at any rime and even precede the first post-partum menstrual period: ff 
tliis· happens, conception may ot:cur while' the woman is amenorrhoeic. 

T~l Condom 

T~e C::.ondom. is a. shea.th of fine. latex or plastic, sometimes 
uriel_)Jh>ricated wit.h .. silicone: Its pur:pose is to prevent semen entering the 
vagfna1 .... 

Effe.etiy...,ness of the Condom 

T1i:e' reliability of' condoms is difficult to evafoate. A'Ccordi:n:g to a 
ptrJ!1'li©afi'ofi, ofr.J;lli:fl:·;G!ansiJ:tmers' ·Institute·ofiNtw,.Zealam:l, • Iil'bw · to Copr With 
€.Dni,racemv~itestsr.COHmii,~te.llll·iy1 t1udt(:)nsl1:}mers'. Association ·in the United 
~itgdojitr 1i9i3;i sld:c:twecllili'<Jt; d:iey,, •wete podF1¥ made:. I:n 196.4 a British 
S:troFtdfut,cil( (8:813'!704;)1 was fi~edi, :Ehis, Fesulted', im .an, im~ovement in·. the 
6ffiearCf,l©ff tli'.eTu•c;cmG'am1,,Aoiitfonal! testS'catrrfodi out/ oy the C::onsumers" 
Assocfa,tiom irn Ii9f:i£•. andi ,funtlie,r; tes".ts1 im lf9;7,(} showed, ma:rked 
improvement;. 'Til:Je, British: S:tamiar;d.iaHow.s:00:nly,O .5,p6rcent of condoms to 
fail. 

T:he pI[egnancy rate following the; use: oft the, condom or diaphragm is 
difficult to evaluate hecauae much, dep:ends,om the motivation .. to• use the: 
method properly. Condoms,. are rnckoned·to .be about 90 percent effective; 
if properly used. They are bestused.witfospermicidalcreams or pessaries, 

According. to information which we have receivetf".from tlie Department 
of Health,. SDO,OOQ: packs of ·G@ndom84: ~pa:eYs, o:fls three} were sold.· im 19th 
Ci:o:ndbms.aremore freqµently·use:d.imacts1of::cas-ual:sex.and, by younger" 
persons, than by marriedi couples, who: prefer, other methods of; 
contrn-eep.tion,. 
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Health Risk§ 

There are no health hazards attaching to the use of the condom. In fact, 
the condom will assist in preventing the spread of sexually transmitted 
diseases, 

Wa,d11able Sheath 

This is a type of condom which is designed for continuous use. The 
rubber is thicker, and on that account the enjoyment of the sexual act may 
be impaired. Washable sheaths are little used. 

CoitlJl§ Interruptus 

Coitus Interruptus is said to be probably the oldest method of birth 
control, and to have played an important part in the transition from a 
high to a low birth rate which occurred in many European nations 
between 1820 and 1890. 

Effocfrveness of Coitus Interimptm, 

The effectiveness of coitus interruptus as a method of birth control 
depends on the ability of the male to recognise impending ejaculation and 
to withdraw before ejaculation occurs. It ma-y be more effective than has 
been previously recognised. It requires no preparation and the cost is nil. 
It has been claimed that coitus interruptus is physically and 
psychologically injurious to both partners, but this claim cannot be 
substantiated. A woman may fail to reach orgasm and may become 
sexually frustrated unless her partner brings her to orgasm by other 
means. 

OTHER METHODS 

Throughout history, various other methods of fertility control have 
been tried. These have include.cl sexual abstinence, celibacy, late 
marriage, isolation of women, and taboos associated with menstruation 
and childbirth. We do not propose to discuss further these methods, some 
of which, though they have their origins in folk lore, are still used in 
various countries and societies. 

LIKELY FUTURE METHODS OF CONTRACEPTION 

In addition to the better known methods of contraception outlined in 
this chapter, significant developments in the field of fertility control have 
been made recently, resulting in many promising new methods. 

As the terms of reference of the Commission refer not only to present 
but also likely forms of contraception in the future, some of these research 
findings are presented below. It must be noted, however, that several 
methods which were considered to have much potential in recent years 
have not fulfilled their promise and, according to medical opinion, will not 
be of any great importance. 

The possibility of drug control of male fertility has evoked interest and 
much research effort, but for various reasons, probably related to 
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Chapter 5 

CONTRACEPTIVE SERVICES 

BENEFIT§ OF lF AMIL y. PLANNING 

The beneficial effects of family planning on the physical, mental, and 
social health of the mother, the child, and the family group have already 
been discussed in Chapter 1. 

submissions were made to us in which the belief was expressed 
with more adequate family planning, there would be an 

improvement in the quality of family life and less need to consider 
abortion as an oJternative for unwanted births. It was suggested that an 
extension of facilities for was most desirable and that such 
an extension could be brought about in one or more of the following ways: 

1. plan:nin-g :clinics in areas deficient in such 
services, 

2. making the services provided family planning clinics more 
readily available to people who do not make use of such services. 

3. By greater use of para-medical staff in family planning 
clinics, 

4. By contraceptives free of charge. 
5, By free contraceptive advice. 
6. By Pill off J?rescription and allowing more retail outlets 

the sale contraceptives. 
7. By extending educational programmes already provided for 

secondary schools and the public and increasing the training given 
in this area to all health professionals. 

8. By mounting a promotional campaign for contraception. 
9. By encouraging the advertising of contraceptives. 
10. By repealing the Police Offences Amendment Act 1954, thus 

legalising the distribution of contraceptives to those under 16 years of 
age and the giving of instruction in contraception to persons in this 
same age 

ORGANISATION OF FAMILY PLANNING SERVJ!CES 

At present there are a number of facilities for the provision of 
contraceptive advice. Advice can be obtained from general practitioners, 
from private specialists, from any one of the 32 clinics of the Family 
Planning Association which function in various parts of the country, or 
from any of the eight clinics conducted by hospital boards. There are also 

Family Planning Centres, established in .hospitals, halls, and 
private which give instruction in the techniques of natural family 
planning, to which reference has already been made. Appendix 9 lists the 
,ge.ographical locations of the clinics in New Zealand. 
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G,eneral Piraditioners and Family Planning 

In most cases the family doctor is in the best poslt10n to provide 
confidential contraceptive advice. He is able to give continuing care and 
ensure that the contraceptive method used will be compatible with any 
other health or social problems that the patient may have. Although we 
will later discuss the areas in which the training of medical students in 
matters of family planning is deficient, there seems to be a growing 
measure of acceptance on the part of general practitioners that the control 
of human fertility is an important part of their responsibility to patients 

their families., 
Evidence was presented to the Commission which indicated that, for a 

number of reasons, the dose and personal ties once regarded as commonly 
existing in the relationship of doctor and patient have been ·eroded. In 
group practices, which are becoming established as part of the system of 
medical services in New Zealand, patients are not always able to consult 
the doctor of their choice. In what are known as "lock up" practices, 
where the doctor qm be seen only in a city or suburban surgery during 
specified hours of the day, the patients who require medical advice must, 
outside those hours, seek it elsewhere, and the doctor and patient 
relationship is for that time severed. Today people do not always live, as 

once did, in the same locality during a substantial period of their lives 
but move from one community to another. Young people, in particular, 
are no longer restricted geographical limits. Then, as has been drawn 
to our notice, some doct'ors, because of their religious and other personal 
beliefs, do not provide contraceptive advice or services. Others again do 
not give contraceptive counselling but limit their service to the mere 
prescription of contraceptives. 

Although many complaints were made to us about the inadequacy of 
family planning advice provided by general practitioners, the Commission 
is of the view that doctors who offer no services or only limited services of 
this kind are few in number and that the patients affected are not greatly 
inconvenienced by having to seek out another doctor or attend a clinic. 

general criticisrn directed against the general practitioner as the 
first and best source of contraceptive advice would not be but it 
would be idle to pretend that the family doctor is to be regarded as the 
only source of contraceptive advice or, where more than one source is 
available, always the best source of that advice. 

New Zealand FamiJy Planning Assm::iatfon Clinic§ 

Together with the clinics conducted the hospital boards, and natural 
family planning centres, the New Zealand Family Planning Associatio:n 
offers a valuable alternatrve source of consultation to that by · 
general practitioners and specialists. Doctors, nurses, and receptiorii'sts 
employed at the clinics receive specialised training and have a particular 

in the problems of patients seeking advice about 
and sexual .relationships. The commitment of the staff 

clinics to family planning services enables them to give more time to those 
patients who, because of embarrassment, respond better to the female 
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doctors who form a large percentage of the,medical personnel in this area. 
A h,igh proportion of the patients seen at family planning clinics are thpse 
with problems which are time-consuming, and this, in addition to the 
provi~ion of free services for those who are unable to pay either for the 
contraceptive advice or the contraceptives themselves, places a severe 
financial strain on the Association. Donations and membership fees are 
received from individuals, but .the Association is dependent upon the 
Government grant which for the 1975/1976 year amounted to $73,000. 
The Association made it clear to us that it needs the additional finance in 
order to reduce its waiting list, establish new clinics, and expand its .. , 
educational _wogramme. I 

Hospital Board Clinics 

It is within the powers of hospital boards to set up family planning 
clinics, but not all have done so. The reason for this apparent tardiness is 
that clinics are given a low rating in the claims made on the limited funds 
available to hospital boards. Yet these clinics can play an important part 
in the teaching of skills in family .planning to medical and nursing 
students,, and the provision of clinics by more hospital boards on that 
ground alone is justified. 

Natur:111. ,Family Planning Centr:es 

In ,1975, over 1,000 couples attended at one or other of the 67 clinics 
established by the New Zealand Association of Natural Family Planning 
Centres. Two-thirds of those attending were Catholics; the remainder had 
other religious beliefs or were of no religious persuasion. These clinics are 
staffed by 120 tutor teachers who have a detailed knowledge of natural 
family planning techniques and are experienced in interviewing and 
counselling. In 1976, a full time co-ordinator was appointed to train 
tutors; :to visit local areas, to encourage the setting up of clinics, and to 
ensute that existing clinics are reaching an adequate standard. Although 
theitea<:hers ,;ire not paid, the New Zealand Association otNatural Family 
Plani\J.ing:Gl't,ntres;does incur expenses in their training. Patients are asked 
to pay,fi1i,'f,the:<:hb.rts,used, and expenses have·been kept down by churches 
and voluntary organisations giving the use of their premises free of charge. 
The ,Cornmissiorr recognises the contribution made by natural family 
planning centres to developing responsible parenthood. and supports 
strongly the granting of financial aid by the Government to centres of this 
kind. 

We are happy to note that the New Zealand Family Planning 
Association and the New Zealand Association of Natural Family Planning 
Centres appear to work in well with ,each other and we. see no reason why j 
financial help should be gi~.en, to one asso<;ic1,Jip,IJ to the exclusion of the ' 
other. · ··· ' ··· .. , · ·· 

Hospital Obstetric and Gynaecological Departments 

It is standard practice in some New Zealand obstetric and 
gynaecological departments tb give family planning advice to all patients 
in their reproductive years. This advice is given to patients attending post-
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and to tt1ose \iVho have had a terxnination of 
considers that rna.de av,rare 

their doctors or midwives when 
V\lhen such advice is it 

' OJ. 

that interviews be 
be shavvn for the 

lEXTJEN"SiION OF FAMILY PLANNING 5ERVIC!E§ 

Increased financial assistance to clinics is 

should be 
but also for 
and the 
Zea.Land 

Y tis pertinent to observe 
was New Zealand Government to 

United Nations Population and the 
btemational. Planned Parenthood Federation, an action which we 
endorse. From this the :Federation will return to the :Nevv Zealand 

with 

made to meet the need, 
for further aid in this 

The Commission has been made aware 0£ the of sufficient 
nm-:-ibers of trained staff available to ensure peopk at 
risk are !T!Otivated to seek out and utilize contraceptive services at places 
readily accessible to them. It was recommended to us that mobile clinics 
should be provided to ensure betrer services some rural areas, that 

services such a:1 the of Maoris and Pacific Islanders 
areas, clinics 

should be established. VVe consider th,H 
the same ethnic 

more effective service 
too, that clinics attended 

available for those who have 

well 

from their relationships. 

rr1..atters.~ 
initial consultations and specialised care to those 
bec::mse of 'Nell-defined signs of 
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DISPENSING OF CONTRACEPTIVES 

evidence given to the Commission, it seems that the 
Pill and the LU,D. have a smail but significant 

the case at present. 

that reason these two forms of contraception 
on prescription from a medical practitioner- as is 

On the evidence before us, we do not favour an extension of the outlets 
for the distribution of condoms and spermicides to include dairies, 

and other agencies as recommended in some submissions. 

FREE CONTRACEPTIVES AND FREE CONTRfi,.CEPTlIVE ADVICE 

Over forty submissions were made to the Commission containing 
recommendations that all contraceptives should be made available free of 

The range of support for views came from individual 
from medical groups, from numerous women's groups, and from 

of other individuals and organisations. The Royal College of 
ho<c,Yhe,-·~"'" of New Zealand, in a survey of 98 of its 

mern.bers, the members surveyed considered 
contraceptives should be free on The findings of a Heylen 

condu,:ted in 1975 revealed that percent of the of the 
population who were the of the poll considered that contraception 
should be available free social security. There was also evidence 

the Cornmission that the most disadvantaged people could be 
from seeking advice and supplies because of the 

costs involved. h ·was that for these reasons great social and 
were provided free of 

have considered the submissions made to us which maintain that 
effective fertility control results in a favourable cost benefit to the 
community. Studies to this in which overseas experience has been 
analysed, ·were including one into the birth control 
campaign in between 1946 and 
entitled Campaign: The 
E:tl1erience J 946-1.970 A. Service, it is 

had included notable reductions in the birth rate, fertility rate, 
high risk pregnancies, illegitimate birth rate, and unwanted pregnancies 
in large families. Expenditure on services was claimed to 
have been .more than offset by the savings to the ratepayer on maternity 
services, care of deprived children, support of persons with mental or 

handicap of origin, and a multitude of services for 
families. It is to be noted that the institution of the scheme has 

praise. In ano1:her study.by Thompson 
'""""'""•11 ,Outcome Control iriAberdeen, it 

of Aberdeen's programme of . 
a wanted pregnancy" was not achieved in that the rate 
abortions <1,rnong so:qie groups of single women continued to 

nse. 
A matter to which we would make reference was the institution in April 

197 4 in England of free contraceptive services from family cli~ics 
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to all who need them. In 1975 this service was extended to permit general 
practitioners to supply contraceptives free of charge. When this scheme is 
fully developed, it is expected that three million women will receive free 
contraceptives at a total cost to the State of £27 million per year. 

Estimates of contraceptive usage New Zealand given to us by the 
Department of Health areset out in ChapterL From figures provided for 
us by the New Zealand Family Planning Associationa:nd confirmed by 

Department of Health, it is estimated that to provide these 
c::ontraceptives free of charge would involve an expenditure of $4 million 
annually. If all the women in Zealand between 15 and 44 years of age 
were supplied with hormonal contraceptives for a year, the total annual 
cost at retail pharmacy rates would be $8.4 million. 

On the evidence placed before us, we do not think that it has been 
established that contraceptives would be more widely used if they 

were made available free of charge. There is no doubt that New Zealand 
women are already high users of contraceptives. In our opinion, the non
use of contraceptives by some people is based on psychological reasons or 
moral attitudes rather than on economic factors. The Commission, 
therefore, does not agree that contraceptives should be made available 
free of charge. It is aware already too many calls are made on the 
public purse and it has found no evidence to show that, if contraceptives 
were available without cost, their use would bee:xtended to th~se who are 
most in need of them. It is reinforced in this opinion by evidence pointing 
out that people, as a whole, tend to make full use only of those things 
which they have paid for. Nevertheless, there are those cases where the 
limitations in the family budget have resulted in couples finding 
themselves unable to pay either for contraceptives or for advice. Several 
women who spoke to us stressed the risks they had run of having 
unwanted pregnancies through their inability to pay ·. a supply of the 
Pill at some particular time. Some had, in fact, become pregnant and had 
felt compelled to seek an abortion. At· the present· time, when 
contraceptives are considered bya medical practitioner to be necessary on 
medical grnunds for a patient who cannot reasonably be expected to meet 
the cost involved, these may be supplied free ofcharge if the doctor 
obtains the permission of the Department of Health by means of a letter 
setting out the special circumstances. There have been only 362 such 
applications since 1971, and the procedurefor obtaining approval appears 
to us to be cum bersom.e . time-consuming for doctors. However, ffiany 
more contraceptives are obtained free of ch<trgeby beingprescribed by a 
medical practitioner for an "approved condition'' .. Ope example of an 
"approved condition" woukl be a menstrual irregularity. We notethatin 
1972 the New Ze.aland Family Planning Association, supported by die 
Department of Health, submitted .to the. Royar Corrimissfon on Sodal 
Security that "contraceptives should be available under benefit for family 
planning . purposes. in. those cases where the medical need and financial 
hardship were substantiated by a doctor" ( Social Security in New Zealand, 
Report of the·. Commission of Inq~iry,March·19n, page449).·We 
are of the view a case exists for the provision 'of free contraceptives 
where there is financial hardship as well as for approved medical 
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conditions. The Commission considers that the doctor 
be: entitied to a,uthorise th·t of free in these cases 
without reference to the Department ,o,{ Health. 

A delay rn::ca'.'lioned the 
approval rnay prevent a patiem frorn 
particularly initial advice. The result may 
·· 'We think 

s.erv1ces 
contraception 

\v f; would expect that, in the:o.e 
vvould be pro:1ide:d ,,vith a . 

exanur1at10n and ere1·vJrCaJ 

oJI Tr2Lde 
Custorn,, have at our recpest strppJiecl to us 
sales ~1Jo 

as 

prompt financial 
advice, 

weH be an unwanted 
be 

on 

be 
such 

on 
are 

acceptable. 

·::,TANTJ:ARDS F(Ht CONDOM§ 

v,.1h~·1f:: there i:~r ~ "Nhich. co~don1s 

"1/erv Ie:\N branch; of 
which i~ the 31gn of 'C••J«•i,-'O,,<C,, 

the:: t, if condoms anc: to 

5~'. branch; of condorns con.1pJ1y v~1ith 
s t21:.d.ards laid down for condoms 

is endorsed 
standard for 

to condmns manufactured in 
oi those sold here. Only a 

ZeaJand bear the KITE mark 
with the British standard. We recommend 

the manufacturer 
specification no less rhan 

Kingdom. Condon1s imported from 
to the same 

INFORM:ATION i'l.I•.JD EDUCATION 

Elsewhere the Comrnissi.on has given at some length its views on sex 
educaticm as one part of a carefully integrated programrne in the field of 
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reh:ctionships. It sees and planning wi.th all 
both for the individual and for society as a logical and, 

,n: essential feature of this of the wider progrnrmne. In line 
recommended the does not approve of the 

of factual infonnadon but believes all information must 
,to the and of se,mal 
and tre:1ted v,ith a view to 

Economic and 
be dealt with 

hovvever, 
numen:ms submissions, that recent have witnessed 
the artitude of many to sexual While its 
policy is aimed at stable homes, and while it refuses to 
· · the defeatist nothinr.r can be done to stern the tide of 
permissiveness, the Comrnission cannot vshut its 

do not at present the 
For these, as well as for 

to 
the world. 
not fr.,e! that a 

planning should in any way run counter to a 
beliefs. It feels strongly that there ~hould be no 

those who are sincerely engaged in 
broad fran:ework that has been 

RECOMI\1!ENDA TI01\TS 
I, That hospital boards be urged w set up family planning clinics if 

exist under their jurisdiction, 

confldentiz.l 
departments, 

3, That grants be made by the 
of natural 

the servicec of planning 

Government to assist 'Nith the 
arid that increased 

in order to expand 

4. That mobile family be provided to ensure 
adequate services for areas. 

5. That home visitim!;· planning services be provided for 
rvJ:aori Pacific Island ra1'ir1ilies. 
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6. That social workers of the Maori and Pacific Island races be 
appointed to work with these ethnic groups and to discuss 
contraceptive practices with them. · 

7. That counselling services be available at family planning clinics for 
young people with social and psychological problems. 

8: That adequately trained nurses be given responsibility for family 
planning care in order to release medical practitioners to give more 
specialised help to patients. 

9. That free contraceptives be supplied where there is financial 
hardship or where there is an approved medical condition. 

10. That, in cases of economic need, medical practitioners be 
permitted to authorise the supply of free contraceptives without 
reference to the Department of Health. 

11. That the general medical services .benefit be increased to enable 
initial contraceptive consultations to be provided free of cost to the 
patient. 

12. That no duty be charged on any contraceptives, contraceptive 
devices, orpills, provided that they.are regarded by the Department of 
Health as efficient and acceptable. 

13. That·, if condoms are manufactured in New Zealand, they be 
made to meet a standard specification no less stringent than that which 
obtains in the United Kingdom. 

14. That all condoms:imported from overseas be required to meet a 
standard equivalent to that required in the United Kingdom. 

15. That · medical pra6titfoners unwilling· to provide contraceptive 
services, on conscientiqus grounds be required to advise patients 
requesting ,such- sewices of. their right to apply to another medical 
practitioner or family plamiing ,clinic. 
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Chapter 6 

VOLUNT'ARY HUMAN 
STERILISATI SOCIAL AND 

lV!ORAL ISSUES 

STERILISATION DJEFINED 

Sterilisation is a surgical procedure, performed on either male or 
female, in which the patient's ability to procreate is terminated. The 
nature of the operation is sometimes misunderstood. Sterilisation in no 
way interferes with the physiological performance of the sexual act, nor 
does it, as is sometimes thought, desex or castrate the individual. Sex 
drive, and for orgasm still remain. 

Voh11nt,uy Sterifoiatfon 

Sterilisation may be performed for a number of reasons. It is the 
motivation behind the operation which determines whether the 
sterilisation is to be properly referred to as "voluntary", , or 

. Our terms of reference do not require us to consider any form 
human sterilisation other than steriiisation, but a brief 

reference to other forms of human sterilisation will better define 
sterilisation and avoid a confusion in terminology. 

sterilisation is sterilisation undertaken by a 
patient's motivation. Sterilisation may voluntary: 

l. Where the patient is motivated personal, family, or socio-
economic considerations, 

2. Where it is performed for medical reasons in the interests of 
protecting the physicai or mental heahh of the patient. Medical reasons 

include: 
Diseases such as severe cardiac or kidney disorders which would 

make pregnancy dangerous to the health or life of the mother. 
(2) Diseases of a congenital or hereditary nature which make it 

probable that pregnancy would result in deformed or stillborn 
children. 

(3) Grand multiparity which increases the probability of 
tions with future pregnancies. 

Sterilisations performed for any of the above reasons are properly 
termed "voluntary" if the free consent of the patient is forthcoming. 
Hmvever, where it is necessary in this report to distinguish them, we will 
refer to the first as "social" and the second as "therapeutic". 
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Other Kinds of Sterilisation 

Two other kinds of sterilisation should be mentioned although they do 
not fall within the concept of voluntary sterilisation. They are eugenic 
sterilisation and punitive sterih~t.;,.t~qn. 1 Eugenic steri~isation . is a 
sterilisation performed to prevent the transmission of certam undesirable 
hereditary traits, such as feeqle-minde,dness and insanity. Puniti~e 
sterilisation is that performed as 'a punishment for sex crimes and ~er!am 
other criminal offences. Punitive steriJis;atiop is not part of the cnmmal 
law of New Zealand. · ·· ·· · · 

TECHNIQUES OF STERILISATION 

Sterilisation of the Male 

The operation for sterilisation·irnHre,ma:ld,;,kirown as vasectomy, is best 
carried out in a surgically-:.equiipipti;d,haspi..tal; butisfrequently performed 
in a doctor's surgery. It is a:. rela;t:itve1y,,S'imple procedure in which each vas 
deferens is cut and tied-' The vas·d#!m~r,i:s>is1,thetube through which sperm 
is transported from the tfl&ti6;,wheneih is1m0.nufactured; to the back of the 
penis from whichi ,mixed withiise~atitrn.s, of. the accessory glands, it is 
discharged in an orgasm. Theteare two such tubes. The surgical practice 
is to excise a small length ofva~ @n, eath side and to have this sent to a 
laboratory for microscopfo: exam:i:natr@Ii for confirmation of the tissue 
remqyeq. Tlie p~tieIJ.Li~tµ$1XJ!l11 i$,chil,rgecl.ihPme,on the same day with 

0' , '• ,-" ';_, --'< .-1 -~:t-5. 1,,J<);0 j,(,<\5;; L'.\,;M, ;,.,,;;:t,', '·, ,cl,_ --' 

medr~~ti?P ,fmc:"<R~~':i · ·' es.,?re subsequently remo~ed. 
B.ospit4hSf1;t1on1overnltg Either a general anaesthetic or 
,t' , -·/ ('_>Jt,U; . )• 5;,~!thz, ' - ' 

a)pc.;,.iaIJ..~ysq1e~ic; IS, .. ~. :nc· .. th"•"''.':·· 

. ;,~Jer'ili~ili?H)Ps/l<if,fi,orr, lj}ti1,;jjr,iil Jr'.( a}'.re~dy stored SJ?erm in the 
sem~p;:iJ Y~$,Wle~)S {!iI,11~~~<;\.,;~l.,;~l;l,I:tt\e,trqterc;ourse and this may take 
some montlis. Tne p'tti;Jil.ct;~:lii:>.fi!~'lii~~;;i~#~ ~ubsequent to the operation 
to, est~Plisq.,wl}eth.e,:A,~¥i'µi,~~m; ~fr iPr:()s~nf before accepting that he is in.Ieriite'. : ' • . q ' .AW ' • ,,,,, "' ,t, " . . .. . . 

,, ' ;' ' ' 

:) ' ' ,:(,.p /j'., 
Sterilisation of the Female' 

, Steri;lisa:tiomof:theJema1e ma¥!h>e,performedin a number of ways but its 
purpose/. iW:hatever itechniqud,may L be adopted, is to prevent the 
fertilisation by the male sperm of the ovum released from the ovary. 

Medical t journals furnish'J aaa Hextensive body of literature on the 
suitability of techniques. We!ar.e satisfied that there is available within 
New Zealand a sufficient r:ange' ot. te.chniques to ensure that female 
sterilisation can be sucoessfull)li:and.safely; carried out. There are risks 
}11vglve<j in each .. te~~n,iqP.~ 0 ~nd t~~ .ppe~ation ~~ not t9 be, lightly 
undertaken. The nsks can only be assessed m the .circumstances of each 
case. The particular techniques.0£ female sterilisation have no bearing on 
the social or moral issueS::and; £Br that reason, we do not propose to 
discuss them further. 1.t is suff.i:cient.to say that operative techniques differ 
according.to the method adopted to gain access to the Fallopian tubes and 
the methods used to secure their 0cdusion. 
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JFe:rnrnan,e;rncy of Sterifoiatikm 

both of the rnale and of the female should be considered as 
irreversibk Further research and the of new surgical 

may enable the vas in the male and the tubes in the female to 
but in the light of medical the 

natient upon whom the operation is to 
thac it is -irreversible. 

SOCIAL ISSUES 

issues those vvith 
housing, and standards of 

of men and women in 

V\Thatever attitudes were once adopted towards sterilisation, there has 
a tremendous increase in the nu:mber of sterilisations of both males 

and females in the past decade the world. Sterilisations 

figures: 

in New Zealand have increased to the 
they novv receive a n1easure of 

the Commission notes the increasing acceptance of male 
• 1 • m p,annmg. 

vasectomies performed in m New 
years ended 30 June 1975 

1970-197 l 
1971-1972 
1972-1973 
1973-1974 
l 974-1975 

244 
368 
497 
494 
522 

a total of 2,125 vasectomies in five 
doctors' surgeries or private 

No figures are available from 
where the majority of vasectomies 

are 
set out below available to us by the National Health 

Statistics for female sterilisations performed in public · 
l'·kw ZI::aland in the for the five years ended 
1975 reflect this mcnease: 

a total 

1970-1971 
1971-1972 
1972-1973 
1973-1974 
197,J-1975 

Hutr survey, to which we have 
the persons 

sterilisation as a 

11 7 

672 
1,018 
l,384 
1,879 
2,607 

The respom;es to the 
made reference in Chapter 

had a good of the use of 
Of the wmnen in 22 



stated that either they or their partners had had a sterilisation 
operation. More than half of these operations were male sterilisations. Of 
the women three-quarters had undergone tubal ligation. 

A number of women told us in evidence of difficulties which they had 
in obtaining sterilisation operations. Some who were refused 

,uu1c,a,1u11~ at public hospitals and could not afford operations in private 
had become and later had sought abortion. If society 

accepts the right of a to plan their family size, then sterilisation as 
the most effective of birth control and family planning should be 

If the decision for sterilisation is responsibly made after mature 
there are no social reasons the operation should not be 

performed. 
It is important, however, that the decision should be carefully 

considered by the couple concerned. In some it is the practice to 
saggest sterilisation to multiparous women in post-partum period. 
There are some advantages in sterilisation at this time. The tubes can be 

reached and a further admission to hospital is not necessary. 
As there is a danger that a woman who has not previously 

with her partner and it as the ultimate 
oorrtraceprive may, in the emotional a.nd physical aftermath of 
childbirth, consent w an which she will subsequently regret. 
This danger will be removed if in ante-natal clinics the implications of 
sterilisation are out to her and she has the opportunity to discuss 

, the rnaHer with her 

()n a number of occa.sions during both public and private hearings we 
were told of cases where sterilisations had been carried out on Pacific 
Island women w·:thout their full of the of the 

not understood the 
unhappiness had resulted 

appreciated. Such unfortunate 
occurrences nature of the operation is fully 
discussed with the wor:nen in the ante-natal clinic with the assistance of a 
social worker able to converse 1,vith them in their own language. 
Information on sterilisation should also be printed in Polynesian 

and made available to patients. This will ensure that 
any consent given is with the full understanding of the of the 

Husb::mds of should take part in the discussions so that 
too, understand what is involved. -

MORAL ISSUES 

There are some who see sterilisation as morally wrong:-They 
it as promoting gratification rather than responsibility in sex; as a 

mutilation of the body and, to that extent, dehumanising; as to 
promote promiscuity and infidelity in marriage; as a 
dangerous threat to ethnic and religious groups; and as a forerunner 

sterilisation as a mea.ns of social engineering. Some of these 
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are arguable but, whatever their validity, they cannot be 
viewed without due regard being paid to the advantages, social and 
otherwise, which often accompany sterilisation. There are those cases in 
which we are satisfied that sterilisation of one or other of the partners to a 
marriage has stabilised the marriage by freeing the parties from concern 
for unwanted pregnancy. 

The morality of sterilisation must be considered against the morality of 
Those who argue against sterilisation for moral reasons still 

it as being less immoral than abortion. We respect the opinions of 
those who oppose sterilisation on moral grounds but see great advantages 

society in voluntary sterilisations for which the decisions have been 
responsibly taken. 

Stedlisatfon of the InteHectuaHy Handicapped 

The social and moral aspects of the sterilisation of the intellectually 
handicapped are best considered together with any legal issues that arise. 
They are discussed in Chapter 7. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. That in ante-natal clinics full opportunity be taken to discuss with 

m1.1ltiparous women the possibility of sterilisation in the post-partum 
period. Such discussions should take place in the early stages of pregnancy 
and deal clearly with all the implications of sterilisation, If possible the 
woman's spouse or partner should take pa.rt. 

2. That Polynesian social workers beattached to ante-natal clinics and 
that these social workers discuss with Pacific Island women the full 
implications of sterilisation where this is suggested. 

3. That information regarding sterilisation, printed in the principal 
Polynesian languages, be freely available at ante0 natal clinics. 
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Chapter 7 
VOLUNTARY HUMAN 

STERILISATION: LEGAL ISSUES 

THE LAW OF VOLUNTARY HUMAN STERILISATION IN NEW 
ZEALAND 

There is no statutory provision in New Zealand which makes it an 
offence for a person to undergo an operation for sterilisation or for another 
to perform that operation. In New Zealand the sole source of the criminal 
law is statute. There are no common law offences as there are in England, 
where, in the highly controversial decision of Shaw v. Director of Public 
Prosecutions (1962) A.C.220, it was laid down that as custodes morum, the 
courts possess a residual power to superintend offences prejudicial to the 
public welfare. This much is clear from section 9 of the Crimes Act 1961 
which provides that no one shall be convicted of any common law offence. 
Unless, therefore, a person can be shown to have been in breach of a 
statute or a statutory regulation, he or she cannot be said to have been 
guilty of a criminal offence. 

To our knowledge there is no case on record of any person in New 
Zealand having been prosecuted for performing a sterilisation upon 
another with the patient's consent. Despite this, there is still a measure of 
uncertainty about the criminal liability of a person who performs such a 
sterilisation operation in this country. It is not surprising, therefore, that 
there is no consensus of medical opinion as to the legality of sterilisation. 
Uncertainty exists because of its nature as a surgical operation. It is 
unusual as a surgical procedure in that it may not always be performed for 
reasons of medical necessity and in that it involves the permanent 
destruction of a basic bodily function. 

By its very nature, any surgicaT operation constitutes an assault upon 
the patient. An assault is defined by section 2 of the Crimes Act 1961 as 
"intentionally applying force to the person of another, directly or 
indirectly". However, the criminal law of this country recognises as a 
defence to a charge of assault an operation performed for the benefit of the 
patient's health. Section 61 of the Crimes Act 1961 provides: 

Everyone is protected from criminal responsibility for performing with 
reasonable care and skill any surgical operation upon any person for his 
benefit, if the performance ol the operation was reasonable, having regard to 
the patient's state at the time and to all the circumstances of the case. 

The purpose behind the enactment of section 61 was discussed by the 
late Sir Francis Adams in Criminal Law and Practice in New Zealand 2nd 
edition. It need only be said here that, whatever the limits of section 61, it 
is doubtful whether it would apply to.a voluntary sterilisation performed 
for considerations of social convenience only, rather than for 
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i'itherapeutic" reasons. It would still be open to a person performing a 
y:ohmtary sterilisation operation for social reasons (o raise the defence of 
ro11sent on the part of the patient, even if he were unable to invoke section 
61. Although we consider that the defence of consent would be likely to 
succeed in such a. case, it is here that the element of uncertainty creeps 
into the law. For this reason, we think it advisable to explain why we 
h> .. elieve this area of the law has given r,ise to a ,measure .of uncertainty. 

'fhe criminal law of New Zealand, as contained.in the Crimes A.ct 1961 
~1,1d other statutes, does not specifically provide for a defence of consent to 
a:n act which otherwise would be criminal. 'fhe defence of consent is 
pJeserved, however, by section 20 ( 1) of the Crimes Act 1961 which 
provides that all rules and principles of the common I.aw which. render any 
cir<;umstances a justification or excuse for any act or om~§sion, or a 
defence to any charge, shall remain in force anli apply in respect of a 
~harge of any offence under the Crimes Act 1961. or any other enactment, 
~cept sq far as they are altered by or are inconsistent with the ~ct or any 
!l).ther enactment. 'fhe question now to be answered is whether the 
~ommon law of England recognises a defence of consent.to a charge of 
~ss.ault. 'fhe view now prevailing in:•England is that cons.ent does1 provide 
a; defence to charges of assault, of a lesser grade at least. 

'['he Common Law of England•, 

In England prior to 1960, the British Medical Association had received 
.!he opinion of its counsel to the effect that therapeutic sterilisation was 
1'itwful · but that eugenic or other sterilisations ·were nof. In 1960 two 
ftirther opinions were sought. 'fhe opinions expressed were to the effect 
Hiat whether performed for therapeutic, eugenic, or other reasons, 
~terilisation was lawful. But the opinions led the Secretary of the English 
'Medical Defence Union to state, "In view of this opinion, we now have no 
l'fesitation in advising members of the medical profession in Britain that 
~erilisation carried out merely oo. the grounds of personal convenience, in 
,Sther words as a convenient method of birth control, is a legitimate legal 
iindertaking." (The Human Body and the Law by D. W. Meyers;) 'fhe two 
!,pinions obtained by the Medical Defence Uriion are discussed in the 
JJritish Medical Journal 1960, p.1510 and p.1516. In 1966 the Secretary of 
the Medical Defence Union reaffirmed the opinion expressed by counsel 
:~:Mier but reminded the profession that this opinion ~as not based on any 
~fatute or judicial authority, as it had never been tested in the courts. 
'However, he guaranteed the full support of the Union if any member 
'.became involved in medico-legal difficulties. 
J; In the "Lloyd Reports" lecture to the Medical Society in London in 
~60, reported in Sb.mples of Lb.wmaking, Lord Devlin, an eminent English 
faw lord, seems to have accepted the opinion of the English Medical 
~efence Union in that he there said, "Voluntary non-therapeutic 
~e:rilisation is lawful if proper consent is given and the operation is 
i'erformed for a purpose not otherwise criminal." 
i;l.•. Legal opinion in Scotland seems to have been to the same effect. In 
1:1960 the Medical and Dental Defence Uniori of Scotland; in a report, 
~rated: ". . . if a sterilisation operation were 'performed with the full 
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consent of the patient by a responsible surgeon and the reason for doing it 
was substantial and not obviously immoral by present day standards, it is 
exceedingly improbable that the court would hold the act to be criminal." 
British Medical Journal 2,15,16 (1960) 

While the view in England seems now to be that consent does provide a 
defence at common law to a charge of assault where that assault takes the 
form of an operation for sterilisation, there have been some statements 
there to the opposite effect. It is these which have caused doubts in New 
Zealan? as to the legality of sterilisation carried out for reasons of social 
convenience. Aif 

The first of these statements is contained in judicial dicta in R. v. Coney ' 
(1882) 8 Q.B.D.534. At page 549, Mr. Justice Stephens, an eminent 
English judge, said: "The principle as to consent seems to me to be this: 
When one person is indicted for inflicting a personal injury upon another, 
the consent of the person who sustains the injury is no defence to the 
person who inflicts the injury, if the injury is of such.a nature or is inflicted 
under such circumstances, that its infliction is injurious to the public as 
well as to the person injured." This case, and that of R. v. Donovan 
(1934) 2 K.B.498, in which a somewhat similar view was expressed, have 
been regarded by some writers as cases of historical .interest having no 
relevance to the law of sterilisation. Indeed, the first case concerned a 
prize fight and the second an assault by a man upon a young girl for 
motives of sexual gratification of himself. But the cases have received a 
wider construction. In Bravery v. Bravery (1954) 3 All ER 59, Mr. Justice 
Denning, as he then was, rekindled the doubts as to the legality of 
sterilisation for motives of convenience. He said, "An ordinary surgical 
operation, which is done for the sake of a man's health, with his consent, 
is, of course, perfectly lawful because there is just cause for it. If, however, 
there is no just cause or excuse for an operation, it is unlawful even though 
the man consents to it." (page 67). He continued, "Likewise with the 
sterilisation operation. When it is done with the man's consent for a just 
cause, it is quite lawful, as, for instance, when it is done to prevent the 
transmission of an hereditary disease; but when it is done without just 
cause or excuse, it is unlawful even though the man consents to it. Take a 
case where a sterilisation operation is done so as to enable a man to have 
the pleasure of sexual intercourse without shouldering the responsibilities 
attaching to it. The operation then is plainly injurious to the public 
interest. It is degrading to the man himself. It is injurious to his wife and 
to any woman whom he may marry, to say nothing of the way it opens to 
licentiousness; and, unlike contraceptives, it allows no room for a change 
of mind on either side. It is illegal, even though the man consents to it for 
it comes within the principle stated by Stephens, J. (who was a great •·• 
authority on criminal law), in R. v. Coney 8 Q.B.D.549." It is to be noted, ,. 
however, that Lord Denning was only one of three judges who constituted 
the court in Bravery's case and . that the other two, Sir Raymond 
Evershed, the Master of the Rolls, and.Lord Justice Hodson, who were in 
the majority, did not share the views of .Lord Denning and declined to 
hold that sterilisation operations must be regarded as injurious to the 
public interest. They said: "We also feel bound to disassociate ourselves 
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from the more general observations of Denning, L.J at the end of his 
Judgment, in which he has expressed his view (as we understand it) that 
the performance on a man of an for sterilisation, in the absence 
of some "just cause or excuse" (as was not, in his view, shown to exist in 
the present case) is an unlawful assault, an act criminal per se, to which 
consent provides no answer or defence." (page 63). "In our view, these 
observations are wholly inapplicable to operations for sterilisation as 

and we are not prepared to hold in the present case that such 
operations must be regarded as injurious to the public interest." (page 
64). 

Operation of the Law ill1! New Zealand 

The statistical material to which we have referred in the previous 
chapter provides an indication as to the extent to which sterilisations of 
both males and females are carried out in public hospitals in this country. 
It is apparent, however, that the performance of sterilisations on males in 

hospitals in some areas has been inhibited by doubts existing as to 
law. In the Auckland Hospital Board area, vasectomies for socio

economic reasons or to safeguard the health of the patient's wife are not 
out because of doubts as to the legality of the act. In institutions 

under control of the Auckland Hospital Board, sterilisation of the male 
will be undertaken only where there is a clinical condition from which the 
male partner is suffering and ·which makes the operation clinically 
desirable. Representations from the Board asked that the legality or 
otherwise of vasectomies being carried out in hospital board institutions 
throughout the country for socio-economic reasons or to safeguard the 
health of the wife be resolved by suitable changes in legislation. There 
have been other submissions to this effect and it is apparent that attitudes 
to the legality of vasectomies vary and that this variation has reflected 

in the practice throughout the public hospitals of the country. 
Section 77A of the Hospitals Act 1956, as inserted by section JO of the 

Hospitals Amendment Act 1966, authorised a hospital board to provide 
treatment free of charge to any person, inter alia, prepared to undergo a 
medical or surgical procedure or operation for the purpose of assisting the 
relief and medical or surgical treatment of some other person or the 
advancement of medical knowledge, education, or research. It was 
amended by section 13 of the Hospitals Amendment Act 1973 to permit of 
the provision of such a service "for any other lawful purpose." 

In the submission of the Department of Health, it was claimed that the 
purpose of the 1973 Amendment was to remove any doubt that any 
operation which was otherwise lawful could be performed in a hospital 
controlled by a hospital board and criticism was directedat the Auckland 
Hospital Board for not taking advantage of this amendment and 
permitting vasectomies to be performed in the Board's institutions. H the 
purpose of the amendment was to authorise hospital boards to perform 
vasectomies free of charge in institutions under their control, then its 

would appear to beg the question in that it did not say that 
vasectomies or,. indeed, any other operations were lawfuL It merely stated 
that operations "for any lawful purpose" could be carried out in a public 
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hospital. Legislation intended to remove doubts as to the legality of 
sterilisations should be clear in its import and the. declaration of 
Parliament to that end should be free from all ambiguity. For its part the 
Commission is still in some doubt as to whether it was the purpose of the 
Hospitals Amendment Act 1973 to declare vasectomies to be legal. t 

The Hon. R. J. Tizard, Minister of Health at the time, in moving the 
reading of the Bill for the second time, said (New Zealand Parliamentary 
Debates Vol.387, pp.4607/8): 

The important point to be covered by this clause is the legality of the ~' 
operation known as vasectomy. There is little doubt that under the existing law { 
a challenge could be made on the grounds that an operation was being carried 
out that was not specifically for the improvement of the health of the person on 
whom it was being performed. This operation affects the wife of the person 
undergoing the operation, and clearly persons opposed to the operation could 
challenge the legality of performing the operation in a public hospital. But on 
socio-economic grounds it is very clear that the people whose family 
responsibilities and whose income limitations must call for the operation to be 
done free in a public hospital are the ones who will be most affected if any such 
appeal or objection is allowed. In present practice no challenge is likely if the 
operation is done in a private hospital and a fee is paid, but the present law 
appears to prevent our meeting a social need. Therefore this clause makes it 
clear that if an operation-and this covers vasectomy, but is not limited to that 
one operation-is in itself legal it shall be legal for that operation to be 
performed in a public hospital. Then it is only a matter for decision whether the 
operation is legal in all the circumstances of the particular case. 

Whatever the intention of the legislation, it seems clear that it qid not 
declare vasectomies to be lawful. Doubts as to the legality of the operation 
still exist and these can only be removed by a clear statutory enactment 
that sterilisation of the· male or female is lawful and no criminal liability 
will be incurred where such an operation is carried out competently, 
always provided it is carried out with the consent of the patient. It seems 
to us that the position could be clarified by an amendment to section 61 of 
the Crimes Act 1961 by enacting a subsection to that section in the 
following terms: 

Everyone is protected from criminal responsibility for performing with 
reasonable care and skill any operation of sterilisation of the male or female 
with the consent of the patient whether that operation is performed for 
therapeutic reasons or not. 

The Practice of Sterilisation 

The doubts which we have mentioned are reflected in the practice of 
sterilisation, and the differences in viewpoint between one board and 
another are reflected in Table 13. 

It will be noted that in the Auckland Hospital Board area, the largest in 
the country, only ten vasectomies were performed in the five years ended 
30 June 1975 but that in the much less populous area of the Ashburton 
Hospital Board, 295 vasectomies were carried out in the same period. The 
figures for female sterilisations carried out in the post-partum period in 
the various public hospitals throughout the country do not seem to be 
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any doubts as to the legality of the operation although they 
different medical attitudes. 

Table 18~~ 1;/·asectoniies u;, New Zialand m the 

I{ogpital Board 1970-71 197!-72 rnn-73 1973-74 1974-75 Total 
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While women and girls suffering from mental handicap are confined in 
institutions, the problem is not so real although it may still exist. But with 
the growing movement toward the treatment of such persons · outside 
institutions and within the community itself, the problem may become 
more serious. There may be those for whom oral contraception or 
intramuscular hormonal injection may be suitable but there are problems 
occasioned for some women and girls in the taking of the oral pill or 
injectable hormone which make it desirable for some more permanent 
form of contraception to be used. 

It may be impossible for people in a severely handicapped state to give 
a full and informed consent to an operation for sterilisation. If the 
performance of an operation for sterilisation is to depend upon such 
people giving a full and voluntary consent, no such operation will ever be 
carried out, and the risk of pregnancy will always be present. We do not 
overlook the fact that objection can be taken to the sterilisation of persons 
incapable of giving a full and free consent on the ground that this would 
be an infringement of the rights of the individual amounting to 
compulsory sterilisation, and that the operation itself involves a 
deprivation of what might be considered to be a basic human right, 
namely, the right to reproduce. This is a moral consideration. It is not to 
be put aside lightly but it must be weighed against the moral issues which 
are involved in the possibility of the birth of a child to a woman or girl 
whose mental handicap places her at risk. 

We think that when these views are placed in balance against the rights 
of the individual patient, who, in the majority of cases, will be incapable of 
asserting such rights, a case for sterilisation is established. 

It may be suggested that there is no need for any legislation of this kind 
and that the courts have the power, in the case of wardship, to make 
decisions which are ultimately for the benefit of the minor. A case of this 
kind was considered in England in 1976. This was In re D. (a 
minor) (1976) 1 All ER 326. The case concerned an 11-year-old girl who 
was suffering from a condition which was diagnosed as Sotos Syndrome, 
the symptoms of which included accelerated growth during infancy, 
epilepsy, generalised clumsiness, and unusual facial appearance and 
behaviour problems, including emotional instability, certain aggressive 
tendencies, and some impairment of mental function which could result in 
dull intelligence or possibly more serious mental retardation. She was not, 
however, considered to be as seriously retarded as some children suffering 
from mental handicap and she was sent to an appropriate school which 
specialised in children with learning difficulties and associated behaviour 
problems. The move was a success. She had an intelligence quotient of 
about 80, indicating a dull normal intelligence, and she had the 
understanding of a girl of about 9 or 91/2 years of age. The mother, acting 
on medical advice, was convinced that the girl was seriously retarded 
mentally. She was concerned that the girl might become pregnant and 
decided that she should be sterilised. Arrangements were made for the 
operation to be carried out. Other professional people concerned with her 
challenged the social and behavioural reasons for performing such an 
operation which would be irreversible and permanent; An application was 
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made to the High Court by an educational psychologist attached to an 
educational department to have the child made a ward of court and to 

1 continue the wardship in order to delay or prevent the proposed operation 
from being carried out. It was held by Mrs Justice Heilbron that the 
operation proposed was one which involved the deprivation of a basic 
human right, i.e., the right of the woman to reproduce, and that if it were 
performed on a woman for non-therapeutic reasons without her consent, it 
would be a violation of that right. Since she could not give an informed 
consent at that time but since there was a strong likelihood that she would 
understand the implications of the operation when she,reached the age of 
18, the case was one in which the court should exercise its protective 
powers. The wardship was therefore continued. It was held it would not 
be in the best interests of the child for the sterilisation to be performed. 

The case. would suggest that it. was within the inherent jurisdiction of 
the court to approve of the sterilisation if the circumstances had 
warranted that course being taken. The decision not to allow the 
sterilisation to proceed was based upon evidence, which the judge 
accepted, that the child's mental and physical condition and attainments 
had already improved, that her future prospects were unpredictable, and 
that she was as yet unable to understand or appreciate the implications of 
the operation, whereas it was likely that in late-r years she would be able to 
make her own choice. 

Whether there is any jurisdiction at present within the courts of New 
Zealand to make an order approving of a sterilisation is arguable, but we 
think it desirable that they should have. power to make an order for the 
sterilisation of an intellectually handicapped person. It has been 
sugg.ested to us that a statutory board might be established and that the 
power to make decisions for the sterilisation of intellectually handicapped 
persons should be vested in this board. We think it may be quite 
unnecessary to set up such a board and that it would be sufficient to vest 
any decision-making process within the existing court structure. If that 
were to be the case, the decision would be one to .be made after careful 
consideration of all the. circumstances. It is the Commission's view that if 
the consent of the parent or guardian is forthcoming, whatever the age of 
the intellectually handicapped person, there will be no need for any 
application to an outside tribunal provided that adequate safeguards are 
taken. By adequate safeguards we include the furnishing of an. appropriate 
certificate or reference from a medical practitioner,.supported by reliable 
information assessing the social adjustment and intellectual. capacity of 
the person concerned. While we are of the view that the refusal of the 
parent to consent should be a strong factor to be taken into account, such 
refusal should not be an absolute bar to the making of an order by some 
outside agency. 

We have in mind the case of those parents who may display very little 
interest in their intellectually handicapped children and who ignore the 
dangers to which they are exposed. It should be permissible for an 
application for the sterilisation of an intellectually handicapped person to 
be initiated by the superintendent of any institution or home, a registered 
medical practitioner, or a social worker. On the making of such .an 
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application, the court could then direct the service of the application, with 
the relevant supporting affidavits on various parties, including the 
parent. The application could then be determined on its merits. Those 
who in our view would be entitled to service of the proceedings would· 
include the superintendent of the institution in which the person was 
resident and the parent or other legal guardian. We would also 
recommend that the cost of the persons made party to the application 
should, in the absence of any separate estate on the part of the person to 
be sterilised, be borne by the State, notwithstanding the result of the 
application. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. That a clear statutory enactment be made declaring sterilisation of 

the male or female to be legal provided it is carried out with the consent 
of the patient. 

2. That section 61 of the Crimes Act 1961 be amended by enacting a 
subsection in the following terms: 

Everyone is protected from criminal responsibility for performing with 
reasonable care and skill an operation of sterilisation of the male or female 
with the consent of the patient whether that operation is performed for 
therapeutic reasons or not. 

3. That the Courts be vested with power to make an order for the 
sterilisation of an intellectually handicapped person. 

4. That in the case of an application by a parent for the sterilisation of 
an intellectually handicapped person, to safeguard the interests of the 
handicapped person concerned, an appropriate certificate of reference 
must be forwarded by a medical practitioner, supported by reliable 
information assessing the social adjustment and intellectual capacity of 
the person concerned. 

5. That if an application is not made by the parents of the 
intellectually ha.ndicapped person, it be permissible for the application 
for sterilisation to be initiated by the superintendent of any institution 
or home, a registered medical practitioner, or a social worker. 

6. That the cost of instituting any such application to a court and the 
costs of the persons made party to the application, in the absence of any 
separate estate on the part of the person to be sterilised, be borne by the 
State, notwithstanding the result of the application. 
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sterilisation of the male or female should be regarded as irreversible, it is 
to be expected that the decision to undergo the operation will not be 
lightly taken, and that the surgeon will approach it with a full sense of 
responsibility, having regard to the age and status of the patient. The 
criteria which are usually applied are: 

l. The patient must have attained the age of 30 years. 
2. The patient must have two children or more. 
3. The patient must be married and must have obtained his/her 

spouse's consent. 

From the evidence before it, the Commission feels that these criteria, 
and others even more stringent, have at times been applied too rigidly and 
that too little attention has been paid to individual factors, particularly 
the patient's mental health and emotional or economic capacity for 
assuming responsibility for children. 

The difficulties encountered patients have sometimes been 
delays ,vhich have preceded the carrying out of the 

In the main centres, female patients are usually obliged to wait 
for a period varying from three months to one year for a sterilisation to be 
performed. The Commission was informed that these delays are caused by 
lack of pressure on operating facilities, and a shortage of beds. If 
sterilisation to be regarded as a means of birth control, with resultant 
benefits both to the couple concerned and to the State, hospital boards 
must the responsibility for providing sterilisation services with the 
minimum of The Commission appreciates that requests for 
sterilisation must be measured alongside the demand for 
treatment of patients with other gynaecological problems and that 
sensible prioriries must be established. 

There are ways and means which delay can be minimised. For 
instance, a woman is often given a sterilisation in the post-partum period, 
that is, during the 48 hours following the birth of her child. There are 
obvious advantages in carrying out a sterilisation at this time. The 
pressures on the hospital services are not much more than those 
occasioned by admission of the woman to the hospital for confinement. A 
subsequent admission of the same patient with the added problems of 
family adjustment and possible economic difficulties are avoided. The 
evidence which we have heard would suggest that there is some risk of a 
thrombo-embolic accident when sterilisation is done at this time, but the 

to the woman concerned in achieving a permanent method of 
birth control without subsequent admission to hospital would seem to 
outweigh the risks. 

Another important factor in the matter under discussion is the 
development of techniques for sterilisation of both males and females 
which require no more than outpatient facilities, or at the most, an 
overnight stay in hospital. Sterilisation by laparoscopy under local 
anaesthesia performed by experienced surgeons has greatly simplified the 

procedure and reduced the period of convalescence for women 
seeking sterilisation at a time other than the post-partum period. 

Vasectomy, too, is essentially a procedure suitable for outpatient 
surgery. For these reasons the Commission believes that overnight stay 
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facilities and outpatient services for sterilisation of both the male and 
female can be readily and easily estaHished by public hospitals without 

) undue pressure being placed on hospital staff and the use of hospital beds. 

Private Treatment 

In the course of our hearings we spoke to many men and women who 
had sought sterilisations. Some were completely satisfied with the 
treatment they had received. We were told of other cases where patients 
had been refused sterilisation in public hospitals or had felt compelled to 
seek this service elsewhere because of their concern over the long wait 
entailed .. We learned of other patients again who, after consulting tlieir 
general practitioner, were not referred to public hospitals. In the case of 
some patients, vasectomies were performed by a general practitioner' in 
his rooms. The majority of patients who had been refused sterilisation in 
public hospitals or who had been discouraged by the prospect of a long 
wait before they could be accommodated were operated on at 
considerable cost to themselves by specialists in private hospitals. The 
cost of a vasectomy appears to range from $60 to $100, and of a female 
sterilisation from $100 to $250. According to the Hutt Valley survey to 
which we have already made reference, the·average cost of a sterilisation 
in 1975 was $147.50 for a woman and $90 for a man. 

The burden of meeting these costs can sometimes cause a financial 
problem and result in a sterilisation being performed upon the wrong one 
of two partners who are considering this method.of birth control. Concern 
was expressed to the Commission more than once about the likelihood of 
this taking place. There are usually circumstances indicating which one 
should more fittingly undergo sterilisation and when the couple decide 
after counselling that one or other of them is to be sterilised, the decision 
regarding the operation should be taken on medical grounds and not be 
influenced by considerations of cost. 

If public hospital services are expanded to meet a growing demand for 
male and female sterilisations, and if the fees for private treatment, where 
that is preferred, are kept at a reasonable level, patients will not be 
subjected to pressure to accept a form of sterilisation other than the one 
most suitable for them and their individual circumstances. 

Mention should be made of medical insurance schemes. Some 
companies at present decline to recognise a claim for a vasectomy ou,the 
grounds that the legality of that operation is in question. The Commission 
has no power to control insurance schemes but expresses the hope that 
once the legal position regarding sterilisation has been made clear, the 
medical insurance companies will be moved to· provide a coverage for 
voluntary sterilisation operations. performed either on therapeutic or 
social grounds. · 

Conscientious Objection by Medical Staff to Sterilisation 

Some medical practitioners may be unwilling to perform or participate 
in sterilisations because of their own moral attitudes. Nothing should be 
done to interfere with conscientious objections of that kind although we 
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4. will reduce the amount of money spent on family I 
benefits and child allowances. / 

5. The demand on social services can be heavy if sterilisation is ! 

refused and unwanted children result. 

Vve accept that there is much validity in these arguments. However, in 1 
the situation where calls on hospital services are many, those which are 
most urgent must take precedence. Those cases where sterilisation is 
responsibly sought because of the size of the family, or state of health of 
the patient, or pressing socio-economic considerations, are likely to be 
granted urgency at public hospitals and provided free. However, those 
cases where sterilisation is sought as a matter of convenience rather than 
because of family size, state of health, or economic difficulties, may well 
have to wait. We expect that the rather cautious stand at present adopted 
by some hospitals and their staff on sterilisation will be modified and that 
those boards which take that stand will examine the possibility of 
providing outpatient services. This should provide a free service for all 

unable to meet the cost of a sterilisation operation in a private 

We have already commented on .the inadequacy of statistical 
information as to the number of sterilisations performed each year in New 
Zealand, Statistics of this kind are important in assessing future 

trends, and for this reason we recommend that sterilisation be 
a notifiable procedure. We recommend that all those performing 

sterilisations be required to report each month to the Department of 
Health on the number and type of sterilisations performed, the reasons for 
the the age, marital status, race, and number of children of 
each patient, whether the operation has been on a day-care or in-patient 
basis, and whether the operation is post-partum. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. That decisions regarding sterilisation operations be taken entirely 

on medical grounds and not be influenced by considerations of cost. 
2. That before an operation is embarked upon, both the person 

seeking sterilisation and the partner receive adequate counselling so 
that all the implications of the operation are clearly understood. 

3, That wherever possible the partner be a party to the decision 
regarding sterilisation, but that the consent of the partner be not 
mandatory. 

4. That booklets containing relevant information be provided for all 
patients after the initial interview. 

5. That overnight stay .. facilities and out-patient services for 
sterilisation of both the male and female be established by public 
hospitals. 

6. That medical practitioners unwilling to perform sterilisations on 
conscientious grounds be required to advise patients requesting 
sterilisations of their right to apply to another practitioner or a family 
planning clinic. 
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7. That the necessity for adequate counselling before sterilisation be 
recognised. That the use by medical practitioners of trained counsellors 
for this purpose be encouraged. 

8. That, once the position regarding thelegality of .the operation has 
been clarffied, insurance companies be asked to provide coverage for 
voluntary sterilisation operations. 

9. That it be made illegal to offer mortgage finance or accom
modation on condition that the applicant produce evidence of 
sterilisation or an undertaking to undergo sterilisation. 

10. That those performing sterilisations be required to report each 
month on the number and type of sterilisations performed, the reasons 
for the operation, the age, marital status, race and number of children 
of each patient, whether the operation has been on a day-care or an in
patient basis, and whether it was post-partum. 
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Chapter 9 
THE LAW ON ABORTION IN NEW 
ZEALAND,ITSINTERPRETATION 

AND ITS APPLICATION IN 
PRACTICE 

HISTORY OF THE LAW 

Some of those who made submissions to us on the law on abortion in 
New Zealand considered that the present law was satisfactory both in its 
definition and application; others again were critical of the variation in its 
application from one locality and one hospital board to another. We are 
grateful to those who took great pains to research all aspects of the law 
and to report objectively on it. In this chapter we set out as best we are 
able the law on abortion in New Zealand as it has been stated "with a lack 
of precision" in the statutes and subsequently interpreted by the courts. 

The law of New Zealand on abortion is contained in the Crimes Act 
1961, sections 182 to 187. Whether section 182 was intended to affect the 
law on abortion, or whether it was intended to cover a gap which would 
otherwise have existed in the law of homicide, is itself a matter for debate. 
An examination of the history of the section, made later in this chapter, 
would suggest that the second view is the more likely. 

Sections 182 to 187 inclusive are as follows: 
182. KILLING UNBORN CHILD-(!) Every one is liable to imprison

ment for a term not exceeding fourteen years who causes the death of any child 
that has not become a human being in such a manner that he would have been 
guilty of murder if the child had become a human being. 

(2) No one is guilty of any crime who before or during the birth of any child 
causes its death by means employed in good faith for the preservation of the life 
of the mother. 

183. PROCURING ABORTION BY DRUG OR INSTRUMENT-(!) 
Every one is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding fourteen years 
who, with intent to procure the miscarriage of any woman or girl, whether she 
is with child or not,-

(a) Unlawfully administers to or causes to be taken by her any poison or any 
drug or any noxious thing; or 

(b) Unlawfully uses on her any instrument. 
(2) The woman or girl shall not be charged as a party to an offence against 

this section. ' 

184. PROCURING ABORTION BY OTHER MEANS-(!) Every one is 
liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding ten years who, with intent to 
procure the miscarriage of any woman or girl, whether she is with child or not, 
unlawfully uses on her any means whatsoever, not being means to which 
section 183 of this Act applies. 

(2) The woman or girl shall not be charged as a party to an offence against 
this section. 
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185. FEfv1/,LE PROCUR¥NG HI:R O'vVN MlSCARRIAGE---Every 
,voman or girl is liable to irnpri3onment for a term not exceeding seven years 
'NhO with inlent to procure miscarriage, whethei· she is with chi.Id or not,

( a) U nlav,,fully administers to herself, or permits to be administered to h•cr, 
any poison or any drug or any noxious thing; or 

Unlawfully uses on herself, or permits to be used on her, any instrument; 
or 

Unl~wfully uses on hersel£, or permits to be used on her, anv o,her means 
vvhat.soeveL · 

!85. SUPPLYING MEANS OF PROCURING ABORTION--Every one 
is ]iab1e to in1prison1nent for a tenn not exceeding seven years •.vh.o unla\vfully 
supplies or procures any i:,oison or any drug or any noxious thing, or any 
insttument or other thing, whether of a like natu:re or not, believing that it is 
intended to be unlawfully used to procure miscarriage. 

187. EfFECTIVENESS OF MEANS USED IMlvL4TERIAL-The 
provisions o{ sections 183 to 186 of this Act shall apply whether or n.oI the 
poison, drug, thing, instrument, or r;1eans administered, taken, used, supplied, 
or procured was in !act capable ol procuring misca.niage. 

The provisions set out above have appeared in the statme lav-/ of New 
?~ealand since legislation on abortion vvas first enacred in this country in 
the" Offences Against the Person Act 1867 (N.Z.). This statete 
,rnbstanti2lly reproduced sections ~18 and 59 of the English stat,!te, the 
Oifences Against the Person Au 186L The latter, which ,Nas one of 
several abortion statutts passed in England in the 19th century, made il 
an offence, inier alia, for a person w use any instrument unlawfully or any 
mea'ls vvhatsoev,er ,Nith intent to procure the miscarriage of any woman. 
The statute, with some amendment:, effected by statutes passed in 
England in 1892 and 1893, and V:1irh the more substantial amendments 
effected by the Abortion Acl 1967 '(U.K.), rer.:12.ins in force in England 
today. 

The Offence; Against ,he Person Act 1867 (N.Z.) was repealed by the 
enactmem of the Criminal Code Act in 1893. The Criminal Code' Act 1393 
was in tun:-; repealed by the Crimes /\ct 1908. The Crirnes Act 1961, vvhich 
r-:mains in force today, repealed the Crimes Act 1908. Except as to 
penalry, sections 182 and 183 of the Crim1:s Act 1961 are in the same 
terms as sections 200 and 201 of the Crimin:a.l Code Act 1893 and sections 
'2~0 and 221 of the Crimes A.et 1908. Although the interpretation of the 
law in :\1ew ZezJand has changed with the passage of tht: years, in fact no 
alterations of any consequence have been brought about by any changes 
in the ,Nording of the legislation. 

Sections 58 and 59 of the Ofiences Against the Person Act 1861 (U .K.) 
made il an offence tD procure an abortion "unlawfully". But the statute 
did not define the word "'unlawful" nor did it lay down in what 
circumstances the procuring of an abortion would be unlawfuL The 1\;ew 
Zeajand legislation, rhroughout its history, has suffered from that s,ime 
omi3sion. It is ci.n omis~ion, b,::nh in England and New Zealand, which the 
courts have been called upon to m&ke good, as best they han been able, in 
a. number of cases which commenced with the prosecution oi II/Ir Alec 
Bourne, 2.n English obstetrician and gynaecologist, in l 9Z3. Because 
Bourne's case has had a strong influence on the New Zealand lav1, it may 
be raken a3 a convenient starting point for a discussion on abortion law 
,md the meaning of the word "unlawfully". 
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The facts of Bourne's case, as taken from the law reports, are as follows: 
A girl, aged _15 xears at the time ?f the assault upon her, was ral;le~ with 

great violence m circumst~nces which would have been mos~ ternfymg to 
any woman, let alone a child of 15 years, by a man who was m due course 
convicted of the crime. In consequence of the rape she became pregnant. 
Her case was brought to the attention of Mr Bourne, then an obstetrical 
surgeon at St. Mary's Hospital. With the consent of her parents, he 
performed an abortion on the girl. He was charged under section 58 of the 
Offences Against the Person Act 1861 with unlawfully procuring her 
abortion. At his trial he gave evidence on his own behalf. He stated that ., 
after he had made a careful examination of the girl and had informed ~ 
himself of all the relevant facts of the case, he had come to the conclusion 
that it was his duty to perform the operation. He said that in his opinion 
the continuance of the pregnancy would probably have caused injury to 
the girl so serious as to justify aborting her. It appears from a perusal of 
the reports of the case that the Attorney-General, who prosecuted for the 
Crown, accepted Mr Bourne's evidence as a frank statement of what 
actually passed through his mind, namely, that, in view of the age and 
character of the girl and the fact that she had been raped with great 
violence, she should be aborted. The evidence of Mr Bourne was 
supported and confirmed by Lord Harder, a physician of great repute, 
and also by a Dr J. R. Rees, a specialist in medical psychology. Dr Rees 
expressed the view that if the girl had been allowed to give birth to the 
child, she would have been likely to become a mental w;reck. Because Mr 
Bourne had admitted in his evidence to having aborted the girl, the 
principal inquiry required to be made by the court trying him was 
whether it had been proved that Mr Bourne had acted "unlawfully" in so 
doing. 

Section 58 of the Offences Against the Person Act 1861, under which 
Mr Bourne was charged, did not lay down the circumstances in which the 
performance of an abortion was unlawful, so no indication as to the law 
could be obtained from it, but in directing the jury as to the meaning to be 
given to "unlawfully", the triat judge, Mr. Justice Macnaghten, invoked 
the provisions of the Infant Life (Preservation) Act 1929 (C.K.). This 
statute, which is still. in force in England, is not an abortion statute. It was 
enacted in 1929 to fill a gap in the law on homicide. Its relevant provisions 
are as follows: 

Section 1 ( 1) Subject as hereinafter in this subsection provided, any person 
who with intent to destroy the life of a child capable of being born alive, by any 
wilful act causes a child to die before it has an existence independent of its 
mother, shall be guilty of felony, to wit, child destruction, and shall be liable on 
conviction thereof on indictment to penal servitude for life. 

2(1) Provided that no person shall be found guilty of an offence under this 
section unless it is proved thj.t the act which caused the death of the child was 
not done in good faith for the pmpose only of preserving the life of the mother. 

2(2) For the purposes of this Act,,evidence that a woman had at any material 
time been pregnant for a period of 28 weeks or more shall be prima facie proof 
that she was at that time pregnant of a child capable of being born alive. 

Mr Justice Macnaghten in Bourne's case referred to the provisions of 
this statute and said: 
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It is true ... that this enactment provides for the case where a child is killed 
by a wilful act at the time when it is being delivered in the ordinary course of 
nature, but in my view t~e proviso that it is necessary for the Crown to prove 
that the act was not done m good faith for the purpose only of preserving the life 
of the mother is in accordance with what has always been the common law of 
England with regard to the killing of an unborn child. No such proviso was in 
fact set out in section 58 of the Offences Against the Person Act 1861, but the 
words of that section are that any person who "unlawfully" uses an instrument 
with i~;ent to pro~~r: a mis~arriage shall be guilty of '.elony. In my opinion the 
word unlawfully 1s not, m that section, a meanmgless word. I think it 
imports the meaning expressed by the proviso in section 1, subsection I of the 
Infant Life (Preservation) Act 1929, and that section 58 of the Offences Against 
the Person Act 1861, must be read as if the words making it an offence to use an 
instrument with intent to procure a miscarriage were qualified by a similar 
proviso ... 

In this case, therefore, my direction to you in law is this-that the burden 
rests on the Crown to satisfy you beyond all reasonable doubt that the 
defendant did not procure the miscarriage of the girl in good faith for the 
purpose only of preserving her life. If the Crown fails to satisfy you of that, the 
defendant is entitled by the law of this land to a verdict of acquittal. If, on the 
other hand, you are satisfied that what the defendant did was not done by him 
in good faith for the purpose only of preserving the life of the girl, it is your duty 
to find him guilty. 

The expression :'for the purposes of preserving the life of the mother" as 
used in the Infant Life (Preservation) Act 1929, was also discussed by Mr 
Justice Macnaghten. He said: 

There has been much discussion in this case as to the difference between 
danger to life and danger to health. It may be that you are more fortunate than 
I am, but I confess that I have found it difficult to understand what the 
discussion really meant, since life depends upon health, and it may be that 
health is so gravely impaired that death results. 

The judge continued: 
It is not contended that those words mean merely for the purpose of saving 

che mother from instant death. There are cases, we are told, where it is 
reasonably certain that a pregnant woman will not be able to deliver the child 
which is in her womb and survive. In such a case where the doctor anticipates 
that the child cannot be delivered without the death of the mother, it is obvious 
that the sooner the operation is performed the better. The law does not require 
the doctor to wait until the unfortunate woman is in peril of immediate death. 
In such a case he is not only entitled, but it is his duty to perform the operation 
with a view to saving her life. 

Until the prosecution in 1975 of Dr J. Woolnough, a case to which 
reference is shortly to be made, Bourne's case was followed by the courts 
in New Zealand and accepted as being declaratory of the law of abortion, 
in particular, of the meaning to be given to the word "unlawfully" where 
used in sections 183 and 184 of the Crimes Act 1961. Bourne's case was 
referred to by Mr Justice F. B. Adams in R. u. Anderson 
1951) N.Z.L.R.443. There, speaking of section 221 of the Crimes Act 

(now section 183 of the Crimes Act 1961), the judge said: 
It is incumbent on the Crown to prove the intent specified in section 221, 

namely, the intent to procure a miscarriage, but the word "unlawfully" 
imposes on the Crown the burden of disproving another intent. According to R. 
i-. Bourne the meaning is that the Crown must prove that the act was not done in 
good faith with the purpose only of preserving the life of the woman or girl, a 
formula which, as that case shows, may be satisfied even where there is no 
imminent danger of death. 
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The .same judge, writing twenty years later as editor of the standard 
work, Criminal Law and Practice in New Zealand, said (2nd edition, page 377, 
para. 1389): · 

In the context of sections 183 to 186, it is obvious that "unlawfully" requires 
something more than that the act should have been done with the specified 
intent to procure a miscarriage. That intent, and such acts as are referred to, 
are not necessarily unlawful. The act must be proved to have been done 
otherwise than in good faith for the purpose of preserving the life or health, 
physical or mental, of the woman or girl. This formula seems adequate. 

Two further English cases should be mentioned. The first is R. v. 
Bergmann and Ferguson, a case tried at the Central Criminal Court in 41 
London in May 1948. It is mentioned by Dr Glanville Williams in his . 
work, The Sanctity of Life and the Criminal Law, at page 154. There Dr 
Williams says that the case "seems to indicate that where serious injury to 
health is feared the court will not look too narrowly into the question of 
danger to life." The case is also referred to in Smith and Hogan's Criminal 
Law, 3rd edition, pages 273-274, where the learned authors state that the 
trial judge, Mr Justice Morris (as he then was), "is reported to have said 
that the Court will not look too narrowly into the question of danger to life 
where danger to health is anticipated." 

The second case is R. v. Newton and Stungo, which is reported only in 
[1958] Crim.L.R.469, and discussed in an article "Therapeutic 
Abortion", by Mr J. D. J. Harvard at page 600 of the same volume. The 
trial judge, in that case, Mr Justice Ashworth, is reported as directing the 
jury in the following way: 

The law about the use of instruments to procure miscarriage is this: "Such 
use of an instrument is unlawful unless the use is made in good faith for the 
purposes of preserving the life or health of the woman." When 1 say health I 
mean not only her physical health but also her mental health. 

The direction of Mr Justice Ashworth seems to have extended the 
direction .of Mr Justice Macnaghten in Bourne's case by accepting the 
preservation of the health of the mother, physical or mental, as an 
alternative justification to the preservation of the life of the mother. 

Reference should .ilso be made to the Australian case of R. v. Davidson 
[1969] V.R:667, where a Victorian Supreme Court judge, Mr Justice 
Menhennitt, was called upon to give a direction on the meaning to be 
attributed,t9 the word "unlawfully". This word was used in a statute of 
the State of Victoria which made it an offence to use an instrument or 
other means unlawfully to procure the miscarriage of a woman. The 
relevant section of the Victorian statute under which Davidson was 
charged was similar. in its essential wording both to the section in the 
English statute under which Mr Bourne was charged and to section 183 of 
the Crimes Act 1961 (N.Z.). It did not say when an abortion was 
unlawful. There is in the .Victorian legislation no provision similar to 
section 182 of the Crimes Act 1961 (N.Z.) or the proviso to section 1(1) of 
the Infant Life (Preservation) Act 1929 (U.K.) to which Mr Justice 
Macnaghten had recourse in Bourne's case. Speaking of the ~ord 
"unlawfully" Mr Justice Menhennitt said this: 

The use of the word "unlawfully" in the section implies that in certain 
circumstances the use of an instrument or other means to procure a miscarriage 
rriay be lawful. The word "unlawfully" is nowhere statutorily defined. 
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He decided that in Victoria "for therapeutic abortion to be lawful I 
think that the accused must have honestly believed on reasonable grounds 
that the act done by him was necessary to preserve the woman from some 
serious danger. As to this element of danger, it appears to be in principle 
that it should not be confined to danger to life but should apply equally to 
danger to physical or mental health provided that it is a serious danger 
not being merely the normal dangers of pregnancy and childbirth." 

All the cases to which reference has been made were referred to in the 
judgments of the Court of Appeal in Queen v. James Woolnough 
(C.A.14/76) to which we now refer. 

THE WOOLNOUGH CASE 

In 1975 Dr James Woolnough was tried in the Supreme Court, at 
Auckland on twelve counts of using an instrument with intent to procure a 
miscarriage. In directing the jury as to the test to be applied in deciding 
whether an abortion was lawful, the trial judge at the first trial, Mr Justice 
Speight, said that the test was whether the abortion was necessary to 
preserve the woman or girl from serious danger to her life or her physical 
or mental health, not merely being the normal dangers of pregnancy:and 
childbirth. 

The jury at that trial were unable to reach a unanimous verdict and 
a new trial was ordered. The retrial took place in the Supreme Court of 
Auckland before Mr Justice Chilwell. Mr Justice Chilwell adopted the 
same approach as had been adopted by Mr Justice Speight. Because Mr 
Justice Chilwell's direction was later the subject of an ~ppeal to the Court 
of Appeal in which the summing up was examined, we set out in detail the 
direction he gave to the jury. Mr Justice Chilwell said: 

The test for whether or not the use of an instrument is unlawful is whether it 
is necessary to preserve the woman from serious danger to her life or to her 
physical or mental health, not being the normal dangers of pregnancy and 
childbirth. 

and 
As to whether there existed in any of the twelve instances under 

consideration here a serious danger to life or a serious danger to physical 
health, or a serious danger to mental health, this is entirely a question of fa,ct for 
you. Pregnancy and childbirth must always and have from time immemorial 
always carried certain risks. Most women are probably healthier if therare not 
pregnant and they are probably in less risk to health if they are not pregnant. 
Unmarried women who are pregnant are probably under greater emotional 
and mental strain than if they are not pregnant. Hence the qualification in the 
legal formula which I have given you, the words "not being the normal dangers 
of pregnancy and childbirth". . 

Now I do not know that I can help you a great deal with the' words "serious 
danger". They are common enough English words in everyday use. It must 
always be a matter of degree as to whether the condition of a person involves a 
serious danger to life or serious danger to physical health or a serious danger to 
mental health. There will be some conditions where one can say, "Of course 
that is a serious danger", and there are other conditions where one can say, 
"Well, that is only a slight risk", but then there are conditions in between 
where some degree of judgment is called for. Now one could use many other 
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adjectives such as "substantial danger to life", or "substantial danger to 
physical health", or "substantial danger to mental. health". The adjective 
"siibstantial" was preferred to "serious" by a judge in Australia in a case 
which was very similar to this one. But that is just a matter of words as I see it. 
.<\gain one could adopt what I think Mr Williams said in opening, "a real risk 
to life" or "a real risk to physical health", or "a real risk to mental health". 
They are just different ways of expressing the same thing-"a serious danger". 

The jury found Dr Woolnough not guilty of the offences charged and Dr 
Woolnough was discharged subject to the stating of a case at the request 
of the Crown for the opinion of the Court of Appeal on the question of 
whether the judge's direction to the jury on the meaning of the word 
"unlawfully" in section ! 83 ( 1) of the Crimes Act 1961, was correct in law. 
The appeal by way of case stated was argued on 12 April 1976. The 
Crown argued that the test as propounded by l\1r Justice Chilwell was not 
in accordance with Bourne's case. The judgments of the three members of 
the Court of Appeal were delivered on 22 July 1976. They were divided in 
their opinions as to the law. Mr Justice Richmond and Mr Justice 
Woodhouse were of the view that the appeal by the Crown should be 
dismissed. They thought that the summing up and direction to the jury by 
Mr Justice Chilwell at the trial had not been too benevolent to the 
accused. The Chief Justice, Sir Richard \Vild, thought that the direction 
to the jury v1as wrong. The following points can be noted in the judgment 
of lVfr Justice Richmond: 

1. ,6,s a matter of common sense i1 must have been intended by the 
legislature that a bona fide intention to preserve the life of the mother 
would prevent an abortion from being unlawful under section 183. 

2. Necessity is too vague a defence in English criminal law, but to the 
extent that it existed, it was preserved by virtue of section 20 of the 
Crimes Act 1961. (Section 20 preserves all common law defences.) 

3. Because of the way in which section 183 was worded (in the use of 
the word "unlawfully") it was a matter of necessary inference that the 
legislature had entrusted to the courts the task of drawing a line 
between those abortions which are, and those which are not, unlawful. 

4. Section 182 would seem to have no application to the case because 
irs purpose seems to have been to fill in apparent gaps between the law 
as to homicide and the law as to abortion. 

5. The purpose of section 182 seems to be twofold: one purpose is to 
protect the life or potential for life of the unborn child, and the second is 
to protect the life and health of the mother, having regard to the grave 
dangers that are attendant upon induced abortions. 

6. h is impossible to lay down any general principle in the matter. All 
that the courts can do is to consider the circumstances of alleged 
justification wqen. they are submitted. for decision. 

7. Support for the summing-up can be drawn from the shift in 
emphasis detected in the judgments of Mr Justice Morris and Mr 
Justice Ashworth in the cases of R. v. Bergmann and Ferguson[ 1948] and 
R. v. l"lewton and Stungo[ 1958] respectively. 

8. '"When Parliament passed the Crimes Act 1961, it did so after 
lengthy preliminary consideration by a committee and then by Sir 
George Finlay, a retired judge of the Supreme Court of New Zealand. 
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It is to be presumed that Parliament has been content to accept the 
developing views of the English judges. 

9: There is no warrant for adopting the words "not being the normal 
dangers of pregnancy and childbirth" laid,down.in. Davidson's case as 
part of the test. 

10. The law is uncertain, and unless more ddinite guidelines are 
given, judges will be called upon to determine difficult factual questions 
without real help. 
Mr Justice Woodho,use agreed with Mr Justice Richmond in, the result 

at which he arrived, but declined to express any final opinion on what 
might be the unlawful limits, for every purpose and in alh,circumstances, 
of a procured miscarriage. In the result he thought that itwas undesirable 
to regard the formula used in the Woolnough case as finally determining 
the limits within which any therapeutic abortion might ever lawfully be 
performed. 

The following points.may be noted from the dissenting judgment of the 
Chief Justice: 

1. The legislature has never stated what was lawful and what was 
unlawful in enacting abortion legislation, It has abdicated this function 
to the Courts. 

2. When Bourne's case was decided, the direction given by Mr 
Justice Macnaghten was generally regarded as s<mnd and had been so 
regarded on both. sides of the Atlantic. It had. later been accepted as 
expressing the law in New Zealand. 

3. When the Crimes Act 1961 was enacted, as it was, only after it had 
received the close scrutiny in the form of a Bill, section 18{3. was re~ 
enacted in the same form as it had appeared in the Crimes Act 1908. It 
is to be inferred that Parliament thereby approved of the construction 
placed upon the word "unlawfully" in Bourne's case. 

4. If the test is to be enlarged, itis the function of Parliament, and,not 
the Courts, to enlarge it . 

. It ·is to be noted that all three judgments make the common point that 
the Courts have gone as far as they can go in law making and that 
Parliament, and not the Courts, must now define "unlawfully". 

As a result of the judgments declined in the Woolnough case, the law of 
New Zcealand on abortion cannot now be stated with certainty. Although 
the majority view of Mr Justice Richmond' and' Mr Justice Woodhouse 
dismissed the appeal by the Crown, they did not define the limits to, be 
placed: upon the wor& "unlawfully''. Only Parliament, as all three judges 
said, can now do that by: legislation. Until it is done; the law on abortion 
will continue to merit the criticism that it is undefined, and lacking in 
certainty. 

SECTl©N 1&2: CRIMES; ACT 1961 

The proviso to section l ( 1) of the Infant. Life ( Preservation) Act 1929 
(U .K.) has influenced; the development of the la,w,of aboritiomin England 
where in Bourne's case its provisions were inv:oktt& in interpreting the 
word "unlawfully". The equivalent statutory provisiornin:New Zealand is 
section 182. of the Crimes Act 1961. 
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Sectio.ri. I 82 is as foH_ovl~: _ ~ . . _. 
;g::,_ ( l) 1::vo-i: one is liable to 1a1pnsom:1enl for a term not e,~c,__eeding 

i<)urrccn years Vi/ho cause~ t11.e death oi. any child 1hat_has not becon1:~ ~, 11um_an 
bdng in such a mannc:r tnat he would have been grnlty of murder- H the child 
had beoJme:" a human being. 

!•fo one is guilty of any crime who before or during the birlh of any child 
causes i,s dea,h by means employed in good iaith for ,he preservation of the lifo 
of the mother. 

The section first appea:·ed in the criminal Iaw of Nev, Zeaiand as 
section 200 of the Criminal Code Act H:193, h was replaced by section 220 
of the Crimes Act 1908 and now appears as section 18::! of the Crimes 
Act 196L 

Its enactment as section '.::00 of the Crimin.al Code Act 1893 represented 
the culminalion of dfo:·rn made over the previous iift"( years towards the 
codification of the criminal iaw in England. fo 1878 a Ro;ral Commission 
was 21[:lpointed in England to comkkr a drah criminal code and to suggest 
alt,:raticns ar;d amendmr::ms to the existing criminal la:,v. Afte,· a number 
of repc,rts ,md ,clradt codes had been prepar,:d, the Criminal Code 
Cornmission produced. a new drafr code whi,:h was prepared for 
introch1,ction i.mc the lmperia1 Parlfamen! in 1879. It was not fully 
adopred, but: in 1880 a Bill was sul)l1,itted to the Crimir,al Code 
C;oriun:~s~on bv th1:: A.Uor~Jty-Grn~ral 'NhJ: was ~ i;tho~ised by the 
Ccm:m1s:JH:mers t,=o ~:t,H.~ that IL set ZYu\ subst&r.tially their earlier proposals. 
ThE B.ill ae·,ceT became 12:✓1 in Englaml but ir waf the basi~ upon which the 
Ne·.v Z,ealw1d CrimiEd Cod,: B.ill W82 was prepared by Mr Justice 
Johnston and )\fr '1/1/, S. Reid, thf' then Solicitor-General. The code was 
fir8,t intrc:duce:d intc., th,,::' I'i}e,v·f.,~ 2:ealand ParHa1nen.t in 1833 but ten years 
?aS5td bdore it finally became 13.w v,ith the passing of the Crimina.l Code 
/,.ct 1£19:3. 

:Se:ction 155 ,of 1:he Criminal Code A.ct 1893 made provision, as does 
:,:ecticm iS9 :Ji the C:rime" Act 196:, defo1ing when a child becomes a 
lrnrmu, being 1.vithin the meaning of i:he statute. The definition then given, 
,,nd still n°tained in rhe present :nan.Ile, is that a child becomes a human 
being -,,,ithin the meaning c,f the st;,tute ,vhen it has comple~ely proceeded 
in the living stc:,te from the bodv c-£ its mother, ,vhether it has breathed or 
[Wt, ·whetb~r it has an indepei;dent ci;·culati;Jn or not, and ·whether the 
navd string is sc,:ered or not. The killing of such a child is homicide if it 
dies in consequence of injuries received before, during or after birth. 

At common bw a child was not deemed to have been born alive unless 
il hac: J.n independent circulafion. The killing of a child before it had 
c.omple:;:ly proceeded in the living state did not amount 1:0 murder. IL 
thertfore, 2; mother or anyone else inflicted a mortal wound on a chi.Id 
during birth, .l'.nd, 3,s a ,esult, the chi:d died before i~ had completely 
prc,cceded from the body of the mother, it -v-rns not rmrder. }\for ,vas it 

l J b 1.. ...., 0 • • r, ' A 'n9•1 ' . l 55) I • 1. n1ac.e rr.un1er y i:ae C,nmma1 L.ode . ,ct 10, ,J \sect10n . wmcH now 

1 

2,ppea.r3 a~ section 159 of the Crimes Act l 9E 1. The purpose of section 200 
of 1:he Criminal Cede Act 1893 (uow 3ection l 82 of the Crimes .Act 
1961) ,vas to m.ake it so. As the Commissioners sz,id: "''\;Ve may, however, 
observe tb,t we pro11ide by section 200 for the offence of killing a child in · 
t':-',e ace of ;Jirth aad before it is fully born, This seems not to be an offence 
by the pre~ent law," 
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·,Although the report of the English Commissioners was acted on in New 
ealand in 1893, it was not acted on in England to legislate against the 
'!ling of a child during the process of birth until 1929 when the Infant 
ife (Preservation) Act was passed. The provisions of the statute have 

;',lready been discussed in connection with Bourne's case. 
I Section 182 seems to have been intended to fill the apparent gap 
ibetween the law on abortion and the law as to homicide by making it an 
dffence to kill a child in the course of birth. However, it has been regarded 
;s wide enough in its language to cover the killing of a child who dies in 
the course of abortion by hysterotomy. There would be little point in 
invoking section 182 in such a case, and we cannot readily conceive of a 
c!ase where a prosecution in such circumstances would succeed under 
section 182 which would not succeed under section 183. Moreover, it 
seems hardly likely that section 182 was ever intended to be invoked in 
prosecutions for abortion when, in England and New Zealand, abortion 
legislation had already been enacted years before section 182 or its 
English equivalent had come into force. 

· In Woolnoilgh's case Mr Justice Richmond expressed strong doubts as 
to its application in abortion cases. In the wide construction which the 
wording of section 182 invites, the purpose behind its original enactment 
may have been overlooked. The Hospitals Amendment Act 1975 was 
passed upon the basis that section 182 was one of wide import. Its use 
there posed serious problems of interpretation. 

The Hospitals Amendment Act 1975, a copy of which forms Appendix 
10, came into force on 1 September 1975. Its operative provision was 
section 2 which provided as follows: 

140A (1) Nothing in section 182(2) of the Crimes Act 1961 (which relates to 
the causing of the death of a child in good faith for the preservation of the life of 
the mother) shall apply unless the operation is performep in an institution 
under the control of a hospital board under this~ Act or in any licensed hospital 
that may be approved for tht; purpose by the Director-General of Health upon 
his being satisfied that··· it maintains or uses adequate and independent 
counselling services and· also procedures to ensure that all operations 
authorised are within the law and that the facilities for operation and after-care 
are satisfactory: 

Provided that nothing in this section shall apply in any case where by reason 
of the urgency of the case the life of the mother is likely to be prejudiced by the 
time occupied in conveying her to such an institution or licensed hospital. 

(2) Whenever any therapeutic abortion, or other operation that could lead to 
or effect an abortion or subsequent unnatural miscarriage, is performed, a 
record of that operation and the reason for it, but without the patient's name, 
shall be made and forwarded within 1 month to the Director-General of 
Health. 

The statute became the subject of a judgment in the Supreme Court at 
Auckland when the Auckland Medical Aid Trust as plaintiff sought a 
declaration as to its interpretation against the Attorney-General as 
defendant (A.1156/75). Originally the Trust sought the ruling of the court 
on two questions: 

1. Is a non-viable fetus "a child that has not become a human being" 
within the meaning of section· 182 (1) of the Crimes Act 1961? 

2. What effect, if any, does section 140A of the Hospitals Act 1957 
have upon section 183 of the Crimes Act 1961? 
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At the freacring(thefirst question was not proceeded with and the Court 
wasi'ne.t r,equired to answer it. The second question was answered as 
foUa-ws: 

1(a) Persons charged with an offence under section 183 of the Crimes Act 
1961 have the same defences as have·always existed under that Act and their 
position is not affected by the provisions of section 140A( 1) of the Hospitals Act 
1957 as amended. 

(b) Section 140A(2) may cover a wide variety of circumstances which cannot 
be exhaustively listed under the present proceedings· but for the plaintiff's 
purposes this much at least is clear, miscarriages which occur as a result of 
medical treatment applied for that purpose.must be reported. So, too, must ,, 
manual or instrumental procedures recognised by medicine and likely to cause . 
miscarriages, whether that was the purpose or not, provided the woman or girl . 
was in fact pregnant. This liability arises whether the event occl!rs in a pubiic 
hospital, in a hospital licensed under section 140A or elsewhere . 

.Mr Justice Speight, in his judgment, said that he had no doubt that the 
conclusions he had reached-as to the meaning of the Act were far removed 
from the intentions of the author. 

Although submissions have been made to us which would suggest that 
the judgment is wrong in. law, we note that the judgment was not made 
the subject of an appeal by the Attorney-General who was a party to the 
action,. nor would it be within the province of the Commission, which is 
not a court oflaw, to do other than accept the judgment as being a proper 
interpretation of the Hospitals Amendment Act 1975. 
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Chapter 10 
THE· WORKING ;OF THE 

ABORTION LAW IN 
NEW ZEALAND 

., It is not surprising that the vagueness of the Jaw on abortion has 
te:sulted in uncertainty in its application. 
, ... Evidence as to the working of the abortion law in New Zealand came to 

1:S from five main sources: 
''\') 

1. Evidence regarding abortions carried out in certain public 
hospitals in New Zealand, and the principles by which applications for 
.abortions are considered in these institutions. 

2. Evidence of gynaecologists and general practitioners as to what 
tests are applied in particular loc.alities .and ho~pita.ls . 

.3. Evidence from the Government Statistician, the National Health 
Statistics Centre, and the Department of Health as to Jh.e number of 
abortions carried out in particular hospitals. 

4. Evidence from the Auckland Medical Aid Trust as t9 the number 
.of .abortions carried out at the Auckland Medical Aid Centre .since it 
was established .in May 1974. 

5. Evidence of women who told us of their .own experience -of the 
application of the abortion laws in various parts of New Zealand. 

It is apparent from this evidence that widely differing interpretations of 
'the law have been adopted throughout New Zealand. Whether a woman 
or girl has been able to obtain an abortion has, to some extent, depended 
en the particular geographical location in which .she has lived and the 
,View of the law held by the medical practitioners in the area. 

The very uncertainty of the law has not made it easy for medical 
,practitioners to decide in particular cases whether or not an abortion 
s.h9uld be performed. It is not surprising, therefore, that medical 
practitioners should _be uncertain in their approach, if the ·court'B, through 
the failure of Parliament to say when an abortion is unlawful, "have 
themselves had difficulty in defining what meaning should be given to the 
WOFd "unlawful" where it is used in abortion legislation. 

There is a diversity of medical views on the legality -of ab>ortion. ''iflhis 
was revealed in a survey of 1,726 meoical praeti~Jonets in N,ew fi~roland 
conducted in 1969 and 1970 by Professor 1Gregson arnd 'Br Irwin (N .Z. 
Medical Journal 1971, p.267). One of the -features •-1 this survey was that 
it revealed that medical practitioner:s assumed a ;;knowledge as to the 
,eocisting law on abortion which, -in the view of •1lhose conducting the 
research, was not correct. They found that, of ·those ·who responded to the 
survey, 62.4 percent saw themselves as being sufficiently well informed as 
to the law, although in fact, only 35 percent were.aible to state it corr:ectly. 
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Danger to the mod1ec··s !He VIas recognised as o legal ground by only 
90:9 pernent, danger to the mother's physical 1:iealth by 64 percent, and 
dang~, to the mother's mrnta1 health by 63.4 percent of the respondents. 
In the opinion of 29.1 percent., pregnancy resd:ing from rape or incest (in 
the case of a girl under 16 years of age) constituted a legal ground. It was 
bdievcd by 27 .9 perce,lt that a ~ignificant 1isk of there being a mentally or 
physically defectivi:: child born as a result of the pregn::mcy vvas a legally 
acceptable ground for termination. VVithout examining whether the iaw 
would permit abortion in specific cases when: ci.rcurnstances such as these 
exist, it is apparen'. th.at, if this nirvi:v is taken as an i::-iclication of the 
measure of understanding of medical practitioners in this country of the 
iegal position, there is a wid,~ divergence of opinion as to v,hen abortion is 
permissible. 
- Three ])oint3 in particular rnav be mentioned a3 illustratia11: the 

.I. •' ~ 

diHereat '/iews which have been tak.~n ir; intc~;·preting the law, The first 
:"elates to tbe mta.n~irn: tc be given w 1he 'No,d "health" where the 
ptc.,erva,tior" of the EE~ ,or hea];:h of the -,vmn,u1 i.s concerned (as in 
BoErne's case) 0r v.il,cTt dange:·s l:r) phy:,icaJ or mental he'iJtb arise (as in 
R. u. Ne,0!1n anJ St1.!11go). Tht ddiniuon of "health" given in the Shortu 
(}x{otd E'n . ..eJi1h D£ction.an.1 .is, ' 1;sou.udn,ess cd: body~ that condition in vvhich it~ 
fur{cdom ~re duly di3cl1argecL" This ddi,:itio;1has been adopted by nrnay 
medical p,c21ci:i1:ioners as bei,Eg a proper definition but others havr 
,·cgard,:d it a3 beL1g :oo narrnv,.·, They have accepted the definition of 
' health" adcp!:ed b:r the V1/o::-ld Health i()fg2.nisation in 1946, On many 
occasicn1s it vvct3 sugge~t:1~d to U8 ,;J1at tve should a.dopt thi,3 definition in 
fo1·mu:.aii:c,g ;.;n.y pollcy on :ci]:,.Jrtion b 1d, buL it is apparent to us that the 
ddiniticm hJ,s aircacly been ~dc,ptcd bv some: practitioners as a basis upon 
vihich the pesi::nt a:10,rlon lavr is to he ime,preted and applied. 

''Health''' ;s defin:d by the \Vorld 't-Iealth Organisation as "a state ci 
comp lei e ·nenta1, physical and social 'i•;eli-heing, not merely the absence cii 
disease ,J;· iafinT,ilty". In m1e hosrii taJ bo,ud area in v,rhich this definition 
J b < ' - • • I • a •t ' ' .:.as ee1:- a{'Ioptit,~, a gynclecolog1s t :Cat~y~_:1~ out :c\hor11~1?ns. aescr1 ·,e~ 1t as, 
1v·'rr'•ntmcr aC8"t1 J' 1'1 l'POU 00 '' r•~rtamlv (· c;:1n he 0 aid ·'hT adr-·) 1·10n at .,. ,,~" t:.,;.: Cb. "· ~·r. 1.,,_r_ 11 l_.t -~ i :~-''-·,. ,....,., 1

~~ •• , , -:J L --;··.;_1 ... u ~i_i::: : l .-1.::~t -·{." .• 

th: vli/,yld Ream1 Orgarnsz.t1on's dehmtlon ww result m the app11cat10n 
oil' ar; 8,bortion la.w much more )ibcral ~ban wouk; flmv from the adoption 
of 1:hc more onhodox definition of ;1ealrh bi::cause, by some standards, not 
rnuch '.Tiore tiTa.n z, ~:mail dent :Jr tear in the soci?J fabric represents a 
d,,,nger to ::i 1.vomaa's he;ilth. Tne second point relarcs to the mi::aning to be 
gi•;en to the words '•'10r the preservation oI the life ot the mother"'• when:: 
used in the Bcume forawla. These words have traditionally been 
interpre1cec'. lo mean "life" in conrrn-Gistinclion to "death", but in more 
tecent years have been interpreted to mean "life" in the sense of the 
"qLtality of life", A much more liberal approach to abortion can be 
jusiifi.'.'.d in this way because factors which cannot be said to be dangers to 
physical Efe may be dangers w the quality of iife. The thi:d point concerns 
the m:e ma,de 0£ the phrase "'in good faith". ln any pro.secution, the onus 
of pro·;in,5 lack oE good faith on the part of the doctor concerned rests 011 

th:: Crnv,rn. UPdoubtedly some doctors have been very mindful of this fact 
and have used lt to justify abortions which would nm have been accepted 
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:ii :he application for abortion had been decided by a rnore objective 
te·ibunal. 

OPERATION O:F THE LAW Il'\T SPECIFIC HOSPITAL BOARD AREAS 

'The differences of viewpoint between one hospital board area a.nd 
arother, and the changes in outlook over the yearn in particular areas, are 
)x;st illustrated by reference to specific institutions: 

·,..,radon.al Wome,11'§ Hospital, Auddand 

Between 23 April 1963 and 31 lvfarch 1969, National Women's 
Hospital accepted 34 percent of patients by whom applications for 
3 ~,crtions were mack In the period l April 1970 to 31 March 1976, it 
accepted 50 percent, The increase in percentage suggests that a more 
liberal vie,v is nov,,r being adopted. 

Gook Ffosp'iJal, Gi§lcmrne 

Since the end of 1973, the procedure (er determining applicatiom for 
abortiom followed at Cook Hospital has been changed and it is dear, from 
th~ mrn:1ber of abortions nerformed since l 974. that a liberal view has 
\:,e~n taken of the law. Irr tl1e years l 969 to 19 73 inclusive, three abortiom 
on the 3,verag,e were performed each year, In 1974, foliowing the adoption 
of a different approach, 58 abortions were perfom1ed, and in 1975 the 
number of abortions was 100. 1/Ve were told that of 182 women v1ho had 
rn.ade 2,pplic<1 ~ion for abortion since the institution of the new system, no 
,vo:1rnn had been denied terminai:ion on legal grounds. 

c;11,•i5lcb1ffch 1N omen' a Ho:spital 

No abortions are performed at Christchurch by gynaecologists 2:ncl 

obstetricians except in a public hospit;,.l. This practice was adopted 
fc,llowing the passing of a resolution by tbe members of the Royal College 
o£ Obstetrici.ans and Gynaecologists in 1971 i:hat abortions should oe 
perfc,rmed only in public hospitals. Nonetheless, the statistics sbovv the 
nvmher of abortions performed at Christchurch 'Nomen's Hospital has 
risen frorn 71 in 1972 to 163 in 197 5. We have no information on what 
percentage: this represe:its of the total number vvho appli,.:d. 

Do.n<Bdiuru Publiic Hospital 

There has been a marked increase in the number of abortions 
i:,erforrned per annum between the years 1967 and 1975. Table 14 sei:s out 
the numbers of abortions performed at Dunedin Public Hospital between 
1967 and 1975, 

T:1.,e liuddand Medical Aid Centre 

The Centre opened on 17 M:ay l 9H. In its first year of operation it 
carried ot,t a total of 1,874 abortions. This represented 81.9 percent of the 
p,2,tierrts, referred, Abortions were not carried out on the remaining 18.1 
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percent for a number of reasons. Of the 414 referrals on whom abortions 
were not carried out, 104 or 4.6 percent, were refused because of 
insufficient legal grounds. In the second year of its operation, the Centre 
carried out 3,269 abortions. Of 746 referrals on whom abortions were not 
carried out, 81, or 2.0 percent, were refused because of insufficient legal 
grounds. 

Lack of a definition of the circumstances in which an abortion is 
unlawful and the varying interpretations which have been given to the law 
in practice have resulted in a state of affairs where it can be said that the 
law on abortion in New Zealand is undefined, lacking in certainty, varied ,., 
in practice and unfair in its incidence. Clearly there is a need for 
restatement. 

Table 14--Abortions Carried Out at Dunedin Public Hospital 
Year No. of Abortions 

1962 3 
1963 2 
1964 7 
1965 6 
1966 13 
1967 20 
1968 11 
1969 48 
1970 49 
1971 97 
1972 119 
1973 160 
1974 130 
1975 104 

ABORTION STATISTICS IN NEW ZEALAND 

Before the passing of the Hospitals Amendment Act 1975, abortion was 
not a notifiable operation. Nevertheless, a reliable estimate of the numbers 
of abortions performed in both public and private hospitals can be 
obtained from figures which have been made available to the National 
Health Statistics Centre in Wellington. The number performed in p!"ivate 
hospitals is probably conservatively stated because operations which were 
in fact abortions may have been listed under other names such as 
Dilatation and Curettage or Hysterotomy. Table 15 sets out the number 
of therapeutic abortions performed in individual public hospitals in New 
Zealand in the years 1969 to 1975 inclusive. • 

Figures for abortions perf01"med in private hospitals from 1969 to 1975 • 
inclusive are not available but abortions carried out in 1974 in private 
hospitals (excluding the Auckland Medical Aid Centre) totalled 1,366. 

Until the opening of the Auckland Medical Aid Centre in May 1974,, 
with the exception of illegal abortions and those carried out on New 
Zealand women in Australia, all abortions in New Zealand were 
performed in public or private hospitals. 
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< 
~if',> Table 15-Therapeutic Abortions zn Public Hospitals 1969-75 
/::if;t 
~!-~shburton 
~''':iuckland 
':,a'..Jclutha 
~:.iilulkr , , , 
'~''i;:hristchurch 
,/'i;;hristchurch Women's 
:\cook ,,, 
L' '[lannevirl<e 
•:';', Darga ville 
'ri::lunedin ... 
\, 'Green Lane 
:,-.''Grev 
:;:Hastings 
:-\Jilawera ... 
,~ Uilljack . , . 
,;, ·tower Hutt 
1}}t3.wakawa 
~' :t,,fasterton 
i . Miadlemore 
· Napier .,, ... 

National Women's 
·Nelson ... 
New Plymouth 

,. Oamaru .. , 
Palmerston North .. , 
Princess Margaret 
Riverholm 

· Rotorua .. , 
Seddon Memorial ... 

1 • S.outhland 
Stratford 
Taihape ... 
Taranaki Base 
Taumarunui 
Taupo General 
Tau;a':&'a 
Te Kmt1. .. 
TePuia ... 
Thames .. . 
Tirnaru .. . 
TOkoroa .. . 

. Waikato .. , 
Waimarino 
Wairau .. , 
Wakari ... 
Wanganui 
Weliington 
Westown 
Whakatane 
Whangarei 

Total .,, 

1969 

16 
3 
2 

48 
1 

7 

7 
2 

5 
23 
6 
6 

4 
16 

6 

3 

2 

4 

4 

24 
I 
4 

I 
13 

4 

212 

1970 1971 

l 
81 114 

5 I 

49 97 

6 
11 8 

13 22 
3 

5 3 

4 5 
48 74 
9 15 
8 II 

2 4 

l 
9 7 

4 I 
l 3 
2 

2 

I 5 
4 I 
2 2 

3 4 
I 

24 34 

3 3 
I 
1 1 

13 30 
I 
I 4 
6 7 

313 4.70 

1.51 

1972 1973 1974 

8 22 31 

5 

162 161 153 
2 4 58 

1 
l 

119 160 130 

6 7 8 
31 24 29 

3 3 11 
3 

21 36 29 
I 6 10 
4 2 1 

1 
7 10 14 

157 210 198 
30 40 44 
12 

1 
12 5 13 

l 
23 25 25 

l 6 
II 5 6 
3 2 l 

2 18 21 
3 

l 
5 6 5 
5 7 3 
I 2 
l 

14 46 17 
I I I 

56 89 75 
1 

12 12 10 

10 12 
44 49 66 

3 1 2 
4 21 13 

765 988 1,008 

197j 

25 

2 

163 
100 

104 

I 
29 
II 
I 

22 
6 
I 

14 
161 
45 

10 

35 
3 

16 

30 
l 
4 

12 

2 
1 

22 

62 

6 
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Table:;'16,,,eompiled from the Termination of Pregnancy forms received 
py

1
tl;ie National Health Statistics Centre, shows the number of abortions 

pe~ormed in public and private hospitals in New Zealand between l 
October 1975 and 30 September 1976. 

· It should be borne in mind that the figures are provisional only and are 
liable to amendment on receipt of late notifications. 

Table 16-Abortions Performed in Public and Private Hospitals in New Zealand 
1 October 1975-30 September 1976 

Performed for 
Psychiatric Reasons 

H 

Numbers Numbers Percent 'i 

Public hospitals ... 719 582 81 
i 

Auckland Medical Aid Centre 3,602} ,t 

Other private hospitals ... 21 3,584 99 { 
-t 
,f;'. 

All hospitals 4,342 4,166 96 
., 

,1f}:. 
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ILL,EGJ\L l:~BOR.rfIO:NS 

One of the grounds on w-hich the case for abonion lavv reform is 
f;·equencly based is that liberalisation of the laws will resul [ in a major 
,·edaction in the numbers of abortions carried out by non-medical persons, 
ontside of hospit2.ls, with unsuitable instruments, and under unhygienic 
U)'1ditiom.. Such abortions commonly give rise to serious medical 
complications and may even cause death. If, under restrictive laws, large 
numbers of worncn are quite resolved to have such abortions which are 
frnught with hazards to their health, it is argued that there is a strong case 
for changing· the law, and, i.n the process, doing away with a serious social 
n:il. 

The incidence of illegal abortions, whether under a restrictive or liberal 
le;.?;al code, has other in1plications relevant to medical, social and 
d1;;•.oogrnphic issues with which this ir:.quiry is concerned. It is said rhat 
i,vomen "vote" with their behaviour, regardless of iaws, religious 
injunctions, or opinion polls, and that those who have abortions, legal or 
illegal, thereby declare their acceptance of the practice 21.s a necessary 
S/Jcial measure. Proof of a large number of women falling into the illegal 
,:·atego.ry would highlight this acceptance . 

. A reliable estimate 0£ the numbers of illegal abortlons is important 
wi1rn the effect thac any liberafoation of the law would have on health and 
hospital S•ervices is being considered. It would seem logical to assume that 
liheralisation of the :law would result in both public and private hospitals 
b,,1,1g requested to carry out most of the abortions previously performed 
illegally elsewhere. 

D1,2Hnidon of "J!l!eg.aP' Abortion 

The term "illegal" abonion is open to a number of interpretations. fo 
:ts ovm terms, an illegal abortion is one which is performed other than in 
accordance with the iaw. Such a definition could include an abortion 
performed by a registered medical practitioner in a hospital or surgery, as 
v.;ell as one carried out by a non-medical person outside such an 
institution. It ,vould also indude a self-induced abortion. 

While we have no doubt, from the evidence submitted to us, that 
Pv·dical prnctitioners have performed illegal abortions within hospitals 
under the guise, sometimes of dilatation and curettage, sometimes of 
hysterotomy, it is difficult to prove that they were not acting in good L:tith. 
Because of our inability tc determine whether an operation performed by 

· a medical. practitioner in a hospital or surgery is legai or otherwise, we 
propose to confine our definition of an :'illegal" abortion to one which is 
pedormcd by a non-medical person outside a hospital. Nevertheless, those 
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operations of doubtful legality to which we have referred must be taken 
into account as being relevant to the issues which we. have discussed. 

In considering the various surveys and estimates of the incidence of 
illegal abortion in New Zealand, it is important to look critically at the 
interpretation given in each instance to the term, and the use which is 
made of it in producing figures for statistical purposes. 

Illegal Abortions in the Past 

The problem of illegal abortion has long been recognised in New 
Zealand, and the incidence of death from septic abortion has caused much ., 
concern. Mention has been made in the Introduction of the special • 
committee set up by the Board of Health in 1921 to consider and report on 
the question of the deaths of mothers in childbirth. The report appears as 
Appendix 7. 

The lengthier report of the 1936 McMillan Committee which was set up 
to inquire into the incidence of abortion because of the rise in the death 
rate from septic abortion, arrived at an estimate of 4,000 cases of 
criminally induced abortions in the year ended 31 March 1936. The 
McMillan Committee considered its estimate of 4,000 abortions to be 
conservative. Bearing in mind that the committee heard evidence from 
numerous witnesses, the weight of whose testimonies it alone could assess, 
and that, forty years later no useful re-assessment of this evidence can 
possibly be made, we must accept its estimate. 

Two points relative to the findings of the McMillan Committee appear 
to bear upon the validity of its conclusions when taken as a basis for 
comparison with the situation today: 

1. Medical research since 1936 has shown that the proportion of 
spontaneous abortions to live births is much higher than it was once 
believed to be. Inferences, therefore, as to the number of illegal 
abortions, which are drawn from the number of hospital admissions for 
all abortions, must be considered with caution. 

2. Estimates made by the committee were based largely on 
projections for the whole country made from the total number of cases 
for abortion treated in public hospitals in one urban district. 
On the evidence we have heard, we would be loath to arrive at an 

estimate of abortions for the whole of New Zealand from the figures giving 
the number of abortions carried out in a single urban area. Attitudes 
towards abortion can differ greatly from one area to another. Women from 
a predominantly rural area may not necessarily have the same attitudes as 
women living in an urban community. However this may be, it cannot be 
denied that the number of illegal abortions resulting either in death or in 
serious impairment of healthbmust have been very large both in 1921 and (t 
1936. It is recognised that oth mortality and morbidity figures would 
have been much lower had there been access to the modern drugs which 
play an important part in preventing sepsis. 

Present Estimates of Illegal Abortion in New Zealand 

For a number of reasons, it is difficult to estimate the incidence of illegal 
abortion. The debate in the House of Commons in England before the 
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gr0f the Abortion Act 1967 demonstrated the variety of opinions as 
umber of illegal abortions carried out in that country. Before the 
0f the British act, the figure was frequently suggested as being 
per year, but the Lane Committee c:ould; find. no satisfactory 

cation for this estimate. (Lane Report para. 505) . 

. e Lane Committee (para. 506) referred to some seven estimates of 
1 abortions before the passing of tlie Abortion Act 1967. These varied 
15)000 to 250,000 per annum. Many of the difficulties in obtaining 

ble figures on illegal abortion arise from the secrecy attached to it. 
' eh' on whom illegal' abortions have been carried out will be reluctant 
-operate with the police who are likely to obtain information about 
tion only if death or injury eventua,tes and the matter is reported to 
th authorities. These difficulties• are reflected in the estimates made 
h must be regarded as being as much the product of conjecture as of 
lation. 

able 17 sets out the total number of. charges and the total number of 
ons e0nvicted and sentenced for offences of abortion since 1954. 

Table 17-Prosecutions for Abortions in New Zealand, 1954-75 

Persons. C<;mvicted and, Sentenced 
Total Distinct 

Charges Cases Males Females Total 

·4 ... 13 2 .3 5 
119'5'5 ... 1 2 2 
11956 ... 8' 3 g 6 
Ji\'157 .•• LO 3 1 2 3 
111158 ... 8 3 2· 1 3' 
1:959 ... 1 1 1 1 
~~60 ... 20 16 1 4 5 
lj9frl ... 16 9 5. 2 7 
1~62 ... 47 16 2 2' 4 
;1(963 ... 12 9 6 3 9 
1:964 ... 12 5 2 1 3 
i965 ... 31 13 6 5 11 
1'966 ... 27 12 5 2 T 
li967 ... 26 13 3 2 5 
1'968 ... 5 4 5 5 
1969 ... 3, 2 1 1 
1,970 ... T 2 2 1 3. 
L9:71: ... 7 3 li L 2 
r.972 ... 8 .); 2 1 3, 
1\973 ... 26 9) 5, 3 8', 
li974* 
l'.975*' 
• No offences recorded. 

An independent inquiry made by officers of the Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research im AuckcJal}d has provided some 
information of cases from 1934 onwards in which tlie resources of the 
department were used to investigate aspects of' cl~e~8f'alleged aoortfon by 
instrument or drugs where, for the rtrnstr part,;. deatlf'or injury to the 
woman's health had' occurred'. Thiirinfbrmatfomisisetoutiir.Appendix 8. 
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We note four comments made by the department in connection with the 
information: 

1. Many of the prosecutions were brought against people who made 
abortion a lucrative business. Some were charged several times over a 
period of five years. 

2. No cases have been referred to the Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research in Auckland since 1973. 

3. All the cases brought to the courts involved either the death of a 
woman or a serious danger to her health. 

4. During the war years, 1941-1945, the work done by the laboratory ' 
for the police was limited to matters other than abortion. 

Other Methods of Estimating Numbers of Illegal Abortions 

Estimates of the number of illegal abortions in New Zealand are made 
in several studies and surveys which have been brought to our notice and 
to which we refer. Apart from factors peculiar to the individual studies or 
surveys, certain other matters should be borne in mind in making an 
assessment of them: 

1. There is no uniform definition of illegal abortion in the surveys and 
studies. In the public mind an "illegal" abortion is likely to connote an 
abortion carried out in a "back street" and accompanied by much 
physical and psychological misery. Many such abortions have been 
performed in the past and the experience of overseas countries shows 
that no law, however liberal, has entirely eliminated them. A number of 
women spoke to us who had had "back street" abortions, often in 
degrading and unhygienic conditions. Some of the incidents of which 
we heard had occurred as far back as the 1930s. 

2. In estimating the number of illegal abortions, some studies include 
hot only "back street" abortions, but also those which are self-induced 
and those which have been performed by doctors under relatively safe 
conditions in hospitals or surgeries. 

3. Some studies include statistics of women travelling to Australia for 
abortions, which appear to have been performed there legally, even 
though, in some cases, they might well have been performed legally in 
this country. We deal separately with abortions performed on New 
Zealand women in Australia. 

4. There is no statistical information making a clear distinction 
between cases of spontaneous and induced abortion admitted to 
hospitals for treatment. Probably over 90 percent of these cases are 
genuine spontaneous abortions. For this reason, the number of 
abortion cases admitted to hospital cannot be taken as an index of a 
large incidence of illegal abortions requiring subsequent hospital 
treatment. 

SURVEYS AND PROJECTIONS 

National Research Bureau 

In 1971 the National Research Bureau conducted a nationwide survey 
of abortion opinion on behalf of the Abortion Law Reform Association. It 
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questions to a national random sample of 1,200 fern.ales and 
males, 15 years of age and over. The sample was selected by a multi
random method, ,md was spread through New Zealand 

,to the spread of population. Questions dealing indirectly 
of abortion were: 

C).18. "Have you ever had a natural miscarriage?" 
t (\'es) 2. (No) 
Q.19. "Have you ever done anything to yourself or to anyone else to try 

10 bring on an overdue period?" · · · · · 
(Yes, l year ago) 
(Yes, 2 years ago) 
(Yes, 3 years ago) 

{}. (Yes, 4 years ago) 
5. (Yes, 5 years ago) 
6,. (Yes, more than 5 years) 
7. (No, never) 

Q.20. "Have you ever done anything to yourself or to anyone else which 
succe,sfully terminated a pregnancy?" 

l. (Yes, 1 year ago) 
2. (Yes, 2 years ago) 
3. (Yes, 3 years ago) 
4. (Yes, 4 years ago) 

(Yes, 5 years ago) 
(Yes, more than 5 years) 
(No, never) 

From the :mswers to the questions, two sets of results were drawn up. 
One related to overall experience, and the other to experiences in che last 
two years which were a~eraged out to give yearly proportions. Of the 
women questioned, 5.8 percent answered that they had had abortion 
attempts at some. time in the past; 2.2 percent said that they had 
attempted abortion in the lase two years. 

Those conducting the survey concluded that if these percrntages for 
abortion attempts were projected on to the estimated 997,000 women and 
girls l 6 years of age and over in New Zealand at the tin1e of the survey, an 
?.verage of 11,000 abortion attempts could be ;-eckoned to have occurred in 
each of the last tvm years. 

Viii th regz,rc:l to successful abortions, 2 .4 percent of the ·women 
questioned claimed to have had experience of a successful abortion at 
:Jome time in the past and 1.3 percent claimed a successful abortioa during 
the previous two years. By the sarne method · of projection, it was 
concluded that an average of 6,500 successful abortions could be reckoned 
w have. occurred in each of the last c'NO years of the survey. 

· A.lthough the sampling and methodology of the survey appear reliable, 
the form of the question is open to criticism. It is doubtful whether 
<l.ffirmative answers to Q.19: "Have you ever done anything to yourself or 
to ar:yone else to try to bring on an overdue period?" can be validly 
ri:g;ao·ded as genuine abortion attempts or indicating that abortion was 
sode1,lly and morally acceptable to the wmnen who responded i.n this way. 
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Some drugs prescribed for women to bring on a period may not, infact, do 
so, and will not interfere with an implanted embryo. They can hardly be 
described as abortifacients nor their use as abortion · attempts. Many 
women who endeavour to bring on a late period do so with no thought of 
attempting abortion, or attempting in any way to interfere with a 
pregnancy. Although, therefore, attempts to bring on periods are in some 
cases undoubtedly abortion attempts, it is misleading to present all 
affirmative replies to the question in this light. 

Q.20 leaves open the possibility that both the person having the 
abortion performed and the person carrying it out may report the same , 
instance. 

Other criticisms may be made. In order to obtain a valid estimate of 
annual illegal abortions from projections made from samples in the two 
years preceding the survey, it is theoretically necessary to obtain data on 
abortion experiences in the year concerned. Neither sample error 
possibilities nor reporting errors of the respondent are allowed for in the 
calculations. On the grounds of the possibility of errors in the sample 
alone, the total of abortion attempts could be anywhere in the range 
11,000 plus or minus 2,600, i.e., between 8,400 and 13,600. 

Gemming and Crighton Survey 1972 

In 1972 a survey was conducted throughout Auckland among a random 
probability sample of 578 women aged 16 to 55 years. No attempt was 
made to determine whether the abortions obtained were legal or illegal. 
The questions asked of respondents in the survey relevant to their 
abortion experience were: 

1. "Have you ever seriously considered doing anything to yourself, or 
considered having something done to terminate a pregnancy of yours?" 

To this question 19.3 percent replied in the affir~ative. 
2. "What action did you take after you considered an abortion 

(abortions)?" 
For this question the options were: "None"; "Made enquiries but went 

no further"; "Attempted an abortion". 
To this question 9.6 percent replied that they had attempted an 

abortion. 
3. "When did you have a successful abortion?" 
To this question 5.2 percent of the respondents replied. 

Of the women reporting a successful abortion, 16.6 percent had their 
pregnancies terminated in hospital, 43.4 percent had them terminated 
outside of the hospital (although some of these terminations might have a 
been carried out by a medical practitioner), 13.3 percent were aborted by ,, 
non-medical personnel, and 26. 7 percent of the abortions were self
induced. We note that these questions and others relating to abortion 
were preceded by another question which asked: "Have you ever done 
anything to yourself, or had anything done to bring on an overdue 
period?" The respondents were asked to indicate whether anything llad 
been done in any of the previous five years, or more than five years bef6re, 
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The same criticisms are to be made of this question as have been 
of a similar question in the National Research Bureau Survey. 

Note also that the Gemming and Crighton Survey failed to record any 
abortions in the year prior to the survey ( 1972). This is a 

strange result and raises serious doubts as to the reliability of the 
rrporting. Because of this anomaly, those conducting the survey made two 
estimates of the number of abortions carried out in Auckland per year. 
One was based on the five years prior to 1972, and the other on the six 

including 1972. By projecting the answers from the survey on to the 
female population of Greater Auckland, the authors estimated that 

in :each of the six years 1967-1972, 2,600 women plus or minus 1,680 
seriously considered abortion, 1,130 attempted abortion, and 650 had 
successful abortions, and that in each of the five years 1967-1971, 810 
women had successful abortions. 

The Greater Auckland area corresponds to the Auckland statistical 
area, which contains about one-quarter of all females in the given age 
range in New Zealand. When answers are projected on to the totalNew 
Zealand population, the figure of 2,600 to 3,240 abortions per annum, 
both legal and illegal, is reached. 

Apart from the criticism as to the form of the questions and as to the 
absence of any statistics prior to 1972, another criticism is to be made of 
the survey method. There are some limitations on the reliability of 
information gained from personal interviews. These include the 
differences in the ability of women to recall abortions and to admit to 
abortion behaviour, and in the capability of research interviewers to elicit 
answers on such a personal topic. 

Extrapolation from Maternal Deaths 

At least one attempt has been made in New Zealand to assess the 
number of illegal abortions by extrapolation from the number of maternal 
deaths directly attributable to abortion. The adoption of this technique 
does not purport to arrive at a specific number of illegal abortions, but 
rather to suggest some reasonably acceptable figures within which upper 
and lower limits are to be found. This method proceeds on the basis that 
between 1958 and 1967 an average of five deaths per year directly 
attributable to induced abortion occurred inNewZealand. The process of 
extrapolation depends on the use of the multiplier, in this case known 
mortality rates from legal abortions in several other countries during the 
same period of time. 

In Northern Europe (Sweden, Denmark, England and Wales), the 
maternal mortality rate from abortion was 33 .per 100,000 during the 
1960s. If this rate is applied to the five New Zea.land abortion deaths, a 
corresponding annual rate of 15,000 abortions would be obtained. 
However, if the experience of Eastern European countries is taken as the 
criterion and their mortality rate of about three per 100,000 abortions is 
applied to the corresponding five New Zealand abortion deaths, the 
annual rate of abortions in New Zealand rises to .166, 000. Gri ticisms to be 
made of this method are obvious: 

l. The selection of the multiplier is crucial to this kind ofcalculation. 
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2. The estimate of 15,000 is based on mortality figures from 1958 to 
1967, and could at best apply to the situation prevailing at that time. 
The number of abortion deaths in New Zealand in recent years has 
been minimal. They were as follows: 

1969 (2) 
1970 (1) 
1971 (1) 
1972 (0) 

1973 (0) 
1974 (0) 
1975 (0) 

. If the same basis. of projection is used, the number of illegal 
abortions arrived at would be under 2,000. t,• 

3. The propriety of using deaths resulting from legal abortions as a • 
multiplier in the situation relating to deaths from an unknown 
proportion of legal and illegal abortions is questionable. In Northern 
Europe, where more liberal standards prevail, abortion would be 
subject to some measure of control from health authorities. The 
deaths referred to in New Zealand would probably have resulted 
from abortions carried out in unhygienic conditions. 

Estimates Based on Fertility Levels 

Another method suggested by a demographer for estimating the 
number of abortions in New Zealand is based on fertility levels. The 
author's propositions are: 

The uncontrolled fertility of the human population may be conservatively 
represented at 7 .0 live births per woman during her reproductive life. To 
reduce this rate to the level needed for a stationary population (2.2 children) by 
the use of abortion alone, without contraception, one would need an average of 
9.6 abortions per woman's reproductive span. 

If contraception is practised with 95 percent effectiveness, and abortion is 
used only as a backstop to contraceptive failure, a stationary population would 
eventually be achieved, with an abortion rate of 0. 7 per woman. This 
corresponds to a ratio of 318 abortions per 1000 live births. During the assumed 
logistic transition from high to low fertility, a point is reached which 
corresponds to the total fertility rate of 3.0 which applied in New Zealand in 
recent years. The total fertility rate is defined as the average number of children 
a woman might expect to have if current age specific fertility rates continue 
through her productive life. This implied an abortion rate of 30 per 1000 
women aged between 15 and 44 years, and an abortion ratio of 300 per 1000 
live births. This would imply an annual number of abortions in New Zealand 
in the region of 15,000 to 18,000. 

It is proper to recognise that in an area in which there is little factual 
information, this method does provide another basis of estimate but one 
which is open to criticism on the grounds that its assumptions, to say the 
least, are speculative and the inferences to be drawn from them i'n 
consequence, unreliable. There is no evidence that the uncontrolled l 
fertility of New Zealand ferp.ales can be taken as seven live births per , 
person, and the assumption of a transition from the high fertility level 
(which is not defined) to a level consistent with a stationary population 
can lead to estimates which are not well-founded. 

Estimates Based on Hospital Admission 

Table 18 gives details of the number of cases treated for abortions in 
public hospitals in New Zealand during the years 1950-1975. 
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(/) A U{N,t;: J. r,r=-='.!il.lJ,,/Vffl!.d,IYVM in I~ew 
,E,' 

PUBLIC HOSPITAL CASES ONLY, !95().,..75 cri 

(Numbers andRatea Per 1,000 Total Births (Live Plus Still)) 

(I.C.D.) 643-644 640-641 642 645 
Year Spontaneous or Induced for Medical Induced for Othe1' Other Abortion Total Abortions 

Unspecified or Legal Indications Reasons (e.g., Cameous Mole) 

Numbers Rates Numbers Rates Numbern Rates Numbers Rates Numbers Rates 

1950 3,661 72.7 96 1.9 47 0.9 106 2.1 3,910 n6 
1951 3,758 74.0 74 1.5 40 0.8 119 2.3 3,991 78.6 
1952 3,870 73.2 83 1.6 32 0.6 126 2.4 4,111 77.7 
1953 4,028 76.l 48 0.9 38 0.7 129 2.4 4,243 80.l 
1954 4,090 74.2 61 l.l 30 0.5 128 2.3 4,309 78.2 
1955 4,179 73.9 77 l.4 20 0.4 100 l.8 4,376 77.4 
1956 4,206 73.l 73 1.3 14 0.2 106 Ul 4,399 76.4 
1957 4,138 69.6 72 1.2 10 0 ,, ... 99 1.7 4,319 72.7 
1958 .·<J:,500 73ol ;45 0.7 16 0.3 141 2.3 4,702 76.4 - 1959 4,5.97 73.2 54 0.9 9 0.1 134 2.1 4;794 76.3 01 

1960 4,891 76.7 74 L2 11 0.2 177 2.8 5,153 80.8 
1961 4,847 73.0 40 0.6 11 0.2 11:H 2.7 5,079 76.5 

4,592 69.6 38 0.6 lO 0.2 193 2.9 4,833 73.3 
4,689 71.6 45 0.7 5 0.1 134 2.0 4,873 74.4 

1964 4,531 71.6 76 1.2 4 0.1 104 1.6 4,715 74.5 
1965. 4,209 69.1 60 1.0 7 0.1 154 2.5 4,430 72.7 
1966 4,164 68.4 70 1.2 6 157 2.6 4,397 72.3 
1967 4,164 67.3 95 l.5 3 99 l.6 4,361 70.4 
1968 4,343 68.9 128 2.0 7 0.1 63 LO 4,541 72.0 
1969 4,183 66.2 211 3.3 13 0.2 107 L7 4,514 71.5 
1970 4,446 70.7 5.0 21 0.3 86 1.4 4,866 77.4 
1971 4,471 68.4 7:l. 23 0.4 103 1.6 5,067 77.5 
1972 4,589 7Ul 765 12.0 19 0.3 99 1.6 5,472 85.7 
1973 4,464 72.8 988 HU 18 0.3 76 1.2 5,546 90.5 
1974 4,186 70.5 l,008 17.0 16 0.3 144 2.4 5,354 90.2 
1975 4,215 74.4., 978 173 l 131 2.3 5,325 94.0 

Source: National Hei.!th Statistics Centre. 



Some estimates of illegal abortions have been made on the assumption 
that a large proportion of abortions listed under the category 
"spontaneous" or "unspecified" could be patients seeking or requiring 
treatment after procuring an illegal abortion. Various estimates of the 
proportions admitted to hospital following upon illegal abortion attempts 
have been made, but none can be substantiated. A British gynaecologist, 
Diggory, in 1966, estimated on the basis of his hospital experience that 
nvo-i:hirds of abortion admissions were due to criminal interlerence,.H a 
similar situation obtained in New Zealand, and was applied to the 
experience of 1968/1969, an estimate could be made that about 3,000 
hosoital admissions in that period were the direct result of ilieiral 
abo~tions, V 

Again there are criticisms to be made: 

1. There is no infonnation as to what percentage of women require 
hospitalisation for spontaneous abortions or what percentage require it 
<1Jter attempted or successful illegal abortions. Some of those upon 
whom illegal z.bortions have been performed might seek private 
m:e:.iical aid; others again would require no hospital treatment because 
of the a·.r;,1ilability o{ mock:rn antibiotics which have greatly reduced the 
number of complications attendant upon attempts at illegal abortion in 
the past, 

CoEtrary to Diggory':3 opinion, "Ne not': that it was the impression of the 
authors of a report adopted unanimously by the Council of the Royal 
College o( Obstetricians and Gynaecologists on 26 March 1966 that not 
n1ore than one out of five aborlions treated in hospitals in the United 
Kingdom v,as other th2cn spontaneous in onset. 

2. Reference is made in Table 18 to abortions which have been 
induced "for other reasons". Vi/ e are informed thac this is the official 
category 1mder which criminal abortion attern.pts are classified. We 
note that there is a wide fluctuation in the numbers, and tl-w.t between 
the years 1962 and 1968 they fell markedly. However, the numbers of 
sponi:aneom or unspecified abortions rern.ained fairly constant in these 
y~ass. Thfa ,,1ould suggest that the number of case5 admitted to public 
hospitals in New Zealand for spontaneous or unspecified abortions is 
not a rdiable indicatfon of the number of illegal abortions. 

Tb:: evidence which the Commission has heard at the various sittings 
which ~t has ,conducted throughout New Zealand suggests th;,it the 
traciitional "back street" concept of illegal abortion is not prevalent in 
Nevv Zealand, A number of gynaecologists throughout the country told us 
1:ha~ cases of women admitted to hospital suffering from complications of /A 
"back street" abortion vvere almost unknown and that deaths and ~'7 
complications from septic abortions which gave rise to the McMillan 
Report in 1935 were a thing of the past. Only in Auckland did we hear 
evidence Df admissions to hospital in recent years because of illegal 
abortion. This evidence concerned two young girls who were admitted to 
hospital in Auckland in 1976 suffering from the complications of abortion 
performed by a "back street" operator. 
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n'tne New Zealand Medical Maternal Dea:tli Assessment Committee. has 
:r~p~~ted that, froi:n l 96~ to 19 7 ~ iricl usi~re, t~~re w~rf tw9. ~pecifi~ d~ses of 
icl:f~th from ·. septicaemia associated with illegal. a:bo,rtion .. There was 
1; a:n0ther case which on review was thought to be tlie resuit of illegal 
• abortion. Some criticism has been made of the medical statistics. t't has 
. !Jeen suggested that the cause of mortality ha~ sometimes beyn di~gllised 
hnd that unsatisfactory medical statistics may mask a highefimmb~r of 
'. d~aths followirtg illegal abortion than is reported'. Whatever M1bstance 
~ tll'ete rrtay be in this criticism, we do notthiri:k that evert if if were accepted 
; rlitP a different system of tabulating causes of mortality· ir1tfodtieed, there 

I; ... ·. w3h~d~ be any significant change in the estimated numlfer of abortions 
~ carried out annually. 
( 'After a careful study of all available statistics, surveys and methodsiof 

assessment, we are unable to arrive at any reliableformull'i'toenable us to 
fto~m an accurate assessment of illegal abortions' performed in New 
1'2dafartd in a: particular year. Our impression is that the;estimates in the 

.. s&wey data which we have studied are u,nduly high. 

E~timates of New Zealand Women Obtairijng Aboi:tions in\4ustfalia 

A number of attempts have l1eeri•mad:1M0 es,timat'e"the'ri:umbeF of.New 
Zealand women who have soughtr abortron1 int Austra:liai.,.,.Jt'isicommon 
knowledge that for some years women and girls from NewZeafanckhave, 

· traveUed to Australia, particular:Iy · to1 So/dner and • Me,M'>Ourne; to t'a:ke. 
adsvantage of the more Liberali ccm'sfruction pl.raced, uJrom theilaws of 
abortion there. The traffic across· the Tasman to Al!lstralia;;'has been 
referred to in a number of submissions made: to'us; and• various estimates· 

'have been given as to the numbers involved. We are aware;.too; that at 
least two Australian doctors have actively canvassed doctors in New 
Zealand, advertising that they are willing to carry out ali.mrtions in 
Australia on New Zealand women and girls. 

The estimates differ widely. We refer to two o~ these. in particular: , 

Survey by Rogers and Lerzthall 
In an article entitled, "Characteris.tics,qfNew z'ealani:lWpmen s·ee:king 

Abortion in Melbourne, A,ustrali,a,'', p,ubli&hed in the,jNewZeala,nd Af.edical: 
Journal, March 26, 197 5, A,¥, q:. Rog~rs and Judith F. LenthaA.mca:mined 
th,e characteristics of ;New Z(l~JiilJJ~x . women:, se,~Jyng aborti9n in 
Melbourne. In that ;ar~icle they stM~.d,t~?~e 4;OOp ;Ne}V ~~~!?,ndfrs ip:(l 
es.timated. to fly jn to Austrai}a arl;i:1;1:1;a!ly h1tca,u~~rii9£;ri<l.~§.,Jfsfrictive 
b . 1 . A . 1· " A . "V. . . . a .Jortion aws 1Il some ... ustra ~a~;;s.~si,)ies;•/ · g~~n,:;q , ?,}1~O,U~. ~~~1matss 

SIJggest that .about 4,000 New it~land. worrien,1,tram:l:: to,Au,straha 
annually to seek abortion. The accuracy of this number arrived at .~ythe 
po.pular p,ress, e;g., the, Australian 7 J~.I?-e19?4, i.s ;c;ljHicuJt, tpveiify." 

The. newspaper has been referred to }h 6t'lier eJrd'en:ce l'>efote .uf We 
h~ye ,eI1deavoured, bycprresponde,nce · wiHi A:ustralia:, t9· 'ascertain the 
blsis upon which the ~stirnatt w'as ma&:. No irtf6rgiaJion w,hibn we would 
re·gard as satisf~c1tofy. has .. been . forthcoming, .and vie' (,knb"". of po 
iri:fbrmation by whicn the' estimate can be verified or, indeed; 'upbn which 
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1t 1s based. For these reasons we regard it as being no more than 
speculation and scientifically unreliable. 

The Rogers and Lenthall article should not therefore be taken as a basis 
for estimating the number of New Zealand women going to Australia for 
abortions. 

Survey by Mrs]. Steincamp 

Evidence was given to the Commission by Mrs Jacqurline Steincamp of 
Christchurch. She set out to arrive at an assessment of the numbers of 
New Zealand women who had been seen in all the clinics and hospitals 
and by individual doctors in Melbourne and Sydney from July 1974 to the 
end of June 1975. For this purpose she wrote to all those clinics, hospitals 
and doctors which were known to the Christchurch branch of the 
Abortion Law Reform Association, and to referral agencies. They were 
asked to give the numbers of New Zealand women they had seen over the 
period of twelve months referred to. The responses varied greatly in detail. 
Some operators kept no records; some clinics, on the other hand, kept 
extremely detailed records. One large Sydney clinic had had most of its 
records destroyed in a fire. For all these limitations, the survey seems to 
have been well organised and carried out with a high degree of 
thoroughness. Mrs Steincamp arrived at the conclusion that, for the 
twelve month period stated, the number of New Zealand women and girls 
who travelled to Australia for abortion was in the region of 900. The total 
number of patients actually seen in Sydney was 770 and in Melbourne, 
195. Of the various estimates made, Mrs Steincamp'_s assessment seems to 
us to be a genuine attempt to arrive at a proper assessment of the numbers 
travelling to Australia and, in the absence of better information, we are 
inclined to the view that this is the most accurate figure available for the 
period under consideration. 

The point should be noted that during the period covered by Mrs 
Steincamp's survey, the Auckland Medical Aid Centre was operating, but 
it would not have been possible for some of the women in her survey to 
have had their pregnancies terminated there because their abortions were 
performed in the mid-trimester of pregnancy, whereas the Centre limits its 
operations to pregnancies of not more than 12 weeks' duration. 

There is no evidence upon which we can assess the number of women 
travelling to Australia before the opening of the Clinic. 

The Commission has heard evidence, mainly from doctors in private 
practice, from gynaecologists attached to hospitals and from family 
planning c!inics, from which it feels justified in concluding that there has 
been a marked decline in the number of women referred to Australia for 
abortion since the opening of the Auckland Medical Aid Centre. We give 
three examples of the type .of evidence which led us to arrive at this 
conclusion: 

1. A doctor in private practice informed us that, between February 
1973 and May 1974, she had referred 36 patients to Australia and 2 to 
hospitals in New Zealand for abortions, but that for the period May 
1974 to August 1975, she had referred 43 for abortions within New 
Zealand and only 10 to Australia. Of those referred to Australia, some 
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had been reluctant to be involved within the Medical Aid Centre 
during the trial of Dr Woolnough, others were too advanced in 
pregnancy and others again had personal reasons. 

2. A gynaecologist, between February 1973 and May 1974, referred 
two women for abortion to hospitals in New Zealand and 36 to 
Australia; but between May 1974 and August 1975, referred 43 for 
abortion within New Zealand and 19 to Australia. 

3. A family planning clinic, during the three months February to 
April 1974, referred 39 patients out of a total of 64 to Australia, but 
during the corresponding period in 1975, referred 8 to Australia and 74 
within New Zealand. 

CONCLUSION 

It is impossible to assess the number of women travelling to Australia 
abortion before or after the opening of the Auckland Medical Aid 

but since the opening of the Clinic the numbers have dropped. All 
estimates made are speculative with the exception of that made by 
Steincamp which was obtained from a vigorous and well organised 

to make an objective and accurate assessment of the position. 
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Chapter 12 

T'I-IE AUCI(L1-\ND f~1EDICAL 
.. AJD TRLTST 

TERMS OF RlEFERlEI•ICJ!i: 

The Auckland Medical Aid Trust which we refer to as the "Trust" is 
not specifically mentioned in our terms of reference. Its constitution and 
i'.cs workings are, however, relevant for a number of reasons: 

i. 'We are required to investigate and report upon the likely effects 
upon the present health, hospital and medical services of any changes 
to the faw or practice of abortion in New Zealand. Among the 
r,,~c::nnme"1dations made to us were some which advocated the use of 
free-~,tai1ding day dinics as places in which abortions might be 
pc:•,formed! ir: the private r,ectoL Since May 1974, the Trust has 
conducted th,c only institution of this kind in New Zealand and its 
"NOri,;:ings [11ay well serve as a guide to thi: operation of such enterprises. 

2. The Auckland l'VIedical Aid Centre, administered by the Trust, 
carries out more abortions in New Zealand than all other public and 
private hospitals together. An examination of its workings and 
administration are therefore relevant to the interpretation and 
application of the present law on abortion. 

3. The Trust was mentioned in many submissions made to us and 
itself made a rnbmission of its own ·volition. In this the Trustees 
expressed their views on the present abortion laws, emphasized the 
place of counsdling in abortion and furnished important information as 
to the working§ of the Auckland Iv!:edical Aid Centre. In addition, the 
Trust supplied us with information, of which in this country there is a 
dearth, on the characteristics of women seeking abortion. 

The Trnsl!:, which is registered. as a Charitable Trust under the 
Charitable Trusts Act 1957, was established on 17 May 1974, It aimed to 
provide, to quote the words of its manual, "a comprehensive service with 
regard to the lawful termination of pregnancies of less than ten weeks' 
gestation". This period has since been extended to twelve weeks. It 
opened a centre, known as the Remuera Clinic, at 182 Great South Road, 
Rernuera, on 17 May 1974. On 8 September 1975, as a result of the 
passing of the Hospitals Amendment Act 1975, it moved its premises to 
Aoi:ea Private Hospital, Ranfurly Road, Epsom, where it now provides the 
same services as were previously available at the clinic. Both the clinic 
ar:.d foe 11.ospital can be conveniently referred to as the "Centre". 
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. lnnissions 

. ,\\ lengthy written submission was made on behalf of the Trust and was 
atpresented at public -hearings of the Commission. Those who appeared 
!'tthefore the Commission for this. purpose comprised a member of the Trust 
w Board and former Director of the Centre, a second member- of. the Trust 
;Board, and a chartered accountant, also a member of the Trust Board, 

!\~ho presented the financial accounts of the Trust. 
1.' The submission by the Trust, and. the evidence tenderel:l' in support of 
l;,Jpt, described the workings of the Centre and criticised the present law on 
~~a,,:roortion and its workings as being vague and variable. 
' The submission also contained a great deal of useful statistical 
1:einformation.regarding the number of women and girls who had applied 
·(if@r and had been granted abortions at the,Centre. At the time that its 
msubmissions were heard, information on only the first year of the Trust's 
i;workings was available. Information on the second year,ofoperation was 
iv~supplied to us later. 

"''.Sl1be Auckland Medical. •Aid :.Centre 

, The Auckland Medical Aid Centre provides services ·'for counselling, 
l>assessment and earlypregnancy termination; It is approved to,perform 
z:,abortions by• the· Director'-Genera.1 · of·Health, pursuant to the Hospitals 
'\<\mendment :Act 1975 .. The C6Itre'.0perates ona day-stay'basis, andon 
::,,the information given 'to us,· ac::cepts·pa:tients only on referfaYfrom general 
t: practitioners. · 

The Trust is of the view that the performance of abortions'•in,the'"first 
trimester of· pregnancy should not be confined to priva:te and public 
hospitals, but should also be available in .clinics lici:ensed :by :the 

i'J)epartment of Health. It considers .that the performance of abortions 
•• after the first trimesterof pregnancy should be confined to licensed public 
,~·and private hrn,pitals. It supports a concept of firstJrimesterabortion on a 
~day-stay basis in free-standing clinics with adequate 'Counselling and 
concern for the woman, and adequate follow-up services. · 

t•counselling 

The Centre provides .a service of . medical assessment tog,ether -with 
.. ,sounselling before, during;andfoUowing the• operation. I ts counsellors and 
?;its medical and surgical st~f;are employed,and paid by the 'Irust . .The 
.decision .whether or. not. an .abortion should. be eerformed is made .within 
1the Centre. . , , " . . . . 

An invitation was ,extel}qed, to. us to atte:t?,~ at the_.Centre .. ih~ basis .of 
.. • that invitation. shoulp be stated. We.were nqt .c:1-sk~d · to, be,pn;sent .at . .the 

counselling of a patient before an abortion. 'Our presensJ;,,;n~ght have 
inhibited· both the. counsellor_ and, the,patient, and wm.dd have.amounted 

i,to a breach of privacy. We were not asked to Re,present,9when an abortion 
.~as performed . .Again our presence would ,have,amounted1to a breach of 

rJhe patient's privacy. By ,witnessing on,e,,or,even·seve:raLabm:tions, we 
\,would.not have:been.~ble toform an .qpinion,as,1jo theco,;npetenceof the 
, , doctor• performing· the operations,, or the sa-:fet~;i;if:the procedure. Our view 
on these points was shared by representatives,.of the Cent:re. 
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1Ne were invited, however, to attend in order to observe the "friendly 
and relaxed" atmosphere at the Centre. Ultimately we did not accept the 
invitation, but preferred to form our opinions from oral and written 
evidence presented to us. However, we have no reason to b,elieve that the 
atmosphere at the Centre is not "friendly and relaxed." 

CompHcatfo:n Rate!i 

Our conclusions concerning the techniques of abortion and 
complication rates following various methods of abortion are dealt with in 
Chapter 22. 

The medical evidence given to us indicates that the complication rates 
following abortions performed at the Centre are low, although it is only 
fair to record that the technique ·used at the Clinic is the vacuum 
aspiration technique performed up to, but not beyond, the twelfth week 
foHowimg conception. This is the technique least likely to cause 
c:omplic;,,tions, MoreJver, because it functions on a day-stay basis, any 
complicatioes occurring after the patient has departed may not always be 
known to the Centre, or to the patient's own practitioner as they would be 
if the patient remained in hospital as an in-patient after the abortion had 
been carried out. A number of women have required admission to 
Natirmal V'iomen's Hospital, and some few have been admitted to 
Ivficklkm,ore Hospita 1 or other hospitals in the Auckland Province, but the 
munber fa no m.ore than would be expected, remembering that abortion is 
,i surgica: operation. 

'The Woddng of the Ahor,tfon I.aw al: the Medi.ca.I Aid Centne 

fa the first year of its operations, which ended on 15 May 1975, 2,288 
women were referred for abortion at the Centre. Of these, 1,874 were 
aborted. Of the 4 M women who were not, 184 were considered to be too 
far ::tdvanced in their pregnancy for the technique available at the Centre, 
81 changed their minds before the abortion was to take place, 11 had 
medical contra-indications; 32 were nor pregnant, and 106 were declined 
for insufficient legal grounds. 

Although on the face of it, the number of women who did not obtain 
abortions is HU percent of the total referrals, only a very small percentage 
were declined for insufficient legal grounds. Out of the totai of 414, it was 
not possible to carry out abortions at the Centre on 308 women because 
they were either too far advanced in their pregnancy, had medical contra
indications, ·were not pregnant or had changed their minds. Only 4.6 
Percent of the total of 2,288 women referred for abortion were declined for j 
legal reasons. ii 

During the second year" of operation which ended on 17 May 1976, 
4·,015 women ,Nere referred to the Centre. Of these, 3,269 obtained 
abortions. Of the 746 on whom the Centre did not carry out abortions, 665 
were refused because they were too far advanced in pregnancy, had 
medical. contra-indications, were not pregnant, had earlier miscarried, or 
had changed their minds, Only 2.0 percent were refused because of 
insufficient legal grounds. 
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Table 19 sets out the reasons for which patients were denied abortions 
in the two years of the Centre's operations. 

Table 19--Patients Denied Abortions at the Auckland Medical Aid Ce11tre 

1974-75 1975-76 

No. Percentage No. Percentage 

Pregnancy too advanced 184 8.0 117 2.9 
Irnufficient legal grom:ul.s 106 4,6 81 2.0 
Changed mind ... 81 3.5 459 11.5 
Medical contra-indications 11 0.5 17 0.4 
Not pregnant 32 L3 50 1.2 
Miscarried 22 0.6 

Total 414 HU 746 18.6 

In pointing out the change in distribution of the reasons for which 
abortion had been declined in the second year of operation, the Trust 
made these points: 

l. The percentage refused on the grounds that the pregnancy was too 
far advanced had falle:n from 8 percent to 2.9 percent, It was stated that 
one of the main factors for this decline is that women and their doctors 
are now more aware of the need to attend the Centre early in 
pregnancy. We think that this is probably so. 

2. Patients dedined abortion on insufficient legal grounds had fallen 
from 4.6 percent of those referred to 2 percent. The explanation 
suggested was that medical practitioners who refer patients to the 
Centre are now more aware of the legal requirements for abortion, and 
that more patients are changing their minds about abortion at the 
Centre before being seen by the assessing doctor. While there may be 
some substance in the second of these suggestions, no evidence was 
presented to us to support the first. On the contrary, it seemed to us 
that knowledge of the comparatively small percentage of patients 
refused abortion on insufficient legal grounds in the first year would be 
likely to encourage doctors to refer even more patients to the Centre. It 
could be argued that the reduced percentage of refusals is consistent 
1.vith the Centre taking an even more relaxed view of the law than it did 
in the first year of its existence. On the whole we think the explanation 
offered by the Trust is somewhat ingenuous. 

3" More patients are changing their minds about abortion at the 
Centre before being seen by the assessing doctors, i.e., after 
counselling. While the increase in percentage may provide some 
evidence of the value of the counselling before the abortion decision is 
made, it may also indicate that some medical practitioners are referring 
patients to the dinic without first discussing with them the implications 
of and alternatives to abortion. 

Fhi,Sll!l!C<e 

The Trust is a non-profit making organisation, registered under the 
Charitable Trusts Act 1957. The nature of this Act and the benefits which 
it confers on any organisation which may be registered as a charitable 
trust under its provisions should be dearly understood. 
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Section 8 of the Charitable Trusts Act 1957 provides that any society 
which exists exclusively or principally for charitable purposes may apply 
to the Registrar of Charitable Trusts for incorporation of the society as a 
Board under the Act. "Charitable purpose" is defined by the Charitable 
Trusts Act 1957 as "every purpose which in accordance with the law of 
New Zealand is charitable; and, for the purposes of Parts 1 and 2 of this 
Act, includes every purpose that is religious or educational, whether or 
not it is charitable according to the law of New Zealand." The Auckland 
Medical Aid Trust is registered as a charitable trust under the provisions 
of this statute. 

Section 61 of the Income Tax Act 1976 exempts from taxation the non
business income derived by Trustees in trust for charitable purposes. 
Section 2 of this statute defines "charitable purpose" as including every 
charitable purpose, whether it relates to the relief of poverty, 
advancement of education, or religion, or any other matter beneficial to 
the community. In order to obtain exemption from income tax it is 
required that the society or institution shall have been established 
exclusively for charitable purposes, i.e., that it shall not be carried on for 
the private pecuniary profit of any individual, and the Commissioner of 
Inland Revenue must be satisfied that the corpus of the Trust is held for 
the benefit of the charitable trust or purpose. 

There are other advantages to be obtained from registration as a 
charitable trust. The Land Tax Act 1976 exempts the land owned by any 
charitable trust, or seven hectares thereof if the site exceeds this area, held 
by, or in trust for, any body established exclusively for charitable 
purposes, not carried on for the private pecuniary profit of any individual, 
provided the land is used as a site for the purposes of that body. 

Accordingly, once the Commissioner of Inland Revenue finds that the 
trust has been legally registered, he is unable to attack for tax purposes 
any part of the earnings of the trust, unless it can be shown that the trust is 
in reality being carried out for the private pecuniary profit of an 
individual. 

For the 11 months of its operations ended 31 March 1975, the Trust 
received $119,515 from counselling and operating fees, $3,598 from a 
general medical subsidy, and $403 from donations. Its total income in that 
period was therefore $123,516. After meeting all outgoings, including 
operating expenses, salaries and consultants' fees, it had a surplus of 
income over expenditure of $31,532. 

In the year ended 31 March 1976, the Trust received $300,345 for 
counselling and operating fees, $14,553 from general medical subsidies, 
$41,844 from hospital bed subsidy, and $7,554 from donations. Its total 
income was therefore $364,296. After meeting all outgoings, including 
operating expenses, salaries •and consultants' fees, the excess of income 
over expenditure in that year was $120,281. 

The hospital bed subsidy of $41,844 paid during the year ended 31 
March 1976, was paid at the rate of $18.00 per patient until 30 September 
1975, and at the rate of $24.00 per patient on and after 1 October 1975. 
The payment was made in terms of the Social Security (Hospital Benefits) 
Regulations 1964 (S.R.1964/17 as amended by S.R.1971/266). 
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3 (1) (a) (i) provides that, where hospital treatment has been 
on not more than two days, a subsidy is payable in respect of tha.t 

. treatment to private hospitals in which the treatment has been carried 
out. In respect or surgical procedures it is generally reckoned that the 
patient win require hospitalisation for at least part of tvvo days, and for 
that reason a benefit of $24.00, being $12.00 per day, has been paid since l 
October 197 5. The need for patients to stay in hospital overnight for 
certain surgical operations has decreased. Patients at the Centre have 
never remained overnight, and have been day-care patients only. 
However, because surgical treatments have been traditionally associated 
with a minimum cf a two day stay in hospital, the foll benefit of $24.00 has 
been paid to the Trust, abortion being regarded for the purposes of the 
regulations as a surgical procedure. 

When the Clinic was fii'>t opened, the cost of an abortion was $80.00, 
made up of $10.00 counselling fee, and $70.00 operating fee. When it 
moved to the Aotea Hospital, the fee was increased to $100.00, but from l 
:March 1976, it has been reduced to $90.00, made up of $20.00 counselling 
fee and $70.00 operating fee. 

A.%essmellllil of di.ie Aucklam1d 1\/fadkal Aid Centre 

M[uch was said both in favour of, and against, the operations of the 
Trust. We think it desirable that we should set out our view of the 
operations of the Trust and the Centre based on an objective appraisal of 
all the evidence which we have heard. We are of the opinion that: 

1. The surgical and medical facilities provided at the Centre are 
adequate for the perfonnance of first trimester abortion, using the 
vacuum aspiration method. They have been commended by some 
gynaecologists. Satisfactory arrangements have been made so that 
patients in whom complications develop may be referred to National 
Women's Hospital for necessary treatment. 

2, The performance of the operating doctors, once trained, seems to 
be satisfactory, and complication rates appear to be below those 
generally reckoned to be acceptable in many hospitals. 

3. Women presenting for an abortion are treated with every 
consideration. 

4. The refusal of only 4.6 percent of women referred for abortion in 
the first year and 2 percent in the second year on the basis of 
insufficient legal grounds indicates that virtually any woman, not more 
than twelve weeks advanced in pregnancy, is able to obtain an abortion 
by making a request and not deviating from her attitude through 
counselling. 

5, The vagueness of the law on abortion has been exploited to the 
fullest extent by the Centre by providing what is virtually an "abortion 
on request" service. 

6, Those at the Centre carrying out pre-abortion counselling and 
performing the abortions are generally abortion-orientated, and in 
favour of liberalisation of the abortion laws. 
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7. The counselling service provided by the C.entre has not the 
appearance of independence, in that counsellors are employed and paid 
by the Trust, the profitability of which is directly related to the number 
of abortions performed. 
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Chapter 13 
C!Hi\R-'i\CTERJSTICS OF. WOMEN 

SEEKINCI .A.BORTION 

An analysis of the characteristics o! women seeking abortion is of 
. im.portance, not o:niy l.n assessing the need for medical support services 
and welfare agencies, but also in seeking alternative§ to abortion, and h1 

· formulating abortion legislation. Some few studies have been carried out 
. pverseas in an endeavour to identify these characteristics but in the mai.n 
. {hey suffer from sampling deficiencies. Only in recent years has any 
:'. attempt been made to make an analysis of this nature in New Zealand. 
· There are two main sources in New Zealand from which information. 
i useful for analysis has been provided. The first is statistical information 
. cprnpil,ed by the Auckland Medical Ai~ Trust covering its. two years of 
operation from May 1974 to May 1976. The second is information 
compiled for us from the. records. of Na~ion.al Women's Hospital, 
Auckland, between September 1975 and July 1976. However, the 
·information made available from these two soun::e" has been. 

. supplemented by several smaller studies bro1:1ght to o~r attention and 
:discussed with us during the course of .. our hearings and by lmo'llvledge 
gleaned from interview~. with a number of women and girls who have 
themselves obtained abortions. The statistical material made available to 

· us has been studied. from the following viewpoints: age, marital status, 
· parity (number of children), gravidity (nmnber of pr~gnanci.es), period of 
gestation at which abortion is sought, contraceptive usage at the time oi 
om:iception, race, religion, education and occupation. Such inforni.ati.rnn as 
is available on the putative father has also been considerect 

CLJ1.SSIFICA TION 

lJ.g;e· 

Information available overseas and in New Zealand indicates that 
abortion applicants are concentrated in the younger age groups and that 
the percentage of younger girls aborted is on the increase. Statistics 
available with reference to age, for abortions induced in New Zealand 
public hospitals between 1969 and 1975, reflect an increase in the number 
of those in the under 20 age groups. The percentage of those under 20 
years of age who obtained abortions in 1969 was 14 percent, but by 1975 
this figure had increased to 24.2 percent. 
· Table 20 shows abortions induced in public hospitals (by reference to 
ag,~) between 1969 and 1975. · 
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Table 20-Abortions Induced in Public Hospitals by Age, .1969-75 

h,git in Years 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 

J0-1<.& 5 5 11 IO 20 37 38 
15-19 25 46 58 137 183 196 200 
20-24 32 72 105 148 195 195 190 
25-29 39 58 86 144 168 177 161 
30-34 40 46 88 128 165 170 f57 
35-39 39 48 .,., 

1 f' 119 158 151 140 
40-44 25 29 3.8 72 87 69 81 
45-49 2 5 7 ,,, 12 13 11 t 

Not Btated 5 4 

Totals 212 313 470 765 988 1,008 978 

The figures, by reforcncr:: to age, for abo:rtions performed in public 
hospi:ah in Ne\lV Zeaiand correspor"!d with age groupings in overseas 
countries. fo 1974, in Eng2and a!1d Wales the number of those under 20 
yearn, of age vd10 -.vere aborted accmmted for 23 percent of the total 
Yilu.::abe:: oi abortions. 

fa 1974 in ti1e United St2,tes, the figure for this age group was 33 
perr:er:t, :rnd in 1975 in Scmth Australia, ii: was 27.4 percent. A similar 
crend, though Lot so mark~d, can be seen in the figures supplied to us by 
1:he Auck):mci: Medicai Aid Trast. 

Table 21 shows a smaH percentage increa'.se in che number of :abortions 
perfr1rmed on giris urn:ller 15, and cm girls betvveen 16 and 20 years, in 
relation to the l:ot2J nun1ber oI abortions performed on patients at the 
AucHa:nd 11,lfedical Aid Centre in the two years of its operation. 

Table 21--i~boriions Prrformed al Auckland .lvledical Aid Centre by A.ge, 
1974-76 

1974-75 1975-76 
No. Percentage No. Percentage 

Under 16 73 3.9 156 4.8 
I&-20 630 33.6 1,127 3LL5 
21-25 508 27.1 816 25.0 
26-30 313 16.7 521 15.9 
31~35 192 10.2 372 11.4 
3f,-4l!) J.14· 6.1 186 5.6 
More than 40 39 2.1 81 2.5 
Not known 5 0.3 10 0.3 

Total 1,874 100.0 3,269 100.0 

We have noted from our comparison of the statistics provided by 
National Women's Hospital and the Auckland Medical Aid Trust that a 
smaHer proportion of younger women and girls are accepted for abortion 
at National Women's Hospital than at the Auckland Medi.cal Aid Centre. 
In the periods under examim1.1tion only 22 percent of those seeking 
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.... ,.,: 

:'an'b1tion at Nation.al Women's Hospital were under 20 years of age while 
{~fthe Auckland Medical Aid Centre, 40 percent were under 20. 
:} •From the infom1ation available, the inference can be drawn that the 
i11bs,~lute numbers.of abortions are highest at the peak of the reproductive 
.ye~rsof women (20-25 years) when they are se:imally most active and most 
L likely to conceive, but the ratios of abortions performed to live births are 
i higher in the younger and older age groups, where pregnancy is less 

1 
acceptable. 

: M:ruit!il Stam.I!! 

Single pregnant women are more likely to seek abortions than married 
'#omen" There are no oHidal New Zealand hospital statistics showing the 

: marital status of aborted women but figures for the total number of 
' women seeking abortion at National· Women's Hospital between 
. ~eptember 1975 and July 1976 show that 49.7 percent were married, 32;9 
. ,percent were single, and 17 .3 percent were separated, widowed or 
.divorced. rn those accepted for abortion, 59 percent were single. Statistics 

' from the Auckland Medical Aid Centre reveal that a different group of 
women sought abortion there; 58,9 percerit were single, 27 "8 percent were• 
married, and· 12. 7 percent had previously been married" Such information 
as is available therefore indicates that more single or previously manied 
women and girls than currently married women are seeking abortions in 
New Zealand, This trend is also apparent in other countries with cultural 

, backgrounds similar to that of New Zealand" In 1975 in South Australia, 
50,3 percent of women aborted were single, 38.2 percent were married, 

1 and l L3 percent had previously been married. 
In 1974 in England and Wales the corresponding figures were 48.7 

.percent, 4 l.2 percent and 10 percent respectively" The figures from the 
United States of America more closely resembled those of the Auckland 
Medical Aid Centre and contained a higher proportion of single women. 

f'as,iity and Gravidity 

First pregnancy abortions are in the majority in New Zealand, although 
this is not the situation in a number of overseas countries where 1:he more 
children a woman has had previously, the more likely she is to seek an 
abortion. There may be a number of reasons for this difference. Single 
women in this country may have a greater desire to complete their formal 
education or follow a career; they may engage in greater sexual activity 
than is the case elsewhere; in the very young, it may be conjectured that 
poor access to contraceptives fa a contributing factor, although on the 
evidence which we have heard, the premeditated use of contr.?l.ceptives is 
not in keeping with the spontaneity of the sexual act for girls in this 
category: 

Jll'erri«id of Gesmtlon 

The majority of women ( over 95 percent) seen at National Women's 
Hospital for abortion had a gestation period of over eight weeks from: the· 
last menstrual period. Of those accepted for abortion., 41 percent were in 
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fact over ten weeks' pregnant. Of those refused abortion, 62. l percent 
were over ten weeks' pregnant. At the Auck.land Medical Aid. Centre, 
women were aborted at an earlier stage in pregnancy, the greatest 
number, 39.8 percent, at eight weeks, though 63 percent presented at this 
stage rnr earlier. h must be noted., however, that the Auckland Medical 
Aid Centre coes nol: accept women for abortion with a ge§tatkm. period 
greater than 12 weeks from the last menstrual period, and this fact is 
reflected in the s11ati.stics. 

'Con'i..l.'a;!~ptlv11:, V~e 

lVfost studie:,; on. the characteristics of women presenting for abortion 
contain inforrm1tfon on contraceptive usage. These commonly show that 
the :majority oii unwanted pregnandes result from failure to use 
contraceptives, the use of h1.effi.dent methods of contraception, or 
haphazard and incm·Tect usage. Of women seeking abortion at National 
Women's lt-fospforJ, 58.5 percent admitted to using no contraception and 
17. 7 percercit saiid. that they had used methods ,vh.ich were often ineffective 
( condon1, withdrawal, etc.), In 11.6 percent of ca11es,. it was daimed that 
,~Hecdve methods h.m:I been m;:ed (the Pm, I.U.D.). 

·"'~t th,e A .. ucklam:I Med.ical Aid Centre, the mrresponding figures on 
mntrace:pdw usage v,en; 4!t9 percent, EH percent, and 17. l percent 
n:~p,~ctivdy, (}v1c-rne:as studies reveal, as do the two Auckland studies, that 
a h\g·h proportio111 of women fail to us·.e any contraceptive measures. There 
fa mat~:ria! from 1,vhich the foHo,.,ving inferences may be drawn: 

I. "i' oung u:nma:rri.ed women are lem, Ekdy to use contraception than 
1nanied 1Nomen or women vvith stable relationships. 

'L In the ca.se of manied women, 1n.1wanted pregnancies are more 
Hkdy to re.!mlt ei.ther from ;:,, temporary lapse in contraceptive use or a 
faiJure of contraceptive methoct 

3. fo the ca::1e of single women., failure to use contraceptives is more 
foequent ll.1i', the ddiberate decision to use contraceptives, a decision 
involving d:r,e sexual partner and a doctor or pharmacist, appears to be 
more diHicuh to make. 
It was often urged upon us that an in:tensive contraceptive and 

e.ducz.tfonaI programme would result in. a drastic :reduction in the demand 
for abrJJrdon. Certainly we believe that such a programme would resuh in 
better ormtracepti.ve usage and fewer unwanted pregnancies but the 
remhs Rn: unlikely to be as dramatic as may be commonly supposed. 

The infom1ation provided by the Auckland Medical Aid Trust gives a 
cfassi.ficatfon for abortiomi performed according to race. Of the abortions 
performed, 85.2 percent were on Europeans and 11 .4- percent on Maoris 
and Pacific Islanders. These figures in fact approximate to the proportion 
of these races hi the overall population of Auckland. Abortions performed 
at N~.tional Women's Hospital and classified by race reveal that a higher 
proportion of Maoris and Pacific Islanders were aborted than are 
represented in the general population. There, Maoris and Pacific 
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~:·: 
~i Islanders comprised l\ 7 percent and 19 percent respectively ol: the women 
t/ aborted. The higher proportion of Maoris and Pacific Islanders aborted at 
;'.;_ National Women's Hospital may illustrate a greater dependence 
':,: dispfayed by these races on the public hospital system as a whole. 
· A study from the Gisbome area given to us in evidence showed that the 

'' proportion of Maoris seeking and obtaining abortion there was smaller 
than the proportion of Maoris in the general population. Reasons 
advanced for this included poor education, lack of knowledge of the 
working of the medical system, the attitude of the Maori male and a 
greater wiHingness to enter into a de facto relationship. 

Religion 

figures provided by the Auckland Medical Aid Trust, the only figures 
i whkh give a classification according to religion, suggest, on analysis, that 

the religions of abortion patients are com1istent with their proportions in 
the community. The religious denominations given by persons seeking 
abortion were: 

Pmtestants: 58.8 percent 
Catholics: l.5.5 percent 
Others: 25. 7 percent 

, These percentages show a dose correlation with those for re!igious 
professions in New Zealand which are: 

Protestants: 63.7 percent 
Catholics: 15. 7 percent 
Others: 20. 76 percent 

Ed,mm:5:iolll! 

Again, the only statistics available are from the Auckland Medical Aid 
Tru2t, There, over 50 percent of the patients aborted claimed to have 
attained a level of education equivalent to School Certificate and above, a 

1 l~vel slightly higher than the national level. 

' :, 
' ' 
' Oc<eup~U!(illlll 

• Of those aborted at the Auckland Medical Aid Centre, 52.9 percent of 
patients were in full-time employment, H.5 percent were students, and 
30.6 percent were housewives or part-time workers. In contrast, of the 

i v,10men referred for abortion at National Women's Hosp.ital, 55.8 percent 
were house,~ves, 36. 7 percent were in full-time employment, and 7 .3 

. percent were students. 

i Relisildrentla!. Ori.ginm 

Information on this topic is available only fro.m the Auckland Medical 
. Aid Trust. The places of residence of women referred to the Auckland 
: Medical Aid Centre in the two yearn ended 17 May 1976 are set out in 
Table 22. 
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Table 22-Residential Origins of Patients Referred to Auckland Medical Aid 
Centre 1974-76 

1974--,75 1975-76 
No. Percentage No. Percentage 

Auckland ... 1,274 55.7 1,893 47.l 
Wellington 312 13.6 415 10.3 
Christchurch 105 4.6 247 6.2 
Dunedin 48 2.1 76 1.9 
Other 549 24.0 1,384 34.5 

North of North Island 723 18.0 
South of North Island 504 12.6 
North of South Island 61 1.5 
South of South Island 87 2.2 
Unknown ... 9 0,2 

Total 2,288 100.0 4,015 100.0 

The Emotional and Psychological Characteristics of Women Seeking 
Abortion 

Very little investigation has been carried out into this matter in New 
Zealand, and most overseas studies deal with the sequelae of abortion 
rather than noting any of the prior characteristics of the women 
concerned. 

Putative Father 

There is very little information available in New Zealand on the 
characteristics of the father of the unborn child. There is some information 
available from the Auckland Medical Aid Trust, where the statistics show 
that the larger number, 38.5 percent, were employed in the technical, 
commercial, or manual fields. Unskilled workers accounted for 20.5 
percent, 18.4 percent were engaged in managerial, sales or clerical work, 
8. 7 percent were engaged in the professions, 7 .8 percent were students, 
and 6 percent fell into other categories. Overseas studies show that the 
majority of pregnancies result from a semi-permanent or permanent 
relationship. 

Characteristics of Women Seeking Abortion in Australia 

There is very little detailed information regarding women seeking 
abortion in Australia. Rogers' and Lenthall have endeavoured to analyse 
them in a study, "Characteristics of New Zealand Women Seeking 
Abortion in Melbourne, Australia", reported in New Zealand Medical 
Journal, 1973, 81 :282-286. They would appear to share the same 
characteristics as women seeking abortion in New Zealand, although the 
time at which abortion is sought shows a greater variation since the 
Australian hospitals and clinics operate beyond twelve weeks gestation. 
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.C!aia1rm::teirrrml:i.<e!'l of lA!omen Seeking a Repe1:1t Ab«M1:kin 

There are a number oI overseas studies on this topic, but information in 
New Zealand i§ scarce. It has been suggested that women seeking repeat 
abortions have emotional and psychological problems, but the evidence is 
nN condusivc:o We were told by the Auckland Medical Aid Centre that 13 
0 [ the 17 women 1,eeking repeat abortions at the Centre could have 
prevented their second pregnancy with better contraceptives. 
- The only other relevant information relates to age and race. The 
average age of repeat abortion patients seen at the Auckland Medical Aid 
Centre was 23.5 years, though the range was from 16 to 34 yearn. The 
_women concerned comprised 14 Europeans, 2 Pacific Islanders, and 1 
.}yfaori. Three were married, 8 were separated or divorced, and 6 were 
single. No definite conclusions can be reached regarding these women, but 
it appears likely that 'Nomen having repeat abortio:ns come from three 
1nain groups: 

1. Those women whose contraception fails because of impedections 
in the technique, device or medication. 

2. Those women who experience contraceptive failure because social 
and personal factors, interacting with the method used, result in an 
ineffective contraceptive regime. 

3. Those women v,ho make little or :no attempt to practise any 
contraception. 

CONCJLUSXON 

An analysis of the information available and the evider,,ce ,,ve have 
heard suggests that, while race and religion have little bearing on the 
decision to terminate a pregnancy, the factors of age, marital status, 
parity, social dass and education may influence a woman's response to a 
:particular pregnancy. For older women, age alone may be the greatest 
motivating force, while for the very young woman it may only be one of a 

, number of factors. Marital status is still important in the evaluation of a 
.particular pregnancy and single women use abortion to delay their 
<anticipated child-bearing. The number of children a woman has may 
influence her decision. T,,vo general types of abortion patients emerge and 
these are reflected- in the statistics of both private clinics and the public 
hospital system: 

L The young, unmarried woman who does not want a family. 
2. The older, previously or presently married woman who has 

completed the family she desire3. 
We have found no conclusive evidence that abortion patients as a class 

share specific personality traits. It seems that women vvith varying 
;characteristics evaluate the circumstances of their particular pregnancies 
jn quite different ways. 
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C1hapter 14 

s~r j\'TlJ S OF "I' I-IE 
['1JJil D 
~t.-.. ... A .._l,_JlL.-

lJNBORN 

Our terms of reference require us to have regard to a number of issues, 
including the rights of the pregnant woman and the status of the unborn 
child. We dCl not overlook the rights oi the pregnant woman when we say 
that the status of the unborn child is the cornerstone of the abortion 
argument If the child has no status, other issues resolve themselves. 
Certainly, no question concerning the rights of the pregnant woman will 
arise, in that if the unborn child has no rights, no obstacle will lie in the 
path of the mother's rights other than consideration of her health. 

Ii; however, rhe unborn child has a status, the nature of that status, and 
whether it changes according to the duration of the pregnancy, must be 
considered. Q1-1.estions which then arise for consideration are whether the 
:3tatus c,f the unborn child is such that its rights completely yield to the 
rnother's wishes, or whether the rights of the unborn child and the rights 
of the pregnant woman each yield to the other according to circumstance'9 
aHecting them. 

Legislation on abonion is usually regarded as being liberal, moderate, 
or restrictive, according to the status given to the unborn child, The only 
need for legi:,lative interference in the sphere of abortion where no status is 
given to the unborn d1ild would be to protect the health of the pregnant 
woman. In that case,, what is regarded as a liberal code will result. 
Legislative imerference which recognises that the unborn child has some 
status, but th,ac the pregnant vmman has rights, which may at times take 
nrecedence over the unborn child, will result in a moderate code, But 
~vhere the purpo:,e 01 legislative action is to confer on the unborn child a 
status which at least equals the rights o{ the pregnant worn,an, a restrictive 
code of abortion vvill result. 

"Unbmn ChHd" Defined 

Some people dislike the use of the term "unborn child" and prefer. to 
call it an "embryo" or "fetus", They read into the use of the expression 
'"unborn chiJd 9

' an implicatibn of status. Whatever status is to be attached 
to the unborn child, a matter which we discuss in this chapter, we use the 
term "unborn child" as being appropriate to the embryo or fetus from the 
time of implantation to the time of birth. We have no doubt that those 
who framed our terms of reference adopted the expression as a neutral 
term to distin,ruish it from a "born child" which it would ultimately be if 
it proceeded t'o term and live birth, 
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i,~-. 
t\::"Status" D,efi.ned :>· Status is defined as a social position, rank, relationship to others, or t '.position as fixed by the law, or legal standing. 
~:\ .; 

BIOLOGICAL APPROACH 

•.• •.• 1 t 1s essential, in dealing with the matter of status, to give careful 
', 'l;-onsideration to the unborn child from the biological standpoint. In 
i../ :,Chapter 4, the processes of ovulation, fertilisation and implantation were 
z . examined as a basis for the study of the workings of certain contraceptive 
t . .111easures. It will be necessary in this chapter to examine and emphasize 
},(some aspects of these processes again as they are fundamental to any 

consideration of the origins of human life. 

:The Process of Ovulation 
The ovaries of the woman contain follicles in which ova are held. Each 

\nonth the hypothalamus, which is that portion of the brain adjacent to 
.rhe pituitary gland, secretes a hormone which stimulates the i"ipening of 
Jhe follicles, and this hormone, with the aid of the second hormone, a 
Juteinising hormone, causes one of the follicles to rupture and release the 

r ·ovum. 

, The Process of Fertilisation 
On its release from the follicle, the ovum travels down the Fallopian 

tube which links the ovary to the uterus. It may encounter the male sperm 
,within the tube. In order that fertilisation may occur, the ovum must unite 
·with the sperm within 48 hours of release. When it does, the product of 
conception, now called the zygote, travels down the Fallopian tube within 

( which it is held for three to five days by a valve at the junction of the tube 
j ,and the entrance to the uterus. It is necessary for the zygote to be held for 
· ;this period of time to allow the necessary cell divisions to take place, and 

•fot the zona pellucida (the shiny skin surrounding the ovum) to be shed. 
So long as the zona pellucida remains in position around the ovum, the 
zygote is not able to implant itself in the lining of the uterus. The period of 
time for which the zygote is held at the valve is important to its chances of 
successfully implanting itself in the uterine lining. 

,The Process of Implantation 

. ' The fertilised ovum, on entering the uterus, mayirnplant itself in the 
t1terine walL There are substantial losses of fertilised ova which are 
flushed from the uterus before implantation. Various estimates of this loss 
have been made and these vary widely. Probably between 15 and 30 
percent of all fertilised ova will not survive the stage of implantation, and 
\~ven after implantation a further 20 to 25 percent will not survive, or will 
be stillborn, or spontaneously aborted. There is reason to believe that 
'these losses are beneficial to the human species as a whole, as the fertilised 

' ova which do not implant largely consist of genetically abnormal and 
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malformed babies. The fertilised ovum, now known as the zygote, which 
does implant in the lining of the uterus, passes through a number of 
phases in the process of implantation; .and is called at first a blastula, and 
later an embryo. As a blastula it will penetrate the mucous membrane 
lining the uterus and attach itself to the uterine wall by a network of roots. 
The implantation of the blastula in the uterine wall takes place about five 
to seven days after fertilisation of the ovum, and itself occupies a period of 
about four days. Implantation is complete by the eleventh day following 
upon fertilisation. In the initial stages of implantation, the survival of the 
blastula is precarious but, with the growth of the placental tissue, the ' 
uterus seems to accept it. 

Had the ovum not been fertilised, the uterine lining, the maintenance of 
which would be no longer necessary, would be shed with the woman's 
menstrual bleeding. With the implantation of the blastula it must be 
encouraged to stay, until the delivery of the child some 37 weeks later. 
This encouragement is provided by the cells within the placental villi ( the 
network of roots put out by the blastula) which secrete chorionic 
gonadotrophin and relay it to the corpus luteum via the maternal blood. 
The corpus luteum is thereby enabled to secrete estrogen and 
progesterone to maintain the uterine lining in place. The presence of ' 
chorionic gonadotrophin can now be detected in the urine of the woman 
and the woman's pregnancy confirmed. 

As a result of the release of these two hormones and the resultant 
maintenance of the uterine lining, the menstrual bleeding which usually 
takes place on the twenty-eighth day of the cycle does not occur. 

Stages of Development of the Unborn Child 

There is often confusion in measuring the duration of a pregnancy. 
Pregnancy is normally retrospectively reckoned as commencing on the 
first day of the last menstrual bleeding, although the ovum is normally 
fertilised within a day of ovulation, i.e., around the fourteenth day of the 
cycle. Implantation occurs about eight to eleven days after fertilisation, 
i.e., about the twenty-first day of the cycle. At this stage, when a week 
remains before the next menstrual bleeding is due, the implanted embryo ' 
is a week old. 

However, in referring to the stages of development of the unborn child, 
as we now do, we speak not of the stage of pregnancy, but of the number of 
weeks which have elapsed from conception. 

By the third week the embryo is well established under the surface of 
the uterine lining. The outer cell layers continue to grow and, as they do, 
they erode more blood vessels in the uterine glands in the mother to obtain 
nourishment. During this third week the embryo, which was formerly a • 
two-layered disc growing mainly longitudinally, begins to take on a more I' 
discernible body shape. 

In the fourth week, menstruation is now one week overdue. The body 
now consists of three layers. The outer layer will ultimately form the 
epidermis with hair, sebaceous and sweat glands, and the nervous system. 
The middle layer will become muscle, skeletal bone, blood vessels, 
kidneys, genital glands, and connective tissue. From the inner layer there 
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(\vill develop the digestive tract with lining and glands, the urinary system, 
'<•attd. the lungs. 
· In the fourth week the spinal cord and vertebrae begin to form, a 
ln\dimentary heart starts beating, although it will be some weeks before 
>th'e beating of the heart can be observed with technological assistance. 

By the fifth week the embryo is about one-fifth of an inch long. From 
this point on the rate of development will accelerate. 

· _In the sixth week the embryo undergoes a period of design, during 
wj:iich the arms, legs, body, and face take shape according to the genetic 
inlprinting of the cells. 

i th the seventh week the skeleton of the unborn child is complete in 
: cartiiage, but not in bone. The buds of the milk teeth appear, and the 
:unborn child makes the first movements of its body and new-grown limbs. 
·. By the end of the eighth week the chorionic sac formed around the 
• unboni child and attached to the mother is 20-30 millimetres (about one 
inch) in size. It is at about this point that it is no longer referred to as an 
elllbryo but as a fetus. The embryo itself is about five millimetres long 
(slightly less than a quarter of an inch). The umbilical cord, which 

, attaches the unborn child in a free-floating way to the placenta, has 
already begun to form. All the organs of a full term baby are present, 
although in rudimentary form. Electrical activity is discernible in the 
brain, but it is far from fully developed. The brain stem is the most 
developed part, but it has not initiated the breathing movements which 

; are a feature of fetal life. 
, The area which will become the cerebral cortex is rudimentary. This 
1 organ is then only nine percent of the brain weight, as against 90 percent 
of the brain weight at 28 weeks. The nerves of the skin receptors and 
nerve/muscle junctions are not fully formed. The fetus may react to pain, 

i but the stimuli would have to be gross for it to do so and the reflex 
•· responses may be sluggish. · 
: At nine to ten weeks the fetus measures 22-24 millimetres. The head is 
· large as is usual in embryonic forms. The fingers and toes are formed, and 

the external ears are present. 
In the tenth week spontaneous movement occurs. This movement is 

i associated with the development of bones and joints. 
In the twelfth week the bone structure is complete, and a fetal electro-

, encephalogram may be made. There is, however, at this stage, no element 
of consciousness in the fullest sense of the t1rrrn; that does not develop until 
later. The fetus is now about 30 millimetres in length. All major structures 
of the body are now formed. 

, At the end of the fourteenth week the unborn child is 79 millimetres in 
length. External genitals are obvious. 

Between the end of the fourteenth week and twenty weeks the rate of 
growth of the fetus is acceierated. During this time the movements of the 
fetus, known as "quickening" can be felt. Quickening is a state in which 
the mother is able to feel the movement of the unborn child within her. 
However, the fetus has been moving since the development of arms and 
legs, i.e., about 42-47 days from conception, but because the uterus is 
totally insensitive to any stimulus except stretch, it is not possible for these 
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movements to be felt. It is only when the movements are strong that they 
are felt by the mother through the buffer of the womb. There are a number 
of factors which influence the time at which quickening is first felt. It may 
be felt as early as thirteen weeks, and it may be felt as late as twenty-four 
weeks. Quickening is a subjective experience, and a mother who has felt it 
in a previous pregnancy will be likely to notice it at an earlier date in a 
subsequent pregnancy. 

In the fifth month the fetus grows from nine centimetres in length, 
which it was at the end of three and a half months, to approximately 

r 
twenty-two centimetres, and then weighs 300 grams. It has been ., 
established that the fetus responds to sound as early as the twenty-third 1 
week. Between the twenty-sixth and twenty-eighth week it is possible that 
the fetus, if born prematurely, will live, although there have been cases 
recorded of fetuses surviving from as earlY. as twenty weeks. 

At twenty-eight weeks two characteristics may be noticed. One is the 
alertness or awareness of the fetus, which causes it to respond by 
movement to pressure placed upon it. The other is the appearance of a 
cyclic variation in behaviour. The fetus appears profoundly asleep, but 
shows wakefulness at times. Prior to 28 weeks any electro-encephalogram 
tracings which are detectable are thought to originate in the sub-ccrtex 
and do not show any clear discrimination between the waking and sleep 
states, or the different phases of sleep. Between 28 and 32 weeks, patterns 
of cortical origin appear, similar to the sleep states of adults. 

At 37 weeks the electro-encephalogram records reveal a difference 
between the waking and sleeping states of the unborn child, and indicate 
that there is a functional interaction between brain stem and cortex. Apart 
from these developments in the fetal brain from 24 weeks to birth, there 
are no further significant stages in fetal development which from that 
stage on is largely one of growth. Development of the fetal hr-tin st.ill· 
proceeds after the fetus has reached the point where it is capable of extra
uterine life, and even after birth the function of the brain continues to be 
polished. 

Research has taken place in recent times as to the extent to which 
fetuses breathe in the uterus. It is now thought that breathing movements 
first begin in the uterus at about three months. Their purpose is not to 
obtain oxygen but to exercise bodily functions and to allow for 
development and co-ordination of fine movements. The breathing is quite 
powerful but only a very small quantity of fluid is inhaled because of flow 
resistance. When the child is born some fluid runs out of the lungs, but the 
rest is absorbed. By the time the unborn child reaches term, it has taken 
over nine million breaths. 

WHEN DOE~ HUMAN LIFE BEGIN? 

This question has been a fruitful ground for discussion by philosophers, 
sociologists, psychologists and theologians. From a biological point of 
view there is no argument as to when life begins. Evidence was given to us 
by eminent scientists from all over the world. None of them suggested that 
human life begins at any time other than at conception. Although the 
process of conception may not be momentary, and it may not be possible 
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say whether it takes minutes or l::iours, by the time the fertilised ovum 
i>has reached the uterus,. conception can. be said to be complete. 
~t The real point to which the arguments have been addressed is not as to 
iH-vhen life begins, but as to the value which is to be attrihuted to that life, 
Y{partic~l~rl)'. in its incipient stages. In short, if it~s. acc~pted that life b~gi~s 
,:at fert1hsat1on of the ovum, how should .that hfe be regarded while 1t 
,11remains in the womb? Is the life of the unborn child to be regarded as 
~·:being of the same value right throughout the duration of its development 
.;and pregnancy, and does its status differ from the status it has when it 
1f:becomes a born child? 
h, A wide range of views have been expressed tous on these points. To 
··; 's6me, the fertilised ovum, at least from implantation;, is a huma.n being 
,:Lwhose status is no less than that of the pregri'.ant wofuah. To sdme, the 
:'ir{mborn child has a status, the significance of whi.ch depends cin its stage of 
!'.'development. Those who hold this view would consider a fetus late in 

development as a living, human individual both in'f6rmandfonction, but 
'l 1in the earlier stages of development as no more than an incipient human 
·• being. To others the status of the unborn child depends on the ~tanding 
• which society agrees to accord it. · · · · 

It was apparent that many of the.views which were expressed tcius had 
' been influenced by the writings of Daniel Callahan, in his boo~; Abortion: 
·: Law, Choice and Morality. Indeed; , a number of thci~e '~lif made 

submissions to us cited this text i:n support ·of their views,' So:w~' ofthose 
who did so expressed their view of the status of the unborn child as they 
saw it, either from the point of view of • the Genetic School, the 
Developmental School, or the Social Consequences School, these being 

'Hihe viewpoints examined by Callahan in his book. Others who made 
· 'submissions did not adopt this classification, but, by and large,,their views 

can be examined in the light of Callahan's approach. Since many of those 
making submissions adopted Callahan's approach, we find it convenient 
to adopt these three broad classifications in examining the evidenee and 

'submissions made to us. That is· not to say, however, that we accept 
Callahan's views or rega7d him as the authority on this issue .. 

') The Genetic School 
' ' ' ,' \j,, 

The main views of the Genetic School, as canvassed before u~, Were: 
1. At the moment of concep\~on "11 tpe c,haracteristics 9f 'the human 

being are determined geneti~ally. From that point on, the~~}s .a new 
human being, a separate individual, a man in miniattffe·nR'rom the 
moment of conception the child is an independent person, for the time 
being included inside the body of the mRJe~~~) )i,h•;.::,,,u:.,_ 'Ci>; .• 

2. The life is never part of the mother b.utit 1s a d1st111-;:t u1d1v1dual 
human life. The unborn child, like any'other'persciH;, tan 'Jje ill and 
require treatment before birth, ju~t as it''cfoes"after''Birth: 

3. The unborn child asserts a' command ov~tutl:ie pregnancy. The 
conceptus initiates the process by which the cdrpus. luteum maintains 
the u'terine lining by suppressing' mensfniii'.i:iori; It initiates the 
development of the amniotic sac and the placenta'. for its survival; and it 
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is from the pituitary gland of the ktus that the processes of labour are 
initiated. 

4. The conceptus has the ability to satisfy the two qualities of an 
individual: unity and uniqueness. Exceptions to unity and uniqueness, 
for example, twinning and chromosomal disorders, occur extremely 
precociously and do not alter the humanity of the being. Abnormalities 
and diseases such as the hydatidiform mole may kill a conceptus but do 
not alter its humanity. It is then still a human being, but a diseased 
one. 

5. The fact that a fetus under 20 weeks has never been capable of 
extra-uterine life, and that it is unlikely to survive if born before 24 
weeks, does not make it any the less an independent being. Viability 
depends on the appropriate environment, not on the subject in that 
environment. After the child reaches full term and is born, it lives in the 
environment which is most suited to its survival but until birth it lives 
in the environment which is most suitable to its survival at that stage. 

6. Terms such as zygote, embryo, and fetus, do no more than indicate 
the stages of development within the uterus, and should not be 
confused with the fact of the existence of human life. Life is already 
present from conception. Between conception and death, life does not 
develop; it is already there. What does change and mature is a 
morphological structure, in which, as growth continues, behaviour 
traits, personality, ethical awareness and an appreciation of social 
responsibilities develop. 

Advantages and Criticisms of the Genetic School 

Callahan himself accepts that strong arguments can be advanced for 
the acceptance of the genetic test. In particular it excludes the 
employment of arbitrary norms, and it offers the possibility of a prudently 
safe moral policy. 

However, various criticisms have been made of the genetic approach, 
and Callahan queries whether the adoption of its criterion for humanity is 
really necessary for the abortion decision, in which. society is not asking 
whether a decision to abort is a decisipn for or against the attribute of 
humanity, but whether it is a decision for or against a particular human 
being. He considers that the definition of "human" adopted hf some 
philosophers of the genetic school is too narrow. It is not suffici~nt in 
making this determination to depend on genetic individuality alone, a_nd 
to ignore the way in which a particular fertilised ovum will develop. One 
must also take account of the interaction of the genotype with its 
environment. 

The Developmental School . -

Within this school are those who hold that, while conception establishes 
the genetic basis for an individual human being, some degree of 
development is required before one can legitimately speak of the life of an 
individual human being as being an issue in the abortion decision. The 
Developmental School does not accept that the establishment of the 
genetic basis of itself will constitute an "individual human being." Some 
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.c.,,,,n·,,,,,.. of development of the embryo is required before full human status 
"'"'.,_.,,.~~· to it. Those who are persuaded to this line of thinking believe 
at is a continual process with growing stages of significance 
serving different degrees of moral concern. On this view the fetus late in 
1elopment is recognised as a living human individual both in form and 

,.•·,,uutuv·, ... But this status is not given to the single cell stage, early in 
development. In . short, the view is taken that the human 
develops biologically in a continuous fashion and the 

is advanced that the rights o{ a human person might develop in 
way. 

the basis that this view is accepted, a moral policy is put forward 
proceeds upon the footing that the developing embryo is not yet a 

being, and that, under some circumstances, the welfare of the 
existing person might supersede the welfare of the developing 

The main views of those who subscribe to this philosophy, as canvassed 
before us, were as follows: 

l. While conception establishes a genetic basis, some degree of 
development is required before foll human status can be assigned. 

2, Presence of the full genetic code from the time of conception proves 
nothing because after fertilisation two or more human existences 
(twins) can develop with the same genetic code. 

3. Although the fetus is a potentialhuman being, it should not be 
regarded as acquiring human status until later stages in development. 

Three stages in particular are suggested. These are: 

( l) Brain development. The fetus does not have the characteristically 
human cerebral substratum for thought until the twenty
eighth to thirty-second week of pregnancy. It is suggested that 
this stage of development is one at which the fetus can be 
regarded as achieving full human status. 

(2) Viability. Until the fetus is capable of a continuous, independent, 
extra-uterine existence, it is said that it is parasitic upon the 
mother. Therefore, up to that stage the fate of such a fetus 
should be vested in the mother alone. 

(3) Quickening. Quickening is the stage at which the movements of 
the fetus can be felt within t~e mother. It is suggested as a 
stage when the fetus can be recognised as an individual human 
being. 

·'L Sacredness of life is a value judgment capable of varying 
interpretations. 

5. The enormous wastage associated with hu:man reproduction, 
including spontaneous abortion, is seen as evidence that life is 11ot 
regarded by nature as being sacred. .. 

6. There is a difference between a neurologically undifferentiated 
organism and a socially and mentally integrated organism with 
complex rights and needs. 

7. People feel and react differently to different stages of fetal 
development. 
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· J ,,.., ·, · · ' t' D l /J , ' 1 12 h l .4.dvantoges ar1<.t ,._.,,ruzcisms OJ ne eve o, 11,ema. ::)C ,oo 
The advantage claimed for this viewpoint is that it takes account of the 

whoie range of human attributes, and places concern on individual 
per.sons at progressive stages of development, rather than on the 
orotection of the human body. lfowever, a number of criticisms can be 
~ 1ade of it. The principal general criticism is that the choice of the time at 
which the fetus is given human status is subjective and arbitrary. It is 
open to people to vary their norms. The stages of development at which 
humanity is accorded, such as quickening or viability, are themselves 
variable in individuals, and may be conditioned by the state of medical 
technology. Moreover, if an unborn child is given a status according to its 
stage of development in the uterus at the beginning of life, it may be 
difficult to resist a claim that a human being at the end of life should be 
accorded a statas equivalent to the declining stage which he has reached. 
These points make the developmental theory a somewhat hazardous one 
to adopt. Some particular crhicisms made of it are as follows: 

l. While there is no way of determining the precise time of 
conception, the event is complete by the time the ovum reaches the 
u~,:>,ru§, and certo.inly by the time when implantation occurs. 

:2:. Insofar as quickening is suggested 3.S being a stage at which the 
fetus can be recognised as being human, that process must be 
recognised as being entirely subjective. Moreover, it does not mark any 
stage of devdopmem of the fetus, but rather a point at which the 
indi.vidua.l n1other is able to discern the movements of the unborn child 
within heL 

3. Insofar as viability is advanced as being the point at which human 
status sbould be attributed to the unborn child, two points can be 
xnade: 

( 1) Viability is usually reckoned as being reached between 25 and 28 
weeks, but children have been born at a lesser age and have 
survived. 

(2) Viability is a stage at which it is recognised that the child can 
sun1ive outside the uterus. It is, however, only a stage of 
development of the unborn child who is better preserved 
within the environment of the uterus until the point of viability 
is reached. 

4. Insofar as the attainment of a level of consciousness reached is 
accepted as being the point at which human status is achieved, the 
criticism can be made that the brain continues to develop after that 
point, and if a child is bori;i prematurely before the twenty-eighth week, 
it will still attain the level of consciousness, and will probably be a 
normal child . 

.5. H some stage of physical or mental development has to be accepted 
as i1:dicatin~ whether or not~ human life is in being, so a stage may be 
reached at the other. end of hfe where a person who has become senile 
or lost consciousness nriay be disposed of. 
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The Soda! Con.!i!equemc<es School 

This school of thought has gained strength from the wntmgs of Dr 
Glanvilie Williams, and Dr Garret Hardin. According to the former, in 
the "Legalisation of Medical Abortion", the decision to call the conceptus 
a human being is to be made on the basis of the social consequences of the 
decision. For his part, Dr vVilliams would accept viability, which he 
thinks to be socially acceptable, as the dividing line, and the beginning of 
brain waves as a possible compromise solution. Garret Hardin, in 
"Abortion-Or Compulsory Pregnancy?" says: "Whether the fetus is or is 
not a human being is a matter of definition, not fact; and we can define it 
in any way we wish. In terms of the human problem involved, it would be 
unwise to define the fetus as human (hence tactically unwise ever to refer 
to the fetus as an 'unborn child')". The main views of this school as dealt 
with in the submissions made to us were: 

l. Biological facts do not directly dictate the definition of "human". 
2. The decision to call the conceptus a human being is to be made on 

the basis of the social consequences of the decision. 
3. People do not feel the same emotional response to the zygote and 

the embryo as they do to the unborn child in the later stages of 
pregnancy. 

4-. Society has never regarded the fetus as a human being, and no 
nation requires that a dead fetus be treated in the same way as a dead 
person. 

Criticism of the Social Consequences School 
The arguments of the Social Consequences School are open to serious 

objections which are: 

l. The adoption of its viewpoint would make much of the biological 
information irrelevant Indeed, if it is possible to define the human 
being in any way we wish, guided only by the social consequences of 
our definition, there is no reason why biological information should be 
considered at all. 

'2. To make the definition of "human" fit a desired moral policy is 
arbitrary. Hit is possible to define "human" in any way we wish when 
referring to pre-natal life, there is no logical reason why we should not 
be able to define., "human" in any way we wish when we are dealing 
with post-natal Hf::. In this way society could justify the disposal of the 
chronicalJy ill, the senile, and the elderly as "non-human", and 
attempt to justify the taking of their lives on the grounds of the social 
g·ood to be obtained. 

Y'1lliue of New Human 1.i.fe 

Some of the arguments on what is human and the quality of humanness 
, in human beings are semantic only. One can debate at great length, but to 

no profit, whether an unborn child is a human being or a potential human 
being. The social, philosophical and theological debate on these matters 
has to date produced no acceptable solution, nor is it likely to do so in the 
future. There are some areas, however, where as a result of developments 
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in scientific medical knowledge, room for debate has been eliminated. In 
our view it is established that: 

1. While life begins at conception, external proof of pregnancy dates 
only from implantation. (It is only after implantation when the 
hormone, chorionic gonadotrophin, has been released, that a reliable 
test as to the pregnancy of the woman can be made.) Moreover it is 
only after implantation has occurred that menstruation is suppressed ~ 
and the woman herself will know that she is pregnant. 

2. From implantation to birth, changes which take place in the 
unborn child are of a developmental nature only. There are no changes 
of a qualitative nature. The three events suggested as being of 
significance, namely, quickening, viability and brain development, are 
no more than stages in that development and are not indicative of any 
qualitative changes in the developing fetus which would make it non
human at one point of time and human at another. 

3. There is no point between implantation and birth of a biological 
kind which enables a particular point of time between implantation 
and birth to be accepted.as the one at which the status of the unborn 
child is changed. The terms "embryo" and "fetus" do no more than 
mark those stages in a progressive development. 

Existing Status of the Unborn Child 

English and New Zealand law have long given some recognition to the 
unborn child. For obvious reasons, that recognition has been made 
subject to the subsequent live birth of the child. The unborn child is 
recognised as having a status in the following branches of the law: 

The Criminal Law 
In New Zealand, since the passing of the first criminal law statute, the 

law has provided a protection for the unborn child by legislating against 
abortion. It cannot be said that the only purpose of that statute or of 
subsequent legislation was to provide protection for the woman's health. 
Even if that argument was available in respect of the English Statute of 
1803 (Lord Ellenborough's Act), the preamble of which would suggest 
that the Parliament of 1803 was not solely motivated by concern for the 
rights of the unborn child, the fact that the passing of the subsequent 
English statute of 1837 made abortion an offence, not merely from 
quickening, but at any time, would suggest that one of the purposes of the 
legislation has been the protection of the unborn child. 

The Property Law 
An unborn child can own property as a successor to a settled estate, or 

as a beneficiary under a trust. The law is clear that for these purposes a 
child en ventre sa mere can succeed to an estate which has been settled, and, 
in the absence of a contrary indication in the will or testamentary 
document, a gift to children will include a child conceived but yet unborn 
at the date of coming into operation of the trust instrument. 
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. . Law of Tort 
he law also recognises the position of the unborn child as a person 
µ:.whom a tort or civil wrong may be done. 
n Watt v. Rama [1972]V.R.353, the Full Court of Victoria considered 
;case of a mother who had been made a quadraplegic in a traffic 

!citleµtori 15 May 1967, a:qd that of her child bornpn 4 January 1968, 
ho suffered from brain damage and epilepsy. It was alleged that the 
juri~s _to the child_ were t~e result e~ther ?f the damage.suffe~e? by_ t_he 
lild m its embryomc state m the traffic accident, or the mothers mabihty 
.carry the child, or to go into labour or deliver in a normal way. In 
oceedings brought on behalf of the child against the negligent driver,.it 
as contended that he was under no liability to the child because he. had 

duty of care to a non-existent person, or because he owed no duty of 
re to an infant not to injure the infant's parent, or because. the damage 
as too remote to be foreseeable. It was held by the Victorian Court that 
e child was entitled to succeed in his claim. As one judge putit: 

It is obvious that "the person" who is conceived and develops in the 
mother's body is biologically the same "person" who survives birth, lives, 
and finally, dies. 

A similar view was taken in the.case. Q.f .Mpntre.al Tr.am.u;.ays;p. L~veille 
· 1;[1933] 4 D;L.R.357, where,it was aUeged,that the.caµse @Lthe infant 
@laintiff being born with a physical;defect<was,the facHhet the,.ehild's 

mother, through the negligence of the,motorman, l)ad, J;m~ thr(:)wn,to the 
uground when getting off a. tram. A verdict awardjng d4rn<!,ges to the child 
~!Was upheld by the Supreme Court of Canada. MrJustieeLarnont,at,page 
345, said: "If a child after birth has no right of aetion for pre7natal 

~injuries, we have a wrong i,pflicted fo.r which there is no remedy .... To 
· 1my mind it is but natural justice that a child, if born alive apd .viable, 

should be allowed to maintain an action in the courts .for injuries 
wrongfully committed upon its person while in the womb of its mother." 

The Courts of the United States, until 1960, did not usually afford a 
right of action to a child who had sustained an injury while in the womb, 
on the ground that no duty of care was owed by a person to another of 

n.whose existence he did not know. But in that year, in the case of Smith v. 
Brennan [1960] 31 N.J.353, ithe rule that.no dµty of care was owed to an 

i ,unborn child of whose .existence a,defendant could not be aware was 
reversed. A judge in that case said: ''The semantic argument whether an 

, .unborn child.is a person in being seerns to us to be beside the point, There 
. .is n9 question th<1;t conception sets in motion biological processes which if 
:·jindisturbed will produce what everyone will concede to be a person in 
,Jidng. If, in the meanwhile, those processes can be disrupted resulting in 

harm to the child when born, it is immaterial whether before birth the 
i .child is considered a person in being." 

Dean Prosser in The Law of Torts (4th Edition 1971), page 336, 
described the new tren~,as " ... the mpst spectacular abrupt reversal of a 
well-settled law in the whole history of the law of torts." 

In.Englal):d, as long ago as 1942, Sir.P.ercy Winfield, Professor of Law at 
the University of Cambridge, said: ''I .can see np good reason why any 
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action should not lie for pre-natal injury which results in post-natal 
harm." 

In the thalidomide cases, large sums of money were paid out for injuries 
caused to children whose mothers had taken thalidomide during 
pregnancy. Liability was not strictly admitted in those cases, but the 
actions instituted on behalf of the children did not have to be litigated in 
court because of the settlements made. f 

While there is no New Zealand case upon the subject, there seems no 
doubt that the Australian, Canadian, and American decisions would be •. ! 

recognised here as conferring upon a child a right of action to damages 
sustained in its pre-natal state. 

It is to be noted, however, that no claim has yet been recognised for 
harm caused to an unborn child. The child is recognised by the law before 
birth, but its capacity to sue does not come into being until it is born alive. 
Moreover, the Law Commission set up in the United Kingdom in its 
Report on Injuries to Unborn Children in 1974, recommended as folk?ws: 

1. Legislation should deal with the rights of a living person, and no 
rights should be given to the fetus. 

2. The general principle should be t):iat whenever pre-natal injury is 
caused intentionally, negligently or by breach of statutory duty, there 
should be liability for that injury. 

3. As a general rule, whenever there is liability of common law to a 
parent for an act or omission which causes pre-natal injury, a child 
should be entitled to recover damages. 

4. As a general rule, whenever a breach of statutory duty owed to a 
parent causes pre-natal injury to his or her child, that child should be 
entitled to recover damages for his disability. 

5. Where liability for a breach of statutory duty is regarded as 
contractual, no action should lie at the suit of a child in respect of the 
pre-natal injury. 

CONCLUSIONS 

On a review of the essential biological evidence which has already been 
discussed in this chapter, it is our view that: 

1. The fetus has a status from implantation which entitles it to 
preservation and protection. . 

2. This status does not confer upon it an absolute right to life. If it 
did, then human life with full conscious development would have to 
yield to it, and a greater value might be placed on fetal life with its -
potential still unform~d than on human life with full conscious 
development. 

3. The unborn child, as one of the weakest, the most vulnerable, and 
most defenceless forms of humanity, should receive protection. 

4. That protection should not be absolute but should yield in the face 
of compelling competing interests. 

5. The measure of that protection can only be decided after the 
nature of those competing rights has been examined. 
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Chapter 15 
:fHE RIGHTS OF THE PREGNANT 

WOMAN 

i'he Changing Role of Woman 

1 In recent years social changes of tremendous significance have 
occurred. Many of these have affected the status of women. Women 
expect and increasingly receive equal pay and employment opportunities 
and with them the removal of discrimination based on sex. Changes have 
been made to matrimonial laws to ensure that on the breakdown of a 
marriage, a woman receives a share of matrimonial property which is just 
and equitable, having regard to all her contributions to that property. 
Legislative . changes in other fields have given recognition to and 
influenced social changes. Women are now less willing to accept many 
conditions which they once would have regarded as their lot, particularly 
where the resultant unhappiness is avoidable. But if one single factor can 
be said to have been responsible for bringing about the emancipation of 
women, it is their increasing ability to control their fertility. 

This factor and others related to it have brought about a cha);lge in 
attitude towards the role of women. Many women will no longer accept 
the responsibility, and sometimes the burden, of frequent childbearing 
and child rearing. They seek and' expect an independence and freedom of 
choice that once would not have been possible. They may spend time in 
voluntary work, creative pursuits or paid employment. There are 
economic pressures, too, }Vhich cause many women to enter the work 
force. In some cases the standards of living which they and their families 
enjoy depend upon the maintenance of two incomes. 

The Right to Control Her Fertility 

The claim is sometimes made that the State has no place in the decision 
of the woman to control her own fertility. It is put in a number of ways. It 
is variously said that abortion is a woman's choice; a woman's right to 
abortion is an absolute right; a woman has the right to control her own 
)Jody; and a woman's sexuality is her affair only. 

Few would now deny the right of a woman to decide whether or not she 
will marry, whether she will have children, and, if she does, how many 
children she will have. It is important, however, to understand what these 
assertions involve. A right may exist because there is no interest or other 
right against which it must be weighed or be asserted. Where, therefore, it 
is said that an individual has a right, that right will not generally be 
questioned if there is no other competing personal interest. But the 
existence of a right may be questioned where there are other interests 
against which it must be balanced and weighed. It is one thing to assert 
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that it is a woman's right to marry or not to marry, or to have children or 
not w havll" children. I\ is another matter altogether fio assert that a 
pregnant woman has the right to abortion. There is another interest 
against which that assertion mu.st be weighed. Most submissions made to 
us recognised that there was some stage during the pregnancy when the 
rights of the pregnant 'Noman had to be considered against the ,status of 
the unborn child and modified. Even the judgments of 1:he majority in the 
Supreme Court of the :Jnited States of America in Roe,,. lV:!!dt, a decision 
we:comed by the advo,:ates of abortion bn,v refon::1, recognised this. 

Once it fa recognised :that the unborn child has a ::;tatus, the rights of the 
pregnant woraan cannot be regarded as absolute, because any rights she 
then has ::nust be measured against the exist,rnce of the fetus, Any legal 
cede nmsi: give weight to that consideration. 

vVe therefore con,dude that while a ,..vorn.a:D has a right to control her 
fertility, sbe cannot, once 5he is pregnant, any longer assert that right as 
an absolut•e right and it must be considered against the statuE of the 
unborri child. The countef-balancing of the statm of the unborn child and 
tb.e rights oif the pregmm;, woman are considered in a subsequent chapter. 

The;·e ,ilrf., however, other rights belonging to the pregnant woman ro 
vdi!ich regard should be p:c,.id. 

Tb~ .Right to, 1!lin',r: Heir C,~!iie fo,'r Ahortiion G,:i,1,t1,rii.dren,cl1 

A number of 'NUe1r:.n1 mmpialned 1.to u:,; that doctors with whom they had 
gought to discerns the nubjecit oi abortion had tre21ted them in a perfunctory 
manne:,• and had n-ever considered i:heir circumsi:anie-e:s on their merits. We 
are :,atisfied that thi:re arc those rns{:S v,here, bo!h in private practice and 
in public hospitals,, d-~)ctors,. by vmrd.s and coad uct: have displayed an 
lndiHerenc'.: approaching axrogance tovvards 1.vo:men seeking to discuss 
abortion and ha,1e failed to ente1tai:n their cases on 1:heir merits. It seems 
::o ue that, :n the weighing of ,rhe ,Non1an's claims to abortion, care should 
be taken 1io, give the woman a sympathe[ic and attentive :hearing even 
thour.rh the doctor mav he obliged ultimatdv ta advise against abortion or 
to i,~dk.ate that it is 'noit legally justifiabl~. 

Thtn there are those cases where, ·within Nevi Zealand, doctors have 
madt abortion conditional upo:n the acceptance of ste~ilisation even 
thoagh, in at least one of i:he cases to ,vhich our attention was called, the 
c-ond16:m of sterilisation was not acceptable. VVe note that the Lane 
(!ommittee in its report (para.534) expressed concern at comments to the 
dfecit that 2, large number of young unmarried women were sterilised as a 
condition of obtaining an abortion. The grafting of any such condition oa 
:to an abortfo,n decision is, in our view, totally wrong and an infringement 
oi the •Noman's right to have her case considered on its merits. 

Tlre Rfght to Empfo:yi:n:en.t 

Several v10men's organisations drew our attention to the disadvantages 
suffered by wornen vvhose education or employment are interrupted by 
pregna.ncy. In th,e State Services there are regulations covering maternity 
],~ave. Employers in other sectors also make provision for leave 
entitlemen_t for pregnant empioyees. Some hospital employees have been 
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leave endtlerm:nt5 which an::, sirnilar tc, those obtaining i,n the 
S.eiYices. ThJE Select Co:nmlttee on vii omen'':; :Right, made .a number 

recommendations regarding pregnancy ie,aw:. V'! e draw ,3, ttentic,n to 
commend ,three of them in particular: 
"fhe (}overnmen.t (a) _introduce legisla.tion tel) p1\:>viCle iq_r .- pa.i.d n:-1.aternity 

lea\le £0:r en1ployed Vlorn.r:n v.?ith the objective of eit_her (i) rat:~fying 1.(Y 1,~gislative 
2.ct LI,.:Q,o Convention 103 co1?,cen1in.g materr1ity prc-rf;f.:tion, _(i.r 0.i) gi·-viO:g eHect 
to the principles contained ir: a.fores.aid. 1DDn.ventior:t; 2.-::.1d (b) cor1side:r the 
desirnbility of a,llowing for paid paternity !•cave in cazes of family need, 

The State Services C01nmission experi_n1e-nt in.~:.i.:·ten_d_i:tlg provisions.for part
tin1e Vi/Ork an;J job-sharing in. a v21J.4 i~ty. of {i('.:ld_s. in cn~der :to_c-onsider 11vhether 
guidelin~s can be ,~s:;,,blisl,ed for their future develc,pment, 

The State Servicics Conn11.ission give early considetc~6:on to cvoivin.g n-iethodf 
of recruitment vvh:ich provide for ·c~cognitfrjn_ of volllntanr 'NOrk •ii.; a iob 
qualification in ter:nn.s of the gra1ding of 1,vo:nr-1en-enterinrJ the P~bl:i.c Serviei-c after 
a period out of ern.pioymer,t [or farnily reasons d,uring which tirne vob::weer 
ser,rice has be~n activ,ely engaged in. 

lt fo important that, H women are to be encouraged 1,G be mot:hers, and 
if society is to recognise that 1;arenthood i:o: a va!uabl~ fu,1c1:ion, the need to 

r en2ure that jcb opp0ri:unities ar,: protected and rhat,worm·n do not suffer 
fimmcially because of child-rearing shon1d be recognised. W•e do no( 

i o•Icrlool: the fact that the i,mplem,::nting of maternity ltmv·e it not. withrnn 
cEfficulcies ancl that the a o(,ence '"'' an ernplovee: on r.ire~;n,rncv leave in 
sm3,ll businesses m::iy ca use srrjon». imerruption, · ~ 1 

'fh,1~ Right 1:0 I,vk.di.cal S'ii:irvl,ee!i> 'llic,d Ir:d1oir,ru:r,,1ti.r,n. 

;\fany submissions urged that early pregnancy testing and 
corctraceptive advice ,md information should be free ;md widdy ava.ilabk 
The Lane Committee (para. 538) recomrnended: "flnt z,11 hospital 
obstetric and gynaecological departments should either give or arr,mge for 
contraceptive advice and pr•escripdon for all maternity and "tbortion 
pc, tients and for any other pz titnts ·who rnight benefit thereby, ,.,vhether 
in,.patients or out-patier;,ts", 

Thl1' fHght toIJJ E,1u,i:ation 

At present it seems certain that a grea): ma:1y minors 'Who become 
pregnant and continue with thtir pregnancy discontinue their schoo!ing 
or vocational trnining, often never to resum<:: iL Although acrn,rate 
statistics covering all such cases throughvut the country are impossible to 
obtain, some indication of the position can be gained from figures 
provided by the Correspondence School, Enrolments o'I pregnant 
schoolgirls at this school during the years 1973, 1974,and 1975 were 412, 
394 and 302 respectively. Of these approximately 75 percent vvere in the 
J ,5 to 17 age bracket. Statistics for confinements in this age group are not 
avaifabk for the three years mentioned, but in 1972 th,e total Vias 1,852. It 
is unlikely that this figure would show a decrease in ensuing years and it 
would thus appea_r that a considerable number of girls cease schooling 
::1l together on becoming pregnant. Inferences with regard to drop-out 
rates must be dnrwn with some cautlon as there are no statistics showing 
how many schoolgirls are represented in this total of 1,852 and there is no 
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detailed information concerning other arrangements made by secondary 
schools to enable pregnant girls to carry on with their education. 

The Commission commends the educational facilities provided by 
the Education Department through the Correspondence School and 
recommends that much more use should be made of the excellent service 
made readily available from this source" It believes that a great deal could 
be clone by the family doctor in giving information of the opportunities 
available by enrolling at the Correspondence School. This would ensure 
that doors are not closed through lack of information to those girls who do 
not return to school after pregnancy has been diagnosed. A recent survey 
by the Headmaster gives an encouraging picture of what is being done to 
help these girls in a period of great stress and uncertainty. It is apparent 
that the girls not only benefit educationally but find some solace' in 
corresponding 'with their teachers, They welcome the normality offered to 
them by the School and benefit greatly from the routine of familiar 
schoolwod; and the pm.ting and receiving of maiL Those at the fifth and 
sixti:J form stage gain much motivation by being given the opportunity and 
bdng encomaged to :iit external examinations. Single subject passes in 
these examinations have opened the door to girls who would not have 
been eqmiJ to meeting the previous four subject pass requiremenL In the 
tiuee ye;us 1973 'i:o 197.5, passes in one or more School Certificate subjects 
\Vere gained by 58, 69, JLnd 60 girls respectively and in the same period 45 
gfrl:; qualified for l1niversity Entrance. 

\Vhether a schoolgirl is to be allovved to continue with her education at 
the school at vvhich she is enrolled 2't the time of her pregnancy is a 
decision which must rem2;in with th,:: Principal, who must have regard to 

the interests both of the girl concerned and of other pupils in the school. 
The Commission appreciates the care and concern shown by most 
princip;:iis in Iheir endeavour to find the best possible solution for these 
distressing cases, H, in particular circumstances, a decision is taken to 
suspend a pupil, it is of the utmost importance that every assistance be 
given to make alternative arrangements for her education" Even though 
some do not avail thernselves of the opportunity, nm--i.e should be denied it 
through lack of information, 

The Ri.ght to I{"111ow of A vaUable §ociai Servicer;; 

ljnder section 10 of the C:hildren and Young Persons Act 1974, there is 
a statutory obligation for a social worker of the Department of Social 
VV elfare to investigate the circumstances surrounding each ex-nuptial 
birth and "to make such inquiries as may be necessary to ascertain the 
condition of the child and its mother and to take such steps, if any, as in 
the circumstances he considers necessary"" The majority of mothers of ex
nuptial children are in fact visited by a departmental social worker soon 
after the birth. of the child. Vve have no reason to doubt that, having 
regard to the many burdens already placed upon it, the Department of 
Social Wdfa.re discharges this duty as best it can. Hmvever, many single 
mothers, before the birth of their children, are quite unaware of the 
various benefits and social agencies available for their help. There is a 
need, not only to make those who are pregnant aware of any monetary 
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to which they may be entitled, but also to provide counselling 
vices for rhem by persons trained in social vvork. The function oi such 

,tmsellors, vvho should be attached to public hospirals, social welfare 
t"ll'eo:.irrments and health centres, and private practitioners and voluntary 
~t,g~ncies, should ?e to give counselling m1 adoption, t? give contraceptive 
r:- adYice, and to discuss the problems of the unmarried mother and the 
::>availabilitv of benefits. 
t!:•-, - I 

RECOI\\IUMIENDA TIO NS 
1. That irrespective of the ultimate decision, a woman seeking an 

abortion be given, as of right, a careful, attentive and sympathetic 
by her doctor. 

requests for abortion be considered strictly on their merits 
no conditions attached to decisions. 
That the principle of protection of employment opportunities for 

women be supported. 
That careful consideration be given to the following recommenda

tions of the Select Committee on Women's Rights: 
( 1) That the Government: (a) introduce legislation to provide for 

paid maternity leave for women with the objective of either: (i) 
ratifying by legislative act I.L.O. Convention 103 concerning 
maternity protection; or (ii) giving effect to the principles 
contained in the aforesaid convention, and (b) consider the 
desirability of allowing for paid paternity leave in cases of 
family need. 

(2) That the State Services Commission experiment in extending 
provisions for part-time work and job-sharing in a variety of 
fields in order to consider whether guidelines can be 
established for their future development. 

(3) That the State Services Commission give early consideration to 
evolving methods of recruitment which provide for recognition 
of voluntary ·work as a job qualification in terms of the grading 
of women entering the Public Service after a period out of 
employment for family reasons during which time volunteer 
service has been actively engaged in. 

5. That early pregnancy testing services and contraceptive advice 
and information be free of cost and be made widely available. 

6. That opportunities always be made available for pregnant 
schoolgirls to continue their education. 

7. That greater publicity be given to the various benefits and social 
agencies available to help unmarried mothers, including single 
mothers. 

8. That counsellors be attached to all public hospitals, social. welfare 
departments, health centres, and voluntary agencies to give 
contraceptive advice and to discuss the problems of the unmarried 
mother and the availability of benefits. 
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Chapter 16 
THE MORALITY OF ABORTION 
Much has been written upon the morality of abortion, a topic closely 

linked with the status of the unborn child. The early writings upon it are 
closely linked to the teachings of the Roman Catholic Church and the 
writings of its moral theologians. In the Didache (c. 80 A.D.), an 
authoritative source of Christian law, abortion was regarded as a grievous 
sin. That is still the viewpoint of the Catholic Church. 

While the Catholic Church maintained that induced abortion is 
morally evil in all circumstances because it involves the taking of human 
pfe, the submissions of some Protestant churches were less emphatic and 
did not attach the same absolute value to fetal life. 

There would be little point in discussing in detail all the viewpoints 
placed before us. Many of them find their origin in the particular religious 
denomination to which the proponents subscribe. We cannot base any 
opinion on the morality of abortion solely on a particular religious belief. 
But that is not to say that a moral viewpoint is to be rejected merely 
because it finds its source in a particular religious denomination. The 
influences of religion in the formation of responsible attitudes in society 
are too well recognised to be doubted. But views as to the morality of 
abortion may also be held by those in the community who do not 
subscribe to any particular religious view. Here again, the viewpoints are 
not uniform. One strongly held view on the morality of abortion is that 
which holds that abortion is morally wrong because it involves the taking 
of human life. Another places weight upon the principle of the sanctity of 
life but regards incipient life as not being of absolute worth. Another takes 
the view that morality requires that a pregnant woman should have the 
right to her own opinion and the responsibility of choice. Yet another 
places stress upon the position of the child to be born into circumstances 
in which it is unwanted or seriously handicapped. 

In our view, any consideration of the moral issues of abortion must 
hinge primarily on the value which society places on unborn life and that 
which it attaches to the life and health of the pregnant woman. 

Is it morally right to destroy a living fetus? There is a universal 
tradition concerning the absolute worth of any living human person. That 
tradition finds its expression in the laws of many governments and in 
declarations of the United Nations and related bodies. The right to life is a 
sacred principle of civilisation. It is an indispensable guarantee of the 
individual worth of the persons within it. Its universal denial would 
threaten civilisation and would fail to recognise the dignity of man. A 
similar tradition, primarily Christian in origin, exists with regard to the 
unborn child. Although this tradition has been eroded, we think it to be 
still accepted that unborn life is entitled to a measure of protection and 
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that it is wrong, except for good reasons, to tenninate it. This same 
tl:aditi{)n finds expret1sion in the declarations of the United Nations. On 20 
November 1959 the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted the 
Dcdaration of the Rights of the Child. The prean1.ble to that dedaration 
:,tater, that "The child, by reason of his physical and mental immaturity 

, ~eeds sped.al safeguards and care including appropriate legal protection, 
before as weH as after birth." In September 1948 the World Medical 
A~:mciation adopted the Inter:.:iational Code of Medical Eth.ks contained 
in the Dedaratlon of Geneva. This provided: "I wm maintain the utmost 
reBp,ect for human life, from the time of conception; even under threat, I 
wm not use my medical knowledge contrary to th.e laws of humanity. " 

The Intemational Code of Medical Ethics publi.shed in October 1949 
states: "A doctor must always bear in mi:nd the importance of preserving 

· imrnan life from the time of conception mntH death!' 
The need to preserve human life from conception was still recognised in 

1970 by the World Medical. Association in the Declaration of Oslo. It 
rernHed the assertion in the Dedaration of Geneva that the doctor would 
maintain the utmost respect for human liiie from the ti.me of conception, 
but said that sometimes the vital interests of the mother would clash with 
those of the fetus. Therefore, where the focal law pem1itted abortion, or 
where legislation was conten1pfated and where the legislators "desire or 

i wiH accept" the guidance of the medical profession, the following 
principles were approved: 

1, Abortion should be performed only as a therapeutic measure, 

2, A decision to terminate pregnancy should normally be approved in 
writing by at least two doctors chosen for their professional 
competence. 

:t The procedure should be performed by a doctor competent to do so 
i.n premises approved by the appropriate authority, 

Vb/e think that any moral code should accept: 

( l) That sod.ety recognises a duty of protection towards the unborn 
child. 

(2) That the standard of protection does not accord absolute 
protection. to the child, 

(3) That society recognises a duty of protection of the life and health 
oI the pregnant woman. 

( 4) That society recognises the undesirability of children being born 
i.:nto a deprived state, but that theJife of the child should not be 
terminated in its unborn state merely because ideal conditions 
for its upbringing in its born state may not be attainable. 
Many weH-adjusted people have been born and reared in 
circumstances of social deprivation, History itself is a record of 
the success of people of poor circumstances. 
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It is not immoral to terminate a pregnancy where the fetus is 
to be born with a severe physical or mental handicap, 

because the burden of the handicapped person to himself and 
to his parents may be greater than the sum total of their 
happiness. 

The l:ermimuion of unborn life for reasons of soda! convenience is 
morally wrong, 
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Chapter 17 
INDICATIONS FOR ABORTION 
In New Zealand no authoritative study has ever been made of the 

1\easons why women seek abortions. Overseas studies on the subject are 
}ipiited by bounds of location, time and number. It is, however, possible tq 
~talogue a variety of reasons why individual women, discovering 
»i,emselves to be pregnant, have contemplated, and in some cases 
.il;>Jained, abortions. Reasons, which recur in.case after case, provide some 
indication of the factors relating to health,1 &tress, or economic strain, 
:\tlhkh lead women to seek.a way out .of unwanted pregnancy. 
~ ;f,he reasons themselv_es are refe!'fesl~:rto ~s •:indicat~on~" and m:i,y 
~madly be classed as hfe-thi;eatenmg,,;medical,' psych1atnc, or soc10-
tc;:onomic'. There are also some:; special cases .. which admit of no easy 
(ilassification. While the adoption of this tei:minology. will provide a useful 
method of approac;h, it is to. be. remfµibered; that qne· category of 
indications is not. necessarily excl~sive qf a.nother, and. ,that they 
sometimes overlap. 

liJ{e-threatening and Medical Indicatigqs 

Up until the 1940s there were a variety of life-threatening illnesses atid 
pathological conditions .which were recognised as justifying abortion. 
l'fhese included cardio-vascular disease, gastra-intestinal diseases? renal 
iiiseases, neurological diseases, and diabetesr but it is not necessary to 
catalogue all the conditions which at some time or other in the past would 
have been accepted in medical circles as · being in. this category. 
'; .With the advancement of medical science, successful treatments have 
been discovered for some conditions which previously could have been 
remedied only by the termination of pregnancy. It is now recognised that 
if appropriate treatnitmt is given, theUfe ofa patient is seldom jeopardised 
by pregnancy. Cancer of the bowel,· cancer of the uterus and. cancer of the 
ovary are exceptions to this general principle'. The percenfa.ge of ao6rtions 
performed for medical cdnditi:ons has declined steadily overrecent,years. 
r: There are, however, those·· cases whe;i:e ~'a!isease; while no longer life~ 
threatening, will manifest itself iri 1£H?queilt pain and in periodic 
ld.isablement, and the patient will ·have1t0,1subfec't herself to bed'iesf.' In 
some cases she may require hospitalisaticin1.dt hotne aid. Her. ability to 
perform normal tasks will be seriously imi'>aired. ;J!)is~ases of th:is'order are 
rheumatoid arthritis; multiple sclerosis', poliomyelitis, paralysis and 
epilepsy, though this list is not intended to be exhaustive. Thereniay also 
~e accident cases where the patierit has been left dis'abled. Wh.atever the 
cause of disat>lement, a great deal of fortitude is required at all times by 
the patient. It may be difficult enough fot her to withstand the pain and 

· periodic disablement and to accepttherrospitalisation and bedrest which 
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,10::mally accom.pany such infirmities, but all thrne problems may be 
exacerb~ted by pregnancy to the point where, in some c,u,es, continuation 
of tJi,e 1)regnancy becomes a serious hardship. ·while, therefore, h can bt> 
s::.ld that life-threatening indications for abortion are now almost non
existent, the inter-relai:ionship of the symptoms of serious, hut not iife .. 
threatening, di:gease and pregnancy mu::it be corni.iderecL It is necessary, 
too, to examine carefully the kind and degree of hospitalisation which 
1No1ddi be: necesr,ary if the pregnancy w:ere to cnntiinut. 

p,,,ycmm-c foirfikiiriti.lllnill 

A great deal has been written in the past iten years on the subject of 
psvchiatry as it refates to 1pregnancv and abortfon. The Hterature on the 
subject is difficult t,u1 evah.1~ate-<tnd provides no mnsemms of. opinion. One 
would. hardly ,~xpect it to be othenvise. In interpreting the numerous 
s111dies made overseas bv psychiatrists and othi::r writers, the cl.Hferen.ces in 
leg,:! standards, sodaI ;o~di1:ions, cultural backgrounds, and psychiatric 
l'iervices mw~t b•~ taken into account, and comparisons with the N~w 
Z1.t?Jand condi''.forrn must he made vvith caution: 

The lirnhatio,1s. oI psychiatry :1s the 1east vvd.l estahlis.hed of the medical 
:sdenc?.:,i become~; appar,tnl: when pi;ychi.i,tric indications for abortion are 
oo"lsidcrcd. It 1s diffiodr to gi·21pph· 11vi.th a subject on which opinions, in 
!he litcnuute, t1.rc often °.rag:uely expressed and for which reliable material 
;~, .11ot readily available. 

f,,~w reier,mce8 lo the s,111::i,,ec!i: an: to he found in. textbooks written more 
th.an ten veaT5 ago. The· rnonurnent;.;iJ 1,6213-page t~xtbook enti.ded 
Comj:,1,:i!hensive P:~vchiatr)', edited by Frcedntan and Kaplan ( 1967) devotes 
le!ls than one pag•~ ,tc rI1c :-,ubject ,:,f induced abortion. However, in the past 
ten years, a good deal h:e,3 been wrfrten on the topic, and despite the 
b1·evity oI iiJJ,~ .a.ssociatio~1 between psyd1iatry and abortion, in several 
countries. psychi::-,tric grounds have provided the principal justification on 
w!il.ch iiborticm, have been performed. In the United I{ingdom under the 
p,ro,vbions of the Abortion Act I 967, abm:don is permitted if the 
ccntinm~tion o:f i:he pregnancy •Nould involve 1°isk of injurt to the n1ental 
health of the pregnant woman greater than if the pregnancy ·were 
!terminated. fo the: first rn mond13 after the passing of the Act, the number 
'°JK abortion;;, performed on the grounds of mental .health represented 72 
percent of a1J a.bor6ons notified, The percentage has increased steadily in 
rnbsequ'c'nt y1~ar8. In South A.ustralia, the same trend has been noted, the 
perc,:;ntagt~ of abortions carried out for psychiatric reasons increasing from 
33,9 ;:Jercent of the total in 1970 to 94.7 percent in 1975. 

fo all countries where abortion is permitted on grounds of mental 
hea.1th, a ,;imifar pattern is evident. The same position prevails in New 
Zeafa.nd. Of aH abortions induced in New Zealand in the period between l 
October 197.5 and 30 September 1976, 96 percent were performed on 
psychiatric gmunds. 

With life-threatening conditi.ons almost disappearing and risk to the 
physkaI health of the pregnant woman reduced by new methods of 
treatment, an increase in the percentage of abortions performed on the 
grounds of rnental health was to be expected. However, the extent of this 
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the increase .m the ov<'.:n,I! number of 

even more, an acceptance 
•wenH:1.1 and children is · oJ: great 

There is no single definition of psychiatry which wou!td rne,r,11: 'irith 
psychiatry fa not a. hmction :in 

defin-:~d. 1\. ,·.,,.m,u,.·.,,,.,,.1 !Jie.fii,'n:t:l 
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and treatment o! E!J:'ntial 
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psychiatrists are to be missionaries, to make this change, I am delighted to 
co-operate, but when I do, I am using the term "psychiatry" in the sense 
not ordinarily used in medical circles." · 

This point was made by a number of psychiatrists themselves who 
complained that the use of psychiatrists in the abortion issue has been 
suspect on that account. In New Zealand, Werry (1971) says that there is 
little doubt that most abortions are performed "on compassionate 
grounds masquerading as psychiatric." 

An analysis of the approach made to the problem by various 
psychiatrists indicates that while, in recommending abortion for , 
psychiatric reasons, there are those who are prepared to justify abortion in 
pseudo-psychiatric terms, there are others who genuinely take the view 
that there are some psychiatric conditions for abortion. At times the 
psychiatrist is in the best position to assess the full significance of a 
psychological illness on a woman's life. We sympathise with the difficult 
situation conscientious psychiatrists have been placed in by generalisa
tions made by some of their medical colleagues. 

These problems do not admit of any easy solution. We stress again that 
it is clearly impossible to list the psychiatric conditions which may be 
recognised by a code which allows abortion on the grounds of danger to 1 

mental health. Some, such as suicide, are life-threatening, and may be 
accepted. At the other end of the scale, there are the transient 
interferences with the well-being of the pregnant woman, which some 
would regard as indications for abortion. In between there are those who 
find a variety of conditions, some short in duration but sharp in impact, 
and others continuing over a long term, which could be regarded as 
making a woman into a mental wreck. One instance of such a condition is 
puerperal psychosis, a mental illness affecting women after they have 
given birth to a child. This is often unpredictable but it may occur again 
and again in some women. The severity of the illness and the resulting 
disability are variable, but, if the illness is untreated, it can be most 
serious in its effect. 

Medical practitioners from a number of specialties have sought to 
justify abortions performed on the grounds of mental health by pointing to 
the definition of "health" approved by the World Health Organisation in 
1946. The definition of "health" then adopted was "a complete state of 
physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of 
disease or infirmity." We subscribe to the ideal which is represented in 
this definition but its use as a justification of abortion on socio-economic 
grounds has led in many cases to the development of a policy of abortion 
on request. The World Health Organisation definition represents a state 
of health which is seldom attained. 

Undoubtedly there are factors such as housing, lack of finance, lack of t 
home help, drunken husband, and other family difficulties which must 
weigh heavily upon the mind of a pregnant woman, but we have not found 
that large family size, lack of adequate housing, financial hardship or 
other difficulties of this kind have necessarily compelled women to seek 
abortions. Many women faced with these conditions have proved quite 
capable of dealing satisfactorily with them. For others, these additional 
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Jac;:tors have proved altogether too mucli and have created a state of 
1psychological stress of considerable.intensity, often long continued, to.the 
,point where a breakdown in mental health has,,occurred. 

· Because of the vagueness in the wholeaiea of.psychiatric indications, 
caution is needed in making judgments. Latjc of c;lear definition does not 
,provide a sound basis for ignoring the whole problem or ruling it out of 
·consideration in decision making. 

,Socio-economic Considerations 

, ... ,We have pointed out that socio-economic factors have·•Often influenced 
:the decision for abortion. In some legislative codes, account is taken of 
,factors which affect the environment in which the· p'regnant woman and 
'her family live or are likely to live. These factorflire::otten regarded ·as 
providing "socio-economic" grounds or indications • for abortion. 
Although the term "socio-economic" is used in a: collective sense, the 
:factors may be exclusively social or exclusivelyecortomic. Soc1al factors by 
themselves are those which cover such matters ·as 1family size, scicial 
position in the community, age, and family relationships. Economic 
factors, in isolation, are those which relate to the financial state or ability 
'of the pregnant woman to deal with the cost.of living, to provide housing 
'and to support a family. • 

We have been: urged by some groups to recognis•e socio-economic 
factors as sufficient grounds for a:bortfon. The 'principal factors are:· 

Housing· 
The birth of a child can cause s~pous };lousing problems. A "Jµrtlier 

bedroom may be required. If this cannot be added to existing pfemises,,a 
move to other accommodation is obviously desirable. If this is not 
possible, living conditions may be highly unsatisfactory. This problem 
may exist for both married and single mothers. 

Finance 
Many families live on incomes which barely meet the necessities of life. 

In some cases both partners have to work to provide even a modest 
standard of living. 

. ·1,; 

Home Help 
Without outside ,help to assist in; performing housework, in· the 

preparation of meals, and in the minding of children, some women are 
unable to face up to the ordinary tasks involved in rearing a family. We 
have heard a surprising amount of evidence about cases of this kind. Som:.e 
.,women with large familie~;.on liqi.~t,e,d oipc9mes se~rn to manage very well 
and the prospect of the birth of further cliildre,p.js.,,r:,egarded by theJD .as a 
joyous, rather than a daunting expefience. The spreading of the family 
income, the sharing of existing faciliti~~,. an-d· th~• extra burdens of 
.motherhood are accepted without d~IfHW-l'Jh~re.are;<J)thers for whom the 
birth ot a further child is the "last ~~1\~a~" .;,Tl:i~~S <;lifferences in reaction 
suggest that socioseconomic factors .of \l:iemse\l(es. ar,~,µ.ot an indication for 
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VVhether a woman VI/in thrive or :~ink und,c:r the of sudi 
cir,!2um,itanc.1~s is not determined bv 1ih1~ drcunisl'.ances ''"""""'"'''"-·' bt::t 

'L<)l.~,,c,,,n, to then'lo J?r 1e;g:rrane:y for the ,,von1an 1Nht1, reacts 
condi:tiom, described ahov,:: may cau.:;e such a severe strain 
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}\.n intpernding birth 
0NiH wdcome anoth,cr 

to an ir)l(der V/{H1\2~n 1Nhose ''-'"'"·ill c.,, 
honae. In .::m:rtrast there :;nay be 

21.nother w.hti:eH>: to support· and red~cate littk but 
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woukl 

oJ preg11ancy 
""¥Vf~ ha".-,fi!C~ 111;;:;~1,de c~l.ei:i~r'.1 

frorn pn::,,:.mre :1rom thrn,e of a 
crJn.di;ji:,Jrrn not .'!:.tlr re11JOVC'.1,:l irorti 

itr1:~::lf 1.·]r::,efl nt>t -crc~ate, '.~ 1f;·\ritre strain on tl.Lese 
~Jone abcnxt 1:Jn\~~ 

rr:a'J h:~ 0Jtcre::I 
rn:i~:y ha:ve t1pon tht:1r~. F~;,\ n11::'.1:n:y· yr!ung . u.n·d.er 16 thf: c .. ar,e for ahor60I1 
m.ay be but the :-e1ect1iein o! a particular kve1 :ls En irndicadon 
fot ,,1J1(\rdon 21rohltrn1r,;, not of which i& 6e fact 
that sorr1e ra1:! tnre and rfl.a,y vvish .f.n 
•,':'1,5',;0,· ,1 .• ·r,, H:,1>'1'" cc,j ,f)''e f·1'••>1' ','IJ"' ,. jep ·i... ""= . ~ ,._h.;..J.,1 ... ~ ... --. .... , ,. l· ., i..lL·u;~ . ., .:·1.~3 -1., .;t._.,, 
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.. f,rLLn the development of the conceptus from:,Jy:gote to born child, defects 
blrvary:ing origins may: he. pu:esent. Almost2,.00Q. genetic defects have,been 
~talogued. The proportion in which they: occur is difficult to estimate but 
i~ is now accepted that the relatively: highd@,ssl .ofdeJ'tilised ova, either 
aefore or after implantation (a subject to. whi!Zh refel/.ence• is made in 
~hapter 14), occurs chiefly: in genetically: abnormal.and;malformed 
babies. Not every: malformed or. abnormaLfetu.a:will ;be,spontaneously: 
~borted. A proportion will proceed to term .. aiud wi~l be bnrn wit1' a wide 
Nariety: of defects, ranging from those off:it:e.lativ .. e insigmiiifflnce·fo.,those 
'.which will result in .a severe degree of intellectuali OJ":~p,JJiysiGal disability: or 
e">!en in early death; . :,, , . . 

Other fetal abnormaltties, not genetic in ori~n~4~ylbeac;quired<ilfter 
con.ception. Abnormali,ties of• this kin.cl mayi be ,~ralip .Q~gil'Jlas:isthe·cas.e 
with Rubella. They may be drug:indu.c.~01htill!:.ey ~af'!'.'be the resuh,of 
environmental factors such as exposure to rl\diition. 

It may be possible to correct some defects with whic:h children.are born 
by surgery: and other forms of treatment. Some defects, however; will not 
respond to any form of tJ'eatment. Whethex,r:O.D., bird.t,, .. children with 
disabilities are accepted ,intp. the,commU1w.ty de~mls maiJtly:on. parentl.ll 
attitudes. . .. .. . . 

Some congenital defects ocGuF comparati_vel~: freq~ntlyi: som~:are 
extremely rare. It is not within the ambitiol.thiszfel)ftrht0,.Jist all::k.i:nds.of 
genetic disorder nor to examine their aetiology. How they occur is not of 
moment to the discussion in this chapter except to the extent,Jhiltbeir 
avoidance, dia~osis and treatment m.ay'½he t;<!l~vaµt. 

There are those cises in.whfoh,existi•n~,iamily: histories may,i1uli~ate:the 
likelihood of the; occu,rrence, of a:disabi1iiw. Th¢ pPssible recqrtenee Qf:a 
genetic disorder may be. avertt:di by ·adequate C!'>ntracep.ti~e:measU:r.es. or 
by,sterilisation,of the spouse from whom the genetit: disorder,..isl~~ly to be 
inherited. In some. dis.0rders ther.e are condition11 in. which a: geneticaUy 
affected person may pass on a disease to half the children of a un.iop.. In 
some there is no previous history: of genetic disorder but the birth of a 
handicapped child may indicate an increased risk of the birth of another 
suffet;ingrfrom· a simi\a11 disability:. I)own.;'s Syndrome, or,MopgQlism, is a 
welHnQwn illustration. The inciden13e of children born with this disea!!e 
to, all mothers whhin, tJ:u:ii1::, chili!heating, years is l in 60,0, 1:mt where, a 
mother has already borne a Mongolchild, the .. I;islf.,of:bea:rfog,a,yother,¥th 
the same disorder is reclmned to be l in 100. In other kinds of disorder 
there may be nothing in the genetic hist.Qll}li o!,a,,cgµple,,wb};i,c)l; wiltiilt~t 
them to knowledge of. arw •. ns~.,, . . .. J , . . .·.· , . < , 

. We; be~ie~~ tpat it isi1AIWJ,~tit~JR•¼He,iJg9',1bfi~1,cal:es,.in \\lWf? .t~m!lY 
h1st<{ne~j md1cate that a aa!,t!~\\l,a.~,fi~P.9J!l8H ,1~sf1,t}seli to, oqil:!f;;. lt ,~ 1}0W 

poss1bk for an ante~natal d1a,gp .. QsJ~~*"' J;l~. m,~e .(i>f;a, smill.l Ji.ut 1n .. c:rea~in.g., .. b . ff I b 1·,•·.ph ...... f:'\':.,"•·. . 0 .~ ~ ••••• Ii.. • . . d 
num. er .Q eta a norm,tAtJes"a,,Il ., . .;a,S,,~QJQ. ... ·.· ... . f.QP.Uit\.\e.s.an. 
me~ical knowledge; e~q~ands, _a,µ~!iu;te~\i~} ·! b!}r ~~p,.be.e~pi~ted. 
Vanous methods of d1a,g110s1s are ~t HJtis<mt :u.s.e~«i the best known and 
most common of which is amniciceof~sf$.' ~,;a,2roae,s whereby, under 
local anaesthesia, a sample of ttit' ffqiq f 'flte\impl:on (a membrane 
containing the fluid in which the feJµs:floa,t$'.itiJfqtJneruterus) is obtained 



by inserting a needle through the abdominal and uterine walls. The fluid 
is then examined for the presence or absence of abnormal metabolites and 
the biochemical properties of fetal cells grown from the amniotic fluid are 
determined. In this way it is possible to establish, in the case of certain 
diseases, an absolute identification of a fetus affected with a serious 
disorder, inconsistent with normal physical or mental development, and 
with no prospect of responding to rational treatment. Lesser known 
techniques used in the ante-natal diagnosis of fetal abnormalities are 
diagnostic ultra-sound scanning and trans-abdominal fetoscopy. The first 
of these has been used to detect fetal anencephaly, and the second in the IA 
direct examination of the fetus to detect gross external abnormalities such ~• 
as spina bifida. The use of these processes in the actual determination of 
fetal abnormalities in utero, or in establishing that the fetus is normal, 
may be illustrated by reference to a number of diseases which are genetic 
in origin. 

Anencephaly 

This is a malformation of the central nervous system. After the sample 
of amniotic fluid has been removed by amniocentesis, the level of the 
alpha-feto-protein in the fluid can be examined and a prognosis can be 
made as to whether the fetus is anencephalic, and possibly also as to 
whether it is affected by spina bifida. 

Tay-Sachs Disease 

A baby born with this disease, for which no treatment is available, 
appears normal, but, by its first birthday, degeneration of the nervous 
system sets in and the baby dies before the age of four. The disease is 
inherited through a recessive gene. The incidence of the disease is 
generally rare, i.e., about 1 in 30/40,000, though it has a higher incidence 
than this among some Jewish communities. The disease can be detected 
by amniocentesis. 

Spina Bifida 
This condition occurs when the spinal area of the unborn child fails to 

fuse. It may occur in varying degrees of severity. It can be detected in 
utero by measuring the levels of alpha-feto-protein in the amniotic fluid 
extracted by amniocentesis. 

Down's Syndrome (Mongolism) 

This is a chromosomal disorder which it is possible to diagnose in utero 
by the tissue culture of fetal cells in the amniotic fluid after extraction oy 
amniocentesis. It is well known that the risk of a Down's Syndrome 
conceptus increases with the maternal age, reaching a probability of 
approximately 1 in 50 when the mother is in her mid-forties. One estimate 
of the incidence, according to age group, is as follows: 

Age 25 years 1 in 2,000 or 2,500 
Age 35 years 1 in 250 
Age 40 years 1 in 100 
Age 45 years 1 in 50 
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Even though the risk is much lower when the mother is aged between 20 
and 30 years, a significant number of Down's Syndrome cases are born to 
mothers in this age group owing to their greater reproductive activity at 
this stage. 

An important, though less common form of Down's Syndrome, arises 
through the translocation of chromosomes which are unbalanced in the 
child, although they are balanced in one of the p~rents. Such parents have 
a high risk of producing a Down's Syndrome child. When the mother is 
the carrier the risk may be as high as 20 percent, but this drops to 
approximately 5 percent when the carrier is the father. One very rare form 
of unbalanced translocation carries 100 percent risk that all children will 
suffer from Down's Syndrome, whether the carrier is the father or the 
mother. 

Children born with Down's Syndrome have a much diminished life 
expectancy with an increased incidence of congenital heart defects and 
other congenital faults, and a twentyfold increase in the risk of dying from 
leukemia in childhood. They seem especially prone to all the common 
ailments of childhood, particularly respiratory infections. They are all 
mentally retarded. The Down's Syndrome children and adults present in 
the community are mainly those, who, by virtue of their lesser degree of 
mental retardation, have achieved some social adaptability. More
severely affected cases are generally to be found in institutions. 

Muscular Dystrophy 
There are a number of forms of muscular dystrophy. The most common 

is known as Duchennes. This disease, which affects boys only, is serious 
and leads to death before the age of 20 years. The disease cannot itself be 
detected in utero, but the sex of the child can be determined by 
amniocentesis. If the unborn child is female, the possibility of muscular 
dystrophy can be discounted and the mother reassured. 

Haemophilia 
Haemophilia is inherited only by men, and transmitted only by women. 

A female carrier has a chance of giving birth to a normal daughter, a 
carrier daughter, a normal boy or an affected boy. The chances of giving 
birth to an affected boy are therefore 1 in 4. Amniocentesis does not 
indicate the presence of the disease, but the sex of the child can be 
detected and the chances of the child being affected can be ruled out if it is 
a girl. 

There are great advantages from the use of amniocentesis and the risks 
to mother and child are small. An analysis of 114 cases in which 
amniocentesis was carried out at National Women's Hospital revealed 
one case in which the unborn child was found to be suffering from Down's 
Syndrome, and two suffering from neural tube defects (spina bifida). As a 
result it was possible to reassure the pregnant woman, in all except those 
three cases, that her child would be normal. It is thought that the 
subsequent and apparently spontaneous abortion of one patient was the 
result of amniocentesis. The ratio of one fetal loss for 114 cases of 
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amniocentesis in the hospital concerned is considered to be a fair 
representation of the risks involved. 

Not all pregnant women who entertain fear about the birth of defective 
children are screened by amniocentesis. The technique should not be used 
as a means of reassuring women in whose unborn children there is no 
reason to suspect any fetal abnormality. On the other hand the technique 
should be available for those who can be identified as running the risk of 
giving birth to children with severe geneti~ disorders and would consider 
abortion if a seriously affected fetus were identified. Those for whom 
amniocentesis may be considered as appropriate include: 

(1) Women who previously have had a child with a severe genetic 
defect which can be recognised in utero. . 

(2) Women who have been identified as carriers of a chromosomal 
aberration, or whose husbands have been recognised as such. 

(3) Women who have been identified as carriers of a severe metabolic 
disorder and whose husbands may be carriers. 

( 4) Women who have been exposed to infection diseases, drugs or 
radiation, which might be harmful to the fetus. 

(5) Women who are beyond a certain age level and, on that account, 
run a greatly increased risk of having a child with Down's 
Syndrome. 

Acquired Fetal Abnormalities 

Of those abnormalities of a serious kind which are acquired after 
conception and before birth, the most important are caused by maternal 
Rubella. Outbreaks of Rubella have occurred periodically throughout the 
world and in some countries in the past have achieved epidemic levels. In 
recent times a vaccine has been discovered which may result in a level of 
control of the disease which has not been possible in the past. 

Rubella which occurs in some cases without the presence of visible 
symptoms, may result in the birth of a child with serious defects such as 
deafness, cataracts of the eyes, heart disease and mental deficiency. These 
defects may occur singly or in combination with each other. It is not 
possible to detect whether the woman who has contracted Rubella will 
give birth to a child with substantial physical or mental defects, although 
tests indicating the presence of certain antibodies in the mother's blood 
will indicate that she has been infected by the disease. One of the 
problems in assessing the likelihood of abnormality caused by maternal 
Rubella is that fetal defects occur in only a small proportion of the 
children, and the effect of the maternal disease on the child depends on the 
stage in the pregnancy at which the illness was contracted. After fetal life 
has developed to 12 weeks, maternal Rubella will not affect the child at 
all. 

Morality of Abortion for Fetal Defects 

Those who adopt the absolutist position and argue that abortion is 
morally indefensible in any circumstances, express concern that abortion 
for fetal defects should be permitted. They see no logical difference 
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{n respect of these children althougr1, quite apart from the cost of their f 
1c~pbringing, the wear and tea.r which they impose on clothing and J 
furniture is considerable. We think the devotion of these parents and the { 
:iaving of state funds dfected by their remaining at home should be 
recognised by the payment of an appropriate benefit. 

It.rpe B.!li an l!lil!dh::atfo1L1 foir Aholftfon 

Pregnancy res:1lting from rape is f:requentiy advanced as a ground 
v11hich most people ,vould accept as a justification for abortion. The law of 
Nev, Zealand is that rap:: is not, d itself, a ground for abortion, although 
since Boume':s case it has been recognised that 1fr1te effect on the pregnant 
:No1;1;an's health. of a I:'regnancy resulting: from rape may be such as to 
]Ue,nty such a v1evi bemg taken. 

The subject of rape can be counted upon to stir 1:he e1noticns when it is 
raised bmh vvithin and outside of the abortion debate. Only those who 
attach an ab5olm,:: value rn tbe unborn child would claim that a pregn
ancy nsultin6 from ;·2,pe is Inviolable and entitled to the same protection 
,,s a preg113ncy resuh1ng from vohmtary intercourse. Arguments against 
the rnoralitv o1 z.bortion in resD•ect of a ore~mmcv resulting from rape are 
noc lik,:ly t,; Fnd geaeral f'ccce1,:tance. IVIost[Jeopl~ vmuld regard it as quite 
unrea:mnal:k: that a WDman should be compelled to bear the child 01 
someon•f 'Nf\O ha2, made a vi,Jlent sexual assault upon her against her will. 
'We 8hart that v;ew. 

The number oI pregP.andes resulting from rape i.s fortunately verv 
small. Statbtical information assembled in a m1mb'er of large police area~ 
in A r:c1erica n:.veab <!L very low i:1ddence of pregnancy among; a 
considerable ne1Hber c,f r"1pe victims, The a:videncr which we have heard 
from gynaecologists and 1,vomen them:,.elves supports that experience, 
Only a ft•N cases of pregnancy resulting from rape have been disdosed to 
m, Bourne's case was one. At our rcouest a senior officer ofc the Police 
Depar:.ment c:onducticd extensh,,c ino;liries among expe~ienced police 
oHic~rn vvlthin I'-Ie,N Zealand as to their "imo·wledge or"'oregnancies res~ilting 
[rom rap,e cases reported to them. These inq~iries' revealed only fore~ 
cases between the yearn 1970 to 1973 indusi,1e v11here complainants had 
h 1:cor'le pre1n1a,1t as a result of the alleged raoe. In none of these cases was 
the accusel person convicted oi rape, 'altho1{gh, in tv,ro of the cases where 
pregnancy had re:;uited frorn the act of intercourse, the accused wefe 
found g1.lilty of r;ome sexual oHence of which lack of consent was not an 
eler:1en L 

One of the elements 1.1f rape, as defined by section l 28 of the Crime•, Act 
1961, is sexual imercomse. Section 127 of this Act provides thal, for the 
purposes of that part of the Act which relates to sexual crimes, sexual 
intercourse is c::nnplete upon penetration. The courts, in interpreting this 
legis.lc1.tion, h21ve held that it is not necessary for the Crown to prove full 
penetrntion. ,Any degree of penetraticn ""ill suffic,e. Much less is it 
necessary to prove l(l a cha:·ge -::if rape that there has been an emission of 
~emen. Comequently, in many acis of rape there will neither be full 
penetration no:r emission of semen, Eve1~ if full intercourse does take place, 
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pregnancy will result only if the attacttakes place within the limited time 
in the menstrual cycle in. which the woman is fertile. 

While there can be no valid argument against allowing abortion in the 
case of a pregnancy resulting from a proven rape, there are serious 
difficulties which stand in the way of the administration of any code which 
.includes rape as a ground for abortion. One di~ficqlty which arises results 
from the time at which the decision to abort is.made. L:ft,the making of that 
decision is delayed until a conviction for rape is;obtained, it is likely that 
the pregnancy will have advanced too far for the ab<:1rtion,to be performed. 

It might in any case be unfair to the womaW•fo make the abbrtion 
decision dependent on the conviction of the offender. A 'conviction can be 
entered only if the members of the trial jufY are ·satisfied · beyond 
reasonable doubt of the guilt of the accused. 'Ah acquittal would not 
therefore necessarily mean that the trial jury completely rejected the 
evidern::e of the complainant. If, however, the abortion decision is not to 
depend on the conviction of the offender, it is diffieul:t:to.find other criteria 
which are not subject to criticism. If it rests onl)f on. the,complainJ, a 
number of women who for reasons of embarrassment ha,ve not made 
complaints of rape, will be autQmatically exch1ded. Many casfs may not 
be reported at all. Some w.hich ,a:r:e reported are. not genuin~. It the 
decision is to rest on the claim of the complainant herself that shfl'ha~t been 
raped, it may fairly be expected that.c;omplain~s.,.qf rape,will readily be 
made. 

In Abortion and Social Justice, edited by Thomas W, Hilgers and Dennis J. 
Horan, reference is made to a personal communication from J. E. 
Archibald, Counsellor and Attorney at Law; Denver, Colorado, regarding 
the experience of the State of Colorado in which, on 25 April 1967, the law 
was altered to permit of rape as a ground for abortion. Although, in that 
State, abortions for rape between 25 April 1967 and November 1971 
totalled 290, it was reported that during this period of time no rapist was 
charged with the crime of rape, much less convicted of it. 

We note that neither under the Abortion Act 1967 (U .K.) nor 1mder the 
South Australian legislation is pregnancy resulting from rape a specific 
ground for abortion. This does not mean that, in countries where these 
codes apply, rape cannot be taken into account in making the abortion 
decision. Ithas long been recognised that pregnancy resulting from rape 
may cause a state of severe psychological stress affecting a woman's 
mental health. It has, on this basis, been taken into account when 
considering whether abortion is justifiable on legal grounds. We see no 
reason why it should not be ta.ken into account in the same way under the 
legal code which we propose. . . . 

It is our opinion, however, that th.e inclusion in any legal co4~ where 
pregnancy resulting from rape is a ground in itseJf for abortion would, for 
t)ie very few women which it would benefit, be the, subject of abuse. The 
,plight of women who are fearful of pregnancy following pn rape can be 
better met by ensuring that either the "Morning:after Pill" or. some form 
.of intra-uterine device, such as the "Copper-7", is made available to 
;women, and girls who complain of recent rape. Both are effective means of 
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preventing pregnancy if administered within 72 hours of intercourse . .ijoth 
may be provided for younger girls as well as women. 

Accordingly, where women arid girls make. complaints of rape, we think 
that it should be mandatory for medical practitioners called by the police 
to examine them, either to provide the "Morning-after Pill" or, if 
requested, to fit an appropriate form of I.U.D. If they are unwilling to do 
this, they should be required to advise complainants that these methods of 
treatment are available and that they may, if they wish, obtain them from 
a medical practitioner of their choice or from a family planning clinic. We 
do not regard the provision of such a service by a medical practitioner la 
called by the police as an act in which he would be called upon to express ,., 
his views upon the genuineness of the complaint. He would be doing no 
more than to advise the woman or girl concerned of forms of treatment 
which we regard as medically, morally and legally acceptable. 

Incest as an Indication for Abortion 

Incest is defined by section 130 of the Crimes Act 1961, as "Sexual 
intercoµrse between-(a) parent and child; or (b) brother and sister, 
whether of the whole blood or the half blood; ... or (c) grandparent and 
grandchild-where the person charged knows the relationship between 
the parties." 

Incest is not a ground for abortion in New Zealand. Very few persons in 
fact are charged with the crime, although it is likely that there are many 
more cases than those reported. Most cases of incest are undetected 
because of the reluctance of the members of the family involved to report 
the offence. Sometimes a child born of an incestuous relationship is cared 
for as part of the family. But, given the existence of an incestuous 
relationship, where acts of intercourse are in all probability frequent, 
pregnancy is much more likely to result from incest than where the acts of 
intercourse are isolated. 

Information supplied to us by the Police Department after inquiries had 
been made of senior experienced police officers reveals that between 1958 
and 1976 there were 13 cases where there were grounds for believing that 
pregnancies had resulted from incestuous relationships. Most of these 
were between fathers and daughters under 16 years of age. Other evidence 
of incestuous relationships between fathers and daughters was given to us 
by school teachers, social workers, and medical practitioners. On the 
medical evidence which we have heard, it seems that genetic 
abnormalities which may appear as a result of incest are not likely to be 
any more serious than genetic abnormalities occurring in non-incestuous 
relationships, but the chances of their occurrence are greater. Quite apart 
from the serious risk of genetic disorders recurring, we do not think that A 
any sanctity can be attached to a pregnancy which has resulted from a P 
father taking advantage of his daughter. 

Unjustified complaints of incest are not likely to be made. The opposite 
is more likely to be the case, with the closing of the family ranks ensuring 
that any such relationship remains secret. 

The definition of incest in section 130 is limited to ties of blood. It takes 
no account of intercourse between a man and those, outside blood 
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relationship, who are under his care. However, section 131 of the Crimes 
,Act 1961 makes it an offence for a man "to have sexual intercourse with 
;ny girl, not being his wife, who is under the age of 20 years, and who, 
being his stepdaughter, foster-daughter, or ward, is at the time of the 
intercourse, or attempted ii:itercolirse, liviiig:with him as a member of his 
family, or not being his stepdaughter, foster~da.l,!.ghter. or ward, and not 
J:>eing a person living with him ~s,.his )Vife, .i!! ~i itlte~t~ ~f jn\ercourse or 
attempted intercourse, living witli him as a· memberotfils family, and is 
µnder his care or protection''. If, on the view which )Veta,keof the matter, 
:a·pregnancy resulting from an incestuous. relatieJl7sNin;w:ithin1 s.ectien 130 
!~'. not pietected, then. we think that p);'l cl~~•/e~uhiagi;frdm 
F'elationships between a man and his step.d,an .... 7is~~ter~daugnter; er 
ward, living with him as a member of hi:sfain¥ri'anti'1i1ihder,1iis cal'e; or 
pretectien, sheuld net be pmtected. · .. :•YH•· s, · · 

Intellectual Handicap as an Indication fot :Alk>rifl'in'> 
,., Sectien .138 ef the Crimes Act 'l~~J wali~),f l1¼9#~jc;tfor,l\.:p~rspn te 
have sexual . interceurse with. any w-0m~µi; o~,irl~..,:wfu~ .. is .. seve.rely 
~ubnermal, if he knews er has g~d.,J:f,isi5q, .#ri:\l~~Y.~.:. that ,sh~~is 
subnormal. Fer the purposes of this seetii;:i11;:ii:.wotmi:i).",oi girPs "severely 
subnermal" if she is mentally subne.rmal,. within the meaning ef the 
Mental tlealth Actcl95.9., to,: \la~ .. ,x.;~n,H~l§;~ iS;:i~~pa~te·.efirliiving an 
independent life er ef gua1dingthenselfiia~~Ast.expleitatien er cemmon 
Rhysi_cal d.an_gers. . . , .. ,. .. .,'1r,n:•;. u:, . ,. , 
ic.Jt 1s. e.ur view that there 1sJ1ttle, 1f an¥,,.~~atu~att~cb,eq.;to. a p,.;e.i~~cy 
f~sulting. from an ac.t of intercourst, wit~ 3:.s,~A\i ~ho i~ mlfntalJy 
):landicapped. er subnermal, .. and that a pi:egnancy 111;such a .. girl eught.to 
he recegq~sed as an indication for. aborii9ii. · · · 

RECOMME.NDATIONs· 
h 

Chapter 17 is te be read with Chapter. 24. ]t,gr. that reason, 
recommendatiens, from the te.xt, of Chapter 17 are included in . the 
recemmendations set eut at th~ end ef. Chapter 24. 
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Chapter 18 I 
DEMOGR.i\PHIC ISSUES 

In a number of submissions, it was suggested that there was a need for 
increased access to contraception, sterilisation, and abortion to ensure Ii 
that New Zealand played its part in restricting the growth of world 7 
population, in conserving the existing resources of this country, and in 
making for a better environment. I 

Although, on the views which we have formed, there are moral reasons 
why demographic considerations should not influence the policy of law
making on abortion, we propose to examine some of the points made in 
the submissions because such matters are taken into account in many 
countries and, in our view, they may be important in considering 
population trends in the future. 

INFLUENCE OF ABORTION LAWS ON POPULATION 
AND BIRTH RATES 

There are those countries where liberalisation of the abortion laws has 
influenced birth rates and brought about marked changes in population 
growth. In some, liberalisation of the abortion laws has been effected for 
that very purpose. The U .S.S.R., countries in Eastern Europe, and Japan 
are frequently cited as illustrations of the effect that removal of restrictions 
on abortion can have on birth rates and population numbers in countries 
where there is either limited contraceptive practice or no contraception at 
all. The U.S.S.R., which liberalised its abortion laws in 1920, introduced 
restrictive legislation in 1936 because of falling birth rates. This was 
repealed in 1955. In Hungary, Bulgaria, and Romania an almost total 
prohibition against abortion was removed, and abortion became legal at 
the request of the pregnant woman, resulting in a spectacular increase in 
the abortion rate in those countries. Official alarm at rising abortion rates 
and declining birth rates resulted in the imposition of restrictions in 
Romania in 1966, in Bulgaria in 1968, 1972, 1973, and in Hungary in 
1974. 

In Japan, according to official reports, the number of abortions 
following legalisation rose from 246,000 in 1949 to l.l 7 million in 1955, 
representing a legal abortion rate of 13.1 compared with the birth rate of 
19.4 per 1,000 head of population in that year. In considering these 
figures, it is to be remembered that abortion rates in a particular country 
must be looked at in the light of whether, in that same country, effective 
contraception is practised. In most Eastern European countries and in 
Japan, contraceptive techniques have been poor and so abortion has 
become the only effective means of fertility control. It is not possible, on 
that account to make any valid comparison between the abortion rate in 
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the countries referred to and that in New Zealand where reliable methods 
of contraception are widely used. 

WORLD POPULATION 

The present world population is estimated to be in the vicinity of 4,000 
million and has been expected to double in about the next 35 years. A 
recent estimate published by the World Watch Institute of Washington 
suggests that the annual increase in population has slowed from the 1970 
growth rate of 1.9 percent, representing an annual increase in population 
of 69 million, to L64 percent in 1975, representing an annual increase in 
population of 64 minion. This represents a decline i.n the birth rate per 
1,000 mean population from 32 to 28. However, even if lower growth rates 
are achieved, many years will pass before the growth potential of young 
persons now entering the reproductive age (16-44 years) is spent, 

The problems of world population growth are compounded by the fact 
that in.creases in world population are not evenly distributed. In the less 
developed regions of Asia, Afri.ca, and Latin America, which contain 
seven-tenths of the world's people, population increases continue, whereas 
the developed regions of Eastern and Western Europe, North America, 
Australia, New Zealand, and Japan are characterised by comparatively 
stable population conditions. According to the report of the Inter
Departmental Committee on Population Questions entitled "Population 
Policy Guidelines" ( 1975), the fertility trends then evident in this country 
wiU lead to replacement fertility in the next decade. Before zero growth (a 
population where births equal deaths and long term immigration equals 
long term emigration over some defined period of time) is reached, the 
growth potential of those in the reproductive age group will contribute to 
increases 'in population for several decades. We have referred in Chapter l 
to the contribution made by New Zealand to family planning programmes 
overseas. Table 23 sets out the estimates and conjectures of past and 
present population of the world for more developed and less developed 
regions. 

Table 23-Estimates and Conjectures of Past and Present Population of the World 
and Current More-developed and Less-developed Regions 

More Developed Less Developed 
Percent Percent 

1970 30.0 70.0 

17.50 25.7 74.3 
1800 25.6 74.4 
1850 27.7 72.3 
1900 34·.7 65.3 
1950 34.5 65.5 
2000 22.4 77.6 
2050 18.2 81.8 

Source: Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Studies No. 49; The World 
Population Situation in 1970, U.N. 1971. 
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NEW ZEALAND POPULATION 

Althmtgh, by world sta,ndards, the popuiadon oI NeiN Zealand is smaU 
(e11timated at S,094-,600 at 30 June 1976,), the nue of growth has been high 
compared with that of other developed countries b,~cause of large 
increm,es i.11 the population brought about by immigration. In the year 
ended 30 June 1976, the pattern oi immigration previously apparem 
aiicered substantially, and there was an exce,is of persons emigrating over 
persons immigrating, The numben, oll migrantr1 to this country in the year 
ended 30 June 1974 was 23,406, in the year ended 30 June 1975, 27,l 18, 
and in the year ended 30 June 1976 there wa:i\ a net deficit of 2,514, 
Information from vvhich the population growth of New Zealand may be 
compared 0w:ith that of other countrieil is avail.able 011ly for the years 1970 
to 1973, Tzble 24· sets out ,:he average annual rate of population growth in 
,J.decH:d .x,,1,mt:ril":s for the years 1970-1973. 

T:u:,[e 21·-Seiect,d ,CJ,nmtries, .A.11tra,11e Amiual Rates of Population Growth, 
1970---73 

.ACllcJmilJi.a 
C:an.,'tda 
Clhi.n:a. 
IJ1:crm12,rk 
Egypt 
lr:r,t)J.1ce 
G·ern:umv. 1Nest 
Jndfa , , 

hdand 
Japan 
NC ther!anc's. 

Averag~ 
Anm,Rl 
Growth 

lRat<1c 
i(P,!:rr;ie:rri.:) 

l.6 
L2 
L7 

Country 

l\Tew Ze<-JJand 
Nrn"Viray 
Singapore "'· 
South Afric~ 
Sweden 
Switzed,u1td 
TbaiJantlc . , . 
United Kingdom 
Un.ired S:tatei, 
1U,S.ftR. 
"'-'i/Ve:&tern San10:a 

Source: lJ nh-ed Nation:s "'Der.rtographic ·y ea:tbook, R 972F'. 

Average 
Annual 
Growth. 

Rate 
(Yer,cent) 

LB 
0.7 
L7 
2.l! 
OA 
L3 
3,2 
0.3 
0.9 
lJl 
'.U 

'Table 2D, sets out the growth in ihe: total population of New Zealand 
hctwe:er1 !911'5 and 1976. 

Table 2'5-,-N1m,1 Zeafond Growth of Total Popula,ion, 1945--76 

September 194,5 
A.prH 1951 ... 
April 1956 ,., 
A,prH I96i ... 
l'V!arch 1966 
I\l'farch 1971 
March 197'5* 

Population at 
Cenau~ 

1,702.298 
1,939;472 
2,J 74,062 
2,414,,984 
2,676,919 
2,862,531 
3,130,083 

~ Provisional 

S-nu.rce: Di:.:partinent of Siatistlics 
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Intercensal 
1ncceas~ 

237,174 
234,590 
240,922 
261,935 
185,712 
267,452 

J.1;;. verage P:u1n ua! 
Increa$e 
(Percent) 

2,4 
2.3 
2,1 
2.1 
1.4 
Ul 



Ta.ble 26 :'lets out the pi:oportfons in which natural increase and increase 
due i!o net immigration contributed to the total increase in. the population 
of N,ew Zealand. 

T1~bfr 26~-J"Vew Zeafond Total Population Incm:ist, Natural Increase and Increas£ 
Di,e tl' Net Immigratioa, 1970-75 

Total Total Natural Total Net Proportion of 
C1a!ertdar Population Population Increase Irin.migTation Populs.tion Inc:reaie 

·q1{,~ar at Encl o:[ Incr~ase Dm-ing During Attribut~ble to: 
Ye~x During '!(·ear Year1 Year.2 Natutdl. :Net 

(Thou$amiE) (Thou~.and:s) (Thousands) ('I'housands) Increa§e !viigra time, 

1970 2,852.1 tJB. l ·37.·1" l.0.7 T" 223 ,r ~ " 

1971 2,896.1 3 4°UJ ~1,0.4 3.6 9Ul 8.2 
1972 2,954.1 3 58.D 38.7 19.3 156.7 33.3 
B73 3,016.23 62.l 35.4 26.7 57.0 43JJ 
,1974 3,080.1 3 63.9 34.l. '.29.8 53.4 ·Hi6 
1975, 3,128.73 L!B.6 3L5 17.1 64.3 35.2 

1 Ex.ccJ-~ fJi births ove:r deaths. 
2Th,eRe are n,ot official migr.ation figures but are er,timated. 
3Revfoedl in t,~r1!u~ oi p1·ovieional total popufardon cou11t frorn the 1976 Cengus of Population 
and Ihvdlings. 

Source: D,epa:rtm.ent of Statistics., 

lt is to be noted, however, that, because of the age structure 0£ the 
po:r,ulation (ln 1975, 29.7 percent were under l5 years of a~;e), th1~ 
pottmial for growth is stm comiiden.ble. Table 27 se~s out the proportion 
of the total population i:n specified age groups between. the yearn 194,5 and 
l.97L 

Tu.Mi 21--New Zealand Pro,tmrtion of Total Population in Specifitd A.ge Groups, 
1.945-75 . 

A~-group 
Pmpor.:iorn ol Total Popufation in Age-grnup 

, e11.ra) 1945 1951 1956 1961 1966 
0-4 10.5 l2J. 11.8 12.l ll.5 
~,--14 H3.5 17.3 19.6 2U) 21.l 

l.5--19 8.1 6.7 7,2 7,7 9.2 
20-44 35Ji 35.6 33.4 31.6 31.0 
.tJ1r5-={34 20.6 19.l 18.B 19.0 18.9 
65 and over 8.7 9.2 9.1 8.6 8.3 

TOTAL rno.o 100.0 rno.o 100.0 100.0 

'1'Pmvisionally enimated age distribution aJ at 3,1 December 1975. 

Sovifce: DepartIC]J.eni of St~.tisiticm. 

at c~nsus 

1971 1975'" 

10.4 9.7 
2L4 :mo 
~u 9.7 

3L5 33.3 
19.1 18.5 
B.5 8 ·~ • I 

IOO.O WD.O 

Th,~ Department of Statfatics has compiled tables of population 
projections on recent fertility trends which predict populations in New 
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Zealand over the next 25 years. Table 28 sets out population projections 
for New Zealand, assuming "low" fertility and a specified net annual 
immigration gain. 

As at 
31 March 

1971 (base) 
1976 
1981 
1986 
1991 
1996 
2001 

Table 28-Population Projections, 1976-2001* 

Projected New Zealand Population Assuming "low" 
fertility and net annual immigration of: 

10,000 15,000 

Males Females Total Males Females 
(thousands) 

1,430 1,431 2,861 1,430 1,431 
1,550 1,549 3,099 1,565 1,560 
1,667 1,664 3,332 1,697 1,689 
1,781 1,776 3,557 1,826 1,814 
1,889 1,883 3,773 1,950 1,934 
1,996 1,989 3,985 2,073 2,054 
2,101 2,092 4,193 2,195 2,171 

Total 

2,861 
3,125 
3,385 
3,640 
3,884 
4,127 
4,366 

*These projection& assume a net annual gain from migration of 10,000 and 15,000 per 
annum, that 1965-67 Life Table Mortality Rates (Total Population) apply throughout the 
projection period, and "low" fertility. The "low" fertility assumption is considered to be 
most appropriate in terms of recent fertility trends. It is relative to the "medium" 
assumption (not shown here) and is based on age-of-mother specific total birth rates which 
were considered, at the time the projections were prepared, to represent minima in the light 
of the assessed reasonably expected range of values which might eventuate. 

Source: Department of Statistics. 

The "low" fertility assumption made in the last table assumes that the 
fertility trend apparent between 1962 and 1973 will continue between 
1974 and 1979, with a further extension of this trend, somewhat flattened, 
until 1989. On an assumed immigration level of 10,000 persons per 
annum, it has been estimated that New Zealand's population will be 

•4,193,000 in the year 2001. An estimate based on an annual immigration 
rate of 15,000 persons per annum is that New Zealand's population will be 
4,366,000 persons by the year 2001. Table 29 shows the projected net 
reproduction rates between 1976 and 1981. 

Table 29-New Zealand Projected Net Reproduction Rates (Total Population), 
1976-81 

Year 
Ending 

31 March 

1975* (Actual) 
1977 ... 
1978 ... 
1979 ... 
1980 ... 
1981 ... 

Projected Net Reproduction Rates Assuming Age-of-Mother-Specific 
Birthrates Change in Accordance with: 

"High" Fertility "Medium" Fertility "Low" Fertility 
Assumption Assumption Assumption 

1.13 1.13 1.13 
1.10 1.08 1.06 
1.09 1.04 1.00 
1.07 1.01 0.94 
1.06 0.97 0.88 
1.05 0.93 0.82 

*Provisional net reproduction rate for 1975 calendar year. 
Source: Department of Statistics. 
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:: · Estimates have also been made of the projected proportion of the total 
:·.pbpulation of New Zealand according to specified age groups in the years 
· 1ps1 to 200L Table 30 sets out these projections. 

I 

' 

Table 30-New Zealand Projected Proportion of Total Poprilaticm in Specified Age 
Groups, 1981-2001 

Estimated Projected Proportion of Total Population in 
Proportion of Age-group at .31 March 

Age-group Total Population 
(Years) in Age-group Assuming "]1/Iedium" AS§Urilirig ''Low'' 

at 31 March Fertility (1) ' ,e ertili ty (1) 
1974 (Base) 

1981 1991 2001 1981 1991 2001 

(Percent) 

Assuming Zero Net Annual. Immigration 

0- 4 10. l 9.3 8.7 8.0 8.5 7A· 6,6 
5-lLJI· 20.6 18.6 17.0 16.0 18.6 15.5 13.9 

15-19 9.5 9.6 8.4 7.9 9.7 8.6 7.3 
2.lf-44 32.4 35.7 38.9 38.5 36.0 40.4 40,5 
45..c..64 18.7 17. 7 17 .5 10.4 17.9 18.2 21.8 
65 and over ... 8.6 9.1 9.5 9.2. · 9.2 9.9 9.9 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Assuming 10,000 Net Annual Immigration 

0- LJ: 10.1 9.3 8.6 7.9 8.5 7.3 6.6 
5--14 20.6 18.5 16.9 15,9 18.6 15.5 13.8 

15,__;19 9.5 9.5 8.4 7.9 9.6 8.6 7.2 
20-44 32.4 36.0 39.2 38.8 36.3 40.7 40.7 
45-64 18.7 17,6 17.5 20.5 17,8 18.1 2L9 
65 aD1d over ... 8.6 9.1 9,4 9.1 9.2 9,7 9.7 

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

(1) The method of derivation ol the fertility assumptions is described in section 2.5.2 of the 
publication New Zealand Population Po/fry Guidelines. 

Source: Department of Statistics. 

The high potential for growth in the population has been noted by some 
who have made submissions to us, They have suggested that New 
Zealand win have problems with increases in population in the future, 
and, on that account, they have recommended that birth rates should be 
further decreased. We note, however, that the birth rate per l,000 mean 
pieipulation has already declined from 20.14 in 1974, to 18.77 in 1975 and 
17 .37 in 1976. Natural increases ( excess of births over deaths) contributed 
30,077 to the population gain in the year ended 30 June 1976 compared 
•A<ith 32,727 in the year ended 30 June 1975 and 35,149 in the year ended 
::;o fone~974, 

Among the factors influencing the decline in fertility rates in New 
Zealand is better contraceptive usage. This has been brought about by 
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such factors as rising levels of education, increasing urbanisation, and the 
growing trend for married women to work following marriage and to enter 
the work force again later. Family sizes have.diminished. There has been a 
reduction in the average number of children per woman from 4.15 in 1962 
to 2.38 in 1975. 

Maori fertility rates have been substantially higher than non-Maori 
rates, but have not had a major effect on the population size as they 
represent only about 13 percent of births in any year. Although there were 
approximately 79,000 Pacific Islanders in New Zealand on 31 March 
1976, there is no information available to us as to their fertility rates. 
Separate records are not kept in respect of births and deaths for Pacific 
Islanders. In our view there are now a sufficient number of Pacific 
Islanders residing in New Zealand to warrant the keeping of separate 
statistical information in respect of them. The keeping of such records 
would be of material assistance in analysing population trends and in 
determining social needs in the future. 

POPULATION DISTRIBUTION IN NEW ZEALAND 

Even if demographic considerations were morally acceptable as valid 
grounds for abortion within New Zealand, the opinion that we have 
formed, on the information made available to us, is that the size of the 
population of this country would· not warrant action to influence 
population numbers. We were presented with widely differing estimates of 
the number of people New Zealand could support. The figures, which are 
based on different assumptions, are so widely divergent that they cannot 
readily be reconciled. We are, however, able to say from the information 
available to us that, even having regard to the world population increase, 
New Zealand neither has, nor is likely, on its present rate of natural 
increase, to have problems of excess population. Such problems as exist 
are problems caused by the uneven distribution of the population, over 70 
percent of the population living in the North Island, 40 percent of whom 
live in the north of the North Island. 

STATISTICAL INFORMATION 

During the course of its hearings and its deliberations, the Commission 
has been at pains to obtain the most recent statistical information 
available which would assist it in the making of findings and the 
formulation of recommendations. Departmental officers have given us 
great assistance in our search for this information. In the Introduction we 
paid tribute to the staff of the National Health Statistics Centre and to the 
Department of Statistics for the help which they have given us. We feel 
obliged to record, however, that there were times when we were appalled 
that the statistical information initially available was very much out of 
date and that more recent information was made available to us only after 
the appropriate department had been obliged to give it special priority. It 
seems to us that, if statistical data is to be used as primary material from 
which legitimate inferences are to be drawn and upon which forecasts for 
the future are to be made, it must be both accurate and up to date. As an 
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ample of the level of availability of recent statistical information we note 
at much of the material relating to ex-nuptial births contained in the 

.. epartment of Social Welfare monograph, "Ex-nuptial Children and 
heir Parents", is no more recent than tl•9'il or 1972. 
Many other examples of out-of-date infonnation could be mentioned. It 

s fortunate ,that we have not qad to rely op ,this •a:ndz'"that more recent 
figures have been made availaole. to ils. · .·• 

That separate statistical information. Jbe ,kept by· the . Depar.tment of 
atistics, recording the births and,·deaths of: Pacific lslanders. 
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Chapter 19 
IVIAORIS AND PACIFIC 

ISLANDERS 
POPlJLATION FIGURES FOR MAORIS AND PACIFIC !SLANDERS 

In December 1973 ( the last date for 'which information is available to 
us) there were 244,794 Maoris living in New Zealand. The number of 
Pacific Islanders Hvi:ng in New Zealand at 31 March 1976 was estimated 
to be 79,000. Because Maoris and Pacific Islanders combined comprise 
more than IO percent of the population of New Zealand it seemed to us 
that 'Ne should take care not to overlook their cultural attitudes and that 
we should take account of any special needs that they may have. 

We received smne submissions from Maoris and Pacific Islanders but 
regret t:J say that the number was small despite repeated invitations to 
varioas gr,Jups and organisations, both orally and in writing, and 
im:lic::1::fo,1s that we were prepared to extend the time for the making of 
schmi.~.sions by them, Those Maoris who did make submissions as part of 
a group or association did so at our public sittings. Those who expressed 
personal vievvs spoke to us in private. 

HlrSiTOR.iC.AL l!l\ACKGJROUN'D OF THE MAORI 

Ki is di.HicvJt to ascertain, 'liviith any degree of certainty, the attitudes of 
l\,faoris in eadie;· times on matters such as pre-marital sex, abortion, and 
ir.fantidck,, Maori history is not 'Well documented. The earliest visitors to 
New Zealand were explorers, sealers, whalers, and traders whose dealings 
v1iith the Maoris were fragmentary, Those who ventured inland remained 
for only short periods of time and were handicapped by their limhed 
knowledge of the language, The missionaries came to spread the Christian 
gospel rather than to depict the society of the day in a written record. 
Those Eurnpean.s who . recorded Maori attitudes did so from the 
knowledge which they gained of the tribe with which they lived or as they 
interpreted the life style of the Maori people from impressions they formed 
in reliance on the memories of elders. These difficulties of recording 
traditional attitudes are reflected in the writings of modern historians who 
differ widely in the opinions which they express, 

THE FAMILY IN HISTORICAL TIM~§ 

Most writers are in agreement that sexual freedom was aHowed to both 
men and women until marriage when strict fidelity was demanded, Little 
value was placed on virginity, Sexual intercourse was not regarded as 
being vvrong but, once a woman was married, adultery was regarded as a 
social offence, punished sometimes by the death of the woman concerned, 
One historian records that a great stigma attached to the children of an 
aduli:erous union, 
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ctices Relating to Children 

optiof! 
Maori adoptions were the result of Maori custom and were made to 
sure the retention of children in the family group to preserve their tribal 
~ntity, their succession to land, and the handing down of tribal rites. 

fportion :~nd Infanticld~ 
s There 1s a range of views expressed on the practices of abortion and 
·'' anticide fo. pre-European times. The majority of writers agree that 

rtion and infanticide were carried out, but the extent or degree of these 
P,ractices gives rise to much speculation. 
: Early historical and medical writings of Pollock (1838 and 1840), 
r.>eiffenbach (1843), Thomson (1859), Tuke (1863), Bell (1890), Goldie 
q1899 and 1904), Best (1906 and 1924), and Buck (1955) maintain that 
~bortion and infanticide were practised in pre-European and early 
European times. Rout (1925) holds that abortion was considered sinful 
aiid that sacred legend strictly forbade the practice and decreed that 
destruction of new life must never occur. Gluckman (1971) expresses the 
wew that there were anthropological reasons which acted as a powerful 
deterrent against induced abortion so that it was only rarely practised in 
early New Zealand. ) 

THE FAMILY IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY 

The Maori Purposes Act 1951 requires that every marriage to which a 
~faori is a party shall be solemnised in the same manner, and that its 
validity shall be determined by the same law, as if each of the parties was 
a non-Maori. The most comprehensive and recent studies of Maori 
families were carried out in the 1960s. 

1 The Effects of Urbanisation 

The traditional structure of, the Maori family has altered in recent 
years. The major factor which has influenced this change is urban 
rpigration. This started with the movement of Maori women to the cities 
and towns during World War II to work in factories while the men went 
t9 war. By the time of the 1.971 census, 70.2 percent of the Maori 
population had moved into urban areas. Urbanisation has promoted 
greater social contact for the Maori and has led to the adoption of many of 
the social attitudes of the European. In the cities the nuclear family is the 
r,nost common type of household. Households m~y consist of the 
immediate family group or even a three generation family, including 
parents of the householder or his wife or one or more married children 
with spouse(s) and children. 

The Role of the Extended Family 

· The extended family, once a feature of Maori life, ensured that no child 
in the Maori community was ever unwanted. It was spoken for before 
birth and treated with the same love witpin the family of adoption as were 
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the natural children. Urbanisation has affected the role of the extended 
family. It is still widely regarded as the ideal but, at least in the cities, it is 
no longer the reality that it once was. We were asked by the New Zealand 
Association of Social Workers to accept with caution any submission that r 
there are not, or are not likely to be, any unwanted and therefore 
neglected, Maori or Pacific Island children in the community. It was the 
experience of many of the members of the Association that, in city families 
especially, parents in lower income groups were becoming more reluctant 
to assume responsibility for the children of unmarried daughters .• The 
same trend, it was said, may become evident with the passage of time with ' ' 
Pacific Island families. . 

MAORI FERTILITY PATTERNS 

Over the past twenty years there have been considerable changes in 
Maori population patterns. Between the years 1945 and 1966 the Maori 
population has more than doubled. The relevant figures are: 1945 census 
98,744; 1956 census 137,151; 1961 census 167,086; 1966 census 201,159. 

The average annual increase in the Maori population up until 1961 was 
4.0 percent. The increase declined to 3.8 percent in 1966 and 2.5 percent 
in 1971. Maori family size also dropped from an average of 6.19 in 1962 to 
3.55 in 1975. Various reasons have been advanced for this decline in the 
size of the Maori family: 

1. Urbanisation, with consequent exposure to non-Maori influences, 
has resulted in a change in traditional attitudes and values. 

2. Contraceptive advice available through the opening of family 
planning clinics in areas with a high proportion of Maori and 
Polynesian residents is now more readily accepted. 

Contraception 

The attitudes of Maoris and Pacific Islanders towards contraception is 
not easy to assess. Many are reticent about expressing an opinion on such 
a topic, especially if that opinion appears different from traditional 
concepts of family size and male and female roles in society. 

We were told that some Maoris regard family planning as unnatural in 
that the Maori male, believing that he is threatened by social and 
economic changes, feels a need to prove his dominance by having a large 
family which he regards as wealth and a symbol of his authority in the 
home. There was also reference to Pacific Island women who encounter 
strong opposition to the use of contraceptives, it being the husband's belief ~ 
that the wife's most important role is to bear children. Both Maori and 
Pacific Island women have in the past been less inclined than Europeans 
to plan their pregnancies or to discuss contraception with their husbands 
or medical practitioners. We heard evidence that some Maori and Pacific 
Island women bitterly resent having contraceptive advice offered to them 
in obstetric hospitals. It is fair to say, however, that the weight of the 
evidence tendered to us suggested that an increasing number of Maori 
and Pacific Island women are anxious to learn about contraception to 
enable them to space their families and to offer their children better 
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:,iportunities. There is now a greater attendance by Maoris at hospital 
• family planning clinics although this attendance differs according to 
location of the clinic. Women attend in greater numbers at the outer 
urban clinics than at those in the inner city and the choice may well be 
ermined by transport facilities. Information leaflets in Island 
guages are becoming available on all forms of contraception including 

ral family planning. More single Maori girls now seek contraceptive 
ce. 

erilisation 

The attitudes of Maoris and Pacific Islanders towards sterilisation are 
nsistent with their attitudes towards contraception. They have less 
owledge of sterilisation procedures than European women, and 
sentment has been felt towards the European staff of hospitals who have 
vaded the privacy of maternity patients with unwanted contraceptive 
vice and advice about sterilisation. This criticism was levelled more 

, arply against those who pressured women into sterilisation without 
isplaying an awareness that these women might not folly understand the 

nature of the procedure. As we have previously stated, this criticism 
~ould be largely overcome if obstetric clinics, to which a significant 
,~r9p0rtion of Maori .. and Pacific Island .patients are admitted; were to 
sui.ploy Maori or Island social. workers to discuss sterilisation and 
.b!Qntraception with the patients. 

'&t,, 
:"rAbortion 

fil•Submissions were. made to us by several church leaders that abortion 
lruns counter to Maori and Pacific Island philosophy and holds no 
solution to their physical, financial, or social problems. On the evidence 
available to us it would seem that there has been little open discussion on 

... abortion by men or women although figures supplied by the Auckland 
· Medical Aid Trust classify, in the first year of operation of the Centre, 

11.4 percent of the patients presenting for abortion as either Maoris or 
Pacific Islanders. In the second year of operation the percentage had 
increased to 12.4. It would seem that, as Maoris become urbanised, the 
sophistication of European society is accepted by them, and although 
their attitudes to abortion are more conservative than those of Europeans, 
they are becoming more closely identified with them. The attitudes of 
Pacific Islanders are more conservative, and there is no evidence available 
to us which would suggest that there has been any measurable change. 

WELFARE SERVICES FOR MAORIS AND PACIFIC ISLANDERS 

Welfare services are available to all New Zealanders through the 
~epartment of Socia.I Welfare, the Department of Health, and the 
'Bepartment of Education. In addition to these services, there exists a 
ie'neral welfare programme provided by the Department of Maori and 
·Nland Affairs. The Maori Affairs Department, through the activities of its 
?Social Services Division, helps individuals and families who are 
experiencing difficulties in their social and economic environment. 
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Hovvever, wdfare officers do not concern themselves particularly with the 
subject of family pianning nor do they receive special training i.n this 
subject. Welfase officers in the Pacific Island section are male and on this 
accou:-:t may tend to hr reticent about the matter. H requests for 
assistance in this area are made, thi:: officers wi!J refer them on for 
censideradon. The M:aod and Island Affairs Department provides 
counseHing but does not provide fi:rna.nc.ial assistance to unmarried 
pregnant women whom it refers to the Department o! Soda1 vV elf.are or 
voluntary agencie:-:. 

Adoption 

There are now norestrictions en adoptions by race. Maoris may now 
adopt European chilcin,~n and Europeans may adopt Maori children. The 
Maori a::id fafa1ncl Affairs Department has jurisdiction in matters of 
adoption where aH concerned are Maoris i.n accordance wi.th the stc.tutorv 
definition, wher•E the child and one of the intending adoptive pa!·ents ~f 
::he child concerned are Maoris. and in other cases referred to the 
Department by Registrars of the·· Ivfagistrnte's Court 

;,ve are unable to 0 1J!,ain from the Department of Social Welfare or the 
D1cpa,:tm.~!11t of Ma,Jri and Island i!t.ffai.ru figures as to the numbers of 
ado:ptiom, handled by the I)epartrneni: of Maori and Isl,mcl Affairs. 
A.ppa:t',mdy cc:n11rehen:·,ive statistics on the racial backgrornnd of adopted 
childre:1 are n,.:,,t kept in Nrcvv Zealand, ,md the official adoption statistics 
dona:: ,rJasdfy children by race. lit fa known, however, that Maori. children 
born. ex-1u1ptially are much lesf, likely rto be placed for adoption than 
European ex-nupti,J chik!rerL Table '.:11 given demi.ls of the percentages of 
children ham ex-nuptially placed for a.doption in 1970. 

'Tr1bie 3J.-Pltu:sm,mt A.rrangt'rnerit Jlv'Iade For E.'t-nuptial Childrm Born in 1970 

:P].acer:n.:en•i: i-5::,.rrcarn.gement 

Pl.aced for Adopdon 
Living witb Mother 
Living with both parents 

(Co-habiti.ng) """ . 
Living :in other situation. ... 

'Totafa 

}Race of ChHd 
European fl'iiaori. 

'Yo o/.:i 

43 10 
30 31 

rn 44 
9 15 

mo mo 
§ou:rce: Departnaentt o& Social 'WeEfa:re. 

Other Total 
~I~ % 

Hl 32 
37 31 

~'} 
-✓- 25 
13 12 

100 100 

This tabk: reveals that 10 percent of Maori ex-nuptial children 'Nere 
placed for adoption compared with more than 40 percent of European 
childr~n. The Department of Social Welfare reports that, since 1970, there 
have been changes in the pattern of placement arrangemen~s made for ex
nupitfa.l children. Of an ex-nuptial children, 32 percent were placed for 
adoption in 1970 but by 1975 this figure had fallen to 17 percent. 
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PACIFIC ISLANDERS 

he census figures between 1961 and 1971 show that the Pacific Island 
ulation in New Zealand rose from l~,340 to 45,413. It is estimated 
tat 31 March 1976 there were 79,000 PaJcific Islanders living in New 
land. Of these, approximately 45 to 50 percent live in the Auckland 
\ Very few Pacific blanders made subpiisliop.s fo"uf ~ti>rij:ewll~ <;lid so 
ested that in New Zealand, where Islanders a~e' exp~secf fo entirely 
rent cultural, social, and economic values, the .concept of the extended 

i:ly is most important, ex"nuptial childten'J~eing'we)coWr~cM.nto;the 
p. and solo ~?thers ~ared for. T~e chil~ch: r{!Wtai~f ~!fbc~~'~fnt·· fdr 
y Island fam1hes and Its moral guidance; Is apprecrated'. There., young 
le are taught that sex before marriage 'is;'Wf&ig, 'tha~11soifs are 
cted to treat girls with the respect they wdU:lcf~ttorc:I; their sislers;'and 

rtion· is rejected. . l • i . ll: . . ' . . . • •...• 

e have in the course of other ch~pters·refefff'"<fto<tlx~'sp~faJp6sition 
aori and Pacific Island women ahd the' need' to tal~ accbtin:t'ofl tlieir 

rticular circumstances. . . 
•-,,-

RECOM:M:Er-tJ?AJIPI-t:t;Ji 
, That Maori and Pacific Island ~Olli~!;; and .c0,rp,~un,it51 ~\i>,rk.er~i be 
qcouraged to participate in family plap.)tj.pg .~q~~s;to e!11:ablt ~1!t,m to 

assist in hospitals, clinics, and health centres;,{}5artie.\!:l"l!-rly,:i'111 ax:ea& where 

' 
ere is a concentration of Maoriand Pacific Jshtnd g•rQ\lip$. 

; t 
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Chapter 20 

OPII\fI()]\T PClLLS Al\JD SlJRVEYS 

During- the coarse of its hearings. the Commission was referred to manv 
surveys ind opinion polls conduct;d since the late 1960s in an endeavou~ 
to ascertain the attitudes to abortion of various professional groups and of ff 
the public and to gauge public opinion on the desirability of amending the 
abortion laws. It is difficult to analyse these surveys and to interpret their 
findings correctly. The news media have sometimes compounded this 
difficulty by only partially reporting the results of a particular survey. It is 
not poss~ble, within the compass of this report, to discuss in detail each 
one o:f tho:: polls or surveys rnentioned to us in evidence. Those which We 
have studied but do not r•cviev1 in this chapter include those conducted by 
t£h: follmving organisations: 

Ass,c,ciation of Anglican Women, Christchurch. 
Di.uedin Collective Ior Women, l 975. 
Eden Elecwrate Survey, 1975. 
G,:!1eral Practitioner Society, 1974-1975. 
Levine Survey, ~vfassey Universicy, 1975. 
New Plymouth ~11\/omen's Action Group, 1975. 
j\Jurses Reforrn Association, 1974. 
N,Z. Federation of Business and Professional Women's Clubs, 1975. 
I\LZQ federation of University ,.Women, 1974, 
N.Z, I,Aedical Students, 1975. 
I'{.Z. Tvfedical VVomen, 1975. 
Rotaract, 197 5. 
Society for Research on Women, 1975. 
United Nations Association of New Zealand, Christchurch Branch, 

1971. 
Y.V\J.C.A., 1975. 

We propose to discuss •,vi thin this chapter the results of some surveys 
vvhich we consider give an indication of both public and medical opinion. 
Wher<:: infonnation which we considered to be necessary for the proper 
i:vaiuai:ion of a particular survey was not apparent from the submissions 
or evidenco:: ·we took steps to obtain it from those who had conducted the 1 

survey. VJe also obrained expert advice to enable us to assess both the d'Ji 
methodology used in the su-rveys and the validity of any conclusions \'1,W 
reached. 

The responses made to surveys and polls have commonly been 
advanced as an indication either of the measure of public support for 
existing laws or for suggested reforms to those laws. In our opinion, 
however, their value has been limited in some cases by faults in 
methodology or in interpreting the responses made to the questions asked. 
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be remembered that even where the methodology is soundaI1d,the 
· es to the questions are correctly interpreted a survey or opinion 
nnot express in any exact way what public opinion is upon a. 

ular matter. Results can be expn::ssed only in terms of a probability 
on the responses of the random sample of the public whose opinions 

· ught. It is difficult to know whether the opinions expressed on these 
are based on an adequate knowledge of the relevant facts or a full 

ciation of the issues involved . 
. ft surveys and polls which we propose to examine in this chapter are 
'ilows: 

PUBLIC OPINION POLLS 

National Research Bureau Surveys, 1972, 1974, 1976. 
; Heylen Polls, 1970, 1973, 1975, 1976. 

Political.Research Bureau, 1974. 

, Gemming and Crighton Survey, Auckland, 1972-1973. 
1 University of Waikato Opinion Survey, To~oroa, 1975. 

National Organisation of Women Survey,, Porirua, 1.972. 

"anal Organisations 

'ational Council of Women Survey, 1975. 

MEDICAL OPINION POLLS 
Survey, Departmen{ of Community Medicine, Auckland, 

Gregson and Irwin, 1971. 
Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, 1975 . 

. ,t.· Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists, 1975. 
\!5. Auckland Faculty of the New Zealand College of General 
.;ractitioners, 1975. 
it, 
1' 

PUBLIC OPPNJON POI.LS 

'.~,National Research Bureau Surveys, 1972,. 1974, 1916 

fin I 972 and 197 4, the research division ~£ the National Research 
,il\\llmeau Consulting Group Ltd conducted surveys of <1 sample of 1,200 

.,ailes and 1,200 females, 15 years of age and over, s~lected throughout 
,, ew Zealand by a multi-stage .random probability method,.A similar 
, . , ey was conducted in May 1976 of 2,400 New Zealanders, 15 years of 
f~e and over, selected by a multi-stage random probability method and 
l~'read throughout the country proportionately to ,. the spread of 
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population. Table 32 sets out the answers obtained in each of the three 
years in which the surveys were conducted to the question: "Under which 
of the following•circumstances, if any, do you think an abortion should be 
legally allowed?" 

Table 32-National Research Bureau Surveys-1972, 1974, 1976 
1976 1974 1972 
% % % 

Life of mother endangered by pregnancy 
Pregnancy result of a criminal act 
Mother's physical health endangered by 

pregnancy 
Birth would probably result in a seriously 

deformed child ... 
Mother's living conditions would not support 

another child ... 
Mother's mental health endangered by 

pregnancy 
Pregnancy result of contraceptive failure 
Woman and her doctor agree within first 12 

weeks of pregnancy 
Woman and her doctor decide it would be 

advisable not to continue pregnancy 
Mother under 16 years of age 
Husband gives his consent ... 
Always legal within the first 12 weeks of 

pregnancy 
Always legal under any circumstances 
Never legal under any circumstances 

82.4 
76.4 

71.6 

71.6 

40.4 

64.9 
27.1 

60.7 

53.6 
45.7 
28.3 

31.5 
18.2 
7.2 

The maximum statistical sampling error on any result is±2%. 

The main points to be made from this survey are: 

80.0 
74.0 

70.6 

69.4 

38.5 

64.6 
25.9 

n.a. 

61.8 
39.1 
26.7 

n.a. 
15.6 
10.5 

79.0 
n.a. 

71.5 

70.8 

41.8 

65.2 
n.a. 

n.a. 

65.0 
43.2 
35.8 

n.a. 
24.9 
13.9 

l. In each of the three years the least support shown for each of the 
three circumstances now recognised as legal grounds for abortion 
(threat to the life of the mother, danger to physical health, and danger 
to mental health) was 64 percent of the respondents. 

2. In each of the three years, support for abortion on particular 
grounds was as follows: 

(1) "Pregnancy result of a criminal act" (1974 and 1976 only)-not 
less than 74 percent. 

(2) "Birth would probably result in a seriously deformed child"-not 
less than 69 percent. 

(3) "Woman and her doctor decide that it would be advisable not to 
continue pregnancy"-decline from 65 percent in 1972 to 53.6 
percent in 1976~ 

3. Only a minority accepted as grounds for legal abortion the 
mother's living conditions, her youth, pregnancy arising from 
contraceptive failure, and husband giving his consent. 

4. There was a decline between 1972 and 1976 in the proportions 
holding extremist views either for or against legal abortion under any 
circumstances. 
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:ni,11976 a new ground was added1 ·to the questionnaire, namely, 
: oman and her doctor agree within first 12 weeks of pregnancy" 
ortion on this ground was supported by 60. 7 percent of respondents. It 

, oald be noted, however, in assessing the W'fiiight. W be given to the 
sponse to this, question that, in the s~H1e ye~~•, ~1}1Y ~~~6 pe~~~nt ~f 
pondents supported the ground "Woman and ·f1er doctor decide it 
µld be advisable not to continue pregnancy", a.nd even fewer (31.5 
' · ent) supported the ground "Always legal within the first 1.2 weeks of 

nancy". The low percentage of suppott rof-!this last ground wpuld 
.gest tha~ a high proportion of the 60.7 petcentrh?SJJPcE.8Sted,aborti6n 
the basis "Woman and her doctor agree.within fmt 12 wee~s of 
gnancy" treated the ground as containing some medical factor .. ~ply 

interpretation would explain the substantial difference~ in leve,li1bf 
onse. • ' 

b-;groups , 
There were differences in the responses by various groups withi:t:1 the 
rvey. It was found that males and young respond(mts (under 35 yell.rs of 
e) tended to be more liberal than females ti.nd older respondent~. ,55 

ears of age and over). Those with no religious affiliations were the 
trongest supporters of liberalisation while, among the various 
;enominations, the most liberal were the Anglicans, and the most 
nservative the Roman Catholics: Residents 'iii,),f]te: NtJrth Island i( lnd 
ckland City in particular) were foundfo be more liberal than.t;he.South 
and residents (especially those in Dunedin City) 

1efhodology . . . 
~ Response·rates to the 1972 and 1974 surveys were high. The samples 
{qiployed would appear to be genuine national samples ·and the selection 
"roG~dure tp haye been satisfactory. 

1,'ifhe Heylen. Polls ; .. 

· In 1970, 1973, 1975, and 1976, polls Were conducted by the Heylen 
;search Centre, an iqdepe,ndent ageq<;:y conduct,ng sqcial <;1,n{i opinion 
.~earch. The po\ls were con,du\:,ted,on the l;>a~is,pfa natioµ~ideJaµdom 
,obability sample of 1,000 prrsonsjnJQ]0 and 1976 and 2,000,p,~rsons in 
epolls of 19,73 anp 1Q75. TaJ:ile 33 set~,cmqhe que~tion a~ked i~ t,he poll 
'th responses in tpe respective years; · ' 

Table 33_:_Heylen Research Centfe P,qlls-197Q~ 19!3,, 19,75.,1}'976, 

In yo,ur opinion, shoulQ a,hpr~.01,1,fP terminate anJi unwa:µted 
p~egnancy, be, made legal,t,?t jlioul1 it remain illeial? 

,de legal 
main illegal 

''.on't know /No opinion , 

SepteJber 
, 197;0 

46.8 
47.7 
· 5.5 

··"November 
1973 

"50.9 
41.8 

7.3 
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May 
1975 

55.9 
34.3 

9.8 

April 
'1976 

'60.5 
29,0 
10.5 



T 
I Table 34 is a pictorial representation of the responses to the poll over 

the respective years. 
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Table 34-Heylen Research Centre Polls-1970, 1973, 1975, 1976 

Abortion to terminate any unwanted pregnancy should be 

--.,... 

SEPT. 
1970 

DON'T KNOW/NO OPINION 

The responses to the poll indicate: 

NOV. 
1973 

... 
MAY 
1975 

APRIL 
1976 

1. The percentage favouring legalisation of abortion moved upward 
between 1970 and 1976. 

2. Those in· the "Don't know/No opinion" category increased from 
5.5 percent in 1972 to 10.5 percent in 1976. 

3. The poll revealed differences in attitudes to abortion within 
subgroups. The population of the northern North Island appeared to 
be more liberal than the population of the South Island; younger 
people ( 15-39 years) appeared more liberal than older people ( over 40 
years); younger females appeared to be slightly more liberal than 
younger males; among older people, men appeared to be more liberal 
in their attitude than women. 

We have had some difficulty in ascertaining the exact methodology 
which was employed by those conducting the poll. The poll itself is subject 
to the criticism that, in a single and somewhat imprecisely worded 
question, it sought to ascertain public opinion on a complicated matter of 
great sensitivity. The form of the question, "In your opinion, should 
abortion to terminate any unwanted pregnancy be made legal, or should it 
remain illegal?", may have conveyed to respondents the impression that 
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tbortion for any unwanted pregnancy at all was at present illegal whereas 
,;this is not the case. 
~~· 

~{,. pc,Ilitical. Reseanh Bmrceau, 1973 

[' The Political Research Bureau, between February and September 1973, 
12:.s.urveyed 21 Parliamentary electo"rates from. Henderson to InvercargilL 
:{One hundred volunteers were engaged to carry out the survey. The 
~Wlectorates were chosen on a deliberate basis to reflect thepohtical and 
,~Y,a0 cial composition of the country. Within each electorate, sample blocks 
;\/svere balanced to reflect as closely as possible the social composition of the 
!ft!fectorate. The selection of the final points of delivery to households was 
;;:frft uncontrolled in the· hands of the caller to whom each block was 
\i'Allocated. Within each block the choice of respondents was left at random. 
f~'•fv e are told that callers generally operated outside of the areas personally 
f;;!Lno,im to them. Of the 6,994 response forms handed out, 6,516 (85.54 
~[percent) were recovered. 
~/" The results of the survey were that 59. 72 percent ofrespondents felt that 
(the present law on abortion met the needs of the community. To a 
;,different question, 5 7 .35 percent replied that restrictions shouid not be 
f: ,ibolished .-
~.· There are a number of criticisms to be made of this survey. h does not 
W reveal the precise criteria for selection of electorates and sample blocks, 
)rand the interviewers, who may well have had committed views to the 
.:'issues under the survey, were left entirely free to make their ownselection 
< of households, thus introducing the possibility of bias. There is, in fact, a 
//freavy bias in the responses towards women· (67 .9 percent of the 
:<i:ispondents), In addition, the statements as to the existing law contained 
'j.i¥J. some of the questions were somewhat loosely phrased and may, on that 
f account, have been misleading. These factors seriously detract from the 
.; survey as a valid scientific inquiry into public attitudes. 
,\ 

[t;L0€AL 

ifLGemming and Crighton Survey, Awckland, 1972-1973 

':: v .This survey, which is reported in the New Zealand Medical Journal, April 
/2-l, 1974, at pp. 857-862, was made of a random prsbability sample of 578 
\•tomen, aged 16 to 55 years, throughout Greater Auckland. It was 
s ~§nducted between ="ovember l 972and February 1973. Table35 sets out 
;J the responses to the various grounds suggested as a basis for legal 
I;, abortion. 
·~· The results of the survey were that a substantial majority supported 
~'legal. abortion for danger to the life of the mother, f()r danger to her 
;{physical health, for danger to her mental health, for incest, and for fetal 
ti d'dect. Abortion was supported by 68. 7 percent ''Where the woman and 
l,Jrer doctor decide it to be advisable not to continue with the pregrnmcy''. 
;\ If would appear, however, from the degree of support indicated for other 

·· grounds, that some of those comprising the 68. 7 percent' who favoured 
,': aliortion vvhere the woman 3.nd her doctor decid,.ed it to be advisable not to 

continue with the pregnancy did so on some medical basis. 
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Table 35-Gemming and Crighton Survey 1972-1973 

Supported grounds for legal abortion 

Circumstances 

l. Always legal under any circumstances 
2. Never legal under any circumstances ... 
3. The life of the mother is endangered by the pregnancy* 
4. Pregnancy is the result of incest . . . . .. 
5. The mother's physical health is endangered by the 

pregnancy* 
6. Birth would probably result in a seriously deformed 

child 
7. The mother's living conditions would not support another 

child ... ... ... ... ... ... 
8. The mother is unmarried 
9 .. The mother's mental health is endangered by the 

pregnancy* 
10. Pregnancy is a result of rape... ... ... ... 
11. Where the woman and her doctor decide it to be advisable 

not to continue the pregnancy 
12. The mother is under 16 years of age 
13. Husband gives his consent ... 

*Ground considered permissible for legal abortion under New Zealand law. 

Sub-groups 

%(N=574) 

31.5 
8.1 

83.l 
64.9 

75.6 

75.8 

53.6 
40.4 

73.0 
76.9 

68.7 
53.3 
41.6 

The responses to the survey revealed differences of viewpoint between 
various groups of respondents. Those holding the most conservative views 
were the women (a) over 34 years of age, (b) of Polynesian racial stock, (c) 
of the Roman Catholic religion and other respondents who considered 
that their religious beliefs had a major bearing on their attitudes. 

Methodology 

The sample selection appears to be sound and the age and religious 
affiliation of the sample members matches the general Central Auckland 
population fairly well. However, the percentage estimates for individual 
groups of ethnic origin and religious affiliation are subject to large 
sampling errors in many cases and cannot be considered as reliable. 
Otherwise the survey appears to be of a generally satisfactory standard 
although a possible bias through non-response should be taken into 
account. 

2. University of Waikato Op~nion Survey, Tokoroa, 1975 

In April and May 1975, the School of Social Sciences, University of 
Waikato, supervised a survey in Tokoroa of 293 persons of whom 63 
percent were female. This was conducted on a multiple random choice 
basis. The survey was organised by three local women and the surveyors 
were members of political groups. Table 36 sets out the questions relating 
to the grounds of abortion. 
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Table 36--University of Waikato Opinion Survey, Tokoroa, 1975 

Under which of the following circumstances, if any, do you think an 
abortion should be legally allowed? 

N 

The life of the mother is endang~red by 
' · pregnancy 263 

he pregnancy was the result of a 
criminal act (e.g., rape, incest) .. . 232 

. The mother's physical health is 
endangered by the pregnancy 237 

. Birth would probably result in a 
seriously deformed child . . . 232 

B:iThe mother's living conditions would not 
• support another child . 114 

Fi'The mother's mental health is 
endangered by the pregnancy 220 

G. The pregnancy was the result of 
. contraceptive failure .. . .. . 86 

If Where a woman and her doctor decide 
that it would be advisable not to 

. . continue the pregnancy .. . 187 
Lp;The mother is under 16 years of age 120 
J. If the husband gives his consent 100 
K. Always legal under any circumstances 61 
L. :'.'.ever legal under any circumstances 60 

Yes No No Response 

% 

89.76 

79.18 

80.89 

79.18 

38.91 

75.09 

29.35 

63.82 
40.96 
34.13 
20.82 
20.48 

N % 

26 8.87 

47 16.04 

48 16.38 

44 15.02 

159 54.27 

64 21.84 

189 64.51 

92 31.40 
153 52.22 
169 57.68 
214 73.04 
192 65.53 

N 

4 

14 

8 

17 

20 

9 

18 

14 
20 
24 
18 
41 

% 

1.37 

4.78 

2.73 

5.80 

6,83 

3.07 

6.14 

4.78 
6.83 
8.19 
6.14 

13.99 

. While 63.82 percent of the respondents thought that abortion should be 
1:1.wful "Where a woman and her doctor decided that it would be 
advisable not to continue with the pregnancy", we note that only 20.82 
ptrcent were in favour of abortion being "Always legal under any 
circumstances" 

Methodology 

No provision was made in the questionnaire for those who were 
uncertain in their attitude. The use of members of three political parties as 
interviewers in a survey which included a question relating to the result of 
the 1975 election is unsatisfactory. 

3. National Organisation of Women Survey, Porirua, 1972 

In 1972, the National Organisation of Women conducted a survey in 
the Porirua electorate of 643 female votersi chosen1by random selection of 
the houses in which they lived. Fourteen questions were asked of 
respondents. The survey revealed that 83 percent of the women 
interviewed agreed that abortion should be legal if the woman and her 

, doctor agre~d and that 80 percent werei~n favour of social conditions being 
' taken into account in the making of the abortion d~cision. The sample size 

is relatively small and, in view of this and the lack of methodological data, 
it would be unsafe to interpret the results as being true of all New Zealand 
women. 
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NATJONAL ORGANISATIONS 

National Council of Women Survey, Hl75 

In 1975 the National Council of Women conducted a survey of Council 
delegates and of societies affiliated to the Council. Replies were received 
from 666 delegates. The questions asked of delegates and the numbers 
who responded to each question are set out in Table 37. 

Table 37-National Council of Women Survey, 1975 (666 Replies) 

GROliNDS ON WHICH ABORTION SHOULD BE LEGALLY PERMITTED 

(a) In no circumstances .. . 105 
(b) H there is serious threat to the health of the pregnant woman 

(e.g., heart disease, asthma, kidney disease, high blood 
pressure) 

( c) H there is a. serious threat to the psychological health of the 
pn::gnan t 'vvcn11.an , .. 

(d) In the case o{ a mentally retarded pregnant woman 
(e) In the case of ,an insane pregnant vt1oman 
(f) If there is a c:erious threat to the health of the foetus (e.g., 

(g) 
(h) 
( i \ 
' I 

Dovvns Syndrome, German Ivfrasles, use of drugs) 
H the pregnancy is the result of rape 
H the preg·nancy is the result of incest 
H the st;{bility · of the family is threatened because of: 

(l) the number of other children 
(2) 
(3) 
( 4') 

serious financial problems 
family psychologka! problems 
age cf pregnant woman 

( 5) others-please specify 
Few answered this part of the question, and where they 

di.d so, numbers were not given. However the most 
commonly suggested grounds, supplied by the few who 
did answer, were: failed contraception, marriage instabi
lity qr marriage breakdown, and hereditary factors. 
(Other reasons, none of which was cited more than twice, 
were unwanted pregnancy, drunkenness or drug addic
tion, previous child bashing, criminal conviction, a'.nd 
unsatisfactory obstetrical history.) 

(j) Very young pregnant girl-please specify age 

(k) 
( J ) 

(T~e ages specified ranged from "under 18" to "under 11 ", 
with the one occurring most frequently being "under 16") 

Pregnant girl or woman without husband 
On request .. 0 

555 

481 
509 
507 

499 
515 
500 

278 
231 
291 
257 

329 

131 
88 

The results of this survey show that a large majority supported abortion 
on medical grounds, including health, rape, incest, and defective fetus, 
but that less than one-half supported abortion for socio-economic 
grounds. Only 88 (1.2 percent) considered abortion should be legal on 
request. 
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MEDICAL OPINION POLLS 

L V,eale Survey, Department of Com.munity Medicine, Auckland, 1975 

In 197 5 a postal survey of all registered medical practitioners registered 
in New Zealand was conducted by Professor AM. 0. Veale of Auckland. 
Replies were received from 3,064 (78 percent) of those to whom 
questionnaire forms were sent. Table 38 sets out the questions which were 
asked in the survey. 

Table 38-Veale Survey, Department of Community Medicine, Auckland, 1975 

Question 1: Have you ever had a patient for whom you felt termination of 
pregnancy was desirable, but not legally allowed under the present law? 

Question 2: Have you ever referred a patient for assessment for 
termination of pregnancy to: 

(a) Public hospital. 
(b) Private hospital or specialist. 
( c) Australian doctor or clinic. 
(d) Auckland Medical Aid Centre. 

Question 3: Do you feel the present law pertaining to abortion (as set out 
in clauses 182-187 of the Crimes Act 1961) is dear? 

Question 4: Do you think abortion should be illegal no matter what the 
circumstances (physical, mental, social etc.)? 

Question 5: Do you think that the "Termination Committee" system of 
public hospitals is a satisfactory way of making decisions concerning 
patients requesting pregnancy termination? 

Question 6: Do you believe that abortions should be performed only in 
public hospitals? 

Question 7: Do you think abortion should be legally allowed: 
(a) When there is an increased risk that the child at birth would be 

physically or mentally abnormal. 
(b) When the woman's physical health is endangered. 
(c) When the woman's mental health is endangered. 
(d) When the pregnancy is the result of a criminal act, e.g., rape or 

incest. 
(e) When the continuing pregnancy would cause extreme social or 

economic hardship. 
(£) When the woman and two doctors consider it desirable. 
(g) When the woman and her doctor consider it desirable. 
(h) When the woman requests it. 

Table 39 sets out the answers to each of the questions asked. 

This survey revealed high levels of support for (a) fetal abnormality, 
(b) woman's physical health, (c) woman's mental health, (d) where 
pregnancy was the result of a criminal act. Of the doctors replying to the 
questionnaire, 53.5 percent considered it undesirable for the abortion 
decision to be .made solely by the woman and her doctor; 72.9 percent of 
al! doctors (7 5.1 percent of general practitioners only) considered that the 
decision should be made by two doctors; 77.3 percent were against 
abortion on request. 
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Table 39-Veale Survey, Department of Community Medicine, Auckland, 1975 

All Medical Practitioners General Practitioners Only 

Question Yes No NA* Yes No NA* 
I ... 57.9 37.3 4.8 76.6 21.5 1.9 
II (a) 52.3 39.7 8.0 74.3 20.6 5.1 

(h) 45.0 44.3 10.7 71.7 20.7 7.1 
(c) 20.5 64.8 14.7 36.9 50.7 12.4 
(d) 20.4 65.0 14.6 39.4 49.7 10.8 

III 28.9 59.5 11.6 31.7 60.3 7.9 
IV 3.8 93.6 2.6. 4.0 94.4 1.1 
V 22.9 53.5 23.7 21.5 58.9 19.6 
VI 18.2 74.9 6.9 17.5 77.3 5.2 
VII (a) 81.8 10.7 7.5 83.5 11.3 5.1 

(b) 91.4 2.2 6.4 92.2 3.2 4.7 
(c) 86.2. 6.7 7.2 88.0 6.5 5.5 
(d) 87.8 5.7 6.4 89.4 5.8 4.8 
(e) 68.8 24.1 7.2 7L3 23.6 5.1 
(£) 72.9 19.2 7.9 75.1 18.8 6.1 
(g) 38.6 53.5 7.9 41.4 52.1 6.5 
(h) 15.1 77.3 7.6 15.0 79.3 5.8 

*No answer, incorrectly answered or not sure of answer. 

2. Gregson and Irwin, 1971 

In late 1969 and early 1970, a postal survey was conducted in New 
Zealand by Professor R. A. M. Gregson and Dr Janet Irwin. Replies were 
received from 1,726 medical practitioners. Table 40 sets out the questions 
relating to the grounds. on which abortion should be legal, together with 
the percentages of answers. 

In addition to the grounds of preservation of life, serious danger to 
physical health, and serious danger to mental health, the majority of those 
replying to the survey were in favour of abortion where the pregnancy was 
(a) the result of incest, (b) where there was a significant probability of a 
mentally or physically defective child, (c) where the mother was 
intellectually handicapped. Less than 40 percent supported .each of the 
two grounds relating to abortion on request. 

3. Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, 1975 

In August 1975, a survey of the members of the Royal College of 
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists was conducted, and the results were 
analysed by the Department of Health. Of the 130 members of the 
College, 91 replied, giving a :i;esponse rate of 76 percent. Over 60 percent 
of respondents had no strong objections to the termination of pregnancy 
on religious or other grounds. The overwhelming majority (over 90 
ptrcent) did not favour abortion on request; 83.7 percent accepted 
abortion on the grounds of malformation of the fetus; 81.8 percent for 
rape; 81.8 percent for incest; 52.6 percent for under-age pregnancy; 38.3 
percent on socio-economic grounds. 
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Table 40--Gregson and Irwin Survey, 1971 

'Frequency of answers, as percentages, to each possible ground for 
' therapeutic termination as worded in the questionnaire 

Grounds as Stated 

l, When the life of the 
mother is in dangeJr? 

, 2. When the physical 
health of the mother 
might be impaired? 

3. When there is a signifi
cant risk that the mental 
or emotional health of 
the mother might be 
jeopardised? 

4. When there is a signifi
cant risk that the child 
would be born mentally 
or physically defective? 

5. When pregnancy results 
from rape or incest of a 
girl under 16 years of 
age? 

6. VVhen pregnancy results 
from rape or incest of a 
girl over I 6 years of age? 

7. When requested by a 
single woman? 

8. When requested by a 
married woman? 

9. When the economic 
circumstances of the 
mother's home Hfe make 
a limit on her family size 
desirable? 

10. When the mother 1s 
intellectually handi-
capped? 

11. Only with the consent of 
the husband in the case 
of a married woman? 

Y. 

88.6 

64.0 

60.4 

59.7 

73.6 

60.4 

12.3 

ll.8 

23.7 

43.2 

38.7 

Q.Y. 

-6.3 

21.5 

22.6 

17.9 

12.9 

20.4 

21.9 

25.2 

20.6 

26.5 

21.3 

N. 

3.5 

11.4 

12.5 

17.3 

9:9 

13.7 

54.l 

51.4, 

45.8 

21.7 

30.9 

Q.N. 

0.9 

2.5 

3.6 

2.7 

4.6 

10.9 

10.2 

8.8 

7.6 

6.0 

Believed 
Legal 

90.9 

64.0 

63.4 

27.9 

29.l 

15.4 

2.0 

L6 

2.8 

10.4 

i:U 

Y. means HYes"; Q.Y. means "Qualified Yes'~; N. means "No"; etc. 

4. Th(!; A1u1tirafom and New Zeabmd College of Psychiatdsts, 1975 

fo 1975 a survey of the opinions of members of the College of 
Psychiatrists was conducted. Fifty-three (56.9 percent) of the total of 93 
members replied. 

The results reveal that the majority of psychiatrists who replied to the 
questionnaire (94 percent) considered that doctors should be free to 
exercise their professional judgment on the abortion decision and 72 
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percent agreed that abortion was important for the prevention of mental 
ill-health; 94 percent were in agreement with abortion where the woman 
was unable to cope with more children; 80 percent thought that abortion 
should be legal within the first twelve weeks provided that adequate 
counselling was carried out. 

5. Auckland Faculty of New Zealand College of General Practitioners, 1975 

In August 1975 a survey of the opinions of 140 members of the College 
was conducted, and 112 (80 percent) replied. Of the respondents, 71 (62.3 
percent) had no religious or moral objection to abortion, contraception, or 
sterilisation; 41 (35.6 percent) had objections. 

The results indicated that the majority were not in favour of abortion on 
demand but favoured a modification of the law for a more liberal 
interpretation on the grounds of the health of the mother. Lack of 
methodological data makes the validity of this survey difficult to 
determine. 
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Chapter 21 

TECHNIQUE F ABORTION 

METHODS 

There are a number of methods by which abortions can be induced. 
Some of them are now of historical interest only. In the course of this 
chapter we discuss only those techniques that are recognised as being 
medically acceptable and make no comment on the many other methods 
which have been used criminal abortionists. 

It will be convenient to list methods currently used for the termination 
of pregnancy under the following headings: 

FIRST TRIMESTER METHODS (UP TO 12 WEEKS' 
GESTATION) 

( 1) Dilatation and Curettage 
(2) Vacuum Aspiration 
(3) Menstrual Regulation 

SECOND TRIMESTER METHODS (OVER 12 WEEKS' 
GESTATION) 

(1) Stimulation of Uterine Contractions; by 

Hypertonic Solutions 

(b) Intra-uterine paste, saline, or dye 

( c) Laminaria Tents 

( d) Pros taglandins 

(2) Yfajor Surgical Procedures 

(a) Hysterotomy 

(b) Hysterectomy 

THIRD TRIMESTER METHODS (OVER 24 WEEKS' 
GESTATION) 

(a) Prostaglandins 

(b) H ysterotomy 

(c) Hysterectomy 

FIRST TRIMESTER METHODS 

Dilatation and! Curettage (D. and C.) 

After the cervical canal has been dilated under general anaesthesia by 
the insertion of a series of metal dilators of gradually increasing size, an 
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instrument is passed into the uterus to remove the embryo Of fetus. Any 
material then remaining is removed from the uterine cavity by a curette, 
The degree of dilatation b,ecomes greater a.s the pregnancy advances. 
After 12 weeks the technical difficulties and risks accompanying the 
adoption. of this procedure are such that mos'i: gynaecologists use other 
methods. 

Vacuum Aspin1tim1 (Suctfon or Uterine Asp;,ation) 

This mei:hod wae, first described in China in January 1958 and was 
accepted in the 1Jnited Kingdom and the United States of America in ~,, 
1966. After the cervical canal has been dilated, the contents of the uterus 'I; 
are evacuated through a hollow plastic or rnet2J cannula to which a pump 
has been aHached. The method is quicker d1an dilatation and curettage, 
aTm blood lo~s is reduc,,:d. This technique is us::d at the Auckland Medical 
Ald Centre. It has the 3,_dvantage over other techniques that patients may 
be treated on a day care basi~ 2.nd may be allowed home within a few 
hours of th,,~ operation. 

Men~~ru:a! !legtifati,;m 

This technique ls dc:,;ely illlicd to vacuum aspiration but differs from it 
ir: t,,vo mr,in respects: 

It i:c, p,~rfonntd within tv10 wef.ks after a missed menstrual period. 

(b) It is nerfonned before a t•:s1" confirming pregnancy has been carried 
ii::mL 

ln chapter 4 'eve ::lisrnss this tedrnique as a possible contraceptive 
mea~ure and i,~1 chapter 23 Vo/e comment adversely on its use as such. 

SJEGOND TRJrM[E§TlER rvf,ETHODS 

liJ~t,ertonic s:olutions 
VI/hen this technique is used, a needle is inserted under local 

anaesthesia through ti1e abdominal 'Jvall the uterine wall, and then into 
the amnimic fluid surrounding the fetus. The fluid is asnirated and 
r·,·0 ol··t,-.F1'1 b)' "L 0 --,Iv:·t;n-1•·; ot'' CC' ·i ,. 0·1~ l'trea ~Ji.! his c"?L'J''CO ·1·h.P de" (·h 1 ot' the :'e·tu0 .__.I c v__, ..... J • - ._, ,__ri,,., ".t,:,_, '~ ;:') ... l1i.. . ~ , ..... ,,..· • _ _.). w l. ,_. , at __ " ,,.~ .J. J, 

within a rnr.! tef oi a re\v hours although the ferns is nm expelled unril 24 to 
30 houn c,fter the injection ol the solution. The process can be accelerared 
by an inje-::tion of oxytocin (a hormone which produces uterine 
contractions). The rnechanism by '>vhich the abortion is produced is not 
fully understood but the action is thought to be twofold. The aterus is 
stimulated into contractions and the placenta is damaged. Some form of 
pain :·eli,ef is w~cessary. The technique is usuaHy limited to the sixteenth 
1,veek of pregnancy and onvvards but is not 2.lvvays successful. 1Nhere it 
fails, the r.1ethod may bt attempted again, or abonion may be procured 
either by the administration of prostaglandins or by hysterotomy. 
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Jntra~uterine Paste, Saline, or Dye 
Under these methods, an intra-uterine paste, saline, or a dye called 

~v~nol _is injected into the uterus by means of~ c~ri~mla in_serted_ t~rough 
the cervical canal. It enters the area between.the decidual tissue lmmg the 
i~ner surface of the uterine muscle and the fetal membranes. Abortion is 
thought to be induced partly by the stimulation .of the uterine muscle and 
partly by damage to the placenta. 

Laminaria Tents 
Laminaria is a marine plant the dried stems of which expand in the 

presence of moisture. It is used to procure abortion after thefourteenth 
week of pregnancy. Several "tents" are inserted:0int(,)',0 .the1cervicah canal 
under general anaesthetic and left for 24 hours. As they expand they 
gradually dilate the cervix. Under a subsequent general anaesthetic, when 
further dilatation may be performed, the products of conception are 
removed by forceps and curette. In Japan a variation of this technique is 
practised but it is not in use in New Zealand. 

Prostaglandins 
Although the first report on the action of prostaglandins was -published 

in 1930, it was not until 1972 that they were used to induce abortion. 
Prostaglandins are compounds found in the tissues of many species, 
including man, which have a stimulating effect on smooth muscles 
causing them to contract. They can be administered in the form of an 
intra-amniotic injection without the prior withdrawal of amniotic fluid. 
They cause powerful contractions of the uterus and the ultimate expulsion 
of the fetus and placenta. Prostaglandins have now begun to replace 
hypertonic saline solution for the termination of second trimester 
pregnancy because they have fewer side effects. However, vomiting and 
diarrhoea may follow this procedure, and, despite their efficacy, their use 
is not without complications. The fetus is usually born dead. 

Major Surgical Procedures 

Hysterotomy 
Hysterotomy is in essence a caesarian section performed before the fetus 

is viable. An entry is made through a lower abdominal incision under 
general anaesthesia. The pregnant llterus is opened and its contents 
removed. Major complications may follow the use of this method in that, 
although the wound heals, the area tends subsequently to be weaker than 
the rest of the uterus and ma{rupture if there is a further pregnancy. 

Hysterectomy 
Hysterectomy is a procedure which involves the removal of the uterus, 

including the fetus, but not the ovaries. It will be more likely to be selected 
as a technique of abortion when the object of the operation is to remove 
the uterus because of fibroid tumours or other pathological conditions in 
addition to the termination of the pregnancy. Hysterectomy may be 
performed vaginally although this is most unusual. 
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THIRD TRIMESTER METHODS 

Prostaglandins 
While prostaglandins may be used to induce abortion at any stage of 

pregnancy, including the third trimester, in practice they are used only in 
the second trimester. 

Hysterotomy 
This method may be used in the third trimester. 

Hysterectomy 
This method may be used in the third trimester. 
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Chapter 22 
MEDICAL i-\ND PSYCHIATRIC 

SEQUELi\E OF ABORTION 
With the development of new techniques andthe Use ofmodern drugs, 

UH,CW~=· and psychiatric complications and deaths resultingfrominduced 
abortion have declined in the past thirty years to the point where, in the 
majority of cases, abortions carried out by medicalpersonnel in a hospital 
are no longer fraught with grave risks to life or health .. Notwithstanding 
these advances, however, complications still occur and sometimes prove 
fatal. 

Abortion may also have an effect on the mental health oLthe woman 
concerned, causing depression, anxiety, distress, and regret. These 
sequelae may be transient or long lasting. In this chapter we consider the 
effects of abortion on the physical and mental health of women. 

NEED FOR CAUTION IN CONSIDERING STATISTICAL MATERIAL 

It is important to adopt a cautious approach when considering 
statistical material relevant to the consequences of abortion, particularly 
those statistics relating to rates of morbidity. There are.good reasons for 
this: 

1. Induced abortions, even when carried out in hospitals, have so 
often been surrounded by secrecy that their .associated complications 
have not always been recorded. 

2. There is no yardstick against which the severity of complications 
can be measured. Indeed, it is fair to say that whether a complication is 
regarded as minor or otherwise may often depend on the doctor 
concerned. Whether he chooses to record or report a classification is a 
matter very largely for him. 
This point has been made in the annual reports of the Mallen 

Committee in South Australia. The committee on several occasions has 
complained that medical practitioners have no.t reportedcomplications 
resulting from abortion even though .the patients concerned were known 
to have been admitted to teaching hospitals suffering from significant 
complications. 

3. Complication rates may vary according .to whether the abortion is 
performed in or out of .hospitaLand whether it is performed legally or 
illegally. Other factors are the skill of the person performing the 
operation, the duration ,of the pregnancy, the number of prior 
pregnancies and abortions, the age of the woman, the presence or 
ab,;ence of concurrent sterilisation, and the state of medical care in the 
country in which the abortion ,is carried out. 
In examining the sequelae of abortion we propose to examine .the 
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mortality rate, morbidity (rates of complications, short and long-term), 
and the likelihood of psychological effects. 

MORTALITY RATES 

Every surgical procedure and every interference with the processes of 
nature involves some risk to life or health. Abortion is no exception. The 
risks associated with it depend on the particular procedure adopted and 
other factors which we will discuss. 

Table 41 sets out the number of deaths resulting from abortion in a 
number of developed countries, expressed per 100,000 legal abortions 
performed. 

Table 41-Mortality Ratios Per 100,000 Abortions in Selected Countries 

Country Years Rate 

Canada ... 1970-73 4.8 
U.S.A . ... 1972-73 3.4 
England and Wales 1973 9.1 

(maximum 
estimate) 

Czec)loslovakia 1967-72 1.9 
Denmark 1967-74 4.2 
Hungary 1968-73 0.8 
Sweden ... 1964-74 5.1 
Source: Induced Abortion: 1975 Fact Book (Tietze and Murstein). 

Because of the size of the population, abortions in New Zealand have 
not been carried out in numbers sufficient to provide a valid basis of 
comparison with the countries mentioned in this table. Between 1968 and 
1974 only six deaths resulting from abortion were reported in New 
Zealand. Two of these occurred in 1968 and one in each of the years 1969, 
1970, 1972, and 1974. The live births in each of these years were as 
follows: 1968, 62,112; 1969, 62,360; 1970, 62,050; 1971, 64,460; 1972, 
63,215; 1973, 60,727; 1974, 59,336. 

Factors Influencing Mortality Ratios 

Gestation 

One of the difficulties in comparing the ratio of abortion deaths to 
abortions performed in different countries is caused by the differences in 
the stage of gestation at which abortions are carried out. The later in 
pregnancy an abortion is performed, the greater is th~ risk to life. The 
small number of deaths in New Zealand makes it impossible to assess the 
significance of gestation in relation to mortality ratios, but regard may be 
had to information available from overseas. 

In England and Wales, between 1968 and 1973, the mortality ratio per 
100,000 abortions carried out at 12 weeks' gestation or less was 7.2, as 
against 24 where the abortion was carried out at 13 weeks' gestation or 
more. In the United States of America in 1972 and 1973, the mortality 
ratio for abortions carried out at 8 weeks' gestation or less was 0.4 per 
100,000 abortions, increasing to 1.5 at 9-10 weeks' gestation, 3.8 at 11-12 
weeks, 6.2 at 13-15 weeks, and 17 at 16 weeks or more. 
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.Age 
The risk to life is also associated with the age of the woman whose 

abortion is induced. In England and Wales between 1968 and 1973, the 
mortality ratio for 100,000 abortions carried out on women 29 years of age 
and under was 6 . .5, but for those 30 years of age and over, it was 21. 

Sterilisation 
Sterilisation is sometimes carried out at the same time as abortion. 

Where this is done the risk to life is increased. In England and Wales, 
betvveen 1968 and 1973, the mortality ratio per 100,000 abortions carried 
out at under 12 weeks' gestation where sterilisation was not concurrently 
performed was 2. 75; where sterilisation was performed at the same time, 
the mortality ratio increased to 4.7. The mortality ratio per 100,000 
abortions performed in excess of 12 weeks' gestation was 25 where 
sterilisation was not concurrently performed and 61 when it was. 

Technique 
The method. used to induce abortion is another factor of which account 

must be taken in comparing ratios of abortion mortality. The choice of an 
appropriate technique may itself depend on the stage of gestation at which 
the abortion is performed. In England and Wales, between 1968 and 
1973, the mortality ratios per 100,000 women on whom abortions were 
performed, classified according to the technique adopted, were as follows: 

Suction 
Suction 
Surgical Curettage 
Surgical Curettage 
Abdominal Hysterotomy 

(without sterilisation) 
Abdominal Hysterotomy 

(with sterili:;,ttion) 
Saline 
Pastes 
Hysterectomy 

12 weeks or less 
13 weeks or more 
12 weeks or less 
13 weeks or more 

2.5 
11.0 
3.4 
5.7 

20.0 

63.0 

60.0 
80.0 

100.0 

Statistics availabl.e from the United States of America for the years 1972 
to 1973 do not differentiate between the stages of gestation at which 
abo:rtions were performed, but the mortality rates per 100,000 abortions 
are as follows: Surgical Curettage 1.5; Suction 1.5; Saline 16.0; 
Hysterotomy and Hysterectomy 53.0. 

'Ne have been informed by the New Zealand Maternal Deaths 
Assessment Committee that the two deaths which occurred in 1972 and 
1974· in New Zealand following upon abortions here were the result of 
hysterotomy operations performed late in pregnancy and at a stage 
involving far more risk than would have been the case if they had been 
carried out earlier. 
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If any generalisation is to be made from a consideration of the material 
referred to above, it is that, although the risks to life from abortion carried 
out in a hospital may in all the circumstances be minimal, these risks 
should not be discounted. They should not, therefore, be regarded lightly. 

Comparison with Maternal Mortality Rates 

It is sometimes said that there is less risk to the life of a pregnant 
woman from induced abortion than from a pregnancy carried to term. 
Where abortions are performed by competent operators in sterile 
surroundings during the first trimester, this is true as the figures available 
from England and Wales indicate. In 1973, in those countries, the 
maternal mortality rate per 100,000 abortions was 9.1. The corresponding 
mortality rate per 100,000 live births was 11 (Induced Abortion: 1975 Fact 
Book). The same comparison would appear to be valid in the United 
States. In that country in 1973, the mortality ratio per 100,000 abortions 
performed was 3.2 for all stages of gestation, but the maternal mortality 
rate per 100,000 live births was 15.2, made up of 10.7 for whites, 34.6 for 
negroes and others (American Information Service 1976). 

For the reasons already given, it is not possible to make a comparison 
with the New Zealand figures per 100,000 abortions. It is possible, 
however, to make a comparison with the maternal mortality rates of other 
countries. The maternal mortality rate per 1,000 live births in New 
Zealand was 0.24 in 1973, 0.17 in 1974, and 0.23 in 1975. Projected to a 
level of 100,000 live births, the figures in those years would be 24, 17, and 
23. 

MORBIDITY 

Apart from the risk to life from induced abortion, there are a number of 
risks to health from complications of varying severity which may result. 
These are of two kinds, early and late. Early complications are those 
which occur within a month after induced abortion. Late complications 
are those occurring after that time. Early complications may again be 
further divided into those which are immediate in the sense of occurring 
either during the procedure or within a few hours following it, and delayed 
complications which develop after that time. 

Early Complications 

Immediate Complications 
Immediate complications of a serious nature include perforation of the 

uterus or injury to other organs caused by one of the instruments used to 
induce the abortion; major • haemorrhage (defined as blood loss 
necessitating blood transfusion of more than 500 mls, or as blood loss 
causing significant anaemia); laceration of the cervix; severe disturbances 
of blood clotting, or excessive amounts of salt in the blood (resulting from 
saline induced abortion); water intoxication resulting from the use of high 
doses of oxytocin; and untoward effects of general or local anaesthesia. 
Fortunately complications of this kind are not common. 
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1'f)elayed Complications 
~t'The most common types of delayed corrip1icatipns include retention of 
ftagments of the placenta (resulting in bleeding continuing after 
abortion); infection, which may be loc::tlised as mild inflammation of the 
lin:ing of the uterus, or widespread, extending to the tubes (salpingitis), or 
'evaries (oophoritis), or, most seriously, may causeperitonitis (infection of 
the abdominal walls), or septicaemia (bloodpoiscming). Th:roinbo
phlebitis (inflammation of the wall of a veih) niay also occur. This may 
lead to a blood clot in the lungs with a: possible fa:ral outcfome. 

Milder form~ of infection can be successfully treated by antibiotics, 
though these are less effective if septicaemia is ;more extensive. 

iate Complications 

1 . 1. Known late complications include sensitisation of \Y:Omen with the 
blood type Rh negative to a fetus with Rh positive ,bloocl. This 
complication may occur when some .of. the blood, of the rfetus passes into 
t.he mother during an in.duced abortion causing her toproduceantipodies 
by way of defence against the fetal blood. As a result,,~hould the woman 
pecome pregnant in thfl futur:e, her .bocly will n~ject a. fetus with Rh 
positive blood, This result may, he\yeve:r;, be p:rev~l'l!te,d bsy :the iBjection of 
Rh immune globulin, provided· that. the. conditicm, .is first recognii,ed. 

2. Scar tissue may for.qi in the waHof,the uterµsfoUowiBgh)1/sterotomy, 
resulting in .tearing or bursting •of the uterus. ,in. futu:r;e ptegnancies. 

3. Some investigators think thauhere may be.a,ninp,easeintherisk of 
premature birth and early death of an infant aF1d of sp0ntan.e0us ahm;tion 
in the second trimester in subsequent pregnancies due to a combination of 
clamage to the .cervix at dilatation and a weakening of the uterine wall 
through 0ver-vigorous curettag.e in an early pregnancy. This is, however, 
challenged by other investigators. 'Ehe World Health Organisation is at 
J>resent conducting research into these complications, but to date no 
definitive conclusions have been reached. 

Relative Risks of Abortion Techniq?es 

. Jhere a:re a number .of factors w~~ch make the asses.sment of the risks 
attaching to the various techruque~ of,. ab0:rti!)n <t difficult task. Some 
techniques are used mainly or .exclusively during the early months of 
gestation when the fetus and surrounding tissue are very small in size. 
Where the fetus is small the ris.ks are. much less than in later pregnancy 
when the fetus and related ti~sfre are rrru&f.i btgget!'Even where similar 
.techniques are used ,at similar stages of' gestation, it .may be difficult to 
make comparisons between rates .. ,of .complication assessed in one area or 
institution and those assessed in>,a,n@ther,·,because of the absence of any 
t1miform criteria by which compJicati0ns ,are measured and record.ed. 

The lack of consistent criteria for the measurement of complications, 
1compounded by the effects of bias on the part of the individual 
investigator, make certain stuoies :difficult to evaluate. A further difficulty 
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arises in the assessment of long-term complications because some v,·omen 
who were part of an original survey become lost to the investigators and 
the full assessment of long-term complications is thereby made difficult, if 
not impossible, 

In our endeavour to assess the complications of abortion we have 
studied many reseatch papers from overseas countries as well as the very 
small a,;nount of information that is available within New Zealand, From 
th,~se the following comments may be n1ade: 

l. Complication rates following upon abortion increase steadily at 
about 15 'weeks' gestation and Oll'W~rd. · ill ir 

2. Complication rates during the second trimester of oregnancy are 
three to fom: times as high ~s corresponding rates d~ri;1g the· first 
trimesteL 

3. Complication rates are lowest for abortions carried out by ,he 
suction aspiration technique, follov,red in ascending order by surgical 
curettage, injection of hypertonic saline solution, hysterotmny, and 
hyscerectomy. 

·t Total complication rates £or suction aspiration increase with the 
period of gestation and are about twice as high at fifteen weeks or more 
a~.s at 7 , .. g ·v,1eeks. 

5. The risk of COlT,plications is considerably increased when abortion 
is cornbined witl~ tubal st.erilisation by surgical incision. It is not known 
Ivh1cther the cornbined complication rates for abortion and tubal 
sterilisation performed separately with an interval of several weeks are 
lower OT higher than those following concurrent operations. 

6. Total complication rntes increase with age and parity in the 
~{:cond trimester. In th,: first trimester there is no association with 
parity, and there is a slight downward trend with age. 

7. The risk or post-abortion cornpiications, particularly major 
cc:implications, is higher for women with known pre-existing 
cornplications than for apparently healthy women. 

Within New Zealand, as we have 2.Iready pointed out, statistics.I 
information on the rates of complications following upon abortion is 
limited. The Commission has, however, had access to information made 
available by the Auckland Medical Aid Trust, a study by Dr M. H. A. 
Baird ,entitled "Morbidity of Therapeutic Abortfon in Auckland" 
(N.Z.M.J., 9 June 1976, p. 395) and some information made available to 
us frmn the Christchurch Women's Hospital. 

C,:m11plicatfom, at Am::kl,mdl Medlicai Aid Centre -

The Trust supplied us with the figures on complication rates follovving 
upon abortions performed at the Auckland Medical Aid Centre. These 
rates were assessed after an analysis was made of the first .567 patients on 
whom abortions were performed at the Centre betv,reen 17 ~.fay 1974: and 
1 October 1974:. 

In order to assess the rates of complications, the Trust sent to all 
doctors who had referred patients to the Centre a questionnaire seeking 
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information a§ to ·whether patients had had any one of a number of 
~pecified complications often associated ,v11ith abortion. We are informed 
1fiat all the referring doctors to v,horn this questionnaire was sent replied 
w it, some by telephone. Each doctor was asked: 

( 1 i Have vou seen or heard about your patient post-
' opera'tively-yes/no? 

(2) foclicare and comment if your patient has had any of the above 
listed complications. 

(3) Are you satisfied ·with the services provided by the Centre for 
your patient-yes/no? 

(4) Any general comments? 

Table 42 sets out details of the replies received . 

. fable 42-JVledical Practitioner Replies on Complications: Auckland Ivledical Aid 
Centre 

Number 
Ol 

Doctor Satisfied re 
Patient Treatment 

l'io 

Doctor's Comments 

Patients Yes No A,ns•.ver Positive Negative 

I•,Jot seen 
(JcJin1pHcations 
No complica,ions 

Total 

64 
34 

469 

567 

42 
')~ •. t 3 

,149 

5Hi 3 

22 3 
4 6 2 

20 134 6 

46 143 8 

Th•e Trust states that complications were reported in some 34 cases, or 
in 5,8 percent of the 567 women aborted. Table 43 sets out details o! the 
specific complications as reported by the Trust, 

Tabie 43--Complications Reported Following Abortions, Auckland J\fedical Aid 
Centre 

Number 

11trforated uterus 3 
Other injury 
Haemorrhage 4 
ir'dvic infection l 7 
Haemorrhage and infection 5 
Ft:ver only 2 
Psychiatric 2 
Oither ,.. 1 * 

Total 34 

'' Deep vein thmmbosiso 

Percentage 

0.5 

0,7 
3.0 
0,..9 
0,3 
ll3 

5,8 

Admitted 
Hospital 

3 

1 
5 
3 
l 

13 

Treated 
by GP 

3 
12 
2. 
l 
2 

21 

We note that the complication rate for first trimester abortions reported 
by the Joint Programn1e for the Study of Abortion, mentioned by 
Tietze, C., and Dawson, Inductd Abortion: A Fact Book, Reports on 
Population/Family Planning, 14 December· 1973, was 708 percent. 
Complications arising from abortions carried out at the Auckland 
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Medical Aid Centre on 26 women who were subsequently admitted to 
National Women's Hospital were reviewed by Dr M.A. H. Baird, Tutor 
Specialist, National Women's Hospital, in the New Zealand Medical Journal, 
9 June 1976, pp. 395-399. The number of admissions represents l.4 
percent of the total number of 1,874 women whose pregnancies were 
terminated at the Centre in the first year of its operation. Two further 
women were admitted to Middlemore Hospital. Dr Baird records that no 
women were admitted to any other Auckland Hospital Board institution. 
There is no information available as to whether patients whose 
pregnancies had been terminated at the Centre were admitted to other ,, 
hospitals in New Zealand but an inquiry made by us reveals that about 
fifteen women suffering from complications following abortion were 
admitted to one hospital elsewhere in New Zealand in the year ended 24 
June 1976. It is impossible to say how many of these had been patients at 
the Centre. 

Dr Baird has compared the 26 cases of women admitted with 
complications following on abortions performed at the Centre with the 
cases of 17 women who had similar complications following on abortions 
at National Women's Hospital. As Dr Baird has pointed out, the results 
are not comparable because of the number of second trimester abortions 
carried out at National Women's Hospital. However, he concludes that 
vacuum aspiration under paracervical block, as practised at the Centre, 
carries a low complication rate and the practice at the Centre appears to 
be satisfactory by world standards. 

Before leaving this topic, we note that it is often said that the earlier an 
abortion is performed, the less the likelihood of complications arising, and 
that an abortion performed in the first trimester may be accompanied by 
fewer risks to the pregnant woman than childbirth. While this is true, it 
should also be said that there are some who have been inclined to 
minimise the risks. It was thi3 fact which resulted in the publication of an 
article entitled, "Legal Abortion: Critical Assessment of its Risks", 
the Lancet, 4 December 1971, pp. 1245-1249, by Sir John Stallworthy, 
Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, University of Oxford, and Drs 
A. S. Moolgaoker and J. J. Walsh, two registrars at the United Oxford 
Hospitals. In the article they wrote: 

The morbidity and fatal potential of criminal abortion is accepted widely, 
while at the same time the public is misled into believing that legal abortion is a 
trivial incident, even a lunch-hour procedure, which can be used as a mere 
extension of contraceptive practice. There has been almost a conspiracy of 
silence in declaring its risks. 

Professor Stallworthy and his two colleagu~s, in the article referred to, 
examined the cases of 1,182 patients whose pregnancies were terminated ~i,t 
at varying stages of gestation at Oxford under the National ,Health 
Service. They record a higher rate of complication than the other rates 
recorded earlier in this chapter. We are not in a position to evaluate the 
various studies but, in view of the eminence of Sir John and the very 
comprehensive nature of the study which led to the article in the Lancet, 
we set out in Table 44 the complications recorded in this particular piece 
of research. 
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Table 44-Immediate and Complications Following Legal Abortion in 1182 Patients 

D & C: vac, asp, Pharmacological Hysterotomy Hysterectomy Total 

No, % No, % No, % No, % No, % 

No. of Patients ... 812 194 70 106 1182 
Complications: 

Haemorrhage :500 ml 141 17.0 36 18.6 10 14.5 10 9.4 197 16.7 
Blood-Transfusion 69 8.5 13 6.7 13 18.8 17 16.0 112 9.5 
Cervical laceration 39 4.8 3 1.5 42 4,2 
Uterine perforation 14 1.7 ... 14 1.2 
Laparotomy ... 6 0.7 6 0.5 

l"d Further evacuation 42 5.0 86 44.3 2 2.8 130 11.0 
(.Jl 
(.,n Pyrexia 124 15.0 68 35.0 30 43.0 89 84.0 321 27.0 

Peritonitis 6 0.7 4 2.1 l 1.4 2 1.9 14 1.2 
Septicaeinia 3 0,37 2 2.9 l 0.9 6 0.5 
Pelvic Inflammatory 

Disease 20 2.5 3 1.5 l 1.4 24 2.0 
Urinary Tract infection ... 12 1.5 4 5.7 16 15.1 32 2.7 
Deep-vein Thrombosis ... 8 1.0 4 3.8 12 1.0 
Continuous bleeding 78 9.6 15 7.7 3 4.3 96 9.0 
Readmission to hospital 27 3.3 13 6.7 2 2.9 3 2.8 45 4.0 

* Dilatation and curettage, vacuum aspiration. 

Source: Legal Abortion-A Critical Assessment of its Risks-1971, by Stallworthy, Moolgaoker and Walsh. 



PSYCHlATRIC SEQUlELAJE OF INDUCED ABORTION 

A great deal has been said and written upon the psychiatric effects of 
induced abortion. In spite of a number of oven:eas studies on the topic 
conducted mainly in England, the United States of America, and Sweden, 
little comparable research appears to have been undertaken in New 
Zealand., and there is a general inadequacy of objective information on the 
subject. 

Some ·writers claim that the majority of women experience few or no 
emotionally adverse results following upon induced abortion. There are 
others who maintain that severe mental consequences to the woman t.a 
concerned are, if not frequent, certainly not uncommon. Pare and Raven '1 
(U.K. 1970), in a follow-up of pa'cients referred for termination of 
pregnancy, reported that, of 128 women 'vvhose pregnanci.es were 
terminated on psychiatric grounds, only two regretted the operation, 
although 17 experienced mild guih for longer than three months. On the 
othe:c hand l'vL Sim, Guide io Psychiatry, 1974, reported that of those who 
::lid have an adverse result the outlook was far worse than would have 
been the case if they had carried the pregnancy to term. 

Mr:.mh1 Rem,onr,: 1'oJr ?syd1ia1:ric 5,equelae 

I,,1 v:ew of reservations which we have expressed in this report 
regarding the purposf:, methodology, and validity of the inferences drawn 
from various studies, vie thinfr it advisable to outline the main points for 
v,hkh there appears lO be a preponderance of evidence rather than to rely 
rm individual t:tudiclL These are: 

l. There appears to be general agreement 21mong most writers that 
',Homen with pre-existing psychiatric histories are more likely to 
expei·ience difficulties fellowing upon induced abortion than those 
whhou re psychiatric disturoa11ce, 

~:. There is general agreernent that those pressured into abortion by 
families and social factors, those who are not firmly decided in favour of 
abortion, and those whose pregnancies have been terminated. for 
strictlv medical indications are more Hkelv to rn.anifest osychiatric 
probl~ms sJter induced abortion than othe;·s. • 

3. VVhether a vwman experiences relief or regret following upon 
;;,.l:wrtion will c;epend upon the stage of gestation, the type of operation, 
and sodal factors of the kind referred to later in this chapter. 

4. The psychological sequelae 1nay be less in the wom-an whose 
p:0 egnancy is terminated in the early weeks, H hysterotomy is used or 
,some other procedure adopted in later pregnancy, a different degree of 
stress may be expected, probably because as pregnancy progresses the 
unborn child has a greater significance to the pregnant woman than it 
vmukl have in the very early stages of pregnancy. 

Social Climate in the Community 
'1Vhether a pregnant woman feels guilt following upon an abortion may 

depend to somt extent upon whether abortion is regarded with disfavour 
in the community at largeo 
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.Marital Status 

Married and unmarried women may differ in their reaction to abortion. 
S:Jme studies would indicate that single girls who are aborted following 
promiscuity rarely show regret, but a girl who conceives a child to a man 
whom she loves is more likely to suffer remorse after abortion. Women 
whose marriages are stable may experience feelings of regret more than 
those who are involved in marital disharmony. 

SulJport 
Whether a woman or girl has support following upon an induced 

abortion or ·whether she is left alone may determine the extent to which 
she feels regret and feelings of self-punishment. 

Attitudes of Hospital and Medical Personnel 
1 Whether a woman receives sympathy and kindness or suffers hostility 
from doctors and other hospital personnel at the time the abortion is 
induced may determine whether or not she feels guilt. 

COI,,JCLUSION 

Although the majority of women whose pregnancies are terminated 
rnay suffer some emotional reaction, in general they do not experience 
clinically a'dverse results, and only a minority suffer severe disturbance. 
"Where there is a history of psychiatric illness there is a greater likelihood 
that severe disturbance may follow the abortion, 

Sig 9 
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There rn little imformation a,ailabk in Nevv Zealand either of 
hiBtories of \A/Onh~n vvho hav·e been refused abortions or D•f 

childre:n who may be horn to and it fa not to assess the 
number of ',vomen m 

I· f',P>] '1'') rer•or-ls 
one year. 

b~en (1-~----"-'' .. t 1'. .,.~; 1,,.,. '~' 

u1strl:ut1ons 
()enire has 

:reim;ed ,ibortl.on, 
abortion cm this rn·,~r,·n,,rn 

tbe Auckiand Medical 
1,vonaen ·vvho ha1'i/e been 

vre e:xarnin,e the effects of the rei·usal of 
2,ny chifri born to 

her. 

~rhere .are .s,r;•veral in v~rb.ich a v;cnn::i;.n 
acL :~;he may seek to obtain 
may :,,,eek an iUegal abord.on 

outc,ide H or attempt to abort 
in an .;:::ndlc:ctVf)U.r to ha.:ve her 
ccmtirme 'With the 
chil.d or to have h 

\-vho h:21,3 lir:;en refused a:n. 
an abortion at anorher 

or 11he may 
the 

l/1lt ha,,,.ile not (H~;tn rnacle a-v,.1ar~~ of 'vvh{::th:er 'lf1orr.1er1 re:h:iser;j abortic,n Lrt 
a.rea have sought or been able to obtain abortions in 

a!·ea, or whe1her, been dedined in one have 
b"c":en ,~bk to obtain abortions in :;mother. Vl e think it 
that rmme wc,,men who have been dedined in a,n institution which for 
techxtici.J rei.:so:m: cannot abo.r'i:ions e.ili:her alt a p~,rri~ul~r 

,J,r where there are cert2cn1 med1ca1 contra-rnd1cat10ns 
and obtainec'i abortions in which can provide a fuH nmge 

ol services, There is no information available from ·which an inference can 
be drntvn as Ito the nmnber of wmn,m been have 
subseqt,i;ndy obtained illegal 

The P,uddand Medical Aid Trust has us inforrnation on a follow., 
up of 253 women in the A,m::Idand area who v,rere refuse,d abortion at 
the A.ucklam:l 1n.c~uc .. ,u li..id Centre in its first year of operation .. 

Tabk 45 r,ets out the reasons for 'which these women were ndused 
abortion at the Auckland Medical Aid Centre and details of vvhat 
h2;ppene:d to them aherwasdi'L 
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},;) 
(Jl 
(0 

1able 4,~Pati,mts Denied libortion---liucldand Mediral Aid l!J74~-75 

Reason fo,- Denial 

P.regnaacy too far 
Imruffident legal gn.Yunrn,; 
Changed mind , , , __ 
Medki:!l con t,:asindici.ttions 
Not 

Total 

i".Jurnber 

106 
66 

'9 
18 

2.53 

Abortion 
Public 

lieispital 

4 
CJ 
"' 

" /4 

8 

~io3pit:d 

18 
4: 

54 

}tboTtion 
i~.u.§t:ra._Ua 

36 
16 

4. 

56 

22 
13 
26 

ln.fant 
Jt:;,,,dopted 

4 

f.,,,:KfacE,lTied 

8 
'l c,_II 

i1ot 
'Tr~ced 

0 
1 
n 
.,; 

--~-------=-=-=-s-..-~ _-.,-,.-·-~--_sc,~•,c,.--=,·= 

61 8 13 



It is dear from the table that not all of the 118 who obtained abortion 
either in public and private hospitals or in Australia had been denied 
abortion at the Centre for insufficient legal grounds, because, of the 253 
refused abortion there, only 66 were refused on that basiso Of the total of 
253 women refused, 18 were not pregnant and 5,4 changed their minds. It 
was not possible to perform abortions at the Auckland Medical Aid 
Centre on 115 of the other 181, either because they were beyond 12 weeks' 
gestation, or because there were medical contra-indications. It was 
possible to perform abortions on some of them at public hospitals where 
second trimester methods were in use or medical skills which could cope 
with the medical contra-indications were available. It can, however, be 
said that, of the 66 women who are r,ecorded as having been refused 
abortion at the Auckland Medical Aid Centre on the basis of insufficient 
legal grounds, 36 demonstrated a determination to obtain one 
subsequently at a public or private hospital or in Australia. 

From the subrn.issions made to us and the evidence which we have 
heard, !cit would seem that a woman who is determined to obtain an 
abortion will pursue her purpose, particularly where she is unmarried or 
not living in a stable relationship. 

fo chapter 1 I we refer to the difficuhies of estimating the number of 
'Nomen {ravelling to Australia for abortions and point out that some who 
travd there nuy do so for reasons other than their inability for legal 
reason:; to obtain abortions in this country; e.g,, a desire to preserve 
somplete confidentiality. 

:s,~id<Ck" 

VVomen ·✓1ho are refused abortion sometirnes threaten suicide. The 
evidence would, however, suggest that few ever resort to it. There is 
virtually no evidenc,e, in New Zealand as to the risk of suicide following 
upoa the rdusal of 3,bortion. There are studies in S1,11eden which suggest 
that suicide following upon the refusal of abortion is rare, and in 
A.ustralia, vVhitlock and Edwards have pointed out i:hc1.t suicides which 
follow the rdusal of abortion are usually the result of other factors. The 
mo~t comprehensive survey carried out.was that of Barno in J:vl:innesota 
(1967) where, ac the tirne of the study, there was a suicide rate among 
femal~s of the same order as that of New Zealand. Barno found that there 
11vas: one suicide for 93,000 live births; that 75 percent of these suicides 
occurred during the post-partum state; that 100 percent of the women 
wh.o died had been seriously psychiatrically ill, but that only 30 percent 

l,'j .~ ,,,~ 

had seen a psychiatrist and none had requested abortion. In Australia, J J 
Whitlock and Edwards (1968), after an extensive epidemiological 1;, 
investigation of suicide, were unable to find a pregnant woman who had 
taken her life, 

Suicide during pregnancy therefore appears to be extremely rare, The 
instances of suicide after induced abortion appears to be low, but reliable 
figures from which comparisons may be made wirh the incidence of 
suicide following abortion or refusal of abortion are unavailable. 

26Q 
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Continuation with Pregnan,cy 

b·'There are so many factors, some very personal, which cause the 
~dividual to react in varying ways that it is quite impossible t0 be precise 
1S'JJ.en considering what effects, if any, the refusal of an ahortion will have 
~n a pregnant woman. The matter is one which ha~1been the subject of 
many studies made overseas. Hook (Sweden 1963) studied the cases. of 
i49 women who had been refused abortions in 19ti~. Of;these,,86 percent 
w1ent to term and 14 percent .did not. Eleven' percent of, tliei 249wo:rpen 
were known to have had illegal abortions. Of the 86 perce,at:who :wtmt to 
~!!rm, 60 percent had originally kept the childrep, bijt so:rpe,,year;~Jater 
jp.en the second follow-up was conducted, only 59 percent,st41bh.&<d their 
~Ji!:ildren with them.-A few of the children had died. AtaJ~ll•~;,l!lpj tM1elve 
yrars after refusal, it was found that 7!3 percent wereisc:\.tisfietl,\Yii.11.h,theiir 
~iwation and that about a quarter had adjusted poorly. to ,refusal. 

Aren and Amark (Sweden 1961) examined the cases. of. 1!9§"iivoinen 
-<vhose ap~lication for legal abo;tion had actually been,gra'ktedc•atfilioifg:ti, 
the operation had not been earned out, the procedurelhaving'beerf:t-efused 
either by the woman (in 50 percent of the cases) or•by the gynae&eloilscY. 
®f the 142 who kept their babies, 131 (94 percent) '•werijrsatrsfi~dlwith 
having given bi:t:th to the child a:iid appeatecitdslli:ave a,pbsiti\t@ma:tefha:1 
attitude toward it. · ''.ld'l'n ,1.r,," · 
V In a follow-up study of 321 pati.en:t~ 'who 'Wtld hle~ri''"r'ef~,tl'eH for 
termination of· pregnancy, Pare' aifd rRaven JU.~: ) 9'70) jdififctHtliat 
termination of pregnancy caused little psychiat~it di:sfurlJan& Ffl:jyi(\ed 
the patient wanted ah' abortion but that confihuation oflhf'piegnai:icy 
occasionally led to serious psycniatrtc dii~bility and,a thi1'<l:ofihe rrlbthers 
who kept their babies showed sigris of resenting thetn; · ..... ' 

Emery and Lavin (U.K. 1973) studied the cases of 2,03 :pj;~gii'ari,t, 
women who had been referred for a psychiatric opinion regarding 
termination. They reported that the overall results after a termination 
were significantly better than those after completion of a pregnancy but 
that obsessional women, and to a lesser degree wome,n who had been 
predisposed to mental illness, were mo~t likely to develop sequelae of a 
serious kind after either outcome. 

A study by Horobin (1973) of 370 Abtrdeen women suggested th;:,t the 
actual number who suffered severe. distress from either abortion or trom 
continuing with an ~nw~nted pregn.11ncy was small and that the in<;:idence 
of depression in. their series. did not differ significantly between aborted 
~nd non-aborted groups althou~h regrets.c:\.bou~ continuing the pregµancy 
were more common thane. regrets ab9ut abortwn. , ,, · 

It would appear that the majority of women who are unsuecessful in 
obtaining abortions do not suffer from c;linically adverse results c:\.lthoJ.lgh 
the condition of a significant minoi;ity is worse. The risks of unhapHiness 
and continued resentment are present. A great deal seems to reshon 
whether a woman refused abortion. receives support, help, and comfort 
following on the refusal. If this is p.ot forthcoming the symptoms of stress 
which are present may increase ancl sh.e may develop a long-standing 
resentment. 
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for liberalisation o:i' the 3.bortion laws is often 
upon the ground that h to into the world the child of 
an unwanted ,'UMlm'>lS,~Si u,,.,,,,~~-c and abuse: and 
v,,m drift into l'-HOE,OC,CU.n~ this effect were 
rnade to us. 

It fa '"""'""'"'."' .:o define at the outset what is meant by an unwanted 
pregnancy. ·we understand an 1.mwanted pregnancy to be one where the 

vvmnan did not at the time she to have a child. 

been refused abortion. Son1e Pvn,•,p~:~p,,·J "'"·"'~"1.,,'"•''"' 

and g:::ve indication leading coatented 
other8 who b,,F.;en refused told us that 

cond~rwxl to cnt;-rta\n regrets and 1:e:s!ln~;S, of resentment tmvards children 
112d nor vashe,ct to bear. 

child who 1s 
btcon1e a 11,c::mber of a be or may 
sofo who advocated abordon 
un,,,,,arnted child faced the prosp,ect of becoming the 
drnt v,ras an unsatisfactory 

The term ';child abuse''' is a 
tn::atment of chHdrerL It mav the form of 

a tr:rrn coin:cd by~· an i\rneric.~t11 
a 111.[J.tter 01[ tha~t easer:; 

born may 
up bya 

that the 

and overseas are not uncommon, ,,.,,_,~'"''·,~ of Socid 
VV eifare ,was u'0table to provide us with any information as to the mnnber 
of batl:ered children who had been pfaced under its care, A special survey 
W?':d? be ne,~e'.ssary t? determine such numbers and the drcumstances 
,lJmch g'ave nse rn their within departmental institutions or 
foster h',r.n1!J.eS~ 

In an enrl:eavour to ascertain whether any link c2.n be 
beHveen unwantedness and child abuse, we have examined a number of 
studies in wfaich the causes of child abuse have been considered. The 
literature is incondusive on the ,S,A, 1971) found that 
88 of 21bused were the first or the last in 
ithe ~''"'°',,.,,"1'1 the child was an unwanted addition. to existing 

S. M. Smith et (Birmingham 
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] :} 7.5) suggested tha.t the following factors 'Were likely to increase the 
inddence of child abuse: 

1. The youth of the parents at the thne of pregnancy. 
2. The fact that the child had been conceived premaritailv. 
'.:L The unhappy childhood of the parents, contributing 'to their 

current social isolation aad marital disharmony. 
,t The existence of an attitude of rejection of the child by the parents 

preceding the battering. 

Further .studies which suggest ?, link between unwantedness and 
b:nt,uing are those of Zalba (1966), Wasserman (1967), Bennie et al. 
(U.S.A. 1969). There are, however, studies which suggest that there is no 
rdationsbip between unwantedness and child abuse. Kempe has 
3ug~;f:stccl that parents who abuse their r:hikl.ren ran be shown frequently 
t,,.: have had some kind oi disastrous rearing experience when they 
themsel,,es ·were smalt Jobling has also supported this view, and. has 
found that battered bab\es thems.elv.e:s grow up to batter their ovrn babies, 

Lenoski (U.S.A.), afrer examining 712 cases of child abuse between 
Ap·il 1966 ::i.nd January 1973, concluded that 91 percent of the child 
a.bu.s,:n had the1m:elves wan\:ocd the child and thail: this was so in 63 
percent of 500 families whose children had not been abused. Jn reaching 
\,i~ conclusions, Lenoski h:;i.d adopted, as indic.1tions of wantedness, the 
time in pregnancy at which the m•'.Jther first wore maternity dothes and 
rht frequency wii:h which the child ·was nar.:1ed after one:: or other pai\~1,t. 
H:.clfar (U.S .. A. 1968) also reported a high degree of ,vantedness of the 
children as an integral pant of the setting for child abuse. 

Expo:rience in England, where the Abortion Act 1967 provided for 
libetalisation of the abortion laws, does not suggest that ithe introduction 
of more permissive abortion laws \11ill necessari.ly result in a reduction in 
child abusf. Linkb,ter, In an. artide in the Sptct(J,tor, iO August I 974, 1Nr'.:Dte: 
'''ln 1954, 420 babies in Rritai.n we,I,'$ deliberately and. severdy injured by 
their parents. Last year thfa figure h:a:.d risen to 4,600 ov,cr 12 months, oI 
whom .580 died and 400 suffered permaner:t brain damage." 

The number oi al:;.c,r;ions performed in Britain in 1964 can only be the 
:rnbje,ct of an estimat,c: but it is known that between 1969 and 1973 the 
number of abortions performed in England and Wales rose from 
'1,pproximc.:.tely 55,000 to 166,000. 

\J\Je ar,e unable to reconcile the various studies. Vve consider, however,' 
that there is no warrant for the infererwe that a pregnancy which, in the 
iirsi: trimester, is regarded as unwanted by the pregIJant woman will 
,dways result ::n the biTth of a child who wil.l be ithe subject of neglect and 
abuse. 

/.'.1dopii:fon 

Throughout the early and mid-] 960s, 40 percent of all chiklre11 born ex
nuptially in :New :Zeal,md were placed for adoption. Fron1 1967 a steady 
de.:line in the number of children placed for adoption occurred, and, by 
1970, the proportion of children born ex-nuptially 1Nl10 were placed for 



adoption had declined to 34 percent. By 1972 it had further declined to 30 
percent and, by 1974, to 22 percent. There has been a gradual decline in 
the proportion 0£ children adopted by strangers but a steady increase in 
the number of children adopted by a natural parent, the parent's partner, 
and by relatives and friends. 

The demand for babies for adoption has increased over the past decade. 
According to information ,vhich we have received from the Department of 
Social VVelfare, there are at present about 3,000 couples in New Zealand 
waiting to adopt babies. In 1975, 2,106 babies who were born ex~nuptially 
were made available for ;;:doption. The demand for babies for adoption 
should be kept in perspective when considering the 2.bortion problem. In 
commenting on a similar situation in the United Kingdom, the Lane 
Committee (pani .. 166) said: "We do not subscribe to the view that the 
present shortage of babies for adoption is a valid reason for refusing 
abortion: in our view this should not have any bearing on the working of 
the Abortk,n Act.Ha woman has grounds for the abortion she desires, she 
ought noi be debaATed from obtaining it in order that other people may 
benefit from her child bearing. There is of course no reason why her 
attrn tion should not ht drawn to the fact that if she does not v1ish to keep 
the child, ncitabl:: adoption arrangemrnts may be made." 

~'Ve entirely agree. V>/e propose, however, to make some comments on 
2,dopticm, more particularly because several submissions dealt with it as 
the likely outcome for the child whose inother had been refused abortion. 
A~ 1N.: ha1x: ;nentioned, sor,1e c1airned that it was a far from satisfactory 
solution which resulted in a great deal of unhappiness for the natural 
m,a,thcr, for !he child, and even for the adopting parents. 

There can be little doubt d,at d,nost every woman who gives up a child 
for adoption suffers a great deal of emotional stress which may continue 
,veH after the adoption arrangements have been finalised. In the light of 
the evidence presented to us, it r,eems that the emotional stress has at 
times been increased by an apparent lack ot consideration for the mother 
on the part of the hospital authorities ::rnd others arranging the adoption. 
Clearly, stress cannot be entirely avoided, but it may be reduced by a 
more conscious attempt to .treat the mother \Vith sympa,thy and 
understanding. 

Some evidence which we have heard has suggested that adoption is not 
a satisfactory outcome in that adopted children are over-represented in 
psychi2.tric institutions. While statistically this is probably true, it was 
said in one submission that we received. that there are a number of reasons 
why o.doption of itself should not be regarded as the cause of this over
representation. These include: 

1. There is a higher rate of prematurity associated with unmarried 
status vvith the result that more babies who are candidates for adoption 
are likely to have been exposed to the hazards of prematurity: 

2. Delays in placement for adoption for over three months still occur. 
3. Adopting parents are more likely to have come from middle or 

uppe: class backgrounds and, on that account, will be more inclined 
than the parents of natural children to avail themselves of special child 
guidance facilities when any behavioural problems in the child occur. 
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A report of the Research Unit to the Joint Committee on Young 
Offenders (1969) in New Zealand reveals that, in general, children who 
have been adopted have come to the notice of the Department of Social 
'\/Vdfare less frequently than would be expected on the basis of the overall 
composition of the child population. The research also revealed: 

1. Adopted girls are more likely to appear in the Children's Court 
charged with offences or on complaints of misdemeanour than would 
be expected on the basis of the composition of the child population, but 
the same is not true of adopted boys who are slightly less likely to 
appear in Court charged with offences than other boys in the 
population. 

2, Adopted children (both boys and girls) are markedly unrepre
sented in populations of children appearing in the Children's Courts on 
complaints of neglect, indigence, and parental inadequacy. 

3. The proportion of state wards who are adopted is somewhat lower 
than would be expected on the basis of estimates of numbers of adopted 
children in the overall child population. · 

It seems to us that there is a great need for careful assessment of 
adopting pa.rents and instruction as to what is required of them to bring 
11? children successfully. Family counselling services deal with problems 
arising out of the place of the adoptive child within the family. Some of 
these problems might not have arisen if more time had been spent whh the 
adopting parents by the officers arranging the adoption when placements 
were initially considered. At present the responsibility for counselling 
adopting parents fails on officers of the Department of Social Welfare 
whose work load in other areas is such that they may be unable to give as 
much time as is desirable to it. We recognise that the Adoption Act 1955 
places certain duties on these officers in the adoption field. We .do not 
suggest that they should not continue to discharge them but we are of the 
viev1 that the department should make increased use of, and give greater 
recognition to, specialised private agencies already operating in 
counselling the mothers of adoptive children and the adopting parents. 

The UlJlman-ied MotheF 

Kn its monograph entitled Ex-nuptial Children and their Parents, the 
Department of Social Welfare uses the term "Solo Parents" to refer to all 
parents who for a vari\ty of reasons are bringing up a dependent child or 
dependent children wrthout the support of a marriage partner or the 
father of the child. The term in that context includes widows, widowers, 
and deserted, separated, divorced, and unmarried parents. Viie are not 
concerned in this report with some of these categories and prefer to use the 
term "unmarried mother" or "single mother" so that it is clear that we 
are referring to children born to unmarried women who elect to rear them. 

In recent years there has been a marked increase in the number of 
unn1arried women vvho have elected to keep and rear their children. In 
1962, 19 percent of children born ex-nuptially were retained by their 
mothers, but, by i 968, this had increased to 25 percent, and, by 1974, to 
35 percent. The reasons for this increase are examined in the monograph 
and we do not propose to discuss them here. 
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While it is recognised that many mothers have, without the help of a 
husband, successfully reared children who have grown into excellent 
citizens, there is material which suggests that to be born ex-nuptially is.to 
be born at a risk which may largely be reduced by subsequent adoption. 
Some of this material is referred to in the Social Welfare monograph. The 
most significant study is that conducted by Crellin, Pringle, and West 
(U.K. 1971) in which it was found that in almost all levels of home 
conditions the attainment, ability, and social and emotional adjustments 
of ex-nuptial children kept by their mothers were less satisfactory than 
those of legitimate children or ex-nuptial children who had been placed 
for adoption. The report also showed that the proportion of young k 
offenders not living with both natural parents generally increased with the ~, 
age of the offenders. ·· 

J. E. Jansen of the Depar'tment of Social Welfare (N.Z.) in an 
unpublished report entitled Illegitimacy and Adoption related to appearance in 
the Children's Court and committed to the care of the Superintendent of Child 
Welfare also supports the view that children from solo parent situations 
have a high risk of coming to the notice of the department. This study 
examined the incidence of children coming to the notice of the department 
according to whether they had been born nuptially or ex-nuptially. The 
main findings of the research may be summarised as follows: 

. 1. Ex-iniptiaf chifdren were over-represented in populations of both 
boys and•girls coming before the Children's Court either charged with 
an offence or a complaint involving the child's behaviour. Adopted girls 
(bi.It not boys) were also over-represented in such populations. 

2. E:x~nuptial children we.re vastly over-represented in populations of 
both males and females appearing in the Children's Court on care and 
protectio~ complaints. By, 'conti~st, adopted children (both boys and 
girls) were markedly under-represented in populations coming under 
notice for these reason's. · 
Research con.ducted by: tl}e i:>epartment of Social Welfare, based on all 

cases of .child abuse, brought.,t~ its notice, has revealed that ex-nuptial 
children are two or three times· more likely than nuptial children to come 
to the notice of the department because of child abuse. The results of 
resear€h .i~ the United States an9 in England are to the same effect. 

It is. not the purpose of this . report to espouse the cause of children 
reared in one particular situatio,n as compared with another. But in 
considering, the consequen€es of abortion refused and examining the 
outcomes for children born, we ,i:µust comment on information which hai
been made available to us. lt is against this background only that we have 
discussed the advantages and disadvantages that may ensue from 
adoption or the rearing of children by solo parents. The evidence that we i 
have heard has left us 'Yith a concern for the kind of society and , 
relationships which will. best secure a stable and wholesome upbringing 
for children. 
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THE iPLACE OF LEGI§LitTION lN AEORTIO:N 

Although in England since the passing of Lord Ellenbornugh's Act in 
J 80~1 and in New Zealund since the p2.ssing of the Offences Against the 
P•~rse,n Act 1867 there have been la·N3 making abortion a criminal offence, 
some now dispu~e the right of Parliament to legidat~ in ;:nny vvay agai11st 
:.hc,tticm except in so far DS such legislation is designed to protect the 
hezthh of the pregnant woman, For them abortion is ai: the most a rnoraJ 
i~sue in which the law lw.;:; no righi:ful place. 

In our view the law has a legitirnatt interest in abortion bec,urne 
,1.bortion affects not only the pregnant morher whose ,vell-beirlg th.e law 
s:-io;.1ld safeguard, ~ut also_ th'; unborn d:ild fo; 'Nhom .it shouldyrnvici~ a 
;:ncasure of protectwn. It 1s c.lear!y the nght 01 any on1eredl socwty wluch 
pJaoes a value on human life to legislaite to this end. To what ,_,:,ctent it 
legislates and to what extent its legislation proscribes abortion depends m1 

the status vvhich it confers on the unborn child. 1t is that factor which -Nm 
largely determine wheth•::r thrs: legislative code is to be re;,,tricrcive, 
rnod,~rate, or liberal, VVe do not comider th<1t 1:he right of Padiament to 
lerzislate :;.rises only if the fetus is said to be a full human beitng. It exi.sb 

<., f , ~ . I 1i L ".' ll ·i ~ • l, • • • whether the _ems IS comnc er,ed to u:c 'l. iu" human oemg or an mop1ent 
human being. "Whether the ferns is conside,ced to b1:: a full human being 
or ,u1 incipient human being, it is 'live enough' ,:en to be: dead, not yet 
mature enough to be an infant, yet a human being ellough to deserve 
proitection." ("The Ethics of Fetal Research", Yale University Press). 

'We stre3s again that Parliamem has the right to legislate to protect ~he 
health of the citizens of whom pregnant women are an important secition, 

OF WHAT MATTERS §HOUL0 l.lEGISl.ATION TAiKE ihC:r:o,u.NT? 

In our ,,iew good legislation should endeavour to take account ol: the 
following factors: 

1. Existing scientific and biological knowledge from which 1tme 
assessments can be ma.de of the stams to be attributed to the unborn 
child and the dangers to the health of the mother consequent on 
pregnancy, 

2. The v1ews of the community to the extent that thev ca.n be 
ascertained, Laws which 1otaHy disregard the views of the cc'mrnuni:y 
are likely to fall into disrepute. 

3. The need to lay down in d,~ar terms what conduct is unfa•Nful so 
that those who administer the laws and those who are z.Hectecl by them 
may know the metes and bounds of lawful conduct 
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4. The desirability of encouraging people to behavr responsibly. 
By •Nay of amplifying each of these factors we draw attention to the 

following points: 

( l) In the last hundred years, mankind's knowledge of the processes 
by which human life begins, develops, and ends has increased 
enormously. It was no.t until the mid-nineteenth century that 
the sperm and ovum were identified as true cells, and it was 
not until the 1890s that the foundations of ante-natal care were 
laid. Only in the past twenty years has intra-uterine therapy of 
the fetus been established. The genetic uniqueness and 
individuality of the un.born child and the control it exerts over 
its environment are now accepted as scientific facts. It seems to 
us that it would l:;>e somewhat ironic if the protection which the 
law afforded to !he fr;tus when the genesis of life was only 
partly understood were now to be removed or reduced. 

(2) The place of publi.c opinion polls and surveys and the weight to 
be accorded to them in determining the views of the public on 
.the law of abortion have. been discussed in another chapter. It 
will be sufficient if, at this stage, we merely draw attention to 
the need to :creat the findings of some poUs and surveys with 
circumspection. ,Where, however, it is possible to detect a clear 
consensus. cf .. responsible opinion, an endeavour should be 
mad~ to giye .effect to it in legal form. We need not labour the 
point .that a law which accords with public opinion is more 
likely, to be observed than one which does not. There is a sharp 
division between the extremes of public opinion on the issue of 
abGrtion but we con.sider that the majority of people would 
suppor1: a code.which-lay.between these extremes. The absence 
of agreem~n.t in th~ community is not, however, a factor which 
should di.ssuad.e J:'arliament from legislating. Agreement on 
social issues is rarely to be .attained. Issues such as the sale of 
liqi.wr,. thy sale and. µse of drugs, the display and sale of 
pornggraphic material.may be sharply debated and widely 
varying 9pinions _u_pon them may be held. But for all the 
disagreement, the law has never hesitated to legislate on these 
matte.rs .. Lc1ws shou,!d 11qt be S() rigornus that only a minority of 
citizens willingly· obey them in their entirety, nor should they 

. be geared to the · fevel of· conduct of those whose moral 
standards leave much to be desired. 

(3) The law should be dear. In Murphy v. Gregory (1959) N.Z.L.R. 
868 at 871, Mr Justice Henry, in speaking of the offence of 
"unlawful conversion'' of a mptor vehic.le created by section 32 
oI the Police Offences Act 1927, said, "It is the business of the 
Legislature to let its citiz5:ns. know what conversions are 
unlawful and not to enact in effect that 'unlawful conversions' 
are unlawful". Those comments apply equally well to sections 
183 to 186 of the Crimes Act 1961. The verv fact that abortion 
is a crime only when it is done "unlawfully;, presupposes that 
there are circumstances where the law recognises that 
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abortions may be done lawfully. The legislature should let its 
citizens know what acts are unlawful. 

(4) In legislating for responsible behaviour, the State is faced with 
the problem of.striking an appropriate balance between, on the 
one hand encouraging people to behave responsibly and 
accept the consequences of their own actions, and, on the 
other, providing a safety net for the unfortunate. 

THE CODE 

We move now to the specific provisions of the legislative code which we 
In doing so we make the point that such a code should reflect the 

status which should be accorded to the unborn child and the points at 
which the rights of the unborn child must yield tl'l the rights of the mother. 
It cannot be gainsaid that the decision to abort a fetus, on the least view 

can be taken of the matter, extinguishes the potentiality of life and 
for this reason must be regarded as a most serious step. It is difficult, in 
some circumstances, to balance the importance of preserving that life 

the health and well-being of the mother, and no perfect formula 
can be evolved. It is proper, however, to give greater weight to an existing 
life than to a potential one. 

Abm-tion Defined 

Abortion is not defined in the Crimes Act 1961 but it is referred to in 
sections 183 to 18 7 of the Crimes Act 1961 as an act done with intent to 
procure a miscarriage. Abortion and miscarriage are defined in most 
dictionaries, both ordinary and medical, as the premature expulsion of the 
fetus or embryo. The use of these terms presupposes implantation because 
it is only after that stage has been reached that the terms "embryo" and 
"fetus" are used. In only one dictionary, of which we are aware, namely, 
the American Illustrated Medical Dictionary, by W. A. N. Dorland, 19th Ed., 
is miscarriage defined as "the loss of the products of conception" from the 
uterus. This definition is wide enough to include the loss of the fertilised 
ovum after it has left the Fallopian tube and before it has implanted. It is a 
cardinal rule of statutory interpretation that where a criminal statute has 
two meanings, one of which is more favourable to the subject than the 

that meaning which is more favourable to the subject should be 
accepted. We think that to be consonant both with the existing law and 
with scientific fact the law should give its attention to any conduct which 
is directed at the termination of pregnancy. Such a view would be entirely 
consistent the one which we have formed, as a result of the scientific 
evidence presented to us, and on which the opinions expressed in Chapter 
20 have been formed. Only when the fertilised ovum has implanted itself 
as a blastula in the uterine wall does a woman's menstrual cycle cease and 
pregnancy commence. Before that stage is reached, it would be virtually 
impossible in any prosecution to prove that an act was done with intent to 
procure a miscarriage unless there was some evidence that there was 
something to miscarry. 
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Lifec.,t\:~I1·,,~rd,e:tni1,1g fCozu,\d:H(JJD§ 

·with the advances in medicine, there &Xi': now few medical condiition:i 
remainirnz where the continuance of the pn:grnmcy wcukl threat,,~n or 
'.,horten 'tt1e life of rhe mother. Ho'Never, s1c~ce hourne's case, abort0.on has 
been accepted as lawful 'Nhere the continmnk,n of tbe pregnancy would 
threaten the aci:ual lifo .,Jf the mother. Ic ha:, no( been sugg;ested to us that 
life-threatening conditions should no long,~r he accept,~d as lawful 
grounds, rare though their occucrence may be, VVhere, therefore, there are 
life-threatening considerations at:kndant upon the coni:inuation oi the 
pregnancy, the unborn ch.ild should yidd to th,: Ek: of the mother. and fi 
:1bortio11 should be perr:nitted as it no·w is. 

Phy1Jic.il. H,i,ahh 
'~' • 1 · r ' · · · " ' . i. 1 h h . , 1 H; n:,rve ~xcady rnscus:s~cl thos·c. pnym.:ai '?1sr:ases w_m,cu, a t oug not 

hre-threaten,ng, are exacerna,ed by rhe contmmmo:: ol t.ne pregnancy. h 
it, not for evo">' c1;sc:~se or disablem<:nt that a 'Jortkm ,,;hould be permitted, 
but, in ·,he op:aion of 11:he Commi.,:,i.or\ it should be lavrfol wl1.enever the 

, . • , . , l , . _, i 
conun.1:..1121.:ri(x::: 01 rne :1;r~~·egn.ancy 'iiOU.lc~ res1Lt n1 a .. 1er1ou.s uanget to tne 
hea:!th of tb: pri:gnan, V•J1:i,nac. In this connection, n:ferencc snould be 
cm'.de to the word "health" •,vh~ch is ;:u,ceptible ot ,,:e•,.>eroJ r11eani11gs. The 
cw.diti0,.nal me;rn.ing h, "'s,.11.mdriess of body:, a conidition in ..,,,h:ir:b :the 
forr1cdom of the b·:rdy ,~re discha·:w:-d." Tbe Wm-id Health Organisatkin 
definidon~ to vvhich \1ve have alr,~,ady referred, is V1lider. \/Ve see no real 
· · ,.. · I ! · 1 , d r· · ' f 1 · ' · · iustmcat1.on or a(opitir,g trm; ,e-lmtrnn as. pz,rt o any eg1:11atrve code on 
abortiorL Very t,:w people ,tv::;· en;io,y health which produ·:::es a stare of 
physical, m~11taL 2,.11<:I social wdl~being and the aHainment of ,:uch a state 
i[: :1;eldorr,, pres,.~nt thrciugtwut preg1u.11cy. V•[here c1 stat1e of phys:cal or 
mental health i~ to bi~. recogrised. a~ a grovn:i for abortim,, health should 
b,e di.:::fh:,ed as ·~•,.a coru(Jlit~.on af 1pbvs1cal and rrnenial s.ounsjnesE.'., n VVe do, 

' ' ., / 0 • " '. • ·i 7 • 

howe,,;er, ;:;tres,s that H IS not !o!: every phys1.cal drn,c:,1.se or dJs:1b1emeat tnat 
aboc"tlon should be aikrw,.:d. In our viev, abDrtion should be la.,viul. where 
the cm:ihrnam:e of the ;xegnancv wou!.d result [n a "serious" danger l:o 
the physical he2,lth of the moi:h.~r. 

Mlent!l'Il He~dd1 

]Dang·er t,1J> mental hea.lth l1as been :·ecognised as grounds for abortion 
sfr1ce Bourne's case. That recognition vvas contimv:d in the case of R i'o 

Nim.1lmi and Stun;~o. his well acceixed medicallv that in the first trimesier of 
pregnancy vm1;1ei1 undergo biofogical cha,ng1.;s as ;;_ resuli. of which soi:ne 
rnffer from anxiety, i.ns01:1nia, and emotional m,tbursts. Others may nm '::. 
he affected in this way. It w~uld be wrong, on the view which we have 
tak-l'XL of the status of the unb<c,rn child, to terminate a pregnancy because , 
oJ' s:1m•~ psychol.ogical stress which v,as relatively short in duration or of 
relativeiv mild intt:nsity, We would recommend thE,t abortion should be 
b:Hfol ~nl1/ 'Nhere the· continuance of· the pregnancy would result in 
:~erious dang,er to the mental health' of the 'WO!Ttan, 

V'(e should rcsord that, in ex2.mining various formula3 to give 
e:qJ:ress10n w our acceptance of serious dang,ers to physical and mental 
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health as grounds for abortion, we have examined that laid down in the 
Abortion Act 1967 (U .K.) section I ( 1) which ~rovides that an abortion is 
lawful if the "continuance of the pregnancy would involve ~isk to the life of 
the pregnant woman, or 6£ injury to the physical or mental health of the 
pregnant woman or any existing children of her family, greater than if the 
pregnancy were terminated". A similar provision is to be found in the 
South Australian legislation where abortion is not unlawful if "the 
continuance of the pregnancy would involve greater risk to the life of the 
pregnant woman or greater risk of injury to the physical or mental health 
of the pregnant woman, or any existing children of her family, than if the 
pregnancy were terminated." The danger in adopting a formula of this 
kind was pointed out by Dr P. H. Tooley, Consultant Psychiatrist to the 
London Hospital, in an address entitled "If All Abortions are Legal, 
which are Desirable?", given on 7 February 1969 at a Symposium held by 
the Medical Protection Society, in collaboration with the Royal College of 
General Practitioners, at the Royal College of Obstetricians and 
Gynaecologists. He said, "I am quite sure that the legislators had no idea 
when they passed the Act in its present form that there could be any 
question of it being interpreted as providing for abortion on demand. But 
you must realise that the dangers associated with any pregnancy which is 
allowed to go to term are in fact greater than the dangers of aborting the 
woman in the first twelve weeks of her pregnancy. If this is the case, then 
the words 'the continuance of pregnancy would involve the risk to the life 
of the mother greater than if termination takes place', could apply to any 
pregnancy. In Japan a series of 15 million abortions had a mortality of 
between three and four per 100,000. If we could get our maternal 
mortality down to this figure, I am s:ure people would be extremely 
pleased and satisfied. Even our own figures in this country, which are still 
of course small, suggest that it is at least twice as dangerous to have a 
perfectly normal pregnancy as it is to have what I might call a perfectly 
normal abortion. So it does seem to me, willynilly, the legislature has 
provided grounds on which I could-legally-abort any woman who 
asked me, because in my view it is more dangerous for her to conti~ue 
with her pregnancy than it is to have an abortion now." It is likely that 
considerations of this kind prompted Mr Justice Menhennitt in the 
Victorian case of R. v. Davidson, to which we have made reference, to 
include the words "not being the dangers of childbirth" in the modified 
form of the formula in Bourne's case which he there proposed as being the 
test for lawful abortion. In Dr Woolnough's case, both Mr Justice 
Richmond and Mr Justice Woodhouse said that there was no warrant for 
including these words as part of the formula which had been evolved from 
Bourne's case. However, in the light of advances in medical practice made 
since the test in Bourne's case was formulated, it would be wise to 
recognise that without the addition of some such check, abortion on 
request could be justified. For this reason we think that any legislative 
formula should exclude the dangers attendant upon normal childbirth. 

The socio-economic and social and economic factors for which abortion 
is sometimes sought have already been discussed in Chapter 1 7. There are 
four reasons for which, in our opinion, abortion for purely socio-economic 
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grounds or social and economic grounds on their own should not be 
allowed. They are: 

1. On the scale of values we have given to the unborn child, socio
economic reasons of themselves should not be sufficient to justify an 
abortion. 

2, When socio-economic reasons are taken into account individually 
or coilectively, a situation of abortion on demand or request is likely to 
develop. All the evidence which we have he;1rd would confirm this. 

3. The evaluation of socio-economic factors is difficult. 
'~. Some women cope with socio-economic difficulties and some do 

not, demonstrating that these factors are not in themselves indications 
for abortion. Where women are unable to cope in spite of sympathetic 
help and support, their difficulties mav manifest themselves in severe 
conditions of psychological stress which c,u1 be considered serious 
because of their duration or intensitv. In these situations abortion 
would be justified ori lhe grounds of a s~rious danger to mentai health. 

F,'2t'ill Defect 

'Ne refer now !:o fei:al. indicadons as g-rounds for abortion. There are 
diHiculties i;1 pr-~scribing· a formuL:: v1hich -will completely cover every 
case. As we have pointed out in 1Chapter 17, in some cases both the 
exi:,teLce o:! the feta] detect and irn severity can be forecast with rdative 
axur:1cy In others there rrn: .. y be onlv a slight risk that the child "NJ.11 be 
born 'Nith a phy:,ical or mental han,:iicap itlthough it is !mown that if it 
:rnHns this misfortune thf d,::fect will be a serious one. 

In our vi,c:w tl1e Ie2c is brst stated that abortion should be lawful if there 
is zi substantial risk that if the child •vere born it would suffer from such 
:Jhysiral or rnemal abnornnlities as to be seriously handicapped. 

1<:,ape 

for the reasons disnlssed earlier m this report, we reject rape as a 
ground for abortion. 

Ince:st 

1Ne woi:ld accept as a ground for abortion a pregnancy resulting from 
sexual inter,sourse within the relationship recognised as incestuous by 
section 130( l) of the Crimes Act l 96 L We would also accept as a ground 
for 21bortio11 a pregnancy resulting from sexual intercourse within the 
relationships recognised as unlawful by section 131 of the Crimes A.ct 
1961. 

P,lient:ailfy lReta,ndled Women and G:ids 

for the reasons which we have outlined in Chapter 1, we would 
recommend that the pregnancy of a mentally retarded woman or girl be 
regarded as a ground for abortion. 

Youn,g G1'1,I:, i,ind Old.er Vv'omen 

The position of young girls at the beginning of their child-bearing years 
and of older women who are at the end of theirs, is difficult. Although we 
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think· that extreme youth and older age are factors to· he taken into 
account in making the abortion decision, we reject themdts grounds .in 
,themselves for abortion. The point can be made that if the gi,rl is under the 
~ge of 16, the act of having intercourse with her is a criminal offence; 
although a defence will be open to the man concerned that he honestly 
believed that she was over the age of 16 years and that he had reasonable 
grounds for that belief. The fact that pregnancy in young girls under 16 is 
prima facie eviden~e of a cri?1inal offence may seem to provide some 
warrant for abortion. But 1t should not be overlooked that some 
precocious girls are as willing to engage in intercourse as the man or boy 
;involved, and on this account they may have no better claim to abortion 
than less mature girls over the age of 16. We consider, therefore, that 
extremes of age are factors which ought to be taken into account when 
cwnsidering whether serious danger to physical or mental health can.be 
established but that they should not operate as grounds for abortion in 
themselves. 

Grounds for Abortion Suggested to the Commission 

It is proper that we should declare our views on various formulas 
suggested to us as grounds for abortion although we do not recommend 
their acceptance as such. They are: 

Abortion on Request 

This is often referred tb as "abortion as a woman's choice'", or 
"abortion as of a woman's right", and sometimes as "abortion on 
demand". Abortion on request and ab9rtion on demand are often treated 
as being synonymous but there is, in theory at least, a difference between 
them. Abortion on request is a phrase used to describe an abort-ion tb 
which a woman is entitled without the necessity for medical or legal 
justification. No doctor is bound to perform such an abortion if, either 
through the dictates of his conscience, or on his view of medical pra6tice, 
the abortion is not justified. Abortion on demand is a phrase usetl to 
describe an abortion upon which a woman is entitled to insist without the 
necessity for medical or legal justification and regardless of the doctor's 
professional opinion. The phrase '\abortion on demand" is often used to 
denote "abortion on request" and may be sometimes a more emphatic 
way of expressing abortfon on request. 

We ourselves would not recommend abortion "on request" or "as of 
right", or "as of choice" To allow abortion on that basis would be to deriy 
to the unborn child any status whatever. We reject abortion on demartd 
for the same reasons as we reject abortion on request and for .the 
additional reason that we consider that no doctor should be obliged to 
provide medical care or treatment for a woman contrary to the dictates of 
his conscience or the professional view which he takes of the case. 

Abortion up to Twelve Weeks 
It was urged upon us that abortion should be made lawful up to twelve 

weeks. It seems to us that this is no more than saying that abortion should 
be permissible on request up to the time of twelve weeks from conception. 
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This fcri·;.nuki does not commend it:;elf to us because it acc,:•rds nc si:atm; 
whatever tr::, ,he unbor:1 child. The vie,v oi the developm,cnt •JI the child in 
uic:rc in Cha ptt'T 14 does not indicate that the twelfth week from ocmcepion 
i:, notable for any change in the growth of the fetus. The twe!hh ,,veek is 
sig;1ific:mt in th::: abortion decision, if al: all, for one reas:m only, and tbat 
is !:hat it rn.arks the end of the period c,f time in which the· i:echnique oi 
vacuum aspir::i.tion can be safely used. AfreI tha:i tirn.e other techniques 
n1orc injurious to the health d the pregnant wom2c11,. must be used. 
Therefore, until the tv,eHth ,,..,eek, the dangers of abortion are less than_ 
they are at subsequent stages of pregnancy. Again we would point cul. that 
while a formula which permits of abortion Oil request up to twelve weeks is 
air.ned to protect the health of the pr~gmmt ·worn an, it entire.ly ignores the 
status 0£ th,e unborn child. The poi,1t rn.ay also be made that if abortion is 
restricted as of right ro twelve vveek, only because the heahh risks m the 
pregnant worr,,an v1ithin that time are mini.mal, it vvaald be hard to resist 
th,~ k1gic of the claim of a pregnant woman ·without dependant~. who, at 
snn1J: tin1e 21.fte:r the t'vveHth ·v11eek, reqp.u~sted an abortion and agreed to rtn1 
the additional health risl:s involved. It might well be argued that, with no 
dependant:,, involved, her claim to abortion should be met. 

~:0;11e opinion !Jojs and Shrveys sought t•J ascerr.aift the measure of 
supjJOrt avajfable for ai:ionic.n wl-iere 1t i3 decided betv,reen a woman and 
her doctor. On a first and i;l.ipedicial comideration, the formula appears 
to have some .. Htt,u:tion. It sugge~ts thal there are medical criteria to be 
observed. C"in nwr1:: itY:tature reflection, the dangers in the adoption of the 
formula become obvious and ·what was an initiaJlj, attractive formula 
ber;on1eri 8L meaningltss phra2,~. Does the phrase'. mean that 21. 1Noman is 
(ntitled lo ari abortion i1 her doctor consider~ that the interests of her 
heahh woukI be better served b~, that abortion, or does it mean that .~he is 
ent:tled fo an abortion iJ he thinks 1hat rhere are no contra-ruedical 
indi.cad.o:os? The phrase pro,;ides w, solution t0 th:'.se questions. There are 
further ob}~ction.s to it. It accords tc, i:he unborn child only that status 
which :the individual doctor and the wormm herself choose to give it. They 
,rny,, in fact, be unable to agree on the matter Medic2.l opinion may also 
diff,·r. One drn:tor m2:y think that a woman should be aborted and another 
may not In chis respe~t al.one the formula ls quite ,.msatisfactory and gives 
no direction io the individual doctor as to the principles upon which he 
shmdd proceed noi'.' to the woman an indica,:ion as to the grounds upon 
which s;1e may be r>'::cused. It may leave her in the position where she has 
to !IO frorn docl:m to doctor before she finds one vvho will agree to abort 
het It 'vvould import more uncertainty into the operation of\he lavv than 
a I: pre3ent exists. · 

Uppe1· Time, L:imi.t 

Complication rates resulting from induced abortion have already been 
considered. It :s clear that those resulting from 2 oortion under twelve 
weeks are much less than those resulting from 2,bortions carried out 
~ubsequently. For these considen, tions alone, abortions a.re best 
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f cl .. ,.', ... ' 1,. . ou ~xme wnnm !:ne hrs: twelVe '"Ne,c1cs ffom conception. lVfo1;t abortions 
·\.:-r 1n fact caHi.@d 0,ut during this time, There are sevend reasons v,chy ihfa 
.!~) ;30: 

I. I\tfost -v,romen who have reached the ,twelfth week of r)reS;nancv 
1 ., • • • "h " .. ., ., u , 

bave a_re,w.y mad-: a u'ecrnmn to carry t e cmki to t1~rm. 
S. Any emotiond instability which accomp.inies the biologic,tl 

changes of pregnancy in the first 1:rime2ter has gone. 
3. As the pregmmcy advances the abortion is less likely to be just'.,.Iied 

as a medical procedure because o[ s:he increasing danger m the 
viom.a:n's health. 
Jr. ;10v/tve:·, abortion can be justified on one o:t the grounds "cvhich -\ve 

Lave already mentioned, there seern.s to us to be no reasm1 why, subject to 
c,n,e point to which Wf.: wiH shortly refer, abortioITT should not bt available 
ia appropriate casrs aher twelve v1eeks. Indeed, i£ this period were 
:ido;:,t~d s:s the point beyoild which abortions were not allov,ed, there 
vrould be cases where abo1c"tion 'lvhich was otherwise legally justified would 
Jrnv,f robe denfed. Tw,::i examples wrn suffice to make t}1is point. A young 
fl:irl may be rductam to admit pregnancy until after the twelfrh 1Neek has 
1;,,,ssed. It 11vm1ld be w-rDng to refuse a.l:i;::rtion for consideradorn; of time H 
'r,tr abortion were othawise ju:,i:ified. Amnioc~ntesis is not usually can-ir::d 
ow: umil aher the foune,iai:h ,,ve,r.k of ptegnam:y and the results of it are 
not generally available till after lhe siiteet1.th week Fetal d.ekcu:s cannot 
therefore be delected iI1 most c,,ses until fne secoul trin:1f:ster, For 1chese 
re2,sons v,;e d1ink that abortions d10·1Jld be pe:-mitted after twel\/e weeks H 
legal grounds exist bu! such abcrtfons shmi"ld be performed in public and 
private hospitals vvhere emergency services are readily available, The 
ex,:epti.0.:1 we h2,ve n1entioned is the upper time lin1it which shonkl be 
piaced on a bordon, Although the Abortion A,ct l 967 (U .K.) places no 
limit of time on the perfoi"mance of ab(.:;·tions, the Lane Committee mah~ 
th,:; following recommendations in its report (paras. 2G0 and 283): 

1-. That the Abortion Act l 967 (lS .K.) should be amended rn 
:nlihorise abordons up to the twentr-.fourth week of prermanicv and not 
ther,eafter. , u , 

2, In order to preserve the life or health o{ the mother or the child, 
termin2-timi oI a pregnancy may be 1:,edkally necessary ir, some cas,es 
after the 1,we:H)1-fovrth week of g,estation and up to or beyond the 
normal date for delivery of the child. h:: this event, the Committee 
concluded, termination should be treated as induction oi iabour and 
every effort should be made to preserve the life of the child, 

The Sdecr£ Committee sel up in the United Kingdom in. the ci.r,c:um
stances seli: ou.t in Appendix 3 of this report has remmmended at 
page 22 para, 8 of its report th,H "l.egislation should be introduced to 
provide an upper time lin:dt of twenty weeks' gestation on treatment of 
tumination of pregnancy bu'i provision should be rnade al1owing such 
LTeatment where the child vmuld be born with a major disabi1iry, vd1tther 
physical or mental, or where it is neeess;:;,,ry to saye the life or to prev·c:1~.t 
grave permanent injury to th':' physical or mental health of the pregoant 
'.,roman" (firsfl: Report from the Sd.ect Committee on Abortion, VoL 1 
pa.ge 22). ViahiEty: is 11o'w r~cogniscd as ~, po'.lsibility afi:er twenty-four 



weeks. However, fetuses have been born alive after twenty weeks, and it is 
conceivable that with the development of medical science fetuses bom 
before twenty weeks may be capable of extra-uterine, life. We find 
ourselves in agreement with the recommendations of the Select 
Committee in England and consider there should be an upper time limit 
on abortions, restricting them to twenty weeks' gestation, subject only to, 
the provision that abortions should still be allowed after. that time only 
where there is a substantial risk that the chpd would be born with a 
serious disability, whether physical or mental, or where it is necessary to 

. , 

save the life of the pregnant woman, or to prevent serious permanent ' · 
injury to her physical or mental health. .I 

Consent of Father of the Child 

The decision to abort is a decision to be arrived at only after the matter 
has been given the most careful consideration. Where a woman is married 
we would expect that the husband should be consulted. The decision to 
interfere with the continuing life of the unborn child is one in which the 
father of the child has an interest and responsibility. In those cases where 
a woman, contrary to her partner's wishes, seeks an abortion, and the 
abortion is justified on legal grounds, it is likely that the couple are not 
living in harmony. It would not be proper in our view to refuse abortion to 
a woman in those circumstances if sound legal grounds can be established. 
No restriction of that kind exists in law at present. We would expect, of 
course, that in pre-abortion counselling the matter would be explored 
with both partners. 

Consent of the Parent 

A girl under 20 years of age may often be under strong parental and 
other pressures to have an abortion although she herself may wish to keep 
the child. On the other hand, such a girl may wish to have an abortion in 
the face of parental opposition. In both these situations the question arises 
as to whose decision should prevail. 

The legal position is not entirely free from doubt. According to advice 
which we have received, until the enactment of the Guardianship Act 
1968, the better view of the law was that all minors were incapable of 
giving a legally effective consent to any operation upon themselves. In 
accordance with that view it has been the practice in New Zealand for 
hospitals to require the consent of a parent or of a legal guardian before 
undertaking any surgical procedure on a minor. A material alteration to 
the legal position was made by section 25 of the Guardianship Act 1968 
(which came into force on l January 1970). The relevant part of that 
section is as follows: • 

(1) Subject to subsection (6) of this section, the consent of a child of or over 
the age of sixteen years to any donation of blood by him, or to any medical, 
surgical, or dental procedure (including a blood transfusion) to be carried out 
on him for his benefit by a person professionally qualified to carry it out, shall 
have the same effect as if he were of full age. 

(2) The consent of or refusal to consent by a child to any donation of blood or 
to• any medical. surgical, or dental procedure (including a blood trans-
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fusion) whether to be carried out on him or on any other person, shall if lhe 
child is or has been married have the same effect as if he were of full age'. 

(5) Nothing in this section shall limit or affect any enactment or rule of law 
whereby in any circumstances: 

(a) No consent or no express consent is necessary; or 
(b) The consent of the child in addition to that of any other person is 

necessary; or 
(c) Subject to subsection (2) of this section the consent of any other person 

instead of the consent of the child is sufficient. 

These provisions appear to draw a distinction between minors who are 
or have been married and those who are unmarried but are of or over the 
age of 16 years. Under present law a minor under the age of 16 years 
cannot marry even with parental consent. In the former case, the minor is 
treated as an adult and may give a valid consent. In the latter case, the 
consent of the minor would appear to be effective only where the 
particular procedure concerned is to be carried out for the minor's benefit 
by a person professionally qualified to carry it out. It is in this area that 
difficulties will arise in the case of girls of or over the age of 16 but under· 
20 whose wish to have an abortion is contrary to the wishes of their 
parents. 

The words "any medical (or) surgical ... procedure" where used in 
section 25 ( 1) of the Guardianship Act. 1968 are wide enough to include an 
abortion and, provided it is carried out for the benefit of the girl concerned 
by a professionally qualified person, her consent would appear to be 
effective for the purposes of the section. The resolution of the question of 
whether a particular abortion is for the benefit of the girl still remains. 
Where legally permissible abortion is restricted to grounds which are 
broadly therapeutic (a description which can be applied to the grounds 
which we have recommended), we can foresee no difficulties in the 
administration of the abortion law, and a girl of or over 16 years but under 
20, would, on the wording of section 25(1) of the Guardianship Act 1968 
be able, notwithstanding the absence of parental consent and, indeed, in 
the face of parental opposition, to give a valid consent to the procedure. 

Where the right to an abortion is not tied to grounds which can be said 
to be for a girl's benefit, as may be the case where the legal code allows 
abortion on request, difficulties could arise and the efficacy of the girl's 
consent might? in some_ ~rcumstances, be doubted. The point will, 
however, remam academic if the recommendations which we have made 
a~ to the grounds for legal abortion are adopted and such grounds are 
accepted by the legislature as being for the benefit of the girl. 

The case of girls under 16 years of age is more difficult. We think it 
better to assume that in the case of girls under 16, to whom section 25 of 
the Guardianship Act 1968 has no application, the common law prevails 
and parental consent to the carrying out of a.n abortion, even if it is legally 
permissible, is still necessary in law. In the event, therefore, of a division 

"· of opinion between a girl under 16 who desires to keep her child and her 
parents who think that she should have an abortion, the wishes of the 
latter prevail in law. Such a position raises the question of whose decision 
should be accepted. In particular, should a girl under 16 who is 
sufficiently mature to make a rational and responsible decision herself be 
forced to undergo an abortion because her parents are of a contrary view? 
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Although we recognise the place of parents as the head of the family, an 
institution the place of which, should be upheld in society, we a.re of the 
opinion that the dilemma should be resolved by the decision of the girl 
herself so that, if after proper counselling she wishes to continue with her 
pregnancy, an abortion should not be forced on her against her will. 

There remains the further question of. the girl under 16 who desires an 
abortion in face of the wishes of her pa.rents that she continue with the 
pregnancy. Again we think, on pa)a.nce, that the girl's wishes should 
preva.il if proper grounds for herJ~~rtion have been e.stablished on the 
procedures we have recomrp.endt;d;JOei:nis to us that, if it can be shown 
that an abortion is legally p(}rmiss\6~ on one of the grounds which we 
have recommt'!nded, it wou\cl .be hip·,sh as well as illogical to deny it to her 
.beca.use of her age. 

W~.would not expect sit;tia.ti,on,s.?fJ~b)ind that we have discussed here 
to, arise other tµan infr~s:iij~,n(ly, p~fticulady where there has been 
co'\:lnselling of parents anfchiJ:d)'bi'ftJhfymay frpm time to time occur. To 
c:over ,those cases in);,~i~l,\~~~~Y f:i 1

19~?tfr; ';iVe reco~mend that legislation 
should be enacted to proviae that the consent of a girl under the age of 20 
y:ear.s,Jo., an. abortio~;,PA,berself ~µall, ,notwithstanding the absence· of .the 
CCl]JSe~t,.of her p~rent~1?X ~HP't~ia.,h, ~~v,e the same ~£feet a~ if she "'.~re of 
fµll 3;g,e, proyl~~~,. ,mti. ,J&[?}l:~ds,. !?f}-;gal abort:on exist, and that, 
fOnvers~ly, no A\39:i~~i 11}, 6r1farn,ed out on any girl under the age of 20 
yea.rs withol\~ R-fFt~fiJ ?· . 
Tb~ B1:1rd~n qtjJi~flt,il ,£ht! . 

It: was sugge cib!u:1f,thatrin prosecutions against persons who are 
darrying out . · 1 ·ab0vtiorls,,tthe, onus should rest on the persons 
ohaF'ged•'td p1tcii,\hf1.tha:t *lifatiwas·done wa&.in 'accordance with the law and 
th:'!l.it, 1tl'.r'ey:.r'Gved' m!?golifdl ~aiith. 'il'hereia,re some. limited areas of law in which 
1tlrefo~usc•is, p1a~€€14'~y••:staltuM 1on .thre ac«used persons to prove their 
hin'oeeh~e o~i1f~J~ailu1isn:.thc:ntxis l:1.mce ,of. ,eertain.Jacts consistent with that 
1ntn0ce8'$~'l, ,:::B1@Fll'e»illtttp:te) !leifrion 23 ( l) ·of the ,Grimes Act 1961 provides 
~ ,.,~~q~iJsiha1fl,;be:1;pEesumed to be sane,,at the time of doing or 
Cf~j}!iit!~tJJ!} !a~yila::au ulil.til✓the 'Contrary is proved. • 
,, , : S'!l~t>~l,24:f;(,~)ilof, .the Grimes Act 1961 pro;vides a defence for a person 
i::lij'1:ti1t~i:~thilliavih'g1inliis possession by night any instrument, being an 
~Siffiwm~nit 1~apaih:le, of>being used for burglary, in, circumstances that 
l!!t,i.Qll!~facie1sfr0w anintenti0n·to use it for burglary, if he proves that he 
had '1awit1l,iexcmse, for having the instrument,in his possession. 

ieotioms 5Q6} and l? of the Narcotics Act 1965 provide that where 
rra~~otliis c1100,ftmnd in the pos~ession of a perst~n in: certain circumstances, 
tHe.,by;rden of proof of innocent user or possession rests on him. 

IBlitHustifiaation advanced for placing on the shoulders of an accused 
peiistmLthe, burden of proof of, innocence is said to be that the particular 
fadtS ·which are an element of the crime are peculiarly within the 
k1rowledge @f the' person charged but not within the . ability of the 
proSedition to prove. It was said to us that·persons charged with abortion 
should be reqilired to prove their good"faith•ratlier than that the Crown 
shdliltl be required,to prove its absence. It is almost certainly true that if 
the aurden of proof of good faith were placech:ipon the accused, medical 
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practitionen and others ">,vho contemplated performing 01,Jorricms •NouJd 
be .particularly careful to ensure tha~ there wr:re adequate kg,,.1 iiye,i.rnd:, 
bd0re they proceeded and, o:n tlus accounr, we have .-:;1v,0 n on·:lul 
consideration ta the suggestion. V\/e are moved, hmve,er, to re;ei:' it •.m 
tYm main ;5rnunds: 

:,_: It is quite _co~1tr~,ty to !.!1e mainstream of judspru•k:nce c1rn;t the 
Pol 1c··- of th"' ··1·""r··1n°t· 1aw· 1 ho·· c00 M , •" • 1 1- l I .r ~··•· .Y - _,,,_, 1v u.- Ji. .Ile L J. • ..iL •• Jl .':>C .... v.:,C~ 1'\i..ue1e rne L,Ui r::'lJ (J~ p.,. 1Jo C'!. 

l·nnocence h:>s hePn l}r)"(i.-.f' to, f'P~,t· on t1'1,0 encl• 1 b ' ,,, 1 
--- _ _ ''"'"•--- - -..,_ .L -- a,.., t'.i 1:C! ~aJ1 ~· Jd_t:tH'(Cl ;:_1,_, 

exceptions. to the general rule. 
2, l! this r.ever_s2cl ~f the t~urde;1 ~f proof ',vere. U) be ~,dop,e,c! i::-i rhe 

abort10n leg1slatrnn, lt couln re"ult m doctors bemg deterred, 1:brou::::h 
fear of prosecution, from performing abortions in ·~:ases which nlie-lit 
properly be carried out within thr criminal law, '·' 

Se,i:timili 18:l; of tlh.e Cri.m,e§ lio,d Hl61 

The place of secdon 182 of the Crln1es Act 1961 in the aborti0:r 
lc:gislation requires to be considered. V.Je see no reason for suggesting it[, 
deletion from the crirninal law when the purpose behind its introduction 
was to fiH a gap betvveen the faw of homicide and the hw oi abor(ic,n. 
~;ection ! 82 should be left to fill that gap but any legislation intenckd tc, 
aher the existiag law on abortion should be framed in terms of :iection 133 
to 187 of the Crimes Act 1961 only, h now :::,_ppears that the legal. 
definition of human being in section 159 of the Crimes Act no longer 
cc,Incides vvith medical opinion. Section 159 provides i:hat a child beco,nes 
~l, human being within the meaning of the Act when it has completely 
11roceeded in a living state from the body of its mother, whether it has an 
!ndependent cir,:ulation o:r not, and whether the navel string is severed or 
noL h may be nov,i sa1d that it is inaccurate to speak of the child having ,m 
independent circulation only a:fter birth, -when in fact it is firmly 
established that a child has an independent circulation while still within 
the worn b and that the severing of the navel cord separates rh,c: child from 
rhe placenta, not the body of its mother, The import of section 159 has not 
been the subject of our inquiry and we only comment on its provisions in 
passing. If, however, amendrnents were made to section 159, then 
;;onsequential am:::ndments would require to be made to section 182. So 
long as section 159 remains in i,s present form, we do not think that 
section 187 requires further amendment. ·we note that the equivalent 
English section, namely, section 1 of the Infant Life (Preservation) Act 
l 929, creates the offence of child destrnction, if, with intent to destroy the 
life of a child capable of being born alive, a person by a ·wilful act c1uses 
the child to die before it has an existence independent of its mother, It 
further provides that, for the purposes o{ the Act, evidence that a woman 
has at any material time been pregnant for a period of 28 weeks or more 
shall be prima facie proof that she was at that time pregnant of a child. 
rapable of being born alive. H the recommendations of the Select 
Committee in England are adopted, it is likely that that period will be 
reduced to twenty weeks. Section 182 makes no reference to the durn,tion 
of the pregnancy. It merely refers to "unborn child". 
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Spedfic Am~miments 

It is Ot<f recommendation that an appropriate code for abortion in ~ew 
Zealand would be achieved by repealing sections 183 am: 184 and 
replacing them with a section providing that: 

1, Everyone shall be guilty of a crime 'Who, with intent to procure the 
ndscarriage o1 any woman or girl, whether she is with child or not: 

( 1) Unlawfully administers to, or causes to be taken by her, any 
poison or any drug or any noxious thing; or 

(2) Unlawfully uses on her any i,nstru,11ent; or 
(3) Uniawfully uses on her any means ,vharnoever, not being means f1 { 

to which (1) and (2) apply. 
2. It shall be unlavvful to do anv of the acts mentioned in paras. ( l), 

(2), (3) of subsection L unles:1: ' • 

(I) The continuance cf the pregnancv would result in serious danger 
· ' to the life o{ ihe pregnant wom;n or girl, such danger not being 

the normal danger of d1ildbirth irnelf; or 
(2) The coni:inuance otthe pregnancy vwuld result in serious danger 

10 th;~ physical or mental health of the woman or girl, such 
dang~r not heing the normal danger of childbirth itself; or 

(3) There i:o a suhslandal risk that, if the pregnancy were not 
tennin2. [ed and the ch]d were to be born, it would have or 
suffrr from such physical or 1w:ntal abnormality as to be 
s,~l"iously h,mdicapped; or 

( 11) The pregnancy is the result of sexual intercourse: 

(a) Which, i{ a charge w,~re laid, 'Nould constirnte the crime 
of incest a.s defin•c:d by seccion 130( l) oi the Grimes ,Act l 961; 
or 

(b) In such :::ircumstances that, if a charge were laid, it 
v,m::Jd constirnte a crime under section 13 \ ( 1) of the Crimes 
Act 1961:. or 

(5) Th: pregnancy is the result of sexual intercourse with a woman or 
girl 1Nho is, or was at the drne of th,: intercourse, "severely 
subnormal" within the rDeaning of section 138(2) of the 
Crimes Act 1961. 

'.J. The wornan or girl shall not be charged as a party to any offence 
against this section. 

We hav,: considered the posilion of abortion induced by the woman or 
girl herself. This is at present a crime under section 185 of the Crimes Act 
l961. Vvhether it should remain a crime for a woman or girl to abort or 
attempt abortion of herself has troubled us considerably. Vl/e note, in 
particular, that the offence at present carries with it a maximum of seven 
years' imprisonment Any woman or girl who attempts an abortion upon 
herself must be in desperate straits and a sentence of seven years' 
imprisonmem seems savage. Even under the present legislation the 
penalty which may be imposed seems quite unrealistic, it being unlikely 
that ,the courts would impose more than a fine or an order to come up for 
sentence if called upon. A.her anxious consideration we think that a 
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provision similar to section 185, but with drastic modification of the 
penalty, should remain. We are moved to the retention. ot section 185 by 
two main considerations, which are: 

1. If the unborn child has some status then it seems to/us that that 
status is unaffected by the identity of the person performing or 
attempting to perform the abortion. · 

2. If the criminal law is to take account of the acts of third· persons 
who may sometimes be motivated by considerations of pity,' then it 
ought to take account of the acts of the woman or.girl herS'elf. Itis true 
that the woman or girl is not liable to be charged as a party tb offen'Ces 
under sections 183 and 184 of the Crimes Act 1961 but the exemption 
from prosecution conferred by these sections is an exemption not 
dictated by considerations of principle but rather for practical reasons. 
If such an exemption did not exist then it might be impossible to prove 
that an illegal abortion had taken place in that the woman or girl whose 
evidence was necessary as proof of the crime rnight. decline to give 
evidence at the trial of another person on the ground that her evidence 
might incriminate her. 

Section 186 should remain with a proviso that for the purpose of that 
section, the term "unlawfully" should hive the same meaning as that 
contained in section 183. 
· Section 187 should remain. 

"Life" Defined 

In discussing the working of the Abortion Law in New Zealadd, we 
mentioned that one of the difficulties that has been encountered arises 
from the varying interpretations given to the word ''life" in the phrase 
used in Bourne's case, "the preservation of the life of the woman." We 
were asked by one hospital board to clarify whether the te{"m "life" means 
"physical life of the woman" or the "quality of life". We think that the 
term "life" should be defined in terms of actual, physical life and not in 
terms of the quality of life, of which adequate account can be taken in the 
code which we have already enunciated. 

Menstrual Extraction 

In discussing the techniques of contraception, reference was made to 
the technique variously known as "i:n.'en,strual extraction", "rµenstrual 
regulation", or "endometrial aspiration". The legality of this pro~edure 
requires consideration. Although the procedures are very similar, 
menstrual regulation differs from vacuum aspiration (an acknowledged 
technique of abortion) only in t:hat it is carried out before a diagnosis of 
pregnancy has been made, although the woman's period will have been 
overdue for some days. In the majority of cases, where the technique has 
been used, it has been found from an examination of the contents of the 
uterus extracted by menstrual regulation that the woman in fact was 
pregnant. · 

For several reasons we do not think that the use of this technique should 
be encouraged: 
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i. If, in Iact, rhe wmrrnn is not pregnant, the oroccdun: wi!l have been 
carried 0ul mmecessarily. There ,u~·;;, numbe1~ of conditions ether than 
pregnancv t.Nhich raay delay the 011set of a r,eriod, and 1r1aJilV ·vvornen 
h:1.v,-: foar~ of ?regnar;C:)1 ·which arc: clispdled "wiihout the: neeci for ,:ucJ, 
drastic surgical inter\/ention. 

;;;, It may ,~ome lo be regarded as being an ad•~qua'.e contraci>ptivt 
rn ea.s m·-~. 

3. It 13 a s1Jri.ical r-,·o-~dTP ,,.,(,i--} 11er""JS•· ;, '1m,,,·f,~re~ vvii-h th· 
0 

" • .. _.., J,~" L• .. .' 1,. .. ., • . ,, 1, '•: ""'.' , l, . t L ,.~ ... "• 
0 

• , , , 'C. 
uter1ne nn1!1g~, ~s ac:,con1parnecl t1y cornphc~1.t1ons. Ea.ch 1nsertH)1n oi tt1e / 
•:ami,Jla i,1t::. ~ht cerv~z involv~s "\P_otent~,ll risk ~,f inr~cfr:m vvhen: t~,:re 1·, 
12 2. pre-ex1:,tmg va6mal cerv1rnl mi:ection ,~md J. nsk rJl pcrlora.t1on. I 
Damage ,:;:, the endorne;crium, w1tb consequent morbidity ai1.d 
infer6lity_, rn2~y resuJt. 
I( in Li{t~. t.b.e prc1cess of rn,.:nstruaJ regulation. is carried out cn1 a ~Norn.an 

or girl v,-ith intent to procure her rni3i:arriage, the act ,Nould plainly b.;:: 
~.rithin the exi:rti1~\g abci:rti::rn LJrfii, ''l:1heth1er c)r not she subsequently proved 
1e !),~ prrgnz..nt. H it GUllKlt bcE' proved that that 1vas \ts purpose, then ii: 
'\'/•JUlf~ not. 

0 
TJ nless~~ J:101;,vev,~~r ~ srffne C/1r?s Rre pl~ct~d on the 1..1~-e of t~~.is 

tcd:nnque, H 021t1lc: i:,ecornr ,::c r:1ea,1s o~ ceumwenlmg the operation of trie 
law, Those V"bo r::c.:imrnend lts m,-~ and carry i:t out soul.cl employ the 
techr1.iq1te t.Jn any vv;)n1.2J1 t.)r girl 'A-l-103e: period viras u·verdue, being careful 
not tt) h2.ve .a pregri.ancy test rna,de first. rfher~: 'Nould be nothing to 
pr:yent the cl•~ttii,g up ,:,f diEks in v.-·hich m:nctrn2.l ,~xtraction could be 
c:c:.rried out on ·1.v,Jmen and girl~. ·,,vho bdieved t}1ey were pregnant. Sucb 
c.Hnic::; cou]d c.-nerate vt'ithin the l.avv by advisin·g- vvo1r1en and girls to seek 
menstruz,; e,,-i:/actioH bdor~ having a pregrn.n~)' t>;c:t. V/hile il ,,vould b,~ 
likdy that th,c: rriajority w1J11ld in .wcf be pregnant:, it ·would be itnpossi.ble 
1:n prove 1hm: the: oper,al.<.:,r kne·:/1/ tbat an i:1di?idual woman had been 
pregn:mt 

Fer these u,,":om, vie con•,idet· th2,.1. provic;ion shcukl be made l~gislatirnr 
a:~·airn,,: ::he n:.it. o-f the technique ·d rnem.tru:::J regulation ~inle~s ~: 
p1regnancy· test h.as iirst be .. ~TJ car~.~ie-d (::iu·~. If then th.: vvo:rnan concerned h1 
not p,:·egnrJ.1~!:, Jhe!:e ""'H_l be no ~,r;e~l for the tt,~l::mique ta, be us~c~;' hut if 
prr:gmmey 1:3 conrirrn:en, tht cnitena for 2.l:·ort'on Ernst bt saosned. 

I~ .. EO()Nl!ll1iITJl2]'1IDA TION5 
L Tk:1 ;;c:lxwtio::-1 an'C1 miscarriage be defined in anv legal code a.s the 

pr~mature expulsion of the fetus er embryo after in{Dla~tation. i 
'.!.. Th;it Lhe Crim.es Act l:?GI be amended by substituting fer section I83 I 

rcnd :'..J4 a r,ection providing that: ~ 

(l) Evny•?ne sl_1aJl bi: guilty of 2, crime who, with intent to procure,,-: 
tt1.e rmscarnage oI any v.;oman or girl, v,;hether she is with child or 
not: 

(a) Unlawfully :01dministers '•:o, or cau::es to be taken by her, 
any pois,Jn or any drug or any nmdous thing; or 

(b) UnJ;,,wfully uses on her anv instrument; or 
(c) Unlawfully uses cm her any means whatsoever, not being 

meat"~ t:i which (a) and (b) ap}')ly. 
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(2) h sh2ll be unlav,fvl to do any of the acts mcr!tloned in p2.ra;,, i a:-, 
(b), (c) o[ subsection (1) nniess: · "· 

(a) Th,i:e centinuance of the pregn2L'1.cy Vfou.ld resuJt i~.t seriou~ 
danger to [he life of the pregna.nt wornau or gfri, sud1 dan1~er ;_:ot 
being the normal danger of childbirth itself, or ~ 

(b) The conJ:inua;:1ce cf ;:he pregnancy would resul:i. in se:-i.ous 
danger to the physical or mental health of the "Woman nr gir!, :mch 
dani;;er not being the nonual danger of childbirth itself; or 

(c) There is a substantial risk that if the pregnancy v,cre :1oit 
terin.inatecl and th.:: child vrere to be born, it would have or suffer 
from such physical or mental abnormality as to be seriously 
handicapped; or 

(d) The pregnancy is the resuh of sexual intercourse: 
(i) \\Thich, if a charge were bid, would constitute the crime of 

incest as defined by section 130 (I) of the Crimes Act 1961, or 
(ii) In s11d1 drcmnsrnnces that, H a charge were laid, it would 

constitute a crime under section 131 (1) of the Crimes Act 1961; 
or 

( e) The pregnancy is the resui.t of sexual imercourse ,vith a 
vvoman or girl v,ho is, or was at the fm.e of the intf'.rrnurne, 
,· c l i... l'' .. , . , . ' . ' 'J a • 0) f · s·::vere y suunorm<1 - -;v1tnm tne meanmg ot sectmn l~•l:J \-~ o 
the Crimes A.ct 1961. 

(3) The woman or girl shalI not be charged 'lS a party to any offence 
against this section. 

Abprobriati am~ndments will be required to sections l 85 and 186 to d~line the 
word ",:r.lawfully", 

:3. That the penalty of imprisonrrn:at provided by seclicn 185 of the 
Crin;e:s Act 1961 (female procuring her own abortion) be replaced by 2, 

fipe or lesser penalty. 
4:. That the extremes of age of a pregnant 'Noman or girl, while not of 

themselves grounds for abortion, be regarded as factors to be taken into 
;:wcount vvhen considering ·whether there 1s a danger to the physical or 
1;1ental health of the woman or girl concerned ar,d the e):tem of that 
c1an'7;tr, 

5,-(l) That Fregnancy resulting from. rape be not of itself a ground for 
abortion but that the plign t of wornen and girls 1nho are foarfol of 
pregnancy following on rape be met by ensuring that either the 
"Iv1orning-a£ter Pill" or some form of intr.1-uterine device such as 
the "~opper-7" be made 1-wailabk to women and girls 
compl.ammg of rape. 

(2) Thgt where 'vVon1i::n and girls m,ike complaints of r:1pe, ii: be 
mandatory for medical practitioners called by the police to 
exarnine them, either to provide the "Morning-after Pill", er, if 
requested, .:o fit an appropriate form of I.U.D., or, if they are 
unwillirig to do this, to advfoe complainants that these methods of 
treatment are available and that they may, if they v1ish, obtain 
them from a medical oractiiion:.::r of their choice or from a family 
planning clinic. ' · 
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6. That socio-economic factors be not of themselves grounds for 
abortion. 

7. That abortion be not carried out after 20 weeks' gestation except: 
(1) Where there is a substantial risk that the child would be born 

with a serious disability, whether physical or mental; or 
(2) Where it is necessary to save the life of the pregnant woman or to 

prevent serious permanent injury to her physical or mental 
health. 

8. That all abortions carried out after twelve weeks' gestation be carried 
out only in public or private hospitals where emergency services are 
available. 

9. That, while every effort should be made in counselling, before any 
application for abortion is considered, to include both partners in 
discussions and to ascertain the wishes of the father of the child, his prior 
consent to abortion be not necessary if proper grounds for abortion are 
estabH.shed. 

10. That legislation be enacted to provide that the consent of a girl 
under the age of 20 years shall, notwithstanding the advice of her parents 
or guardian, have the sarne effect as if she were of full age, provided that 
grounds for legal abortion exist, and that, conversely, no abortion be 
carried out on any girl under the age of 20 years without her consent. 

l. l. That the burden of proof in prosecutions against persons charged 
v,hh ,carrying out abortions unlawfully remain on the prosecution. 

l :t That i:he use of the technique known as "menstrual regulation", 
"rnenstrual aspiration", or "menstrual extraction" as a contraceptive 
technique be discouraged. 
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Chapter 25 

,vHO DECIDES? 
CRli:TICISM OF EXISTING ABORTION PRACTICE 

Most of the criticism heard by the Commission during discussion on the 
legal aspects of abortion was levelled at the vagueness and uncertainty of 
the abortion law which have resulted in widely differing interpretations 
being given to it in practice. We believe that much of this criticism will 
disappear if the law is amended to include in the statute a clear statement 
as to when abortion is unlawful. Serious criticism, however, has also been 
directed at the procedures leading to the making of decisions on abortions. 
These vary substantially from place to place and between one doctor or 
one committee and another. This is a matter fundamental to the whole 
abortion issue, and every endeavour must be made to rectify conditions 
which at present cause dissatisfaction and concern. 

THJE APPUCA TION OF CRITERIA 

The implementation of any law on abortion which does not rest entirely 
on rigid and unyielding criteria requires the application of both legal 
principles and medical tests to the circumstances of each ·case. Any code 
laying down criteria which require account to be taken of the individual 
merits of each case will require those making the decision to decide 
questions of degree. Such questions will include, for instance, whether the 
danger to the woman from the pregnancy is such as to be a serious danger 
to her life or a serious danger to her physical or mental health. 

In requiring that account be taken of the circumstances of each case, 
abortion is not in a unique position either medically or legally. The 
practice of medicine requires decisions, sometimes of a s·erious kind, to be 
made in the treatment of a patient. The practice of the law requires the 
application of principles and legal tests to individual circumstances. The 
decision may often be difficult but the impossibility of laying down a set of 
conditions against which the decision can be measured with computer-like 
efficiency in each case does not mean that criteria should be abandoned or 
the legal code vacated in the making of decisions on abortion or in any 
other area. It is necessary, however, to reduce the differences of 
interpretation to a minimum by ensuring that the law does not vary in its 
application and practice from one place to another, from one hospital to 
another, and from one doctor to another. 

Before we examine the various means by which the decision should be 
made, it is desirable that we discuss a number of matters which have their 
part in the decision-making process. 
A Statutory Committee 

The administration of the abortion law in New Zealand is not at present 
the responsibility of any single body or department There is, however, 
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reasor. !:o think thz.l the over,3ight oi this adiuinistradon could wdl be 
vested in ,,1 singl,e body. The vrnrking of th,c z,bortion law in o.ac localitv 
may hizhlig;ht ;ocial issues pecufa1r ·to that area, or it m:iy indk,.1te th~ 
applic,.don ol dHforent medical standards and dernonstrate a differe11t 
interpre-tation oi 'the law between one district and a~1other, The issur::s 
raised may come ·1Nithin th-:: oversight of a number oI departments. They 
may invobn vits1l statistics I"elating to age, n:,ce, aod marital status.. an oi 
which 2,re relevant to the cm;side~·ation ol demographic issues. Questions 
of health may arise, The Sta1£e has an iz1t~rest in maintaining the 
standards of health of its citizen~.,, in ascertaining the complications . 
attendant on abortion, and in seeing that abortions for ,vhich apprnvai i~ I\ 
given are carried om. in ?WIJer conditicms and by competent people. 
vVhether consent to abortion is give~1 or refu:1ed, i.t must i3'1§ure that 
women are p,·optrly comistlled both ;:iefore ar.d after the decision fa made. 

fo 1\ppendix 5 we re-fer to the operation 0£ a committee headed by Sir 
Leonmrd Mallen ·Nhich reports each ye~r to the Parliament oi So'.1th 
Ai:t,SiraEa on th:.: working of ''.he ab,)rtion b.,N~ In that state. V\1 e have been 
irnpres:sed by 1:he 11:ype of ma'terla1 3et out in the reporlts of this committee. 
'Ne r,,::cornmendl ihe e~i:ahHshinent ol such a committee :in New Zealaml 
and consider th:.t it vn:mid be better ;;uired to the gene,·al ovecsight of th.~ 
adminis,'.n,:cion oi the aborti.J>n law than the Depamnent of Heaitl--, 'Nhi.ch 
b aireacl~, b~aviiy -:barged with heaith cc1,re in so many other areas. INe 
e'111isage a c::c)mrnitte,e of three men1bers, tv10 of: whom should be 
experienced meieii cal prz,ctiric .. nern. In Ct'der to preserve some consistency 
of approac\ ,ind ::,t:Jt!.ook, 1:ht cha]"rr,an of 5uch a comrnhtee should hold 
offio,°- fo,r a 1,:erm o,f years, p.:ir~icnla.rly at thre ,omseL Th~ committet should 
have the f0Ho1vving 1·:iiLYt1Vers c:1,nd duties: 

l The cNer,·ight of the wcrking oJ the a.bortion lav,r~ throughout New 
Ze,,fanl1. 

2, Tl·,: Iicen:dng· o'[ publix arid private hospitals and othct insi1rntions 
to c:J rrv our abortions. 

:,. Ens.ming 1hat ;nsStut:om; •Nher,: abortions are performed havf 
,1cd,":r1uate facilities. 

"L Emmring that stafi in sec:1 instituti.oas :2T,F: competent 
5, Ensuring that adequate facilitie;;: exist for foe counseEing nf ·womtn 

he1ote and 2.frer aborfon de,:i:dons :are takerL 
li The colle,:tin~· of d21.ta on the characteriist:cs of v,romen aborted. 

1.Jla:,sifications wo~ld be 1~1ade ghing det2:ils of age, marita! s1:atus, 
period a1 whJich the abortion waf: carried om, race, number of children, 
p1ace af residence, grounds for abortion, technique used, place wh,ere 
carded out, and complication rates. VVhere abortion is refused it will be n 
neces5ary to record the m;.n1bers invc,lved and the grounds for refusd. f i 

7. The n::view oi the proces~ of decision-making, whether it be by 
p,md or othervvise. 

fl The laying down of standards for the facilities in institutions where 
ab,:.~,rtions a.re performed. 

9. The setting of mcJ.,dmum fees payable for abortion in private 
institutions, 
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10. The maintenance of consistent standards m the 
and adminfotration of the abortion lavvs. 

] l. the IVfinfater of Health 
of clinics and centres for 

boards on the 
and steriEsa!:ion 

to ParHz,ment on the 

,Is distinct from clinics. lit fo 
n-1ade for the regular "0 ·•~c,M, of 

abortions are to be carried out to ensure that 
and staff are available and that 
with base for the treatrnrnt of 

consider that all public 
shc,,:ld be: licensed and that 

also be licensed if 
area should depend, not on whether it is 
--·•~.•·-···· and n1edkal care, but on whether there is a 

''clinic in that area. Vl/e do IrWt favour a prolHe:~atkm 0£ clinics, 
whose el':tabHshment vve n:commend, 
dinic:s when: there i:c; a need. 

COUN§JEJLLORS 

of counselling before decisions on abortion are made has been 
in the last fe,.v years. Section 2 of Ihe 

Arnendn1ent Act 1975 makes sped.fie for 
before any abonion is underi:aken. 

VVe have heard great of subrn.issions on what is by 
counsellmg. hav~ 1?een, notable for the 
advanced as to vvhat IS mvoJ.ved. Vii e note that 

a similar coufusion 

divergent views 
Committee 

the 
to be from cw,.,,e,u,u,,: some 

cornments (para. vu•u,m_,,_,,", abortion should able to 
discuss and and anxieties in an :inforrnaI and 
unhurried rnanner. She should be told o[ the nature of the and 
of the likelihood of complete recovery from it, or the 

She shouid also be informed of any -rww,,nr, help which 
nrn,y be available to , either if abortion is · or if it is not. She 
should thus become more fuHy the implications of the 
continuation.1 or alternatively the te:rnuria!no,n, of her "i<l1"u1cy and be 

to arrive at a wise and independent decision as to what real 
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wishes are. Further, when her personal and social circumstances are 
discussed, it may be possible to identify problems which would be 
appropriately dealt with by others, e.g., a psychiatrist or a social work 
agency." 

We, too, are convinced that counselling should provide opportunities 
for discussion between counsellor and patient and for the giving of 
information, explanation, and advice. 

The Independence of Coun!!elling j 
Counselling should be independent in a twofold sense. It should be: fJ 

( 1) independent of the hospital, institution or clinic in which the abortion 
is to be carried out, and (2) independent in the sense of being objective 
and removed from any particular philosophy. Independence itself and the 
appearance of independence are both important. Where a monetary 
payment is received for the carrying out of an abortion, or where facilities 
are provided in furtherance of some philosophy on abortion, the need to 
ensure that the counselling is independent is even more important. In 
public hospitals, as distinct from private, the criticism can scarcely be 
made that the successful running of the institution is dependent upon or 
related to the numbers of abortions performed. On the other hand, this 
criticism may be valid in the case of private hospitals or clinics where 
patients make payments to those conducting the institution or carrying 
out the abortions. In such cases the independence of counselling may be 
open to question. The independence of counselling is best ensured when it 
is carried out by a person or persons who are separate from any 
institution, be it private hospital or clinic, where abortions are performed. 

The Role of the Counsellor 

We think that the functions of a counsellor are to assist a woman who is 
requesting abortion, by helping her in a friendly, relaxed atmosphere to 
evaluate her own particular circumstances and to explore all possible 
alternatives. As we have said, counselling should be objective and should 
not be given by anyone who strongly espouses any particular philosophy 
on abortion. Strongly-held views will almost inevitably influence the 
attitude of the counsellor. In the end it will be for the counsellor to advise 
the woman counselled and to discuss her situation and the alternatives 
with her; it will be for the woman to decide whether she wishes to proceed 
with an abortion; it will be for the decision-making body to decide 
whether, on the application of the law to the facts, abortion is permissible. 

WHO SHOULD DECIDE? 

It is important to decide. which system will best ensure the uniform, 
impartial, and efficient working of the abortion laws. We have given.a 
great deal of thought to this question. Several systems of decision-making 
have been suggested: 

1. By a Hospital Committee 
The degree of satisfaction with this system, where it operates in New 

Zealand, varies greatly. Much depends on the individuals who comprise 
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1:hc committee. There is, of course, no provision in the Crimes Act 1961 or 
in any other statute for the setting up of a committee of this nature. It was 
evolved in an endeavour to impart some uniformity into the decision
making process, and works on. the assumption that two heads are better 
than one. Despite some obvious advantages, the system also has its 
drawbacks: 

( l) It can be unwieldy and beset with administrative difficulties. 

(2) It requires that those holding strong views should be excluded 
from the committee. fo some institutions this is hardlv 
possible. ' 

(3) Where more than one committee functions in a particular 
hospital, the varying personal views of the committee members 
may lead to widely different interpretations of the law. (The 
Commission heard evidence of one hospitai with two 
committees, one of which regularly approved approximately 
85 percent of requests for abortion, vvhereas the other granted 
only about 15 percent. This wide variation of standard in 
decision-making- under such a committee system demonstrates 
hovv haphazard and unsatisfactory conditions have been in 
some instances in the past.) 

(4) Abortions represent only a small part of the huge work load with 
which hospitals must cope and, in consequence, they must 
take their place along with the rest in the timetabling of "work 
to be carried out For the woman concerned, undue delay will 
almost certa.inly cause great anguish and may cause serious 
complications, 

(5) There is little evidence of adequate counselling before decisions 
have been taken or of any supportive counselling if an abortion 
has been refused. 

2. By a Medical Practitioner 
In Chapter 24 we discussed and rejected the possibility of abortion 

being decided between a woman and her doctor. It has, however, been 
suggested that, once the law has been defined and indications for abortion 
specifically l,iid down, the interpretation and application of that law 
should be left to a single doctor. In our view this is not an acceptable 
situation. It places too much onus on the doctor concerned whose decision 
rnay be und.~Iy influenced by his own personal views whether they be 
corrservative or liberal. While we have no doubt that there are many 
doctors who ,,vould responsibly and objectively assess ::dl the 
circumstances before arriving at a decision, we feel obliged to say that 
there are alse those in whose hands we would not be happy to leave the 
decision. 

We note that, in the survey of members of the Royal College of 
Obstetricians and Gynaecologists in 1975, over 95 percent of the members 
of the College who replied thought that the decision should not rest with 
any one medical practitioner. 

s;9 10 
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OUR !Ui:,C:01Mlli;,f£NDATH)NS: 

':VVha.t systen1 't1viH ·best erurnre unifc,..rn"t, objective, and effi1cient ··'.iVnrking 
oi the 2.bonion la·vvs ln which cc,unseHirn;· fa given a pre per place? V•/ e are 
af the view that rhese condi6om '11>onld be best s,.ttisfied by ,etting up 
panels under th~ jurisdjction and oversight of the statutory wmmittee, the 
establi.shment of ·which ,xe have alr,'.'adv recomnv:nded. We S'i::e a need for 
sor£,e cwe!ve to fourteen of ,hese pan,~ls tbroaghout New Zealand. The l 
nurn.ber of assess1nent panels shoc:Jd not be 100 grea.t h1:cause of i.h.~ I 
difiicuity of finding suitable :,rnff, but they mu·,r be :Jaliiciently nu:nerou, l 
to emmre i:ha1, womeH de not hav~ to tiavd long distances l:c, consult them. C, 
Rde:nal! I'a1a,::b 

T11~~ :.:onstitudo,n of these panels i~ irn:pc~rtant. ()bviously they rnnst 
-contain a,t least tlvo rn.ernb,iv:::rs, VVe L~1.vc:11a· a na:n.el of ti1r:'.:e, tvvo of -i,.vhorr1. 
t:bould 'be medical prnc1:itim:1.,,0 rs., at kz:.sc' one wid, 01:lst,etrical and 
gynal":tologfral qu:di~icaciom. fJr exptri,ence, i.nd the third a social worl,1::r. 

' ,, 

l:1 lar::,;er ocntres a t::in:i;er pa;;el ff,2 ':; be nccr·,,;;arv according to v,crk lo~d !,, 

ii.ml d:va.ilability of 3t;;{L- Appci,il11'.1nrnts t,J: tb~ panels should be the \ 
fr.,1ction ic,f •:!1,; statutory commiac::, In making ,.1,,ppointmmts the i' 

,~ornmid.ec slwuld b;:n ,:: regard tc• i.:hc follr,-;,ving maucr:i: i 

( l) The need to cLppoint permz~:; :n1p:1 nial in outlook. 
(2) ... fh.e d,~:f;iral'::ilit.11/ of hz~vinv: a v1.rorn;cu1 doctor on ezich panel. (i-\ 

p.1reg·nant 'N~n12~n ·':,vill ~~:;:ft;,':".TJ be nYat:,~ at eas(:: vvith a ""\IVOrna.n 
1Jc,ctor. ,, 

The dechiu-:1 st1-0ukl be madi b~, the doc1.orn un th•: dirrtcal evidence pt/l 
'1::.efor-t: ihen:1. 'This lV1ouk] in.clud,:•:: a ·.it 1,:;pc,rt fron~J the sc,cl.aI 1Norker ~1,ho 
1,void·J be ;_)P~:,tnt during the del:J~.er2.tions end hs.vt the ri,ght to bri,1g in 
the ::J1 .. di'it:dtta..l ·\,\fornan's co-t1n~::1~·f.'i::-Jr. 'T'he:re ·'\.viH l1e a ne·ed, of cJursr:\ to 
hitVl~ a s1J.Hicient J.TurnJJt:.r of docrorf, a.vai1.aJ1le t,o p,rovide for recourse to ·:l.Jie 
rn:J.de i:c1 ~1~ thind dl)Ct11~;r if there i:~! :a disagreernent bet,1ve·~n the tv10 vt1lH) an: 
on ,h:: nan-ti when thr: c:::1:1:tef is fir:.i!: con:·,ider,,~d. 

I'J1,e }Ja.:1'.It:~l ahoi:_1.ld, in its deli"f:"J!er.ations_, ha.·ve a. v,n.itten applicati<Jin frorn 
rhe Tefrrr:ng docmr giving the following- information: 

(1) A stat,~rnent from tb: genend pracridoner Of speciafot of the 
.tf::a.x,rn:. 10.r rt:qt1-:sting aborticn, e.g., physical ::•r mentrJ 
bcalth, fetal d,c·fect etc., to,rether with a dia~nosis of pre,:;nancy. 

(2) il.ny further r.t1~~iC1ical t~porr.S" ,._ " .... · 
13) Advice tha: d:u:: woman bas ht:en a.dcquatd)' counEf'Iled. Such 

cmrnsdling should be carded ,,Jul: by a com1f,dlor eerployecl by 
1:he st:nutm·y committee,, m.· by an ag•1::nC'j' or person approved 
{or cuunBdliag by i.;he cor:amittec~. 

The wc.ma1.1 should, as a rult. be interviewee{ bv the panel. There may 
be tiomr~ fevv C?JSe:,; in which it will not be neoe2sary YCH the panel to see tbc 
wornan cm,ccrned. :For example:. if z, wmmm nas been a patient in n 
1,,gychiat.dc ins.titution for ~mne length of: time, there would be liLde point 
in rtquiring her to appcz,r before the pand if her condidon could be as 
"'""'~:1 documcmrd bv cvidcn::e fr.om objective E>ources. 
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Cost of Abortion 

If a woman is entitled to an abortion on grounds which are legally 
justified, then she should, as is the case with all other treatment given to 
any patient in a public hospital, be able to obtain it free of charge. The 
costs incurred by the State in performing abortions in public hospitals can 
be reduced if abortions are performed in the first trimester on a day stay 
basis. If hospital boards can be persuaded to provide pteventative 
medicine in the family planning area in clinics, women are more likely to 
be encouraged to attend at these clinics. If a woman does not wish to have 
the operation in a public hospital, a choice which she has in respect of '

1
. 

other forms of treatment, there is no reason why she should not be called 
upon to meet t_he cost, including hospitalisation, subject to receipt by the 
hospital concerned of the customary subsidy. 

We think that there is a place for the charitable trust controlling a clinic 
(such as the Auckland Medical Aid Centre) whose function will be 
restricted to carrying out first trimester terminations. Such a trust would 
make a direct charge to the patient as though it were a profit-making 
institution. 
Fees 

The question arises as to whether fees chargeable for abortions should 
be controlled by the State. Outside of surgical or medical services 
provided by a doctor in a public hospital, a doctor is entitled to charge for 
his services such fee as is agreed upon with the patient or, in the absence of 
an agreement, a reasonable fee. Likewise, private hospitals and clinics are 
free to charge such fees as they wish for hospital, surgical, and medical 
treatment given. It has been the experience both in the United Kingdom 
and in the United States of America that large sums of money are to be 
made by performing abortions. Indeed, in New Zealand, cases have been 
brought to our notice where abortions have been performed in private 
hospitals at fees which were quite extravagantly high. On this account we 
think that there is a case for the State, on the advice of the statutory 
committee, to fix maximum fees at a reasonable level. 

Charitable Trusts 

We have already recommended that clinics such as the Auckland 
Medical Aid Centre should be allowed to perform terminations in the first 
trimester. This clinic is registered as a charitable trust-a non-profit 
making institution. Accordingly, it is not liable to pay income tax and it is 
entitled to substantial relief from land tax. It is a prerequisite to the 
registration of any body as a charitable trust that its rules should contain a 
provision that, when its objects have been fulfilled or it is wound up, the 
assets which it possesses should be paid to some charitable agency and not 
distributed to private persons. The rules of the Auckland Medical Aid 
Trust contain such a provision. The Trust now has substantial assets, and 
at its present rate of charge is likely to acquire further assets or to increase 
its equity in the Aotea Hospital. The question is whether the State should 
intervene in the case of a charitable trust operating in the abortion area to 
remove or reduce the measure of relief from taxation at present afforded to 
it by legislation. We have no recommendations to make in this area. 
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Charitable trusts operate in a nurnber of areas of business in competition 
with other commercial enterprises ',vhich pay tax. For this reason we think 
that it ,.,vould be unfair for charitable trusts controlling clinics performing 
abortions to be made the subject of any treatment differing from that 
extended to charitable trusts operating in other fields of enterprise. If an 
unfair advantage is obtained by way of relief from taxation by the 
operation of a charitable trust, that matter should be the subject of an 
overall fiscal policy. 

H an objection to the use of panels in the abortion area were to be made 
on the ground that they destroyed or interfered with the doctor and 
patient relationship, we would record that we think the objection is 
,Nithout substance. As we have stated at some length in Chapter 5, doctors 
themselves h;;we already made substantial inroads into this relationship. 
The setting up of group and lock-up practices has in many instances 
already destroyed the traditional relationship of doctor and patient. The 
patient can no longer count on seeing the doctor of her choice within a 
group practice. Whenever a general practitioner refers a patient to a 
public hospital he foregoes the right to prescribe the treatment to be given 
to his patient while in hospital. We note, too, that doctors have not 
hesitated to delegate to the .Auckland Medical Aid Centre the right to 
counsel their patients and to make for them the decision on abortion. We 
are left with the impression that many doctors have been pleased to have 
been able to rid themselves of what, in many cases, was a difficult 
decision. 

We are aware that the Lane Committee did not accept that the decision 
on abortion should be made by referral panels. We would point out, 
however, that by the time the Lane Committee had been established, the 
network of agencies operating in the public and private sector on abortion 
in the United Kingdom was already well established. In making our 
recommendations, we are conscious that no system of decision-making is 
likely to be free from criticism. Even where, within a professional body, 
there is strong support for one system in preference to others, there will be 
some whose opposition to that system is strong. We do not suggest that 
the panel system which we propose will meet with the approval of all those 
vvhose submissions to us recognised the need for some persons or body to 
decide whether specific criteria had been met in individual cases. It is our 
view, however, that the system which we propose will best ensure the fair 
and objective working of the abortion law, and for that reason we 
recommend its adoption. 

An Alternative System-Two Doctor;,; 

Vv e think it proper to express our opinion on another system of decision
making which may be considered as an alternative to the panel system. In 
putting it forward as an alternative, we wish to make it clear that we do 
not regard it as equally acceptabie. We mention it because it is our 
function to set out in an objective way the various systems suggested and 
to give them a place in the scale of preferences. The alternative which 
seems best able to ensure a measure of objectivity in the operation of the 
abortion law is a system under ~Nhich, within the general framework and 
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3t1perv1s10n uf :he SLatmor) ccrmnil,,::e, the d,~c1E10n is :-nade by nvo 
dGctors 2,Jter the pregmmt woman h2.s been counselled at the counsdling 
service sd up by the statutory committee or at one approved by iL 

There are criticis,ms ,vhich c2L11 tX' rrrniie of the placing of the abortimi 
deci3it::in in the hands of ttvo dectorso There is thr: -risk that they v11ill give 
effect to their m•:n personal vie,.vs in d,~ciding whether Lhe crit•;c;ria have 
b~en meL and ihat a deci.sion made by t01NO doctors in one localicy may 
diffet from th2,t made in similar cfr,:urnstances in another. The chances of 

. . ,. ·' . l. cl . ·11 l ' 1 ' l .. l 1.1a:t0 lat1~1:ns ~~ d11.3 _an- _,o::cur1::ing \.:,,? 1 = . .,lO'w;1ever!: oe 1::;.:\Ci1 .1ess t ·1an ~J t 1(~ 
ma teer 1s leH to rhe dcos1on ot ont docwr, fhe nsk w1H iJe further reduced 
by tbe supervisicn and oversight which the statutory comn:1ittce vmuid 
give to the working of the ahor6.o:J b:NS in Nev, Zealand. 

8:::ctio;1 l of the Aborrion An 1 ~!6i' (U.K .. ) provides, in effecc, Ior the 
abortion dc:ci31,.Jn to b:: m;;,dc bv two regist-~red medicajl praclitioneTs. The 
,-, - · ,c·• · • 1 · • · · . h r::r • .1 n :~;H:Ject .,.,.ornrn1.ttee C!,n ..'.~,LK"',rt!OrJ~ rn .repc1,rt:tng to t e rlottSf 01 •u0r1~t1nons, 
tec?mnu:rc:,rlecl _th: a,1,e~d_mcra ot. dut s,xti_on by providin;?; thar th:::. ti'lio 
registered medical pra:·t:.t1011e1·s, d. they ,ue m pnvate pract1te, should not 
be pntners" 2c:1d that one s:h,::i,uld noi be employeci as the assisrant of the 
other or be ,z:mplo;"..d or chare a fina.nda.l interest in the same nursing 
Imme or agew:y, an::! that D,Ie 0f them ~:hould be -::if at iea,,t five y,i::ars 
'J1anding. 

In c,e:• vie'"l~r the rrcoran1e-nc1;::.16ons of th~ Select Cornrnittee .f.)t l\bor·tion 
111 i-hi United Kingdo,n ~,J,,:.j,uld b•:· adr1pted ii the d~cision in Jl,Jev, Zealand 
},3 to be ieft tie~ t1yo doct()f3 . 

.ltlwo.,:rtilo!tt l:in C0.Sfi't8 1G1f E.ux.1erge~::1c3,: 

SGmetim·~s, tl:nugh r:o:,t very often, ar1 a bortJon may }iave to be 
IJierforn1ed iE an e~1-1::r;ge.n.·cy. It n1ay be quite irn:p:ossible to obtain a second 
opinio•1. T'he ,;:xist,::i:,ce of this siwa6on is recogni~ed in the Abortion Act 
! 967 (U .K.) whnf it is prrf,id,.:d th,H the requirement th~1.t twc medical 

. . ' l' . 'l 1 . 1 " · 1 pra_c-,:rt10~~1ers :~,r.lla l cert1.ty , to t 1.e ri"'?:)rt~i)n .. 1~~. no a:pp1.1.~a-~1on t? , i:ne 
'.ermma~K·n oi ~•r•,"f:"Jc,n~y if _,1ne rne~li.:·a:1 pr~iC:i t10ner_ 1s oi the op1mon, 
iorn1cd ,.n gocd fmth, uat rrlie tenmaatmn 1s 1mm;c:dJ2cdy necess?,I')' to 
0ave the 1,ife oX th~ mo,ther or to 1Jrt:'.Vt'IH 1s;Tav,f perrnanent iniurv i:o her 
phy:iical or .1nental he2.hh. ' ·- ' ·· 

i~ sin1H:ir provision. is contained in. d1e :3cruth A1c.n2,tra1ial1 leg·~sladt...l'J:J. 
ali:ho,1gh it {s to be ncted that the 1viall·~n Committee has, i.e rnon: than 
one arn:nrnl r,c:port, dra·Nn aitenti.on ,o dH: over-use cf this provision. 
Wh":ther the cl.t':cision fo to be made by a panel 0r by two doctcrs, any 
legisiarion should o:::i111tain such aa emergency prevision. 

lf"•E:h1c~ Advccatre 

l:t ·waf; sugg.~si:ed to us l~oth in wbmissiorrn and in evidence that, 
vvha:tever sy,~tem of decision-making v,as adopted, provision should be 
rnade for a: fetal advocate whose role vwuld be to argue before the panel m 
cor,uTiti:£te1:: t.h": c,,se for the unborn child" Vle can folly understand the 
rea,~om: for such 2. sub:rnis',ion but do noi'. cor;.sider thz,t there is any need 
for such a pern:m. The 11:'gal code which Vie rernnimend ha~ been 
formulated t0, give prn;::ier weight tc the ;;tatus of the unborn child. 
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which aborti.ons are performed and that such counselling be carried out 
at a counselling service established by the statutory committee or by 
some counselli.ng agency approved by the statutory committee. 

6. That in order to ensure the uniform, impartial, and efficient 
working of the abortion lavvs, panels be established under the 
jurisdiction and oversight oi the ?tatutory committee to decide, after 
considering all ndevant information, 'vvhether the abortion sought is 
justified within the law. 

7. That such pands consist of three members, two of whom are 
medical. practitioners and the other a social worker, and that the social 
worker, while not being entitled to vote on any abortion decision, have 
i:he right to be present at all r:neetings of the panel. 

8. That, before any decision on abortion is made, the panel have 
regard to: 

( 1) l•, statement from the woman's general practitioner or specialist 
of the reasons for requesting abortion. 

('2) ,c\ny further medical reports. 
(3) .Advice t.hat the woman has been adequately counsell\'id. 
9. That if the application for abortion is granted, the panel refer the 

won:1an witbout del:iy to the hospital or clinic where she desires the 
ab::crclon tc be p~rformed. 

10. Thal:, if the 2,pplication for abortion is refused, regard be had to 
the desirabili.ty of the crnm;;ellor making arrangements for further 
counselling m be given to the woman and referring her to appropriate 
nippotfmg services. 

11. That it be the cl u ty of each panel to keep full records and to report 
regularly to the statutory cornmittee on all requests for termination of 
p1·e6nancy, all requests which hav,c: been granted, the grounds on which 
th,ey have been gnrnted, together vvit}J relevant personal details and any 
other information which the statutory committee may require. 

t2. Tha_r it be regar~-led ,as e,.sential to the working of such a system 
that particular att,,:::nt1on oe given to: 

• ,I \ T'' • l • • h ' (ii a,'. he t~eatm~m 01 t,1e pauent vnL care, courtesy, ana 
consideranon. 

(2) Tte adequate counselling of the patient, 
(3) Spe,~dy ass~s.sment of each case" 
(,4) Prompt referral to hospital or clinic, or supportive services. 
Ll. That in the establishment and operation of a counselling service it 

b,~ noted t'rw.t: 
(I) Snch a service can well be conducted in the same buildimr in 
\ •· Cl 

v,;hich the assessment oanel conducts its sittings. 
(2) The counse1l.ing service should be directed by anu experienced, 

professionally trained social worker who may be a member of 
the panel. 

(3) Counsellors should be thoroughly familiar with all social services 
and alternatives to abortion such as adoption and solo 
parenthood. 

( 4) Where there are no trained counsellors available in a particular 
area! agencies may be approved to carry out the counselling 
service. 
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(5) Consideration should be g_iven to the employment of trained lay 
counsellors where profess10nal counsellors are not available. 

(6) The State should pay for the cost both of the counselling of the 
pregnant woman and of the assessment by the panel. 

(7) The counsellor should be the first person to see the applicant after 
referral by the medical practitioner to the panel and should 
obtain her relevant history and counsel her. 

(8) The counsellor should be trained to give contraceptive advice. 
Alternatively, nurses or para-medical staff should be available to 
do so. 

14. That any abortion carried out in a public hospital be free of charge 
to the patient. If a woman does not wish to have an abortion carried out in 
a public hospital, the cost should fall on her, as is the case with any other 
medical treatment, subject to the receipt by the hospital of the customary 
hospital subsidy. 

15. That charitable trusts be permitted to carry out abortions at a direct 
charge to the patient and that such trusts operating within the abortion 
area be treated no differently in the matter of tax relief from charitable 
trusts operating in other areas of business. 

16. That the State have the right, on the advice of the statutory 
committee, to fix maximum fees for abortions. 

17. That, as an alternative to the system of decision-making by panels, 
the decision be made by two doctors under the general framework and 
supervision of the statutory committee, and that such decision then be 
made only after the pregnant woman has been counselled at the 
counselling service established by the statutory committee or at one 
approved by it. 

In the event of the adoption of this alternative, the two medical 
practitioners, if they are in private practice, should not be partners; one 
should not be employed as the assistant of the other or be employed or 
share a financial interest in the same nursing home or agency; one of them 
should be of at least five yeijrs' standing. 

18. That the requirement that no abortion shall be performed unless 
and until a decision to that effect has been made by a panel or two doctors, 
as the case may be, be waived where one medical practitioner is of the 
opinion, formed in good faith, that the termination is immediately neces
sary to save the life of the mother or to prevent grave permanent injury to 
her physical or mental health. 
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Chapter 26 

SUPPORTIVE SERVICES FOR 
WOMEN AND FAMILIES 

The Commission is of the view, on the evidence given to it, that there 
are considerable deficiencies in the support services available to mothers 
and families in New Zealand. In this chapter we evaluate the support 
services at present available for pregnant women and mothers who have 
difficulty in raising children and point out the areas in which we believe 
that inadequacies in the existing services should be remedied. 

There is a good deal of truth in the statement that abortion represents a 
failure on the part of society. Women who seek abortion may do so either 
because of socio-economic failures resulting from a lack of social or 
financial services, the availability of which would help during pregnancy, 
or after the birth of a child, or because of the lack of knowledge that such 
services exist. There is, too, a tendency to underestimate the special needs 
of mothers in the contribution they make to society. As the report of the 
Select Committee on Women's Rights stated: "In a society overtly 
concerned with money, power, position, and prestige, the universal 
qualities of mature motherhood can easily be unrecognised, devalued, and 
pushed aside." 

There are a number of ways in which the special needs of women may 
arise. In particular, mothers with young children may at times find the 
important task of caring for young children to be too burdensome. Women 
with physical, psychological, or intellectual disabilities may require prac
tical help in the home as well as adequate medical treatment. Some may 
require help to assist in looking after a member of the family who is 
unwell. 

If these needs are not met by relatives, friends, or social agencies, some 
women, unable without that help to function adequately as mothers, may 
seek abortion for reasons which are no more than social or economic in 
origin. 

Within the community itself there are a number of organisations which 
aim to provide services for women with particular needs. Family doctors 
may sometimes be approached on problems of a social as well as of a 
medical nature. Social welfare agencies may provide individual and 
family counselling and give financial and material assistance to those in 
need. With the expansion by central government of social welfare prog
rammes, more voluntary agencies have been set up, and there are 
increased opportunities for truining in social work. These are important as 
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there is a limit to the amount of help that central government can provide 
for the needs of citizens. 

SUPPORT SERVICES AVAILABLE DURING PREGNANCY AND 
CONFINEMENT 

Although pregnant .women may seek help from ~h~.famiJy gpctor or a 
family planning association regarding their own fu'.tJJfe and tp.at of .the 
child, there are cases where medical practitioners l\avi~riojeal kqowledge 
of the social background of the patients and their faq-i~Iy qrJtayr ~o special 
experience in COJ.mselling. However sincere their ir;i!¼r~,~!dhex")way ha,ve 
insufficient time to listen to what will be essentially a na:fp!~e o! soci.l}l 
and economic factors. In that situation a woma;n II,W:Y noifi;eceiv.e;proper 
counselling, yet the need for adequate counselHµg )iei:vic:e,s)~;~}~ar. I,n a 
large number of submissions .the need for the proyisiq~p!,th,e~!iJ>yr}{;;\C~~ £pr 
women seekir1g help was stressed, Their place• is 1P 'pr~viqe,a;r, bpje9tive 
sounding-board for discussion and to)nform the woman of,the help that is 
available to her if she continues with her pregna:rn:y.,,Qqite.qpartlWIJl the 
setting up of the iµdependent coµr1selliµg service to whicp, ;we h11ve made 
reference in Chapter 2~, we ar¢9J tl:ie view tb.at therris.ftl~e~.f@r hospital 
boards to expar1d th«:it existing soci/11. sei:vices· for: W?:Ill~j:l ,afte,4&ing ante
natal clinics. qr .. bei.~~ treat~q .. lti . w~m.~;1; s' "pqs,Bi}Iil~:: ;· ~qci~! wor~ers 
attached to gynaecological and obstetric departments of. p.u~ht hospitals 
are in a very goqd }?Q,Sition tqihelp unmarried mothers</ to;giv.e.i;:are,to solo 
mothers, and to help those unc:ler stress. Social work servicefin these areas 
do not appear to have received asmuch. attention or.Jo have developed as 
quickly as services for medical, psychiatric, and geriatric patients. The 
Commission believes that in some women's hospitals social workers have 
not been accepted by medical. staff as being members of the hospital 
professional team and that, until this recognition is given, an •important 
part of the overall service provided for women in those departments will 
be lacking. 

The attention of the Commission was drawn to the work undertaken by 
church and other social work agencies which offer counselling and case 
work services for mothers and families. Such agencies may have a more 
personal inflnence in ·tHat they are not restricted by institutional 
requirements as is the case with hospital social workers and social workers 
employed by theDepatltment of Socra:H\\;'elfarf. Within the1imits of their 
financial· resources, these agencies' pfovia'e · ·a: cotmsellirlg · and welfare 
service which complements the medica,l trea.hrien1t •given Uy general 
practitioners. I.t is our view tliat; wi~h addifi6tlal gbvernmerit financial 
support for staffing, more compfehensive ci:tunse11Mg coulo·be provided 
by them in the field of preveqtative .~.e~hh ~er';'ices. 

We were made aware of tHe work of 'those drganisations ·which give 
practical help for women an~ •girls.dmrn:g pregnancy. Their aim is to 
provide counselling in times of 'crisis/ . accommodation, and other 
assistance for women duriqg pregnanc/arrd'tonfinement and for a short 
period after the birth of the chitd. Where there are continuing problems 
concerned with child management orstrained marital relationships, other 
agencies more particularly concerned with these issues are asked to assist. 
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In the view of the Commission, the independent counselling service 
mentioned in Chapter 25 might well refer some women to organisations of 
this kind. 

lFinaJmdru. lP'Jrovisia:m for Unma:irrl.ed Moth-en; 
The financial independence of the unmarried mother has been ensured, 

in part at least, by the Domestic Purposes Benefit which was introduced in 
1973. This provides for a weekly payment to an unmarried mother over 

--~ 

the age of 16 years who is caring for a dependent child or children and is 111.:. 

inadequately maintained by the father, The allowances are $52.32 for one ·~ 
child, $55,32 for two children, together with $1.25 for each additional 
child. In order to qualify for this benefit, an unmarried mother must 
initiate maintenance proceedings against the father of the child but does 
not hersdf have to enforce the maintenance order. An additional benefit of 
up to $ 1.5 per 'Neek is payable, depending on outgoings, if there is financial 
hardship for the mother. The Domestic Purposes Benefit is payable to the 
following classes of persons: 

(l) Unsupported male and female parents over 16 years of age. 
These include divorced, separated, and unmarried persons, 
those whose spouse has been continually in a psychiatric hospi
:tal fo.r not less than sh, months, and those whose spouse has been 
m pnson. 

(2) 1iNomen without dependent children under certain circumst
ances, 

(3) I\/fale or female applicants over the age of 16 years who are 
required to give full time care and attention to a person ( other 
than the husband or wife of the applicant) who would otherwise 
have to be admitted to a hospitaL 

Those applicants vvho do not qualify for the Domestic Purposes Benefit 
(mainly solo parents ,Nho have not yet taken, or who failed to take, 
maintemmce proceedings, and those who are unable to meet the residen
tial qualifications) are, in appropriate cases, granted an emergency benefit 
analogous to the Domestic Purposes Benefit. H the criteria for the 
statutory benefit are eventually fulfilled, the beneficiaries are transferred 
to the statutory benefit. 

from the si~th month of their pregnancy, single pregnant women are 
endtled to sickness benefit base.cl on their loss of earnings, and emergency 
benefits are available for those women not eligible for a sickness benefit, 
As at 31 March 1976, a sickness benefit for an -unmarried person 18 years 
and over was $33.20 and for a girl under 18 without dependants was 
$23.35 per v<eek 

In the year ending 31 Marnh 1976, there were 23,047 benefits paid, of 
'Which 472 were paid to males. The number of persons receiving the 
Domestic Purposes Benefit or the related emergency benefit has continued 
to rise since it was first introduced. In the year ended 31 March 1976, the 
sum of $48,903,061 was paid in Domestic Purposes Benefits compared 
with $30,156,109 in the previous year. Some recovery of the amounts paid 
is effected by the Department of Social Welfare from maintenance payable 
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by the husband or wife of the beneficiary or by the father or mother of the 
child in respect of which the benefit is paid. During the year ended 31 
March 1976, the Department of Social Welfare recovered $6,113,483 in 
maintenance payments for persons receiving the Domestic Purposes 
Benefit. 

!n alleviating the. hardship to solo_ parents who wish to keep their 
children, the Domestic Purposes Benefit has undoubtedly achieved one of 
its objectives. Some consider that it has gone much further than this. On a 
number of_ occ~sion~ the view w_as expressed to us that it had not only 
succeeded m this ob1ect but had mfluenced mothers to keep their children 
when in fact it would have been better for both mother and child if the 
latter had been adopted. It may be that some young mothers have elected 
to keep their children only to find subsequently that there are some real 
difficulties in the adoption of such a course. It is not for us to express an 
opinion on this issue, and as the matter is only peripheral to our inquiry 
we refrain from doing so. While, therefore, the Domestic Purposes Benefit 
may have encouraged some unmarried mothers to keep their children 
rather than have them adopted which, both for their own good and the 
good of the children, would have been the wiser course, the need to ensure 
that a child's upbringing is not impeded by the lack of reasonable finance 
must be recognised. The reduction of the benefit could place a mother, 
particularly if she genuinely wishes and has the capacity to bring up the 
child, in an invidious position. 

Case Work 
Under section 10 of the Children and Young Persons Act 1974, social 

workers employed by the Department of Social Welfare have a statutory 
duty to investigate the circumstances surrounding each ex-nuptial birth 
and "to make such enquiries as may be necessary to ascertain the 
condition of the child and its mother and to take such steps, if any, in the 
circumstances" as may be necessary. The majority of mothers of ex
nuptial children are in fact visited by representatives of the Department of 
Social Welfare soon after the birth of their children. The number of 
mothers requiring help has grown with the increasing number who have 
decided to keep their babies. In 1975, inquiries made by social workers 
investigating ex-nuptial births showed that a total of 2,942 infants 
remained with their mothers (representing 34 percent of all inquiries) 
while another 2,758 remained with their mothers while they were cohabit
ing with the infants' fathers. Considerable help can be given to such 
mothers by social workers provided that those social workers are access
ible and not overburdened with other activities. 

The Commission was told that the ability of the officers of the Depart
ment of Social Welfare to offer any form of comprehensive case work 
service in furtherance of the statutory duty was greatly reduced by the 
burden of work which social workers were carrying. The Commission 
considers that the time given to the counselling of unmarried mothers is 
well spent and that there is a need, both to increase the number of social 
workers in the Department of Social Welfare so that more will be available 
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then: ior H11s work, and w make h1crea3ed finance availa.ble to other 
.~gen,c.ies so that the~:7, too~ n1,ty be aJJle tfJ prcrvide 3ocial 'l-\'{;,rkers. 

']J1e P'll!il::iiiih,ie I'."athei:· 

The pnt1t1w: or urimarried father h.2J; a responsibility to accept some of 
tbe co~1seque1ces of;;., p,regmmcy, Ee should provide firta:Jdz.l suppor, for 
the munarried. mothc.r. He rn,1 pl:a:y an importaut part )n helping ~m 
unmaiT~ed mml:e,· corne. ,,.o rhe _"01~st decic:ion for hersdf a:,d her baby ~y 
:;upponmg her n1 th!" cns,s per~·x, v,htIJ the ,.:mtcorne of the pregnancy 1s I/; 
bein::2: di,cussecL II 

It -·was brought w om.node<: ::hat a pr,i::~nan1:y ahm poses problem~ for 
die putative father. He, too, m,:1y neecf co1.1nsell.ing Lelp to resolve them. 

c::.iJld cc1'i0
,~ 

, There, is ft nc~ed fo::· cby cate se~1:ices to be prov~ded ior tht chil~ren of 
tho'lc :-:o!c•) moi:hen; wtm, afe romp,clled i:o go to 'WO!'IL Frequently this s;,;1.r,r: 

fa cmrnsted tu re};Jtive, but d,ey m:a.y not alv.rays be ,i.vailable rn undertake 
:i:h;::: ~r/ort:, 

'fhe Dep:art~T,ent ('f tSrJciE~ 1//elfare iE its o~nnuaJ report notes that 
concern ha;,\ beeH cxpres1,·ed by v:2.riou:; grnups in the cmmnunity that 
thtre is a need for grl',ater !Jrovfrion of aJJ-day care fadliti,~s. Centres 
v 1r1lch a!"e primar1lv a l:t:mporar( s1.ibstitutc £or the care of children bv 
parent, are ·,.:ondact,ed by dav nu~seri.~:::, bv univ,:::r:,i6.es for th,c chlldren ;f 
fta.ff and studcnits, by facti.:;ries for d:~e ;;;hiidren of employees, and by 
register.~d child,•,e;n\; home,(:. /\ few day nur,ser]e,, provide overnight cane. 
J,,,.t pre?,ewt there iB mom for 4·)12 r:hildr~n in centres offering day car.e, 
'1'his fa .:rn increase of '.~2 per,cen,t on the numb,:'T available in 19U. 

The sost, i1Jvolved in leaving children to be cared foi° in these centres is 
met by tbe pirents whose childr,~:n ~,.itter:d although the Department oI 
:5,ocial -v!r/ elfare gives financisl as:sista,,se k'ff d10se children ,.... hose parents 
cannot afford to pay the foll cost. 

There has been an increas:i11g involven1ent oi local bodies, directl1 or 
indirec,t~y, ln providing day care centres for pre-school children, Experi
m.~·'.1it;:,J courses for trrnining staff for child car,~ centres have been esta b-
1i.'!htd at Technical fostirtutes 2:nd Poly:technics. Some 3ofo pa;:-e;-its have 
had to resort to 1i:he use of "baci;,yarding" or other informal arrangements 
in 'Nhich chikb::n are gathered together, unfortunately not always with 
Ja,rJ:isfa.ctory supervision. The Commission considers that there is 8 need 
for orx1tinued expansion of day care centres of a suital:::le kind, particularly 
fo~, the children of solo pa:rents. 

Sexm:,Uy active girls sometimes come under the supen11s10n of a social 
worker employed by the Department of Social Welfare or a Probation 
OHker or, if severely disturbed ar delinquent, they may be placed in a 
1craining cen:tre or penal institution. Some of these girls may be pregmrnt at 
the time of their adrn1ission to sud1 centres or institutians and others may 
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>·'.n'e o:r lw.ve haci venereal infrsdon:,. Girls place.:! in im,16:t,1tions becam,e 
;;f e~,.rticnlar di.fficulti,•~s relating to their S•'lcial or emotional backgrournl:s 
or c;;iming under wp-~rvision :run ;;;. considerable ris.1: oi bec(,mi'lg 
'Jregnant. In the case of sv.ch girls, ch,,.i1ges •.n sexui,l attitud:':G and 
J. • • • i. • ., • • E. . . . 
be:1av10ur woc1icl ue krnra to achieve -nucat:on m toe~e m:citte;rs mav ,:,1dl. 

· . l ' J . 1 . l . f ' -, · · . .. · be to httle ava!. . 1' ever::h~ esf,, :'; ! 1e. v_1ew .o t!1e Lom:-mss10n, 1.t IE', 

imnortant th2t Urrey b,:. Jh'Ovlded ·ww1 u1d1v1dual. anci: profcsmonal crnE1se!
lin~ and advice on contrnception. Indeed, in all reform institutiornJ,, there 

... J ~ .,, • . . • . • - • 

may be a neeol to ei1sure tt1at some mrna,es are grven contraceptive a.dv1ce 
and education. L is important that their position sho~1ld. 1-:ot be over
),.i,:1ked. The Corrnmissiort would expect that, if 1:he l;:,,w l"egarding d1e 
:··idr:g ::if contraceptive inforrnation and the provision of contraceptives is 
~litered in line wiitl: i.ts recommendations, both the Department of ffocia! 
iNelfare and the Depa,·tment of Justice ·will be abl.e to ensure that 
education arnI counselling services on contraception ·1vill be foHy 
implemented in their institution:;,. 

_J:..doptii.on 

In Chapter 23 v,,e refer m fftncl.s which have becon1e ;:ipparcnt in the 
n1unber o"I children being adopted each ye::u i1c New Zealand. There are a 
number of reawns for these trendt~, There is probably less pressure now 
placed on the girls to con.sider ad.option in view of the more tolenuit 
attitude of sodety towards solo parenthood. The Domestic Purpose& 
f'.,enefit2 now paid have also made it economically possible for a girl to 
keer; her child. Adopdon will, hmvever, always have its place im society. 
There is much to cornmend it. It h i:nperntive tbat soci:11 worb:rs vvit.h 
special experience in the !ield of adoption should be available for the 
sel,ection of adopting p,uen~s suitable for the c11ild and to assist the rnother 
of the child throi:gh the str~s$ of placement. 

;§,;1;,nrfoes for J\,fodn~:rs "vii.th. Sped.ml Nffsd21 

A numbtr of :mhmissk"ns vmre m,ade to the Cmr..mission concernin£" the 
position of mother& vvho face speci;;1l diHicuhies in caring for their child
ren, particularly very young children, when there is sickm,ss in ithe home 
or when :he mother herself requires hospitalisation. There ha•1e been a 
great number of cases of relatives, friends, and neighhoms who are able to 
help women in such sitt>ations, but there are occasions wher: hoine aid 
help can. be obtained only if it caD be paid for. There appear to be limits to 
the extent to which subsidised hmne heJ!p is available i1:: New Zealand. 
Sorae hospital boards give home aid help for people who are recdvi,ng 
district nursing ca1·e, namely, the disabled, ithe aged, and mothers afrer 
they have been discharged from hosphaL The Department of Social 
Welfare also has a system of home aid help. In some centres foe services of 
these aicls are paid by the department although priority is given to people 
wl:.o are on a social welfare benefit. Some financial help is available from 
the departrnen~ for mothers i.n certain cases to engag~ the services of a 
Karitane nurse or other suitable help. The Commission is advised that the 
home help scheme conducted by the Department of Social Welfare and 
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the home aid scheme administered by the Department of Health through 
the hospital boards were reviewed in 1975 and that recommendations 
following upon this review are still under consideration. The Commission 
is hopeful that, when the new scheme is announced, more subsidised 
home aids will be available. 

Evidence was given to the Commission by individual mothers and by 
welfare agencies that some mothers face great difficulties in caring for 
physically or mentally handicapped children at home. For these children 
help is hard to obtain, and there is a lack of institutions which can 
accommodate them temporarily so that mothers can obtain respite for 
short periods. Parents of these childre:p. face exceptionally high expendi
ture. Under the terms of the Disabled Persons Community Welfare Act 
which was passed in October 1975, the Department of Social Welfare may 
meet the costs of providing alternative care for a seriously disabled child 
or adult for up to four weeks in each year. By June of this year some 85 
persons had applied for assistance under the scheme. The Commission is 
of the view that if the provisions of this Act are made more widely known 
more persons will avail themselves of its benefits. 

Legal Services 

Moth~rs, pq,iticu\i,!irly unmarried mothers, likely to require legal advice 
on matters.relati~gkto paternity, ~11:i:p.tenance, separation, custody, and 
propei:ty m~y apply for legal aid 'under the Legal Aid Act 1969. An 
applicant may" ~sc9rding to her fina:p.cjal resources, be requested to make 
some co:p.tribu,tipn}o the cost .9f the anticipated action. It was suggested to 
us that then: are two main reasons why the ppblic do not.consult the legal 
profession. T.~e first of these is th~ i:p.1},bilitY:Jrf people to meet costs and the 
second t~ the fac;t that legal offices ar~·sit.uated in the centres of big cities 
and are therefore out of the readhot;i gr,eat many members of the public. 
The legal profession has itself recognised these factors in helping to 
implement the Legal Aid Act and in. establishing law centres in some 
areas where there is a concentrit:ion of Maori and Island families often 
falli:p.ginto 1ow iricome groups and therefore less likely to seek legal help 
ft@.n\)largt dot 0ffices .. 

,,., 

Organisation af,Family Social Welfare Services 

A:i'tho4'gli;· ,<Ii ·'!:hi~ chapter indicates, there is in fact a proliferation of 
service&;'availal5le1Within the community, we were concerned to learn that 
many yotir1frhofltr~rs a.ri'd pregnant girls are unaware of their existence or 
do not lcnow'to'~~ic;h body they should turn for help. With the emergence 
and gro)Vth of'n'e"W services there is a need for a closer liaison within 
existing' weffare'~sertices. For these reasons the Commission recommends 
that there slfould ,be' regtllar consultation between government depart
ments arrd'voftintary agencies•working in the field of child and maternal 
welfardofth~ disseipination of information and the better co-ordination 
and advertising of all services. It seems advisable, too, that welfare 
services should·be na:med in such a way that the name is truly representa
tive of the servicetthey offer otherwise there is a danger that members of 
the'public may b~mrsled as to the kind of activity which they undertake. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
J. That hospital boards expand their existing social services for 

women attending ante-natal clinics or being treated in women's hospi
tals. 

2. That the status of social workers as part of professional teams in 
women's hospitals be recognised. 

3. That church and other social agencies be encouraged, with 
government financial support, to offer more comprehensive counselling 
and case work services for mothers and families. 

4. That the number of social workers in the Department of Social 
Welfare be increased so that more will be available to work with 
mothers and families. 

5. That, within all penal and reform institutions dealing with young 
offenders, provision be made, in terms of the wider recommendations 
made in Chapter 2, for the giving to inmates of contraceptive counsel
ling and education in matters of human development. 

6. That social workers with special training and experience in the 
field of adoption be available to help with the selection of adopting 
parents and to assist the mother of the child through the stress of 
placement. 

7. That in order to ensure a closer liaison within existing welfare 
services, and to ensure the dissemination of information and the better 
co-ordination of such services, there be regular consultations between 
Government departments and voluntary agencies working in the field 
of child and maternal welfare. 
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has b-ten stressed in. 
that its influence~ 

"lF.AI1HL Y" D:EFJINJED 
The tnav ha·ve: different 

' that a 
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... , .... ,,c,c,.u,.,a. the· ' 

(:ii those virho rnade su brnissions to us supported the 
•'.'.entral unit and subscribed to the principle 

emh,:,die:::l rn Article 16 of the Universal Dedarndon of Rights: "The 
a natural and f,mdamental unit of and ern"itl:ed to 
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bs~sic unit ia vvhich children are reared and 
are provided. The both m the 
still upholds the place of the 

of We are bound 
now exercised on the organisation and 

industrialisation and urb&:nisation. P,s 
no.,w 

their edJJcation and recTeation avvay from the 
increased affluence ha,Je both 

norizons. on achieving financial ,H,.,,-~.""'M 

family home and with others of 
households. Fewer remain at horn.e until 

There are other factors that have affected the 
duration of its influence, and its size. The rate of divorce has 
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the past decade. Table 46 shows the decline in the total number of 
marriages since 1971 and the increase in the percentage of marriages 
ending in divorce between the years 1965 and 1974 inclusive. 

Table 46-New Zealand Marriage and Divorce Rates 1965-73 

Number Rate per Divorces Divorces as 
Year of 1,000 of Decrees Percentage Total 

Marriages Population Absolute of Marriages Population 

1965 21,702 8.23 1,814 8.4 2,635,000 
1966 22,949 8.55 2,064 8.9 2,682,000 
1967 23,515 8.62 2,047 8.7 2,727,000 
1968 24,057 8.74 2,172 9.0 2,753,000 
1969 24,971 8.98 2,996 11.9 2,780,000 
1970 25,953 9.20 3,136 12.0 2,819,000 
1971 27,199 9.50 3,347 12.3 2,864,000 
1972 26,868 9.21 3,471 12.9 2,916,000 
1973 26,274 8.82 3,616 13.7 2,978,000 

Source: New Zealand Official Yearbook . 

. A decree of divorce in a marriage in which there are still young children 
affects the stability of the family unit and the lives of the children within it. 
There has been a decrease in family size. The average number of children 
in the New Zealand family' decreased from 4.15 in 1962 to 2.58 in 1974. 
According to the Hutt Valley survey to which we refer in Chapters 2 and 
6, 60 percent of the women questioned saw a two or three child family as 
ideal. Those conducting the survey reported: 

"The two or three child family is seen as ideal by nearly 60 percent of 
women in the survey. The reasons given by these respondents for their 
ideal family size preferences are mainly related to the economic and 
psychological strain of bringing up larger families in the New Zealand 
urban environment. Few of these respondents justified their choice as 
being beneficial for - the child, in comparison with a number of 
respondents who favoured larger ideal family sizes for this rd1.son. Hardly 
any of them perceived the world population problem as having any 
reference to their own family size preferences. Only 13 percent of the 

, respondents holding this two or three child ideal justified the choice on the 
grounds that this made for a 'complete' family unit or corresponded in any 
way with an accepted family size norm. In contrast nearly half the 
respondents favouring an ideal family size of four children felt that this 
size reflected some community concept of the 'family unit'. These findings 
suggest that while the concept of the two child family is receiving 
increasing support for practical reasons, it has become established as a 
social norm only to a limited extent. The four child family remains to 
many people 'the ideal' family in the sense of the ideal number of children 
who will appear in 'ideal' conditions." 

We do not see any particular family size as being "ideal". It is 
for parents to make their own decisions in the light of their own 
responsibilities and resources. Some parents enjoy their large families and 
are well able to love and care for them; others find themselves less able to 
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meet the demands, both personal and economic, which the rearing of a 
number of children imposes. These factors emphasize the need to allow 
parems to decide their own family size. Decisions on such matters should 
not be affected either by legislation or social pressures. 

DECLINE Il'J THE RATE OF MARRIAGE 
We have referred elsewhere in this report to the increasing number of 

children reared by solo parents. Some part of the increase in the number 
of ex-nuptial births has been caused by a decrease in the number of 
marriages. In 1971 there were 95 marriages per 10,000 of population but 
by 1976 the number had declined to 77 per 10,000. There are now a 
greater number of couples who are living in de facto relationships. Such 
relationships have been given an increasing measure of recognition by 
society and by the law itself. Two instances will suffice to demonstrate 
this: 

The Status of Children .Act 1969 has removed the stigma attached to ex
nuptial status by abolishing reference to "illegitimate" births. The 
Domestic Proceedings Act 1969 empowered the court to take into account 
the existence of de facto reiationships in determining the amount of 
maintenance payable by one spouse to another. Such legislation reflects 
the recognition .~iveri by society to relationships outside of traditional 
marriage, and che trends to which we have referred will no doubt 
conl:in;,1e. Yet, for all that may be said of the changes in the traditional role 
oI the family, no substitute has been found for it. Although young people 
now leave home at an earlier age and enjoy work and travel opportunities 
not previously known to those of the same age, thereby lessening the 
intensity and duration of the family influence, the importance of the 
traditional family as the central unit around which society is built and as 
the foundation-stone for standards of conduct cannot be overstressed. 

vVe do not overlook that social changes have given rise to a need for 
adjustment of roles within the family, Women have assumed vocations in 
the community in addition to their responsibility as wives and mothers 
within the home. Adjustments in some of the traditional roles of husband 
and vlllfe have, on that account, been required. In recognition of these 
changes; there is a need for a greater willingness on the part of husbands 
to discho.rge many tasks within the home, including the upbringing of 
young children which in the past has been largely left to women. 

VVe do not purport to offer, within the framework of a report in which 
we are not caned upon to make recommendations relating to the family, 
specific suggestions whereby the family and its sphere of influence within 
the comn1i.mity may be preserved, The study of family relationships is a 
subject in itself. \Ve reiterate, however, the need to maintain its place. The 
state itself has a powerful interest in the maintenance of the farnily. There 
is no better place than the family for the inculcation of a proper respect for 
life, for other people, and for truth, from the adoption of which all within 
the community must benefit. In our view, legislation bearing on human 
relationships should take this into account. 
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Chapter 28 

TI-IE CONSCIENCE CLAUSE 

THE POSITION IN NEW ZEALAND 

The provisions of the Crimes Act 1961 relating to abortion make no 
reference to the position of a medical practitioner or of a nurse who, 
because of the dictates of conscience, does not desire to take part in a 
therapeutic abortion or in an operation for sterilisation. It is, however, 
well established that medical practitioners and nurses do not incur any 
sanction either of the criminal law or their professional bodies for refusing 
on the grounds of conscience to take part in such operations. 

In larger hospitals where staffing is adequate, problems of conscientious 
objection, if they arise, are usually capable of resolution by rearranging 
the rosters of professional staff. In smaller hospitals an added 
responsibility may be placed upon the medical and nursing staff, but the 
increased volume of work is seldom made unduly burdensome to those 
who assume iL 

In other countries difficulties have arisen, and in the legislation of some 
there is provision in the form of what is known as a "conscience clause" to 
cover the case of medical practitioners and nurses who have a 
conscientious objection to participation in an abortion. Two such places 
are the United Kingdom and South Australia. 

ST.ATUTORY PROVISION§ IN THE UNITED KINGDOM AND SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA 

When the Abortion Act 1967 (U.K.) was enacted, provision was made 
to cover the case of those who had conscientious objection to participating 
in abortions. Section 4 of the Act provides: 

Conscientious objection to participation in treatment 

4.-( 1) Subject to subsection (2) of this section, no person shall be under any 
duty, whether by contract or by any statutory or other legal requirement, to 
participate in any treatment authorised by this Act to which he has a 
conscientious objection: 

Provided that in any legal proceedings the burden of proof of conscientious 
objection shall rest on the person claiming to rely on it. 

(2) Nothing in subsection ( 1) of this section shall affect any duty to 
participate in treatment which is necessary to save the life or to prevent grave 
permanent injury to the physical or mental health of a pregnant woman. 

(3) In any proceedings before a court in Scotland, a statement on oath by 
any person to the effect that he has a conscientious objection to participating in 
any treatn1ent authorised by this Act shall be sufficient evidence for the 
purpose of discharging the burden of proof imposed upon him by subsection (1) 
of this section. 
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In South Awnralia, section 82 (a) (l) of the Criminal La;,; Consolich
t.ion 1\.rnen-dn1e:nt 1\ct 1969 sets out the grounds 11.pon virhich abortion rnay 
Iawblly be ;Y~don-:if:d: 

82a, ( l) :r•~Jotvvid1stancHng anyth).n.g cor:1tainecl in sect~on 81 o:r r,ection 32 oi 
this. J\.ct,. but subject to· this s-:ection, a ~person shaH not l2e guilty of a :i:elony or 
n:1is.;Jen1ec1:.nou1, under eitbe·r of those s,e"c·:~ion5-

( a) if the pregr1a.ncy 0£ a \VO~-XlaE iri t,::TnRinated by a leg~.lly qualified r.nedical 
practitioner in a ca.s-~ ,vhere he and. one other legally qualified rnedical 
r;ractiticncr are of th,e opinion, for:rn.ed in g,c.-c,d ff'.1,itb. after both have personaHy 
exa.nJ.ined tl1e vvor.c.1.an·-

, 

(i) that dJe co:ntinu.ance c{ the pregnancy· v1ould involve g1.~,eater :risk to the I 
life _of the pregnan'i: ,,vien11an oI· g_re:iter risk i::)f iriljury trJ the physi,cal or rnen"t:ai. ~,. 
h;·taUb of th~ i:rr~gnan.t '::✓vo.rnan tban E t.b.e pregni:~ncy ViFere tenT.1.in.a'i:1::d; C/r 

(ii) that thr:re i:3 a su.):Jistan~;ial ·d.~l\ that:i if the pregnancy 11vf;re not terr.n.inatt::d 
and d-1e chHd V•/1,:re ·born to th1~ pr-egn.:: .. rli: ·1,,von1an~ the chjlC. v✓ould suffer Lrorn 
:0uch phy:;ica! fJr rncnra.1 abn.:.rrr.na)!itiei?, as to be tJ.eriously handicapped, ar1d 
"':Nhere the trea.t1TH:nt for the t~1~n1inad.1)n of ch.e pregnancy is carrii~d out in a 
hospirn,I fff <' bcs;Jiiai ~,-f ,a d2ss df'clared by n:g,ilacion w !Je a presr:ribed 
ho:sp:i Lal ,or a hosphal o,f :a pn~sc:ribed class io,r the purp,os.es of this section; or 

ii the p:r·et::n;,::1.1cy cf a Vv"()n1D.n is ·Lenninated by a legally qualifred rn.eciical 
p:t~1.ctitJoner ir-1 a ca:~e "'i-v}1e!·e 1-:i.e is oi the opinioni forrned in good faith, that the
tcrn:d.nz.·6on i~i i1ri:1.nediati.:1y nec.tssarv to sav,-:; tb.e life or to pre;ent grzcve iniurv 
i:fJ, th1·: ph·i,;-:~,ical :Jr tn:~ntai health of the pr,~~nan.t vvornan. ./ , 

pa,;;.~~grapt_: (a) of su.1:,.secticn ( l) of this ~ection does not r~fer or apply to 
a.nv V/{)nuu1 ·\v';-,1.0 has nut re.~ided in S(r .. rth .1&:-J1stralia ior a period o:f a:t least tvlo 
rnontlu, before the tern1-lr1atkrn -cf her pregnancy-. -

'fhc posi ticn oi thost v,iho hav,~ conscicntiDus obj,c:ctions to performing 
or parci,::i 1:,2.ting :n abortiom is cover,c:d by se,.:tion :32 (a) (5) which 
pro·,ide·,: 

of this seictioni no person rn under a duty; 
anv sta.tutor;• er Gd1.er legal require1nent, to 

pa.nicipate in 2.ny· treatrnen.t au.th0Tiz1:d by· v~;rtuc of the pro~.,rision.s of this 
·se•:~:.i.on tc.i v.,-l1ich he ha.s 2, o,:,inscienticu.s objection: But i:n. 2,ny legal pro:c:eedings 
t~1e bu:rde~ oY pre.of ,of ,con:;;':ie1i-~ic,us ;:;bj~ction rests on the person dairning to 

on it. 

SUIHrA!'l/":iSIO:NS It!ADE TO TI-llE CGH,ilVIIS:'HON 

::;,ubmis,,ions v1ere rrncle to u~ on the effect ·which any liberniisat;on of 
the ab,1-::1r-~ion la\vs ,.,vo:-u:id ha,.re or: the rnedical profession, n1edical student~, 
and 1mr,,ii1g s,afL ~',om,~ o( [hese submissions were a:so directed to 
3tc·:iliwu:i,on and contracr~pl:ion where views of conscience may also b,: 
;--,dd. It ,vas said to UB t:1at liberalisation of the laws on abortion would be 
Ii\:dv tc• have a,1 ac\ve"S}e df.ect on recruitmenc to rhe speciaities ol 
obsl;::L·ico and gyn,:,::sology which hav,e been .:radicionally directed to the 
,;:,vu',, 0

/ life rather than to its de~truction, It was also said by some 
nursi;w ;z::-cups r:iat rec;·uifinent to the nursing profession would ltkewise 
be aH;~t~:>:t because some w011ld be deterred from entering ir through fear 
c,{ baving i:c, p~rticipate in abortions. The~e gro~ps m_aintained_ t),at ~er:i?i' 
n'Jrsr~s ,,/ec:e a1Jle. c1t present, to excu:,e L1emse1ves ±rorn paruc:patmg m 
abDrticri]~1 \VhiJ,e Sf)n1e younger or junior nurses vvere noL Other nursing 
e-1\)Up~,:.~ ho·v.rever) did not share this viev.r, holding tho_t there ,Nas no 
~vrd,;nc,· ,:i ~v.ppr'::in the comention lhat )iberalisation o[ rhe law would 
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a:Hect the recruitn1ent of nurses and their retenticff1 in lite ~,;1:rvi.( 
or lessen their rnorale and satisfs1ction vvith tb.eir vocation. 
· While vve 2trn::cgly suppon the ;.-ight of any medic::>.l praci:itioncr :r~ mu&c: 
,-0 refuse, 011 the i'{ro:mds of consciercce, to t2ckc part fri ar,v o:=,rra tion for 
,' borti,an· or sterifisation or to pte,·cribe con trncepti.ves er s·iv.~ COEtr;::

ceptive advice, ,Ne do not consid.cr th2J> recruitrr1ent to the .rrlLedic'.a] 
r:iro:f.ession or the nv~rsing profession 'Vlill be adversely aff1:cted by 21.ny of 
t 1 · · · . ., l l •he changes v,1"11d1 'Ne have recommended to t·1e aw. 

'J'JL'LE WORKING OF THE "COl',T§CIEi'.JCJE: CLfl,,.U§F.." IN THE YJNrnzn 
lKJU>J GD(';) IA, 

The operation oI the "consdern::e dam,e" in the Abo,·tio~, P.,ct 1967 is 
1derred to in the report of the Lane Committee ,o whom submissions w.::re 
madt on the problems "vhich abortbr; posed for ;mrses and michvives iti 
fJarticuJar. In paras. 371-374, the L:me 1Comrr:ittee said: 

(a) l\ft:trses and ZVIidvvives 

371. In the N.H.S., lhe Abvrtio;:; Act has brought unhappiness to many 
hospital nurnes. The nu-csing profession, by long tradition, is a caring cTJ.e 
dedicated to the prolongation c.ncl ,he saving of life. 'Nhilst the doctor has the 
heavy b1~sden oi d.ecision concerning an ctbortion, the r1urse is tf.1.e person 1-::,1ost 
constantly in attendance on foe patient and frequeEtl:' becomes her confidante. 
Young nurses may iind th21t they 2.,e ill-equipped ~molionaJly w cope with the 
stre£,ses vJhid.1. abortion. ·;Nork occasions, \tVbilst the more experienced nurses 
often fo, :l. it difficult to 2,.,)ccpt the accelerating demand for the destruction of 
1ntra-ute:rine life, "'/~vhit:h ir.1 other patient~: they ha1,.re tried to p1~eserve. For nurses 
there 1nay be an increasing -)vork-load anc1 fe1,.y, H any~ additional staft Al.'"io for 
some the v~ry natuTe of the work offends their deepest feelings OT religious 
convictions. Practising x11idvvives in particular are accustorx1ed to providing 
total c,U"e for mochers and their babies b,Jt find it very diffi::ult to reconcile their 
t1·0.ining and resultant attitudes ··NL:h. carin~r for patients undergoing 
termin~tion oi pregnancy. ,~ - , 

372. From the prnfessional nursing organisations there is evidence thal the 
Act has had little: or no effect on nurse i-ecruitrnent, but there ha,, also bee11 
evidence from other sources m the effe,ct that trained staff have resigned from 
their posts because of it. V./ e have heard of how distre.ssing it has ber::n Ior some 
theai:re nurses wbo h,we had to assist at opera,ions for termina,::on of 
pregnancy, especiaEy when they have h2.d w dispose '.J1 the fetus, a·,-,d for 'Nard 
nm·ses who have ha.cl 1.o care for patientf having mid-trimest,~r abor·,ions ,,vi th 
the distress C8 JJsed by a r;,1inia cure hbour, possibly resulting in a living fetus. 

373. •Nhile in theory section 1-i- of the Abortion Act entides those with a 
conscientious obj,~ction to opt out of abortion •Nork, rnany nurses an: loath to do 
so. This may be eithf"r because chey are reluctant to place an extra vmrk-load 
on their colleagues or because they fear ,hat as a resuH of op,ing out adverse 
comrn.enrn m.ay be m;:ide in their personal records and their promotior, 
prospects thereby affected. A. survey carried ou, for the Society for the 
Protection of Unborn Child1-cn showed ,hat 7 per cent of nurses would refuse to 
z~ttend a_n abortion and 8 per cent h3.d considered v\rithd.ra,1ving their services on 
ethical grounds. 

374. In son1.e instances an effort is made to involve nurses and mid'ttvives in 
the discussions and consultations which take place both in the co!llmunity and 
in hospital as to abortion. This enablec those working in the community to see 
for themselves the patieat and family environment and enables those working 
in hospital to have a grearer underscanding 0£ the problems involved and to 
a.ppreciate the difficulty of the medical pro{ession in keeping a balance between 
abortion work and other gynaecological procedures. The importance of mutual 
trtu.:t and confidence being buih up and rnaintained betVi1een doctors and 
nu:rses and 1nitlv,ives undertaking abortion work cannot be over-emphasised. 
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In tbe Unit,ed Kingdom, difficulti1::s in the operation of the "conscience 
clause" have affected the employment of doctors. There have been claims 
that some medical practitioners have been discriminated against because 
of their unwillingness to take part in abortions. Some of these complaints 
appear to be well-founded. 

The minutes of the meeting o[ the Council of the Royal College of 
Obstetricians and Gyrniecologists on 25 May l 973 record: "Difficulties 
have arisen at A.dvisory Appointments Committee when candidaites have 
been asked vvithout warning 'Nhether they would be willing to undertake 
worri. under the Abortion Act. Ar the request of the Joint Consultants 
Committee, the Department of Health attempted to devise a warning 
phrase for indusion in advertisements. However, the view of Council is 
that it would be wrong· to exclude ,u1y candidate who was iudged to be the 
mosc capable and exp~~rienced appli~ant, just because he' heid panicular 
opinions on the single mz.tter of termination of pregnancy. It was accepted 
that the decision by the Advisory Committee might be influenced by local 
needs, that no caEdidate should be 'warned" off. The Department has 
accep::ed this view." 

(),1 3 Fehuary 1973 the Chairman of the Council stated: "his the 
general -wish of Com0 cil that the requirement t0 perform terminations of 
pregnan,:y should not appear in advertisements for consultant posts. 
although i:: i~ accepced that this r:1ay be included in the job description on 
.the specific acivice of local consultants if this requirement is essential for 
the vi 1ork of a particular hospital in which the other consultants are 
1_:nwilling to i:errnin2,.te pregnancy. 

"Vi!hil1~ Jt is easy to .:riticise this compromise, it does ar least prevent 
this rrnuirement b,e;ng written into everv advertisement by adminis" 
'.rators,' ar:;d we intend to keep a close· ,,~-,Heh on the working of this 

~ 'l' ~~C{lif:Ine. 

In 197 5 the Chief :1,1:edical Officer in the Department of Health and 
Social Security in En.;rland issued a memorandum, the effect of which ·w2,s 
that doctor~ ;Nho objected to performing operations on the grounds of 
conscience shouid not be appointed to certain posts. The memorandum, 
w:-iich ;:i:as directed to persons who made appointments in the National 
Healfo Service, made it clear that this fact was not to be referred to when 
posts were advertised and nothing vvas to be said at interviews rdative to 
t:1e D•:rsonal beliefs of a candidate. 

The departmen.tal memorandum of the Chief Medical Officer of Healch 
promptecf the late Cardinal Heenan to write to the then Prime Minister of 
the United Kingdom a strongly worded letter of protest which included 
this passage: "This memorandum effectively serves notice on 
gynaecologists, anaesthetists and psychiatris,s that they have no future in 
tbe J\iationai Health Service. I write on behalf of Catholics, but of course, ' 
there are many others wlfo have conscientious objection to taking life. It 
must further be said that although the memorandum talks only of 
consultants, its message may eventually affect general practitioners, and 
still more, 1he thousands of hospital nurses who refuse to take part in 

1 .• " aoornon, 
The Prime IV1inister replied at length. In his letter he said: 
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There had for some tiI1;e _been a clea1~ need for guidance to be given to health 
authontJ.es and to ac1v1sory appomtments committees (upon whose 
reconunendatlons alone appomtments to consultant vacancies are made) on 
filling consultant vacancies in areas where abortion services were needed:· and 
specifically on whether applicants should be informed of this and of ~vhat 
questions they might properly be asked about their preparedness-solelv on 
professional as opposed to religious grounds-to provide such service;, If 
guidance had not been available it would, I believe, have been all too easy for 
applicants to have been misled and committees drawn into unsuitable lines of 
questioning. 

You will see that the procedures advised are only to be followed where it has 
lirstbeen properly established in each local instance that adequate facilities for 
termination of pregnancy in the circumstances provided for by Parliament 
would not be available to the detriment of patient care, i! the consultant 
appointed was unwilling to be involved in this work. This situation arises in 
s01ne localities because some of the consultants there have, quite properly, 
exercised their legal right, to which I have referred, not to perform abortions. 
The procedures have been designed as much to help those who have objections 
to the termination of pregnancy on grounds of religious belief or conviction of 
conscience, so that when they apply for posts in localities where adequate 
faciiities for termination already exist there will be no need to question them, as 
to assist health authorities in fulfilling che twin duties laid upon them by the 
1967 Act. Neither the Secretary of State nor I would accept for one moment 
thz,t the chief medical officer's advice, 'Nhich ·,Nill in fact help those applying for 
posts, means that there is no future in the N.H.S. for some doctors. There is 
every future for them. ~✓ioreover, the chief medical officer's letter, written after 
lull consultation with the representatives of the medical profession, is solely to 
assist over consultant posts in the situation for which Parliament has made 
express provision; the advice does not apply to nurses, nor to general 
practitioners. 

I do of course understand the anxieties which prompted your letter, and I 
hope that chis explanation of the responsibilities of the National Health Service 
will allay them. 

You also refer in your letter to the possibility of the legislation of "killing of 
the old and incurably sick." Such a policy of euthanasia would be wholly 
abhorrent and there is absolutely no question of this government--or I believe 
01 any government-ever giving it support. 

In commenting on the Prime Minister's letter, Cardinal Heenan said: 
"The Prime Minisler says that candidates would be questioned on their 
preparedness to assist in abortions 'solely on professional as opposed to 
religious grounds'. I believe this to be a faise dichotomy. Vl/hether or not 
they practise any religion, many doccor.~ have a professional objection to 
taking life. I believe that the advance of these doctors in the N.RS. will be 
impeded." 

REPORT OF SELECT COMMITTEE OF HOUSE OF COMMONS 

'We note that the Select Committee established by the House of 
Commons to consider the Abortion (Amendment) Bill also considered the 
"conscience clause" of the Abortion Act 1967. It considered that the 
burden of proof of conscientious objection, whether it be made on 
religious, ethical, or other grounds, should not be made to rest, as section 
4 of the Abortion Act 1967 provides, on the person claiming it. It 
recommended that section 4 be amended accordingly. The Committee 
said of section 4: "This provision is made to deter frivolous claims and to 
prevent anyone falsely calling in aid conscientious objection to excuse 
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Chapter 29 
EDUCATION. OF IV[EDICAL 

PERSON~iEL 

, 
I 

A number of women who spoke to the Commission compiained not only ,. 
of the attitudes of medical practitioners from whom they sought advice on 
contraception and sterilisation but also of advice or treatment which, in 
the iighr of subsequent events, they claimed to have been incorrect. The 
Commission fully appreciates that women who have suffered emotional 
srress may not be objective in giving details of their personal experiences 
and trnt some complaints of this r;atHre may have little foundation in fact. 
V!/e appreciate. that it would be quice unfair to pass judgment in any 
particular imtanci~ withou [ obtaining a full knowledge of all the relevant 
circurn.stances and giving the oarticular medical practitioner concerned 
an opportu'rfoy to be heard~ It is to be ren1embered that general 
prac~itioned cftcn haw a heavy case load with numerous calls upon their 
rime. }11,my give dutstanding service to the community and no complaint 
can be ma:de of the standard of advice and treatment provided by the 

COM.FLAI:NTS TO THIE COMMISSION 

majority. ·· -
However, there seeJ:ned to be too many cases where, had the time been 

raken i:o discuss with the v10man concerned her co'ntraceptive proble1;ns or 
hacl sterilis3Jion been recommended and performed, the need to consider 
abortion ,NoEkl never have ari~en. 

T,N e are somewhat reinforced in this view by the evidence given to us by 
an associate-professor of obstetrics and gynaecology who expressed the 
view dut many doctors are "ill inform:d of recent developments in 
coni:raception, and some are poorly educated, particularly in the insertion 
of intra-uterine devices." He believed that many of the failures attributed 
m the enore efficient intra-uterine devices can be blamed on doctors who 
do net know- how to insert rhe devices and h;;we never been trained in 
these techniques. fviany contraceptive techniques have been introduced in 
recent years, and since their introduction there have been developments in 
in1:ra-uterine devices and hormoaal contraceptives. Unfortunately some ; 
mernbers of the medical profession have acquired their only knowledge of l 
these from informa.tion disseminated by the drug companies. 1 

Vile have communicated with the medical schools to obtain details of ~• 
the training given to medical students on the subjects of contraception and I• 
steri.lisation. We are aware that in giving consideration to the content of ( 
courses for medical students a number of factors must be borne in mind, I 
including the limited time available in each of the subjects which form ij 

part of the course of study. 
h has been suggested to us that lectures in contraception and family ! 

planning represent a somewhat theoretical approach to matters which are 
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better deal~ with by practical instruction. Where consideration is given to 
practical t~aining, it is ~o be remem~ered_ that "":omen usually prefer to 
discuss the1r contraceptive problems m pnvate with one doctor and that 
the opportunity for carrying out practical instruction with groups of 
students is very limited. 

It would be presumptuous of us to endeavour to prescribe what should 
be the content of any r.nedical course except to say that there may be a 
need to place a greater emphasis on education in matters of family 
planning. We can do no more than bring to the notice of the medical 
schools and the medical profession the complaints which have been made 
to us and express our view that there is a need not only to instruct medical 
students adequately in matters of family planning, including contracep
tion and sterilisation, but also to provide refresher courses for medical 
practitioners in which instruction on developments in contraceptive 
techniques can be given and to encourage and assist medical practitioners 
to take part in them. 

In the case of courses for medical practitioners who are already 
qualified, it is impossible to compel attendance by the imposition of 
sanctions as is the case with students, and there is little that can be done 
other than to encourage them to attend. If they do not keep abreast of 
technological advances in these fields, they may be hard put to resist the 
claims of trained paramedical personnel for a greater share in this work. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. That recognition be given by medical schools, medical associations 

and groups, hospital boards, and medical practitioners to the need to 
instruct medical students adequately in matters of family planning. 

2. That regular refresher courses in developments in contraceptive 
techniques be provided for medical practitioners and that they be 
encouraged and assisted to participate in them. 
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Chapter 30 
EFFECTS OF RECOMMENDED 

CHANGES ON HEALTH, 
HOSPITAL, AND MEDICAL 

SERVICES 
TERMS OF REFERENCE 

We are required by our terms of reference to report upon the likely 
effects upon the present health, hospital, and medical services of any 
changes to the law or practice of contraception, sterilisation, and abortion 
which should, in our opinion, be made. Very few submissions made to us 
touched upon this point and only one hospital board made any 
submissions to us on the specific topic. 

CONTRACEPTION AND STERILISATION 

In Chapter 5, in discussing contraceptive sewices, we made recommen
dations in some detail, the implementation of which would have financial 
and other effects on present health, hospital, and medical services. 
Similarly, in Chapter 8 we made certain recommendations aimed 
at providing or improving sterilisation services throughout New Zealand. 
They, too, if adopted, would have financial and other effects upon existing 
services. 

Specific Contraceptive Services 

Recommendations made in Chapter 5 which are likely to affect existing 
contraceptive services bear upon the following matters: 

1. The setting up by hospital boards of family planning clinics or the 
improvement of those clinics where they already exist. 

2. The offering of family planning advice to all patients attending 
obstetric and gynaecological departments of hospitals. 

3. The provision of increased financial assistance to family planning 
clinics. 

4. The provision of mobile family planning clinics in rural areas. 
5. The provision of special home-visiting family planning services for 

Maoris and Pacific Islanders. 
6. The appointment of social workers to work with Maoris and 

Pacific Islanders. 
7. The provision of counselling services at family planning clinics for 

young people with social and psychological problems. 
8. The greater use of trained nursing staff in family planning. 
9. The provision of free contraceptives in cases of financial hardship 

or for approved medical conditions and the provision of increased 
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financial assistance to enable the initial contraceptive consultation to 
be undertaken without cost to the patient. 

S0Eic1t:1c Sterilisation Services 

Recomm~ndations relating to sterilisation services· are directed to: 
1. The establishment at public hospitals of overnight stay facilities 

and outpatient services for sterilisation of both males and females 
together with the provision of modern surgical equipment for 
sterilisation. 

2. The provision of counselling services before sterilisation is 
undertaken and the use by medical practitioners of counsellors trained 
in this field. 
It is difficult to estimate the number of people who would take 

of the services recommended in the fields of contraception and 
if these were provided, but we anticipat.e an increase in 

if these services become readily available. It is, of course, the 
essenc;e of some of the recommendations that the costs that the consumer 

normally bear should be reduced, if not removed. It is difficult to 
estimate the extra cost involved but we have no reason to think that an 
insuperable burden would be placed on the State. It has been estimated 
that the cost of providing contraceptives free of charge in,New Zealand at 
the present rate of use would involve an annual expenditure of $4 million 
and that, if all the women in New Zealand between the ages of 15 and 44 
years were to be supplied with hormonal contraceptives, the total annual 
cost at retail pharmacy rates would be $8.4 million. We do not go to the 
length of recommending the provision of free contraceptiveil to all women 
of child-bearing age but note that the cost of the services which we have 
recommended would be less than either of the two figures mentioned. It is 
plain, however, that the costs involved in the provision of free 
contraceptives (where a case is made out for them) may well be offset by a 
reduction: in the number of unwanted pregnancies and in the cost of 
providing social services to mothers and children,. The provision of family 
planning clinics within hospitals where contraceptive advice can be given, 
contraceptive devices .fitted, and sterilisations of both male and female 
carried out will require either a greater allocation of funds to hospital 
boards within New Zealand or re-allocation within those boards of funds 
presently available. It is to be remembered that, if sterilisations can be 
carried out on a day-care or overnight basis, hospital boards will not be 
troubled with providing beds on a longer term basis and the health 
services should be saved the cost of providing facilities at a later stage 
should an abortion be sought and granted. 

ABORTION 

The effect of any alterations in the law of abortion and its practice is 
hard to measure in terms of costs or hospital involvement. We do not 
think that it is for us to attempt to e.stimate the numbers of women who 
will apply for abortion in the future nor is it for us to say what percentage 
of women should be granted or refused abortion. Whether or not a woman 
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re.ceives an abortion must depend on whether, in the individual 
circumstances of her case, the necessary criteria have been satisfied. If 
these are met she will be entitled to an abortion. It is, however, our 
expectation that, if effect is given to all the recommendations made in this 
report on the matters of contrac~ption, sterilisation, and abortion, the 
number of abortions performed in this country will be reduced. 

On the basis of the recommendations which we have made, the State 
would have to accept the expense ofsetting up the statutory committee 
and the provision of the free independent counselling service and of the 
panels, all of which we have recommended. Indeed, it is our view that, ~ 
except where we suggest otherwise, the costs of implementing the 
recommendations which we have made in this report and of providing the 
necessary health, social, and educational services should be borne by the 
State. Where applications :for abortion are granted, the abortions may 
continue to be performed at public. hospitals, private hospitals, and at 
clinies. We do not anticipate .that, on the code which we have proposed, 
hospitals, either pub1kL,.or .. private, or clinics will be inundated with 
applications for abontion; We see a place for all three types of institution in 
providing abortionfaeilities, in accordance with the law, for those women 
who- have received counselling from the independent counselling service 
and.whose applications,;have been granted after consideration in the 
manner. recompient:1:ed . 

.At pnse~t itii;.4111,s~al;for patients on whom abortions are carried out in 
public or private hospitafa to remain in hospital at least overnight and in 
some cases;for,{ome days. If abortions are to be performed within the first 
triimester,;.the,mos,t appropriate time from a medical point of view, they 
can,;;4>,ec.trrted outqna day basis at clinics and hospitals, and the degree of 
bed,1o.ccuffean:cy required should not be great . 
. We' ar:e ;informed by the .Auckland Hospital Board, the only hospital 

board which !'flade •submissions to us, that, if the existing practice at 
National\Women's1Hospfral,were followed,,the following extra staff would 
be rfquired for,eMer,y,:1,i~OO ex\ra cases. referred for abortion each year: 
Medica!l00fficers. f .2; Medical, Officer.• (Welfare) 0.5; Registered N ur~ing 
Staff 3.0; Medical Social Workers,Q.O. The .Auckland Hospital Board 
estimates that.two hospital beds, either day-care .or in-patient, would be 
required for each 1,000 extra. cases referred for .abortion, assuming that of 
these. 550 (55 percent) would be recommended for termination of 
pregnancy. 

In the absence of- any further information, we are unable to report 
further upon the likely effects of the changes which we have recommended 
upon existing health, hospital, and medical services except to reiterate 
that we do not think that they will be in any way beyond the reso.urces of ~ 
any hospital board or he~th service. • 

RECOMMENDATION 
That adequate finance be made r;<'!,vailabJe. to the appropriate 

Government departments, including those of Health, Social Welfare, and 
Education to ensure the ready implementation of recommendations made 
in this report. 
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Chapter 31 
FETAL RESEARCH 

IMPORTANCE OF FETAL RESEARCH 

Research on fetuses and fetal material has an important contribution to 
make in the isolation and treatment of diseases in man. Fetal tissues may 
be used in a number of ways, particularly in preventative medicine. 

There appears to be no provision in the law of New Zealand which 
places restrictions on fetal research. The Human Tissue Act 1964, as 
amended by the Human Tissue Amendment Act 1968, applies to a "dead 
human body" but not the "body of a stillborn child" which by section 2·of 
the Births and Deaths Registration Act 1951 is defined as "a child which 
has issued from its mother after the expiration of the 28th week of 
pregnancy and which was not alive at the time of issue." Dead fetuses of 
less than 28 weeks may, therefore, be used without restriction. Research 
on dead human fetuses is not, however, completely free from control since 
most hospitals have ethical committees before which plans for medical 
research must be laid before approval can be given to a particular 
programme of research. 

REPORT OF ADVISORY GROUP IN THE UNITED KINGDOM 

The law in the United Kingdom appears to be similar to that of New 
Zealand, and there is no restriction on the use of fetuses for research. 
Some concern has been expressed over this fact, and in May 1970 an 
Advisory Group was appointed by the Secretary of State for Social 
Services and the Secretaries of State for Scotland and Wales "to consider 
the ethical, medical, social, and legal implications of using fetuses and 
fetal material for research." A report of the Group entitled The Use of 
Fetuses and Fetal Material for Research has been published. We set out below 
its principal findings· and recommendations: 

1. Definition of Terms Used 

The Fetus: the human embryo from conception to delivery (and therefore 
including what is normally termed the embryonic state). 

A Viable Fetus: one which has reached the stage of maintaining the co
ordinated operation of its component parts .so that it is capable of 
functioning as a self-sustaining whole independently of any connection 
with the mother. 

A Pre-Viable Fetus: one which, although it may show some but not all 
signs of life, has not yet reached the stage at which it is able, and is 
incapable of being made able, to function as a self-sustaining whole 
independently of any connection with the mother. 

Fetal Death: the state in which the fetus shows none of the signs of life 
and is incapable of being made to function as a self-sustaining whole. 

Sig 11 
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4. Research on Fetus in Utero 

It is unethical to administer drugs or to carry out any pto2edures 6il"the 
mother with the deli~erate in~ent of ascertaining the harm that this might 
do to the fetus, notw1thstandmg that arrangements may have been'm.ade 
to terminate the pregnai:cy and even if the mother is willing to give'her 
consent to such an experiment. 

5. Research on Viable Fetus 

For ethical, medical, and social reasons, evidence that a fetus has 
reached gestation of 20 weeks (140 days, corresponding to a weight of 
approximately 400-500 grams), should be regarded as a prima fade proof 
of viability of the the fetus at the present time. This date should be 
reviewed regularly to take account of the rapid changes taking place in 
medical knowledge. 

6. Research on Pre-Viable Fetus 

Research on pre-viable fetuses has already contributed significantly to 
the understanding of vital physiological and biochemical processes before 
birth on which the development of a fetus into a normal child eventually 
depends and offers the most hopeful approach to understanding certain 
failures of the human brain to develop properly and the influence such 
factors as variants in sexual differentiation in utero may have. on inherent 
behavioural patterns after birth. It would be wrong to exclude the use of 
the pre-viable fetus for research provided the conditions as outlined in the 
Recommended Code of Practice are followed. 

7. Research on the Dead Fetus 

( The benefits to be gained from the use of the whole dead fetus in the 
prevention and treatment of disease and deformity are such that it would 
be retrogressive to prevent it, provided that it is carried out in terms of the 
Recommended Code. 

8. Research on Fetal Tissues and Fetal Material Other than tpe Fetus 

There is no ethical or legal objection to this practice. 

9. Consent to Research 

W~ere the fetus is viable the overriding responsibility of the doctor is to 
promote and preserve its life and the parent's consent can normally be 
inferred from procedures consistent with this claim. Where it is born alive 
and later dies, the Human Tissue Act (U.K.) applies (as it does also in 
New Zealand) and any objection of the parent to research must be heard. 
Where the fetus is born dead there is no statutory requirement to obtain 
the parent's consent but equally no power to ignore the parent's wishes. 
The parent should be offered the opportunity to express any special 
directions about the disposal. 

11 * 
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llO. Colll\,ident.ious Objection 

Where staff have a conscientious objection to fetal research they should 
not have any duty to participate in such. Experiments on the fetus or 
dissections for fetal tissues should not be carried out within the operating 
theatre or place of delivery. 

H. Re<Cm:ds of Fetuses, Fetal Tfosue, and Feta! lVfa.:eria! 

Records should be kept of all fetal material supplied or received for 
research. 

12. Recommended Code of Practice 

The Code of Practice recommended by the committee is as follows: 
This code has no binding legal force but is the result of a careful 

consideration of all relevant factors in the light of the available evidence. It is 
hoped that it wi)! prnve acceptable to the bodies statutorily responsible for 
disciplinary mattern in the medical and nursing professions. 

1. Vvhere a fetus is viable after separation from the mother, it is unethical to 
carry out any expei·iments on it which are inconsistent with treatment 
nec~ssary ,:o promote its life. 

2. The minirn,al limit of viability for human fetuses should be regarded as 20 
weeks'. gestational age. This corresponds to a weight of approximately 400-500 
grp.n1.:r;:aes. 

3 .. . The use o:1 the v,hole dead fetus or tissues from dead fetuses for medical 
research is permissible subject to the following conditions: 

(i) The provisions of the Human Tissue Act are observed where 
applicable. 

(ii) \!\/here the provisions of the Human Tissue Act do not apply, there is no 
known objection on the part of the parent who has had an opportunity to 
declare any wishes about the disposal of the fetus. 

(iii) Dissection of the dead fetus or experiments on the fetus or fetal material 
do not occur in the operating theatre or plac;e of delivery. 

(iv) There is no monetary exchange for fetuses or fetal material.. 
(v) Full records are kept by the relevant institutiono 

·1. The t!se of the whole pre-viable fetus is permissible provided that: 
(i) The. conditions in paragraph 3 are observed, 
(ii) Only fetuses weighing less than 300 grammes are used. 

(iii) The responsibility for deciding that the fetus is in a category which may 
be. used fo:r this type of resea,ch rests with the medical attendants at its birth 
anc[.:ne.ver with the. intending research worker. 

'· (iv) S1.1ch ·res:r::arch is only carried out in departments directly related to a 
hospital a.nd with the direct sanction of its ethical committee. 

(v) Before permitting such research the ethical committee satisfies itself: 
(a) on the validity of the research; (b) that the required information cannot be 
obtained i.n any other way; and (c) that the investigators have the necessary 
facilities and skill. 

5. It.is unethical to administer drugs or carry out any procedures during 
pregnancy with the deliberate intent of ascertaining the harm that they might 
do to the fetus. 

CONCLUSION 

The Commission has no reason to believe that there have been any 
infringements of the la°\<11 or abuses of medical and ethical practice arising 
from the use of fetuses or fetal material in this country but finds itself in 
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entire agreernent with the findings and recommendations of the Advisory 
Committee in the United Kingdom. It is of the view that legislation is not 
,,ecessary to implement the code of practice recommended by the group 
and that it should be sufficient to bring it to the notice of appropriate 
medical bodies in New Zealand with the invitation to ad: upon it. 

RECOMMENDATION 
That the Department of Health bring to the notice of all universities, 

medical associations and groups, and medical practitioners in New 
Zealand the recommendations made by the Advisory Group (U.K .. ) in 
their report entitled The Use of Fetuses and Fetal Material for Research and 
urge its adoption by them. 
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APPENDICES 



Appendix 1 

PERSONAL SUBMISSIONS 
Among the many submissions which were received, there were over one 

hundred from people who felt strongly enough about their personal 
experiences to record them in writing for us to consider. Over one-half of 
these were heard in private in order that their confidential nature should 
be preserved. There wer~ soip~ peopli, however, who themselves elected 
to speak of their personal experiences at a public sitting. 

The Commission recognised that the recollection and narration of 
events of a very personal nature was a difficult experience for those 
concerned and, on that account, was at pains to meet the convenience of 
those who wished to talk to us in private and endeavoured to make the 
interview as informal as possible. We were pleased to know that some at 
least of those who met us in this way obtained some emotional relief in 
being able to talk to a small, impartial, and concerned group about their 
experiences and the difficulties which they had encountered. Over half of 
these submissions related to abortion. The remainder related to various 
problems associated with sterilisation, problems faced by mothers, both 
married and unmarried, in bringing up pre-school children, and 
experiences in caring for adopted or handicapped children. 

The value of these informal but very personal discussions lay in the 
more complete picture which we were able to obtain of all aspects of the 
subjects under our inquiry. In view of the need to preserve the anonymity 
of those whom we met in private, we do not propose to refer in any detail 
to the content of individual submissions. 

It will be apparent that because the circumstances of each case were 
different it is impossible to place every case in a particular category. There 
were, however, features common to most of the personal experiences and 
we propose to deal with them under the appropriate headings. 

CONTRACEPTION AND STERILISATION 

A number of women explained to us the difficulties which they had 
encountered in obtaining access to a suitable form of contraception. 
Where women had found difficulties with particular techniques of 
contraception, particularly the pill, some had sought and obtained 
sterilisation. Most of these spoke of sterilisation in favourable terms and 
regarded the fees which they J.i.ad incurred as having been well spent. 

Some women, particularly the younger ones, told us that they had 
found it difficult to obtain sterilisation. Two women, one a mother of four 
children who had suffered post-natal depression, and the other, who had 
had six difficult pregnancies, were critical of the obstacles which they had 
encountered in hospitals and with medical practitioners when requesting 
sterilisation. A number of mothers said that their applications for 
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sterilisation had been refused because they were separated from their 
husbands. 

Some men who had had vasectomies told us that they had experienced 
great relief from the knowledge that their wives no longer need be 
concerned about pregnancy. Some younger men reported that thev had 
found it difficult to obtain vasectomies. One complained that a su;geon 
had refused to sterilise him until he was 35 years of age and had had at 
least four children. The surgeon was not prepared to listen when the 
patient said that he and his wife wanted only two children. · 

HELP AND ADVICE DURING PREGNANCY 

A. number of mothers spoke to us about the difficulties faced by them 
during their pregnancies, particularly where the pregnancies were 
unplanned. They needed help and support from their husbands, families, 
and friends to overcome the sickness, tiredness, and worry they 
experienced. Unmarried mothers, in particular, felt very much alone and 
told us how comforting it had been to be able to have someone with whom 
they could discuss their situation. One woman who suffered from 
depression felt the need for specialised counselling and believed that she 
would have benefited from it. She did not think that her position would 
have been helped by abortion which would only have caused even more 
mental problems and would have weighed heavily on her conscience. 

ABORTION 

About half of the women who made confidential submissions to us told 
us of their experiences in seeking and obtaining abortions. Some were very 
critical of the attitudes adopted by the doctors whom they had consulted. 
One woman, who felt so strongly on this matter that she elected to give 
her evidence in public, said that she had approached 23 doctors in an 
attempt to terminate her pregnancy but had received no help. Another 
was critical of what she termed the "pro-life" approach of psychiatrists 
and general practitioners. Yet another criticised doctors because "instead 
of attempting to solve my economic, personal, and social problems, all 
they were offering was the destruction of my baby." 

A.iClortfon FadHti\es 

Some 39 vmmen who had successfully obtained abortions made 
personal submissions to the Commission. Twenty of these were married 
and nineteen were single. Over half of these married women had obtained 
their abortions in a public hospita1 or at the Auckland Medical Aid 
Centre. Over half of the single women had had their abortions in 
Australia or by "back street" abortionists though none had obtained a 
"back street" abortion in recent years. Those who had obtained "back 
street" abortions in former years told us of the ordeals to which they had 
been subjected. Those who had obtained abortions at the Auckland 
?viedical Aid Centre described the treatment which they had received 
there as being sympathetic and kindly. 
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Oui:cmne oi1' Se:uch for Ahortfoimi 

Most of the women v,ho told ES of their experiences of obtaining an 
abortion regarded the outcome as beim, s.i.tisfactory in that they suffered 
no adverse physical or psychiat:ric cons~'quences, A ·.i:ew expressed feelings 
of doubt and regret about the decision they had made. One described it as 
a serious rn.istake which rnntinued m worry her, 

Twenty-two women who had considered an abortion but had not 
obtained one discussed with us ,:heir feelings on not having proceeded 
with thefr original .intention. Twelve fdt that th,:; ultimate outcome had 
been unsatisfactory. Ten told us that they d1d not in any way regret not 
having obta:ir!.e9 .. an aoortion even though one would have been legally 
available to them. · · 

·HANDICAPPED CHXJLDREN 

A.nli,inbc!· pa.rents 0f qandicapped children spoke to us and told us of 
thdr experl,~n_oes .in. re~J·ing. those children. Some had found it to have 
been revv;:!,rdfog in that fr had helped then.1 in their marriage and had 
resuited in closer· fardlv i:ies. Tn others the experience was the reverse. 
They }1ad i~t\!1:C[ ;'.[)t bringing up of o'. handicapped child to be quite 
b1,~y(j11d their_ i"'C.Q([lir~t's.: 

A.DOPTli•ON 

P. nui:r1be1· of farents of adopted children appeared before us. They told 
uJ that adc,pti,jn had proved very satisfactory both for them and for the 
cilikb-en ti:1ey had adopted. On the other hand, some women who had 
been, .adop-t<i'.d-· .t.3 children tc,ltl us of unhappy experiences of childhood 
whicb ·they .believed. h:gd _a!frcted their adult life. 

CONCLUSIONS 

h is diffrcul:t 'to dta\v anv coriclusions from the individual submissions, 
Thefr value lie£. in (he fa~t· that they highEght some of the individual 
probl,~bii rr{ei' by \'\TOtnen in faciiig the 0 !SSt[eS Of abortion, sterilisation, and 
cotifraception: H any sbgfe point emerged strongly from the submissions, 
it wa:i to e:mphasrs'e tne need for help to be readily available for people 
1vho are confronted. with situations which bring extreme distress to them 
and their families, ~ 
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ABORTION IN PRIMITIVE SOCIETIES 

The reasons for induced abortion in primitive communities. may be 1• 
grouped into broad, general categories, essentially very similar to those 
that obtain in modern society: 

1. Personal motives of the woman with no pressures from outside. ( 
2. Pressures from individuals or from the tribe as a whole. 
3. Economic pressures. (3) · 

Within these fundamental categories, specific reasons for abortion take 
on an almost endless number of variations, ranging from medical or 
biological considerations to such things as fear of childbirth, extreme ' j 
youth or advanced age, taboos during pregnancy or lactation, problems I 
associated with a nomadic existence, economic factors, espe~ially extreme 
poverty and the heavy burden of work borne by women, adultery, 
widowhood, cannibalism, dreams and omens, the desire to preserve t 
youthful beauty, the reluctance to give up freedom and to assume the I 
responsibilities of parenthood, unacceptable paternity, conquest, and 
slavery. In all but one of the tribes he studied, Devereux was able to verify 
the existence of abortion. Motives were often similar but by no means 
restricted to one or other of the categories mentioned. As might be 
expected from the varied reasons of which the above are a sample, the 
general attitude of the tribes differed greatly. Many revealed some 
uneasiness about the practice and displayed a vague fear of retribution 
from the gods or from nature. 

Of 73 ethnic groups whose attitude he was able definitely to establish, it 
appeared that most primitive societies made some attempt to restrict 
abortion, either through tribal regulations, religious beliefs and taboos, or 
social customs. (4) 

ABORTION IN EARLY CIVILISATIONS 

Records show that abortion was well-known in all early civilisations. 
The woman herself commonly brought on the abortion, often using crude, 
painful, or dangerous procedures with serious risk to her health or even 
her life. At the same time, there are numerous references to the need for 
therapeutic abortions, to abortifacients and abortionists, as well as to laws 
to restrict or forbid abortions. It is said that reliable and safe 
abortifacients were produced by wise men in ancient China and records of 
their constitution and use handed down for the benefit of posterity with 
due warning to pregnant women not to resort to strange, untried, and 
more dangerous means. (5) The ancient Chinese book Si-Yuen-Li 
describes a chemical test using mercury to determine whether abortion 
has taken place. Penalties for abortion could be quite severe: a hundred 
strokes of the lash and three years' exile, the latter a punishment almost as ~ 
dreaded as death. Other cases might go unpunished if inquiries into the • 
circumstances of an abortion revealed mitigating circumstances. (6) 

The Hindu Attitude 

The Atharva-Veda, the last of the four early Hindu scriptures, the Vedas, 
composed between 1500 and 1000 B.C., refers to abortion as a very serious 
sin inimical to the elemental principle of creation. (7) In one of the 731 
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hymns _and incantatio:1s which form the Atharva-Veda, Pushan, the god of 
wayfarmg, who protects lost travellers, assumes the :role of protector of 
sinners who have lost their way in life. He takes away disease which is a 
symbol of gui.lt, dissolves it in vapour and, in keeping with the custom of 
p~ssing guilt ~~ to others in a~cending o~der of wickedness, '\vipes off the 
rmsdeeds on htrn that practxseth abortion." (8) The later Hindu law
givers ranked abortion among crirnes such as murder, incest, and adultery 
with the wife of a guru. Mention of abortion is found in almost all the 
ancient Hindu writers and law-givers but though they condemn it as a 
serious sin, they provided for difficult and exceptional cases, allowing 
pregnancies to be terminated where the woman's health was seriously 
afkci:ed. (9) The prevalence of abortion is almost certainly indicated by 
the frequent references to it in the ancient writings. 

'Jfllui MusUm Attitude 

The Muslim view is much simpler to ascerta:in than that of Hinduism, 
the authoritative answers being found i.n the Koran or the Hadith, the 
traditions from the prophet Mohammed, or from the edicts of the Muftis 
and other ecclesiastical heads of Islam. In general the attitude is derived 
from the injunction from the Koran: "Murder not your children, for fear 
kst ye be reduced to poverty. We will provide for you and them." (10) At 
the same time tradition has it that birth control was practised during the 
life time of the Holy Prophet. Since then, there has been a tendency to 
interpret the Islamic injunctions in the light of social and economic needs, 
with therapeutic abortion being practised in a variety of Muslim 
countries. 

The Middle Eiw1t 

As is the case with the ancient Hindu writings, the many laws dealing 
with abortion dating from the ancient civilisations of the Middle East give 
some idea of the extent of the problem and the concern of those 
civilisations with it as weH as their attitude towards the unborn child. The 
Sumerian Code of approximately 2000 B.C., the Assyrian Code of 1500 
B.C., the Babylonian Code of Hammurabi of 1300 B.C., the Hittite Code 
of the same period, and the Persian Code of 600 B.C. all dealt at some 
length with induced abortion, placing particular emphasis on assaults 
causing miscarriage. The Assyrian laws had stringent regulations 
concerning injuries which brought about miscarriage. The public penalty 
imposed on a man "who has struck a lady of birth and has caused her to 
cast the fruit of her womb" was a fine consisting of two talents fifty minas 
of lead, fifty blows with rods and one full month's work for the king. ( 11) 
Injuries causing miscarriage i.n women of lower birth brought private 
rather than public penalties, consisting usually of monetary compensation 
to the father who had been deprived of offspring. The penalty for seH
i.nduced abortion was very severe indeed: "Ha woman has cast the fruit of 
her womb by her own act and charge and proof have been brought against 
her, she shall be impaled on stakes and not buried." (12) Quite apart from 
the horrible nature of the execution by impalement, the denial of burial 
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·unborn child was not regarded as a human pei~i1Mtf1 JtJ'i:fe1{i)'{ ifS''dWH. 
1This is in keeping with the Talmudic attitudelffat'tn'e'fdu's'1is cfe~eWTo 
be part of its mother rather than an independent umfy. . ;::iri:,, . 

There is a striking similarity between this passage '.aii<l thkSutttelflafi, 
Assyrian, Babylonian, and Hittite laws though it has iiat 1,e~,t'~i\bliffted 
that any one civilisation borrowed its laws from anoth&. 1t f~ per™:t,s 
worthy of note that they all refer to a type of assault' that is :urliltl';mfifdn 
today. Possibly the injuries were common enough ·in Middlei'Easfern 
societies where women continued to work alongside men'tlrttiI'qtti~f::tt~fo 
pregnancy. Men fighting might also presumably hurt a woman mid'mgiin 
effort to separate them, especiatly under circumstances whicMnspitecf~e 
law set out in Deuteronomy XXV, l 1-12: "When men strive together dire 
with another, and the wife of the one draweth near for to delive~ heT 
husband out of the hand of him that smiteth him, and putteth fortlillier 
hand, arid taketh him by the secrets: then thou shalt cut off her hand, 
thine eye shall not pity her." ( 17) 

Even though one country's laws may not have been influenced by those 
of another, it seems apparent that the underlying reasons for the form of 
the laws relating to violence towards pregnant women were very much the 
same. The status and rights of the father were the predi)m'inllnt 
consideration in the varying degrees of compensa!tion or punishment 
exacted. He was entitled to compensation ic;,r being d~prived of a poteif:tial 
heir, someone to work, to fight; fo l<;><>k afterul'fimbiw;hiS• old ager'The 
unborn child was, by implitatiori; entitled' to prot~ctioh bera~se'li'Of its 
potential i:n these areas but was not r~garde«las1ha'ving rights ~ts own. 

Far-reaching consequences ards"€ from a most' intetestlhg ~ltet.«ifµ~e · to 
the wording of the Exodus passage foun.d .in the $~:f)tuagint v~rstQn; the 
Greek translation of the Bible produced during tlie'thitd cen.turxH.C. in 
Alexandria where a large community of Jews, dispersed outsrcfefalestine 
by the turmoil of previous centuries, had congregated. The' chai:tged 
rendering of a single word in the Septuagint version gives a completely 
different statute Tegarding miscarriage. The word ason translated irithe 
customary versions as "harm", "hurt", or "mischief", is rendered by 
"form" in th,e Septuagint. The need for a Greek version of the Bible ffrst 
became apparent in Egypt where there were in circulation and in use by 
the Jews different versions of the "Law" which were regarded as 
unsatisfactory. At Alexandria, a "revision committee" cdftsisting, 
according to tradition, of 72 elders from Palestine, made a coficetted dfbtt 
to produce an autheritative version. of the "Law" and have it ~,cepte~. 
The complete Septuagint shows in a great many. passages thar it w~s 
translated from a text or texts differing considerably from that. whichis 
now regarded as standard. Whether the version .of the .txodus · passage 
comes from a different text, whether it is a mistranslation, whether it fs: an 
emendation to a dubious or corrupt portion of text, pt whetherit i!s a 
rendering to suit the climate of the time are only matters for conjecture. 
Whatever the explanation, the S~ptuagint version reads: "And iftwomen 
strive and smite a woman with child, and her child be Mm imperfectly 
formed, he shall be forced to pay.a penalty: as the woman's husband may 
lay upon him, he shall pay Mth a valuation. But if it 6e perfectly formed, 
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he shaU give Hfo for liJe." ( 18) The "life for life" clause was thus applied to 
the fetm, and a dear distinction was made between the "formed" and 
"unformed" fetus, the rmbryo formatus and the embryo informatus as 
Augustine later formulated h. Perhaps most important of all, the doctrine 
vvas accepted by Philo, the first century philosopher at Alexandria, who 
had a large foUowing. Philo, in his "Special Laws", rendered the 
Septuagint passage, embroidered whn his own philosophising, thus: "Ha 
man come to blows with a woman who is pregnant and. strikes her in the 
belly and she misc,trries, then, if the resuh of the miscarriage is unshaped 
and undeveloped, he must be fined both for the assault and for obstructing 
the artist nature in her creative work of bri.nging into life the fairest of 
living creatures, man. But if the offspring is already shaped and all the 
limbs have their proper quaHties and places in the system, he must die, for 
that which answers to this description is a human being, which he has 
destroyeci in the iaboratory of nature who judges that the time has not yet 
come for bringing it out into the light, Hke a statue lying in a sculptor's 
workshop, requiring nothing more than to be carried outside and released 
from confim::ment."(19) 

Phiio rhen goes on tc condemn infanticide by exposure: "This 
ordimmcr cauiei::. with it the prohibition of something else more 
important, the ,e;,pornre of infarnts, a sacrilegious practice which among 
m:rny ot11er nations, through their ingrained inhumanity, has come to be 
regz.rde,r,1 with complacency, for if, on behalf of the child not yet brought 
to 1:he bird1 by t11e appointed coaduslon of the regular period, thought has 
to be t:uken to save it from disaster at the hands of the evil-minded, surely 
sdH n10re true is this ol the fuH-bom babe sent out as it were to settle i.n the 
nevi/' homdand assigned to mankind., ithere to partake of the gifts of nature . 
. . . So Moses implicitly and indirectly forbade the exposure of children 
wh .. ~ri he pronounced the sentence of death against those who cause the 
miscarriage of mothers in cases where the fetus is fully formed." (20) 

On the other hand, Josephus, Philo's younger contemporary, appears 
to use both the Hebrew and the Greek text, and gives his own rendering of 
a c";:i,ndem:ed version of the Mosaic code. His translation of the passage 
under discussion. is: "He that kicketh a woman with child, if the woman 
miscarry, shall be fined by the judges for having, by the destruction of the 
fr:;Jit of her womb, diminished the population, and a further sum shall be 
pr.e~e:nterl by him to the woman's husband. If she die of the blow, he shall 
also die, the law daiirning as its due the sacrifice of life for lik"(21) 

fo, the treatise Against Apion, Josephus goes somewhat further and 
de:;;cribes both induced abortion and infanticide as akin to murder: "The 
1avv, rnioreover, enjoins us to bring up all our offspring, and forbids women 
to cause abortion of what is begotten, or to destroy it afterward; and if any 
·won:1cm appears to have so done, she will be a murderer of her child, by 
destroying a living creature' and diminishing humankind; if anyone, 
therefore proceeds to such murder of offspring, he cannot be dean." (22) 
The apparent inconsistency in this passage when set against the first is 
ascribed to moral rhetoric rather than to a contradictory statement of the 
lmv. 

The early Christians whose language was Greek used the Septuagint 
not the Hebrew version. The attitude to abortion and human, life as 
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instanced in the writings of Philo, who had a large following, fitted well 
into their beliefs. 

The veneration with which the Jews had earlier regarded the 
Septuagint gave way to a very contrary feeling as the Christian teachings 
svread and Jewish thought restricted itself more and more to the 
t~"aditional Hebrew approach. In this the unborn child was not thought of 
as an individual with life that could be considered to be human. The lack 
of references to induced abortion may mean, not that it was unknown, but 
that it never became a common practice in Jewish society and, in 
comequence, legislation against h was unnecessary. This could be 
regarded as in keeping with the fervent belief of the Jews in the need for 
the continuance of the family and the racial line and the preservation of 
the way of life of the "chosen people." It also agreed with the Old 
Testament teaching that children should be regarded as a "blessing": "Be 
fruitful and multiply, and replenish the earth and subdue it."(23) 

The Talmud has one reference to therapeutic abortion where the 
I1cl:ishnah provides that an abortion is to be performed to save the life of 
the mot.her: "Ha woman has (life-threatening) difficulty in childbirth, one 
dismembers the embryo within her, limb by limb, because her life takes 
precedence over its life. Once its head (or "greater part") has emerged, it 
may not be touched, for we do not set aside one life for another." (24) 
Clearly, before birth, the fetus was not regarded as a person; from the 
moment of birth it was. Traditionally the direct threat to the mother's life 
vvas extended to include a serious, indirect threat to her life, or to her 
physical or psychological health, great stress being laid on care being 
taken to be satisfied that the threat was in fact serious. 

Arru:ient Greece 

Ancient Greek society, built on political foundations, subordinated the 
welfare of the individual to that of the community, certainly until about 
the 4th century B.C, when personal rights began to assume greater 
importance. Abortion, infanticide, and the exposure of unwanted or 
weakling children, who were of little value to the State, were regarded as 
legitimate means of controlling the population or keeping up its quality. 
Religion was indifferent to feticide and the laws of the cit-y-states, with the 
possible exception of Thebes, provided no protection for the unborn child. 
Opinion is divided on just how common doing away with children by 
exposure was, or whether girls or boys were more frequently exposed, but 
references in literature to foundlings are common and mention of exposure 
is given in a dispassionate, matter-of-fact way. In Plato's Theaetetus, 
Socrates asks: "Besides, cannot midwives by medicine and charms arouse 
or allay at their pleasure the pangs of travail, or hasten childbirth in those 
who have had hard labour, or even if they think it advisable, cause a 
miscarriage?" (25) 

Aristophanes refers to it as a natural occurrence: 

"No sooner born than they exposed the babe, 
(And that in winter), in an earthen crock, 

Lest he should grow a man and slay his father."(26) 
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Admirers of Greek civilisation do not find it easy to accept that 
Athenians in particular, who traditionally disliked violence, resorted ro 
methods of preventing undue growth of population which appear 
heartlless or even barbarous. Their attitude, and that of ancient Greece 
generally, may 'better be appreciated by remembering that Greece was not 
;1 modern nation such as we know; its cities, vvhere it was expected that the 
lfown~crier could be heard from one side to the other, bore no resemblance 
to a great city of today. Geograph:icaHy, the counl:ry ient itself to a series of 
communities, more or less isolated, 5hut in by mountain frontiers~dty
states made up of 2, series of family units, joined together in groups or 
clans, perhaps related to each other or grouped froirn earliest settlement 
days for the purposes of self-defence" Fertile iand was ::carceo Population 
tended to increase faster than food could be produced. Even with the 
passage oJ time, the improvement of communications with her colonies, 
and the growth of foreign trade, the Greek state retained the men10ries of 
earlier day3 7,vi.th the constant th':·eat of over-population, starvation, and 
attack from neighbouring states. The city did not want more citizens than 
it could suppnrt and it wanted those citizens to be worthy of the State and 
the Gre,:::k race a~ IT, w-l1Dle. The Greek father, who had supreme authority, 
reje,ctcr.:1, ·e>=cept i,1 rnre fmnances, aH who were crippled, oi: deformed, or 
vcr; delicat,e. A.t the E,a::ne tirn:ne, the State den1anded sufficient citizens and 
m::ildiiers to provlde fo,· th· future. The funeral oration of Pericles may seem. 
3;t;:iddy n·afo,tic, even brutal, as he addressed hiim,eH to the parents of 
tho2,e 'who }1ad Iaikn in the war: "You v1ho are stm of an age to beget 
children rmml ke,~p a brave heart in the hope of having others in their 
:::tcadi; Em only will they help you to forget those whom you have lost, but 
'W:Jl hdp the city 1:o fill up the ranks of its workers and its soldiers."(27) 

fo Spart~, a new-bc,m infant faced a double scrutiny before it was 
per:mitted to survive. H the father i.n his discretion decided the baby might 
frve, he stiH had to pres~nt it to the elders ',vho made the final decision 
regarding life or death. 

The two mo:.1t famiHr,r references cited to indicate the ancient Greek 
attitude are frorn Pfal:,u and i\.r.istode. There is no doubt that to both, 
abortion and infanticide were comrnonplace an.cl provided the logical 
me,ms of restricting the dry to the limited si.ze which they regarded. as 
desfr;,.bk l t if; against this background that the commonly-quoted 
passages. from their works can be appn.:ciat,ed. fo the Republic, Plato 
portrayc; his ideal dty governed not by political opportunists, but by 
highly educated, rigorously trained, completely dedicated leaders. for the 
dtize:cis, tl1e family and the individual would be subordinated to the State, 
avoiding afi. tbe evils he saw i.n the struggle for private possessions and the 
material things necessary for bringing up children. To this end he 
propounded legislation which would scarcely be suggested by the most 
ardent present day advocate of eugenics: "And on the young men, surely, 
who excel i.n war and other pursuits we must bestov,1 honours and prizes, 
and in particular, the opportunity of more frequent intercourse with the 
vmmen, which will at the same time be a plausible pretext for having them 
beget as many of the children as possible." "Right," "And the children 
thus born will be taken over by the officials appointed for this, men or 
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women or both, since I take it the official posts, too, are common to 
women and men." "Yes." " ... Let us pursue our design. We said that the 
offspring should come from parents in their prime." "True." "Do you 
agree that the period of the prime may be fairly estimated at twenty years 
for a woman and thirty for a man?" "How do you reckon it?" he said. 
"The women," I said, "beginning at the age of twenty, shall bear for the 
state to the age of forty, and the man shall beget for the state from the time 
he passes his prime in swiftness of running to the age of fifty-five." "That 
is," he said, "the maturity and prime for both of body and mind. But 
when, I take it, the men and women have passed the age of lawful 
procreation, we shall leave the men free to form such relations with 
whomsoever they please, except daughter and mother and their dii;-ect 
descendants and ascendants, and likewise the women, first admonishing 
them preferably not even to bring to light anything whatever thus 
conceived, but if they are unable to prevent a birth to dispose of it on the 
understanding that we cannot rear such an offspring."(28) 

In the Laws composed in his old age, some thirty years after the 
Republic, Plato deals in some detail with the size he regards as ideal for a 
city-state--enough land to support a number of inhabitants capable of 
defending themselves against injury from adjoining peoples. He proposes 
a constant figure of 5,040 households, each with its plot of land and each 
providing one soldier. The number 5,040 is fixed somewhat arbitrarily, 
the main consideration being that it should be sufficiently large but not 
too large and capable of division into numerous equal parts for the 
purposes both of war and peace. "The magistrates, whom we shall 
appoint as the highest and the most distinguished, shall consider how to 
deal with the excess or deficiency in families and contrive means as best 
they can to secure that the 5,040 households shall remain unaltered. 
There are many contrivances possible: where the fertility is great, there 
are methods of inhibition, and on the other side; there are methods of 
encouraging and stimulating the birth-rate, by means of honours and 
dishonours, and by admonitions addressed by the old to the young, which 
are capable in all ways of producing the required effect. Moreover, as a 
final step if we are faced with a superabundance of citizens, there still 
remains that ancient device which we have often mentioned, namely, the 
sending forth, in friendly wise from a friendly nation, of colonies consisting 
of such people as are deemed suitable."(29) 

Aristotle, whose influence in this matter, as in so many other fields, was 
to be felt for two thousand years, also held firm views on the necessity for 
limiting a city-state to a size large enough for self-defence and small 
enough for self-knowledge: "What should be the limit will be easily 
ascertained by experience. For both governors and governed have duties 
to perform; the special functions of a governor are to command and to 
judge. But if the citizens of a state are to judge and to distribute offices 
according to merit, then they must know each other's characters; where 
they do not possess this knowledge, both the election to offices and the 
decision of lawsuits will go wrong. When the population is very large they 
are manifestly settled at haphazard, which clearly ought not to be."(30) 

To achieve this ideal size, Aristotle justified infanticide and early 
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abortion on both demographic and eugenic grounds: "As to the exposure 
and rearing of children, let there be a law that no deformed child shall 
live, but that on the ground of an excess in the number of children, if the 
established customs of the state forbid this (for in our state population has 
a limit), no child is to be exposed; but when couples have children in 
excess, let abortion be procured before sense and life have begun; what 
may or may not lawfully be done in these cases depends on the question of 
life and sensation." (31) 

His understanding of "life" and "sensation", matters which have since 
remained fundamental in the abortion issue, is set down in his remarkable 
works on natural history, the Generation of Animals, and the History of 
Animals. He knew nothing of the female egg which, of course, was not 
discovered until the nineteenth century but recognised that the process of 
genrration began at conce:ptior1. His theory was that the embryo was 
created by the active seed of the rnale working on the blood of the female, 
the passive matter: "What does happen is just what one would expect, 
since "What the rn,ale contributes to generation is the form and the efficient 
cause, w"hik the female contributes ,the materiaL That the female does not 
contribuit1c.: semen tD generation but does contribute something is dear. H, 
then, itl1,: xnale stands for the effective and active, and the female, 
considered an female, for the passive, it follows that what the female would 
contrfout:: to fhe semen oJ the male would not be semen but material for 
the se:ffff:rl itO work on."(32) 

Arisi:otle did not know that sex was determined at the time of 
fertilisation and believed that the fetus came into existence when the 
distinctive features of sex could be made out. From his observations these 
features could not be distinguished until after forty days for the male and 
nineity days for the female. For him a further proof of life developing was 
animation or quickening at about the same time: "As to man's growth, 
fas;: vrithin his mother's womb and after,Nard to old age, the courne of 
nature, insofar as. man is specially concerned, is after the following 
rnanner. . . In the case of male children, the first movement usually 
occurs on the righit hand side of the womb, and about the fortieth day but 
if the d1ild be a female then on the left hand side and about the ninetieth 
day. I-fowever, we must by no means assume this to be an accurate 
statement of fa,:t for there are many exceptions, in which the movement is 
rnanifested on the right h;.md side though a female child be coming, and 
on. the lefr hand side though the infant be a male. And in short, these and 
all other phenomena are usually subject to differences that may be 
surnmed up as differences of degree. 

About this period the embryo begins to resolve into distinct parts, it 
having hitherto consisted of a fleshlike substance without distinction of 
parts. 

What is called effluxion is a destruction of the embryo within the first 
week, while abortion occurs up to the fortieth day; and the greater number 
of such embryos as perish do so within the space of these forty days. 

In the case of a male embryo aborted at the fortieth day, if it be placed 
in cold water it holds together in a sort of membrane, but if it be placed in 
any other fluid it dissolves and disappears. H the membrane be pulled to 
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•!:>its the embryo is revealed as big as one of the large, kinchofahts; and all 
the limbs are plain to see, including the penis, and the eye'falso{which as 
fat other animals are of great size. But the female embryo 1£ it suffer 
abortion during the first three months, is as a rule to be" ifotind 
tindifferentiated; if however it reach the fourth month it comes tb · be 
subdivided a.nd quickly ;ittains further differentiation. In short while 
within the womb, the female infant accomplishes the whole develop~ent 
of its parts more slowly than the male." (33) .• 

What his theory of animation would have been if he had· had' the 
advantage of a microscope is a matter for conjecture. In believing that, 
a.fter a certain time, the embryo took on life, he differed entirely from: mbst 
of the philosophers and scientists of his day, including the Stoics and 
Platonists, who held that animation began at the moment of birth and 
that, in consequence, abortion was permissible throughout pregnancy. 
The influences of his theories regarding the development of the embryo 
were far-reaching. This infl.uence can perhaps be appreciated better when 
it is realised that he was the great authority on almost all scientific matters 
as far as the universities were concerned, certainly until late in the 
seventeenth century, and in many until the nineteenth century, and that 
Darwin could write of him: "Linnaeus and Cuvier have been my two gods 
though in very different ways, but they were mere schoolbnys• to old 
Aristotle."(34) 

The other Greek name entering most frequently -·into the abortion 
discussion is that of Hippocrates the "father of' medicine", renowned for 
the so-called "Hippocratic Oath" and the Hippocratic writings 
traditionally ascribed to him and the greatest single.force of all time in the 
development of a code of ethics and professional conduct among doctors. 
Little, if anything, can be stated for certain about Hippocrates who is said 
to have been born in 469 B.C. on the island of Cos and to have died a very 
old man. "All that we know with certainty of Hippocrates," says Sigerist, 
"is that he lived."(35) Aristotle described him as the "Great 
Hippocrates": "That city which is best adapted to the fulfilment of its 
work is to be deemed greatest, in the same sense of the word great in 
which Hippocrates might be called greater, not as a man, but as a 
physician, than someone else who was taller." (36) Galen, one of the most 
famous physicians of antiquity who lived at home for much of his life 
during the second century A.D., speaks of him with the greatest respect: 
"For everything appears to attract from and to go shares with everything 
else, and, as the most divine Hippocrates has said, there would seem to be 
a consensus in the movements of fluids and vapours."(37) 

The so-called Hippocratic writings comprising 72 works on medicine 
attributed to him are now regarded as the remains of an extensive medical 
library as diverse in style and content as any modern collection of works 
on medicine. Modern scholars cannot agree which, if any, of the writings 
are genuinely his. Some are almost certainly earlier, man:y much later, 
than Hippocrates. What is important is that works on medicine were 
written standing for scientific knowledge free from superstition and 
hypothetical philosophy. 

Surprise and even delight have been expressed that Hippocrates, who is 
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he,t•,veen the sixth century B.C, and the first century AD, Ludwig 
Edelstein (1902-1965), one of the great authorities on the Hippocratic 
,,vrif:ings, puts the date at somewhere in the fourth centur1 B.C, It seems 
probable that the Oath owed much to the Pythagoreans an.d 'was taken by 
ii votmg man at the end of his training in medicine, a private agreement 
b~tween tutor and pu.piL It 11\fas a personal contract not something framed 
for all physicians but for individuals who had been strongly influenced by 
the Pythagoreans. It seerns reasonable to believe that this could occur in a 
society and in an age where medical schools as we know th.em did not 
exist, where there was no examination to pass to qualify as a doctor, no 
stai:e or other authority to license or to lay down a set oi ml.es. The doctor 
wus first and foremost a craftsman, practising either as an itinerant or in a 
booth in the market-place. Edelstein makes out a convincing case for a 
Pythagorean background for the Oath: '"Does this imply that the 
document must have been outlined by a philosopher rather than a 
physician? Not at alL The Hippocratic Oath is a program of medical 
ethics, and there is no reason to question that it was composed by a 
doctor. 

One last question re:r.nains: what is the purpose of the Oath? Is this 
document an ideal program with no direct bearing on reality? Or was the 
oath actually administered? In my opinion one need not doubt that this 
oath was made by many an ancient phy3idan and that it was sworn to and 
regarded by them as their "Golden Rule" of conduct. To be sure, no 
s:pecial societies of Pythagorean physicians are attested, no guilds are 
kl1own for which Pythagorean philosophy was the statute of organisation. 
j8ut the covenant is a private agreement between pupil and teacher. The 
Oath as a whole is hardly an obligation enforced upon the physician by 
any authority but rather one which he accepted of his own free will. It is 
not a legal engagement; as the wording indicates, it is a soiemn promise 
given and vouchsafed. only by the conscience of him who swears. 

The so-called Hippocratic Oath has always been regarded as a message 
oi timeless validity. From the interpretation given it folluws that the 
document originated in a group representing a small segment of Greek 
opinion. That the oath was not at first accepted by all Greek physicians is 
certain. Medical writings, from the time of Hippocrates down to that of 
Galen, give evidence of the violation of almost every one of its injunctions. 
This is true not only in regard to the general rules concerning helpfulness, 
continence and secrecy. Such deviations one would naturally expect. But 
for centuries ancie:nt physicians in opposition to the demands made in the 
Oath, put poison in the hands of those among their patients who intended 
to commit suicide; they administered abortion remedies; they practised 
surgery, 

At the end of antiquity a decided change took place. Medical practice 
began to conform to that state of affairs which the Oath had envisaged. 
Surgery was separated from general practice. Resistance against suicide, 
against abortion, became common. Now the Oath began to be popular. It 
circulated in various forms adapted to the varying circumstances and 
purposes of the centuries. GeneraHy considered the work of the great 
Hippocrates, its study became part of the medical curriculum. The 
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cmnmentators supposed that the master had written the Oath as the first 
of all his books and made it incumbent on the beginner to read this 
treatise firs L 

Small wonder! A new religion arose that changed the very foundations 
of ancient civilisation. Yet, Pythagoreanism seemed to bridge the gulf 
between heathendom and the new belief. Christianity found itself in 
agreement with the principles of Pythagorean ethics, its concepts of 
holiness and purity, justice and forbearance, The Pythagorean god who 
forbade suicide to men, his creatures, was also the God of the Jews and the 
Christians. A.s early as in the "Teaching of the Twelve Apostles" the 1 1 

command was given: "Thou shah not use philtres; thou shalt not procure ll 
abortion; nor commit infanticide." Even the Church Fathers abounded in · ( 
praise of Hippocrates and his regulations for the practice of medicine. 

As tir,1e went on, the Hippocratic Oath became the nucleus of all 
medical ethics. In all countries, in aH epochs in which monotheism, in its 
purely religious, or in its more seculanzed form, was the accepted creed, 
the Hippocratic Oath was applauded as the embodiment of truth. Not 
only Jew1;; and 1C:hristiam, but the Arabs, the mediaeval doctors, men of 
ithe Renaissance, scie:r::tisits of the Enlightenment, and scholars of the 
ninete,~nth century, embraced. the ideals of the Oath:'(41) 

I 

In an,:ient Ron1.e, even rnore than in Greece, abortion, exposure and 
infanticide were commonly pr,ictised and taken for granted. Here again, 
the rights of the individual we:re subordinated to those of the State. At best 
umil the time of the Empire, faws against these practices were regarded as 
superfluous, even as an intrusion, on the dearly-defined rights of the 
family head, the paier-familias, who had absolute power over the family, 
including that of life and death. It was the pater-familias who decided 
whetherc new-born children should be reared or exposed. There vvas some 
tradition that Romulus made a law forbidding- the exposure of male 
children or the first~bom female child, unless su-;;h chiidien were, in the 
,cipinion of five neighbours, so deformed that they ought to be killed. ( 42) 
However, if such a lav; once existed, it was forgotten or ignored and 
exposure was common and certainly no crime in Rome of the Republic. 
Survival of the city was important and hard-won, and weakly children, in 
particular, were unwelcome. The sections of the Statutes of Justinian 
dealing with the patria potestas say: "Our children, begotten in lawful 
marriage, are in our power:' and, "The power which we have over our 
children is peculiar to the -citizens of Rome; for no other people have a 
power over their children, such as we have over ours."(43) 

I 

Gibbon, in the Decline and Fall comments: "The law of nature instructs 
most animals to cherish and educate their infant progeny. But the 
exclusive, absolute and perpetual dominion of the father over his children 
is peculiar to the Roman jurisprudence and seems to be coeval with the 
foundation of the city. The paternal power was instituted or confirmed by 
Romulus himself; and after the practice of three centuries, it was inscribed 
on the fourth table of the decemvirs."(44) 
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Fragments of Table 4 of the Twelve Tables, the code of Roman law 
drav1n up and published 451-450 B.C., contain two clauses illustrating the 
uncompromising attitude of the Roman: 

1. "Provision regarding the deformed child or monster which must be 
put to death immediately." 
· 2. "Provision regarding the power of the father over his children, his 
right during the whole of their lifetime to throw them into prison, to 
sZourge them, to force them to work in fetters in the fields, to sell them or 
to kill them."(45) 

Seneca, five hundred years later, supported the killing of deformed or 
weakly children: "Mad dogs we knock on the head; the fierce and savage 
ox we slay; sickly sheep we put to the knife to keep them from infecting the 
flock; unnatural progeny we destroy; we drown even children who at birth 
are weakly or abnormal. Yet it is not anger but reason that separates the 
harmful from the sound."(46) 

References to exposure are frequent in Latin literature, with foundlings 
spirited into the houses of the great or providing ready-made characters 
for plays. Similarly allusions in literature at all periods are clear proof that 
abortion was accepted as in no way unusual. Plautus in the Truculentus 
mentions abortion quite casually: "Look here! How could she give birth to 
a child she never carried? Why, she never showed any sign of -being 
pregnant to my knowledge." "She hid it from you, fearing you'd urge her 
to have an abortion, and be the death of her baby boy."(47) 

Though a variety of drugs and other a.bortifacients are mentioned, 
especially in medical works, crude mechanical procedures were also 
common, to the great danger of the women concerned. Even Ovid, the 
laureate of a society where morality did not exist, expressed horror at the 
lengths women would go to: "Corinna, rashly seeking to rid her heavy 
body of its load, now lies languishing in peril of her life." (48) 

"Of what avail to fair woman, to rest free from the burdens of war, nor 
choose with shield on arm to march in the fierce array, if free from peril of 
battle, she suffer wounds from weapons of her own and arm her 
unforeseeing hands to her own undoing. She who first plucked forth the 
tender life deserved to die in the warfare she began. Ah, women, why will 
you thrust and pierce with the instrument, and give dire poisons to your 
children yet unbom?"(49) 

Pliny, in one of his letters, refers to an abortion attempt which resulted 
in death: "Yet Domitian himself had not only incestuously debauched his 
brother's daughter, but was also accessory to her death; for that lady 
being a widow, endeavoured to procure an abortion and by that means 
lost her life."(50) 

A feature of the social history of Rome, was the failure of the governing 
das§ to rear enough children to maintain its numbers. One factor which 
attracted a great deal of criticism and scorn from historians, poHtica] 
commentators, poets, and philosophers was the desire of society women to 
avoid child-bearing, partly to avoid the restrictions and dangers of 
pregnancy, partly from a desire to retain their youthful beauty, and. for 
aHied reasons. It would appear that there were plenty of professionals only 
too willing to prescribe contraceptives and medicines and to carry out 
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iJi.C.81, besides laying down penalties for assassins, indudeei,a,iclause 
Jtgainst the provision or sale of abortif1tcient drugs:·i",f-oi.:sdners·,are 
•pitally condemned who by hateful arts use poisons·or magio'Gha.ffiis'tO 
!kill men, or publicly sell hurtful dmgs."(57) 
,,,!iThe "Lex Pompeia de parricidiis", B.G.52, inflicted '·:horrible 
pun~shment for the murder. of r~latives! though the father was, st~ll not 
pumshed for the ~eath of his child until the law was re-enacted,i:n ,318 
iA.D. by Constantine. · 

The Lex Julia, the Lex Papia Poppaea, and others of similar character 
tluring the principate of Augustus, attempting to restore virmeto private 
-life, had little effect and were either evaded or not enforced. The 
Christians, Minucius Felix in the Octavius, and Tertullian, in the Apology, 
414 the second century A.D. both attack current Roman practices. Whether 
·Minucius Felix, traditionally a successful advocate practising at Rome, 
M'as an actual person is not certain, but the writer represents thecultured 
and professional classes of Rome and gives a good picture of the social and 
religious conditions at the end of •the second century: "Among you I see 
newly-born sons at times exposed to wild beasts and birds, or violently 
strangled to a painful death; and there are women who; by medicinal 
tlraughts, extinguish in the womb and commit infanticide upori the 
offspring yet unborn."(58) 

Tertullian is even more critical: ''How .,many; ··think ,you;, .of these 
persons standing round and panting for Chrisrl'an blood, how many of 
you, most just magistrates arid most severe upon us, h<1w,m.%tny'should I 
touch in their consciences for killing their owi'l children, bom 'tO them? 
Siner there is a difference between one kind of death and; another, sutely 
your way is more cruel, to choke out the breath in water, or· to expose to 
cold, starvation and the dogs. For us murder is once for all forbidden; so 
even the child in the womb, while yet the mother's blood is still being 
drawn on to form the human being, it is not lawful for us to destroy. 'Fo 
forbid birth is only quicker murder. It makes no difference whether one 
take away the life once born or destroy it as it comes to birth. He is a man, 
who is to be a man; the fruit is always present in the seed."(59) 

Plainly, new laws while indicating an awareness of the magnitude of the 
social problems of Rome, were largely ineffectual. Some ran counter to 
customs lost in antiquity, some conflicted with attitudes which had 
gradually crept in with the decimation of the noble families and the 
growth of a polyglot brood of citizens. On Sulla's Cornelian laws, Niebuhr 
says, "Sulla saw the state of ,dissolution in the republic, but he was unable 
to see that when old institutions have decayed and an dfectual remedy is 
to be applied, new institutions must be created in the spirit of the old ones, 
but adapted to the circumstances of the time." A similar comment could 
be passed on the attempt by Augustus to restore the prescriptions of 
antiquity. 

The Early Christian Church 

It is not surprising that the new religion, Christianity, with its respect 
for life and its belid in immortality, should condemn murder, suicide, 
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infanticide, and abortion. What is remarkable is that the influence of its 
beliefs should become widespread so quickly. Though abortion is not 
specifically mentioned in the New Testament, it is regarded as one of the 
greatest sins in two important teaching manuals of Christian conduct of 
the latter part of the first century and the early second century A.D. The 
first part of the Didache, the "Two Ways" (The Way of Life and the Way 
of Death) sets out principles of Christi.an conduct amongst which are: 
"The second commandment of the teaching is this: 'Thou shalt do no 
murder, thou shalt not commit adultery; thou shah not commit sodomy; 
thou shah not commit fornication; thou shah not steal; thou shah not use 
magic; thou shah not use philtres; thou shah not procure abortion, nor 
commit infanticide!" (60) 

The "Epistle of Barnabas", possibly a general treatise, has a section 
very similar to that of the "Two Ways": "Thou shalt love thy neighbour 
more than thy own life. Thou shah not procure abortion; thou shah not 
commit infanticide."(61) 

In conformity with this attit;..de, the teachings of the early Christian 
Fa([he1,s and th,e canons of the ecclesiastical councils both in the East and 
the Vvest consistently condemned abortion. 

About 200 A,D., Clement of Alexandria, traditionally regarded as the 
fouicder of th'£' first school of Christian theology, in the Paedagogus, in 
v/hich he portrayed Chri~.,t as the supreme educator, attacked promiscuity 
and the attend.ant pracdce of abortion: "But women who resort to some 
sort of de.:1.diy abarti.011 drug kill not only the embryo, but, along with it, 
aU human kindness." (62) 

fo the fourth century, Saint Basil, Archbishop of Cappadocia, in a 
canonical letter, categori.caHy condemrred abortion, making no distinction 
between the "formed" and "unformed" fetus, which gave rise to so l'nuch 
speculation by Augustine, Jerome and others and had so much bearing on 
later ecclesiastical and Iegal policy. "A woman", he wrote, "who 
deliberately destroys a fetus is answerable for murder. And any fine 
distinction as to its being completely form.ed or unformed is not admissible 
amongst us. For in this case, not only the child which is about to be born is 
vindicated, but also she herself who plotted against herself since women 
usually die from such attempts. And there is added to this crime the 
destruction of the embryo, a second murder-at least that is the intent of 
those who dare these deeds."(63) 

In the VVest, Saint Jerome, advising on how to resist temptations in 
Rome wrote: "Some even ensure barrenness by the help of potions, 
murdering human beings before they are fully conceived, others, when 
they find that they 2ire with child as the result of their sin, practise 
abortion with drugs, and so frequently bring about their own death, 
taking with them to the lqwer world the guilt of three crimes: suicide, 
adultery against Christ, and child murder."(64) 

Augustine, in the early fifth century, wrote at great length on abortion 
and infanticide, and many allied matters, speculating on the problems of 
resurrection and ensoulment. His writings greatly influenced future 
Christian. attitudes and it is worthy of note that, in 1930, Pope Pius XI, in 
his encyclical, "Casti Connubii", made frequent references to his 
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teaching. Influenced by the Septuagint version of Exodus and by the 
theories of Aristotle, he made a dear distinction between the "formed" 
and "unformed" fetus, confessing frankly that he did not know when it 
was given a rational soul and whether it would be certain of resurrection: 
"1 do not dare either to affirm or deny that abortive offspring, who lived 
and died in the womb, will rise from the dead."(65) 

In the Enchiridion, Augustine enunciates his philosophy: "No Christian 
should have the sHghtest doubt as to the fact that the bodies of all men, 
whether they have died o:r are yet to die, whether already or yet to be 
born, will be resurrected. Once this fact is established, then first of all 
comes the question about abortive fetuses. For if we say that there is a 
resurrection for them, then we can agree that at least as much is true of 
fetuses tha:: are fully formed. But, with regard to unformed fetuses, who 
would not more readily think that they perish, like seeds that did not 
:;rerminate? 
•J On this score, a corollary question may be most carefully discussed by 
the most learned men, and still I do not know that any man can answer it, 
namely: When does a human being begin to live in the womb? Is there 
some form of hidden life, not yet apparent in the motions of a living thing? 
To deny, for example, that those fetuses ever lived which are cut away 
limb by limb and cast out of the wombs of pregnant women lest the 
mothers d.ie also if the fetuses were left there dead, would seem much too 
rash. But, in any case, once a man begins to live, it is thereafter possible 
for him to die. And, once dead, wheresoever death overtook him, I cannot 
find the basis on which he would not have a share in the resurrection of 
the dead. By the same token, the resurrection is not to be denied in the 
cases of monsters which are born and live, even if they quickly die, nor 
should we believe they will be raised as they were, but rather in an 
amended nature and free from fauhs."(66) 

As the church became more of a social force and assumed legislative 
power, its councils laid down severe penalties against abortion. The 
Council of Elvira in Spain, about 300 A.D., excommunicated women after 
abortion and prohibited their re-admission even on the death bed. The 
Council of Ancyra in Asia Minor in 314 A.D. excommunicated women 
"who slay what is generated and work to destroy it with abortifacients" 
but softened the ancient penalty of excommunication for life with a 
punishment of various degrees of penance for ten years. The Council of 
Lerida in Spain 524 A.D. continued the denunciation of abortion but 
allowed the mother to receive communion after seven years' penance.(67) 

Augustine's teaching on abortion formed the basis of canon law, 
becoming the canon "Aliqmmdo" -- abortion being regarded as homicide 
only if the fetus was "formed". For a time under the decretals of Pope 
Gregory IX, the old canon, "Si Aliquis", the source of which is unknown 
but which dates back at least to 915 A.D., became law: "If anyone to 
satisfy lust or to implement hatred, in order that no offspring be born of 
him either does something to a man or woman or gives something to drink 
so that the person be not able to generate or conceive, let him be held a 
murderer," At the same time, th~ canon, "Sicut Ex", of Innocent m 
decreed that homicide occurred only if the fetus was vivified. In 1588 
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the great fundamental achievemems of such men .as Copernicus, Galileo, 
and Kepler had found no place in. the teaching of the universi.tie~ but the 
temper and climate of the s,eventeenth century demanded &tudy of the new 
philoJophy, namely, that systematic observation and experiment were the 
~Jroper means of investigating natural happenings. S,,.1cn:an attitude led to 
~he formation of learned societies, of which t:he Royal Society with its 
he2,dquarters in London is a good example. Its motto, Nullius in Verba 
taken from the first Epistle of Horace to Maecenas, "I am ·not bound t0 
~~ver,c the word of any particular rnaster", was a dear indication that the 
Sodety intended to free itself from the authority of Aristotle and the other 
masters of antiquity. · 

Sci.elultific R,e!lear,ch 

Change in the faws on abortion, closely interwoven as they are, not only 
witb rec,ent scientific findings but also with profound questiom of morality 
an~ theology, quite clearly cam10t be undertaken lightly. Research goies 
on and we mierdy summarise some of the relevant discoveries of the last 
1:wo hundred years: 

1653: \Villiam Harvey (Exmitatio de Partu, XXXIV) by careful 
observation deduced separateness of maternal and fetal 
circulations. 

1677: van Leenwenhoek observed living male sperm. 
d,~ Graaf observed the embryo of the rabbit. 

1759: Kaspar Frederick 'Wolff stated that the embryonic body was 
assembled out of "globules" with male and female 
contributing equally. This ended the "ovist." and 
"homunculist" arguments and theories of "emboite
ment'" and "en·capsulation". 

17'74: Hunter by his injection studies demonstrated conclusively 
the separateness of maternal and fetal circulation. The 
discovery is popularly attributed to WiHiam Hun1ter but 
it is now thought that it should be credited to his brother 
John. The daim i:o priority in the discovery led to a 
lifelong quarrel between fhe two brothers. · 

1827: von Baer observed the ovum of the dog. 

}111id-19th Century: The botanist, Schleiden, and the physiologist, 
Schwann, firmly established the cell theory. The sperm 
and the ovmrn were identified as true ceH:s. 

1854: The penetration of the ovum of the frog by sperm wa:s 
observed and its significance was appreciated . . 

1900-1930: Coghill Situdied the reflex and voluntary motor 
behaviour of amphibian embryos. 

1930s: Davenport I-:'iooker studied the reflex and voluntary motor 
behaviour of miscarried human embryos and fetuses from 
six vveeks onward. 
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1930: Liberation of human ova from the ovary was observed, 
1944: Penetration of the human ovum by sperm was served. 

1950s: The first six days of human embryonic development was 
completely documented. 

1956: The human diploid chromosome number of 46 was estab
lished. 

1963: Intra-uterine therapy of the fetus was established. 
1960s: The genetic code alphabet as a triplet sequence of four 

organic bases was recognised. ~ 
The structure of DNA as a double hdix was established. 
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AppendLr 3 

Tl:rn PROV!§IONS 012 THE ABOR'1l"IOI~ ACT 1961 (U.K,) 

The law of abortion in England is to be found in sections 53 and 59 of 
,he Off::nces against the Person Act 1861 and the Abortion Act 1967. The 
relevaut provisions of the Offences Against the Person Act 1861 are as 
follows: 

58. Administe;·ing drugs or using instruments to procure abortion. 
Every Vloman being v+_rith_ child, 1Nhoj ~,vit:1 intent to procure her ovvn 

miscaniage, shail unlawlully administer to herseif any poison or ocher noxious 
thing: or sha1.l 1-1nla1,viu1ly use any in.strun1.ent or any n1eans vvhatsoever v1hh the 
like i:ntent, and "vvhosoever, •,.;ith irrtent to procure the n1iscarriage of any 
''NO~•Ean, whether sh,,; be Dr be not v"ith child, shall unlawfully administer to her 
or c2rL1S:t to be taken b,y hes any poison or other noxious thing) or shall 
;,1nla1.vfuliv u.se a:nv irrn.•i:rurnent or c~th,<:r rneans 1.whatsoever vvith the like intent. 
ohaE be gei\,y o{ felon:,'. 

59. Proc1Jri:1g (1rug:~ etc. to cause a.bo:tt.ion. 
V1/l".ilOSoe~v'er ~hall urila·,,viully su1pply or procu:re a:r1y poison or other no:-;:ious 

th.i1.1g, or ,u1y irc:3tn.n11ent o:r thing 'Nhatsoever~ kno;,ving that the sarne is 
in;teii.~•.ded to be unL.~.vilully ~use;d or~ e1;nploy:~d 'with .. ~nt~~-~- to procure _the 
nus.carnage of '.:Lny v,ron-:i.z.n,. \'v.n.etn 1~r sne oe or h~ not --.,:,,rnh cnud, shall be gu1hy 
o'.l a rni3clen1,canour o 

The effocl c,:[ the Abcirticm A.ct 1967 was twofold: 

i. It liberalised the .law· of abortion by providing that a person shall 
nee be guilty of 2rn oHence under the la-,v relating to abortion vvhen a 
preg1°ancv is ,tenninared 2, regisi:ered medic3l practitioner, if two 
reg~ster:>cl m.edical pra,ctitioner5 ar~ 01 the opinion, formed in good 
faith: 

( ! ) that the contieu::rn-:e c,f the pregna:1cy would invnlve risk to the 
1ifc of the pregnanr ,,1;oman, or of injury to the physical or 
mental health of. the pregnant won1an, or any existing children 
of he· family, greate~ tb~an if the pregnancy' 'Were l:e~minated; 
or 

(2) tha1C there is a substanLial risk that if the child were bom it would 
s1..1Her from such physical or rnental abnormalities as to be 
seriously handicapped. 

The Act further provided that where the continuance oi a pregnancy t, 
would invoive such risk of injury to health, as nrientioned in paragraph 1 
(l) above. account might be taken of the pregnant woman's actual or 
~e~sunabiy foreseeable environment. , 

~ By defining the grounds on which a person terminating a 
pregnancy wouid nor be guilty of an offence under the law relating to 
abortion,. ir overcame the difficuhy previously encountered by the 
courts in defining 'lvhen abortions were performed "unlawfully", 
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'fhe l~,bort1on i-\.ct 1967 reinlted Krorn tht intr,.:;.duct.in11 c1J . .rt pri~l':ltf 
n-tl~rnber's l)il! by \ 1Ir D::;_vid Steele 1 rDJ~:snk.>tr lor :Ite:11:burgh, 13r~Ik{rk arid 
I'eebles. It V/BLS originally knt)\Vi1 3.S ~h~ 1Vt:,r:u.~~·al ~cc;·~T~ina~1ri1'n c:f 

~l[:Ii::~:\0 :!:1i\,~~;,i:I2:::~~:; I{:~~;~r\~l:s~l;~~ ~::J~\1;2;'.\~ii,'.~:, ':\~:{; ,:r:/;:~~:;:; 
In 1neving the zu::c;:)nd n::a.ding of di,e E~iH, lvlr Ste(::le ·:rutline.d the I:rtv/ (Hl 

:1bortion. as it then ·fNas in Ea1g::land 2tnd ·Ii.;\/ ales and 8'a.id thaJ. ic ha.d 
dfveloFtd frorn a series oJ cases. f{e :sa.icl thc~·l there \-vas total nru:::eftai:1.ty 
,,1,bo11,t the cx;1ct legal po~.icio~1 201d th2,,t the Lavv le£( L~rc too rn.ucb. to J1e 
lJd~·tnent of individu2J r:n.edical ptactitioners. I-Ie said that rb.e Ek:)~\ihood 
• • 1_ . • ., ' ] • - • ' I' ,, 

of :3, 'Non1an berng abl.::'. to 0Dta1n tern1n1at1ora Oi a21 urrvv'antt::d pregnanc.y 
lc~gaHy vvas largel~/ dept:nd.it~nt en '/\lb.ere she lived a:D.d upon the praci:ice oi 
l:K•sojtcds and the rr1ed.ical liJ•ra,cti.t:ior:-ttrs. in her ;J.n:~L :Esti.n1.a~~es of th~: 
·11· 1.:.be" of ill,;·a·jl ,·,-,r,·0t107J''· i.;;,ino· ···c,,·1··,J>(.! ')llf ,;-111111··,J',·0 '':l'l";,,,,l f,Y1-n 11Cif1' .u, .. 11. J.. ·' ~ ,.,~,"- {.\.., v!. {.d •• ,J .. ,., ,_ ..., - ,.J •_;Iv<,). --'- ~- l \. ., _ U l. (;,. _ _I} ~ ,f,, J!. ... ,,.,l J,_~ ,.,.l..,L, V ~ _ 

to 200,000 . 
. Pit page 1()78 :Jf the Repo.~r of the Parli::unentary Ilebate, ~i!T.'t, Stec{/'~. i:; 

recorded as saying that sanle n:ternb~r;,; of the H,) 1Jst: thou.ght cL.at th/~ Bill 
t~iid not go far enougl1. an(l t}.'1~it ,l:✓.?ortion_ ~hould be ltft t:nttre~y as :,. ~-1~1-tttr 
1:or the vvon1an concer1.:1•cd, tie h1rnself <11d Hi')1:~ :a 12cept. tfE:tt \/:~:~'\V 2u_1,:i 'i,';.,hci.t 
the House had t:J do ~_,-vas i;=~ try and .!Jn.d a boJance rJf ju.d.g·nH~:nt bet1r1,rern 
one exn-eme and ,the ol:her 

Griti,dsn1c (vf ,he "Vodr.ing r:'1' ,-ft,,,:~ Ahot·t{,rm A.ct l\11,•r;,7 (tUC) 

i\.fter 't].1e l\bortion /\f~t 196'? luLd ·been ir.. Ior,cc for a tin1e, it h,~~r:.anie t!H· 
s·,Ibjcct of criticisrn .. It V·/2lf1 said t:hat its t.:)peration hctd Jed. to a uurnbier of 
[~buses. Th1ese included the avzdt~d.Jil"~tv u.f abortion scr0vice3 tt:,, G"leTse;:~.Y. 
visitors; the use of sJJorted fttuses for ·,nedical research: oroh,~e:·inrc· b,1 
pi:ivatt clinics charging i11ordirnHel:,, high lees; termina.,:ic;ns •~arri i';tf ot;t 
significantly later in pr.e.gnancy than that permitted by the Ja\v; tht nc1n~ 
,1pplication by some medical practitioners of the grounds uixm ".c,;liich 
2.b,cll'tion vrns permittec~ by law. fr. February 1971, the then S,ecreta;;· ,Jf 
:~tatr: {or Social Services, Sir J<;ei,;h lm:eph. in 21m1ounc1mr ihe setrimr up of: 
,1: Comrnitt,~e of Inquiry un.o,er the•·c11iic·1~.a.nshin of JV1~ Justice L~:u1;c:, a 
Judge of the High Coiirt, said: "The Govemrr1~nt has n~,-w studied dvc 
wo:-king of th.:: Hl67 Aborti,Jn Act. Our mndusion is that, ",.vhik the Act 
has operated ioir the benefit of many people~ there is cau.se for real co:ir-1.ieern 
about ,he way in which cert:c.in oI its provisions arc: working in practice." 

In J 11ne 19 71 the 1:mnmi ttee was appointed with the :[ollcn.vi. n;; terms of 
reierence: 

To revi~,v the open.1,tion of the 1\ .. bortion A.ct 1967 ~u1d on the b2,sis that th.e · 
con.di tions for legal abortion. contained in pa.ragraphs .a:ad (b) of ~ru.l:,,3ec•:ion 
( l) and :n svbsections (2), ( 3) 8.nd ( 4) d section oi tht !j.ct ,emain 
unaltered, to 1.nake recomr;iendations. 
In amv1er w a Parliamecntary Question on 23 February 1971, :Sir Keith 

Joseph said: "The Enquiry ,.vill be concerned vvith the way the f\ct is 
working and not wi[h the principles that underlie ii:. It ,Nill be open to the 
committee not only i:o roi:commend changes in the 12.w but also to suggest 
interim changes ill the Regulations under the present Act should they find 
this necessary." 

12'' 
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It is apparent that the Lane Committee treated Sir Keith's statement as 
being part of its terms of reference because the answer to the question is in 
fact set out on page I of the Report under .the heading "Appointment and 
Terms of Reference." 1 

In Apnl 1974 the Report of the Lane Committee was presented to 
Parliament. It is" a lengthy report which cannot conveniently: be 
summarised. On 27 November 1974, Mr James White, a membe"r of 
Parliament, introduced the Abortion (Amendment) Bill. The Bill received 
a Second Reading on 7 February 1975 (203·to8H): It was then referred to 
a Select Committee. The members of the committee were nominated by 
vote on 26 February 1975. 

The Bill was extensively debated in the House of Commons before it 
was referred to the Select Committee. It aimed: 

I. To ban all abortions for foreign women unless they had lived in 
Britain for the preceding 20 weeks. 

2. To stop abortion touts and restrict private clinics and the 
pregnancy-test~ng agencies by making it illegal for women to seek, or 
any person to qfJer, advice or information for gain "tangible or 
othtrwise" about the termination of pregnancy. The only exceptions 
were people approved by the Secretary of State and working on 
premises licensed for the purpose. 

3. To make it illegal to perform abortions after 20 weeks except in 
certain medical conditions and unle.ss they were performed by National 
Health Service consultants. 

4. To '<;ont~ol the use of fetuses in experimental research. 
5. To restrict the grounds on which a woman could obtain abortion 

to cases of. "grave risk to life" or "serious injury to physical or mental 
health of herself or her family." . · ... 

6. Toplace on the dqctor the b4rden of proving himself innocent of 
contrave~ing the Act under pain of maximum penalty of £1000 fine and 
five.years imprisonment. ' 

The Select'Cd~rpi,ttee originally consisted of fifteen members. During 
the· course oft the 'Parliamentary session the committee made four special 
reports and, ''wi\~'the last, reported the Bill to the House without 
amendment. ThFBill then lapsed at the end of the session, in accordance 
with the rules 'of the House. The committee was re-established with the 
same mempershipf but, on 19 March 1976, six of the members of the 
committee, none of wnom had voted for its re-establishment, resigned 
from it. Those who. resigned were not in favour of the Abortion 
(Amendment) I3i}\. Qhe rpember was appointed to replace those who had 
resigned. The original committee had in fact heard oral evidence and 
received more than 200 w:i.itten submissions from organisations and 
individuals and several thousand letters giving comments and opinions. 
This oral evidence together with relevant written memoranda wa~ 
published by the committee; other material was published later. The 
committee as re-constituted, held further meetings and took oral evidence 
in public. In July 1976 the committee reported and made the following 
recommendations: 
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1. Legislation to implement this Report should be introduced by the 
Government forthwith (paras. 26 and 100). 

2. Section 1 of the Abortion Act 1967 should be amended to provide 
that, if in private practice, the two registered medical practitioners 
should not be partners and the one should not be employed as the 
assistant of the other or be employed or share a financial interest in the 
same nursing home or agency and that one of them should be of at least 
five years' standing (para. 15). 

3. The quarterly returns on the treatment for the termination of 
pregnancy of foreign women should be published together with a full 
statement of the special facilities provided for the reception, 
counselling, and after-care of such patients (para. 35). 

4. The Regulations made for the licensing and control of the use of 
places for the termination of pregnancy and by referral agencies and 
pregnancy advice bureaux should make special provision for those 
giving treatment to non-resident foreign women (para. 35). 

5. Legislation should be introduced to require any person who 
terminates a pregnancy to notify the woman's general practitioner of 
the treatment she has received, provided her consent has been sought 
and obtained in accordance with regulations made by the Secretaries of 
State (para. 39). 

6. Legislation should be introduced to require all referral agencies, 
pregnancy advisory bureaux and pregnancy testing agencies which 
charge fees to be licensed by the Secretaries of State (para. 4 7). 

7. The legislation should oblige the Secretaries of State to make 
regulations by Statutory Instrument for licensing and controlling the 
use of places for giving treatment for the termination of pregnancy and 
by referral agencies, pregnancy advisory bureaux, and pregnancy 
testing agencies which charge fees (para. 60). 

8. Legislation should be introduced to provide an upper time limit of 
20 weeks' gestation on treatment for termination of pregnancy but 
provision should be made allowing such treatment where the child 
would be born with a major disability, whether physical or mental, or 
where it is necessary to save the life or to prevent grave permanent 
injury to the physical or mental health of the pregnant woman; and to 
provide that the Secretaries of State be empowered to vary the upper 
time limit by Statutory Instrument subject to the affirmative procedure 
(para. 72). 

9. The Secretaries of State should monitor, review, and, in due course 
make a report to the House on the implementation of the Peel Report 
(para. 73). 

10. The legislation should make provision to restrict the publication 
of particulars identifying any complainant or any witness who has had, 
or who has been advised about, an abortion and which is the subject of 
proceedings (para. 79). 

11. The legislation to be introduced should give powers to senior 
police officers investigating offences to apply to a Judge to inspect and 
take copies of any entries in registers or other books kept by places for 
giving treatment for the termination of pregnancy, and by referral 
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ag.yp9es, ,prygnap.cy advice .. bu.r.eap··.'~ .. ;,•.'tP..d pregna. n. cy testi:W.. 2 ag.~ncies, 
which charge fees, for the purpose1 ~f ap.y procfi!edings relaJ1~ to illegal 
,al>ortiqn under: th.e Offeilc;e~ Aga}~st the Person Act 1861, or the 
Abortirn f\c;t, ! 96}' 0~ t4rl~gisJr1iti9:111 we p~oeose (Para. 86) .. 

12. J;µe ~ax1mpII1 fine d];t: sutllmary c:onv1ct1on of contravernng the 
;,llegulati,9ns spould ~e inHe~~w, t9 £1,000 and provision ,should be 
made, ei}en~i.µg .the. timy li1J1ii ,for ;sµmmary proceedings to thr:ee years 
from the commission of the offence (wara. 91). . 

13.Jp., the c;a;se of 9fi,em::es. ,con,imitted by bodies COJ;porate, then 
responijble,9fti1~er~:.!l¾9flll ~1sq: l>eji~gle. (para. 93). . . 

)4. T;he ;Abo,:tio11,~Ftr}J6~.~hpuld be amende~ to prov1~ethat 
re!ere~ces m tht #~ql,P Jf!;IIlt,~at19t1, ~.~ p~fgnai:i,cy ,mclude atts done 
w,1th ll}tyi:;i~ to,,~!,tllPI~tsii pr~gna11;qr;r1,f ~ucp exists (para. 95); . 
. · 15,. S.ect10n theAbortioRAct 1967 shoul.d be amended to make 1t 
.< C /~.!,; ,:;jJ:} 1,l;) ';, '!\., .. if A/> , jJ~.'.· , , • ' • · • •· • 

. cl;ar)h.31.it, C!#PJiQ\lS:,ql:>jectiqn may be on rehg1ous, etl:pc;al, or 
. 'other gr~qn ;'cl;:}£~~iJ~qv~so that, the liµrden. of conscientious 

(•ii~Pilf~lt?~)s\. ;t,J~g~ncfpe[$erson, claiming it shall be deletea (para. 
, ,, ·,§Aty·t::r"' ~·:1·.:·: ~~TYni/ir ~ t 1. .·1 , • , : 

~f:P:OJ'i!,~<?f ,t!i~i§;yJec.t. G;omn,iittee appears. to .have had. a mixed 
r:«t, Pi"~.;~fi'!V~ite@,Kingdop:i. In th~,Guar,dianof 29 July 1976 it is said 
thaFthe ~ailional Abortion Campaign, which wants abor:tion to be a 
W;~f\'r.t~·§l;C:J'~/;J~ce,. d!.§Ct,\bed the Report. as "confused, apd, t;vasive". The 
F;venf'ffg'~.f~#f:r,q o~,f2July i:epor;s Jasi;rnie Webber, C<J.:mpaign Organiser 
for the ~~o.r:,tibn.L,~;R:~fqrqtAssoc~ation,,,a~ descr:¾bing the, repor:t as "a 
re.q:ipe, \'lf 1.µpreasing the risk,to.healtl;i;f!nd life of the pregnant woman." 
The ,Bxiti:Si4: ri::eg.µ~11cy .Ad'[fSOry ~SH-:}Ge.said the report was a victory 
9y~~l.j,SJMJ:J..~P?!P'P1~ttxe1h~cl1i;ej.ec;pedia.i,~ put of eig~teen reco!Pmendations 
co i~11~e ~!Pi;1i1d'1~n~,,J,3iH ;.( ¼~f .'.[ip~{ 29. July) : The leport was 
d. ; .. " ?Y I:.ite', ,_an or~{\:J1JsaJj,P.~j8ebup,}9:~a~p<1;ign agaip.st the 1967 
1tf\iH!:~;5hi1;t1::r~ i:{i!I~i}P i¼!\.!hfl.'h..OO}'Vhere 111 :the re_por~ was there 
rJ1fe$1½H!l>Niili/1 Re ,f\iJ,, l.1~'!1-cp},1:at the unborn cµd"d 1s. a h4man 
b ., ·m'''' ll"' Jl\lltt· !>tfr\~~ J,c~i: 1 ~!, , ·,:, ,; 

,(M.r:Ji f:!ffidPS BiJl W;hie;h.9ei::api.e the 19.67. Act, 
;f!t'~i1t~, 'strfi;lg, .th~t the 1~elec;t Qo,mmittee this 
~~§~{%\ ,<IR . . , :ti,~t! ·· ij.~r,:ts .9f. t'tie 1.967. Abortion Act, the 
r~~m:,;. 1;p.~ '.\:l!rY;SJ~~~1~t'9· "i .4k'§!•r~,i;tive./', T;he Ti1111,s, 29 July, uncler 
the;se~4imj,,''~oi11g,fi~i{h~ ,c;lMi!Jim(', said,. "The first thing to be 
said about yesterday's Reportp \' e Select Committee on abortion is that 
it is not .ii 'Pf!rtisan dOCIJJtJ;e~t..; ;;riw, q,Qn,l!llittee was pedevilled throughout 
it~.yX~~ten<::f ,RY, ithe clam91.,1:r ~n4imanoeµvringiof.passipnately opposed 
factions." 

A;t t.he., time of writing thi-§ ,a{lpe;li(9i,'ix, 1;,J;l;i,e ... r:ecomm.enda tions of the 
c9II1mi,~tee. awttJt;<,onsideratioJ;1. by the, H94se:/lf Commons. 

~ l ' ~• . h~ 
Statistical· Information on Abortions Performed Since the Abortion Act 
.,19~7 . . 

; A,lflhoqglti the A:b:ortion Act 196.'.iHW~S not intended to provide for 
ailJottiom:,qirr•Mqiand\'and its provisi0ns.'containno mention of a.borti@n on 
tha.t .basis', nonetheless, the provisions oil the Act have been interpreted as 



I .i. I' l 

l 
' .1 

' 

authorising virtual abortion on demand. 1t is a statisiical fact that 
proportionately rn.ore deaths occur from childbirth than from first
trimester abortion. Therefore, it can be said that the continuance of 
pregnancy would involve risk to the li:fe oJ: the pregnant woman greater 
than if the pregnancy were terminated. This point was made by Dr Tooley 
in an address given at a symposium held by the Medical Protection 
Society, in collaboration with the Royal College of General Practitioners, 
London, on 7 February l 965. · 

The foHowlng figures, taken from the Lane Report, VoL 11, pages 18 
und 19, and from a vvritten answer by Dr OvJen, Minister of Health, in the 
British House of Commons on 30 April 1976, set out the number of legal 
abortions performed in England and Wales under Abortion Act 1967, 
from. 1969-1975 inclusive: 

Year Married Single Total 
Vi/omen Women 

1969 17,992 21,907 39,899 
1970 28,281 33,230 61,511 
!971 38,078 4 7,91 ~'. 85,990 
1972 43,378 57,361 100,739 
1973 71,426 82,026 1.53,452'~ 
1974 66,941 82,321 149,262* 
1975 43,322 52,423 95,745 

* Residents and non-residents (in othec· years,·residents only) 
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Appendix 4 

ABORTION LAW IN THE UNITED STATES 

Until 1975 the enactment of abortion legislation was left to the 
individual States in the United States of America. In January 1975 a 
majority of the judges of the United State;; Supl'eme Court delivered a 
judgment in the companion cases of Roe v. Wade, Doe v. Bolton, (410 
U.S.113 36 LEd.2d 147 (1973)), holding that the criminal abortion 
statutes of the State of Texas ·were unconstitutional. In reaching that 
condusion the majority of the Court, comprising seven judges, held that: 

I. For the first trimester, the abortion decision and its 
implementation be left to the · medical judgment of the pregnant 
·woman's attending physician. 

2. For the stage subsequent to the first trimester, a State, in 
pn:nnoting hs interest· in the health of the mother, may regulate 

'abor1tiomi to protect the me of the mother. 
3. For the ~tag,e subs'eq11ent to viabi!ity, the State, in promoting its 

interest in the potentialify of human life, may regulate, and even forbid, 
abortion except where it _is peoessary, :in appropriate medical judgment, 
for tne pretJerv~:tion of the life or health of the mother. 

T11e judgments in the:;;e two case:, and copies of the fuH court records 
have been made available to us through the courtesy of the United States 
Embassy. Because it has been urged upon us that ·,ve should accept the 
Supreme Court's decision, an examination of the tvl!O cases and the 
particular considerations upon which judgments turned is made in this 
appendix. 

R,1,e v, ilfc,dei Th~ lFm-d,: 

In this case, Jane Roe, a single 'Woman, residing in DaHas County, 
Texas, hrntituted an action against the District Attorney of thait County. 
Although the name fa a pseudonym,, it represented a real person, who 
sought 21. declaratory judgment that the Texas criminal abortion statutes 
v,ere unconstitutional on itheir face, and an injunction restraining the 
District Attomey from enforcing them. She alleged that she was 
unmarrl.ed andl pregnant; that she wished to terminate her pregnancy by 
an abortion performed by a competent, licensed physician, under safe, 
dinkal conditions; that she was u.nabl.e to get a "legal" abortion in Texas 
because her life did not app1;ar to be threatened by the continuation of her 
pregnancy; and that she could not afford to travel to another jurisdiction 
in order to secure a legal abortion under safe conditions. She claimed that 
'the Texas statutes were unconstiitutionally vague and that they abridged 
her right of personal privacy, protected by the First, Fourth, Fifth, Ninth 
and Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States of 
America. 
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John and Mary Doe (again the names are pseudonyms), a married 
couple, filed a companion complaint to that of Roe. Thev also sued the 
X?is~rict Atto~ney as d~fendant, dad.ming t?at they had b~en deprived of 
s1m1lar constltutmnal nghts, and sought rehef from the abortion lavn;. The 
Does were a childless couple. Mrs Doe was suHering from a. "neural
chemical" disorder and had been advised that she should avoid 
pregnancy untU such time as her condition had materially improved. :She 
also wished to avoid pregnancy for "other highly personal reasons." The 
Does wished to terminate the pregnancy by an abortion if in fact Mrs Doe 
became pregnant. They aHeged that they would be unable to obtain an 
abortion legally in Texas. They attacked the same abortion statutes as did 
Miss Roe. 

The United States Sunreme Court held that the case of the Does rested 
upon a number of possibilities which might not in fact take place a~d that 
they did not have the necessary status to bring proceedings. Their 
complaint had been dismissed by a District Court and that dismissal was 
upheld by the Supreme Court. 

Grounds of Argument in Roe v. Wade 

The Supreme Court, however, considered Miss Roe's case and 
ultimately reached! a majority decision in her favour. The Texan statutes 
of which she complained made h a crime to "procure an abortion" except 
with respect to "an abortion procured or attempted by medical advice for 
the purpose of saving the life of the mother." Texas had first enacted a 
criminal abortion statute in 1854. This was subsequently modified by 
language that remained substantially unchanged at the time of the 
hearing of Miss Roe's action. Her main point was that the Texan statutes 
improperly invaded a right, said to be possessed by a pregnant woman, to 
choose to terminate her pregnancy. It was claimed that this right was 
embodied in the concept of personal "liberty" referred to i.n the 
Fourteenth Amendment; or in personal, marital, familial, sexual privacy 
said to be protected by the Bill of Rights; or among those rights reserved 
to the people by the Ninth Amendment. The text of the Ninth 
Amendment ( 1791) is as follows: 

The enumeration in the Constitution of certain rights, shall. not be 
construed to deny or disparage others retained by the people. 

The relevant uortion of the Fourteenth Amendment (1868) is as follows: 
' 

Section 1. AH persons born or naturalised in the United States, and 
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United States and of 
the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or enforce any law 
which shall abridge the privilege or immunities of citizens of the United 
States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, 
without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction 
equal protection of the laws. 
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Basis of the Supr:!mlJ Court Judgment 

The majority of the Court held that while the Com;titution did not 
explicitly mention any right of privacy, the Court, in a line ofr decisions, 
had recognised that a right of personal privacy existed under the 
Constitution. This right of privacy, whether it was founded in the 
Fourteenth Am.endment's concept of personal liberty and restrictions 
upon State action, a:l the Court felt it was, or, in the Ninth Amendment's 
reserv:ition of rights to the people, as the District Court had determined, 
was broad enough to encompass a woman's decision whether or not to 
terminate her pregnancy. The Court held, however, that a woman did not 
have an a.bsolute right to terminate her pregnancy at whatever time, or in 
whatever way. or for whatever rea::;on she al.one chose and that the Court's 
previous ded;,ions recognising a right of privacy also acknowledged that 
some State regulation in areas protected by that right was appropriate. 
The [3tate could therefore properly assec"t an interest in safeguarding 
health, iu m~3mtain1ng medical standards, and in protecting potential life. 
At son1e point in pregnancy, these respective interests became sufficiently 
i:m1n:pe:Wng ,\o 1s.m,tai11 regt-,1ation of the factors that govern the abortion 
d,~dsion. The rip,rht oif m:ivacv could not therefore be said to be absolute 
Tb,;: Ccurt theraore cc~nclm:iecI d12:.t the right of personal privacy included 
the makbg of a decision on abortion but that the right was not unqualified 
m1d mus'. k»e considered against important State interests. There was a 
poi111t thereSore where d1e State had an interest ln intervening to protect 
hed1ih, m'.';dkal standa,rds, and pre-natal life, The Court held that a fetus 
~,va:. not o, ,,;person" ·within the language and meaning of the Fourteenth 
Amendment. Hit had been held to be a person, then the case brought by 
]\,firi:: Roe 'wmdd h:ilve roundered for the right of the fetus to life would then 
have been guaranteed specifically by the Fourteenth Amendment. The 
Vto'cr.d "person", as used in the Fourteenth Amendment, did not include 
the unborn. Nonetheless, a pregnant woman could not be isolated in her 
privacy ::ind there was a: time ln pregnancy when the woman's privacy was 
no Longer the only consideration, and it vvas reasonable and appropriate 
for the State to d(;cide that another interest, that of the health of the 
mother or that of the potential hum.an life, became significantly involved. 

fo the result, the Court held that the State of Texas could not override 
the rights nf the pregnant woman in the way in which the statutes 
provided. It hekl that with respect to the State's important and legitimate 
int,~re-,,t in the health c.f the mother, the "compeHing" point, in the light of 
present medical. knowledge, was at approximately the end of the first 
trime~ter b,~cause of the established medical fact that until the end of the 
fir:,;:t trimester mortality in abortion might be less than mortality in normal 
childbirth. The Court dealt with the other stages in pregnancy and ruled 
as follows: 

l. A State Criminal Abortion Statute of the then current Texas type, 
that excepted from criminality only a life-saving procedure on behalf of 
the rnother, without regard to pregnancy stage, and without recognition of 
the other interests involved, violated the Due Process Clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment. 
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(1) For the stage prior to approximately theend of the!firscttrimester, 
the abortion decision and its effectuation' must be leftnto the 
medical judgment of the pregnant wOmarlls attending 
physician. , · 

(2) For the stage :subsequent to approximately the end of the first 
trimester, the State, in promoting its interest in the heaithraf 
the mother, may regulate the abortion procedure iii:"wayinhii't 
are reasonably related to maternal health. 

(3) For the stage subsequent to viability, the State, in promoting its 
interest in the potentiality of human life, may regl!late, and 
even proscribe, abortion exc~pt where it is necessary, in 
appropriate medical judgment, for the preservation of the life 
or health of the mother. 

2. The State may define the term "physician" to mean only a 
physician currently licensed by the State and may proscribe any 
abortion by a person who is not a physician so defined. 

Mr Justice White, with,, whom Mr. Justice Rehmruist joined, dissented. 
Mr Justice White could find nothing in thelanguage of the history of the 
Constitution to support the Court's judgment which he considered 
"fashioned" ahd anndtihced a,· new ,c6nsti~utioha1 dghtje>r pregn.ant 
mothers with. scarcely any reason, .or .~uthorffy 'for,, its 11ciion, \'.vith0 the 
result that the people and legislatures,of 50 States.in; the Co1lstit1Jtio0 were 
constitutionally disentitled to weigh the relative impo~tance•9f the 
continued existence and development' ofth~ fetil's off die one band; against 
a "spectrum of possible impacts On the 'mother" on die other hand: Mr 
Justice White said that he could not accept the Court's exercisebfits clear 
power ofchoice by interposing the Constituti<:mal b.arrierto State,efforts to 
protect human life and by investing mothers and doctors. with the 
constitutionally protected right to exterminate it. . . 

Mr Justice Rehnquist said that he had difficulty.Jo concludillg, as did 
the Court, that the right of "privacy" was involved in the case. A 
transaction resulting in an operation such as abortion was·•not "private" 
in the ordinary usage of that word. . .. ' . 

We offer no comment ori the validity of the decisioriof the majority, but 
two points may be made. They are: · . " · · 

1. The decision is one which turns on the law-making ~~tho;dty of an 
individual State within ,Jhe framework of .. the United States 
Constitution. No such position arises in New Zealand, uwhere 
Parliament is the supreme law-making auth9rity. 

2. While the judgments of all the judges are indicative of their 
breadth of reading, that of the majority proceeds onCtlfe:basis tHat the 
question of when a life begins carinotbe resolved. Indee:d, Mr Justice 
Bla:ckmun, who gave the leading judgment, said: '"We need n:ot resolve 
the difficult question of·when life begins. When those"trained in the 
respective disciplines of medicine, philosophy arid1 ifheology a:re unable 
to arrive at any consensus, the judiciary, at this point in the 
development of man's knowledge, is not in a position to speculate as to 
the answer." ·' 
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The Commission is not in that position. AH the witnesses who gave 
evidence before us were agreed that life begins at conception, and 
pregnancy at implantation. 

On 22 January 1973, amendments to the Constitution were proposed. 
The Sub-Committee on Constitutional Amendments of the Committee on 
the Judiciary has conducted lengthy hearings on four resolutions aimed at 
the protection of unborn children and other persons and guaranteeing the 
right of life to the unborn, the ill, the aged, and the incapacitated. The text 
of these resolutions is: 

S.J.Res.6 

Section 1. VVith respect ,o the right to life guaranteed in this Constitution, 
every human being, subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, o:r of any 
State, shall be deemed, from. the moment of fertilisation, to be a person and 
entitled to the right to life. 

Section 2. Congress and the several States shall have concurrent power to 
enforce this Effticle by appropriate legislation. 

S.J.Res.10 

Section L '\IVith respect to the right to life, the word "person" as used i1:1 this 
article and in the fifth and fourteenth articles of amendment to the Constitution 
of the United States, applies to 2Jl hmnan beings, including their unborn 
offap,·ing a.l every stage of their biological development, irrespective of age, 
health, iunction OT conclhion of dependency. 

Section '..:. This article shall not apply in an emergency when a reasonable 
m,edkal cer:ainty exists that cont'inuation of the pregmmcy will cause the death 
of the mother. 

Section 3. Congress and the several States shall have power to enforce this 
a:rtick by appropriate legislation within their respective jurisdictions, 

S.J.Redl 
Section I. 1.1\!ith respect to the right to life, the word "person" as used in this 

artide and in the fifth and fourteenth articles of amendment to the Constitution 
o:! the United St2.tes, applies to aH human beings, frrespective of age, health, 
function or condition of dependency, including their unborn offspring at every 
stage of their biological development. 

Section 2 .. No' unborn person shall be deprived of life by any pernon: 
Provided, however, tha~ nothing in this article shall prohibit a law permitting 
only those medical procedures required to prevent the death of the mother. 

Section 3. Congress and the several States shall have the power to enforce 
this article by appmpriate legislation withhi their respective jurisdictions. 

S,J.Res.91 

Article 
The power m regulate the circumstances under which pregnancy may be 

t,,~rminated is reserved to the States. 

On I 7 September 1975, the Committee rejected Resolutions S.J.10, 11, 
and 91 by a majority vote, but the vote on S.J.91, which provided that the 
power to legislate on abortion should be left to the States, was equal. Until 
amendments to the Constitution are made, the Supreme Court decision 
stands and restrictive abortion statutes are regarded. as unconstitutional. 
There are some States, however, which have since passed liberal abortion 
statutes., 

The abortion issue was given some prominence in the 1976 Presidential 
Camp2jgn. 
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Appendix 5 

THE ABORTION LAWS OF THE STATES OF AUSTRALIA 

All the states of Australia, with the exception of South Australia and the 
Northern Territory, legislate against abortion in statutes expressed in 
terms similar to sections 182-187 of the Crimes Act 1961 (N.Z.). The 
relevant statutory provisions are as follows: 

New South Wales: Crimes Act 1900, Sections 82-84 

82. Whosoever, being a woman with child, unlawfully administers to herself 
any drug or noxious thing, or unlawfully uses any instrument or other means, 
with intent in any such case to procure her miscarriage, shall be liable to penal 
servitude for ten years. 

83. Whosoever unlawfully administers to, or causes to be taken by, any 
woman, whether with child or not, any drug or noxious thing, or unlawfully 
uses any instrument or other means, with intent in any such case to procure her 
miscarriage, shall be liable to penal se!fVitude for ten years. 

84. V-/hosoever unlawfully supplies or procures any drug or noxious thing, or 
any instrument or thing whatsoever, knowing that the same is intended to be 
unlawfully used with intent to procure the miscarriage of any woman, whether 
with child or not, shall be liable to penal servitude for five years" 

Victoria: Crimes Act 1958, Sections 65-66 
65. Whosoever being a woman with child with intent to procure her own 

miscarriage unlawfully administers to herself any poison or other noxious thing 
or unlawfully uses any instrument or other means, and whosoever with intent 
to procure the miscarriage of any woman whether she is or is not with child 
unlawfully administers to her or causes to be taken by her any poison or other 
noxious thing, or unlm,vfully uses any instrument or other means with the like 
intent, shall be guilty of felony, and shall be liable to imprisonment for a term of 
not more than fifteen years. 

66. Whosoever unlawfully supplies or procures any poison or other noxious 
thing or any instrument or thing whatsoever, knowing that the same is 
intended to be unlawfully used or employed with intent to procmre the 
miscarriage of any woman, whether with child or not, shall be guilty of a 
misdemeanour, and shall be liable to imprisonment for a term of not more than 
three years. 

Queensland: Criminal Code 1828-1962, Sections 224-226 

224. Attempts to Procure Abortion" Any person who, with intent to procure 
the miscarriage of a woman, whether she is or is not with child, unlawfully 
administers to her or causes her to take any poison or other noxious thing, or 
uses any force of any kind, or uses any other means whatever, is guilty of a 
crime, and is liable to imprisonment with hard labour for fourteen years" 

225. The like by Women with Child" Any woman who, with intent to procure 
her own miscarriage, whether she is or is not with child, unlawfully administers 
to herself any poison or other noxious thing, or uses any force of any kind, o:r 
uses any other means whatever, or permits any such thing or means to be 
administered or used to her, is guilty of a crime, and is liable to imprisonment 
with hard labour for seven years. 

226. Supplying Drugs or Instruments to P:rocureAbortion. Any person who 
unlawfully supplies to or procures for any person anything whatever, knowing 
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The Commission is not in that position. AH the witnesses who gave 
evidence before us were agreed that life begins at conception, and 
pregnancy at implantation. 
· On 22 January 1973, amendments to the Constitution were proposed. 
The Sub-Committee on Constitutional Amendments of the Committee on 
the Judiciary has conducted lengthy hearings on four resolutions aimed at 
the protection of unborn children and other persons and guaranteeing the 
right of life to the unborn, the ill, the aged, and the incapacitated, The text 
of these resolutions is: 

S.J.Res.6 

Section L With respect to the right to life guaranteed in this Constitution, 
every human being, subject to the jurisdiction of the United States, or of any 
State, shall be deemed, from the moment of fertilisation, to be a person and 
entitled. to the right to life. 

Section 2. Congress and the several States shall have concurrent power to 
enforce thfa article by appropriate legislation. 

S.J.Res.10 
Section L ·with respect to the right to life, the word "person" as used in this 

artick and in che fifth and fourteenth articles of amendment to the Constitution 
of the Unhed States, applies to aH human beings, including their unborn 
offspJring 2,t every stage of their biological development, irrespective of age, 
h,t'ihh, foncdon or condition of dependency. 

Section 2. This article shall not apply in an emergency when a :reasonable 
medical certainty ,::xists that continuation oJ: the pregnancy will cause the death 
of the ;-riother. 

Section 3. Congress and the several States shall have power to enforce this 
article by apprnp:riate legislation ,,vithin their respective jurisdictions. 

S.J.Res.11 

Section l. VV'lth respect to the right to life, the word "person" as used in this 
a.rdde and in the fifth and fourteenth articles of amendment to the Constitution 
of the United States, applies to all human beings, ir:respective of age, health, 
function Olf condition of dependency, including their unborn offspring at every 
otage o{ their biological development. 

Section 2. No· unborn person shall be depiived of life by any person: 
Provided, however, that nothing in this article shall prnhibit a law permitting 
only those medical prncedures required to prevent the death of the mother. 

Section 3. Congress and the several States shall have the power to enforce 
this article by appropriate legislation within their respective jurisdictions. 

S.J.Res.91 

Article 
The power to regulate the circumstances under which pregnancy may be 

ternainated :is reserved to the States. 

On l7 September 1975, the Committee rejected Resolutions S.J.10, 11, 
and 91 by a majority vote, but the vote on S,J.91, which provided that the 
power to legislate on abortion ,should be left to the States, was equal.Until 
amendments to the Constitution are made, the Supreme Court decision 
stands and restrictive abortion statutes are regarded as unconstitutional. 
There are some States, however, which have since passed liberal abortion 
statutes. 

The abortion issue was given smne prominence in the l.976 Presidential 
Campaign. 
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Appendix 5 

THEABORTIONLAWSOFTHESTATESOF AUSTRALIA 

All the states of Australia, with the exception South Australia and the 
Northern Territory, legislate against abortion in statutes expressed in 
i/:erms similar to sections 182-187 of the Crimes Act 1961 (N.Z.). The 
relevant statutory provisions are as follows: 

New South V/V ales: Crimes Act 1900, Sections 82~84 

82. Whosoever, being a woman with child, unlawfullyadministers to herself 
any drug or noxious thing, or unlawfully uses any i11strument or other means, 
with intent in any such case to procure her miscarriage, shall be liable to penal 
servitude for ten years. · •· 

83. Whosoever unlawfully administers to, or causes to be taken by, any 
woman, whether with child or not, any drng or noxious thing, or unlawfully 
uses any instrument or other means, with intent in any such case to procure her 
miscarriage, shall be liable to penal servitude for ten years. 

84. Whosoever unlawfully supplies or procures any.drug or noxious thing, o:r 
any instrmnent or thing whatsoever, knowing tha.tcthe same is intended to be 
unlawfully used with intent to procure the miscarriage of any woman, whether 
with child or not, shall be liable to penal servitude for five years. 

Crimes Act Sections 65-66 
650 Whosoever being a woman with child with intent to procure her own 

miscarriage unlawfully administers to herself any poison or other noxious thing 
or unlawfully uses any inst:rument or other means, and whosoever.with intent 
to procure the miscarriage of any woman whether she is or is not with child 
unlawfully administers to her or causes to be taken by her any poison o:r other 
noxious thing, or unlawfully uses any instrument or other means with the like 
intent, shall be guilty of felony, and shall be liable to imprisonment for a term of 
not more than fifteen years. 

66. Whosoever unlawfully supplies or procures any poison or other noxious 
thing or instrument or thing whatsoever, knowing that the same is 
intended to unlawfully used or employed with intent to procure the 
miscarriage of any woman, whether with child or not, shall be guilty of a 
misdemeanour, and shall be liable to imprisonment for a term of not more than 
three years. 

Queensland: Criminal Code 1828-1962, Sections 224-2:?6 
224. Attempts to Procure Abortion. Any person who, with intent to prncure 

the miscarriage of a woman, whether she is or is. not with child, unlawfully 
administers to her or causes her to take any poison or.other noxious thing, or 
uses any force of any kind, or uses anyOther means whatever, is guilty of a 
crime, and is liable to imprisonm'ent with hard labour for fourteen years. 

225. The like by Women with Child. Any woman who, with intent to procure 
her own miscanriage, whether she is or is not wi.t4 child, mr;.lawfully administers 
to herself any poison or other noxious thing, 9r uses any force of any kind, or 
uses any other means whatever, or permits anysuch thing or means to be 
administered or used to her, is guilty of a. crime, ·and is liable to imprisonment 
with hard labour for seven years. 

226. Supplying Dmgs orlnstruments to Procure Abortion. Any person who 
unlawfully supplies to or.procures for any person anything whatever, knowing 
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fh.at it is Jn.te:n,,:Jicd to be 1.1n.la~•.rlu1ly used tJ procure the rniscarriagc of a. vvo1n.aa., 
1,vhether she is or is nof 1vich chi!ii, fo: guilty ,Jf il n~1ls;o1.er.neanour J 2.n.d j:~ liab]e to 
irripd,1ih)i:.1n1er.ri: vJith hard laboti,:rc fc-1r thr\:e. years. 

1//e,Y.f,?-t?t iJ.(i.usiral£a: firinr!nal 1C;\oa~e 19} 8_~ .S1!:ctions 1.99-201 
l f."1~), .. A.ny p(:rson "vho vvith int1::nt to procure the Jniscarrlag~ ol a \A1onu:n1, 

tvJb::Ib,~:t she is. o.r is l'J:Ot _-.,-rith ch!ld.1 u~1~1:1"Nial1y a .. d.ILninis/CT3 t11.--:i. her ~r. c,oreslf!3 hii::T 
tc, cal:c any pollson o:r oth:zr no:rJOt'tS ·t1un2i, c;,r uses any ~crce 10~ any .t-:1nd, 01~ use:~ 
i1.ny ctbe:r :rneans 1ivh"1teve:r~. i;~ g;uilty ni D. c:::-ir,n.e a~'.ld is H.a1:1le to in1prisoninen1~ 
w:ith ~ha;~d lab·c1tir fcir f~rnr.1:~1\n. yea.1':,-3 ,, _ . _ 

200. l"'l,.ny ,.vorna.11 "1'/,:ho; i:N]tl11r:i.1:enit to proc:iJr:::: r~.er oi:,vn ~Tnsca1T1ag;e, •vvhethz::r 
sbc is or fa not vtrith cbjld, unJav.rfu}iy adn1inist:er:s to her§eH any poison o:r ct.her 
rl!]Xi'JU.3 thing) or u~e.s any force -01£ ar::.y kin:l: o,r uses any other n:i.ezun~1 ~Nhatever, a 
or pc-::nnits any 2-uch :~hinJ :'Jr ::neans ti.."°' bi: ad1ninisrered o.r us~d. tc h,~r, is guilty ,_ 
cJ r. sriJ."ne1 .and is lia blre tc ·lmpri:~,,r',,nt11,.:=::nt ·Nith ha1·d la bon:r for seve!1 yea:rs. 

201. A:.1y pe:r2or1 ·v.:<'h(1 u.rd.avvinlly qu~:l})hc~; to o:r :p:roc:arcs foT any person 
a.a:,:tbing v,,1ha Le~.ter:, 1:.nov1;:ing th.tit it if•, !:n·:ended tco b,: unh:~wf-ul1y used ,{o proc1.u·e 
d1e ::nisc~•ir::i :r:~,ge of a ,,,v-on1an~ h·h :'.:tber she: is o:r i~ not ,Nith c.h;ld~ is guilty of a 
1ni~1dern~a cotE· .1 and. iJ liable 'lO in1p1·is,o,n1Y1e:r.~t V1Ii.i:h hi\.cci labour for three years. 

'I't:,sn·f.1.rn:itJ,; 1(.7ri}YJillt1Z ()od'c .~·~!ct 19,2'4 ~ Si::clion 1 ~'34 
J. .'?1 L /tb..:.~irtic:, .. ; .. ·--( ! :i Asry- T,vvn1a.n v,/l;.'J, heinR pregnant, u17{a1..-viully 

,:;l~~;;!~~;::i:~·:::~:~:~73:t::::•i~j;~:i:~:cfi;~~:~t~l:~:[t:::,;::r:;, ~~l!!,~a ~·;~;,~;'.~ ~~~2n~~i;•~:,1 
(~) ... A...n.y f-trnon ·;NhoJ i/Yitb. int~:nt to pl'(>curc th¼~ zniscarriag,c oi a "Norna11, 

Vl~1-~t1~er r:::he .ht> l'}reg:1~1.'.H!.1:: <)1,' 1:ot> 1;~.n~a-.. viully ~tic1nri~:nj~st;:r-s ro her, or/~0 
.. i::tt.2&:,:s her HJ 

~r:~1.r.e., .:~1r1y F101sc :11 .~·r· od1 C:}" ~~10Xf..C~.L:-~ dung, 01c_vv1·~h_s~-1ch :211ent_ unlav.r1ully use.l_i any 
HJ.s,tru.1.1::.entl. o:r 01:JJ.cr 1r_1J:.,2n:S Vt't·~aLS()ey·,e1,:, 1s gu,Jty ot a c:rnrrtf'. • 

.. 4u .. n'.1{Jdia12 (}a.:.bi.;~al 7,err·:ito:i:,,1 

'J!'HJF,; INTERP3:ltlfc'.TATION l)F THE LJ11,.·w IN ilJLlSTRAUA 

'J'he leP.;isla6.on in A..1:istralia, vvith die exoeptio11 of South Australia and 
NorthentTerr:tmT, 11; obviously m,:,deHc·d 01; the E;,1glfoh statutes pa~sed 
brforf: ·the Abortim, A,ct I'S'fi:1 • fo i.cs use of the wor,~ "unlawfully" it sm!fers 
fr,:im the same :rhi.r:isrn:, .. The :r1eaning gi,1\.'.n Ito :chis vvord in Austraiia is 
discussed In :ch,: texr of Family Jli.mning and il,e Law in Australia, by H. A 
Finiay and Sandra Ghc;beek (1973). J-\.t page 52 of that work the authors 
gay: 

"Ti·1ere art tw•} in,porl:an 1· decisions on thfa question. In the English 
case of R. v, Baur;u ( ii 939) l F.:..2.637, it was heid chat for the abortion ro 
bi: a :drnt: the burde1 re~ts up,:;n the Crown to satisfy the jury beyond 
reas(mz.ble doubt that it was not done ir~ good faith for the purpose oniy of 
pre2-enri.n6 ithe life oi :::be mother. 

"h wa,, sorne years before the i:nauer came before an Australian comt. 
In 1958 m R, v, Madray (1955) Q.S.R.4-8, the Supreme Court of 
Queensland held that on a charge of abortion the onus was on the Cr•civvn 
to ,~stablish tlwJ the operation was not performed in good faith for the 
preservation o:i the motherJs life, The decision resL:ci on section 282 of tb: 
t]uf:endar:d Crimin.al Code wl:i,:h enacts that a surgical operation may be 
p•.~dormed, inter alia, upon an m:cborn child for the pres,c:rvation of the 
n,other's life 'if the perforrnance ol the operatio:r:s is reasonable, having 
regard to the patiem's state at the time and to all the circumstance§ .o£ the 
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case.' The same defences were held to be available to an accused person as 
those in R. v. Bourne. 

"The position in the common law States remained m}determined by 
any judicial decision until 1969. In that year two things happened. In 
South Australia, an amendment to the Criminal Law Consolidation Act 
1935 was. enacted, allowing abortions in certain circumstances. In 
Victoria, in R. v. Davidson (1969) V.R.667, the circumstances in which an 
abortion may be lawfully undertaken were set out by Menhennitt, J. in the 
following terms: 

For the use of an instrument with intei:it to procure a miscarriage to be lawful 
the accused must have honestly believed on reasonable gro1.1nds that the act 
done by him was (a) necessary to preserve the woman from a serious danger to 
her life or physical or mental health (not merely being the normal dangers of 
pregnancy and childbirth) which the continuance of the pregnancy would 
entail; and (b) in the circumstances not out of proportion to the danger to be 
averted. Accordingly, to establish that the use of an instrument with intent to 
procure a miscarriage was unlawful, the Crown must establish either (a) that 
the accused did not honestly believe on reasonable grounds that the act done by 
him was necessary to preserve the woman from a serious danger to her life or 
her physical or mental health (not being merely the normal dangers of 
pregnancy and childbirth) which the continuance of the pregnancy would 
entail; or (b) that the accused did not honestly believe on reasonable grounds 
that the act done by him was in the circumstances proportionate to the need to 
preserve the woman from a serious danger to her life or her physical or mental 
health (not being merely the normal dangers of pregnancy and childbirth) 
which the continuance of the pregnancy would entail. 

"In a recent Victorian case of R. v. Heath (unreported) the defence 
sought to extend the situations in which the abortion could lawfully be 
performed, by putting forward the proposition that where the pregnant 
woman was either single, or separated from her husband, a prima fade 
case of serious risk to her health existed by reason of her circumstances. 
Her mental health, accordingly, was in jeopardy if the pregnancy was not 
terminated. Had this argument been accepted, it would have been 
necessary only to prove her marital status, or absence of cohabitation with 
her husband, for the defence to be successful. However, the argument was 
not accepted. 

"The position in the other states is that while Bourne's case and 
Davidson's case are not of binding authority, they are persuasive 
authority and are likely to be accepted as such. 

"In the recently reported N.S.W. case of R. v. Wald, Judge Levine in 
Quarter Sessions restated the principles of Bourne and Davidson as 
applying in New South Wales. He went further in holding that when 
determining mental health, regard should be had to 'the effects of 
economic or social stresses that may be pertaining at that time'. 

"In Queensland and Western Australia it is immaterial whether the 
woman is pregnant or not, but in the other states an offence is committed 
only if the woman is pregnant, the wording being 'with child' (N.S.W., 
Vic., S.A., and A.C.T.) and 'being pregnant' (Tas.).'' 

It is necessary to refer specifically to the law in South Australia and in 
the Northern Territory. In South Australia the Criminal Law 
Consolidation Act Amendment Act 1969 liberalised the abortion laws of 
that State by providing as follows: 
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82a" (1) Notwithstanding anything contained in section 81 or section 82 of 
this Act, but subject to this section a person shall not be, guilty of a felony or 
misdemream:iur 1.mdrer either of those sections: 

(a) if the pregnancy of a woman is terminated by a legally qualified medical 
practitioner in a C2',Se where he and one other legally qualified medical 
practitioner aJre oI the opinion, fornned in good faith after both have 
personally examined the woman-

(i) that the continuance of the pregnancy would involve greater risk 
to the life of the pregnant woman or gifeater risk of injury to the 
physical or mental health of the pregnant woman than if the pregnancy 
were terminated; or 

(ii) that there is a substantial risk that, if the pregnancy were not 
terminated and the child were bom to the pregnant woman, the child 
would suffer from such physical or mental abnormalities as to be 
seriously handicapped, and where the treatment fo:r the termination of 
the pregnancy is carried out 1n a hospital or a hospital of a class 
dtclared by regulation to be a prescr'ibed hospital or a hospital of a 
prescribed dass for the pmposes of this section; or 

(b) if the pregnancy of a woman is terminated by a legally qualified medical 
practitioner in a case whe;re he is of the opinion, formed in good faith, 
that the te;rmination is immediately necessary to save the life, or to 
r,n~vmt grave injEI°Y to the physical or mental health of the pregnant 
1-l/011(l2U1, 

(2) Pa.ragraph (a) oii subsection (1) of this section does not refer or apply to 
any woman whs> l'ms n.oc resided in South Australia for a period of at least two 
month2. bdqre, the termination of her pregnancy. 

(3) I" d,~::ermining whccheir the continuance of a pregnancy would involve 
sud1 risk o:i bjmy to the physical or mental health of a pregnant woman as is 
mentioned in subpairag:r2ph (i) of paragraph (a) of subsection (l.) of this 
sectioir;,, accmmt n'1ay be taken oJ the pregmmt woman's actual or reasonably 
loreseea,ble en'i;-;ii"o,n.ment, 

The opernrfons of these provisions is limited to women who have been 
resident in Smith Australia for at least two months before the termination 
ox the oregn:imcy but the section is undear in that it could be read as 
::neani~g i~1mediately prior to t.he abordon or at some prior time in the 
•Noman's lifr. 

Similar provisions have now also been enacted in the Northern 
Territory by the Criminal Law Consolidation Ordinance No. 2 (1973). 
The ,·elevant provisions of that statute are as follows: 

(3) It is not unlawful for a medical p:ractitioner to carry out medical 
treatment or perform an operation with intent to procure the miscarriage of a 
wnman who, he has reasonable cause to believe afte1r medically examining her, 
has be,on pregnant for a period of not more than 23 weeks H-

(a) the medical pn,ctitioner and another medical practitioner are of the 
opinion, formed in good faith after medical examination of the woman 
by them, that, (i) the continuance of the pregnancy would involve 
greater risk to her life, or greater risk of injury to her physical or mental 
health, than H the pregnancy were terminated; or (ii) there is a 
substantial irisk that, i( the pregnancy were not terminated and the 
child were to be born, the child would have or suffer from, such 
physical or mental abnormalities as to be seriously handicapped; and 

(b) the medicaJ treatment or operation for the purpose of procuring the 
miBcarriage is caHied out or performed in a hospital. 

(4.,) In determining the risk of injury to the physical or mental health of a 
woman foT the purpose of subsection (3) (a) (i), account shall be taken of the 
woman's actual and reasonably foreseeable environment, 
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(5) Subject to subsection (6), no person is under a duty, whether by contract 
or by any other legal requirement, to participate in. the procuring of the 
miscarriage of a woman as permitted by subsection"(3) to which, in the 
circumstances, he has a conscientious objection, but, in any legal proceedings, 
the burden of proof of conscientious objection rests on the person claiming to 
rely on it. 

(6) Nothil}g in subsection (5) affects any duty to participate in.treatment 
that is necessary to save the life, or to prevent grave injury. to the physical .or 
mental health, of a pregnant woman. · · · 

(7) It is not unlawful for a medical practitioner to carry out medical 
treatment or perform an operation with intent to procure the miscarriage of a 
woman who, he has reasonable cause to believe after medically examining her, 
has been pregnant for a period of not more than 23 weeks if the medical 
practitioner is of the opinion, formed in good faith after his medical 
examination of her, that termination of the pregnancy is immediately necessary 
to save her life, or to prevent grave injury to her physical or mental health. 

(8) It is not unlawful for a medical practitioner to carry out medical 
treatment or perform an operation with intent to procure the miscarriage of a 
woman who, he has reasonable cause to believe after medically examining her, 
has been pregnant for a period of not less than 23 weeks if the treatment was 
carried out or the operation performed in good faith .for the purpose only of 
preserving her life. 

(9) Nothing in this section relieves a medical practitioner from his liability in 
carrying out any medical treatment cir performing an operation with intent to 
procure the miscarriage of a woman to carry it out or perform it-

(a) with the consent of the person haNing authority in law to give such a 
consent; 

(b) with professional care; and 
(c) otherwise according to law. 

Under the South Australian enactment, prov1S1on 1s ·made for the 
passing of regulations to facilitate the working of the Act. These 
regulations list which hospitals are authorised to perform abortions and 
lay down a code for the reporting of abortions and the grounds ·upon 
which they are done. The legislation also provides for the setting up of a 
committee to examine and report to Parliament on abortions notified in 
South Australia. Since its inception it has been presided over by Sir 
Leonard Mallen. We have obtained from the Australian committee copies 
of the reports for the year ended 7 January 1971 and thereafter for the 
years ended 31 December 1971 to 1975 inclusive. 

Relevant Statistics 
The working of the South Australian legislation may be gauged from 

information contained in the Annual Reports of the Mallen Committee. 
Relevant information is as follows: 

Year ended 7 January 1971 

1. No. of abortions performed 
subsequently corrected to 1,440 for year ended 31 December 1970 

1,330 

58.7 2. Incidence of abortions to live births (per 1,000) 
3. Indications for abortion::c 
(1) Assault on the person ... ... . .. 
(2) Potential damage to fetus (majority were Rubella) 
(3) Specified medical disorders 
( 4) Psychiatric reasons 
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Yiellir ,~nded in Deir.<Bmber l!li71 (from 8 Jm1rnaary l!ll'n) 

1. No. of abortions performed 
2. Incidence of: abortions to live births (per I ,000) 
3. Indications for abortion: 

2,509 
104,7 

(I) Specified psychiatric disorders 88.3 percent 
It is not clear jrom the report what t.he percentages were for assault on the person, 

sptcified medical disorders: poiential dmnage to jetus. 

Comments 

,. 
! 
I 

The committee in its report noted: II 
l. That the "emergency clause"' (82)(l)(b) shouk: be darified. V 
2. Abortions had been done on patients from inter~state in 

contraventi::m of the residential dause. The committee thought that the 
residential clause should be retained in spite of this. 

3. That four doctors had been cal.led before the committee to discuss 
and explain what appeared to be an excessive number of abortions 
,:'.arried out by them. One was reported to the South Australian 
Medi.cal Board, which took action. 

,t TI1e :ncrea,sing nmnber of abortions, coupled with the necessity for 
rec•ching: '" dr:dsion a11d operating within strictly limited time, had 
irnp(1,sec1. p,ressw,:e nn the gynaecological beds in the teaching hospitals. 

Y,eiJJt' •~rul,e:dl .tH I~1Iudm 1 \9'12: 

L l''•ICL of :a.borti.ons performed 2,673 
2. bcidence of abortions to live births 

This is n1Jt slated in this )'tar, nor in any oj the subsequent years. 
3. Indications for abortion: 
( l) Assa uh on the person 
(2) Specifi,ed medical disorden 
(3) Potential damage to fetus 
( 4) Specified psychiatric disorders 

Comments 

The committee in its report noted: 

0.6 percent 
7J percent 
6.0 percent 

86.3 percent 

1. That pressure still existed on public beds and teaching hospitals. 
2. Thait there was an absence of reliable statistics on the degree of 

con1pHcations foHowing upon abortions. 
~,. Th&.t the regulations should be amended to indude: 

( 1) Availabil.ity of skilled assistance for resuscitation. 
(2) Availability of blood or approved facilities for blood storage. 
(3) A good standard of operating theatre facilities and equipment. 
(4) A good standard of post-operative facilities and supervision, 

It vvas thought that the institution of these standards would reduce the 
nmnber of proclaimed hospitals (i.e., hospitals suitable for the doing of 
abortions) and would therefore impose a greater pressure on the teaching 
hospitals, a factor which was not desirable. (41.9 percent of abortions 
'vrere carried out in public hospitals and 51.8 percent in metropolitan 
private hospitals.) 
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4. That the reports of complications following abortions were not 
accurate. Many doctors failed to report them. The incidence of 
recorded complications was: 197,0: 5.15 percent; 1971: 3.9 percent; 
1972: 4.8 percent; but the committee noted that at Oxford the figure 
was higher, as also it was at Adelaide. The committee noted that the 
longer the pregnancy, the higher the complication rate. However, it 
was quite sure that many complications were not being reported, and, 
to overcome this, the committee recommended that complications after 
abortion be made a notifiable disease. 

5. The committee noted the disturbing increase in the number of 
abortions in those of 19 years and under. (15 percent in 1970 had risen 
to 27.9 percent in 1972.) 

Year ended 31 December 1973 

1. No. of abortions performed 
2. Indications for abortion: 
( 1) Assault on the person 
(2) Specified medical disorders 
(3) Potential damage to fetus 
( 4) Specified psychiatric disorders 

Comments 
The committee in its report noted: 

2,833 

0.5 percent 
7.2 percent 
3.6 percent 

88.6 percent 

1. That the reporting of complications was still unsatisfactory and 
assessment of the complication rate was difficult. 

2. The increase in abortion numbers had caused shortage of beds in 
teaching hospitals. 

3. That 50.58 percent of abortions had been done in public hospitals 
and 41 percent in private hospitals. 

4. The further increase in abortions in the under 19 group from 27.9 
percent in 1971 to 30.65 percent in 1973. (4.47 percent were performed 
on girls under 16.) 

Year ended 31 December 1974 

1. No. of abortions performed 
2. Indications for abortion: 
( 1) Assault on the person 
(2) Specified medical disorders 
(3) Potential damage to fetus 
( 4) Specified psychiatric disorders 

Comments 
The committee in its report noted: 

2,852 

0.35 percent 
5. 72 percent 
4.20 percent 

89.73 percent 

1. That abortion clinics should be separated from gynaecological 
units. 

2. That some improvement was noted in the reporting of cases but 
inadequacies remained. 

3. That the level of abortions was about static. 
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4. That 56.35 percent of abortions had been done in medical teaching 
hospitals. 

5, That complications were still not being reported, 
6. That abortions were being carried out but were not being reported. 
7, That there was a reduction in the number of abortions carried out 

on under 19 year olds. 
8. That there was an increase from 122 in 1973 to 144 in 1974 in 

repeat abortions, 

Yem" e11uied 31 December Hll7!ii 

1. No. of abortions performed 
2. Indications for abortion: 
(1) Assa uh on the person 
(2) Specified n1iedical disorders 
(3) P~tential damage to fetus 
( 4) Specified psychiatric disorders 

C'omments 
The corn.mhtee m. its report nmed: 

2,916 

4.94 percent 
3.54 percent 
0J8 percent 

91.34 percent 

L The m,mbe of abortions done on patients between 13 and 19 was 
a8 follows: 1970, 20:0; ]971, 663; 1972, 746; 1973, 868; 1974, 806; 1975, 
800. It algo noted i.he increase in the number of abortions done for 
psychiatric reasons. The iigures were: 1970, 83.9 percent; 1971, 83.0 
percent; 1972, 88.6 percent; 1973, 89,7 percent; 1974, 91.3 percent; 
1975, 94,.7 percent. 

2, The committee commented 1hat, over the three years prior to 1975, 
the increase in the nmnber of abortions m;,Jrched approximately the 
increase in the population. It said that the reasons for the abortions 
w1::re somewhat disturbing; more and more were being carried out on 
psychiatric grounds. It also reiterated the complaints that it had made 
in previous reports about the failure to report all abortions and the 
failure to note complications, 

In Australia a Royal Commission on Human Relationships has 
crn:npleted i.ts hearings and is now preparing its report. The many matters 
on which submissions have been made to that Commission included 
abortion. Recommendations on the laws of abortion in Australia may be 
made by that Commission but legislation is a matter for each state. 
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Appendix 6 

ABORTION LAWS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD 

Appendices 3, 4, and 5 discuss in some detail the abortion laws in the 
United Kingdom, the United States of America, and Australia. In this 
appendix, we give an outline of the laws in a number of other countries. 
Information is taken mainly from the 1971 World Health Organisation 
publication Abortion Laws. We are grateful to embassies and other 
representatives of governments for providing additional background 
material and for bringing much of the information up to date. Where we 
have been advised of recent changes to the law or where the law reflects 
some particular legislative policy or change in policy, we set out the terms 
in rather more detail. 

EUROPE 

Austria 

The law governing abortion in Austria was changed with the 
introduction of the new Penal Code in 1.974. Previously abortion had been 
permitted only to save the mother's life. The main provisions now are: 

"Termination of Pregnancy 
S.96 (1) Whoever terminates the pregnancy of a pregnant woman 

with her consent shall be liable to a term of imprisonment of 
one year and not exceeding three years if the act is committed 
in a professional capacity. 

(2) If the person carrying out the termination is not a physician, he 
shall be liable to a term of imprisonment not exceeding three 
years if the act is committed in a professional capacity, or, if 
the act results in the death of the pregnant woman, to a term of 
imprisonment of not less than six months and not exceeding 
five years. 

(3) A woman who herself undertakes the termination of her 
pregnancy or permits it to qe terminated by another person 
shall be liable to a term of imprisonment not exceeding one 
year. 

Non-Punishment of Termination of Pregnancy 
S.97 (1) Notwithstanding S.96, the act (of termination) is not 

punishable: 
(a) If the termination of pregnancy is undertaken by a 

physician, after preceding medical advice, within the first 
three months after the beginning of the pregnancy; or 
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lBl~lgf.u.m, 

('l·' ,,- J1,Q ,,, : 1° o,e·>"·,, f ,, .,.,,.,.,.,, '" 'o C"''• ·t'·] .,., ··n .r~•t c, ; .l) L ",.hi, ,.,XD.JLdLl<c.11 ot 1,rc._~,da .. lt..1 LJ e.,,,en la.J. l.i< (.,~~-: "' 

s~nou~: d:a.nger, not o,:he1:wHMc abl_e 1:0 b.~ averte?, to .::me n!e of 
tlle preg;nan~ •vrorn2m, or :i., essential to .:;ivut senmis damag•e to 
due physical a::'"d mental health o:i thr:: pregnant ,,romi,rc, nr 
then~ ,;~:ds1:s a s•eriou:5 dan12·er that the child ~viH bt sev•crdv 
h,;,,ncl;ca1Jp,ed me11talh or ~hvsica.llv, or the oregn,;,nt wc,m.'/ii~ 

ti .. •. " J ' 

~it the time ii cC:'.nception v,as a mi.nor, and i.n _a~l these 
mstance11 the ttrmma::1on 111 undertaken bv ,l phys1cran; or 

1;c) If the termfriatk,n ::,} pregnancy fa m1dert3.ker; in order tc 
Ba0v1e the pnegnant v,.1t:.JP1a,n iro:rtn an in1.1n-:ediate danger, not 
,~therwiJe ahie to h:· averted, to l·1er liie, in cireumstance-s 
'l/lhJ::r,.e the assistanoe of 1. µh:,7s:cian is not obtainabl1.e iri thn·:e, ~, 

In B,dgimn, abortion i.:: prohibi.-,ed except where the wom~m's life fa at 
risk A ComrnisiJiori lw.s rer:ently repor.:,cd to the •Gc,vermnent, ,?s1d l'tS 
En.din,(>3 ·wm be ::he ba:;fa for a bm to acmend ,the uresent laws which are nn 
long,~;- stnci:h.r appJ:,ed. '' · 

Ahm ti.on fa lf.ga! if rb.erE ?.re m,idkal grounds (including the ri3k of a 
defoctive £etm,, J;.e txlic.;:>1,m: youth oi the r,rnothe·, or ,vhere pregnancy is the 

'I " . . " 'I • J1-. ' h 1· . I'~~YL.:t n:·,: lD.C.ef;·~); ''il'V.i1i:;n~ h1e v~~on1m~n1. IS over -~Li or has ti 1:ee or i:1o~e "1v1ng 

ch.1.kur::n; w,:·•en: !Jregnar,cy 1.0• '.me result ot rape or mher cnmmal act; 
where the we.man's situalion fa, d.iJfo::ult (indading losE: of th,e husband, 
:;,edous state of !1ealth of 1,he husbarnl diffie1d'. housini;r or fin.:m,c:ial 
,,1i~iwtic:11 ,~.ffect:.w:: the c,:11andarc1s of !He Ior the fa.milv, especi;Ilv of children 

,l::) ' ,; 

,nKIU arle and pi\)ven dismpdc,,. cf !;1::: farnilyl. The operation must be 
periorm~d b)' a gy::1aeeok,gisit i.n a hospital. •Ce.rtaiE medical conditions, 
(induding ri,reg:nan-cy latet d:ian 12: weeks ~,nd geaital infections), are 
con1Lra-i.nc~i1i:.r1.tio:r1s to aibortion, 

In LJ73 ·:he :Folketing (parliament) passed legislation making abortion 
fredy available in Denmark. Under the revised Act any woman resident 
in Dei~mark fa entitled J:o an abortion on request during the first 12 weeks 
oI pregnanc'·,. 

Even TI:ite~· l '.~ v,eeks a woman is eni:iitled tio an abonion if there b ;:, 
dc,r2ge1 to h,er !He 2.nd heahh_o1c if pregnancy is the result of rape or incest 
O~her ,5rounds for 3Lbortion after 12 weeks include a risk that the child will 
suffer serious pi1ysical or menu:1.l ddects; that on account of illness, mental f 
incap;;i.city, te:,.der z.ge or immaturii.y the woman ,r,;ill be unable to give the 
ch]d proper care; that the pregit1ancy, birth or care cf the child may prove 
snch i bi:irck:n on the ,,voman that cc,nsideration for her, the home, or her 
oth~r children makes this necessary. In deciding abortion cases, attention 
rmrnt be paid to the applicant's age, work load and personal 
CE~umstances, 2,.nd i:o the family's housing, economic, and heahh 
con di tiDns" 
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A.bortions may be performed only by a qualified physician and only at a 
ho;i,pital. Doctors and nursing staH are entitled to refuse to participate in 
the operation. The v'loman is then referred to another hospital where the 
operation takes place. 

Fr~lll<r:f! 

The law in France which permitted abortion only to save the mother's 
life was changed in November 1974 for a trial period of five years. The 
main provisions of: the new laws are: 

l. The law guarantees respect for every human being from the 
beginning of life. There can be no infringement of this principle except 
in cases of necessity and according to the conditions defined by the Iaw. 

2. When a pregnant woman, placed by her condition in a situation of 
distress, believes she must request the termination of her pregnancy, 
and when a doctor agrees to carry out this request, that termination 
can be performed only before the end of the tenth week of that 
pregxi.ancy. 

In no case should the voluntary termination of pregnancy constitute 
a means of birth control. 

3. The voluntary termination of pregnancy may be performed only by 
a doctor. It can take place only in a public hospital or an approved 
private hospital. 

4. Voluntary termination oi pregnancy can at any time be performed 
if two doctors testify, after examination and discussion, that the 
continuation of the pregnancy places the health of the woman in grave 
danger, or that there is a strong probability that the unborn child has a 
particularly grave ailment recognised as incurable at the time of the 
diagnosis. 

5. In any year no establishment may exceed a percentage of 25 
percent of pregnancy terminations over the total of operations. Any 
excess will lead to the establishment being, closed for one year. On a 
second offence the closure will be permanent. 

E,u,t Germany 

Instructions issued on 15 March 1965 laid down the specific indications 
for legal abortion. Permission for abortion is to be granted when: 

l" A diagnosis based on medical examination and a prognosis which 
takes into account the living conditions of the woman lead to the 
expectation of a danger to her life or a serious threat to her physical and 
mental health as the result of carrying the pregnancy to term or 
through the burdens of child care. 

2. The pregnant woman is in her 40th year or older. 
3. The pregnant woman is less than 16 years of age. 
4. The pregnant woman has .already had four children with an 

average interval of 1ess than 15 months between each delivery and her 
current pregnancy began less than six months after the last delivery. 
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5. The pregnant woman, either alone or together with her husband, 
has legal responsibility for five or more children living in the household. 

6. The woman became pregnant as a resuh of rape. 
7. It is highly probable that the chiJ.d will be affected by a mental 

disease or by a serious abnonnality. 

These indications do not however apply if the pregnancy is of more than 
12 weeks' duration, H the pregnant vvoman is suffering from a disease 
likely to be aggravated by the operation, and in cases of alleged rape, 
where, after investigation, no proceedings have been initiated by the 
competent anthorities. 

W ie!lti Cwenm;:iny 

The Fifteen.th Amern:knent of the Penal (Jode came into force on 21 
Jtme 1976. It contains the changes and supplements to the Fifth Law for 
the Reform of Penal Law of 18 June 1974 caHed for by the verdict of the 
Federal Coml!itu:ionaI Court ci:ated 25 February 1975. The new version of 
the penal reguiations rm z,bortion reads as foUows: 

"Aboriion is permitted in (he cases listed below·: 

(a) .Abortion :[,o,r medical ~·easons may be performed at any 
stag,~ of pregnancy if a physician feel.s that it is 
11eoessan;-taki.ng into consideration the present and future 
-c:onditkms of Hfo of the pregnant woman-·-to save her life or to 
avoid serious damage to her physical or mental health and if 
the danger carmot be eliminated in any other way which the 
pregnant woman can be expected to accept. 

l'he above conditions are considered to be met also in the follovving 
cases: 

( b) U ntH the end of the 22nd 'week afrer conception in cases 
coming uncier the eugenic indication, i.e., if there is a valid 
re:?.son to assume that the child woukl. suffer from a hereditary 
disease or an incurable complaint due to detrimental 
influences during pregnancy. In cases of that kind a pregnant 
woman cannot be expected to continue her pregnancy, and 
give birth to the child. 

( c) Until the end o! the 12th week after conception in cases 
coming under the ethical indication. These are cases in which 
pregnancy came about through rape, duress, or sexual abuse 
of children or persons unable to defend themselves. 

(d) Also until the end of the 12th week after conception in 
cases of distress (social indication). This applies to cases in 
v,hich an abortion is necessary to save the pregnant woman 
from a grave emergencyo The situation must be so serious that 
the pregnant woman can under no circumstances be expected 
to continue the pregnancy, and abortion is only permitted if 
the emergency c2nnot be overcome in another way which the 
pregnant woman could be expected to accept. 
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H none of the above indications is given, abortion is an illegal act and 
aH persons participating in the performance of an abortion are liable to 
punishment. The pregnant woman herself, however, remains always 
exempt from penalty for her participation if the abortion was performed 
by a physician within the first 22 weeks from conception and the pregnant 
woman has sought advice prior to the abortion. Moreover, the Court can 
let the pregnant woman go unpunished if she was in a state of distress 
when the abortion was performed. 

Actions, the effect of wl;ich takes place before nidation, do not fall under 
the pem1al regulations on abortion. Penal law is not applicable to measures 
which take effoct before nidatl.on is completed, for instance the use of 
spirals. 

An authorised abortion may only be performed in a hospital or another 
recognised institution. Nobody can be forced to assist with an abortion 
unless a pregnant woman is in fatal condition or there is a serious threat to 
her health." 

Htn1g1u:y 

Abortion is covered. by an ordinance passed on 24 June 1956. 
Application is made to a board. The ordinance prescribes that the board 
should authorise the interruption of pregnancy: 

(a) Hit is necessary to save the life of the pregnant woman in the event 
of a grave iHness, in order to prevent the state of a patient giving 
rise to complications, and if there is a likelihood that the child 
would be affected by very serious lesions; 

(b) If the personal or family circumstances of the applicant justify the 
termination of the pregnancy or if the applicant maintains her 
application in spite of attempts by the board to dissuade her. 

Authorisation for an abortion 011 the grounds covered by (b) may be 
granted only during the first three months of pregnancy. Abortions may 
be performed only on an in-patient basis. Hospital establishments are 
required to furnish periodic reports of the abortions which have been 
performed in. the establishments, while the boards must submit an annual 
report on their activity to the competent health authority. 

Si.nee January 197"1, following a decision of the Council of Ministers o:n 
the Tasks of Population Policy, the Government has withdrawn 
m1.restricted abortion on request for married women with fewer than two 
living children or those with two living children who have not previously 
had an abortion. 

Itdy 

Under legislation introduced by Mussolini "to protect the race", 
abortions are illegal except to save the life of the mother or where 
pregnancy is the result of a criminal offence. A Constitutional Court 
ruling two years ago aHowed abortion on the grounds of physical or 
mental health. 

A bin for liberalisation of the abortion laws has been passed by the 
Chamber of Deputies but has not yet been approved by the Senate. The 
clauses are being keenly debated by the various political parties. 
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The bill allows the voluntary termination of pregnancies to women 
above the age of 16 for health, economic, social, or family .reasons within 
the first 90 days of pregnancy. 

Netherlands 

Officially abortion is permitted only to save the mother's life. Since 
1967 the estimated annual number of abortions has increased 
considerably. Several bills have been introduced to Parliament with a 
view to liberalising the law but up to the present, no change of legislation 
has occurred. 

Norway 

A new act "governing termination of pregnancy under certain 
circumstances" became operative in February 1964. The act introduced 
several situations in which termination is legal: 

"1. When such act is necessary to avert grave danger to the life or 
health of the woman. In determining the extent of the danger account 
shall be taken of whether the woman concerned is particularly disposed 
to somatic or mental disease, and likewise of living conditions or other 
circumstances which may make her ill or lead to a breakdown of her 
physical or mental health. 

2. When there is grave danger that: 
(a) hereditary defects in either of the parents or 
(b) disease in the woman while she is pregnant, or 
(c) damage to the fetus in the womb may result in the child suffering 

from a serious disease or a major physical or mental defect. 
3. When there is a reason to believe that the woman is pregnant 

because she has suffered gross violation under circumstances as defined 
in the Criminal Justice Act, and similarly when the woman is mentally 
deranged or notably mentally deficient." 
The articles of the Criminal Code to which reference is made relate to 

rape, sexual intercourse with someone below the age of 16 or with inmates 
in certain institutions for the mentally diseased or mentally deficient, 
incest, and also if someone has taken advantage of his special position (as 
physician, minister, teacher, superior etc.), to violate the sexual integrity 
of the woman. 

Unless special grounds exist, a pregnancy cannot be legally terminated 
after the third month. All operations must be undertaken in hospitals or 
clinics approved by the central health administration. 

Romania 

The following extract from the publication, Law and Population Growth in 
Romania, prepared under the auspices of the Legislative Council and the 
National Commission for Demography of Romania as part of the project 
settled between the United Nations Fund for Population Activities and 
the National Commission, gives a full background to Romanian 
legislation. 
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"The Romanian law establishes, as a general rule, the interdictibiilnte> 
ipterrµpt preg~a~py. T~e in~~rdi~tion ~elies upo11 t4t;S4ij~S.\8Iltlf pursl,led 
Im~ of. prote~t\~g n11tahty, smce the . hberl:y. \o. 1pt~rr.µ,p(RfFgi}fln,cy may 
seriously pre1ud1ce the natural growth of populat10n,.Jfat,,;;i.p11rt frmn, th~, 
and above all other considerations, this prohibitioi('i;i ca.lleg upon, to 
prated inequahneasure both the fife of t}:ie woman and the il:itfa-uterine 
life of the chiici to be. · '1> 1 · : 1 

The consi~~ratioris which call· fof the prohibition . of abordon artnoJ 
only the result bf a logical deduction or ,of· ethical imperatives. Thef ii'.re 
fully supported by the negative experfoient made tn our country ~\iring 

i the application of the former legal system which allowed the interfoptk,n 
of the course of pregnancy at the. reqllest of the expectant m.other alone: 

Liberty of abortion has had serihufconseq11ences ori the health of the 
women who have interrupted their pregnancy; there was a particularly 
important growth of cases of sterility, of extra-uterine pregnancies, 
infections etc. Whilst 426,000 children were born in 1956, during the 
following years their number decreased gra.dl!lally to reach 30 l,000 in 
1963. 
{]ases when Abortion may .be. ~~tho'fjsfJ,,l 

The law in force at presentin our country establishes some derogations 
from, . the. : ge11rr .. } ?ule . ~~fee:: Iff PJ}it?¾!,~ ;•nag~f#9p. ,':V~,~~ r ~igher 
considerations 1ust1fy the wa1vmg of tne cliild's nght to hve. !'-ltlJ~~gh 

such c ... ~ses. a.r .. e .. adm.hted ... 'on. l>,:,$:CffI?~.·;;.5\aJ,I;y;. ili,p.,Y 11r·0·e·,·1·p;t· or .. e ntp;p .. :e .. mu.~than 
those prov,i;R-ed 'bx si~ilat l'aws ,undfr ~~efJ(gi~l~fiye ~ystefi:\s be,cause 
t~9x rely.not.only 01,1 reas,()_ns, of ~JV;fd1ctljn_a~\l,;1'~~1lv1~w tb,e p.other's 
hf~bl,lt eqllaJly on eugemc, social an.cl eth1ca,l reaJ;on,,~ . , 

ln the first place,. th.e' intem,1pt1ori of pregnan~y is 3:llowed, ac:cordirig to 
the law, in cases when a choice 111ust be. made 'betwee.n the life of the 
m9d1e(and that o!,Jhe child, when 'pregnan,cypqts the)~fe of the woman 
in a perilous condition, whicli cannot oe averted By other mectns'. 
Furthermore abortion is lawful when it i,!l justified by eugenic 
considerations, when 'one of the parentsis afflicted with a serious rnafady, 
which is transmissible by herecljty pr which, indµces serious congenital 
malformations'; a,·,principal example of serious ~Llness is. mental deficifncy, 
which also constitutes an obstacle to marriage. . . 

It is under the same category of exceptions determined by eugenic 
reasons that falls the lawful interruption of pregnancy when 'the woman is 
over 40 years old' for the age of the mother may imperil the physical or the 
~ental condition~ of the; child; \H~e~ise, if pregnancy. i!!. the ~esult;,of an 
mcest. . , . . , ,, . . . · 

Anot~t;r category of law,fuL~,bpr,tion is justified by socfal considerations, 
namely· when 'the worrian ·. i~J; ~fflict~d 1::iy .serious physi,caL or sen!lorial 
infinriJ;fies' or when 'she has already given birth to fo1>'r chilclren wh6iri she 
is al<;>ne)o support'. Fina1ly, tp~ ll!,st ~xceptiori is Jquaded upon purely 
ethical considerations, to wit 'pregnancy resulti,ng.,from rape'. 

Ab<>rtion is allowed in the abovesaid. cases. only during the first three 
months of pregnancy. In 'a~'solutely exceptiona.Ccase~ 'it may be 
effectuafed within a term of six months at most, b!'1t only if the mother's 
life is menaced." · 
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Sweden 

In 1974, the Swedish Parliament approved new legislation on abortion. 
At the same time, it was decided that greater resources would be devoted 
to preventive measures. 

The former Abortion Act dated from 1938. It was amended in 1946 
and, on a lesser scale, in 1963. Abortions were permitted on medical, 
socio-medical, humanitarian and eugenic indications, or injury to fetus. 
Abortion prior to the 20th week of pregnancy required approval by the 
National Board of Health and Welfare or 1'oint approval by two medical ~ 
practitioners. After the 20th week, an abortion could be performed only )) 
with the permission of the Board of Health and Welfare. The 24th week 
constituted an absolute limit, which could be exceeded only in cases where 
the woman's life or health was at risk. 

The new Abortion Act became operative on 1 January 1975. At the 
same time, increased efforts in the areas of medical services, counselling, 
and information about birth control were initiated. 

The main principle contained in the new Abortion Act is that the 
woman herself decides if an abortion is to be carried out. The Act specifies 
that: 

1. Abortion is free on demand up to the end of the 18th week of 
pregnancy. 

2. Before the 12th week, the woman need consult only a doctor, but 
after the 12th week she is required to discuss the matter with a 
counsellor as well. The doctor decides whether there are any medical 
obstacles to an abortion. The woman may be refused an abortion only 
if the operation will mean a risk to her life or health. 

3. After the end of the 18th week of pregnancy, the approval of the 
Board of Health and Welfare is necessary to obtain an abortion and 
there must be special reasons to take this step. Such approval may not 
be granted if the fetus is apparently viable. 

Only a qualified medical practitioner may perform an abortion, and the 
operation must take place at a hospital or other medical institution 
approved by the Board of Health and Welfare. 

Switzerland 

Abortion is legal where there is a serious risk to the life, or of permanent 
danger to the health of the mother which cannot otherwise be averted. A 
specialist in the condition presenting the risk must give authorisation, and 
the pregnancy must be termi~ated by a second physician. In the canton of 
Geneva the authorising physicians form a college designated by the 
Council of State. There is a special commission to deal with aliens. 
Interpretation of the law varies in different cantons. 

A new abortion law is at present being discussed by both Chambers of 
the National Assembly and their Commissions, but there is no indication 
yet of what the outcome may be. 
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Turkey 

Under the terms of section 22 of the Turkish Law of 13 January 1960 dn 
medical ethics, abortion was permitted only if it constituted tlie'' shle 
means of saving the life of the mother; the operation could be performed 
only on the basis of a detailed report by two specialists in gynaecotc'igy or, 
failing this, two general practitioners. This policy underwent a substantial 
change with the enactment of the law of 1 April 1965 on family planning 
and the regulations of 12 June 1967 concerning the interruption of 
pregnancy and sterilisation. As the law now stands, an abortion may be 
authorised where the life of the mother is endangered or is liable to be 
endangered by the pregnancy, or if it is impossible for the embryo or fetus 
to develop normally, or there is a risk of a serious congenital defect 
affecting the child or succeeding generations. 

The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 

The 1955 Decree prescribes that abortions_ may be performed only in 
hospitals and other medical institutions, in accordance with instructions 
issued by the Ministry of Health of the U .S.S.R. The carrying out of 
abortions, either by physicians or persons without special qualifications, 
outside such hospitals and medical institutions remains a criminal offence. 
Instructions issued on 28 December 1955 for the implementation of the 
Decree prescribe tha.~.all pregnant wqrnen who.apply for an abortion are 
entitled to have their pregnancy terminated, althcmgh not. if any medical 
contra-indications are present. Contra-indications listed are: acl\te or 
chronic gonorrhoea, acute or chronic inflammatory conditions bf the 
sexual organs, purulent foci, irrespective of localisation, acute infectio~s 
diseases, and a previous abortion within the preceding six months. 

Yugoslavia 

Under the terms of the Decree of 11 January 1952, abortions were 
authorised in Yugoslavia on medical, eugenic, ethical, (i.e., where 
pregnancy resulted from a criminal act) and, exceptionally, medico-social 
grounds. These indications were extended, most recently, by a decree 
dated 26 April 1969. According to the provisions of this decree, a 
pregnancy may be terminated with the agreement or on the application of 
the woman when: 

1. It is medically established that there is no other way to save the life 
or avert a serious danger to the health of the woman during pregnancy 
or parturition, or after the latter (in such cases, an abortion ·may be 
performed at any stage of the pregnancy); 

2. It may be expected, on the basis of scientific knowledge, that the 
child will be born with serious physical or mental defects as a result of 
disease in the parents (in this case, an abortion may be performed after 
the first trimester of pregnancy only if the operation will not cause 
serious harm to the health, or direct danger to the life, of the pregnant 
woman); 

3. Conception is the result of a criminal act (rape, incest etc.) (The 
same proviso as indicated under item 2 applies in such cases). 
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' 1i ' 1n sucH cases:.• tne 

Th.e 
cA pregnancy. 

1969 Dec:reP: alsc tlu.rt the 1lllon1.an. 11t1u.st be in.forr1rned ,of 
abordon and of the available rnethc,d:; of 

rnus1t, he perfonned ,in h~ahh establfahments ·where the 
conditio~as are st1ch .as, to -ensure that U1t:e ean be 
c;r;ried out, 

Ot11.,err' E111ll·opem1 1Courll\t:d,11,l!l 

Abortion is 

life 

and 

the vvmnan's 
alfo,,v,::d if the 

the vvanum ''physical or 
a court rul.ing, it wa~ 

faith'° a physician and under 
that modem methods of 

and that 

In the (:;{ ;(~hi:e1.a, n.bortion is a1i.,ailabie: on 
reascms, There irn.ve been 

c,iJ,mtp,;i.11,rn.:i fo~: po1Julation ,control sirM::i1~ 
me:rriag,r; and tbc of restrkdng hi£thf" to hvo 
Intervalf,, l\/[u-1:h ernphasi.s IS placed ,on cardul fo.m.Hy pc,1,.HJlHll/,;,, 

a.rHJi sex u:;. 

ii-.bordon 1s go'lerned the medical Termination of F'regnaincy Act 
1'9,71,, the reievant dauses of '\lvhkh are: 

''i"i. ·,rw·,~,n,n,,,,,,,,.,;; mav be iterminatedl a \'P,m,,'t,cq•,p,d medical 
10 the length of ithe pregnancy 

H ,mch rn,edicali fa o-f the 
d1e o,]·nth:n:i.an1r.:i1::: of the involve 
pregnant woman or of or mental heahh; or 
thei~~ is a .substantiaI it would suffer from 
~uch Dr mental abnormalities as to handicapped; or 

10 length of the pregnancy exceeds t\vdve weeks but 
does n,r:11t e.Kc.eed if not less than tv~ro registered 
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practitioners are of the opinion, formed in good faith, that (i) the 
continuance of the pregnancy would involve a risk to the life of the 
pregn~nt woman O; of ~rave inj_ury to h~r physical or ~ental health; or (ii) 
there 1s a substantial n,k that 1£ the duld were born, lt would suffer from 
~uch physical or mental abnormalities as to be seriously handicapped. 

"No pregnancy of a woman who has not attained the age of eighteen 
years, or, who having attained the age of eighteen years, is a lunatic, shall 
be terminated except with the consent in writing of her guardian. 

"Save as otherwise provided, no pregnancy shall be terminated except 
with the consent of the pregnant woman. 

"No termination of pregnancy shall be made in accordance with this 
Act at any place other than: 

(a) A hospital established or ;maintained by Government, or 
{b) A place for the time being approved for the purpose of this Act by 

Government." 

Japan 

In Japan, the provisions concerning abortion are contained in section 
1,i of the Eugenic Protection Law of July 1948 as amended. in April 1960: 

1. The physician designated by the Iv1edical Association, which is a 
body corporate established in the prefoctural di.strict (hereinafter ,called 
the "designated pbysi.d,m"), may carry out the operation for 
interruption. of pregnancy, al his discretion, in the case of persons 
subject to the provisions of any of the following items, with the consent 
of the person in question and d:11e spouse: 

(a) A person or his spouse, who suffers from psychosis, mental 
deficiency, psychopathy, hereditary somatic disease or 
hereditary maHormati.on; 

(b) A relative in blood within the 4th degree of consanguinity of a 
person or his spouse who suffers from hereditary psychosis, 
hereditary mental deficiency, hereditary psychopathy, 
hereditary somatic disease or hereditary malformation; 

(c) A person or his spouse who is suffering from leprosy; 
(d) A mother whose health may be affected seriously by the 

continuation of pregnancy or by deli.very, from the physical or 
economic viewpoint; 

( e) A person who has conceived as the res uh of an acl of violence or a 
threat or while unable to resist or refuse. 

2. With reference to the consent mentioned in the preceding 
subsection, the sole conr,ent of the person in question shall suffice if the 
spouse cannot be located, or fails to declare his intentions, or dies after 
conception has occurred. 

Sh,,g.,rpo1re 

A new Abortion Act came into force on 27 December rn74. 
The Act aHov,rs for the termination or a pregnancy by a registered 

practitioner a.cting on the request of the pregnant woman and with her 
written consent 
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The abortion may be carried out so long as the pregnancy does not 
exceed 24 weeks unless it is to save the life or prevent grave injury to the 
physical or mental health of the pregnant woman. Where the abortion is 
carried out on a woman whose pregnancy is of more than 16 but less than 
24 weeks' duration, it must be carried out by a registered medical 
practitioner in possession of such surgical or obstetric qualifications as 
may be prescribed. The abortions must be carried out in a Government 
hospital or an approved institution. 

South Korea 

Abortion is illegal except to prevent the transm1ss1on of genetic 
disorders (including mental disorders) or where the health of the mother 
may suffer where pregnancy is the result of rape or incest. 

Indonesia 

In Indonesia, under the current criminal law, abortion is regarded as a 
criminal act and is therefore prohibited. The Department of Health in 
Indonesia anticipates that a new Act will be introduced in 1977 to permit 
abortion on "medical grounds". For this purpose an Inter-departmental 
Commission of Inquiries has been set up. 

Other Countries of the Middle East and Asia 

According to information available, in most of the countries of the 
Middle East and Asia, and in particular in those formerly under colonial 
rule, abortion laws are restrictive. In Saudi Arabia, Lebanon, Jordan, 
Burma, Thailand, Hong Kong and the Phillipines, it is absolutely 
prohibited. Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, and Syria permit abortion 
to save the woman's life. Taiwan and Malaysia permit abortion on 
"medical grounds". 

AFRICA 

In Africa, most of the newly independent countries have retained the 
legislation introduced by the colonial country, and abortion is permitted 
by law only to preserve the life of the woman. In the following countries, 
however, abortion is legal to safeguard the life and health of the woman or 
on medical grounds for which no details are specified: Botswana, Gambia, 
Ghana, Kenya, Lesotho, Liberia, Malawi, Nigeria, Seychelles, Sierra 
Leone, Swaziland, Uganda, South Africa. 

In Morocco, abortion is not punishable when it constitutes a necessary ~ 
measure to safeguard the health of the mother and is openly performed by • 
a physician or surgeon with the permission of the spouse. If the 
practitioner considers that the life of the mother is in danger, this 
permission is not required. 

In Tunisia, the law was amended in 1965 to permit the artificial 
interruption of pregnancy when the operation is performed during the first 
three months and the parents have at least five living children. The 
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oper~tion. is also legal if the health of th~ mother is endangered by the 
contmuat10n of the pregnancy. Operatmns must be performed in a 
hospital or authorised clinic by a licensed physician. 

AMERICA 

Under sections 251 and 252 of the Criminal Code 1953-1954, abortions 
are legal where a majority of a hospital's therapeutic abortion committee 
certifies that the pregnancy would, or would be likely to, endanger the 
woman's life or health. The operation must be carried out by a qualified 
n'ledical practitioner in an approved hospital. In September 1975 the 
government established a committee to make a scientific study of the way 
in which the existing abortion law is actually operating, to investigate the 
problems relating to the operation of therapeutic abortion committees and 
to report to the Minister as to the extent to which the procedure for 
obtaining iherapeutic abortions is operating equitably across the country. 
When the report is tabled, it will form the basis for further consideration 
of the law. 

The Federal Penal Code of Mexico states: 

"Art. 330. One to three years in prison will be imposed on any 
individual causing a woman to have an abortion, whatever the means be, 
provided she consents in doing so. When there is no consent on her part, 
the term of prison wm be from three to six years, and if there exists 
physical or moral violence, the penalty imposed shall be six to eight years 
in prison, 

Art. 331. If the abortion is caused by a physician, surgeon, obstetrician 
or midwife, besides the corresponding sanctions in accordance with the 
previous article, he shaH be suspended in the exercise of his profession 
from a term of two to five vears. 

Art. 332. Six months to a y~ar in prison shaH be imposed on the mother 
'Nho voluntarily causes herself or consents that some other causes her to 
have an abortion, if these three drcumsta:nces concur: 

(a) That she has not a bad reputation. 
(b) That she has managed to hide her pregnancy. 
(c) That this pregnancy is consequence of an illegitimate union. 

If any of the above mentioned circumstances does not concur, one to 
five years in prison shall be imposed on her. 

Art. 333. Abortion, when the pregnancy results from a rape, 1s not 
punishable . 

. Art. 334. No penalty is imposed where the physician attending the 
pregnant woman performs an abortion after forming the opinion that 
continuation of the pregnancy is liable to endanger the woman's life, 
Except in emergencies the opinion of another physician must be sought." 
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Arrgeli1!ti1aa 

The penal code is strict Abortion is permissible only to save the life or 
heahh of a woman from danger which cannot be avoided by any other 
,means or when the pregnancy results from rape for vvhich penal action has 
been .initiated. 

":EH. The person who through imprudence, negligence, inexpertness in 
his art or profession or inobservance of. the regulations or duties of his 
office should cause death to another pernon shall be punished with 
imprisonment from six months to three years and :special disqualification 
from five to ten years, if 

85, He that causes an abortion ,vm be punish~d: 't, 
(a) With confrtJ.ement or prison from three to ten years, i:! he operates 

vvithout the vwman's consent. This punishment may be 
increased up to fifteen years if the act be foHowed by the death of 
the v1oman, 

(b) \Vith con.finer.nent or prfaon frmn one to foti:r years, if he operates 
with the woman's •~oni;ent. The maximmn punishment will be 
six years if the act be followed by the death of the woman. 

Bt\3. A.bortfon. practised by a qualified doctor with the consent of the 
pregnant wc,,i:min ii, not punishable: 

(a) I~ it has been done whh the purpose o;! avoiding grave danger to the 
Hie ,or health cl the: mother and if this dang;er cannot be avoided 
bv other me:sms. 

(h) If the pr,egi:1:u1cy is the result oi a rape :kir ·which penal action has 
be11:n inili.atecl .. VVhen the victim of the rape be a minor or a 
wor,nan ~rho Is demented or an idiot, the consent of her legal 
repre3entative wm be required." 

AbortioE fa itg,,l only where three physicians agre,e tho\t it is necessary 
to save t!1e lite of the wmmi.n or where :the pregnancy is the r,rsvh of rape. 
Brazil.'s pJiicy on. abortion fa based largely on demographic grounds. 

The Sanitary Code of 1969 permits therapeutic abortion only where 
th,~re exists incontrovertible proof of injury to heahh Hable to cause the 
1:foath of the pi:oduct oi conception or of the mother, and i:wo physicians 
have pronounc1:d themselves in favour of the operation, The Code 
sp1edfically prohibits aboritl.on based on ethical, social or economic 
oonsiderati.'1:ms, and also sis a method of binh control. 
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Appendix 7 

SESSION II 

1921 

NEW ZEALAND 

H.-31B. 

MATERNAL MORTALITY IN NEW 
ZEALAND 

REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE SET UP BY BOARD OF HEAL TH 
TO CONSIDER AND REPORT ON THE QUESTION OF THE DEATHS 

OF MOTHERS IN CONNECTION WITH CHILDBIRTH 

Laid on the Table of the House of Representatives by Leave· 

REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE SET UP BY BOARD OF HEAL TH 
AS ADOPTED BY THE BOARD AT ITS MEETING HELD ON 7TH 

OCTOBER., 1921. 
THE committee appointed to consider and report on the question of the 
deaths of mothers in connection with childbirth have made careful inquiry 
and investigation, and have now the honour to submit the following 
report: 

The issue was raised in May last by the publication of certain statistics 
by the Children's Bureau of the United States Department of Labour. 
These figures place New Zealand second from the top of the list of nations 
in respect of maternal mortality in pregnancy and childbirth. The 
Minister of Health thereupon addressed three questions to the Director
General of Health: (1) Were the figures for New Zealand correct? (2) If 
correct, what were the causes of this excessive maternal mortality in New 
Zealand? (3) How were these causes to be removed? 

The Director-General of Health advised that as the matter was of grave 
importance the whole question should be referred to the Board of Health 
for its consideration. Accordingly, the Board of Health sat on the 27th 
July, 1921, and set up the present committee for the purpose of 
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investigating the issues raised by the Minister in his memorandum to the 
Director-General of Health, and generally the committee was empowered 
to make such recommendations in the premises as it might consider 
reasonable and necessary. 

As to the issue of whether the figures given in the American statistics of 
maternal mortality in different countries constitute a fair and just 
comparison, we regret that we are unable to obtain any definite proof one 
way or the other. Mr Malcolm Fraser, the Government Statistician for 
New Zealand, commits himself to the statement that the figures so given 
are fairly comparable. Mr Fraser, however, makes this proviso, that he •· .' 
has no means of ascertaining the completeness of the methods of other 'II 
countries for carrying out Bertillon's international system of compiling 
matemal-mortaljty statistics. It is very possible that the countries may 
differ in the method of mortality returns. For example, in the event of a 
woman dying in the course of pregnancy of say, phthisis, one country 
might return such a death as due to phthisis, while another might 
attribute it to pregnancy. Vv'hile Mr Fraser, therefore, has no doubt as to 
the accuracy of our own mortality statistics, he is not in a position 
similarly to pledge himself 11vith regard to the figures returned by other 
countries. There is, however, considerable doubt as to whether our own 
mortality is rightly classified. We consider that n,ore definite instructions 
and infmmation should be given to n1edical practitioners throughout the 
country, so that each death may be put under its appropriate heading, 
which does not appear to be always the case at present. 

DeaJing with the history of the matter, the committee has felt that it was 
its duty l:o go back over a considerable period of years, and we have had a 
graph of New Zealand maternal mortality prepared by the Statistician 
covering the period from 1872 to 1920. This graph is interesting. It goes to 
show that there are, with regard to maternal mortality in New Zealand, 
four varying phases or periods in our own history. The first phase or 
period runs from the year 18 77 to 1881, when mortality was 
comparatively low in this country, reaching a minimum of 3.93 per 1,000 
in 1880. The second cycle or period runs from 1882 to 1890, when there 
was a son:iewhat extraordinary increase in mortality, reaching a 
maximum of 7.31 in 1885. The third period may be assigned to the years 
1890 to 1913, during which time, of some twenty years or more, there was 
on the whole a progressive decline from 5.42 in 1890 to 3.58 per 1,000 in 
1913. The last and current period, beginning, say, from 1913 to 1920, 
shows another abnormal increase rising to the high figure 6.48 in the latter 
year. It has to be noted that, probably owing to greater statistical 
accuracy and more careful inquiry since about 1916, more cases have been 
included under puerperal mortality than before 1916. It has been 
suggested that an investigation of the mortality figures of other diseases, t 
such as scarlet fever, rheumatic fever, phthisis, pneumonia, and 
diphtheria, would probably disclose similar fluctuations, and the 
comrnittee has requested the Department to gather data and prepare 
graphs for comparison. 

With reference to the published figures, it is fair to note that the 
mortality of the year 1917 was the highest since 1894. The one plain 
deduction from our investigation of these figures is that there has been a 
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' 
remarkable increase since 1914 in the New Zealand maternal death-rate. 
Our own figures_ ~stabl~sh this fact: n_otwithstanding any doubt as to their 
exact comparab1hty with the stat1st1cs of other countries. \Ve enclose a 
copy of the graph for the information of the Board. 

Graph Showing Death-rates of TVomen from Puerperal Causes (per 1,000 Children 
Born) for Individual and Moving Average for Quinquent1ial Period 
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(Individual years shown by light line; quinquennial moving average by 
heavy line.) 

We have endeavoured to investigate, so far as we were able, the causes 
of such high The principal causes of death are as follows: ( 1) 
Puerperal septicaemia; (2) puerperal albuminuria and convulsions: (3) 
puerperal haemorrhage; ( 4) accidents of pregnancy and other accidents of 
labour. 

During the last quinquennial period the average annual maternal 
mortality has been 157 deaths, and of this number fifty-seven are due to 
sepsis. The recommendations hereinafter contained, though having a 
special application to sepsis as a cause of death, are to a great extent of 
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general application, and, it is hoped, will, if adopted, materially reduce 
the mortality due to other causes associated with pregnancy, 

h should be noted th:ctt deaths from sepsis are largely preventable, and 
for this reason your committee has devoted special attention to this 
dominant cause. The factors which lead to the occurrence of sepsis in this 
coumry must be put down under three main heads, 

( 1) Abnormal virulence of organisms and diminished resistance of 
individuals, dve possibly to conditions during and subsequent to the war 
period. Dr. J ellert stated that from his own experience at Home sepsis 
seemed to be harder to deal with, and in a more virulent form than during 
the "nineties". 

The committee feels that the lack of domestic help and the fact of 
ho1.1sing difficulties may well be factors contributing to the diminished 
resistance which apparently affects women nowa,days. There is another 
disturbing cause to which vve must draw attention. Evidence was 
forthcomtmt cle2:rlv indicating that in this country there is an abnormally 
high death~"ncte due to septic conditions following on attempts to procur~ 
,tbortion, which ,deaths are included in our figures of genernl 1matemal 
mor'.afav. 

(2) 1Ji1su:'.tahle surroundings are another factor, Private houses are 
oLen quite unhe;o,lthy piaces for confinements. lVioreover, some private 
rnaternity hospitals are not free from conditions which easily lead to 
sepLicaemia ar.cd all;cd troubles. 

(3J The medical vvitnesses were agreed that another reason of septic 
rnortalicy •Nas the unduly large use of instruments and other operative 
rneaseres at confinements, and they stated with emphasis that the use of 
am,esd1:.:tics and instrumems v,as urged and pressed on medical men by 
the natie:1ts and their friends. Medical witnesses were agreed that some 
red11~ction in instrurnental delivery was urgently necess;ry. 

Having in n1ind the above-mentioned matters, we have carefully 
considered w!n[ remedies and reforms may be necessary to eliminate, or, 
at least, materiallyreduce, the evils oi an excessive maternal de;,.th-rate in 
this cotrntry, and we beg l:o make the following 

, Reconnnendations 
L That the Health Department should consider the nresent form of 

cei:ti!iicate of catrne of dea-th with the view of seeing whe\her it could be 
amend,ed so as to elicit from the medical man concerned a definite 
express1on cl opinion (a) as to the cause of death v,here there are 
::tss0cia,ed di~eases, and (b) as to associated causes, setting out primary, 
secondary, &~ ·~>. 

:2. That every case of maternal death shall be forthwith personally 
inwstigate,d by the ~Jedic~l Officer of Health, who shall report to the 
Director-General of Health. 

3. That every case of notified puerperal sepsis shall be forthwith 
personally investigated by the Medical Officer of Health, vvho shall report 
to the Director-General of Health. 

4, That all maternity hospitals, public and private, make a quarterly 
return to the Department of morbidity-rate as well as mortality-rate-a 
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temperature of 100 degrees occurring on two different davs between the 
second and the tenth days of the puerperium shall be included in 
morbidity conditions, Dr. Jellett's observations on this point are apposite. 
He says: "It would be very satisfactory if it was made a standard for a 
hospital to work on what was known as the morbiditv-rate rather than the 
rnortal~ty~rate. By the rnorbidit~-rate it was the practice to group the cases 
accordmg to temperatures durmg the puerperal period. In an ordinarv 
properly-run hospital they m'ight have a rate of about 8 percent., and if~ 
hospital had a rate of 6 percent. it would be considered that the hospital 
was working satisfactorily. If a hospital had a morbidity-rate of 20 uercem 
it would be considered that there was something wrong with the 
administration of the institution, He might say that the British Medical 
Association in England had gone into the question, and they had laid 
down a standard of morbidity by which a temperature occurring in labour 
was to be regarded as morbid when it reached a height of 100 degrees 
Fahr, on any two occasions between the second and the tenth day. S~ch a 
system was generally recognized as being a proper criterion of a hospital's 
technique." 

5. That, as it is absolutely essential that every mother should be 
attended during confinement by a reliable and highly trained midwifery 
nurse, the committee recommends that facilities should be given to all 
practising maternity nurses to take a refresher or post-graduate course at 
the various St Helens Hospitals, or other approved institutions, at regular 
intervals of, say, two or three years, and that compliance be made 
compulsory. The Government should subsidize cost of transport and 
accommodation in the case of nurses taking such course. 

6. That the Hospitals and Charitable Institutions Act be amended to 
prevent the admission of one or more cases of confinement into any house 
for treatment in consideration of payment made unless such house be 
licensed for the purpose. 

7. That the committee is strongly of opinion that a more strict and 
regular inspection of private maternity hospitals is necessary, and that for 
this purpose more nurse inspectors of proved competence and experience 
be obtained. A very careful revision of technique should also take place, 
and inspection must be directed especially to seeing that recommenda
tions are carried out, and that technique is kept up to date, 

8. That the committee considers that efficiently equipped private 
midwifery wards for paying patients should be established as soon as 
possible in connection with public midwifery institutions or in other 
suitable places. 

9, That while the committee has reason to believe that the system of 
training midwives pursued in New Zealand is not inferior to that 
obtaining in other countries, still the committee is impressed with the 
necessity of improving the present training, especially with regard to the 
supreme importance of a thorough knowledge of asepsis. The committee 
therefore recommends that the syllabus and course of training be revised 
so as to secure a greater efficiency than at present obtained. 

10, That the importance of a sound training in midwifery at the Otago 
Medical School should be recognized by the creation of a professorship 
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instead of the present lectureship, thus enhancing the status of this subject 
in the medical curriculum. 

11. The committee finds on evidence before it that the use of 
instruments in midwifery practice is excessive, and suggests that the 
special attention of the medical profession be called to this fact, and that 
the co-operation and assistance of the profession should be sought in this 
connection. The committee learns with satisfaction that the medical 
profession through its organisation is alive to its responsibilities in this 
matter, and has already taken steps to investigate the question, and very 
shortly is holding a Dominion conference at which methods of technique a 
are to be considered with the view of reducing to the lowest possible limit ,i 
maternal mortality in this country. 

The evidence shows that undue pressure is frequently brought by 
patients and friends to expedite the course of labour by the use of 
instruments. In this connection the committee believes that it should be 
widely known and clearly understood by the public that the great majority 
of cases of confinement do not require instrumental assistance. 

12 .. The committee desires to stress the importance of the use of ante
natal clinics, and in private practice the serious importance of ante-natal 
examination. It cannot be too widely known that already ante-natal 
clinics have been established in each of the seven St. Helens Hospitals in 
New Zealand, and also at the maternity hospitals or wards under the 
control of Hospital Boards. An extension of these establishments, more 
especially as a function of the ordinary public hospital, is necessary, and 
the committee is pleased to recognize the fact that local hospital 
authorities are sympathetic to the cause of the further development of this 
work. The Health Department urges all pregnant women to seek skilled 
advice"' during the latter months of pregnancy at ante-natal clinics 
wherever available, or at the hands of the ordinary medical adviser. Such 
examination should enable the medical man to detect many 
abnormalities, and consequently avert dangerous complications. 

Concluding Remarks 
Before bringing this report to conclusion we desire to strike a note of 

reassurance. Childbirth is a normal physiological process, and to the 
healthy woman in healthy surroundings is attended with very small risk. 
Furthermore, there must not be undue alarm because of the statistics. It 
must not be overlooked that under the international "Bertillon" system of 
classification which is in use in New Zealand, and which has as its basis 
the maternal mortality-rate per thousand live births, our statistics of 
maternal mortality include not only deaths resulting at or after childbirth, 
but also those occurring during the whole course of pregnancy, and 
considered as essentially due to that condition. 

Lastly, the committee strongly believes that if the preventive measures 
indicated in this report be adopted in this country, the reproach of an 
excessive maternal mortality under which New Zealand at present 
labours will early be removed. c. J. PARR (Chairman). 

D. McGAVIN. . 
J. S. ELLIOTT. 
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Appendix 
Alleged Offences of Procuring or Attempting to Procure an Abortion by 
Instrument and/or Drugs Dealt With by Chemistry Division, DSIR, 

Auckland, 1924-1975 
Year '.':o. of Offences Particulars 

1924 L' se of instrument to procure an abortion. 
1925 Supply of drugs with intent to procure an 

abortion. 
1926 nil 
1927 nil 
1928 nil 
1929 nil 
1930 1 Supply of drugs with intent to procure an 

abortion. 
1931 nil 
1932 nil 
1933 nil 
1934 l Procuring an abortion by means of drugs and an 

instrument. 
1935 3 Procuring an abortion means of drugs and an 

instrument. 
Supply of drugs with intent to procure an 

abortion. 
Supply of drugs with intent to procure an 

abortion. 
1936 nil 
1937 3 Supply of drugs with intent to procure an 

abortion. 
Supply of drugs with intent to procure an 

abortion. 
Use of instrument and drugs to procure an 

abortion on self. Death. (Died due to 
septicaemia.) 

1938 nil 
1939 2 Supply of drugs with intent to procure an 

abortion. 
Death due to ingestion of drugs with intent to 

procure an abortion. Death. 
1940 2 Use of instrument to procure an abortion. 

Use of instrument to procure an abortion causing 
death. Death. 

1941 Use of drugs and instrument to procure an 
abortion. 

1942 nil 
1943 nil 
1944 nil 
1945 nil 

('.\ote: Years 1941-45 war years. Police work associated with laboratory mainly sly 
grogging, illicit stills, and illegal sale of liquor.) 
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Year No. of Offences 

1946 1 
1947 3 

1948 nil 
1949 3 

1950 2 

1951 5 

1952 nil 
1953. 2 

1954 4 

;"', 

1Q55, 1 
1956 nil. 
1~57T J 

I95l1 1 

1959p•,;•v•s•·• nil 
i 96cr · '""'' : :1. 1 · 

196'r 

196~ l 

1963 .,.j" 1 

1964 3 

Particulars 

Use of iI1strument to procure an abortion. 
Death .due t;o self-administration of drugs to 

procure an abortion. Death. 
Use of insti:µ~ent to procure an abortion. 
Use of drug~ and instrument to procure an 

abortion. 

Abortion with instrument causing death. Death. 
Ingestion of. dr.ugs and alcohol to procure an 

· abortiop. causiqgdeath. Death. 
Abortion wit4 in~trument causing death. Death. 
Attempted abortion with instrument causing 

death. Death. 
Abortion with drugs and instrument. 
Abortion procured by use of an instrument. 
Abortion pi;ocured by .instrument and phenol. 
Death caused .by injection of antiseptic into 

uterus. Death. 
Abortion procured by instrument and soap. 
Death due to air embolism after injection of soap 

into .u.terus. Death. 

Death due tq iP.iection of soap into uterus. Death. 
Abortion prqcµr:e.d with instrument and soap. 
De~th du,e,tq injection of soap into uterus. Death. 
Death due to air,embolism after injection of soap 

.intqi.µterus. De,qfk· 
Use of ·instrument and soap to procure an 

abortion. · · · 
SqgpJy pjd,I"ugs) witµ the inten.tion to procure an 

abortioI\, .. u , · 
"IlMth d,ue tCl)jinj.ectiO!} of soap into uterus. Death. 

' 
'Q~e CA~·· ,~ll;!:ltm~eJ!ct a_nd soap to procure an 

, .~bq!ition. . .. • 
Use of fI1strument and· dettol to procure an 

abortion. 

U;e · of· instrument and soap to procure an 
. abortion. 

Supply of &ugs with the intention to procure an 
abortion. 

Use of in,sti:ument and dettol to procure an 
abortion. 

Dt:~th cJ,,ue to the use of an instrument to procure 
an abortion. Death. 

Use of instrument and soap to procure an 
abortion. 

Use of instrument and soap to procure an 
abortion. 

Us,e of a piece of pipe and soap to procure an 
abortion. 
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Year 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972 
1973 

1974 
1975 

Note: 

No. of Offences Particulars 

2 Use of plastic tube to procure an abortion. 
Use of instrument and soap to procure an 

abortion. 
4 Supply of drugs with the intention to procure an 

abortion. 
Death due to use of instrument to procure an 

abortion. Death. 
Use of instrument and soap to procure an 

abortion. 
Attempted abortion with excess alcohol and hot 

bath-inhaled vomit and died. Death. 
3 Use of an instrument to procure an abortion. 

Use of castor oil in an attempt to procure 
abortion. 

Use of an instrument and soap to procure an 
abortion. 

Supply of drugs with the intention to ptocure an 
abortion. 

2 Supply of drugs with the intention to procure an 
abortion. 

Supply of drugs with the intention to procure an 
abortion. 

2 Use of an instrument and soap to procure an 
abortion. 

Use of an instrument and dettol to procure an 
abortion. 

2 Use of piece of pipe and soap to procure an 
abortion. 

Use of an instrument to procure an abortion. 
1 Use of an instrument to procure an abortion. 
2 Use of an instrument and dettol to procure an 

nil 
nil 

abortion. 
Use of an instrument and dettol to procure an 

abortion. 

(1) Many of these abortion charges were brought against people who made abortion a 
lucrative business and were charged several times over a period of years. 

(2) No cases referred to DSIR, Auckland, since May 1973. 
(3) Nearly all cases brought involved either the death or serious danger to health, e.g., 

septicaemia, of the woman involved, caused by the abortion or attempted abortion. 
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Appendix 9 

NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING CENTRES IN NEW 
ZEALAND-1977 

Alexandra, Central Otago 
Ashburton 
Auckland, Mater Hospital 
Blenheim · 
Cambridge 
Christchurch 
Dunedin (3) 
Edgecumbe 
Fairlie 
Gisborne 
Gore 
Greymouth 
Hamilton 
Hasting~ . 
Havelock North 
Hawera .. 
Henderson 
Hokitika. 
Hunterville 
Inglewood: 
Invercargill 
Johnsonville 
Kaikoura 
Kaponga 
Kii.werau 
Lower Hutt 
Lumsden 
Masterton 
Matamata 
Matata 
Morrinsville 
Mosgiel 
Napier 

Nelson 
New Plymouth 
Ngaruawahia 
Oamaru 
Orewa 
Palmerston North, Hokowhitu 
Palmerston North, Mater Hospital 
Palmerston, .Otago 
Paraparaumu 
Plimmerton 
Porirua 
Pukekohe 
Reeiton 
Rotor.ua 
Stratford 
Takapuna 
Taumarunui 
Tauranga 
Te Awamutu 
Temuka 
Timaru 
Waihi 
Waipawa and Waipukurau 
Wairoa 
Wanganui 
Wellington Central 
Westport 
Whakatane 
Whangaparaoa 
Whangarei 
Whataroa 
Winton 
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Appendix 10 

THE HOSPITALS AMENDMENT ACT 1975 

ANALYSIS 

Title 
1. Short Title and commencement 

2. Therapeutic abortions to be carried out 
only in institutions under the control 
of a Hospital Board or in approved 
licensed hospital 

1975, No. 5 

An Act to amend the Hospitals Act 1957 
[28 May 1975 

BE IT ENACTED by the General Assembly of New Zealand in 
Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows: 

1. Short Title and commencement-( 1) This Act may be cited as the 
Hospitals Amendment Act 1975, and shall be read together with and 
deemed part of the Hospitals Act 195 7 (hereinafter referred to as the 
principal Act). 

(2) This Act shall come into force on the 1st day of September 1975. 

2. Therapeutic abortions to be carried out only in institutions 
under the control of a Hospital Board or in approved licensed 
hospital-The principal Act is hereby amended by inserting after section 
140, the following section: 

"140A (1) Nothing in section 182 (2) of the Crimes Act 1961 (which 
relates to the causing of the death of a child in good faith for the 
preservation of the life of the mother) shall apply unless the operation is 
performed in an institution under the control of a Hospital Board under 
this Act or in any licensed hospital that may be approved for the purpose 
by the Director-General of Health upon his being satisfied that it main
tains or uses adequate and independent counselling services and also 
procedures to ensure that all operations authorised are within the law and 
that the facilities for operation and after-care are satisfactory: 

"Provided that nothing in this section shall apply in any case where by 
reason of the urgency of the case the life of the mother is likely to be 
prejudiced by the time occupied in conveying her to such an institution or 
licensed hospital. 
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''('.2) 1llhenever any di.erapeutk abortion, or other operation i:hat could 
l.ead to or effect an ,abortion or subsequent rn.maturnJ miscarriage, is 
performed, a record of that operation and the remson for it, but without the 
patient's name, shall be made and forwarded v1ithin 1 month 10 th,e 
Direcleor-GeneraK of Health," 

This Act is administered in the Departm11cnt 01 I-foahrL 
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Appendix 11 

ORGANISATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS WHO MADE 
SUBMISSIONS AND WITNESSES WHO APPEARED 

BEFORE THE COMMISSION 

Abortion Law Reform Associa
tion of New Zealand (Inc.) 

Abortion Law Reform Associa-
tion of New Zealand (Palmerston 
North Branch) 

Adamson, Mr J. 
Adamson, Mrs V. 
Aitchison, Mr A. and Mrs M. 
Allan, Ms M. L. 
Allen, MrG. 
Alle11, Ms N. J. 
Andrew, Ms S. 
Andrews, Ms S. 
Anglican Public and Social 

Affairs Committee 
Ardley, Mr G. W. R. 
Armstrong, Mr D. A. 
Armstrong, Rev. G. A. W. 
Armstrong, Mrs J. 
Armstrong, Mrs M. E. 
Associated Pentecostal Churches 

of New Zealand 
Association of Anglican Women 
Association of Presbyterian 

Women, Ashburton Presbyterial 
Atkinson, Dr A. and Mrs P. 
Auckland Catholic Diocesan 

Pastoral Council and Auckland 
Senate of Priests 

Auckland Council for Civil 
Liberties (Inc.) 

Auckland Diocesan Federation 
of Catholic Parent, Teacher, 
Friend Associations 

Auckland Health Social Workers' 
Group 

Auckland Hospital Board 
Auckland Medical Aid Trust 
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Auckland University Students' 
Association 

Auckland Women's Centre 
Australia and New Zealand 

Presbytery of Free Presbyterian 
Church of Scotland 

Australian and New Zealand 
College of Psychiatrists, New 
Zealand Branch 

Bacon, Mrs K. 
Bain, MrD. W. 
Baines, Mr R. T. 
Banks, Mrfe. G. and Mrs M. E. 
Baptist Church, Miramar 
Baptist Church Women's 

Fellowship, Riccarton 
Barber, Mrs M. 
Barclay, Mrs P. 
Barclay, Mr. W. J. 
Barker, Mrs M. C. 
Barraclough, Mrs N. 
Barry-Martin, Mrs N. 
Barry-Martin, Mr P. 
Bartlett, Miss P. M. 
Barton, Mr H.D. et al. 
Batt, Dr 0. D. 
Bawden, Mrs M. 
Beasley, Dr D. M. G. 
Beaven, Professor D. W. 
Becraft, Mrs M. 
Beer, Mr F. G. 
Begg, Dr N. C. 
Bellamy, Mrs H. 
Bergeivaet, Mr and Mrs M. 
Berghouse, Rev. P. J. 
Best, Mrs M. 
Biddle, Rev. P. 
Biddles, Mrs E. 



Billings, Dr E. L., Australia 
Billings, Dr J. J., Australia 
Black, Dr R. 
Blackburn, Mr A. 
Blackwell, Dr L. F. 
Boag, Mr P. W. 
Bone, Mrs J. 
Bonham, Professor D. G. 
Bonisch, Rev. Fr. D. K. 
Bonnar, Mr J. et al. 
Booth, Mr G. A. 
Boustred, Mrs E. 
Bown, Mrs F. A. 
Boyd, MrsV. 
Boyes, Rev. J. R. 
Boyes, Mrs M. L. 
Bradford, Mrs J. 
Brankin, Miss B. 
Broadsheet Magazine Collective 
Brodie, Miss E. 
Broeke, Mr T. and Mrs J. 
Brook, Mr B. A. and Mrs B. M. 
Brooke, Mrs A. J. 
Brookes, Professor R. H. 
Brooks, Mrs P.A. et al. 
Brown, Rev. C. 
Brown, Mrs E. 
Browne, Mr W. J. 
Bruce, Ms H. 
Bruce, Mrs J. 
Bruce, Mr L. E. 
Bruce, Mrs M. E. 
Bruce, Mrs Y. 
Buchanan, Dr L. 
Buckley, Mr J. A. 
Buckley, Ms S.S. 
Burfitt, Mr J. R. 
Burke, Mr J. R. 
Burnett, Mrs H. 
Burns, Sir Charles 
Burns, MsJ. 
Burns, Mrs M. et al. 
Busch, Mrs D. 6. et al. 
Calvert, Mr A. 
Calvert, Ms S. 
Camp, Mr T. A. 
Campbell, Mrs K. 
Canterbury-Westland Young 

Nationals 

Candy, Mr G. E. 
Capill, Mr D. B. 
Carey, Miss S. M. 
Carey-Smith, Dr K. and Dr M. J. 
Caseley, Dr R. T. 
Casey, Mrs S. 
Caswell, Miss S. 
Catholic Bishops, Conference of 
Catholic Education Council of 

New Zealand 

Catholic Home and School 
Associations, Otago and South
land, Federation of 

Catholic Maori Group of South
land 

Catholic Nurses' Guild of New 
Zealand 

Catholic Parent/Teacher Home 
and School Associations, 

Christchurch Diocesan Federation 
of 

Catholic Parish Pastoral Council, 
Epsom 

Catholic Priests of the· Invercargill 
Area 
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Catholic Social Services, National 
Directorate 

Catholic Women's League, 
Manaia 

Catholic Women's League of 
New Zealand 

Catholic Women's League, 
Te Puna 

Catholic Women's League, 
Whakatane 

Gatley, Mrs C. C. 
Cavanagh, Mr W. M. 
Chambers, Mr D. J. et al. 
Chemists' Guild of New Zealand 

(Inc.) 
Child, Mrs S. 
Chisholm, Mr T. M. 
Chivers, Mrs A. C. et al. 
Christchurch Families, Group of 
Christchurch Social Workers, 

Group of 
Christian Family Movement, 

Gore 



Christian Family Movement, 
Oamaru 

Christian Family Movement of 
Otago and Southland 

Christian Family Movement, 
Sockbum 

Clapham, Mrs J. 
Clark, Miss B. 
Clark, Rev. C. D. 
Clark, Mr I. G. 
Clark, Mrs J. 
Clark, Mrs M. McG. et al. 
Cleary, Ms D. 
Clegg, Mrs M. 
Clements, Mr P. 
Clinton, Mr M. S. et al. 
Clissold, Mrs J. M. 
Cobeldick, Mr T. M. 
Cochrane, Dr K. W. 
Cole, Mr G. A. 
Cole, Mr P. 
Collins, Mr A. E. 
Collins, Dr C. M. 
Collins, Mrs D. M. 
Commandear, Mrs P. 
Committee for Human Life and 

Dignity, The 
Committee for Life for the Hand-

icapped and Members of Club 64 
Comrie, Dr E. 
Concerned Citizens, Group of 
Concerned Lawyers, Group of 
Concerned Parents Association 
Concerned Parents, Group of, 

Invercargill · 
Conder, Mrs C. M. 
Coney, Ms S. 
Connell, Mr S. 
Connor, Mrs J. 
Conradson, Mr J. 
Conroy, Mr J. 
Cooney, Dr L. J. 
Cooper, Mrs W. 
Corcoran, Mrs U 
Cornwall, Mrs N. H. 
Carston, Mr G. J. and Mrs K. M. 
Council for the Single Mother and 

Her Child 
Creagh, Rev. Dr J. D. 
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Crews, Mrs J. A. 
Crothers, Mr C. 
Crowley, Dr J. D. 
Croxford, Mrs R. 
Cull, Miss H. 
Cullen, Mrs J. 
Culliford, Mr P. J. 
Cullinane, Rev. Fr. P. J. 
Cumming, Mr P. 
Cummins, Dr l M. 
Cuningham, Dr J. A. K. 
Cunningham, Miss J. 
Curtis, Mr T. 
Cuthbert, Mrs A. 
Daly, MrW. G. 
Dalziel, Mrs G. 
Dann, Miss C. et al. 
Darroch, Mr M. D. and Mrs A. F. 
Davey, Mrs L J. 
Davidson, Mrs J. 
Davin, Miss M. N. 
de Jong, Mrs D. C. 
Delargey, Archbishop (Now Cardi-

nal) R . .). 
Dell, Mrs M. 
Devine, Mr. W. T. 
Dick, Mrs R. G. 
Dilworth, Mrs B. F. 
Diocesan Pastoral Council, 

Christchurch 
Dixon, Miss A. 
Dixon, MsC. 
Dobson, Dr J. R. E. 
Dominican Ex-Pupils' Association 
Donnelly, Rev. Fr. F. 
Donoghue, Mr C. F. 
Dougan, Rev. Fr. H.F. 
Dove, Dr D. W. C. 
Dowd, Mrs C. E. et al. 
Downer, Mr P. and Mrs D. 
Downey, Mr P. 
Doyle, Mr T. P. 
Dravitzki, Mrs K. 
Drayton, Dr K. D. 
Duff, Mrs E. 
Duffy, Mr T. D. and Mrs C. M. 
du Fresne, Mrs K. 
Dunckley, Mrs E. J. 
Dunedin Collective for Women 



Dunedin Diocesan Catholic Educa-
tion Council 

Dunedin Parents' Centre (Inc). 
Dunleavy, Rev. Br. R. 
Dunn, Dr H.P. 
Dunn, Mrs J. 
Dunne, Mr J.C. G. 
Ecology Acdon (Otago) (Inc.) 
Education, Department of 
Ehrhardt, Mr C. 
Eighteen Religious Leaders in 

Auckland 
Eketahuna Public Meeting 
Ellis, Mr J. H. 
Emmaus Scripture Group 
Emsley, Mr W. 
Entvvisle, lvlr P, 
Epsom vVomen, Group of 
Evangdical Church d V\ihakatane 
E0.rans, 1v'.1iss 1/. 
Eyre, MrT. 
Facer, Mr iN. A.JP. 
faEmer, Dr j\1. E. 
Fama, Dr P, G. 
Family Rights Association (Inc) 
Family 75 
Fardeil, Mr G. 
Farmer, Dr R. S. J. 
Farnworth, Miss A. I-L 
Farrell, Mr J. 
Federated Farmers of New Zealand 

(Inc.), Women's Division 
Feminists for Life (New Zealand) 
Feminists for Life (North Shore 

Bra .. nch) 
feminists for Life (Wellington 

Branch) 
Ferguson, Miss L. 
Fiddes, Dr T. lvkK. 
Fieldhouse, Mrs A. 
Finn, Mrs U. 
Firth, :Mr J. A. 
Fitzgerald, Dr J, P. B. 
Foate, Dr A. H. 
Fogarty, Mrs A. 
Forster, Mrs-Let al. 
France, Dr J, 
France, Miss S. 
Francis, Mr D. J. 
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Fraser, Mr R. D. 
Free Presbyterian Church, Kirk 

Session of the Auckland 
Congregation 

Free Presbyterian Church of Scot-
land, Gisborne Congregation 

Freer, Ms E. V. 
Fromm, MsH. 
Frost, Mrs E. E. F. 

,',"" 

Fulton, Mr H. f 
Furby, Mr RS. ,i 
Gardiner, Mrs H. 
General Practitioner Society 
Geraghty, Sister A. F. 
Geraghty, Mr A. M. and Mrs P. 
Gibbons, Dr E. 
Gibbs, Professor H. S. 
Gibbs, Mrs J. B. 
Gibbs, Mrs M. 
Gibson, Mr G. and Mrs J. 
Gibson, MrT. H. 
Gilbert, Miss G. M, 
Gillespie, Sister A. 
Gilmour, Mr C. and Mrs IVt 
Glenny, Rev. D. 
Goldsborough, Ms R. 
Goodger, Ms K. 
Goodwin, Mr T. 
Gordon, Mr D. D. 
Gray, Mr V. R. W. 
Green, Ms E. 
Green, Professor G. H. 
Greenaway, Mrs L. 
Gregson, Professor R. A. M. 
Grise, Mr M. J. and Mrs P. M. E. 
Gugenheim, Dr P, S, United 

Kingdom 
Guild of St Luke, Ss. Cosmas and 

Damian 
Gunn, Mrs M. 
Guthrie, Dr M. W. 
Halfway House Group (Inc.) ~ 
Hall, Dr A. ;1 

Hall, Mrs B. J. 
Hall, Mr J. G. 
Hall, Ms S. 
Hamilton Feminists 
Hansen, Mrs P. J. 
Hardy, Mrs P. 



Harrington, Rev. Fr. B. T. 
Harris, Dr J. 
Hartfield, Dr V. J. 
Harwood, Mrs R. 
Haskell, Mr C. W. 
Hassan, Dr N. G. 
Hawker, Mrs B. A. 
Hay, Dr J. V. 
Healey, Mr D. 
Healion, Rev. Fr. V. J. 
Health, Department of 
Heenan, Miss S. M. 
Heffernan, Mr P. J. 
Henwood, Mrs C. 
Herd, Mrs J. J. 
Hesketh, Mrs J. 
Hewland, Dr R. 
Hill, Dr B. H. R. 
Hills, Mr M. D. 
Hodge, Dr W. C. 
Hodgetts, Mrs M. 
Hodgins, Mr M. D. 
Hogan, Mrs S. G. 
Hogue, Mr L. B. and Mrs J. K. 
Holm, Ms J. R. 
Holmes, Dr A. D. 
Holmes, Miss L. 
Hood, Mrs L. J. 
Horne, Mrs D. R. 
Horsman, Mrs D. J. 
Hoult, Mr B. and Mrs I. 
Howard, Mrs E. V. 
Howgate, Mr J. 
Hubbard, Professor J. I. 
Hubbard, Mr R. W. 
Hughes, Mr C. M. and Mrs P. M. 
Humanist Society of New Zealand, 

(Inc.) 
Humanist Society of New Zealand 

(Inc.) (Christchurch Branch) 
Hume, Mrs F. A. 
Huntingford, Professor P. J., 

United Kingdom 
Hunton, Dr R. 
Hyde, Ms M. 
Ikin, Mrs S. P. 
lnvercargill Public Meeting 
Ireland, Mr B. M. 
Irvine, :M;rs M. G. 
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Jackson, Mr H. W. 
James, Professor B. 
James, Mrs C. J. 
Jenkin, Mr I. W. 
Jenkins, Mrs A. et al. 
Jennett, Mr B. F. 
Jes sop, Mrs J. 
Jewish Ministers of New Zealand 

The Board of ' 
Joachim, Sister M. 
Johanson, Mrs M. D. 
Johnson, Mrs C. 
Johnson, Mr T. and Mrs M. 
Julius, Mrs M. F. 
Karam, Mr G. A. and Mrs M. Y. 
Keenan, Mrs P. 
Kellett, Mr J. K. 
Kelly, Mr G. P. 
Kelly, Mr J. R. 
Kennedy, Mrs I. 
Kennedy, Mrs J. 
Kennedy, Miss S. 
Kerr, Mrs F. E. 
Kerr, Mr R. and Mrs C. 
Kingham, Dr R. A. 
Kingi, Mrs M. J. 
Kitchin, Mrs J. 
Knight, Mr J. 
Knight, Mrs V. 
Knights of the Southern Cross, 

New Zealand 
Knowhow 
Knox, Mrs H. D. 
Lamont, Mr D. J. 
Lamont, Mrs M. L. T. 
Lane, Dr W.R. 
Langford, Mrs E. M. 
Lanigan, Mrs P. 
Larson, Mr T. 
Latimer House Working Group 
Latimer, Mr R. J. 
Laver, Ms E. M. 
Layzell, Mr D. J. 
Leeks, Dr S. 
Lejeune, Professor J., France 
Lennane, Dr K. J. 
Leslie, Ms N. 
Lewin, Mr A. J. and Mrs D. A. 
Lewis, Ms V. 

·":':, _., 



Life Force (New Zealand) (Inc.) 
Liley, Professor Sir William 
Linton, Mrs R. W. 
Littler, Mr A. N. 
Littlewood, Mr B. N. 
Lloyd, Mr J. M. 
Lockett, Mr J. D., United States of 

America 
Loeffen, Mrs L. A. 
Longden, Mrs J. 
Longrigg, Ms P. A. 
Lowson, Mr C. P. 
Lutheran Church of Nevv Zealand, 

Social Questions Committee 
Lynch, Mr K. P. and Mrs A. M. 
Lynch, f,.fiss N. 
Lynch, Mr :P. P. and Ivfrs J. L. 
Lyons, Mrs A. .. K. 
Lyons, ~1fr D. 
Lyttle, 1\1r H. G. 
ivicArthur, Mr T. D. and Ivfrs M. 
rvkBeath, Dr VV. l 
1v1acbravne, ~vlrs R. IVL et al. 
McBrid~, Mr G. A. and Mrs S. V. 
McCabe, lV[r A. E. J. 
McCabe, Ivl:r P. 
McCaHum, Mr A. and Mrs P, 
McCallum, Mrs B. G. et al. 
McCarthy, Mr D, G. 
McCay, Rev. S. J. D. 
McCluskey, IVIrs S. 
McCormick, Dr P. 
McCormick, Rev. Fr. P. 
McCreary, Professor J. R. 
McCrostie, Dr H. H, 
McDonald, Mr A. 
~/kDonald, Dr P. R. 
McDonnell, Mr W. C. 
A-icDovvell, Mrs E. 
IVkDowell, Ms L 
McDowell, Mr M. J. 
Macfarlane, Mr A. 
McGettigan, Dr J. F, 
McGill, Dr H. 
1VkGough, ::'vfrs K et al. 
IVkGrath, )/frs P. 
MacKay, Dr M. G. 
McKenzie, Miss J. C. 
McKeown, Mrs T. 
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Mackey, Most Rev. Bishop J. 
McKone, Mrs M. 
MacLean, Dr N. 
McLeod,Mrs S. P. 
McLaughlin, Mr P. and Mrs H. 
McMenamin, Mr J. 
Macraild, Mrs E. M. 
McVey, MsK. 
Maguire, Nurse M. P. et al. 
Major, Mr M. J. 
Major Superiors of Roman 

Catholic Religious Men and 
Women, Conference of 

Malcolm, Ms M. J. 
Malin, Mrs M. A. 
Maloney, Rev. Fr. P. T. 
Mandel, Rabbi M. R 
Mann, Dr L. R. B. 
Mark, Mrs P. K, 
Martin, Mr K. D. and Mrs D. M. 
Martin, Mr R. S. 
Martin, Mr S. F. 
Marx, Rev. Fr. P., l.7nited States 

of America 
Mason, DrD. M. 
Maud, Mrs P. L. 
Medical Association of New 

Zealand 
\Medical Women's Association of 

New Zealand (Auckland 
Branch) 

Medical Women's Association of 
New Zealand (Canterbury 
Branch) 

Medical Women's Association of 
New Zealand (Otago Branch) 

Medical Women's Association of 
New Zealand (Wellington 
Branch) 

Medlicott, Dr T. 
Megget, Mr R. C. 
Mercer, Mrs M. J. 
Mercier, Ms E. 
Methodist Church of New 

Zealand, Public Questions 
Committee 

Methodist Church, Wellsford 
Methodist Women's Fellowship, 

Paeroa 



Meyer, Mrs E. 
Meyrick, Mrs E. N. 
Miles, Ms J. M. 
Miller, Mr B. J. 
Mills, Mrs L. V. 
Mills, Mrs V. J. 
Milne, Mrs C. 
Milne, MsD. 
Minehan, Ms R. 
Minnitt, Dr D. F. 
Mintz, Miss E. 
Molloy, Mr A. P. 
Molloy, Mr E. H. 
Mooney, Mr T. B. 
Moore, Mrs A. 
Moore, Mrs J. 
Moore, Mrs M. 
Moran Social Centre 
Morgan, Mr G. and Mrs H. 
Morris, Mrs D. 
Morton, Professor J.E. 
Moulder, Ms J. 
Mountain, Mrs A. 
Murray, Rev. J. S. 
Muscular Dystrophy Association 

of New Zealand (Inc.) 
Musgrove, Dr J.P. 
Mutu, Mrs A. M. 
Nash, DrD. 
National Association of Family 

Planning Centres, Tutor Group 
National Council of Women of 

N' ew Zealand 
National Marriage Guidance 

Council of New Zealand 
National Organisation for 

Women (Auckland Branch) 
National Organisation for 

Women (Christchurch Branch) 
National Organisation for 

Women (Hamilton Branch) 
National Organisation for 

Women (Nelson Branch) 
National Organisation for 

Women (Upper Hutt Branch) 
National Organisation for 

Women (Wellington Branch) 
National Organisation for 

Women (Whangarei Branch) 
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Neuman, Mrs J.M. 
New Plymouth Women's Action 

Group 
New Zealand Association of 

Natural Family Planning 
Centres 

New Zealand Association of 
Social Workers (Inc.) 

New Zealand College of General 
Practitioners 

New Zealand Council for Civil 
Liberties 

New Zealand Demographic Soci
ety (Inc.), Council of 

New Zealand Educational Insti
tute (Regd.) 

New Zealand Family Planning 
Association (Inc.) 

New Zealand Family Planning 
Association (Inc.) (Dunedin 
Branch) 

New Zealand Federation of Busi
ness and Professional Women's 
Clubs 

New Zealand Federation of 
University Women 

New Zealand Homemakers' 
Union (Upper Hutt Branch) 

New Zealand Medical Students' 
Association 

New Zealand Nurses' Association 
New Zealand Nurses' Association 

(Southland Branch) 
New.Zealand Post P;imary 

Teachers' Association 
New Zealand Psychological 

Society 
New Zealand Rationalist Associ

ation (Inc.) 
New Zealand_Social Credit Politi

cal Leagu<';, (Inc.) 
New Zealand Society for the 

Intellectually Handicapped 
New Zealand Society for the 

Protection of the Unborn Child 
New Zealand Society for the 

Protection of the Unborn Child 
(Wairarapa Branch) 



New Zealand Values Party, 
Women's Health Workshop, 
Auckland 

Nolan, Rev. Fr. P. 
Nurses' Reform Association of 

New Zealand 
Nye, Mrs P. 
Oamaru Parish Pastoral Council 
Oatham, Ms D. 
O'Brien, Mrs N. 
O'Connor, Mr E. Z .. 
O'Connor, Miss M. P. 
O'Connor, Mrs P. M. 
Ogilvy, Mrs D. R. 
O'Halloran, Mr R. J. 
O'Leary, Ms S. 
Oliver, Dr J. 
Olney, Mrs J. 
O'Neill, Mr B. P. 
O'Neill, Mr C. J. 
O'Neill, Mr J. S. and Mrs E. A. 
O'Neill, Miss M. 
Oomen,MrC. P. and Mrs M. F. C. 
Open Brethren Assembly, 

Te Awamutu 
O'Regan, Mr J. R. 
O'Reilly, Mrs E. 
Orr, MrG. S. 
Orr, MrK. A. 
Orthodox Presbyterian 

Churches of New Zealand 
Osborn, Mrs A. C. 
O'Sullivan, Rev. Fr. 0. 
Painter, Mr D. J. et al. 
Paremata Jaycees (Inc.) 
Parish Council of Our Lady of 

Perpetual Help, Christchurch 
Parish of Our Lady of The 

Assumption, Christchurch 
Parker, Mrs M.A. 
Patchett, Mr R. M. 
Paterson, Mr J. 
Patrick, Ms K. W. D. 
Patterson, Mr H. A. R. 
Pauline, Sister M. 
Payne, Mr D. J. F. 
Pearce, Mrs A. N. 
Pearce, Mr P. I. 
Pearce, Mr R. K. 

Pearce, Mrs V. F. 
Pegler, Mrs D. 
Penhale, Ms E. M. 
Penrose High School 
Percy, Mrs D. et al. 
Perkins, Mrs P. 
Perrett, Miss S. 
Perrott, Mr G. I. and Mrs S. G. 
Petterson, Mrs J. 
Pettigrew, Mr M. 
Piggin, Mr D. M. 
Filmore, Mrs R. M. K. 
Platts, Dr W. M. 
Political Research Bureau 
Post, Ms J. P. 
Potter, Dr D. 
Potts, Dr D. M., United Kingdom 
Pregnancy Help, Auckland 

· Prendergast, Dr M. 
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Presbyterian Church, Hornby, 
Minister and Session 

Presbyterian Church of New 
Zealand, Maori Synod 

Presbyterian Church of New 
Zealand, Public Questions 
Committee 

Presbyterian Women's Fellowship, 
Hornby 

Pryor, Mrs M. 
Purdue, Mrs C. M. 
Pyatt, Rt Rev. Bishop W.A. 
Raymond, Ms C. 
Raynor, Mr G. D. and Mrs M. J. 
Reformed Churches of New 

Zealand, Synodical Committee 
Religious Society of Friends, Public 

Questions Committee 
Renwick, Mr W. L. 
Reurich, Rev. L. 
Rhodes, Mr M. A. 
Richardson, Mrs E. M. 
Ridley-Smith, Dr R. M. 
Right to Life, Auckland University 
Right to Life, Otago University 
Ritchie, Dr J. 
Ritchie, Professor J. E. 
Robati, Mrs N. 
Roberts, Mrs B. K. 
Roberts, Ms D. 

' 



Robertson, Mrs K. V. 
Robinson, Dr J. L. 
Robinson, Mrs J. W. 
Robinson, Mr P. H. and Mrs A. M. 
Roborgh, Mrs L. 
Rodden, Miss M. 
Roman Catholic Deanery of 

Priests, Wellington 
Romlach, Mr P. 
Rose, Mrs M. A. 
Ross, Mrs S. 
Rosser, Ms S. R. 
Rotherham, Ms J. 
Rotorua Parents Centre (Inc.) 
Roughon, Staff Nurse D. et al. 
Rowse, Mrs C. N. 
Rowse, Mr J. R. 
Royal College of Obstetricians and 

Gynaecologists 
Rushton, Mrs C. J. 
Russell, Mr B. J. 
Rutherford, Dr A. M. 
Rutter, Mr A. S. 
Rutter, Dr F. 
Ryan, Mrs M. A. 
Ryan, Mrs M. J. 
Ryan, Mr R. 
Ryburn, Miss H. 
Rymer, Very Rev. J. D. 
Sacred Heart · College, Board of 

Governors, Christchurch 
Sacred Heart Colleg,e Past Pupils' 

Association 
Sacred Heart Parish, Invercargill 
St. Andrew's Parish Pastoral Coun

cil, Tuakau 
St. David's Presbyterian Church 

Session, Auckland 
St. Joseph's Home and School 

Association, Oamaru 
St. Joseph's Parish Pastoral Coun

cil, Christchurch 
St. Josephs School Parent-Teacher 

Association, Papanui 
St. Kevin's Parish Council, 

Wyndham 
St. Mary's Catholic Church, 

Hamilton 
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St. Mary's Parish Council Inver-
cargill ' 

St. Mary's Star of the Sea P~rish 
Pastoral Council, Gisborne 

St. Matthew's Parish Council 
Christchurch ' 

St. Patrick's College, Wellington, 
Staff of 

St. Patrick's Parish Council, 
Kaponga 

St. Patrick's Parish Pastoral Coun
cil, Masterton 

St. Paul's Parish, Dallington 
St. Peter and Paul's Ladies Guild, 

Johnsonville 
St. Philomena's Bx-Pupils' 

Association 
Salas, Mrs M. 
Salvation Army, The 
Sanson, Mr T. E. 
Saunders, Mr J. E. 
Savage, Mr R. C. 
Savage, Dr W. D. 
Saxby, Dr J. R. B. 
Sayers, Ms J. 
Scanlon, Mr A. V. 
Scott, Mrs P. 
Scully, Mr P. 
Search Group, lnvercargill 
Sellar, Rev. Fr. S. J. 
Sewell, Ms E. 
Seymour, Ms R. 
Shanley, Mrs M. 
Shaw, Mrs A. 
Shaw, Mrs M. D. 
Shaw, Mr R. G. and Mrs A. M. 
Shawyer, Ms J. 
Simmons, Mrs B. K. 
Smart, Mr S. 
Smith, Mrs A. M. 
Smith, Mr B. 
Smith Ms B. 
Smith, Mr G. J. 
Smith, Mrs H. 
Smith, Mrs J. 
Smith, Mrs M. E. 
Smith, Miss M. G. 
Smith, Mr N. 
Smith, Mr W. A. 



Snedden, Bishop 0. N. 
Socialist Action League 
Social Welfare, Department of 
Society for Research on Women in 

New Zealand 
Society for the Promotion of 

Con1munity Standards 
Society of St. Vincent de Paul 
Soeterik, Mr V. 
South Auckland Faith Centre 
Sparrow, Dr M. J. 
Squire, Mrs R, M. 
Stanhope, Dr l M. 
Stanton, Mrs F. L. 
Stanton, lV[rs I. B. 
Star of the Sea Catholic Parish, 

Hovvick 
Star of the Sea Convent, Howick, 

Parent-Teacher Association 
Committee 

Steincarn p, Mrs J. 
Stephens, l\ifrn D. 
S,te-..,,an, M.rs A. 
Stewart, Dr M. 
Srnkes, Mr D. E. et al. 
Stuart, Mrs J. 
Stuan, Ivfrs L 
Stuart, Iv1rs L. A. 
Student Christian Movement of 

New Zealand 
Student Girls, Group of, Invercar-

giil -
Student Group, Faculty of Theol

ogy, University of Otago 
Stu.dent Heaith and Counselling 

Service, Universitv of Canter-
bury · ' 

Swdem Health Service, Victoria 
Cniversity of Wellington 

Sullivan., Mr R. D. et al. 
Svllivan, Mr R. D. and :Mrs B. C. 
Sutton, Ms K. 
Sutton, Mrs P. 
Svensen, Dr T. C. 
Swain, Dr D. A. 
Swaris, Dr D. E. 
Swinburn. Mrs M. D. 
Tasker, :\1rs M. 
Tattersfield, Mr R. 

Taylor, Mrs D. K. 
Taylor, Mrs M. F. 
Taylor, Professor P. W. 
Taylor, Mr W. M. 
Tedcastle, Mrs I. H. 
ten Have, Ms M. 
Tennent, Dr R. B. 
Te Puna Parish Councii 
Te Punga, Mr R. 
Thomas, Dr D.R. 
Thomas, Mrs M. 
Thomas, Rev. P.H. E. 
Thomas, Mr R. J. 
Thompson, Ms F. 
Thompson, Ms J. L 
Thomson, Mr A. E. 
Tillott, Dr S. M. 
Tizard, Mrs C. 
Tolley, Dr M.A. T. 
Trainor, Mrs M. C. 
Tredgold, Ms R. 
Treleaven, Mr J. R. 
Tripe, Mr G. C. et al. 
Trlin, Dr A. D. 
Trolove, Mr N. B. 
Tuckwell, Mrs J. 
University Catholic Society of New 

Zealand 
Universitv of Auckland Labour 

Club , 
Upsdell, Dr S. 
Valentine, Mrs J. R. B. 
Van der Zanden, Mrs J. 
Van Warne!, Mrs J. 
Veale, Professor A. M. 0. 
Vercoe, Ms M. 
Versalko, Mr I. N. etal. 
Victoria University Nurses' Society 
Victoria University Students' 
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Association 
Viney, Dr :Vi. 
Vink, Mr J. M. 
Vodanovich, Ms I. 
Waikato l:niversitv Students' 

Association (In;.) 
Walker, Ms J. H. 
Walker, Mrs M. 
Walker, Dr N. L.B. 
Wall, Mr E. V. 

---~ 

!; 

I 



Wallace, Mr R. J. 
Wallis, Mr and Mrs D. 
Wallis, Mrs E. 
Walters, Mrs E. M. 
Wanganui Group of Christian 

Citizens 
Ward, Mr A. B. 
Ward, Mrs G. C. 
Wards, Mr A. R. 
Warganz, Professor J., United 

States of America 
Warner, Mr G. 
Warren, Dr A. D. 
Way,MrsJ. 
Weblin, Dr J.E. 
Webster, Mr B. A. 
Wellington Catholic Returned 

Services Club 
Wellington Feminists 
Wellington Mental Health 

Association 
Wellington Religious Leaders, 

Group of 
Wellington Samaritans 
Wells, Mr A. 
Werry, Professor J. S. 
Wheeler, Mrs K. 
Whittaker, Ms M. 
Williams, Mr A. R. 
Williams, Mr G. L. and Mrs J.M. 
Williams, Dr T. K. 
Williamson, Mr N. 
Wills, Mr D. J. . 
Wilson, Professor E.W. 
Wilson, Dr J. G. 
Wilson, Ms K. 
Wilson, Mr M. and Mrs J. 
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Wilson, Mrs M. 
Wilson, Mr 0. 
Winders, Mr G. B. et al. 
Wojcik, Mrs P. 
Women's Collective, Invercargill 
Women's Electoral Lobby (Nelson 

Branch) 
Women's Electoral Lobby 

(Wellington Branch) 
Women's Health Information 

Centre 
Women's Liberation Group, 

Palmerston North 
Women's National Abortion 

Action Campaign 
Wood, Mr A. D. and Mrs P. W. 
Wood, Mr J. and Mrs G. 
Wood, Mr L. et al. · 
Woodd, Mrs J. 
Woodley, Mrs M.V. 
Wordsworth, Mr D. E. 
Working Party for Children in 

Separation 
Wright, Dr L. 
Wright, Mrs M. et al.' 
Wylie, Mrs R. 
Young Christian Workers, 

Wellington Regional Committee 
Young, Mrs J. 
Young, Mrs P. M. 
Young, Miss T. 
Young Women's Christian Associ-

ation of New Zealand (Inc.) 
Youth Group, Epsom 
Yumetich, Mrs J. 
Zonta Club of Rotorua 
Zonta Club of Wellington 



GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN THE REPORT 

ABDOMINAL: Method of abortion'--(Jne which involves the operiing of the 
abdomen. 

ABORTIFACIENT: A substance which causes abortion. 

ABORTION: The premature expulsion of the fetus or embryo from the womb 
after implantation. 

Incomplete Abortion-the contents of the pregnant uterus are not completely 
expelled. 

Induced Abortion'--(Jccurs as a result of interference either on medical 
(therapeutic) grounds or otherwise. 

Septic Abortion-abortion associated with infection. 

Spontaneous Abortion'--(Jccurs spontaneously, without interference. 

Therapeutic Abortion-abortion performed to save the life or to prevent 
serious danger to the mental or physical health of the mother. 

ABORTION RATE: Usually expressed as the number of abortions per thousand 
women of reproductive age. 

ABORTION RATIO: Usually expressed as the number of abortions per hundred 
live births. 

AETIOLOGY: The study or theory of the causation of any disease; the sum of 
knowledge regarding causes. 

AMENORRHOEA: The absence of menstruation. 

AMNIOCENTESIS: A procedure in which a needle is inserted through the 
abdominal wall into the uterine cavity of a pregnant woman and a sample of 
amniotic fluid is withdrawn. The cell and liquid components within the 
amniotic fluid are analysed for constituents indicating fetal disease, sex, and 
fetal and lung maturity. This procedure is usually performed after 14 weeks of 
pregnancy under local anaesthesia. 

AMNION (or bag of waters): The membrane which surrounds the embryo or 
fetus inside the uterus and which contains fluid in which the fetus floats 
(Amniotic Fluid). 

AMNIOTIC FLUID: The fluid within the amniotic sac that surrounds and 
cushions the fetus. 

ANAESTHESIA: Loss of power and sensation. General anaesthesia involves total 
loss of sensation and consciousness. 

Local anaesthesia, limited to a defined local area. 

ANENCEPHAL Y: Absence of brain. 

l 
! 

' 

ANOVULAR CYCLE: Apparently normal menstrual cycle occurring unaccom- ' 
panied by ovulation. ' ~ 

ANTE-NATAL: Before birth; used to describe events occurring between the time 
of conception and the onset of labour or the occurrence of abortion. 

ANTIBODY: A substance produced in the bloodstream resulting from the 
reactioI). of the body to invading germs. Antibodies help both to destroy the 
invaders and to produce varying degrees of immunity against subsequent 
infection by the same germs. 
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ANTIGEN: A substance which causes the formation of antibodies inthe blood 
which act in opposition to material or infections introduced from without. 

BLASTULA: The stage of the development of the embryo which follows cleavage 
when the cells are arranged in a single layer to form a hollow sphere. 

CANNULA: A specially designed hollow tube which may be introduced into the 
body for the injection or aspiration of fluid material in t;rmination of 
pregnancy-See Karman Cannula. 

CARDIOVASCULAR: Pertaining to the heart and blood vessels. 

CELL REPLICATION: Cell division to make another identical cell. 

CEREBRAL SUBSTRATUM: The lower layers of the main portion of the brain. 

CERVICAL INCOMPETENCE: A weakness of the cervix which shows itself 
when the uterus is pregnant. The uterus may be unable to retain a pregnancy 
due to the inability of the cervix to remain closed following the increase in intra
uterine pressure. 

CERVICAL LACERATION: Tearing of the cervix. 

CERVIX: The neck of the uterus (or womb). 

CHORION: The double layered nutritive envelope which protects and covers the 
fertilised ovum and within which the yolk sac lies. 

CHORIONIC GONADOTROPHIN: A hormone produced by the. placenta 
which is present in the urine in early pregnancy and the detection of which 
forms the basis of pregnancy tests. 

CHROMOSOME: A structure in the cell nucleus composed of nuclc::ic acids and 
protein. The deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) in chromosomes is responsible for 
the determination and transmission of all hereditary characteristics, 'including a 
wide variety of diseases. · · · · 

CHROMOSOMAL ABNORMALITY: An abnormal chromosomal pattern 
resulting from the loss, duplication, or rearrangement of genetic material. 

COITUS: Sexual intercourse. 

CONCEPTUS: The developing product of conception throughout the period of 
gestation. 

CONGENITAL DEFECTS: Born with a person, existing at or before birth. 

CONNECTIVE TISSUE: The tissue which binds together and is the support of 
the various structures of the body. 

CORPUS LUTEUM: "Yellow Body"-a yellow mass in the ovary formed by a 
Graafian follicle which has matured and discharged its ovum. If the ovum has 
been fertilised, the corpus lutei.im grows and lasts for several months. It secretes 
progesterone necessary for the build up of the lining of the uterus. If the egg is 
not fertilised, it shrinks an:d degenerates. 

CULDOSCOPY: Inspection of the pelvis by means of a culdoscope passed 
through the posterior fornix of the vagina. The fornix is the space between the 
cervix uteri and the anterior, posterior, and lateral vaginal walls. 

DEMOGRAPHY: The scientific study of human population, especially its 
dynamics, as reflected in fertility, mortality, and migration. 

DILATATION AND CURETTAGE (D. and C.): A minor gynaecological 
operation in which the cervix is stretched by dilators to enable the insertion of a 
curette into the cavity of the uterus for the purpose of scraping out the contents. 

DOWN'S SYNDROME (Mongolism): A developmental abnormality due to the 
presence of an extra chromosome which results in the birth of a child who is 
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mentally handicapped and has other physical characteristics amongst which is a 
distinctive facial appearance. 

ECTOPIC PREGNANCY: A pregnancy implanted outside the normal site in the 
uterine cavity. The most common site is in the Fallopian tubes, 

ELECTRO-ENCEPHALOGRAPH: An instrument for recording the brain's 
electrical a~tivity, "brain waves", made with electrodes on the intact scalp, 

EMBRYO: The products of conception from two weeks after conception until 
approximately eight weeks development, at which time they are known as a 
fetus. This distinction between fetus and embryo is becoming less common. 

ENDOMETRITIS: Inflammation of the endometriurn, the mucous membrane Q 
that lines the cavity of the uterus. This is one of the more frequent forms of ,; 
pelvic infection. 

ENDOMETRIUM: The mucous membrane that lines the cavity of the uterus, 

EPIDERMIS: The outermost layer of the skin. 

ESTROGEN: A hormone which amongst other functions is responsible for the 
developxnent of the secondary sexual characteristics of women, Natural estrogen 
is produced by the ovaries, 

EX-NUPTIAL: A birth is deemed ex-nuptial if the mother and father of the child 
were not rnarried to each other at the time of conception and had not married 
each other between the time of conception and the time of birth. 

EXTEJ'-JDED ]FAivHL Y: Consists of two or more nuclear families affiliated 
through an extension of the parent/child relationship, i.e., by joining the nuclear 
family of the married adult to that of his parents. 

F ALLOPI.AI~ TU.BES: Two hollow rn.uscular passages connected to both sides of 
the uterus that transport ova (eggs) from the ovaries to the uterine cavity. 

FECUNDITY: The maximum biological capacity for reproduction. 

FERTILITY: Actual reproductive performance. 

FERTILITY MEASURES: The principal measures of fertility referred to in this 
report are: 

Crude Birth Rate-the ratio of the number of births to the total mean 
population during a period of time (usually a year), It is generally 
expressed as births per 1000 total mean population. 

Age-specific Bfrth Rate-the number of births to women of a specified age 
compared with the number of women of that age. It is generally expressed 
3.S births per 1000 women of a specified age. 

Total Fertility Rate-the sum of age-specific birth rates for all ages in the 
reproductive span observed in a given year expressed as the number of 
births l 000 women would have if they experienced a given set of age
specific birth rates throughout their reproductive life, or as the number of 
births per woman throughout her reproductive life, Trends in the total 
fertility rnte give a broad indication of changes in average family size. 

FETAL DEATH: The state in which the fetus shows none of the signs of life and is ~ 
incapable of being made to function as a self-sustaining whole. 

FETAL MATERIAL: Any or all of the contents of the uterus resulting from 
pregnancy excluding the fetus, Le,, placenta, fluids, and membranes. 

FETAL TISSUE: A part or organ of the fetus, e,g,, the lungs or liver. 

FETOSGOPY: Direct visualisation of a fetus in utero by means of a miniature lens 
attached to a needle inserted through the abdominal wall or through the cervix. 



FETUS: The products of conception from eight weeks development until birth. 

FOLLICLE (GRAAFIAN): Any one of the small spherical sacs embedded in the 
ovary, each one of which contains an egg cell or ovum. 

FULL-TERM PREGNANCY: A pregnancy of about 40 weeks' duration as 
calculated from the first day of the last menstrual period. 

GENE: A biologic unit of heredity located on the chromosome. Acting with the 
environment and other genes it produces one or more characteristics of the 
organism. 

GENETIC COUNSELLING: Discussion and advice regarding the possible 
characteristics of the children, based on a knowledge of the genetic characters of 
the parents and their ancestors. This is usually offered to couples with a family 
history of hereditary abnormalities. 

GENOTYPE: The fundamental hereditary constitution (or combination of genes) 
of a person. 

GESTATION: Pregnancy. Gestational Age is used to describe the age of a fetus or 
the duration of pregnancy. 

HAEMOPHILIA: A severe hereditary bleeding disease affecting males and 
transmitted by females. 

HAEMORRHAGE: A copious escape of blood from the blood vessels. 

HISTOLOGY: The study of the minute structure of the tissues. 

HORMONES: Kinds of internal secretions that pass into the blood and stimulate 
organs to action. 

HYDA TIDIFORM MOLE: A disease of the superficial layer of the chorion, the 
outer two membranes covering the fetus, which becomes overgrown during the 
first weeks of pregnancy and so increases in size as to grossly enlarge the womb 
and usually kill the fetus. 

HYPERTONIC SOLUTION: One which contains a greater concentration of a 
dissolved substance than occurs in the solution with which it is to be compared 
or mixed. 

HYPOTHALAMUS: A portion of the brain at the base of the cerebrum which 
controls amongst other functions the mechanism for regulating the functional 
activity of the pituitary gland. It is the co-ordinating centre for the nervous 
system. 

HYSTERECTOMY: A surgical operation in which the uterus is removed. It is 
sometimes used as a method of abortion in the second or third trimester of 
pregnancy. 

HYSTEROTOMY: A surgical operation in which the fetus is removed from the 
uterus as in a Caesarian section. It is used as a method of abortion in the second 
and third trimester of pregnancy. 

ILLEGITIMACY RATE: The number of live ex-nuptial births expressed as a 
rate per 1000 single, widowed, and divorced women in a specified age range and 
within a specified population. 

ILLEGITIMACY RATIO: The number of live ex-nuptial births expressed as a 
percentage of all live births (nuptial and ex-nuptial). 

IMMUNOLOGY: The study of immunity, or the mechanism of protection of 
living organisms from disease or harmful substances. 

IMPLANTATION: The attachment of the fertilised egg to the endometrium (the 
wall of the uterus), which usually occurs five to seven days after fertilisation of 
the ovum. It occupies a period of about four days. 
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INTRA-UTERINE: Within the uterus (womb). 

INTRA-UTERINE CONTRACEPTIVE DEVICE (1.U.D.) : A contraceptive 
device which lies inside the uterine cavity. 

KARMAN CANNULA (Catheter): A flexible polythene tube used in the 
termination of early pregnancy which is inserted into the uterus through the 
cervix and through which the contents of the uterus may be aspirated by 
applying suction. This was specially designed for the purpose by the man after 
whom it is named. 

LACTATION: The period of the secretion of milk. 

LAMINARIA TENTS: Rod-shaped structures prepared from dehydrated extract .i 
of the seaweed "laminaria" which are inserted into the cervix. Their function is , 
to absorb water and expand, causing the cervix to dilate slowly. 

LAPAROSCOPE: An instrument for visualising the abdominal cavity and its 
contents. It is an illuminated telescope which is inserted into the abdominal 
cavity through a very small incision in the abdominal wall. 

LAPAROSCOPIC STERILISATION: Sterilisation which is performed through 
the laparoscope by coagulation of the Fallopian tubes. 

LAPAROSCOPY: The act or process of examining the peritoneal cavity and its 
contents by means of a laparoscope. It is used as a method of tubal sterilisation 
of the female. 

LAPAROTOMY: An operation involving the opening of the abdominal cavity. 

LEGITIMATE: A birth is deemed to be legitimate if the parents were married to 
each other, either at the time of conception, or at the time of the birth, or at any 
stage during the intervening period. 

LIVE BIRTH: A birth resulting in a child which shows signs of life. 

LUTEINISATION: The process taking place in follicles which have matured and 
discharged their egg. The cells become a yellow colour and the follicle becomes 
corpus luteum. 

MENARCHE: The establishment or beginning of the menstrual function. 

MENSTRUAL ASPIRATION/REGULATION: A term applied to the 
aspiration of the contents of the uterus when the menstrual period is overdue 
but before diagnosis of pregnancy is possible. 

MENSTRUATION: The periodic discharge of blood from the uterus occurring at 
more or less regular monthly intervals throughout the active reproductive life of 
women. 

METABOLITES: Substances produced by the chemical processes participating 
in and essential to the phenomena of life. 

MISCARRIAGE: The premature expulsion of the fetus or embryo from the womb 
after implantation. 

MORBIDITY: The incidence of disease or ill-health. 

MORBIDITY RATE: Usually expressed as the incidence of complications per 
100,000 cases. 

MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY; Hereditary disease, causing progressive weakness 
and wasting of the muscles. 

MORTALITY: The incidence of death. 

Maternal Mortality-the incidence of death occurring during pregnancy or 
the year following a pregnancy. • 

Perinatal Mortality- deaths occurring before birth and in children during 
the first week of life. 
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Neo-natal Mortality-death within the first month of life. 
Infant Mortality--death occurring within the first year of life. 

MORTALITY RATE: Usually expressed as deaths per 100,000 cases. 
MUL TIGRA VIDA: A woman who has been pregnant more than once. 

MULTIPAROUS OR MULTIPARA: A woman who is giving birth for the 
second or third time or who has given birth to two or more children. The term 
usually refers to a woman who has borne several children. 

NATURAL INCREASE: Difference between birth and death rates. Migration 
figures must, however, be taken into account for the true growth rates. 

NEURAL C,REST: First appearance of the neural or nervous system. 

NEURAL TUBE DEFECTS: Development defects of the central nervous system 
in a fetus, e.g., spina bifida. 

NUCLEAR FAMILY: A small group composed of husband and wife and 
immature children which constitutes a unit apart from the rest of the 
community. 

OCCLUSION: The blocking up of an opening. 

OVARY: The female gonad, the organ which produces the female sex cells or ova 
and hormones, including female hormones (estrogens). 

OVULATION: The release of an unfertilized egg from one of the ovaries which 
usually occurs approximately once a month in women during their reproductive 
years. 

OVUM: The female reproductive cell or "egg" which is produced in the ovaries. 

OXYTOCIN: A hormone capable of inducing uterine contractions a'.nd producing 
labour. Natural oxytocin is produced by the pituitary gland. 

PARACERVICAL BLOCK: A form of local anaesthesia used for minor 
operations on the uterus, including vaginal termination of pregnancy. Local 
anaesthetic is injected into the tissue on either side of the cervix where the 
nerves supplying the uterus are situated so causing local anaesthesia. 

PARITY: Used to describe the number of births that have occurred, e.g., parity 2 
means having given birth to two children. 

PERINATAL: The time period from approximately a fetal weight of 500 grams to 
the first 28 days after birth. 

PESSARY: A tablet or instrument for insertion into the vagina. May be designed 
to contain medication for treatment of a condition or act as a supportive 
structure for the treatment of genital prolapse. 

PITUITARY GLAND: A pea-sized gland at the base of the brain which exercises 
control over the other glands of the body. 

PLACENTA (Afterbirth): The disc-like structure which connects the fetus to the 
inside of the uterus via the umbilical cord and through which the fetus obtains 
its nourishment from its mother and gets rid of waste products. It also produces 
hormones which are essential for the maintenance of the pregnancy. 

PLACENTAL VILLI: The network of roots put out by the blastula which secrete 
chorionic gonadotrophin and relay it to the corpus luteum via the maternal 
blood. 

POST-NATAL: Relating to the period after the birth of the child. 
POST-PARTUM: Pertaining to, or occurring du.ring, the period following 

childbirth and delivery. 
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PREMATURE BIRTH: A birth taking place before the normal gestation period 
has been completed. This is u8ually also related to the birth of a child weighing 
2500 grams (5½lb.) or less. 

PRODUCTS OF CONCEPTION: This term includes all the organic/biological 
parts of the conceptus such as the fetus, placenta, amniotic fluid and cells, and 
the amniotic sac. 

PROGESTERONE: A hormone secreted by the ovary and by the placenta. It is 
responsible for some of the changes taking place during the menstrual cycle and 
is necessary to the development of a normal pregnancy. 

PROGESTOGEN: A substance with a progesterone-like action, present in some • 
contraceptive pills. , 

PROSTAGLANDINS: A group of substances present in human tissues, having a 
wide range of action and being involved in many physiological processes. One of 
their properties about which most is known is that when administered in 
concentrated extracts to uterine·muscle they c,.use uterine contraction with the 
consequent induction of labour or abortion. Prostaglandin 
Analogues-synthetically-produced compounds with similar properties. 

PUERPERAL DEATH: Death of a woman due to the compl~cations of 
pregnancy, labour, or childbirth. 

PUERPERAL PSYCHOSIS: Mental disorder in the period or state of 
confinement after labour. 

PUERPERIUM: The time period from the termination of labour to when the 
uterus regains its original size and shape, usually defined as 42 days. 

PYREXIA: Fever, raised body temperature. 

QUICKENING: The stage at which the movements of the fetus can be felt within 
the mother. 

RENAL: Pertaining to .the kidney. 

REPLACEMENT FERTILITY: The level of reproduction consistent with 
ultimate zero population growth. Under contemporary conditions of mortality, 
this averages out to 2.11 children per woman over a lifetime. The figure allows 
for deaths among women before they reach childbearing age and also for the fact 
that slightly more males than females are born. 

REPRODUCTIVE AGE GROUP: In demography the reproductive age group is 
taken as 16-44 years. The term is applied to all females in this broad age group. 

RHESUS FACTOR: A series of antigens present on red blood cells, the most 
important of which is Rhesus D which is present on the red cells of 85 percent of 
the Caucasian population. Women without the factor Rhesus D positive may 
produce antibodies to the factor which in a subsequent pregnancy may cause 
destruction of the red corpuscles of a Rhesus positive fetus. 

RUBELLA (German Measles): An acute infectious disease of viral origin. This 
tends to have to have a mild effect on the mother but if it occurs in early 
pregnancy (first three months), it may produce serious congenital defects in the 
child. 

SALINE: A solution of common salt (sodium chloride) in water. 

SALPINGECTOMY: Excision of a uterine; tube (Fallopian tube). 

SALPINGITIS: Inflammation of the Fallopian tubes. 

SCROTUM: A pouch containing the male gonads (testes). Lying within it is part 
of the vas deferens which links the testes and the urethra. 

SEBACEOUS GLANDS: Glands secreting a greasy lubricating substance. 
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SEMINAL VESICLES: Small paired sacs lying on either side of the upper part of 
the male urethra, the function of which is to collect and store the spermatozoa 
which pass down the vas deferens. 

SENSITIZATION: Rendered sensitive, especially to proteins or bacteria by 
preliminary infection with such substances. _,,-. 

SEPSIS: Infection caused by the presence of various micro-organisms and/or their 
toxins which enter the bloodstream or tissues. 

SEPTICAEMIA: The spread of an infection into the blood stream (blood 
poisoning). 

SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASES (Venereal Disease): Infectious 
disease spread by sexual intercourse. 

SPERMICIDE: Any agent which is destructive to sperm. 

SPINA BIFIDA: A developmental defect in the bony vertebrae that normally 
encase and protect the spinal cord. 

STERILISATION (Operation of): Any operation which renders the individual 
incapable of producing a child. In the female this is usually accomplished by 
obstructing the Fallopian tubes though it may be achieved by other operative 
procedures. Male sterilisation-(see Vasectomy). 

STILL-BIRTH: A child born after the 28th week of pregnancy showing no signs 
of life. 

SUBCORTEX: The part of the brain substance which underlies the cortex or 
outer layers of the brain. 

TESTIS: The male gonad, responsible for the production of the male reproductive 
cells (spermatozoa) and the male hormones. 

THERAPEUTIC: The treatment of disease. 

THROMBOPHLEBITIS: A clot of blood in a blood vessel, together with 
inflammation of the wall of the vein. 

THROMBOSIS: The clotting of blood within a blood vessel. 

THROMBUS: A clot of blood that forms in one of the blood vessels or cavities of 
the heart, blocking the flow of blood. 

TOXAEMIA OF PREGNANCY (Pre-eclampsia): A condition usually occurring 
in late pregnancy associated with high blood pressure, protein in the urine, and 
fluid retention. 

TRANSLOCATION: Transfer of genetic material from one chromosome to 
another, the latter not being homologous with the former. 

TRAUMA: Wound or damage to tissues. 

TRIMESTER OF PREGNANCY: Refers to a three-month period of pregnancy, 
i.e., first, second, and third trimester of pregnancy. 

TUBAL LIGATION: Any method of surgery that either ties, blocks, cauterizes, 
cuts, or clips the Fallopian tubes so that the egg which is released each month by 
the ovary cannot be reached and fertilized by the sperm. 

ULTRA-SOUND SCANNING: The use of sound waves in diagnosis. 

UMBILICUS: The navel. The point at which the fetus is connected via the 
umbilical cord to the placenta. 

UREA: A principal waste product of protein metabolism in the human which is 
excreted in the urine. 

UTERUS (The womb): Female organ of reproduction in which the fetus grows 
and develops. 
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UTUS PASTE: An iodized solution of soaps which may be injected into the uterus 
through the cervix and which may induce abortion. 

VAGINAL METHOD OF ABORTION: A method of abortion which is carried 
out by approaching the uterus through the vagina, e.g., dilatation and curettage 
or vacuum aspiration of the uterus. 

-VAS DEFERENS: The duct connecting the testis to the seminal vesicles and 
urethra. 

VASECTOMY (male sterilisation): The division and ligation of the vas deferens, 
usually approached by a small incision in the scrotum. 

VENEREAL DISEASES: See Sexually Transmitted Diseases. 

VIABLE: A term applied to a fetus which is capable of leading a separate ~ 
existence. 

VIROLOGY: That branch of biology which is concerned with viruses and virus 
diseases. 

ZERO POPULATION GROWTH: A population where births equal deaths and 
long-term immigration equals long-term emigration over some defined period of 
time. 

ZONA PELLUCIDA: The membrane surrounding the ovum. 

ZYGOTE: The cell resulting from the fusion of the egg and the sperm. 
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ABBREVIATIONS OF PERIODICALS AND TERMS USED IN 
BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Acta obstet. gynec. Scand. 

Acta psychiat. neurol. Scand. 

A.L.R.A. 
Am. J. Comp. Law 
Am. J. Dis. Child 
Am. J. Nurs .... 
Am. J. Obstet. Gynec ... . 

Am. J. Orthopsychiat ... . 
Am. J. publ. Hlth. 
Am. J. Psychiat. 
Archs. Dis. Childh. 
Archs. Gen. Psychiat. 
Ass. Stud. Ab. 
Aust. J. Social Issues 
Aust. med. J. ... 
Aust. N.Z.J. Psychiat .... 

Br. J. hosp. Med. 
Br.J.prev.soc. Med. 

Br. med. Bull. 
Br. med.J. 
Community Hlth. 
Compreh. Psychiat. 
Crim. Law Rev. 
Demogr. 
Electroenceph. Clin. Neuro-

physiol. 
Eugenics Qt'ly 
Excerpta med. 
Fam. Plann. Perspect .... 
Fert. Steril. . .. 
Gynak. 
Int. J. Derm .... 
Int. J. Gynec. Obstet. 

I.P.P.F. 

I.R.C.A.R. 

J. Am. med. Ass. 

J. Biosoc. Sci. 
J. La. St. med. Soc. 

J. Marriage Fam. 
J. nerv. ment. Dis. 
J. Postgrad. Med. 

Acta obstetrica et gynecologica Scan-
dinavia 

Acta psychiatrica et neurologica Scan-
dinavia 

Abortion Law Reform Association 
American Journal of Comparative Law 
American Journal of Diseases of Children 
American Journal of Nursing 
American Journal of Obstetrics and 

Gynecology 
American Journal of Orthopsychiatry 
American Journal of Public Health 
American Journal of Psychiatry 
Archives of Disease in Childhood 
Archives of General Psychiatry 
Association for the Study of Abortion 
Australian Journal of Social Issues 
Australian Medical Journal 
Australian and New Zealand Journal of 

Psychiatry 
British Journal of Hospital Medicine 
British Journal of Preventive and Social 

Medicine 
British Medical Bulletin 
British Medical Journal 
Community Health 
Comprehensive Psychiatry 
Criminal Law Review 
Demography 
Electroencephalography and Clinical 

Neurophysiology 
Eugenics Quarterly 
Excerpta medica 
Family Planning Perspectives 
Fertility and Sterility 
Gynakologische 
International Journal of Dermatology 
International Journal of Gynecology and 

Obstetrics 
International Planned Parenthood Federa

tion 
International Reference Centre for Abortion 

Research 
Journal of the American Medical Associa

tion 
Journal of Biosocial Science 
Journal of the Louisiana State Medical 

Society 
Journal of Marriage and the Family 
Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases 
Journal of Postgraduate Medicine 
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J. Reprod. Fert. 
J.R. Coll. Gen. Prnct. 

J. Youth Ado!. 
Law Pop. Monogr. Ser. 
Med.-leg.J., Land. 
Med.-leg. Soc J. 
Medicine Sci. Law 
Mod. Med. 
New Engl. J. Med. 
N.Z. Fam. Phys. 
N.Z. med. J ... , 
N.Z. nurs. J ... : 
Nurs. Forum .. . 
Nurs. Mirror. .. 
Nurs. Research 
Obstet. Gynec. 
Obstet. Gynaec. Br. Commonw .... 

Pat. Mgmt. ... 
Police Coll. Mag. 
Polit. Ee. Plann. Broadsheet 

Polit. Qi:'ly 
Poly. Soc. J. 
PopuL Bull. 
Popu!. Index .. . 
Popul. Rep ... . 
Pop1..c!. Stud ... . 
Poscgrad. Med. 
Proc. R. Soc. Med. 

Psychiat. Ann. 
FubL Opinion Qt'ly 
Rep. Popul. Fam, Plann. 
Scient.Am .... 
Scott. medo J. 
Semin, Psychiat. 
Social Sci. Med. 
S,P.U,C. 

Stud. Fam. Fiann. 
T.F.R.I. 

Journal of Reproduction and Fertility 
Journal of the Royal College of General 

Practitioners 
Journal of Youth and Adolescence 
Law and Population Monograph Series 
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Medico-legal Society Journal 
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Patient Management 
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Polynesian Society Journal 
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Postgraduate Medicine 
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Medicine 
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cbildren under 16, provision for, (see also 

Girls under 16), 57 
condoms, 102, 112, 114 
contra-progestational, 105 
Depo-Provera, 96 
diaphragm, 98 
dispensing of, 110 
douche, 99 
Dutch caps, 98 
duty and sales tax, 112 
effectiveness of, 99, 103 
estimates of free distribution, 111 
Food and Drug Act 1969, 55, 83 
free of charge, 110 
health risks of, 96, 98, 100 
implants, 104 
information and education, l l 2f 
intellectually handicapped, provision for, 

(see also Intellectually Handicapped), 
86 

intra-uterine devices, 97, 104, 213f 
legal restraints on, provision of, 55 
males, drugs for, 103 
mechanical, 83 
oral, (see also Hormonal Pill), 94ff 
Police Offences Amendment Act 1954, 57 
Prostaglandins, 105 
services, 318 
standards of, 102 
use of, 56, 111 
vaccines, 104 
vending machines, 85f 

Corpus Luteum, 93 
COUNSELLING, (see also Abortion, deci-

sion) 
at AMAC, 167 
defined, 287f 
independence of, 288 
role of counsellor, 288 
services, 291 
sterilisation, 132 

Crimes Act 1961, (see ACTS) 

Declaration of Geneva, 199 
Declaration of Oslo, 199 
Demography, (see Population) 
Dilatation and Curettage, (see Abortion, 

techniques of) 

Down's S~dtf!\l}e, (se~ Fe):al.pefec~L 
D.S.I.R.,' .... alleged .. a}xirtip.n offences 

examin~ by1 . .,~~1!f 
' , ,C ;, ; ; ~-1; 
EDUCATION ., ,,,,:..· , , , 

Board of Health Report l~t 88\~ .· 
Corr~sponden~e School,·:f95~.t}'.'.t 
Cume C,gmm1Ssio]\ 19~2,..88 ,,::ifo,ii 

Depar~e~t of He~fil :~r,i 40 
Educational Development Conference 88 
Family Life ~rogramm~s,,,:~ i~·, ' 
Human Relationships, courses, on, .. l!3, 88 
Human Relationships, r'~~nime~~ns 

on, 91 · · · · · 
McMillan Report 1937, 88 ':: . 
Mazengarb Report 1954, 88·· 0

•• 

of medical personnel, 3 l 6f 
of pregnant schoolgirls, l 95f 
of pregnant women, .195f 
sex, (see Sex Education) 
Thomas Report 1943, 88 

Ex-nuptial Births, (see Births) 
Ex-nuptial Pregnancie\, (see also .Girls 

under 16) 
to girls under 16, 79f 

Fallopian tubes, 93 
FAMILY, (see also Hutt Valley Survey) 

allowances, 40 
changing nature of, 306f 
changing roles of, 308 
definition of, 306 
Hutt Valley Survey, 307 
ideal size, views on, 307 
marriage rate, 308 
Statl\S of Children Act 1969, 308 

Family Growth Survey, (see Hutt Valley 
Survey) 

FAMILY PLANNING 
basic human right to, 55 
benefits of, l 06 
clinics, establishment of, 55 
educational material on, 56 
financial aid overseas, l 09 
General Practitioners' role in, 107 
health factors in, 55 
at hospital board clinics, 108 
at hospital 0. & G. Depts., 108f 
International Planned Parenthood Feder-

ation, 55 
Maoris and Pacific Islanders, services for, 

109 
Natural, (see Natural Family Planning) 
Proclamation of Teheran, 55 
recommendations on, 113 
services, extension of, 109 
services, organisation of, l 06 
social, economic and cultural factors; 55 
State assistance for, 55 
U.N. Fund for Population Activities, 55 
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Family Planning Association, 107 
clinics, 108, 396 
Govemmem grants to, lO!! 

Fertilisation, process of, 93, !ill, 340, 35lf 
FETAL DEFECTS 

Amniocentesis, 
defined, 207 
indications for use of, 209f 
National Women's Hospital survey, 

209 
risks of, 209£ 
use of, 2091 

Anencephaly, 208 
Down's Syndrome, (mongolism), 208f 

aetiology of, 209 
diagnosis of, 207f 
incidence of, 208 

HaemophiHa, 209' 
irncidencie o1, 21!J9£ 
legaJ corle as proposal for, 272 
morality of abortion for, 2 !0f 
Muscufo.r Dystrophy, 209 
Rubdla, 21G 
Sphrn Eifida, 208 
Tay-Sachs t:H5ease, 208 
l.:Jtcatr.nent i•)rJ 207 

Fewl Re~eard1 
,ie::idsting re8ea:rch, 322 
in1po1tance of~ 321 
ke,~ping of rect:m:b, 324 
legal position, 32:lf 
reconrrnnendlations on, 325 
recommercided Code :0£ Practice, 324 
research 

consent to, 323 
conscientious objection to, 324 
on dead fetusci 323 
on fetal ti~sues and material, 323 
on fetus in ute,T,, 323 
on p1·e-viable fotns, 323 
on viable fetus, 323 

restrictions in i'¾LZ., 32]. 
restrictions in U.K., 321 
liJJ(. Advieory Group Report, 32lf 

definition oi terms, 321.f 
!~,ms, (see U;11lx,m Child) 
1r:u.m!!), eclucat1on, 853' 87 

(}eneral Practitioners, P ... oyal College of 
(England), Study oi Oral Cont~acep-, 
tiv.e11 an<l Health, 96 

Gi~ls Under 16 
ex-nuptial births to, 61 
induced abortion in, 64 
provi~ior. of contraceptives for, 61 
spontaneous abortion in, 64 
statfadcs on, 65 

Gononhoea, (8ee Se,rually Transmitted 
Dise&@es) 

Handicapped Children, (see also Intellectu
aHy Handicapped) 

personal submissions on, 330 
support services for, 303f 

Health, W.H.O., definition of, 148,204,270 
Health Amendment Bill 1976, 50 
Health, Board of, 58 

Committee on Venereal Diseases in N.Z,, 
58 

Maternal Mortality Report 1921, 39, 387! 
Health, Department of, 56, 102 

Family Growth Survey, HnH Valley, 56 
Health Services Research Unit, 67 
statistics on new cases of S.T.D., 70 
submissions by, 44 

Health Services 
abortion seirvlces, 319f 
contraceptive services, 3 l!lf 
costs of, 319 
effect ol recommended changes on, 3 J. 9 
Tecommendations on, 320 
sterilisation services, l 29f, 3 I 9 

History of Abortion 
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in Ancient Greece, 337f 
Aristotle, 339f 
Atl'lenian attitude, 338 
Hippocr2tes, 34H 
Hippocratic Oath, 342f 
Plato, 338£ 
Socrates, 337 
Sparta., 338 

in Ancient Rome 
Cicem, 346 
Justinian, Statutes of, 344 
Juvenal, 346 
Miitudus Felix, 347 
T ertullian, 34 7 
Twelve Tables, 345 

in Ch.ina, 332 
in early Christian church, 34 7! 

Augustine, 349 
Clement of Alexandria, 348 
The Didache, 348 
Epistle of Barnabas, 348 
Papal Encyclicals, 349£ 
St. Basil, 348 

in early civilisations, 332f 
Hindu attitude, 332f 
in Middle Ages 

Blackstone, 350 
Coke, Sir Edward, 350 
Fleta, 350 
Henry of Bracton, 350 

in Middle East, 333f 
Ancient Egypt, 334 
Assyrian Code, 333 
Babylonian Code, 334 
Hammurabi, 334 
Hittite Code, 334 



History of Abortion-continued 
in Middle East-continued 

Josephus, 336 
Judaism, 334f 
Persian Code, 333 
Philo, 336 
Sumerian Code, 333 
Talmud, 337 

Muslim attitude, 333 
in primitive societies, 332 
scientific research, 35 lf 

Home Aid Services, 40 
Hormonal Pill 

combined, 95 
contra-progestational, I 05 
degree of use, 95, 97 
development of, 94 
effectiveness of, 92, 96, 97 
effect on girls under 16, 96 
health risks of, 96 
injectable, 96 
mini, 95 
mode of operation, 94f 
Morning-after, 92, 99 

use after rape, 213 
research on effects, 96 
sequential, 95 

Hospitals, (see also Abortion, morbidity) 
abortion statistics 

Auckland Medical Aid Centre, 149 
Christchurch Women's Hospital, 149 
Cook Hospital, Gisborne, 149 
Dunedin Public Hospital, 149 
National Women's Hospital, Auckland, 

149 
Hospitals Amendment Act 1975, (see 

ACTS) 
Hospital Board 

Ashburton, vasectomies, performed at, 
124 

Auckland, vasectomies performed at, 
123ff 

clinics, 108 
Hospital Obstetric and Gynaecological 

departments, 108f 
Hospital Services, (see Health Services) 
Hutt Valley Survey, (see also Family) 

ideal family size, 307 
sterilisation, 117, 129 
sterilisation costs, 131 

Hysterectomy, (see Abortion, techniques of) 

ILLEGAL ABORTIONS 
Board of Health Report 1921, 154, 387ff 
definition of, 153 
estimates in England, 155 
estimates of N .z. women in Australia, 

(see also Australia), 163 
estimates, past, 154 
estimates present, 154ff 
McMillan Committee 1936, 154 
prosecutions for, 155 

ILLEGAL AB.QY,TIQNS-,..conti~d 
surveys and ·pt=ojections o( . 

Diggory, 162 . 
based on fertility Jc:,vels, Hib . .. 
based on hospital ;idrnissiolll!, )~Of 
extrapolation from maternal dea,ths, 159 . : ,,. . . 

Gemming and Crighton, 158 
National Research Bureau, 156ff 

Illegitimacy 
rate, 58 
ratio, 5 7, 60 

Illegitimate births, (see Births, ex-nuptial) 
Implantation, 94, 95~ 97, 181 
Incest, (see Indications and Legal Code) 
Indecent Publications Act 1910, 1963, (see 

ACTS) 
Indecent Publications Tribunal, 75 

INDICATIONS FOR ABORTION 
Copper-7, use of, 213 
defined, 201 
fetal defect, 206, 272 
incest, 214 
intellectual handicap, 215, 272 
legal code proposals, 269 
life-threatening, 201, 270 
medical, 20 I 
Morning-after-Pill, use of, 213 
police practice, 214 
psychiatric, 202H 
rape 

Abortion Act 1967 (U.K.), 213 
Bourne's case, 212 
Colorado experience, 213 
defined, 212 
discussed, 2 l 2f 
proposals for legal code, 272 
resulting in pregnancy, 212 

socio-economic 
age, 206 
finance, 205 
home help, 205 
housing, 205 
youth, 206 

South Australian legislation, (see also 
South Austr~lia), 213 

Induced Abortion 
girls under 16, (see also Girls under 16), 

64 
reporting of, 64 

Intellectually Handicapped 
indications for abortion for, 215 
provision of contraceptives for, 73f, 86 
Society fpr, 73 
sterilisation of, 119, 125f 

Intercourse, ex-nuptial, 65 
International Code of Medical Ethics, 199 
International Planned Parenthood Federa-

tion, 55 
Intra-Uterine Devices 

Copper-7 and Copper-T, I 04 
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Intra-U terinc Devices-cmitinued 
development of, 97 
effectiveness of, 98 
health risks of, 98 
medicated, 98, 104 
mode o:f operation, 97 
use after rape, 213 

Lactatirn.19 

prolonged, as method of contraception, 
102 

Lane, Hon. l'vfrs Justice, (see also Reports 
and United Kingdom), 41 

Laparoscopy. (see Sterilisation) 
LEGAL CODE OF ABORTION 

abmt;on defined, 269 
aimendments proposed, 280 
Crimes Act 1961, section 182, 279 
legal policy, 267 
menstrual extraction: IegaR proposals, 281 
pnJposed g:rounds for decision 

lbetwe:::n woman and doctor, 274 
burden of proof ior, 278 
con~.ent of father, 276 
,consent of parent~ 276 
ieta1 defect, 272 
iJll.cest, 272 
life-threatening conditions, 270 
mental health, :no 
rnental retardation, 272 
physical health, 270 
rape, 272 
recomn-r.endat~ons, 282 
twelve weeks time limit, 273 
upper time limit for, 27'1, 
youth or" age of applicant, 272f 

McMillan, Dr D. G., 
Comirnission of"' Inquiry into Abortion 

1936, (see also Report~), 39£, 154 
MAORIS 

abortion practices, 225 
adoption practices, 225, 228 
contraceptive practices, 226f 
i=x-nuptia.l birthe, 60f, 228 
e>rt~ndecl fa.mil y, 225 
family role of, 225f 
fertility patterns of, 222, 226 
historical attitudes of, 224! 
numbers seeking abortion, 1 76f 
population growth of, 226 
st,erilisation of, 227 
urbanisation, effects on, 225 
v,elfare services foi·, 227f 

1v11aternaJ Mortality 
compared with abortion mortality, 250 
Report of 1921 Committee, 39, 387f 

Jvfatemity Bendit, 40 
Maternity Leave, (see Rights of Pn:gnant 

V\Toman) 
!,1fazengarb, Dr O. C:., ( §ee also Reports), 7 5 

Medical Personnel 
education in family planning, 316ff 

Menarche, age ol, 66£ 

IVJ:ENSTRUAL EXTRACTION, (also 
menstrual regulation, menstrual aspi
ration, vacuum aspiration) 

health risks of, l 00 
legal code proposals for, 28 If 
techniques of, 244 

Menstruation, 96, 100, 182 
anovular cycle, lO 1 
irregular cycle, lO l 

Mongolism, (see Down's Syndrome) 
Morals, (see Abortion, Morality of) 
Morbidity, (see Abortion, morbidity, and 

Contraception, health risks) 
Morning-after Pill, (see Hormonal Pill) 
Mortality, (see Abortion, mortality, and 

Maternal Mortality) 

National Health Statistics Centre, 64 
NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING 

dfectiveness of, I 02 
ovufation or mucus method, IOI 
rhythm, safe period, calendar method, 

101 
temperature method, lOlf 

Natural Family Planning Associatioa 
centres, I 06, l08, 396 

OPINION POLLS AND SURVEYS 
Medical Opinion 

A.N.Z.C. Psychiatrists, 241! 
Gregson and frwin, 14 7, 240f 
N.Z.C.G.P. (Auck. Faculty), 242 
R.C.O.G., 240 
Pro!. Veale, 239! 

Nationai Organisations 
Nat. Council "of Women, 238 

Public Opinion 
Gemming and Crighton, l58f, 235f 
Heylen Polls, 233f 
Nat. Org. of V.fomen, Porirua, 237 
Nat. Research Bureau, 156f, 231! 
Political Research Bureau, 235 
Univ. Waikato, 236f 

Ovulation, 93, JO! 
process of, 181 

Ovum, fertilisation of, (see also Fertilisa
tion), 18H, 34-0, 35H 

PACIFIC ISLANDERS 
abortions at AM.AC, ! 76! 
abortion practices, 227 
adoption practices, 228 
contraceptive practices, 226 
cultural attitudes, 229 
population growth, 224 
welfare services, 227 

Personal Submissions 
abortion, 329 
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Personal Submissions-continued 
abortion facilities, 329 
adoption, 330 
contraception, 328 
handicapped children, 330 
help and advice during pregnancy, 329 
search for abortion, 329 
sterilisation, 328 
value of, 330 

Police Offences Amendment Act, (see 
ACTS) 

POPULATION 
New Zealand 

age groups, 219 
distribution of, 222 
fertility, decline in, 221 
Maori fertility rates, 222 
population gmwth, 218 
population projections for, 220 
statistics on, 222i 

relevance in abortion legislation, 216 
world, 217 

Pregnancy 
beginning of, 182 
ectopic, 94, 98 
moral issues, 69 
social issues, 69 

Private Submission§, (see Personal Submis
sions) 

Prnstaglandins, (see Abortion, techniques 
of, and Contraceptives) 

Psychiatric Sequelae, (see Abortion, 
psychiatric sequelae of) 

Rape, ( see Ind.ications, Hormonal Pill and 
Intra-Uterine Contraceptive Devices) 

Reports 
Board of Health, 1921, 154 
Board of Health 1922, 88 
Currie Commission 1962, 88 
Educational Development Conference 

1974, 88 
Lane 1971, 356 
McMillan 1937, 39, 88 
Mallen Comm.ittee, 369ff 
Maternal Mortality 1921, 387ff 
Mazengarb 1954, 75, 88 
Report on Injuries to Unborn Children 

1974, 192 
Select Committee ol House ol Commons 

1976, 356 
Thomas 1943, 88 

RIGHTS 
rights ol the child, l 99 
right to !He, 192, 198 
rights of the pregnant woman 

to abortion consideration, 194 
to control fortility, !93! 
to education, l 95f 
to have employment ·safeguarded, 194! 
to maternity leave, 194 

RIGHTS---continutd 
rights of the pregnant woman--cantinued. 

to medical services, 195 
to social services, 196 

unborn child, (see Un::xn:n Child, Status 
of) 

United Nations, Conference on, 55 
Universal Declaration of. 306 

Royal Commission · 
appointment o!, 42 
confidentiality of submissions, 44 
inquiries overseas, 46 
private submissions, 44 
procedure, 43 
publicity, 47 

Rubella, (see Fetal Defects) 

Scientific and Industrial Research, Dept. of, 
(see D.S.LR.) 

Select Committee !946, (see Committees) 
Services, (see Abortion Services, Contracep

tive Services, Home Aid Services, 
Sterilisation Services and Supportive 
Services; see also Rights) 

SEX EDUCATION, l57ff 
place of school in, 900 
recommendations on, 91 
role of family in, 88f 
Swedish programme, 80 

SEXUALLY TRAJ'<TSMITTED 
DISEASES 

cases treated at hospital board clinics, 7 l 
education films on, 85 
gonorrhoea 

incidence in N.Z., 70 
incidence overseas, 70 
oral, 71! 
statistics on new cases, 70 

Report on Venereal Diseases in N.Z. 
1922, 69 

social issues, 69 
types of, 70 

Social Welfare, Dept. of 
case work services, 30 l 
ex-rmptial births, 301 
ex-nuptial children and their parents, 5 7 
submission of, 44 

Society for the Protection of the Unborn 
Child, (S.P.U.C.), 44 

South Australia, (see also Atlstrnlia) 
abortion legislation, 271, 365H 
Criminal Law Consolidation Act Amend

ment Act 1969, 41, 365ff 
Mallen Committee, 42, 365ff 

Spina Bifida, (see Fetal Defects) 
Statutes Revision Committee 1973, (see 

Committees) 
STERILISATION 

conditional, 133 
conscientious objection to, 131 
consent of parent or guardian to, 127 
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STERILISATION-continued 
consent bf partner to, 132 
cost of, 131, 133f 
counselling for, 132 
criteria for, 130 
decision, factors to be considered, l 32f 
defined, 115 
difficulties in obtaining, 118 
of the female, 116 
Hutt Valley Survey, 117, 129 
for intellectually handicapped, 119, 125ff 
laparoscopy, 130 
legal issues of, 120ff 
of the male, 116 
medical insurance schemes, 131 
moral issues of, 118 
notification of, 134 
operation of law in N.Z., 123f 
of Pacific Islanders, 118 
permanency of, 117 
personal submissions, 328 
post-partum, l l 7f, 130 
recommendations on, 119, 128 
seIVices, (see also Health SeIVices), 319 

delays, 130 
private treatment, 131 
at public hospitals, l 29f 

social issues of, 11 7f 
techniques of, l 16ff 
tubal ligation, 116 
vasectomy, (see Vasectomy) 
voluntary, 115 
when performed, 118 

Submissions, list of persons making, 399ff 
Suicide, 260 
Supportive SeIVices 

adoption, 303 
child care seIVices, 302f 
girls in care, 303 
for handicapped children, 304 
home aid help, 304 
hospitals 

antenatal clinics, 304 
social workers, 299 

legal seIVices, 304 
by putative father, 302 
recommendations on, 305 
by Social Welfare Dept. 

case work seIVice, 301 
for ex-nuptial births, 30 I 

for unmarried mothers, (see Unmarried 
Mothers) 

welfare seIVices, organisation of, •305 
Surveys, (see Opinion Polls and Surveys, 

and Hutt Valley Survey) 
Sweden 

Central Bureau of Statistics, 80 
education programmes in, 80 
ex-nuptial births in, 80 
S.T.D. in, 80 

Teachers' Colleges 
education programmes, 91 
training in human relationships, 91 

UNBORN CHILD 
beginnitig of life, l 84f 
brain development of, 184 
breathing of, 184 
criminal law on, 190 
defined, 180 
development of, 18lf 
Developmental School, attitude to, 186f 
Genetic School, attitude to, 185f 
law of tort, 191 
loss after implantation, 181 
loss before implantation, 181 
property law, 190 
quickening, 183f 
Social Consequences School, attitude to, 

189 
stages of development, 182 
status of, 180, 190 
U.K. Law Commission on, 192 
value of new human life, 189f 

UNITED KINGDOM 
Abortion Act "1967 

criticisms of working of, 355 
Lane Committee, Appt. of, 355 
Lane Report, 356 
Parliamentary history of, 355 
provisions of, 354 

Abortion Amendment Bill 
aims of, 356 
Parliamentary history of, 355 
Select Committee, appt. of, 356 
Select Committee, Report of and 

comment on, 357f 
Abortion Law 

Offences Against the Person Act 1861, 
358 

provisions of, 354 
statistics on working of Act, 358f 

United Nations 
Declaration of the Rights of the Child, 199 
fund for population activities, 55 
Human Rights, International Conference 

on, 55 
Proclamation of Teheran, 55 

UNITED STATES 
basis of Supreme Court judgment, 363 
Constitutional amendments proposed, 

364 
Supreme Court decision 1973, 360f 

UNMARRIED MOTHERS 
Domestic Purposes Benefit, 300 
financial provision for, 300 
increase in numbers of, 265 
support seIVices for, 299f 

"Unwanted" Child, (see also Abortion 
Refused), 262f 
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Vacuum Aspiration, (see Abortion, tech
niques of) 

, VASECTOMY 
cost ol, 131 
out-patient surgery for, 130 
statistiai on, 117, 123fl 

Venereal Diseases, (see Sexually Transmit
ted Diseases) 

Woolnougb, Dr J., 42 
Trial of, 141 

World Health Organisation 
health agpect~ ol family planning, 55 
health, definition of, HB, 204, 270 

World Medical A.ssodation, 199 
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